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Order of business 
- 
Speaking Time:
Mr Seefeld; Sir F. Catheratood; Mr Cottrell;
Mr Rogers
Procedural motion: Mr Pannella
Sir F. Catherwood (Committee on Extemal
Economic Relations)
Procedural motion: Mr Pannella
Lady Elles; Mr Bangemann
Procedural motions: Lord Harmar Nicholls;
Mr Enright
Deadline for tabling amendments
Procedure anithoat report
Procedural motions: Mr Saare; Mr Rogers
Mr Scott-Hophins; Mrs zsan den Heuoel
Mr Pannella; Mr Galland
Action tahen by the Commission on the
opinions and proposak of Parliament:
Mr Purztis; Mr Natali (Commission)
Possibility of designating 1985 'European
Music Year' Report by Mr Hahn
(Committee on Youth, Culture, Educatiou
Information and Sport) 
- 
(Doc. 1-345/80):
Mr Hahry rdpporter,rr
Mrs Vieboff; Mrs Gaiotti de Biase;
Mr Patterson; Mrs Pruoot; Mr Ansquer;
Mrs Macciocchi; Mr Papapietro; Mr Selig-'
man; Mr C. tachson; Mr Balfe; Mr Burhe
(Commission)
Question Time (Doc. 1-570/80):
o Qtestions to the Commission of tbe Euro-
pean Cotnmunities:
Question No I by Mr Patterson: Ooersias
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Mr Burke (Conmission); Mr Patterson;
Mr Burke; Mrs Kelleu-Bororndn; Mr Burhe;
Mr Moller; Mr Burhe
Question No 2, by Mrs Nieken: National
preferences in pub lic procarernent :
Mr Vrede ling ( Commis sion)
Question No4 by MrAdam: Non-ferrous
metak industries:
Mr Natali (Commission); Mr Adam;
Mr Natali
Question No 6 by Mr Radoux: Tbe economic
situation in the Community:
Mr Vredeling; Mr Radoux
Question No 7 by Sir F. Warner: The impor-
tation of perry-pear juice concentrdte
Mr Haferkamp (Commission); Sir F.
.lV'a 
rn e r ; M r H afe r h amp
Question No S by Mrs Euting: Compensa-
tion to fishermen for encroachment by oil
industry on fishing grounds :
Mr Burhe; Mrs Ewing; Mr Barhe; Mr John-
son; Mr Burhe .
Procedural motion: Mr Herman
Question No 10 by Sir Peter Vanneck:
Duty-free US imports of defence equipment
manufactured in the Community:
Mr Haferhamp; Sir P. Vannech; Mr Hafer-
hamp; Mr Scott-Hophins; Mr Haferhamp
Question No 12 by Mr Scott-Hophins:
Imports of tufied carpets from the USA
Mr Haferhamp; Mr Scott-Hophins; Mr
Haferhamp; Mr Seal; Mr Haferhamp; Mr
IVekb; Mr Haferhamp
Question No 13 by Mr Denis: Eoasioe
ansu)er by the Commission to lYitten Ques-
tion No 1058/80:
Mr Vredeling; Mr Denis; Mr Vredeling
Question No 14 by Mr C. Jachson: Apples:
Mr Natali; Mr C. fachson; Mr Natali; Mr
Scou-Hophins; Mr Natali; Mr Tumer; Mr
Natali
Question No 17 by Mr Berkhouuter: Linh
betueen the United Kingdom and the conti-
nent:
Mr Burhe; Mr Berkhouater; Mr Burhe; Miss
Hooper; Mr Burke; Mr Doublet; Mr Burke;
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Mr Hutton; Mr Burhe; Mr Albers; Mr Burke;
Mr Turner; Mr Barhe; Mr Moller; Mr Burhe
Question No 18 by Mr Harris: Unfair
conpetition:
Mr Vredeling; Mr Harris; Mr Wedeling
Question No 1 9 by Mr Penders: Education in
European scbook on the democratic chdracter
of European cioilization :
Mr Burke; Mr Penders; Mr Burke; Mrs Boot;
Mr Burke
Question No 20 by M, Daztem: Farm
incomes crisis in lreland:
Mr Natali; Mr Daoern; Mr Natali; Mr de
Courcy Ling; Mr Natali; Mr lYbkh; Mr
Natali
Question No 21 by Mr Remilly: Reduced
import leoy on New Zealand butter:
INTHE CHAIR:MRS VEIL
President
(Tbe sitting was opened at t p. ..)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
I . Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of rhe
European Parliament adjourned on 6 November 1980.
2. 'fV?lcome
President. 
- 
I have great pleasure in welcoming a
delegation from the United States Congress, led by
Mr Pease and Mr'Winn.
(Applause)
This is the first meeting in the conrexr of our
six-monthly meetings which the delegation has made
to the directly elected European Parliament.
The European Parliament attaches great imponance
to the meetings 
- 
the mosr recent, the seventeenth
took place a short while ago in Copenhagen 
-between its delegation and that of the United Smres
Congress.
Mr Ha,ferkamp; Mr Fanton; Mr Haferhamp;
Mr Vekb; Mr Ha,ferkatnp
Question No 22 by Mr Doublet: Halt in
motor@dy construction :
Mr Burhe; Mr Doublet; Mr Burhe; Mr oan
Minnen; Mr Burhe; Mr Patterson; Mr Burhe;
Mr Moreland; Mr Burhe; Mr Albers; Mr
Burke; Mr Puruis; Mr Burhe
Question No 24 by Mr Cl6ment: Emergenqt
FAO meeting on the food-supply situation in
Africa and relations aith the Community:
Mr Burhe; Mr Cl6ment; Mr Burke
13. Agendafor next sitting
Annex
I am also happy to welcome in the official gallery nine
Members of the Greek Parliament whose appoint-
ments as Members of the European Parliament will
take effect from I January 1981.
(Applause)
Their attendance at this plenary session will enable
contacts to be established which will be most useful
and beneficial when all our new Greek colleagues are
appointed Members of the European Parliament.
3. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
The comperenr German aurhorities
informed me on 13 November 1980 of the appoint-
ment of Mr Rieger as Member of the European
Parliament to replace Mr Schmitt, who has died.
I welcome the new Member and remind rhe House
that, pursuant to Rule 3 (3) of rhe Rules of Procedure
any Member whose credenrials have nor yer been veri-
fied takes his sear provisionally in Parliament and on
its commirrees with rhe same righr as orher Members.
4. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received various petirions whose
titles and authors are ser out in rhe minutes. These
petitions will be forwarded for consideration to the
Commirree on the Rules of Procedure and Peritions.
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President
The minures also contain demils of various decisions
concerning petirions.
5. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
Since the session was adjourned I have
received from the Council, the parliamentary commir-
rees, the political groups and individual Members
various documenrs which are listed in rhe minutes.
6. Texts of treatiesforanarded by tbe Council
President. 
- 
I have received from rhe Council certi-
fied true copies of various agreemenrs and acrs. These
documents, which are listed in rhe minutes of rhis
sitting, will be deposited in the archives of the Euro-
pean Parliament.
7. Order of business 
- 
Speahing Time
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe order of business.
At its meeting of 15 October 1980 the enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been distribured
(PE 58-000/rev).
At its meedng this morning rhe chairmen of the politi-
cal groups proposed a number of changes.
As Mr Beumer's report on behalf of rhe Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on a directive on
taxes which affect the consumption of manufacrured
tobacco, scheduled to be considered on Thursday
(No 2a5) has been withdrawn from the agenda since ir
was not adopted by the Commirtee.
At the request of rhe chairman of rhe Committee on
External Economic Relations, I propose ro include in
the joint debate on the iron and steel industry, entered
on tomorrow's agenda, a report by Mr Martinet on
EEC-USA relations in the steel sector (Doc. l-565/
80).
It has been proposed that a separare debate on rhe
repon by Mrs von Alemann, on rhe siting of nuclear
power stations (Doc. 1-442/8) should be held romor-
row.
It has also been proposed rhat the oral quesrion with
debate by Mr Seligman on energy strategy following
rhe Venice Summit of 23 June 1980 (Doc. 1-508/80)
should be withdiawn from the agenda and replaced by
an oral question by Mr Seligman and orhers on
supplies of oil to the Communiry from the Middle
East.
At the request of rhe Council I propose ro enrer a[ rhe
beginning of Thursday's sitting a reporr by Mr Dank-
ert, on behalf of the Commirtee on Budge6, on rhe
draft amending and supplementary budger No I of rhe
Communities for 1980, which has just been referred to
us and which will be pu[ ro [he vote immediately afrer
the debare.
At the Council's requesr I propose ro enrer on Thurs-
day's agenda, in place of Mr Beumer's report which
has been wirhdrawn, a reporr by Mr Pearce on rhe
generalized tariff preferences (Doc. 1-5a5l80). The
debarc will be held at rhe time scheduled for rhe
Beumer Report.
At its meering of 28 October 1980 the enlarged Bureau
authorized me to propose thar a repofl by Mr More-
land, on behalf of rhe Committee on Transport, on rhe
Community quota for the carriage of goods by road(Doc.1-555/80) should be enrered on Friday's
agenda.
At the request of rhe Group of rhe European People's
Pany (CD Group) I propose ro enrer on Friday's
agenda, after the Moreland Repon, an oral quesrion
by this group on exporr refunds.
Finally, ar the requesr of rhe Committee on Transpon
I propose ro enter as rhe lasr irem on Friday's agenda a
repon by Mr Key on the safety of conrainers in rhe
European Community (Doc. I -556180).
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Madam President, before rhe
agenda for this week is definitively adopted, I should
like to make one request. As you know a motion for a
resolution on the continued existence of Eurocontrol
has been tabled.
I understand that you inrend a vore ro be taken on
Vednesday to decide wherher this motion by rhe
Committee on Transporr is to be considered under
urgent procedure; if so the mo[ion would be raken in
the plenary sitting on Friday. I should like rc ask you
to see to it that the vote on urgenr procedure is taken
as quickly as possible to enable the morion to be
adopted by Parliament before Thursday, 20 Novem-
ber. The reason is this: seven of the nine Ministers of
Transport of our Member States will be meeting on
20 November and it would be ridiculous for this
House to take a decision on 21 November. I therefore
appeal to the common sense of rhe whole House and
ask for your support, Madam President, in seeing ro ir
that a decision is taken on this morion by l9 Novem-
ber. Otherwise our opinion will be valueless. In rhe
interests of my commirr,ee, I therefore urge you,
Madam President, to adopr rhe agenda in such a way
that a decision can srill be raken on [his motion in rhe
House before 20 November. I am counring on your
understanding in this marrer.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
!fle discussed this matter at length this
morning. It is impossible to enter the request for
urgent debare on the agenda before Vednesday, in the
firsr place because the 21 signatures required have not
yet been obtained. However, in addition, as you
know, we have decided that, since it is impossible to
have all the documents ready in time, that decisions on
urgent procedure would no longer be taken on Tues-
day. In fact, on many occasions cenain Members took
the view 
- 
and I believe that it was shared by the
House as a whole 
- 
that a debate on urgency could
not take place if all the documents had not been distri-
buted. Therefore, henceforward rhese votes will only
be taken on Vednesday or Thursday mornings. All the
requests for urgent procedure have been placed on
'\iTednesday 
morning's agenda to allow the documents
to be distributed so that Members can have all the
documents translated into their own languages before
they vote.
If Parliament decides to hold an urgent debate it will
then have to decide when this debate should take
place.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Thank you for your helpful atti-
rude, Madam President. I should like to thank you on
behalf of all my colleagues who, I believe, are
performing tasks of great responsibility in the
Committee on Transport.
Through their spokesmen in the Committee on Trans-
port, all the groups have indicated their support for
this motion and for the procedure indicated by me. I
am assuming that more than 21 colleagues will lend
their signarures to my request because this Parliament
has often unanimously indicated irc view that Euro-
control must continue.
(Applause)
I hope that you will be able to overcome rhe formali-
ries and help us to reach a reasonable decision. The
meetrng of Transport Ministers will end on Thursday
afternoon. They would surely not understand our
insistence on formalities at a time when the existence
of a vital organrzation is at stake. I hope that reason
wrll prevail.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The House will decide on'Wednesday.
Sir Frederick Catherwood. 
- 
Madam President, I
am sorry that I am a little slow in coming back ro the
question of the dming of the debate on the GSP. You
have 
- 
and I thank you for it 
- 
responded co my
requesr to have it held before Friday, bur as I under-
stand the position, it is to replace Mr Beumer's report,
which is the last one on Thursday night. The reason I
felt that we should discuss the generalized system of
preferences at a time when we have a good attendance
is rhat it is a critical debate, because the generalized
system of preferences affects our relations with all the
developing countries, which is most of the world, and
so a lot of people will be looking at it. It is also a
rarher critical debarc rn relation to the newly-indus-
trialized countries, and we are doing some new things.
If we have a debate in the middle of Thursday night
on a subject affecting the Community's relationships
with about rwo-thirds of the world, it may not look
very good.
I would very strongly suggest, Madam President, that
instead of simply substituting it for Mr Beumer's
report, we bring it forward and hold it on Thursday
morning. \7e could then vote for it on Thursday after-
noon, because again if we leave the vote until Friday
morning it will be very difficult. I do not do this very
often, but I do very strongly suggest that this is a criti-
cal repon and a critical debate and should be brought
further forward on Thursday.
President. 
- 
!7e already made an exception by
including this report on a day when the agenda was
already very full by reason of the addition of the
debate on the supplementary budget. '!(i'e were able to
substitute one report for another, but we cannot upset
the order of business; as all the reports for Thursday
are important we cannot give priority to one of them.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Madam President, I would like to say
something in support of my colleague, Mr Seefeld,
who has spoken on the subjecr of Eurocontrol.
I would recall, Madam President, that we have already
had one embarrassing incident with Eurocontrol
when, because we were not able to debate a report in
the previous pan-session concerning the future of this
organization, Parliament was placed in the situation
where it had ro send a telegram to the Eurocontrol
Ministers meeting in Brussels to advise them of Parlia-
ment's opinion. It seems to me, Madam President, that
when this House spends so much time discussing
marters which are afleged to be of imponance to the
Community but which seem, to me a[ leas[, not to be,
and when we have a grave doubt about an organiz-
ation concerned with the lives of air passengers in the
Community, then we should do as Mr Seefeld says
and show some flexibility.
I would remind you, Madam President, that we have
akeady vored in favour of this organization and the
work that it is doing. Despite all rhat you have said, I
really do support Mr Seefeld in calling for urgent
debate, so that we can take a decision which, hope-
fully, will impress the Ministers before they decide the
future of the organization.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
Mr Cortrell, rhere seems ro be a misun-
derstanding. I already explained ro Mr Seefeld that, if
urgent procedure is adopred 
- 
and this cannot take
place before Vednesday 
- 
it will be for rhe House
itself to decide when the debate should take place.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, rhe point ar issue is
not whether the House feels that the matter is urgent.
I think we would all agree that it is. !flhat Mr Seefeld
is asking is when we are going to vote on it afterwards.
There is a precedent here, because I myself was in the
chair when the House acrually made a decision to
accept the urgency of a matrer and rhen to fix a time
for voting. \7ould rhis not also be suirable for
'S7'ednesday? \7e could agree that it is urgenr and also
fix a time for voring, which could be Vednesday, so
that we could give an opinion before the Ministers
meet. I hear someone say rhat the President said rhe
same thing: Vel[, if she did, it did not come over quite
as clearly in translation.
President. 
- 
That is what I just said.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I should like
to know whether procedural morions always take
priority in this Assembly?
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, as all the Members raised
their hands for a point of order I gave them the floor
in the order in which they asked to speak.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I simply want
a clarification: what rule are we to apply? Are there
any changes or are we going to discuss the agenda by
raising constant objections for hours on end?
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, until the order of business
is definitively adopted, I feel that everyone who so
requests should be allowed to speak.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Frederick Catherwood.
Sir Frederick Catherwood. 
- 
Madam President, I
would like to ask for a vote on the timing of the
debate on rhe generalized system of preference,
because I was asked to make this request on behalf of
my committee. I really do not think that it is right that
we should have a debare on our relations with so many
countries in the world in the middle of the night,
which is when this will happen. It really is, I think,
absurd. '!7e spend so much of our time thinking of our
relationships with third countries; we spend so much
of our time thinking of the developing countries and
rheir problems, and rhen, when it comes to the debate
on [he Commission's proposals for the generalized
system of preferences for the next five years, which are
very substantially different from those for the last five
years, we schedule that debate right in the middle of
the nrght. Our committee thought that this was an
absurd thing to do.
I really canno[ see, Madam President, why we need to
do that. I entirely accept that there are other imponant
items on that day, but quite frankly, looking down the
list of items, I cannot see that there are any where the
external relations aspect is so vital. It really does
matrer when we have this debate and how many
people are going to be here. So I should like, on behalf
of my committee, to ask for a vote on this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Madam President, Rule 12 (2) of
the Rules of Procedure reads as follows
At the begrnning of each part-sessron, Parliament shall
decide on the draft agenda submitted to ir by the enlarged
Bureau without alrcration other than such alterations as
may be proposed by the President or proposed to him in
wnting . .
I therefore believe that this informal discussion is
being unnecessarily protracted. 'S7e must either accept
or reject the agenda submitted to us unless proposed
changes have been made in writing. I do not think
they have. That at least is the method which we have
often followed in the past.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, Mr Seefeld's request was
not a request to amend the agenda but merely a
comment on the debate on urgent procedure. Sir Fred-
erick Catherwood's request was submitted in writing,
pursuant to Rule 12 of the Rules 
,of Procedure, more
than an hour before the sitting opened. Although Sir
Frederick made this request on behalf of his commit-
tee, I must point out that he was the only one who
signed it. Should I therefore consider that a motion to
amend the agenda has been duly made?
I put the matter to the House, as it is something not
provided for in the Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Madam President, I would just like to
refer to Rule l2 (2) regarding such alterations as may
be proposed by the President. Vell, you have kindly
proposed that this repon should be held late in the
evening on Thursday, and I think therefore rhar
Parliament has a right to vote on this proposal that
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Lady Elles
you have had the courtesy to make to ir. I would
therefore support Sir Fred Catherwood in asking for a
vote on your proposal to Parliamenr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann! 
- 
(D) Madam President, I suppon
Lady Elles's proposal; either we accept her suggestion
that this item should be placed on the agenda for
Thursday evening or we do not accept it, in which
case the repon will not be placed on Thursday's
agenda. This is a concrete proposal.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote Sir Frederick Cather-
wood's motion.
The proposal to replace the Beumer Repon by the
Pearce Repon is adoprcd.
I call Lord Harmar Nicholls.
Lord Harmar Nicholls. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, on a
point of order I would like to say rhat I am sad about
the decision that has just been taken. I believe that this
Parliament ought to accept the President's ruling on
matters connected with the actual carrying out of the
procedures. I suppon Mr Seefeld's plea, but instead of
asking rhe whole Parliamenr of 410 Members to make
these decisions, we ought to leave is to rhe President
and a small group to make these decisions and fix our
agenda. It seems to me, Madam Presidenr, rhar if we
are to be respected as a Parliament, [hen as many
until it can sort our its own procedure.s. I would like rc
feel thar we have confidence in rhe Presidenr we elect
and that we allow that person to fix our agenda with-
out throwing it open to all of this phony democracy,
because it is phony and rhe sooner we achieve some
Breater efficiency the betrer for rhe future of rhis
Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
My poinr of order is quite a simple
one. I deplore the assumption rhat people will not be
here on Thursday and Friday, which is inherenr in
what has been said in arguing for a change in rhe
agenda. It seems to me, Madam President, rhat if we
are to be respected as a Parliament, lhen as many
people should be here on Thursday night and Friday
morning as there are on Monday evening and Tuesday
morning. I hope that you will uphold rhis principle,
Madam President.
(App lause from oarious quarters )
President. 
- 
Are there any other comments?
The order of business is approved.r
8. Deadlinefor tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose rc fix the deadline for tabling
amendments as set out. in the draft agenda.
The deadline for nbling amehdments m the draft
amending and supplemenary budget No I is fixed at
l0 p.m. tomorrow.2
9. Procedure without report
President. 
- 
The tides of proposals from the
Commission ro the Council placed on the agenda for
this sitting for considerarion withour reporr., pursuant
to Rule 27 A of the Rules of Procedure are set our in
the minutes.
Unless a Member asks leave to speak on these propos-
als or amendments are tabled to them before the open-
ing of Friday's sitring, I shall declare rhese proposals
to be approved.
I call Mr Sarre.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) Madam President, we learnr last
week that a South African delegation would be visiting
the European Parliament during rhe pan-session
which is beginning today. The Bureau of the Socialist
Group has already made a declaration sraring rhar ir
will not receive this delegation and I think we should
go even further. As you know, Madam President, rhis
visit has been arranged by an agency which specializes
in public relations on behalf of rhe racisr regime in
Pretoria . . .
I See mrnutes for order of business and for allocarion of
speaking time.2 See minutes.
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President. 
- 
Mr Sarre, as this item is not on the
agenda, there are no grounds for making a statement:
this item is not provided for in t\e agenda. It could
possibly be raised in the Bureau but there is no possi-
bility of making a sraremenr.
Mr Sarre. 
- 
(F) . . . I would like nevenheless to
express the hope that Parliament will show sufficient
dignity to refrain from receiving this delegation.
(Protests by certain Members of the European Democratic
Group)
President. 
- 
Mr Sarre, it is for each group to decide
individually what it should do.
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
On a point of order, Madam Presi-
dent, with regard to the point raised by Mr Sarre, the
agency he referred to also used the name of the Euro-
pean Parliament. Now what are you, as the custodian
and President of the European Parliamenr, going ro
do about this?
President. 
- 
This matter can be raised in the Bureau.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
On an entirely different
matter, Madam President, I understand that during
this week and particularly rcday a number of commit-
rces of the House are mee[ing, in panicular the
Committee on Budger, the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning and the Commitree on
Agriculture. Now I understood that you were very
much against this and Parliamenr had almosr taken rhe
decision to have a minimum number of committee
meerings during plenary sessions, and particularly
during Question Time. I am not quite sure exactly
how this happened. All I would do at this stage is ro
ask you to look into it as a matter of urgency and
perhaps come back to the House tomorrow morning
or to the Bureau, whichever you decide, and say what
your views are concerninB this matter.
President. 
- 
Mr Scott-Hopkins, during the week
preceding each part-session I receive from the chair-
men of the committees a large number of requests for
meetings. !7hen these requests are not supported by
adequate reasons I'reject them.
However, in cenain cases there is a genuinely urgent
need for the committees to meet. This is the case
where the Committee on Budgets is concerned: it must
be enabled to prepare the debate on the draft budget.
The Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Regional Policy also have urgent matters to discuss.
However each time I give the authorization I do so
with considerable regret, since they place a heavy
burden on the administrative services as well as keep-
ing Members from the Chamber.
At the same time I am grateful for your smrcment
since ir gives me an opportunity of asking everyone to
avoid as far as possible organizing meetings during the
plenary sittings. It is a point on which I am always
extremely vigiIant.
I call Mrs van den Heuvel.
Mrs van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I
cannot agree at all with your view. I consider, on the
con[rary that it is extremely useful for Members of
Parliament whose presence in the Chamber is not
absolutely vital, to use the available time for committee
meetings. If we used the time available to us to attend
plenary debates in addition to committee meetings,
this Chamber would always be fuller than it is at
Present..
President. 
- 
Yes indeed, Mrs van den Heuvel, there
are cases where I have no other option but to author-
ize a committee to hold a meeting.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I welcome
the fact that, for the first time for 12 months, we are
respecting the Rules of Procedure. If I am not
mistaken you have on this occasion depaned from
your consistent practice of proposing the use of
Rules 28 and 36 A in a manner which is not author-
ized by the Rules themselves. Thank you, Madam
President, for restoring the rights of Members of
Parliament in this area unless 
- 
but I hope not 
- 
I
am mistaken.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella I must deprive you at once
of your optimism and your satisfaction: I believe I
announced already that speaking time would be allo-
cated as set out in the draft agenda.
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Madam President, we cannot
allow Mr Pannella m constantly raise anificial proce-
dural points. I am very sorry, Mr Pannella, but speak-
ing time is allocated in our debates in conformiry with
Rules 28 and 36 A of the Rules of Procedure. There is
no orher possibility. Ir is time for you to stop telling us
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that we are failing ro respecr the Rules of Procedure in
regard to the use of speaking dme.
Your intepretation of rhe way in which speaking time
could be used is scandalous. Read the Rules of Proce-
dure, try to understand them and stop raising poinrs
which are complercly out of order.
10. Action taken by tbe Commission on the opinions and
propo sals of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the statemenr by rhe
Commission on action taken on the opinions and reso-
lution of the European Parliament.r
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Madam President, I refer to the reso-
lution we passed last month on the disappearance of
little girls in South East Asia 
- 
Documenr l-494/80.1
would like to ask the Commission if in fact rhey feel
they are going to be able to fulfil the request in that
resdlution that the Commission should provide a
report on the danger that these children are being sold
into prostitution and on the trade in children berween
the Far East and Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Natali.
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(I) Madam President, Members of this House will
remember that when Mr Onoli spoke on behalf of the
Commission in the debate on this subject, he said rhat
the Commission did not have the resources [o prepare
a report for submission to the European Parliament on
this matter. Nevenheless we have asked our delegarion
in Bangkok to obtain all the relevant da[a for submis-
sion to Par[iament.
Once we receive that information, we shall take care
to forward it to the responsible parliamenrary commir-
tee.
11. Possibility of designating 1985 'European Music
Year'
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the reporr by
Mr Hahn, on behalf of the Commitree on Youth,
Culture, Education, Informarion and Spon on rhe
possibility of designaring 1985 'European Music Year'
(Doc.1-345/80).
I call Mr Hahn.
Mr Hahn, rapporteilr. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, on l6January 1980 sixty 
- 
rwo
members of all rhe polidcal groups in rhe European
Parliament signed a motion for a resolution calling for
1985 to be declared European Music Year.
The reason for that motion was the fact that 300 years
ago, in 1685, three leading European composers were
born, Johann Sebastian Bach, Georg Friedrich Hendel
and Domenico Scarlatti.
On 29 May and 9 July the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Spon considered
the draft report and unanimously adopted the present
motion for a resolution. The committee welcomed the
initiative taken by the authors of the motion dated
16 January.
There is surely no other area of European culture in
which the basic feature of that culture, namely unity in
variety, is so convincingly evident as in music.
Europe's musicaI heritage is incomparable in the
cultural history of mankind. It remains as vital as ever
today and retains its universal validiry. Each in its own
way, all the peoples of Europe have contributed to it.
and although different languages and certain historical
prejudices which are difficult to overcome are an
obstacle to comprehension between the peoples, music
is generally understood. Musical unity has long since
existed in Europe. The integration of Europe in the
sphere of music has already been completed. This is a
symbol of the fact that the counrries of Europe are
bound together by culture far more than by economic
links. Unfortunately this was not reflected in the
budget debates in Luxembourg the week before last
when almost all the amendments tabled by the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Sport were rejected.
Our committee proposes that European Music Year
should be marked by guest performances by leading
European orchestras, by music fesrivals and seminars,
exhibitions on the history of music and special relevi-
sion and radio programmes. A year of rhat kind could
provide the framework for special measures ar borh
national and European level. The European Yourh
Orchestra, rhe European Choir and rhe European
Federation of Young Choirs should play a leading pan
in this and perform, in particular, the works of the
three great masrers. But works by European musicians
of all centuries and counrries, as well as folk music and
conremporary music should also be included.
European youth should play a panicular pan in Euro-
pean Music Year. The narional governmenrs should
take the iniriative of strengthening and improving
music tuition in schools. Training cenrres for musi-
cians and expecially for music reachers should be
improved and provided with satisfactory equipment.
The school curricula should be examined ro determine
whether they allow music an adequare place. TheI See Annex.
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organizations joined together in the European Youth
Forum should also participate in European Music
Year. The Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport is however of the opinion that
the organization of this music year should rest with
the Council of Europe rather than with the European
Community. The Council of Europe has already
organized successfully two previous events: European
Natural Heritage Year in 1970 and European Archi-
tectural Heritage Year in l975.lt has wide experience
and is able to contact a much wider circle of European
countries and persons. \7e should therefore ask the
Council of Europe to take up this suggestion.
Nevertheless, the European Community should make
an appropriate financial contribution. The Commis-
sion should prepare this.
As soon as the Council of Europe gives its agreement
and presents a programme for the European Music
Year'the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Information and Sport must once again discuss the
participation of the European Communiry. Ve would
ask the Assembly to approve our motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Viehoff to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, there are
advantages and drawbacks in proclaiming a music year
or any other kind of year. The advantage is that action
is taken which provides an incentive and may have
lasting consequences for the future. The drawback
may be that in a year of rhat kind one particular
subject will be highlighted and money spent on special
events which are organized, after which everything
may be forgotten again. During a music year, the
activities should concentrate on providing opportuni-
ties for young composers, soloists and performing
musicians to participate in subsidized performances
and competitions; there should be radio and television
broadcasts of modern music, grammophone records of
contemporary music should be issued, perhaps with
subsidies when they are not commercially viable, and
music teaching in our schools should be improved. In
short, these activities must stimulate the creativity of
young people and reach a wide public. Only then can
a music year have any real purpose.
On reading the original motion for a resolution, in
particular the last section calling for extensive celebra-
tion of the 300th anniversary of the binh of Bach,
Handel and Scarlatti, we do not gain the impression
that the European Music Year is to be given the
content which we should like it to have.
The music year can most appropriately be related to
the anniversary of the birth of the three leading
composers but it must not lead to a situation in which
carefully selected audiences of expensively dressed
ladies and gentlemen attend gala concerts throughout
Europe for a whole year to listen to works by these
composers. That would only be a negative phenom-
enon of the kind to which I referred earlier since in
1985 rhe whole business would be forgotten and there
would be no change whatever in our overall attitude [o
music. Finally, we fully aBree that the Council of
Europe is the appropriate agency to organize this year
and should therefore be asked to do so. If there are
any problems it is not really for the European Parlia-
menr to take an initiative of its own.
Madam President, I have here two amendments. I do
not know whether they still apply, but I should like to
irdicate my views. The first amendment relates to
paragraphs 3 and 4. Ve are against it. The second
seeks to stare specifically in paragraph 5 that encour-
aBement must be given to young comPosers and musi-
cians. '!fle are in favour of this.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Party
(C-D Group).
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. 
- 
(I) Madam President, in the
Committee on Youth and Culture, the Christian-
Democratic Group approved the resolution tabled by
Mr Hahn together with the accompanying report. \(e
should of course like cultural policy in the Community
to take on a broader substance than these purely
commemorative proposals. Ve should like a Commu-
nity cultural policy to exist but we cannot claim that it
does exist as yet; we are nevertheless pleased that this
morion should have come before Parliament rhereby
highlighting the importance of the work of this kind.
Ve should not like the Community either 
- 
as the
resolution rightly points out 
- 
to be isolated but hope
that a joint initiadve will be taken by all the member
countries of the Council of Europe.
I believe that the motion for a resolution should
emphasize and call attention to the growth in the
interest taken by young people in music in all coun-
tries. This is one of many aspects of the revolution in
leisure time which we may not yet always be able rc
assess in terms of its true political significance. The
leisure revolution is a great challenge to our societies,
since we must face the problems arising in this context
by encouraging the use of leisure time as a factor for
cultural integration, cultural communication and, in
short, individual enrichment.
That, as I see it, is the background to the proposal
regarding European Music Year which must not be
reduced to a mere ritual celebration of the birth of
these great musicians; that is merely the snrting point
for choosing this panicular year.
In that sense I approve and express our interest in the
resolution which has been tabled and in the individual
proposals, while stressing the need for the Interna-
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tional Music Year to be used for a wider purpose than
merely listening to music 
- 
it should rarher be an
occasion to improve the condirions available ro young
musicians and to lend them supporr. The Commirtee
on Youth and Culture is at present examining the
whole problem of the condirions experienced by
cultural workers: the International Music Year could
provide an opportunity to emphasize rhe conditions in
which cultural workers in rhe musical secror are placed
in Europe, in the nine Community countries. I there-
fore believe that this resolution should be approved by
the Assembly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patrerson to speak on behatf
of the European Democraric Group.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
First of all, Madam Presidenr, I
should like, on behalf of my group, to welcome the
admirably succinct and unfonunately long-postponed
repon by Mr Hahn. Ve also welcome rhe idea of
declaring 1985 International Music Year.
'We on the Committee on Youth, Culrure, Educarion,
Information and Sport are yery we[ aware of the
importance of cultural acrivi[ies. Ve know that ir is a
medium through which Europe, for rhe firsr time as
far as most people are concerned, can become a reality
for inillions of people. For most European cirizens,
music, architecture, painring, sculpture and the great
writers and poets of Europe are a more powerful
symbol of European unity than either, for example,
the common agricultural policy or even rhe Common
Market. I would go so far as ro say rhar more people
have heard of, and have cenainly heard, rhe European
Community Youth Orchesrra rhan have heard rhe
European Parliament. Europe as a civilization means
more to people than Europe as an instirution. Ir would
therefore be sensible as well as righr for us to do much
more in the cultural field.
However, let us be realistic. See how few of .Lls there
are here at the moment ro debare this marrer! Remem-
ber, Madam President, whar rhis Parliamenr did mo
weeks ago to the culrural budget of the Communiry.
The Commission proposed to spend less than 0.1 0/o
of the budget on cultural activities and rhe Council,
supponed by this Parliament, cuI rhar back even
further.
In these circumstances Mr Hahn's report represenm a
very wise approach in asking rhat, in the first instance
at least, the Council of Europe be asked ro be the main
sponsor. To begin with rhe Council of Europe has
resources to organize such an event. '!7e, lamentably,
do not. In the second place, the Council has experi-
ence in organizing such an evenr. In 1970 it organized
European Conservation Year and then in 1975, Archi-
tectural Heritage Year. I need hardly remind you what
we and the Council of the Communities did two
weeks ago to our own architectural budget. '!7e voted
it out altogether!
Finally, let us remember [ha[ European culture extends
much funher than the Community's frontiers. Can we
really envisage a European Music Year that leaves out
for example the Austrians: Mozan, Hayden, Schuben,
Mahler, Bri.ickner and so on. Mr von Habsburg is not
here, but I am sure he would agree wirh me on rhis
point.
Mr Hahn also suggests that rhe Community can make
an imponant contribution ro a music year: participa-
tion by the Youth Orchestra and rhe Choir. !7e can all
do something to encourage sponsorship by national
governments and national bodies and by industry and
commerce. Ve in rhe Committee on Youth, Culrure,
Education, Information and Sport as the explanarory
part of this repon poinr our, reserve rhe right to come
back to this matter in the event of our requesr ro rhe
Council of Europe not being fruitful.
Finally, Madam President, who knows, by 1985 we in
this Parliament and Community may have come ro our
senses; we may have voted some money to make a
financial contribution of our own. I suppon rhe
report, Madam President.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Pruvot to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, I have listened to
the chorus of all my colleagues this evening in suppon
of culture. \U7hat a pity rhat rhey did not sing the same
chorus rwo weeks ago in Luxembourg.
I suppon Mrs Gaiotri De Biase's words. I do nor
intend to repear points rhar have already been made
and shall confine myself to a commenr on Mr Hahn's
motion. Ve are firm believers in European identiry
and convinced of irc imponance and of the absolute
necessiry for action ro develop and strengthen ir. Ve
therefore approve his report. However, I note once
again the dispariry berween intenrions, between the
positions. adopred by Members of rhe Assembly and
the resolve shown by them when the opponuniry
arises of endowing rhe Communiry with rhe resources
necessary for a culrural policy. I therefore wish to
point ro the paradox in paragraph 5 of the explanatory
statement which was already introduced in para-
graph 2: how can the Communiry be expected to take
so many initiatives and undenake so many projects
when a great many amendments tabled by the
Commirree on Youth and Culrure were rejected in the
198 1 budgetary procedure by the selfsame Members,
or a good number of them, who signed the motion for
a resolution which led ro rhis reporr. And, as a corro-
lary of thar, how can rhe Commission be expected ro
contribute to the financing when rhe necessary appro-
priations have nor been voted?
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I am afraid that this motion for resolution will remain
no more rhan an expression of pious intentions unless,
berween now and 1985, the Community has shown the
determination to endow ircelf wirh adequate own
resources and unless this Parliament takes a much
Breater interest in areas other than the Communiry of
shopkeepers.
Can we reasonably ask the European Community to
take part in cultural actions and lend its suppon to
them when we refuse to provide the modest financial
resources essential to such action?
Having said that, we must. hope that rather than being
a mere celebration, the designation of 1985 as Music
Year should help to support and encourage both
national and European effons to stimulate interest in
music and help our citizens to better understand the
extent to which Europeans need to share their
common culture.
Does this imply that an event of this kind should be
held within the frontiers of our Community? I do not
think so. \7e therefore support the rapponeur when he
suggests that organization of Music Year should be
left to the Council of Europe.
\7e consider that the largest possible number of coun-
ries should panicipate in this important event. This
suggestion is also vital because we believe that success-
ful cooperation between the European Parliament and
the Council of Europe will be beneficial to the
Community as a whole.
In this time of great difficulty for the ans and cultural
workers in general, it is appropriate not only to prom-
ote but also to encourage any initiative designed to
foster international understanding, respect and toler-
ance between young people throughout the world.
Ladies and gentlemen, you may remember that five
years ago, at the initiative of the United Kingdom, the
European Parliament decided that a symphony
orchesra consisting of young musicians from the
whole Community should be set up. The Youth
Orchestra and Choir of the European Community
referred to in paragraph 6 of the explanatory state-
menr should participate fully in the events and festiv-.
ities to be organized and, by definition, should receive
full financial support from the Community. Every
cultural contriburion should be matched by a suitable
financial contribution.
I should like above all rc thank Mr Hahn for showing
sufficient courage to draft this report and submit this
resolution to us. I am convinced that, for some time at
least, the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education,
Informarion and Spon will need to show a great deal
of courage and perseverence in presenting the results
of their work to this House.
The Liberal and Democratic Group which shares my
concern in the problems of education and culture, will
be voting in favour of Mr Hahn's motion for resolu-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European Progressive Democrats.
Mr A:rsquer. 
- 
(F) It may seem paradoxical to
designate one panicular year as music year, given that
music is an inrcgral pan of our cultural and daily life.
Ve are all srongly in favour of the initiative taken by
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Infor-
mation and Spon and we wish to congratulate the
rapporteur, Mr Hahn, on his outstanding repon.
The committee rightly wishes to seize an opponunity
- 
the opportunity to celebrate the 300th anniversary
of the birth of three great European composers. I
believe that in 1985 we shall be able to enhance public
awareness in Europe of the imponance of music in our
lives: it is an art from, the expression of feelings and a
means of communication between individuals and,
therefore, a link binding all Europeans together.
'!7'e have time enough to organize this European Year.
Let us use the available time to see to it that public
opinion, by which I mean the citizens of Europe, is not
disappointed. Let us see to it that evenrc of real quality
are organized to encourage creativity as some of my
colleagues have just said. 1985 as European Music
Year could also be used to launch a genuine cultural
policy.
May I say to you, Mr Chairman of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, that we cannot be
mere economists. It is true that we need a strong
economy in our Community, but we should be failing
in our duty as politicians responsible for European life
if we did not go funher and propose wider horizons to
the peoples of Europe. I believe that men like Johann
Sebastian Bach, Hendel, and Scarlatti are ever present:
they are eternal. Let us use their works as an oppor-
tunity to organize a cultural Europe, a Europe without
frontiers, since music knows no frontiers, a Europe of
the mind.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, our group
entirely supports the motion tabled by Mr Hahn and
hopes that the Community in its entirety, i.e. the
Council, the Commission and the Member States as
well as the many organizations and powerful rcchnical
resources available to us will all be brought to bear on
this occasion to bring home to the peoples of Europe
rhat music is not merely an an but quite simply an
expression of life.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciochi to speak on behalf
of the Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defense of Individual Groups and Members.
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Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) Madam Presidenr, oqr group
naturalli, suPPorts this initiative but I musr say rhar I
have rarely seen a less musical texr; there is no evi-
dence of musical inspiration in this resolurion whose
wording seems ro me cold and uninspired. Perhaps,
however, the all-pervading bureaucratic tone of our
proceedings would have made ir difficult to adopt a
different style for this particular morion.
Although rhe text is lacking in inspirarion, it does
reflect a praisewonhy inrention. I am very sorry rhar
this European year should not be proclaimed unril
1985 when many of us who have lent rheir suppon to
this proposal, will no longer belong to the European
Parliament. \Vhy should we look beyond the present
life of this Parliamenr and why in effecr commir
ourselves to action which 
- 
however ourstanding rhe
genius of those whom we are to celebrate 
- 
will
nevenheless be essentially commemorarive in nature?
The problem is rhat we have no cultural policy and
that it is not sufficienr ro celebrare musical geniuses of
the past. Cultural policy is lacking in this Parliament
but alive throughout Europe. As my colleagues well
know rhere are cenrres which attracr. young people,
intellectuals and arrisrs such as the Bayreuth Festival
where \Tagner is not commemorated but brought to
life again in our age through a conjuncrion of musical
techniques and musical inrerpreration; rhere is also the
Salzbourg Festival and, I mighr add, the Venice Bien-
nale. Those are three examples of places where Euro-
peans come togerher. Perhaps these are examples of
the only meering poinrs of cuhure, indeed of real
European unity.
I would add that, in approving this resolution, we
might also accepr a proposal made by Mr Pedini in
respect of the Venice Biennale to rhe effect that a
festival of contemporary music should be organized ro
permit experimentarion in the laresr musical compo-
sitions including elecrronic and tonal music.
The Director of the music secrion of the Venice Bien-
nale, Mr Mario Messinis, has already conracted Mr
Pedini. In this connecion, I personally would hope for
a mee[ing between our Commitree on Youth and
Culture and rhe Direcror of the Biennale who is
responsible for this iniriarive. I believe rhat an orches-
tra consisting of conductors and performing anisrs
from Communiry and orher counrries should be
formed in 1981 already (I do not see why we should
confine ourselves as rhe resolution does ro [he Euro-
pean Communiry) 
- 
music knows no frontiers. The
importanr rhing is for this iniriative ro be put inro
effect by this institution as soon as possible.
A funher more rapid and feasible action would be ro
take up the proposal concerning the Venice Biennale;
I hope thar the Commirree on Yourh and Culrure and
Mr Pedini personally will rake the necessary sreps as
soon as possible.
For rhe rest I am pessimisric: I do not believe rhat we
can make real progress in Community cultural policy
and I do nor rhink rhat celebration of 1985 as Euro-
pean Music Year ar the inidative of rhis Parliamenr
elected in 1979, can give us reason ro claim that we
shall have contribured ro rhe cukural unity and rebinh
of Europe and ro the removal of those chauvinisric
cultural fronriers which still exist.
P.esident. 
- 
I call Mr Papapietro to speak on behalf
of rhe Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Papapietro. 
- 
(I) \7e welcome rhe iniriative of
proclaiming 1985 as European Music Year. \7e signed
the motion for resolution and approved rhe repon by
Mr Hahn in committee.
'\7e believe thar rhis morion 
- 
which we should like to
see adopted by Parliamenr and approved by the Coun-
cil 
- 
has a considerable value nor only for the
purpose of a general refinement of musical taste and
strengthening the awareness among Europeans of the
extreme value of rheir culrural herirage but also for
other more specific reasons. Parliament should seize
this opportunity. Unlike pracdcally all other parlia-
ments, our Assembly was nor elected by direct univer-
sal suffrage until some rwo decades afrer its foun-
darion; as an instirution of an economic Community we
also have the task of improving Community awareness
through the dissemination of culrural and historical
knowledge of rhe counrries of Europe.
Initiatives such as rhis with an eminently cultural and
anisric value help the process of developing a Euro-
pean ideal by prevenring Europe from being confined
to a mere Community of markers, torn often by the
tensions of interesr groups. '$7e rherefore believe thar
the European Parliamenr cannor confine ircelf rc
merely proposing a European Music Year withour
conrributing ro irs actual organizarion.
Four years remain before rhe stan of 1985 and che
Community and rhe Parliament musr use rhat time rc
work on this matter ro prevenr this music year from
degenerating into a mere commemorative ritual or
into a few more concerrs; nor is Communiry supporr
for musicians or music teachers sufficienr as referred
to in the reporr. The Community musr play a specific
role to ensure thar rhis music year leads ro the acqui-
sition of a richer heritage and becomes a landmark in
the cultural history of Europe. Ir is therefore appro-
priate for the parliamenrary committee, as indicated in
its report, specifically ro examine how Parliament and
the Community can parricipare in the preparation and
organization of music year.
Ve believe rhat our musical heritage, as indeed our
general cultural and anisric herirage, musr not be
treated as a self-conrained body handed down from
past centuries. On the conrrary our musical, cultural
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and artistic heritage is also a basis for the search for
new techniques, new modes of expression and new
paths of musical creation which will enable us to give
full expression to the muldple problems and many-
facetted conscience of the present. This is one area in
which we must work.
Many problems stand in the way of the organization
of musical teaching; the role of music in the educa-
tional process differs from country to country; [he
sysrem for the distribution of music, including music
of the 17th and 18rh century as well as contemporary
experimental compositions, the organization of
concerts and the record industry must be increasingly
freed from the ties created above all by the privileged
position of European monopolies. This could extend
the audience for music to wider circles of the popu-
lation and enrich our cultural awareness of music by
reaching social groups whrch have up to now had no
access to these forms of expression. Encouragemenr
must be given to new and complex forms of creation
through which our musical hericage and awareness can
be enriched. Ve believe that this must be an opportun-
iry to draw on the rich musical experience of other
continents which have already offered technical and
tonal contributions to many European musical experi-
ments. \fle need more knowledge of those experiments
ro better understand the peoples concerned wirh
whom Europe wishes to open a closer dialogue and
wider exchanges.
'\7e 
should like this music year to make a panicular
appeal to young people. The young have helped to
enhance the impact of music on our era: Bach's music
resounded in the churches of Prague during the spring
of tgog while Beerhoven's Ninth Symphony has been
heard in the great squares of Italy and other European
countries to highlight its progressive and popular
inspiration for youth. There are other forms of musical
expressions specific to young people, and the Euro-
pean Music Year must help to promote an understand-
ing of them, enabling problems belonging to the most
elevated sphere of cultural awareness to be studied.
In the five years between now and the end of 1985, the
Communists intend to work on these problems
together with other colleagues who have shown such
sensitivity in this matter to foster all aspects of Euro-
pean musical culture. !7'e hope to submit practical
proposals for action in the next few months.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Firstly, Madam President, I agree
entirely with Mr Papapietro. This festival does need
proper organization. I am 100 0/o in favour of desig-
nating 1985, European Music Year; but I am 100 0/o
against handing over this wonderful opponunity to the
Council of Europe. If the European Community
cannot find the modest sum of money needed to
promore this festival, we should be ashamed.'!7e have
four years to get a line in the budget for this proposal.
Now, Bach, Scarlatti and Handel are jewels in the
crown of the Community 
- 
they are not Swedish,
they are not Austrian and they are not Swiss; they are
German, Italian and British. As you know, Handel was
naturalized British and subsequently became a director
of the Royal Academy of Music. lVhy should we
rhrow away these magnificent Community assets by
handing them over to the Council of Europe? 1985
will be a great musical year in any case. !/hy shouldn't
it be an occasion to promote Community spirit?
Madam Pruvot has just said that the idea of the Euro-
pean Community Youth Orchestra was born in this
Parliament in 1975, and it has done more to esmblish a
favourable image of the Communiry in people's minds
than any other single measure that I know of.
Now I understand that Mr Patterson's and Mr Hahn's
reason for handing over this wonderful opportunity to
the Council of Europe is that the Community lacks
the funds and organization to manage such a project. I
disagree entirely with this argument. There is no
reason why it should be an expensive administrative
burden on the Community. There are many national
and international musicians' organizations, including
the International Music Council, based in Paris, the
Incorporated Sociery of Musicians and the Musicians'
Union, as well as the 'Now' live music organization
which is organized by Yehudi Menuhin and presided
over by Edward Heath. All these organizations could
be asked to help in a worthwhile project.
I presume that DG XII of the Commission would take
this under their wing and arrange for some additional
temporary staff. Money should come, as it does for
the Youth Orchestra, from governments, the Commis-
sion and private enterprise. I have suggested that a
Trust Fund should be set up during this year rc help
young musicians and this should be subscribed to by
public appeal throughout the 1985 Music Year.
Madam President, music is a universal language and it
speaks to everyone. Let us not lightly throw away this
wonderful opportunity to harness the glory of these
three great Community musicians of 100 years ago to
the promotion of a wider and deeper Community
spirit. \7e cannot celebrate Mozart, Beethoven,
Haydn and Mahler this year, because they were not
born in 1585 
- 
they were born later. Their turn will
come. The purpose of my two amendments is to
delete paragraph 3 and 4, so as to enable the EEC to
sponsor the 1985 Music Year, or at least, to do it
jointly with the Council of Europe. Surely we must
grasp rhis unrepeatable opportunity to win the heans
of young people in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Jackson.
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Mr C. Jackson. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, since Mr
Hahn's report, with a grear deal of which I agree, was
tabled last July, there has been time ro consider funher
the implications of European Music Year. I wanr ro
suggest to this House first, that we can in fact be much
bolder in our approach, and secondly, agreeing wirh
my colleague, Mr Seligman, rhar we should make ir a
smaller event. $7e should resrrict it to rhe European
Community of nine, ten, twelve or however many it
will be in 1985 is therefore nol srrange.
'!fle are all familiar with the local musical festivals
which rake place in cities, towns or regions righr
across the European Community; and ro suggesr, a
European Community Music Year for our exrended
Community of nine, [en, twelve or however many it
will be in 1985 is therefore nor srrange.
But the reason why I would suggesr rhis is of consider-
able importance ro rhe Community is that rhe complex
economic and political marrers to which we normally
turn our attenrion give our citizens little feeling of
being in a Community wirh a human dimension. This
is a serious failing. To quore the Treaty of Rome: ''We
are determined to lay rhe foundarions of ever-closer
union among rhe peoples of Europe.' Such a union, I
would maintain, requires a feeling of belonging. This '
feeling takes us away from economics to emorion, ro
matters of the spirit. One of the grearesr bonds
between our peoples is of course cultural, rhar we
share the great intellecrual herirage of Greece, carried
forward by Rome and gaining over rhe cenruries a
specifically Christian character. Against this common
background there is a rich diversiry of culrural and in
particular musical achievemenrs from rhe Member
States of our Community in which we can all take
great pride.
Let us therefore, I say, rake the lead in helping rhe
peoples of our Community ro rake pride in rhe
achievements of their fellow-citizens of the pasr. This
can be a real help in creating the feeling of unity that
we need to make our Community progress. Let us take
upon ourselves, because we are the democratic repre-
sentatives of the cirizens of the European Community,
the responsibiliry for designating 1985 European
Community Music Year.
At this point, Madam President, I beg ro move rhe
amendmenrs in my name giving effecr to this proposal.I suggest to [he House rhar, with our support and
encouragemenr, rhis idea will take root and be a
magnificent success. I believe it will gain the suppon
of culrural foundarions, of cities, of indusrry and
commerce as parrons of the arts. The year 1985 is of
course rhe [ercentenary, as others have said, of three
of our grearesr composers. But rhink of what orher
talent we can call upon for concerm just coming from
the Community: Beethoven, Benjamin Brirten,
Debussy, Delius, Elgar, Mendelssohn, Schumann. Of
course, we shall all regret curr.ing our Mozarr. I
personally would hope rhat there mighr be rhose who
would argue that Chopin is not jusr Polish, but can be
considered an adopted ciizen of France. Bur these, I
believe, Madam Presidenr are riny disadvantages when
compared with merir for our Community of having a
European Community Music Year in 1985; and it is to
this 
- 
dare I say? 
- 
slightly more advenrurous
proposal that the House will, I hope, give its supporr
in the vote in due course.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Madam President, rhis morion for a
resolution originared with my signature and those of
52 others last year, and I am pleased it has now come
to the Parliament. I suppose, as rhey say in Britain,
that I ought to declare an interesr because one of my
own relatives, Michael \flilliam Balfe, was responsible
for loosing a number of operas on rhe people of
Ireland in particular, and Europe in general.
(Laughter)
The opponunity which rhe binh of rhree composers in
the same year provides for organizing a rcrcentenary
had not been missed before this morion for a resolu-
tion was formulated. There is already a commitree in
London set up to sponsor in Great Britain, European
Music Year as far as Brimin is concerned. The poinr I
would like to make about the Council of Euiope is
that even the Council of Europe does nor cover rhe
whole of Europe. There is a considerable inreresr in
,these three composers in orher parts of Europe that
are not covered by the Council of Europe.
lfhat I was aiming to do in purring forward rhis
motion for a resolution was ro get, within the different
States of Europe, some coordination on what will,'
undoubtedly, be a fairly widely celebrared evenr; an
event which has already, incidentally, attracred some
attention in both Czechoslovakia and Eastern
Germany. So we are talking about a cuhural event
which, I believe, will, as 1985 gets closer, have an
increasing significance for differenr counrries within
Europe.
Unfonunately, although Mr Hahn has produced an
excellent report, I musr agree with some speakers, that
we cenainly could do more because rhere is a
tendency in the repon !o say, let us hand ir over to
someone else. To those people who say thar we have
very little in the budget for this acrivir.y I would say,
that I think thar, if an imaginative proposal was drawn
up and put forc/ard, money will be found for ir,
because people wirhin rhis Parliament would see rhat
rhere was an identifiable objecr on which we could
wonhily spend money. Ir is my hope chat we will be
able to play our pan along wirh other groups within
Europe rc get off the ground a cultural event which, I
am sure, will unite many more people. I agree with the
earlier speaker who said that more people have proba-
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bly heard of these three composers than have heard of
rhe European Parliament. In short, we have an excel-
lent opportunity to promote something which will be
of value across political and national boundaries; I
hope that support for this resolution tomorrow will be
the first step of the positive initiadve designed to take
hold of that opportunity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission.
- 
(F) Madam President, I am happy to indicate the
Commission's full support for the repon and resolu-
tion by Mr Hahn which have at least three merits.
The first concerns one of the objectives assigned to
European Music Year; I am not referring here to the
development of public interest in music since fonun-
ately enough that interest has never been more pro-
nounced than it is at present and we are witnessing
nothing short of a musical explosion; the objecdve of
which I am thinking is the encouragement which
should be given to musicians and music teachers: most
of them, apan from the few musicians who are house-
hold names, lead'a precarious existence. They are
frequent victims of unemployment. It is therefore
eminently desirable for European Music Year to be
made also European Musicians Year.
The second merit of Mr Hahn's repon and resolution
is the idea of turning to the Council of Europe. Vhy?
Because it would be impossible to pursue the cooper-
arion,with the Council of Europe which is so strongly
desired by both sides if the Community and its elder
brother in Strasbourg duplicate the same activities.
Cooperation necessarily implies and begins with the
elimination of duplication.
The Council of Europe has acquired a brilliant reputa-
tion by organizing European years such as the Archi-
tectural Heritage Year in l975.Therefore, instead of
seeking to compete with the Council of Europe on the
same ground, the Communiry should direct all irs
efforts towards action in. the cultural sector. This
involves essentially improvement of the economic and
social situation of workers in this sector among whom
musicians are in the vanguard.
Finally the report and motion for a resolution by Mr
Hahn have a third merit 
- 
on which I shall conclude
- 
of proposing for the Community's contribution to
European music year the aspects which best coincide
with our possibilities and resources. As Mr Hahn
suggests we shall ask the Community Youth Orchestra
and Choir to make a vorthy contribution to European
Music Year by giving works by Handel, Bach and
Scarlatti a prominent place in their 1985 programme.
They mighr even devote almost all their concerts in
that year to these three illustrious composers. That
would be even more impressive.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
IN THE CHAIR:MR DE FERRANTI
Vice-President
12. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next item is Question Time(Doc. 1-570/80).
lVe begin with questions to the Commission.
Question No 1, by Mr Patterson (H-405/80):
Is the decision of the United Kingdom Government ro
charge Greek studenm in British universittes the full over-
seas rate of fee 
- 
I I 380 to i 5 000 per annum 
-throughout the academic year 1980-81 compatible with
rhe Treaties, having regard to the fact that studenm from
other European Community Member States will only be
charged the UK rarc 
- 
9216 to I I 105 
- 
and to the
fact that Greece becomes a full Member State of the
Community on 1 January, and if not, what srcps does the
Commission propose to take to ensure compliance by the
UK Government with its Treaty obligations?
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
The
Commission has welcomed the announcement by the
Governmen! of the United Kingdom that students in
higher education from Member States of the Commu-
nity will as from now be exempted from tuition fees
claimed from foreigners studying in the United King-
dom. This decision is in accordance with the repon of
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Infor-
mation and Spon adoprcd by the Council of Educa-
tion Ministers during the meeting of 27 June 1980 in
Brussels which states in paragraph a(d) (17), and I
quote: '\7hen tuition fees are payable in a Member
State, rhose for students from other Community coun-
tries will not be higher than those applicable to home
srudents'. However, in the case of studenm from a new
Member Starc, a Member State may for reasons of
adminisrrative necessity defer application of this prin-
ciple until the beginning of the first academic year
after accession.
In the Commission's opinion the Government of the
United Kingdom does not discriminate against
Community citizens as the above-mentioned procedure
will be implemented as from the first year of the acces-
sion of Greece to the European Community.
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Mr Patterson. 
- 
I note thar the Commission referred
to reasons of administrative necessity. However, the
reason given by the Minisrer of State at the Depart-
ment of Education and Science, in rhe House of Lords
on 4 June was nor administrative necessity but the
need to save f 1 500 000. In this case, considering the
very small number of studenrs involved 
- 
probably
only 1 000 
- 
would the Commissioner nor agree [har
it would be more in accordance with rhe spirit of the
Community if from the beginning of nexr year the
Greek students who are newly coming into rhe educa-
tion system in this academic year, were to be
exempted ?
Mr Burke. 
-' 
It would nor be appropriate for me in
this forum ro commenr on a reply given in another.
Vhatever my personal feelings might be about rhe
desirability of the course advocated by the honourable
Member, I am advised thar rhe reasons which I have
stated in my reply are indeed rhe reasons given by rhe
United Kingdom for the action ir has raken. I see no
reason to criticize that action.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
S7ould the Commissioner
not agree rhat, if the Council of Educarion Ministers
met rather more often rhan has been the case in rhe
pas[, [hey would be able to influence decisions such as
this, because with a Member State such as Greece,
whom we are only roo anxious ro integrare as rapidly
as we possibly can into rhe Community, ir is very
imponanr thar they come in as full members and as
normal students in the academic year, only one term
of which will in fact have been covered before rhey
come into the Communiry?
Mr Burke. 
- 
!7ell, as a former member of the
Council and having atrended meerings of Ministers of
Education, and indeed as one who has just taken over
Mr Brunner's responsibilities for the remainder of this
Commission's mandare, I would personally like to see
Ministers of the Member Srares meeting in Council
Unfortunately, ir is nor possible in the short rime avail-
able to us berween now and rhe end of rhe year effec-
tively to do very much abour gerring a funher meering
of the Council, much as I would like to do so.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DK) Does the Commission believe
that it is comparible wirh the Community Treaties for
the Belgian governmenr ro require increased tuition
fees from foreign srudenrs from orher Member Srates?
If the Commission does nor think this to be in order,
will it take steps ro ensure rhar rhe Belgian governmenr
puts an end to this practice?
Mr Burke. 
- 
If the case is as stated by rhe honour-
able Member 
- 
and my informarion is nor necessarily
the same as his 
- 
it would be deplorable. But I under-
stand that there is no discrimination in any Member
State in relation to this panicular question
President. 
- 
Quesrion No 2, by Mrs Nielsen(H-a20/80):
In view of rhe increasingly common practice of giving
preference to national undenakings in public procure-
ment and in the formularion of tender specifications, will
rhe Commission tell us precisely what it is doing to
combar this practice, which is fragmenting the common
market in breach of rhe Treaty of Rome, and will it state
how many complaints of such discriminarion on the basis
of narionality it received in 1977, 1978 and 1979, naming
the narional authorities against which they were levelled?
MrVredeling, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NZ) The directive on rhe coordinarion of procedures
for the award of public supply conrracr does not
require the Member Srates to publish invitations ro bid
or to notify the Commission of them. If undenakings
consider that these invitations conrain discriminarory
provisions rhey may conracr rhe Commission which
then has rhe possibiliry of taking acrion by means of
the procedures stipulated in the Treaty. Since rhe entry
into force of Direcrive No7762 (EEC) in July 1978,
the Commission has received two complaints from
undertakings, the firsr of which felr irself disadvan-
taged by a discriminatory provision based on narional-
ity in the invitation ro bid while the second relarcd to
failure to award a contracr although the undenaking
concerned had tendered rhe lowesr bid.
President. 
- 
In the absence of its aurhor, Question
No 3, will receive a wrirten answer.l
Questron No 4, by Mr Adam (H-a33l80):
Vrll rhe Commission grve an undenaking to carry ou[ an
immedrate investigation into the pricing, credit and deliv-
ery-rerm policies in the non- ferrous merals industries in
order to ensure fair trading within the Community?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-Q) The Commission is closely following developments
on the inrernational markets for non-ferrous metals. It
would remind rhe honourable Member rhat an inquiry
can only be opened in this sector if precise informarion
is available on infringements of Treaty provisions on
compecitions. Ir is rherefore nor possible to conduct a
general inquiry inro all non-ferrous merals.
The Commission has however undertaken various
surveys in respecr of zinc and aluminium in panicular.
There is a suspicion thar zinc producers have distoned
I See Annex to the Repon of Proceedings of 19 November
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the normal condirions of competition wirhin the
Common Market. The inquiries have not yer been
completed. Furthermore the Commission wishes ro
draw the honourable Member's arrenr.ion to the 1975
decision on an agreement between aluminium produ-
cers better known as the IFTRA standards; that is just
one example of acrion in this area.
Mr Adam. 
- 
The particular industry that I had
mainly in mind was the brass secror which is active in
my constituency, and I am sure rhat the people who
are !hreatened at the moment. with short-time working
and redundancy will welcome rhe assurances thai have
been given. Do I understand from the Commissioner
that the submission of evidence of unfair comperition
will result in an enquiry by rhe Commission into the
trading practices within the Communiry?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(I) Thar fits rn precisely with rhe
answer I have given. '!fl'e cannot conduct an inquiry
into all non-ferrous metals bur can only undenake
investigations if the rules of competition are distorted.
Surveys are now in progress in the zinc sector.
President. 
- 
In rhe absence of its author, Question
No 5, will receive a written answer.l
Question No 6, by Mr Radoux (H-aaa/80):
Because of the persrstent crisis, reference is constantly
made, and with good reason, to the weaknesses and
alarming situatrons observed in various branches of rndus-
try in all the Member States of the Communiry.
Can the Commissron say which indusrries are not affected
by the crrsrs, or are actually expanding, so as to permir an
accurate assessment of the overall industrial situation in
the Community. This question is inrended to apply to
each sector rndividually.
Do the Commissron departmenrs have a secrlon dealing
with the prevention of cnsis situations?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Q6v1v11551sn. 
-(NL) For informarion on the development of the
situation in the various sec[ors of rhe economy, rhe
Commission is dependent on the statistical data
furnished to it and on contacts with business inreresm.
The Commission does nor seek to identiFy systemati-
cally prospects in sectors of indusry which have not
been affected by the crisis or are in a state of develop-
ment. In view of the varied nature of the different
situations an attimpt of thar kind could not possibly
give reliable resuh and would tend rc highlight the
symptoms rather [han the causes of indusrial change.
The Commission's analysis relates rather to factors of
a more general nature which affect industrial struc-
I See Annex ro the Report of Proceedings of 19 November
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t.ures, e.g. the recent increase in energy prices, panicu-
larly in the price of oil, rhe innovative capacity of
undertakings, the consequences of new technologies
for employment and the measures of adapration taken
by the natronal authorities. The Commission does nor
consider it desirable ro ser up a crisis prevention
bureau of the kind referred to by the honourable
Member; still less than the narional public agencies
does it have the financial resources or authoriry ro
ward off a crisis. Like atl orher public bodies the
Commission is in possession of data which are not
always suirable for publicadon and ir believes rhar
excessive publicity in regard--ro secrors experiencing a
crisis situation may spark off panic reactions or over-
reaction far beyond the needs of rhe actual situation.
The Commission considers that it would be irresponsi-
ble to act in that way.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) As I lisrcned to the Commis-
sioner's answer I wondered wherher I had formulared
my question properly. I can only say thar he did not
answer my question. No parr of his answer related
exactly to my question. 'When I refer to a crisis prev-
ention office I am asking whether such an office actu-
ally exists and not whar its consequences are. Vhen I
ask which industries are nor affecred by the crisis I do
not want an evasive answer. I view this reply as a form
of diplomacy in very poor rasre.
President. 
- 
Quesrion No 7, by Sir Frederick
'!Tarner (H-aa5l80):
In vrew of the fact rhat rhe Council's answer ro the last
question on thrs subject, tabled by Mr Scort-Hopkins on
14 November 1979,t was highly unsatisfactory, and rn
view of the fact rhat this relatively small matter of princi-
ple has been under consideration for a number of years
now, can the Commission tell the Parliament whar
progress it is makrng with the Ausrrian request for a mriff
reduction on a quora of concenrated perry-pear;uice)
Mr Haferkamp, Vce President of the Commission. 
-(D) ln this matter the Commission has conducted
market research srudies in cooperation with the
Member Srares. These have shown that adequare
quantities and qualities of rhe pear juice concentrate in
question are available in the Community. The
Commission has also found rhat conracr might be
improved between the vendors and the purchasers of
this product.
Sir Frederick '!I'arner. 
- 
I think it is curious what
very odd information the Commission sometimes
collects. I do not know where they collecrcd this infor-
mation, for the view of the Bridsh perry makers in no
way accords wirh what he says. They do nor find rhat
there are adequare supplies within rhe Communiry. I
take it that the Commissioner was referring to supplies
of Italian pears, which are nor suitable. The British
perry industry is quite prepared ro make use of as
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much imported Italian pear-juice as it can, but it can
only use it in small quantities; and it must go outside,
and does go outside, for the rest of its requirements.
Could I ask the Commissioner to take another look at
this and to consult properly with the representatives of
the perry industry in Britain in order to get a sensible
reply?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) The suggestion which the
honourable Member.just made will of course be taken
up by the Commission. I smted myself in my answer
that contacts between the vendors and purchasers
require improvement and that there are ways of bring-
ing about such an improvement. The Commission will
gladly do all ir can to help in this area.
President. 
- 
Question No 8, by Mrs Ewing (H-309/
80):
Vill the Commission state whar plans they have to draw
up proposals to ensure that fishermen receive compensa-
tion for loss of grounds by encroachment thereon by the
oil industry, in view of the proliferation of pipelines in the
Nonh Sea, and has the Commission the intention to
introduce a code of practrce to be imposed on oil
companies by the Mbmber States' governmenr who grant
licences to such companiesl
Mr Burke, Member of the Comtnission. 
- 
The
Commission does not propose to take any initiative in
relation to the encroachment on fishing-grounds by oil
companies. Oil companies already make some provi-
sion for compensation in cases of damage to nets or
craft.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I am sure the Commissioner will not
be surprised if I say I am disappointed with the
answer, because the question clearly does not relate to
rhe answer he has given. To stick to the question,
could I ask the Commission to reconsider this and ask
whether rhey are aware of the extent and gravity of
this problem, that 830 square nautical miles are
already sterilized representing a catch of about
2 000 tonnes a year, wonh about half a million pounds
in 1976 and wonh more now? \7ill the Commission
not consider rwo straightforward actions: first, either
to designate no-go areas or else to ensure that no
licenses are given unless arrangements are made for
compensation of the value of the fishing; and
secondly, to equare the loss of fishing grounds to this
industry with the loss of fishing grounds to third coun-
tries when the quotas are being fixed, as this really is a
giant octopus?
Mr Burke. 
- 
\flith the greatest respect, I rhink I
have answered the question by indicating that we did
nor propose to take any initiatives. This does not mean
that I wish to indicate that the information given by
the honourable Member was not interesting, but I
musr continue to take the attitude I have taken, even if
this does disappoint the honourable Member.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
I mke it thar the Commissioner is not
saying rhat the Commission is not concerned by the
general problem of pollution of the sea resulting from
oil exploration. That would be, I think, very unhappy
news if he was saying thar.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I can assure the House and the
honourable Member that I have personally under-
taken a tour of the nine capitals in connection with
lessening the danger of pollution of the sea: so he can
resr assured on that point.
President. 
- 
In the absence of its author, question
No 9 will receive a written reply.r
I call Mr Herman on a point of order.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I readily under-
stand that an answer cannot be given when the
Member who has put a question is not here, but there
are Members present who smy in the Chamber to
receive replies to the questions which they see down in
writing; otherwise there is no point in being here. This
is the third question which has escaped a reply. If the
author must always be present the public character of
this exchange of views becomes perfectly poindess!
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
Mr Hermann, the rule is that you must
appoint a substitute if you are not there yourself, and
that must be done prior to the sitting. It would be
unwise to do anythinB other than follow the Rules.
Mr Herman. 
- 
I am ready to be a substitute for
anybody.
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
No, you have to apply to the President
before rhe sitting starts.
Question No 10, by Sir Peter Vanneck (H-a21-80):
Does the United States of America permit the duty-free
entry of defence equipment and components for defence
equipment which have been manufactured in the Commu-
nity?
I See Annex to the Repon of
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Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(D) The United States charge a duty on imporrs of
defence equipment and on imports of componenr
parts. In our answers to rhe wrirten quesrions by Mr
de Courcy Ling we referred to the mosr favoured
nation clause applicable to exporr.s from rhe Commu-
nity to the United States. Moreover there are special
provisions in rhe U.S. cusroms rariff to rhe effecr that
certain equipment required by government agencies
can be imported without dury if a certificate is prov-
ided that this is vital, srategically important equip-
ment as defined in U.S. legislation or marerial which
contains energy substances necessary for general
defence and se-curity. It may be assumed that in view
of the provisions which I have briefly outlined much of
the defence equipment imponed by the United States
from the Community is in fact duty free.
Sir Peter Vanneck. 
- 
I am extremely pleased to hear
that the majority is duty-free, because I am sure the
Commissioner would agree with me that the arma-
ments industry in the Community is imponant, not
only for the defence of the Community, but also for
the provision of employment. But I would ask him, in
vievr of the necessity to endeavour at any rate ro make
the two-way street between supplies from the United
States to this Community and oice oersa a real thing,
whether there are any duties which are applied by the
United States which, if necessary, could be recipro-
cated by ourselves in order that we should maintain
the two-way street and not manufacture ourselves at
any disadvantage when it comes to exporting ro the
United States of America?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) Ve have always stood by
the principle of the freest possible movemen[ of goods
in both directions and we propose to conrinue to do
so. I would remind you in this connexion of our
effons to achieve and unimpeded movemenr of goods
during the GATT negotiations in rhe Tokyo round.
Naturally this applies to the products in question. I
should like to point out that rhe industries concerned
are not merely producing defence equipmenr. There
are also production, expenditure and invesrmenrs for
essential civilian purposes. The aircraft industry
primarily serves civil ends but also manufacrures prod-
ucts for other purposes. I want to emphasize that we
strongly support the principle of the freesr possible
trade in both direcdons.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Does che Commissioner
believe that European companies are getting fair treat-
ment in tendering for defence contracts, both civil and
milimry, in the Unired States?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
@) Ve compiled a special code,
not specifically for the armaments industry, but for the
whole area of government purchases, for the first time
in connexion with rhe Tokyo round and in conjunc-
tion with the United Srates; rhe aim is to establish fair
conditions for all companies submitting renders ro
government agencies. Ir is in that contexr that we
understand the honourable Member's quesrion.
President. 
- 
In rhe absence of its aurhor, Quesrion
No 11 will receive a written answer.r
Question No 12, by Mr Scott-Hopkins (H-a65l80):
In view of therr answer ro Oral Question No H-363l80,
to what level does the rise in the impon of tufted carpets
have to reach, over and above the 3OO 0/o already achieved
by the Unired States of America, before rhe Commission
will imposi quotas on these products?
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.-
(D) YJe have already dealt wirh this question on
several occasions and have had many opponunities ro
explain the conditions under which it would be possi-
ble to take protective measures. Those condirions and
rules are laid down in GATT. \fle adhere to the
GATT provisions. 'We have carefully examined 
- 
on
earlier occasions and indeed permanenrly 
- 
the influ-
ence which different energy prices have on the offer of
the products in question here. As yet we have no clear
reason to suppose that the difficulties experienced by
this sector in the United Kingdom are due solely to
increased imports from third countries. There are
other reasons, for example the decline in consumption
which in turn is related to the downturn in building
activity. The general weakness of demand is thus an
important contributory factor.
Our latest information is that imports have ceased to
rise. You may rest assured that in the case of the
special product referred to here and indeed in the
whole synthetic fibres sector and other chemical sub-
stances related to the basic problem of energy prices,
the Commission is keeping developments constantly
under review. I am able to assure you that we shall
intervene immediately if we see any possibiliry of
doing so under rules and procedures by which we are
bound internationally.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Vhile of course accepting
what the Commissioner says concerning some of the
issues he has raised, I would ask him to take it from
me that the damage which has been done to that pani-
cular industry in my country 
- 
and, I think, to other
industries throughout the Community of the same
type 
- 
is very grievous indeed. You cannot compete
against subsidized feedsrock, and that is what he and
the Commission have been asking carpet manufactur-
ers, not only in my country but in other countries in
Europe, to do. I am glad he is keeping it under review,
I See Annex to the Reporr of Proceedings of 19 November
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but if imporrs srarr ro increase again will he take
immediate action to see rhac is stopped and rhar a
fairer situation of competition will exist within rhe
Community ztis-d-ois the United States?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) Intervention by us would
depend not only on a further increase in quantities
but, even if the overall quantities fall, on orher factors
such as the infringement of GATT rules. This means
that we should intervene whenever there is a possibil-
ity of doing so under GATT rules and procedures.
This holds good in the matter of quanrities and also in
respect of subsidies or o[her forms of unfair competi-
rion.
Mr Seal. 
- 
I hope the Commission realizes rhar irs
action in imposing quotas only on man-made fibres
has exacerbated the siruation of carpet manufacturers,
particularly in the UK, and this is causing great
concern 
- 
naf t more lhan concern, it is causing many
redundancies in my constituency of rhe most impor-
tan[ carpet-manufacturing areas in the UK. Now, rhe
Commissioner has talked about GATT, and because
of GATT will the Commission insist that, unless the
USA abolishes the quoras on the amount of naphtha,
one of the feedstocks that they exporr to rhe EEC at
the same price thar their own manufac[urers can buy
it, tariffs are imposed at all levels of carper manufac-
ture, to offset the advantage enjoyed by US manufac-
turers? Surely this is required under the terms of
GATT?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) Unfortunately the matter is
not as simple as tha[. Early in the year, at the request
of the U.K. government, we placed a limit on imports
of certain synthetic fibres used as primary products for
carpet manufacture. Quite clearly this intervention at
an earlier stage and the limit on deliveries further up
the production chain does not make the products
required by the carpet industry for its manufacturing
activities any cheaper. Perhaps the difficulties experi-
enced by the carpet industry are panly a consequence
of intervention of this kind.
On the orher hand there is also keen competirion in
the carpet industry withrn the Community, particularly
in the case of synthetic fibre carpets. This competition
has become even keener since, as I said earlier,
demand has generally fallen in the Community as a
result in the falling demand for residential building.
Clearly the demand for these carpets has also fallen
and competition within the Communiry has become
more acute.
I wish to make a funher observation: according to our
calculations and the information given ro us by indus-
trial interests it is not rrue rhar the difference between
the price of crude oil ind gas in the Unired Srates and
on the world market is the primary cause of cheaper
supplres from rhe Unrted States. There are a number of
other reasons why American firms can offer cheaper
products. This lower price level is partly atrriburable to
their modern production methods and higher produc-
tivity. \fle cannot explain everything by the difference
in energy prices. \7e must also be cautious in deciding
whether this energy price difference is a matter of
subsidies. There are some branches of industry 
-
*hich I do not propose to name here 
- 
in the
Communrty where rhe same question might be raised.
'\ifl'e must be careful in considering whether the energy
cost price amounts to a subsidy within the meaning of
the GATT rules against which appropriate action can
be taken, if we are not to expose ourselves to even
stronger attacks.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
In view of the Commissioner's rather
hesitant and unsarisfactory reply to the question raised
by my honourable friend, would he agree that the time
has now come for a fullscale review of the Commu-
nity's trading relations with the United States of
Amenca? Vould he undertake to carry out such a
review with the utmost dispatch, and would he further
give us an assurance that he will report to Parliament
on [he substance of his review within the next few
monrhs?
Mr. Haferkamp. 
- 
@) I am always ready to discuss
our trade relations here. But I am not at present will-
ing to suggest that we should review our trade rela-
tions.
President. 
- 
Question No 13, by Mr Denis (H-469/
80):
How can the Commissron possrbly be unable to give an
exact frgure for the profits which the five principal
multinational agnbusrness firms having their headquaners
in one of the nine EEC member countries and doing busr-
ness rn the ACP countries acknowledge having made in
each year since 1975, the date of the signing of the first
Lom6 Convenrion?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Cotnrnission. 
-(NZ,) Although the Commission's services compile
data, information and statrstics on various undertak-
ings, including the multinationals, they unfonunately
do not have comparable data which they could verify
rn order to provide an answer to the honourable
Member's exact question. The acquisition of data in
this area is normally effecred for specific purposes but
the data obtained does nor always appear to be reli-
able. The Commissron is nor empowered ro require
undertakings to provide data for general use. The use
of data from published sources involves certain diffi-
culties as regards comparability and there is a funher
difficulty of checking rhe accuracy of such data.
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Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) I would remind you that this oral
question was tabled because the Commission stated in
writing that it had no information on the profits of
multinationals in the food processing sector. The
Commissioner states that he has certain information.
Bur I am strll not satisfied because I would like the
right of Members of Parliament to information to be
satisfied. Could the Commissioner therefore explain to
me why he does not have data which can in fact be
obtained with the considerable resources available to
the Commission? For example it is possible to compare
the prices at whrch products are purchased in the
developing countries with their market sale price in
Community countries. In this connexion my colleague
Henriette Poirier mentioned in her report for the
Committee on External Economic Relations the exam-
ple of tea: in Ruanda tea is obtained at a price ten
rimes lower than the selling price in the Community.
Some data could therefore be obtained and supplied to
us. \7hat happens en route between Ruanda and the
Community? It would be interesting to know.
I cannot avoid seeing a link between this failure on the
part of the Commission and its generally favourable
artirude to the multinational companies which it does
not show to the small farmers in our Community
countries. I therefore wish to know what action you
intend to take to make good this gap and whar will
you do to make sure that information is made avail-
able to elected Members of Parliament I intend to
table a motion for a resolution on this.
Mr Vredelin1. 
- 
(NL) Mr Denis is obviously not
satisfied by my answer. The Commission itself is not
satisfied by the present situation. It cannot obtain the
comparable dara which the honourable Member has
requested and thar being so it cannot supply this infor-
mation.
I should also like to take exception to the suggestion
that we are friends of the multinationals. I suggest that
rhe honourable Member should ask the multinationals
what they think of the Commission's latest proposal
about the information and consultation of workers in
such undertakings. He will then find that his sugges-
tion of friendship is not accurate. Mr Denis also said
something about filling gaps which exist at present and
thar is the very purpose of the Commission's proposal.
The essential data must not only be provided to the
elecred representatives, as he suggested, but also to
workers in the industries concerned. I think that we
are on the right path with our proposals at present.
President. 
- 
Question No 14, by Mr Christopher
Jackson (H-a70/80):
In view of the growrng surplus of apple production in the
European Communrty and the growth of potential
markets for apple products elsewhere in the world, will
the Commrssron undertake ro lnvestrgate the possrbrlitres
for apple expons from Communtty to thrrd-country
markets and the arrangements that might be made to shift
expenditure from intervenuon to spearheading an expon
dnve, and does the Commtssion agree that this is one area
where rhe Community may do without expon restitutions
and rhar the development of exports may, in time, elimi-
nate the need for any Community financial ard for the
apple rndustry?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(l) Ve are not convinced that there has been an
increase in surplus apple production in the Community
or rhat there is a substantial growth in potential
markets for apples rn other parts of the world; we
therefore do not think that an export campaign would
be effective enough to enable refunds to be abolished
and we therefore have no intention of eliminating the
intervention arrangements.
Mr Christopher Jackson. 
- 
I was interested to hear
the Commissioner's reply, for which I am grateful. Is
the Commissioner aware that at the moment interven-
tion regulations and spending favour southern-grown
apples such as the 'Golden Delicious' at rhe expense of
northern-grown apples and are the cause of consider-
able dissatisfactron rn certain Member States? And will
the Commrssloner agree 
- 
I know that this is not a
new problem 
- 
to examine the problem once more
with the aim of removing any unfairness between the
north and the south of the European Community
regarding such intervention ?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(1) Obviously there is a wide differ-
ence between the view of Mr Jackson and those of the
Commission: I can only confirm the position which I
stated in my answer.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
There is a surplus of apples
both north and south and there is no export potential
for these apples. \flill rhe Commission therefore look
inro ways of encouraginB the use of those apples by
turning them into apple juice, which is a product
widely accepted throughout the Community. Perhaps
a srimulus to this product would go some way to deal-
ing with the surplus apples. but it needs help from the
Commission.
Mr Natali. 
- 
(I) The suggestion rnade by Mr
Scott-Hopkins is partrcularly interesting even though I
am not sure it is technically feasible.
Mr Turner. 
- 
M"y I ask the Commissioner whether
he refuses to look into the question of the fairness of
the coefficients on apples or not? He seems to refuse,
but even if he is right that the coefficients are quite
fair, it is obviously felt amongst the nonhern countries
that they are not. Is it not therefore justifiable for him
to hold an inquiry and give a report on that point?
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Mr Natali. 
-'(I) As regards rhe coefficients for thewithdrawal prices we have already changed them
repeatedly whenever the market situarion so required.
Nevertheless I would remind you rhar these coeffi-
cients only rake accounr of the difference in rhe
commercial value of the different varieries so rhar any
derogation from this principle could lead ro an
increase in cost since an excessive price would be paid
for cenain varieties in comparison with orhers. Ve
would also point out rhat the coefficienm in quesrion
apply to the whole Comniuniry and allowance cannor
be made for special siruarions in one parricular
Member State. 
.
President. 
- 
In the absence of their authors, ques-
tions No 15 and No 15 will receive written answers.l
Question No l7 by Mr Berkhouwer (H-476-80):
Does the Commission see any possibiliries of implement-
ing as a Community venture the plans now being drafted
in England to link the Unired Kingdom wrth the Conri-
nent by construcring a combrnation of bridges, islands
and tunnels?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
An inrerest-
ing problem arises in regard ro rhe honourable
Member's question. He asks rhe Commission to
comment on a project for a Channel link put forward
in recent days. Bur in days even more recent, I mean
during rhe period since the honourable Member
tabled this question, several orher projecrs and sugges-
cions have been put forward. There is now indeed a
gradfying, if somewhat bewildering, variety of
approaches from which ro choose.
The honourable Member is, if I may say so, a vereran
and respected advocare of a Channel link, so I am sure
he is as happy as I am rhat this projecr, so long a
dream, has now become the subject of concrete and
urgent discussion. I only wish that ir were feasible for
another offshore island of the Communiry to benefit
from a similar kind of exercise.
I particularly welcome rhe fact that much of rhe
current discussion on a channel link has coincided
with, and I believe has been srimulared by, the
Commission's own proposals for a Community policy
on transport. infrastructure.
Not all of the proposals currenrly available would
involve a financial intervention by the Community.
Some would; others would not. Narurally I would
prefer a scheme which envisaged Community inter-
vention but it is clear that any project which improved
the transport links between rhe United Kingdom and
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the European mainland, however it were funded,
would be thoroughly welcomed. I would hope for a
Community role in the chosen pro.iect, but as the
honourable Member is aware the decision regarding
the selection of a scheme is one that falls to the
Member States concerned in the first place. Once the
choice has been made at national level, it is for the
Member State to communica[e this information to the
Community in pursuance of the Council decision of
20 February 1978. Should the Member State
concerned look to the Community for financial assisr-
ance this would call for rhe applicadon of the draft
financial regulation currently before the Council on
the provision of assistance for projects of Community
interest. As honourable Members will know, this regu-
lation is still nor decided upon by rhe Council.
However, it is vital to press rhe point home rhar, for a
Community policy on transpon infrastructure to be
developed, this regulation is essential. Moreover its
passage would not lead automatically to expendirure.
It is simply optional. Potential projects for aid would
be dealt with on their own merits.
The regulation therefore offers the hope of providing
really valuable aid for projects rhat would otherwise
not go forward, but does not auromatically involve a
regular additional expenditure on rhe budger. I look,
as I am sure honourable Members also do, for positive
decisions in this field where Community action can
make a worthwhile contriburion.
Mr Berkhou (NL) I am satisfied with Mr
Burke's posirive artirude ro my quesrion suggesring
that the construction of a tunnel under the Channel
between conrinental Europe and rhe Unircd Kingdom
should be a Community enrerprise.
Since two Member States are directly concerned and
since too many different projecrs have been submitted,
is the Commission prepared for its pafi [o take initia-
tives in order ro bring rogether on a Communiry basis
all the possibilities which have been brought forward
so as to prevenr duplication of effort?
In any case this marter does not only concern France
and England bur racher rhe whole nonh-western
region of the Communicy and many Members of this
Parliamenr take a close interesr in it.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I am happy ro tell the honourable
Member rhat the Commission has taken a number of
initiatives. Indeed I personally have taken such initia-
tives over the last few years. \7e have commissioned a
study, the results of which were given wide publicity ar
a press conference in London. 'We have mentioned the
projects at a number of colloquia which we have
organized. I have asked a number of questions in
Parliament and made a number of speeches on rhe
matter. So in that sense we have taken some initiatives.
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But I would remind the honourable Member rhat the
Commission, following closely the policy lines which it
put forward some years ago, is restrained in the
manner in which it takes initatives by the possibilities
open to ir under that decision. Furthermore, as I have
mentioned in the reply to the question' these initiatives
lie first of all with the Member States who can Put
forward such projects to the Committee on Infrastruc-
ture, the consultation can take place, and monies, if
required, could rhen be made available under the
financial regulation put forward.
So I would ask the honourable Member to understand
that, insofar as it is possible for us within the terms of
the policy.we have been pursuing for a number of
years now, we have taken every possible initiative, and
I certainly would hope that this exchange of views
today will give funher impetus to this very desirable
project.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
\(lhilst appreciating the Commis-
sioner's statement in relation to his difficulties with the
Council of Ministers, in planning a Commtrnity
approach to the Channel tunnel, may we have assur-
ance from the Commissioner that the backup road
infrastructure will not be neglected so that for example
the northwest of England, and Liverpool in particular,
will not feel more than ever cut off from Community
trade and prgsperity? In Liverpool we like to think of
ourselves as the front door of Europe and we are
certainly the front door to that other island to which
he referred. But in order to benefit from a Channel
tunnel project, please may we have assurance that the
backup link-up road and rail service will be there.
Mr Burke. 
- 
As far as I am concerned as Commis-
sioner for Transport, I have given every possible help
towards putting into legislation the policy of the
Community on transport infrastructure, and it would
be possible under the terms of that policy for schemes
such as those outlined by the honourable Member,
which are very important, [o be put through. But we
now awart decisions by those who are in a position to
pass the legislation. I can say that, within the limits of
human possibiliry, we have done everything we can to
further the projects so dear to Members of this House.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(F) I share the concern expressed by
your colleagues and the satisfaction felt by the author
of the question on hearing the Commissioner's answer.
I do not know whether the time is ripe for the choice
of the exact link which could be esmblished between
the United Kingdom and France and would certainly
benefit the other Member States, especially the Bene-
lux countries and Germany. But I do know that the
Commissioner is wrong to refer the matter back to the
Member States which have already proved their good
will; the project was suspended five years ago but
seems to have been reopened again under particularly
promising conditions today. The Member States must
be made aware that they will benefit not only from the
support but also from financial assistance from the
Community. For that pupose I think that the Commis-
sioner for Transport could usefully and effectively
assist us by ensuring that the regulation to which he
referred will be followed up by implementing provi-
sions, and I hope that he will support us in asking for
the Council of Ministers to take a decision.
\7e are now in the middle of the budgetary procedure
and have proposed that some appropriations should be
made available not only for basic studies but now also
for feasibiliry studies. This is an area in which we can
do useful work.
'\7e hope that the Commission will help us to obtain
the decision that we wish to see.
Mr Burke. 
- 
On the two points I reiterate my view
that the policy line followed by the Community in this
respect is the right one. As to the money, I have advo-
cated that money should be put in the budget and have
great pleasure in noticing that this House supports that
general [ine. I will await the ourcome of the budget
discussions.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Vould the Commissioner confirm
that the other island he spoke of in his initial reply is
one with which he is closely connected, and would he
rell us what the Commission is doing about the initia-
tive, taken by members of this group, to bring about
the dream that he spoke of in his reply?
Mr'Burke. 
- 
I think that the possibilities of joining
the two islands have already been canvassed by a
number of people. I think, though, that one has to be
realistic about the feasibility of such projects. I think it
would be unwise to give too much hope that links of
the same nature as those suggested across the Chahnel
could, in fact, easily be effected between those two
islands at this stage.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) There are other projects in the
European Community which are of great importance
to the overall infrastructure. \7hat is the Commission's
view of the priority to be accorded to this link between
the United Kingdom and the continent in relation to
other similar projecrs such as a link between the
Danish islands and the continent, the link over the
straighrs of Messina and infrastructural works such as
rhe link between the Rhine and the Rhone?
Mr Burke. 
- 
$7'hen the Commission published iu
memorandum on transport infrastructure last year, it
was careful not to suggest any priorities between the
various suitable projects available to the EuroPean
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Community. This, I repeat, is because the policy which
we have outlined over rhe last few years enjoini on the
Commission ro respecr rhe decisions raken by the
Council on rhe iniriative of the Commission. In other
words, having set up an infrastructure commirtee
representarive of rhe Member States and rhe Commis-
sion, it is for rhar commitree [o ser rhe priorities for the
future. Ve are also, of course, involved in a discussion
with the Member Stares in rhe Council of a bottleneck
report, which was asked for by the Council, and thar
work will lead us a litrle closer to the definirion of a
set of prioriries. But it is not for me as Transporr
Commissioner ro indicate any personal preference; it
is for the machinery which we have ser up to do so.
Mr Turner. 
- 
The Commissioner referred ro rhe
need for a legal basis for rhe infrastrucrure policy. Is
that to be obrained from a vore in the Council of
Finance Ministers or rhar of Transport Minisrers?
\7here would he advrse us, and all those in our coun-
tries who are most concerned abour this matrer, ro
bring pressure to bear to make sure rhar we ge[ rhis
decision out of one or orher of the Council of Minis-
ters ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The proposed legislarion is on rhe table
of the Council of Transporr Minisrers. I think rhat is
sufficient indication to the honourable Members as ro
how rhey should proceed from here.
Mr Moller. 
- 
(DK) I myself come from a small
island in Europe which has for many years, soughr ro
esrablish a permanenr link with the neighbouring
countries in the South and East, i.e. Vest Germany and
Sweden. That has not succeeded as yer because it rakes
a long time to make the necessary preparations, ro
draw up the plans and find the financial resources. I
recognize the need for priorities. Bur I believe rhar the
matter which we are discussing here should be priority
number one for all the member countries of rhe
Community. Since rhe days of Napoleon I the wish
has exisred for a link berween England and the conri-
nent, and I wonder whether Mr Burke shares the view
that this rs nor merely a marrer between rhe govern-
ments or parhaments of the two countnes but a matter
of interest ro Europe as a whole since the utmosr
priority musr be given to all links of rhis kind?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I can confirm thar ir has been the firm
desire of the Member Srares of rhe Community to
proceed with rranspon infrastructure, but we have not
yet got to the poinr at which legislation has been
passed. I still would advocate rhat rhe House should
take account of the Transporr Infrasrrucrure Commit-
tee decision and rhe consultarion procedure set up in
1978 under which it is in the first insrance, for the
Member Stares most closely concerned to pur forward
proposals. Of course, it is always possible for Member
States, acting ourside of the Community context, to
deal with rhese maters. Bur I would prefer, as I rhink
the House would, rhat rhis marrer should be
approached on a Community basis. However, if ir is
done on ano[her basis, nobody will be displeased, bur I
think that we should conclude from this quesrion and
answer session ro the existence of the desire of the
elected Members of the European Parliamenr rhar rhe
initiatives of the Commission over the last few years ro
get a transport infrasrrucrure policy for Europe
through, should now be given artention by rhe other
bodies, and we should ger some progress in the near
fu tu re.
President. 
- 
Question No 18, by Mr Harris(H-a77 /80):
Unrted Krngdom rabbrt producers are complarning rhat
they face unfarr tradrng condrrions in exponing to France
followrng a ruling by the French aurhontres rhar as from
May 1979 all imporued rabbrt carcasses must have their
feet removed. The ruling was ro have apphed to home
produced carcasses from May 1980, bur until recently at
least, this had not been enforced against French produ-
cers. The ruhng means that exponers of rabbit carcasses
to France lose 6'5 0/o ro 7 0/o the saleable producrs,
makrng additional work for the producers, rncreasing
cosrs rn toral and reducing income from between 9 p and
l5 p per kilogramme or up to ! I 500 per load.
\(uill the Commissron take action ro ensure that exponers
of rabbrt carcasses ro France do not have a commercial
drsadvantage ?
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-(NZ) As soon as the Commission was made aware,
particularly through rhe honourable Member's ques-
tion, of rhe possibiliry of unfair competirion between
rabbit producers in the European Communiry, it asked
the French aurhoriries to give a complete survey of
French narional legislarion on impons and sales of
slaughtered rabbits on [he domestic market. As soon as
we recerve that informarion we shall carry our a srudy
and notify Parliament of our conclusions; for the time
being I can only give a preliminary answer.
Mr Harris. 
- 
\7hile thanking rhe Commissioner for
the action he has already raken on rhis, I would ask
him not let the matrer drifr on, because rhis unfair
practice is causing problems, nor only for rabbir-meat
processors in the United Kingdom, but also ro many
hundreds of rabbit producers. Could he please bring
what pressure he can ro bear on the French aurhoriries
to enforce rheir own ruling, so thar fair comperirion is
once more resrored in this trade.
Mr Vredling. 
- 
(NL) I shall do my best.
President. 
- 
Question No 19 by(H-a78/80): Mr Penders
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Is the Commissron prepared, in view of the emergence of
racist and anti-semitic senriments and statements, to give
an lmpetus ro education rn European schools, on the lines
established in French schools, in the democraric, peace-
loving, tolerant and pluralist character of European civili-
zation?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The
Commission does nor feel that a new imperus of rhis
kind is necessary because rhe European schools are
already conscious of rhe need ro underline the imporr-
ance of the characreristic atrribures of European civili-
zation mentioned by the honourable Member. In facr
the stature of rhe European school provides rhar, in
giving education and insrrucrion, the conscience and
conviction of the indrvidual shall be respected, and the
curriculum of the schools has included courses in
social and civic educarion since 1978. The Board of
Governors has been acting on an initiative of the
Commission and inspired by a Council of Europe
study.
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) I must say rhar I am extremely
disappointed by that answer.
Does the Commission nor agree with me that it is a
great pity not to make use of this possibiliry to lend
fresh impetus to the European Communiry? The
specific character of the rerrorist arracks in Bologna,
Antwerp, Paris and Munich clearly shows rhat they
were attacks against European society as a whole. I
would also refer you to the discussion on rhe reporr by
Mr Hahn which asks for emphasis to be placed on the
European contexr. There is a new opportunity in rhis
area and Mr Burke's reply has shown that the oppor-
tunity has unfortunately been allowed to pass. Does
the Commission not share my regret thar rhis should
be so?
Mr Burke. 
- 
\flhile not minimising in any way rhe
importance of the matrers raised by the honourable
Member, I would poinr out rhat the Commssion does
not and cannot direct the European schools ro devote
more [ime to courses in social and civic education. The
European schools are founded on an intergovernmen-
tal protocol 
- 
the Statute of rhe European school 
-which all Member Stares of the European Community
have signed and ratified. The Board of Governors, on
which all the Member Srates and Commission are
represented, is the supreme authority of rhe European
Schools, and it is not within the power of rhe Commis-
sion ro make directives of any kind concerning them.
However, I would like to point out, as I have already
indicated in my reply, thar the decision to introduce
civic and social education srems from the report and
'resolution of rhe European Parliamenr da[ed 5 June
1975. Secondly, I would like ro point out thar the
Board of Governors is regularly informed of quesrions
posed by honourable Members concerning European
schools and indeed of the replies grven by rhe
Commission. I would rherefore rhink that it is suffi-
cienr that rhis debate will be drawn to the arrenrion of
the Board of Governors so [har the sratemenrs made
both by the honourable Members and by the Commis-
sion can be given atrention.
Mrs Boot. 
- 
(NL) Like the previous speaker, I find
it a great pity that the Commission cannot give more
information and has confined itself to this simple obser-
vation. I should particularly like the Commission to
turn its attenrion to rhe subject of lessons focusing on
European civics but I understand the Commission's
answer rhat it obviously cannoI give direcrives to
schools; I should however like to hear from the
Commission wherher it is willing ro reporr more regu-
larly to the European Parliamenr on rhis.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I would not wish ro bind my successor
by the responsibiliries we have assumed for rhe
remaining two months, but I am sure [har whoever
takes up this responsibility will nore rhe requesr made
by the honourable Member and rhat, on [he basis of
resolutions and debares, these matters can be discussed
for the future. There is no unwillingness on the part of
the Commission to respond on rhese matters.
President. 
- 
Quesrion No 20, by Mr Davern(H-a82l80):
Vill rhe Commsission take immediate sreps ro averr a
crisis srtuatron for farmers in Ireland where estimates
indicate that more than 50 0/o of farms of all kinds prod-
uced a famrly farm income in 1979 of less than IR
I 2 000?
Mr Natali, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(I) As
you know the Community has taken a series of special
structural measures to improve the situation of agricul-
tural incomes in the disadvantaged regions of Ireland.
The Commission is now preparing its agricultural
price proposals for the 1981-82 marketing year and
these proposals will take accounr of rhe falling income
of farmers not only in Ireland but throughour the
Community.
Of course this decline in incomes is only one of the
many factors to be taken into accounr. The Commis-
sion will give consideration [o the situation of rhe agri-
cultural markets taking into accounr also the need to
remain within the limits of rhe Community budger.
Mr Davern. 
- 
I would like ro rhank rhe Commis-
sioner for [he non-answer. I would ask him whether
he is aware that Irish farming incomes are now less
proportionately than they were before membership of
the EEC? Is he aware that I was not asking specifically
and solely about rhe more backward areas, as he
referred to them, but to all areas of farming income
today? \fould the Commission consider, in view of
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the serious plight that Irish agriculture finds itself in,
dropping the co-responsibitiry lery for all farmers in
disadvantaged, unfavourable and hill areas as a gesture
of im good will and a recognition of the severely low
incomes of these people?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(I) The honourable Member's pro-
posal is not acceptable to the Commission. I would
however remind you that. the Commission is perfectly
aware of the situation of agriculture in Ireland and 
-
as I said earlier 
- 
approved a series of Commufiity
structural measures in June 1980.
Mr de Courcy Ling. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware
that although many of us in this House sympathize
very strongly with the difficulties of agricultural
communities in the Irish Republic, Scotland, Brittany
and the south of Italy, there does seem now to be a
very strong case for taking pan of the social bunhen
of the common agricultural policy out of the common
agricultural policy altogether and into the Social
Fund? \(ill the Commissioner assure us that he will
recommend to the new Commission rhat this matter be
considered in the context of budgetary reform which
all of us, if we are honest, know must come when the
existing own resources of the Community are
exhausted in rhe course of 1981 or 1982?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(I) Mr Davern has clearly highlighrcd
the problem. He knows that the Commission must
submit proposals by June 1981. Ve shall obviously
recommend to the new Commission that it follows
certain policy Iines indicated by him.
Mr ll/elsh. 
- 
Important as the farmers of Ireland
and indeed elsewhere are, they do sdll represent a
minoriry of Community cirizzens. \(lould the
Commissioner therefore assure us that the Commis-
sion, inspired by a constant regard for the interests of
all the people in Europe, will work for a better balance
in the budget and not do anything to increase agricul-
tural spending which might throw that budget funher
out of balance?
Mr Natali. 
- 
(I) The Commission intends to
respond to these specific needs and not to open at this
stage a debate on agriculture and on the budget which
quite obviously cannot be covered in the three minutes
at my disposal.
President. 
- 
Question No 21, by Mr Remilly(H-a83/80):
How can the Commission justify the reductron of the
already small impon lery on New Zealand butter when
the Community has a large butter surplus?
Mr Haferkamp, Vce-President of the Commission. 
-(D) The lery on New Zealand butter is intended to
bridge the gap between the impon price of
New Zealand butter fixed by the Council and the price
at which this butter is sold on the British market. The
import price, on the basis of which this levy is calcu-
lated, was raised in October this year. At the same
time the levy, i.e. the difference between the increased
import price and the selling price on the British
market, was not reduced by the same amount. That
would have been possible but was not done. It follows
that Community preference has not been reduced.
I consider it particularly imponant in this context that
New Zealand should have declared ir readiness to
reduce by 20 000 tonnes the quantity of butrcr which it
could have delivered in this calendar year. By this
means New Zealand has made a not inconsiderable
conrribution to the stability of the Community butter
market.
Mr Fanton. 
- 
(F) \7hat is the cost of the reduction
in rhe lery as determined from the agreements which
the Commission has proposed to New Zealand, i.e. the
importation of 19 000 tonnes with a reduced lery rate?
\fhat loss of revenue does this represent for the
Community? 
. 
,
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) Ve have to make a rather
complicated calculation to answer that. Allowance
must be made firsdy for the change in the levy and
secondly for the smaller need, resulting from the
smaller quantity of 20 000 [onnes, to cover exports by
refund resources from the Community. This too, is
not an absolute figure but depends on the world
market price and on the exac[ level of the refunds
granted by us. If the whole operation is worked out
for a refund price of, say, 150 EUA per 100 kg, this
would entail an additional cost of some 20 million
EUA for the Communiry 
- 
but I repeat the calcula-
tion involves a number of variables.
Mr'!/elsh. 
- 
Vould the Commissioner confirm that
since the proposed New Zealand quota is actually less
rhan 4 t/20/o of rotal Community production of butter,
the effect of New Zealand impons on the Community
surplus is only of marginal significance?
Mr Haferkamp. 
- 
(D) Our agricultural policy
contains no aspec[s of marginal significance. If I may
say so everything is of central significance. !7e shall
have to see in this connexion how much we in the
Communiry can sell on the world market. This year
rhe quantity will be about 350 000 tonnes as against
300 000 tonnes in 1979. These two figures already
show the relatively large but nevenheless only relative
significance of the 20 000 tonnes.
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President. 
- 
Question No 22, by Mr Doubler(H-a8al80):
Is the Commission not disturbed ar rhe fact thar cenain
countries have announced a halt in motorway conslruc-
tion when increased public investment is needed ro srimu-
la[e economrc activity?
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The answer
to this question should be seen, in a sense, as a conrin-
uation of the question and answer exchange on Ques-
tion 17 on the Channel link. The Commission's rrans-
port infrastructure policy is aimed at helping the
Member States to provide the facilities necessary ro
meet the future social and economic needs of the
Community. To this end the Commission has pur
forward several proposals, particularly a drafr regula-
rion, for financial assisrance for projects that can be
shown to be of Community inrerest. The downturn in
development that the Community is currently experi-
encing reinforces the need to overcome problems in
infrastructure development.
However, I believe that temporary difficulties should
nor be allowed to swamp the need to think of the
future. I hope and believe that the Member Sures will
look at both aspects in carefully weighing the level of
public sector expenditure against rhe requirement to
continue essential work upon infrastructures. As rhe
Commission's study on bottlenecks made clear, consi-
derable problems exist even in today's network, and
recovery in levels of economic activity will add to
these. A general cessation of new works to remove
bottlenecks will have serious consequences for the
future. I do not rhink that this situation has yer been
reached, but the slow-down in activity experienced in
a number of States gives grounds for concern and
strengthens the case for a positive developmenr of
action at Community [eve[.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(F) At a time when we hear talk of
restrictions in the use of energy resources it seems
paradoxical to me [o put questions about the policy for
the construction of mororways. Bur I rhink rhat we
musr nor sacrifice our medium and long-term needs to
shon-term considerations and I believe this is one area
in which a long time elapses between the design, deci-
sion and commissioning phases.
Moreover this problem is very imporranr as regards im
consequences for employment which are our major
concern, especially as, for the most part, the decisions
come from the public authoriries and there is thus a
perfectly satisfactory and useful way of remedying the
distortion between supply and demand which exists at
Present.
The Commissioner told us rhat he had made a
proposal and that the Commission was looking into
the matter. That is of course true, but we wan[ far
more immediate and precise practical action. I should
very much like to know what measures, other than the
Commission's proposals which do not seem to have
been put into practice, could be taken perhaps at
Council level, since if rhe Council adopts a posirion
that musr lead ro a disuibution of appropriations and
show rhe real wishes of the Member Stares, the
Commission and the Council. I therefore hope rhat rhe
Commissioner will indicate ro us exacrly how he
stands on the matter of motorways, whether he wishes
the crisis to continue or not?
Mr Burke. 
- 
I agree that there has been a down-
turn in the activity. Unforrunately, as I explained on
Question 17 and again just now, rhe Communiry's
policy does not allow it to enter inrc all the activity
which is properly the domain of Member Srates. It is
only into those large roures, which are deemed ro be
of Community interest, rhat we would offer a
Community policy and the promise of Community
help. Bur I would indicate to the honourable Member
that under the decision of February 1978, to which I
have referred on a number of occasions in the House,
the Commission is required ro be informed of major
projects of Community interesr. Ve are also informed,
under Regulation 1108, of the roral investment thar'
has taken place on infrasrrucrure for the three land
modes of rransport, and this is a subjecr of an annual
report to the Council.
Now the action we can take as a Communiry is a
different matrer, and I have already explained on a
number of occasions, and again here this evening, that
we are limited as to the amount of action we can take.
However, rhe decision of 20 February 1978, allows,
and indeed requires, the Commission to inform the
Council regularly, that is ar least every 3 years, on rhe
work of the Infrastructure Committee and on the
plans and programmes of rhe Member States in the
field of transport. infrastructure. This repon would be
an appropriate means of informing the Council of any
serious shortcomings in infrastrucrure planning. The
informarion'supplied by Member Srates on their plans
could be compared with the estimates of future needs
prepared by the Commission as pan of its research
Programme.
So I am in agreement with the main thrust of the
supplementary question asked by the honourable
Member. The down-turn in economic activity,
coupled with high rates of inflation, has led some
countries to seek economies iq public sector expendi-
ture and this has, unfortunaiely, resulted in some
cutbacks in infrasrructure programmes. However, we
need, as I have said already, ro balance the needs of
short-term monetary management with the long-term
need to coordinate the growth of output and transport
infrastructure. Only in this way will the worsr effecs
of stop-go investment policy be avoided. However the
main action here is for the Member States; we, in the
present state of Community legislation, must simply'
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allow ourselves to act as a stimulus to them to get on
with the good work.
Mr van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) I wish to put a direcr ques-
tion even through the thrust is quite different from
that of Mr Doublet's original question and Commis-
sioner Burke's answer. Does the Commission not
degret the disappointment expressed in this question
by Mr Doublet and above all by the manner in which
the question has been framed? Does the Commission
not share rhe view that the quesrion as to wherher
motorways should be built is not so much one of a
short-term economic nature as was the case with the
Channel tunnels, bridges, islands and cableways
referred to in Question 17; is it not on the contrary
true that a realization has now come about that the
conslruction of motorways is no longer desirable from
the angle of environmental policy?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The Commission does not look with
any great pleasure on any down-turn of economic
activity particularly, speaking as Transport Commis-
sioner, in the field of transport infrastructure. But I do
not thrnk that the environmental difficulties outlined
by the honourable Member are the real difficulties
where this quesrion is concerned. I think it is a ques-
tion of economic down-turn generally. I have not any
great evidence rhat there is a substantial body of public
opinion throughout the Community opposed to
motorways on environmental grounds.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
To what extent will the Commis-
sion put pressure on the national governments to alter
their priorities in motorway building in return for
Community funds? As an example, and following the
Commissioner's visit to the county of Kent in the
United Kingdom, ro what extent would he put pres-
sure on the United Kingdom to complete the M20
motorway which is an essential link between London
and che Channel ports and must. be regarded as a
Communiry, rather than a national, priority?
Mr Burke. 
- 
It would not, I think, be appropriate
for me to put pressure on the United Kingdom
Government, except [o the extent that they might be
persuaded of the public interest of the matter by the
visit which I made to the area. I think that we may see
a resumption of work in the not too distant future
because of the eminently suitability of the link ques-
tion. But I would ask the honourable Member not to
pressure me into pressurizing Her Majesty's Govern-
ment.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, in view of this very
pertinent. question, and indeed in view of past state-
ments by this Parliament on transpon infrastructure
policy, can the Commissioner give us an assurance
that, at the Transport Council meeting on Decem-
ber 4, he will put in very strong terms his belief and
our belief, tha[, at this dme of economic recession, it is
extremely important for the Council to give priority to
measures which will stimulate the economy of Europe;
that improvinB the transport infrastructure of the
Community is clearly one of them; that it is about time
the Council got off im backside on transport infra-
srrucrure and, indeed, rhar it is about rime rhe Council
got off ir backside on implementing the Treaty of
Rome's provisions on a common transport policy.
Mr Burke. 
- 
I shall continue to advocate the instal-
lation of a transport infrastructure policy for Europe
at rhe Transport Council.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Is it not panicularly necessary at
a time of increasingly short oil supplies to advocate an
improvement in our railway system and in the network
of inland waterways to ensure that energy can be
saved in rhe transport sector?
Mr Burke. 
-'As the honourable Member knows, Ihave before the Commission at the moment a paper on
railway policy which I hope will see the light of day in
rhe nor too distant furure. I agree with him about the
suitability of inland wa[erways as a means of saving
energy.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Returning to the original question
which indicated that in times of financial stringency
one of the first things to go usually seems to be capital
expenditure on motorways, has the Commission
undertaken, or does it intend to undertake, some sort
of estimare of the energy-saving factors, the safety
facrors, the economic factors and the environmental
factors involved in using motorways rather than ordi-
nary congested roads, that might make it economical
even in difficutt financial times to justify motorway
construction ?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The direction of the Commission's
policy in rhis matter takes into account, on a con[inu-
ing basis, all the factors mentioned by the honourable
Member.
President. 
- 
In the absence of irs aurhor, Question
No 23 will receive a written answ6r.1
Questron No 24, by Mr Clement (H-486l80):
Has the Commission noted the conclusions of the FAO's
emergency meeting on the food-supply situatron in
Africa) Are its conclusions consistent with the Commis-
sron's pohcy on food ard?
I See Annex ro rhe Report of Proceedings of 19 November
I 980.
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Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
The
Commission was represented ar the meering FAO on
the food situarion in Africa on 19 September 1980 to
which the honourable Member refers and also at the
follow-up meering on 17 Ocrcber 1980. In general it
agrees with the conclusions of the meerings and with
the plan of action proposed by FAO.
As regards food aid in particular, rhere is no diver-
gence between the above conclusions and the philoso-
phy of the Commission, rhal is to say, coordinarion by
FAO and the \(/orld Food Programme, accelerated
deliveries of food aid already committed and rhe
possibiliry of additional food aid to African countries
most affected. The Commission is examining this last
point, that is the additional food aid, as a matrer of
urgency and should be presenting appropriate plopos-
als very shortly.
Mr Cl6ment. 
- 
(F) I should like rhe Commission ro
explain ro me how irs position is compadble with thar
adopted by the Council on rhe developmenr aid
budget.
I understand rhat the Council is shortly to meet in
Brussels 
- 
for the firsr time since the beginning of rhe
year 
- 
to take a number of decisions on development,
particularly as regards food aid ro developing coun-
tries. '!7hat posirion does rhe Commission expecr rhe
Council to take in light of rhe sweeping cuts made by
it to the development and cooperation section of the
budget?
Mr Burke. 
- 
The answer which I have given ourlines
rhe policy of the Commission in regard ro rhese
matters. I do not rhink rhat I should, in this very deli-
cate matter, try to anticipate [he outcome of the
discussion, much as one could speculate abour it. I
hope for a good result in rhar regard, bur I would nor
wish to be pressed in anticipation of thar result.
President. 
- 
The first paru of Quesrion Time is
closed.l
13. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday, 18 November 1980 at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.with
the following agenda:
- 
Joint debate on the Commrssron statement of
14 October 1980 on the Baduel Glorioso report, on an
oral question to the Commission and on the Martinet
repon on the situation in the iron and steel industry
- 
von Alemann report on the srting of nuclear power
stations in frontier regions
- 
Oral question with debate to the Commission, on rhe
supply of orl for the Community from the Middle East
- 
Schmid report on biomolecular engineenng
- 
Ferri report on the right of resrdence of nationals of
Member States
- 
3 p.*. Vottng ttme
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 8.05 p.m.)
I See Annex ro the Repon of Proceedrngs of 19 November
I 980.
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ANNEX
Commission action on opinions delioered by tbe European Parliament
at the October 1980 part-session
I As agreed with the Bureau of Parliament, the Commrssron informs Members at the beginning of
each pan-Sessron by way of consultation of the action it has taken on the opinions delivered at the
previous pan-Session.
2. At its October paft-Session the European Parliament adopted twelve opinions on Cornrnission
proposals in response to Council requests that rt be consulted.
3. At this pan-Session Parliament discussed ten reports and delivered favourable opinions or did not
ask for formal amendment in the case of the following proposals:
Repon by Mr Clinton on the Regulation on the determination of impon dutres for mixrures and
assorlments;
Repons by Mr Ligios on the Decision introducing financial action by the Community for rhe eradica-
tron of African swrne pest in Sardinia;
Report by Mrs Barbarella on two proposals, one for speeding up agricultural development in less-
favoured areas of Nonhern Ireland and the other on the marketing of eggs, poultrymear, cereals and
cattle feeds rn Nonhern Ireland;
Repon by Mrs Cresson on the Directive on developing agnculture in the French overseas depan-
ments;
Proposal for a Decision adopting a Euratom and EEC programme in the fietd of scientific and techni-
cal training;
Proposal for a Decision on the protection of the Rhine against chemrcal pollution;
Proposal for a Decisron amending Council Decision 78/384/EEC adopting a multrannual research
and development programme in the field of paper and board recycling (indirect actron);
Proposal for a Regulation amending Regulatron (EEC) No 337/79 on the common organizatron of
the market in wrne;
Proposal for a Decrsion on European Social Fund operations td assist textile and clothing workers,
migrant workers, persons affected by employment difficulties (young people under 25) and women;
Proposal for a Directive amending Directives 70/457/EEC and70/458/EEC on the common cara-
logue of varieties of agricultural plant specres and on the marketing of vegetable seed.
4. In two cases the European Parliament asked the Commissron to amend its proposals under the
second paragraph of Article 149 of the Treaty and adopted amendments which the Commission said
it was prepared to accept in part.
Report by Mr Fischbach on tbe Directrue on tbe tdhing-up and pursuit, as regards credit insurance, of tbe
business ofdirect insurance 
.other th4n life assurance
Here the Commission rs re-drafting the proposal for a Drrecrive under the second paragraph of Ani-
cle 149 of the Treaty. The new text will incorporate most of the amendments proposed. In view of the
complexity of the questions involved, panicularly with regard ro Anicle 1 on expon credit insurance
and the manner in which the equalization reserve is to be calculated, the Commissron is obliged to
hold cenain talks before adopting a final position.
Report by Mr Muntingh on tbe Regulation on common drldngements to apply in respect of 
.
tmports of u)bdle products
An amended proposal taking account of the amendments proposed by Parliament is under prepara-
tron and is to be sent to rhe Councrl and the European Parliament shonly.
5. The Commrssion took the oponunity to inform Parliament of the assistance ir had granrcd disas-
ter vrctims srnce the previous part-Session
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(a) Fmanual atd
The decision had been taken to grant 150 000 EUA to Grenada to repair damage caused by the
hurricane Allen.
One million EUA had been made available to refugees in Djibouti following a worsening of rheir
situation.
One million EUA had been granted to Algeria following the eanhquake in El Asnam.
(b) Emergenqfood aid
The Commissron had decided to grant emergency food aid to two countries.
Thrs involved:
500 t of powdered milk and 300 t of butter-oil for Peru where the Nonh of rhe country was
suffering terrible drought;
5 000 t of cereals, 500 t of powdered milk, 200 t of butter-oil and 450 t of legumes and a quantity
of baby-food still to be determined, corresponding to 400 000 EUA, for the victims of the eanh-
quake in Algeria.
6. The Parliament also gave its views on two Commission documents in repons by
Mr O'Connell on the Commission communication on a Community action programme for consu-
mers,
Mr Pearce on the Commission communication concerning guidelines for rhe Generalized Scheme of
Tariff Preferences for the period after 1980.
During the discussions the Commission expressed its opinion in detail on the Parliament's suggestions
and wishes.
7 . The Commission also gave its posrtion and explained im point of view during the discussrons on:
the repon by Mr Rumor on preparations for the Conference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe,
two reports by Mr von !7ogau on the achievement of customs union and technical and administracive
barriers to trade,
the report by Mr Schwartzenberg on competition restrictions in air transpon,
the repon by Mr Hoffmann on developrng air transport services and on civil aviatron,
the report by Mr Jurgens on Community aid for rice for sowrng,
three resolutions on the natural disaster rn the plain of Albenga,
a resolution on the floods in France,
a resolution on the earthquakes in Algeria,
the repon by Mr Danken on the measures to assist the United Kingdom,
a resolution on terronst attacks rn Europe,
a resolution on the drsappearance of little girls, channelled into prostitucion, from refugee camps in
South-East Asia,
a resolution on the conflict between Iran and Iraq,
the report by Mr Gitlor on right of establishmenr for architecrs.
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of p.o...di.,gs of yester-
day's sitting have been distribured.
Are there any comments?
The minutes are approved.
2. Statementfrom the Legal Afairs Comrnittee
(continuation)
President. 
- 
Mr Ferri has asked ro be allowed to
make an important starement.
I call Mr Ferri.
Mr Ferri, cbairman of the Legal Affairs Comrnittee.
- 
(I) Madam President, I thank you for giving me
the opportunity for an announcement which I consider
it my dury to make before the Parliament in plenary
sitdng. I would have liked to do rhis yesrerday, but I
was unavoidably detained and rhus unable to be
present at the beginning of the sitting.
As you will recall, on 14 December 1979 Parliamenr
decided to initiate legal proceedings in rhe Court of
Justice, seeking to invalidate a regularion which rhe
Council had adopred withour a parliamenrary opinion.
The reguladon concerns isoglucose and can be found
in case 139/79. The Courr of Justice gave im decision
last 29 October, and this decision has an imponant
bearing on the role and funcrion of Parliament.
I would like to quote in full three paragraphs of the
substantive pan of the judgmenr which are of particu-
lar imporrance ro us. The first has to do wirh rhe
admissibility of the Parliament's inrervention, an
admissibility contesred by rhe Council. The Court
rejected the Council's plea and admirted our appeal,
declaring in paragraph 19 
- 
I quo[e rhe French text
of the decision:
'The first line of this article' 
- 
Article 37 of the
Protocol on rhe Statute of rhe Court of Justice 
- 
'lays
down rhe same right of inrervenrion for all rhe insritu-
tions of the Community. The exercise of rhis right on
the pan of one of the institurions cannor. be curtailed
without impairing its institutional position under the
Treaty, in particular paragraph I of Article 4'.
This implies the recognition of Parliament for all
purposes through its inclusion under the rerm 'institu-
tions'. It is an extremely imponanr poinr, in my
opinion, because it allows our institution to intervene
directly, when it is appropriate and polirically expe-
dient, in cases of legislarive inenia on rhe pan of the
Council or the Commission. Such action would be
based on Anicle 175 of the Treary, which contains the
same formula: 'The Member Srares and the orher
institutions of the Communiry may bring an action
before the Court. . .'. Now rhe Court has recognized
that Parliamenr is included among the institutions in
all respects, and any limitation on rhe exercise of its
rights in this area would be arbitrary and in violarion
of the Treaties.
Finally, the substance of the decision, which has to do
with our consultative funcrion, is expressed in para-
graphs 14 and l5:
'The consultarion sripulared in Article 43, paragraph 2,
line 3, as in other parallel provisions of rhe Treary,
enables Parliamenr to effectively parricipate in rhe
legislative process of rhe Community. This righr is
essen[ial [o the instirurional balance laid down in rhe
Treaties. It reflects at the Communiry level 
- 
if only
on a limited scale 
- 
a fundamental democraric princi-
ple whereby the peoples parricipare through an assem-
bly of their representatives in rhe exercise of sovereign
authority. The regular consultarion of Parliamenr in
the cases set down in the Treaties is an essenrial proce-
dural requirement and acrion raken withour respecring
that requirement must of necessity be invalid. Ir should
be specified that rhe respecr of this requiremenr. implies
the expression of ir opinion by Parliament, and rhat
the requiremenr cannor be sarisfied merely when the
Council has requesred rhis opinion. The Council
therefore has acted wrongly in referring to "consulta-
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rion" of the Assembly in the introduction to regulation
No 1293/79.'
In its regulation the Council had, as the Coun
men[ions, referred to 'the previous consultation of the
Assembly' without the Assembly's having been able to
exPress rts oPlnlon.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I believe that
this decision of the Coun, which is the Community
insrirution whose task is precisely to see that the trea-
ties are fully respected, sanctions the fundamental
character of our consultative role in the legisladve
process of the Community. It is a limited role, since it
involves consultation and not true legislative power,
but an essential one nonerheless. Its imponance to the
institutional balance laid down in the treaties and to
the principle of democratic panicipation through
direct representatives of the people was perfectly
underlined in this decision by the Court of Justice.
The implications that arise from this decision can, in
my opinion, be significant. The committee over which
I have the honour to preside is, with the authorization
of the Bureau, preparing an own initiative report on
the problems of the consultation procedure, and the
decision quoted above furnishes a solid point of depar-
ture for our work.
I believed it to be my duty to inform Parliament
directly concerning this decision so that there will be a
record of ir in our debates, and also because the
mandate that I carried out as rapporteur of the
Committee on Legal Affairs was given parliamentary
approval. I am pleased, therefore, that the Coun's
decision has fully demonstrated the validity and
fundamental importance of our arguments.
3. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received various documents, a
lisr of which you will find in the minutes of this sitting.
4. Membership of committees
Presidcnt. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
Group a request that Mr Fich be appointed a member
of the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the
EEC-Turkey Association to replace Mrs Gredal.
Are there any obiections?
The appointment is ratified.
5. Situation in tbe iron and steel industry
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on:
- 
rhe situation in the iron and steel industry, funher to
the statement by Mr Jenkins, President of the
Commission, on 14 October 1980;
- 
the repon by Mrs Baduel Glorioso, on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, on the
closure of the Consett steelworks (Doc. l-463l80);
- 
the oral question with debate by Mr Deleau and
others, on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats, to the Commission on urgent
measures to cope with the serious situation in the iron
and steel industry (Doc. 1-516/80);
- 
the repon by Maninet, on behalf of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, on EEC-United States
relations in the steel sector (Doc. 1-565/80).
I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso, rapPorteur. 
- 
(/) Madam
President, ladies and gentlemen, in presenting this
report in the name of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment on the closing of the Consett steel
works I would like to begin with some statistics
concerning the extraordinary nature of the current
situation in the county of Devonshire, where the
Consett steel works are located.
This region now has the highest unemployment rate in
England : 16 . 6 0/o; 3 600 people were laid off when the
sreelworks closed on l0 Seprcmber, and these lay-offs
in turn have resulted or will result in unemploymenr
for 1O 000 more workers. There is an indirect unem-
ployment; in the month of October rherc were 5 262
applications for 81 available posts. It is estimated that
in December the inflation rate in the Consett area will
climb ro 28 o/o,but local authorities forecast that in the
course of the coming year the rate will reach an incre-
dible 50 %.
It is evident that the unemployment spiral set off in
Consett is a typical one whiih is in no way peculiar to
that region. Consett closes, and immediarcly after-
wards the second local firm, a company dealing in
auromobile pans, closes in its turn, laying off 1 250
workers; a rcy faaory has already reduced its staff
from 400 to 40. The basic pattern resembles that
already illuscrated in Lorraine and is typical of regions
dependent upon a single industry: the entire zone,
including entrepreneurs, small businesses, and trades-
men, is finally sucked into the morass of economic
sragnation provoked by the closing of the region's
principal industrial centre.
I can now say, with a satisfaction you can well under-
stand, rhat the Economic and Social Committee is also
looking into the situation at Consett. A year ago the
committee's regional section visited Lorraine, and a
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few weeks ago it was in Consett. It has already
approved an opinion requesting parricular intervenrion
from the Regional Fund, togerher with related
programmes. Today our Assembly in plenary sitting is
turning its arrention ro Conse[t, and I think no one
will objecr if, in the overall conrexr of the srcel indus-
try crisis in rhe Community and rhe larger crisis in
Community economy and production in general, we
examine the particular case of a single company in one
of the Member Stares. The Parliament should not only
interest itself in such serious and rypical cases, as it is
doing, but it should also support rhe principle of Euro-
pean solidarity by'making irs presence felt and its voice
heard; by speaking 
- 
as I and others have done in
Consett and will do again on other occasions 
- 
to
workers of other nationaliries, of other counrries, and
of other groups. This is the second interesting charac-
terisric of our initiative: rhe signarories of the resolu-
tion which forms rhe basis for the work of the
Committee on Social Affairs include not only rhe local
parliamentary representative, Mr Boyes, bur also all
the Members from the Brirish Labour Parry, rwo
German Socialist members, to Dutch members, and
finally myself, an Iralian member of the Communist
group. The issue has been taken up by a combinarion
of forces which we musr define as belonging to the
European Left, a coalition which represents not only a
feeling of solidarity with a particular and limited situa-
tion but also a conquesr over the egoristical and
nationalistic elements which weigh so heavily on all of
us. I am convinced that the case is our common
responsibiliry, all the more because ir involves unem-
ployment, the mosr serious risk that exists for a
worker.
As before in Lorraine, we are today faced with the
complete absence of any adequately projected conver-
sion plan, and this lack has produced an uncontrolled
and spontaneous restructurization. I am sorry rhat
Commissioner Davignon is not here today, for at the
beginning of last year we had a live debate on Belgian
television: it was at the time of the Lorraine crisis, and
I asked him 
- 
I was then filling another position 
- 
if
he thought that rhis unplanned indusrialization, this
spontaneous capitalism, was beneficial. It certainly had
no positive effects in France, where it cosr jobs, nor in
South Korea, where French enrrepreneurs had
invested in a steel works where labour costs were lower
due to the situation in the developing countries, and
kept lower by a military dictatorship ,Ihose army fired
on workers who wanted to strike for higher wages. I
said the same in reference to Lorraine, and it is nor
necessary to repear it in regard to rhe United King-
dom.
The Commission predicrs the loss of 150 OOO jobs in
1980. Dramatic siruations such as that in Consett will
foreseeably multiply in single indusrry regions. Faced
with these enormous problems, whar does the
Commission do? It responds by funding 10 000 jobs
for 1981, with an interesr rate subsidy of around 25
million EUAs, when at least 45 million EUAs are
necessary to provide 15 000 new jobs. I am well aware
that last year the 45 million EUAs were not all spent
due to an insufficienr number of applications, but let
us ask ourselves the reason for rhis bureaucratic
incompetence or [his inabiliry ro open the European
channels for those in need or for rhose able ro invesr
and create new 
.jobs. Otherwise, the conclusion is
always the same: this spontaneous resrrucrurization,
with its lack of any rarional basis, is always paid for in
the end by the worker.
The situation is becoming dramatic. The European
Labour Union Institute announces on the basis of its
investigations that if no counter-measures are taken,
there will be 10 800 000 unemployed in the Commu-
niry and 14 900 000 unemployed in the rest of .!?estern
Europe by 1985. These are incredible figures, and
intolerable because of the justifiable social rensions
they creare. On the other hand, we do nor ask rhat
unprofirable businesses be maintained, nor that the
problem be dealt with only in rerms of alleviatory
social measures and early retiremenr: we do not
request. only these measures because they are only
necessary at the moment of the crisis, when jobs are
lost. The Perers repon should be approved by the
Council of Ministers; the ll2 million we obtained as
the Social Committee for rhe invocation of Article 56
in the iron and steel secror musr be available for use.
These are certainly necessary measures, but rhey do
not affect the essential problem. I met wirh the !7orks
Council at Conserr, whose chairman was 35 years of
age, and even if some of his colleagues, who were
50-55, were satisfied with rhe early retirement pension
and the not inconsiderable sum of money they receive
upon dismissal, the young workers are rarher asking
for another job. A young man asked me: 'Can the
European Parliament rell me where, in what sector
and in what pan of England I can find work?' Silence
was my only response, for to answer honesrly I would
have had to tell this worker that his only prospecrs of
employment were in Australia or Canada.
For these reasons, although not neglecting the neces-
sary social measures, the report I now present is
addressed especially [o the governments and to the
Commission, and calls upon rheir sense of responsibil-
ity in this malter. They should act to ensure progress
not only in the traditionally backward regions, like
Southern Italy, but also in regions which, like Lorraine
yesterday and like Devonshire today, are stricken by
the crisis and driven back rc a preindustrial level,
despite large resources in managerial abiliry, industrial
capacity, Iabour, professional training, etc.
\7e urge the governments to coordinate the layoffs
with plans for economic conversion to provide alterna-
tive employment in newly-created fields of acrivity.
\7e ask the Commission to intervene with all the
financial means at im disposal to create incentives for
entrepreneurs and encourage new investments. '!(/'e
also ask the Commission, however, to indicate which,
in the context of irc Nonh-Nonh and North-South
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negodations, are sectors where the Community can
funher develop its productive activiry, provide jobs,
and find new means to increase employment.
Mr President, in conclusion I would like to quore a
pathetic inquiry made ro me by rhe workers of
Consett: '!fle followed Professor Friedman's rules' 
-strangely enough, the workers of Consett are familiar
with these rules, for they were able ro list rhem
correctly: increase in production, cooperarion wirh the
company, all effons made ro guaranr,ee rhe profitabil-
ity of the business 
-'but what good did ir do us'? Inmy opinion it would have been berrer, not only for the
workers of Consett but also for rhe European govern-
ments, to follow the guidelines of Professor Galbraich
who just a few days ago was srill stressing rhe need for
a planned economy, and not only ,as a hope for the
future but as a presenr realiry which is in general
taking the place of the laws of the markerplace. Such a
system demands an active, nor a passive, commirmenr,
and therefore presupposes an abiliry on the pan of the
governments to exert control over the economic sirua-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deleau.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, by tabling an oral question with debate ro
the Commission of the European Communities,
pursuan[ to Rule_ 47 of the Rules of Procedure, on
urgen[ meas,ures to cope with the serious situation in
the iron and steel industry, the Group of European
Progressive Democrats seeks to open a wide-ranging
debate in our Assembly.
The crisis in the iron and steel industry is unfortun-
ately not a recent event, having its origins in the rapid
growth of investments which resulted in a subsranrial
increase in world steel production between 1946 and,
1974. Since 1974 rhe crisis has accelerared.
The worsening of the international situarion, which is
affecting the car and building industries and public
works in particular, has aggravared the situarion in the
European iron and steel industry, which is very
dependent on the capital goods market. !fl'orld
economic growth prospects point ro an overall
decrease in the level of industrial investments. As a
supplier to the various industrial sectors, the iron and
steel industry is feeling the effects of this, which are
irnfonunately likely to continue.
The situation has been further aggravared by the fact
that these last four years of sragnarion, of anarchic
competition, of rapidly declining sales prices have had
serious financial and social consequences.
'!7'e have already said how absolurely essenrial it is ro
go beyond rhese voluntary measures, which, although
necessary, are in our view inadequate. Certain steel
producers have not respected the voluntary Commu-
nity measures and have thus helped to speed up the
closure of major companies and the complete disap-
pearance of industry from various regions.
This crisis was predicable, and we can but regret the
delay in the introduction by the Community of the
necessary measures for which the ECSC Treaty prov-
ides. It may surprise you to hear a Liberal calling
roday for intervention, while hoping that such action
will be temporary. The situation demands it.
In view of the economic and social tragedy to which
this crisis has given rise, doctrinal considerations must
be abandoned in favour of action to safeguard the
industry, to ensure it survives. As soon as the crisis
began, an 'emergency plan' should have been launched
and recourse should undoubtedly have been had ro
Anicle 57 of the Treary at the time the 'Davignon
plan' went into operation, because w'e are convinced
that more jobs would chen have been saved than
endangered. This was one of the items in our platform
for the election of this Assembly by direct uriiversal
suffrage.
But all that is in the past, and we can only say how
sorry we are. The Commission's decision of 3l Octo-
ber, following on from the Council's unanimous view
that Anicle 58 of the ECSC Treaty should be applied,
albeit belatedly, can only be endorsed.
It is an essential decision. Since the summer of 1980
the European steel industry has witnessed a radical
decline in the demand for steel at both Communiry
and world level. This decline in demand has necessi-
tated an appreciable reduction in Community produc-
tion, which had to be properly organized if prices
were not to collapse. The impossibility of arriving at a
voluntary agreement among the producers had already
resulred in an average drop in prices by about 13 0/o in
September compared with the beginning of the year.
In rhe second quaner of 1980 it was no longer possible
to ensure that the delivery programmes esmblished by
the Commission would be observed (chey had been
exceeded by almost 20 o/o by one Member Stare). If
this situation had continued, the consequences would
have been tragic and, in cenain cases, irreversible for
many companies and their workers.
The Commission was therefore forced to ask rhe
Council to agree ro rhe inrroducrion of a system of
steel production quotas for the companies in,the iron
and steel industry.
The Commission's decision was not only essenrial : ir
was desirable. My group had long been calling for
such action, and its chairman recenrly said: 'In the
steel crisis acrion musr be taken at the right level and
by effective means. In the case of the iron and sreel
industry . . . the righr level is objectively the Commu-
nity, and the effective means is Article 58.'
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In the light of these remarks, Parliament now calls on
from the Commission to provide additional informa-
tion on three points in particular:
The first concerns the Commission's sratemenr [har,
while the quota system was in force, it would nor
resort to action to restrict impons under Article 74 of
the Treaty. Does the Commission not feel that it is
thus depriving itself, from the outset, of an important
weapon in the negotiations it will have ro enter inro
wirh cerrain countries outside the Community, all rhe
more so as some countries, Spain for example, have
not respected the agreements reached at the beginning
of this year.
The second point concerns the pracrical procedures
for fixing and monitoring rhe production quotas laid
down by the Commission. It is quite obvious that all
the Community's iron and steel indusuies are affected
by the crisis. It is therefore equally obvious that the
restrictions in production must be shared equirably
among all the Member States. Can the Commission
reassure us and give us any information on this point?
The effecdveness of monitoring arrangemenrs cannor
be assessed until the new system has been introduced
and is functioning. Parliament should therefore be
informed half-way through the implementation of rhe
anti-crisis plan.
Finally, none of these arrangements will have the
desired effect unless ambitious measures are taken at
social level. The inclusion of 112m EUA in the
Community budget to finance the readaptation of steel
workers is very important in this respect. It would be
unexpected to say the least if the Council did not
agree to this appropriation, which had the unanimous
support of this House.
In its desire to safeguard the jobs of thousands of steel
workers, my group urges the Commission and Council
to make rapid and generous use of the appropriate
funds to ensure the implementation of the back-up
social measures [hat are essential ifjobs are to be saved
in a sector that has already been hard hit by restructur-
irg.
Let us turn quickly to the ex[ernal aspect. Ve musr
again say in all seriousness [hat the presenr external
policy measures should be more restrictive, since we
find that cenain third countries have not honoured the
commitments they have entered into with the Commu-
niry. Spain, it would appear, is a flagrant example.
In addition, the recent American statements on the
reintroduction of a high trigger price and of acceler-
ated procedures do little to alleviate our concern, all
the more so as we have very recently heard that the
United States intends to refuse to allow the impon of
special French steels, even though they form pan of a
pattern of tradidonal trade. I would ask the Commis-
sion what is the situation in this respect.
The internal arrangemenm for which Anicle 58 prov-
ides should therefore be supplemented by recourse to
Anicle 74 of the ECSC Treaty, which refers to exter-
nal arrangements which are more restrictive and there-
fore, in this specific case, more effecdve.
Ve feel that the combined application of Anicles 58
and 74 of the Treaty alone will bring about an
improvement in this tragic situation, which is rhe
outcome of the recession and of restructuring.
Ve feel that, if employment in the steel sector is to be
improved, if the financial capacities of the companies
are to be restored, if the production capacities which
will prove necessary in the future are to be maintained,
these two arricles must be applied together.
Ve also feel that, if this 'dirigistic' intervention takes
place at Community level 
- 
and for a limited period,
it is to be hoped 
- 
the Member States must also
pursue a voluntary and lasting national policy aimed at
resolving the steel crisis in the very near future.
After all, a state of manifest crisis must and can only
be temporary. A lasting improvement in the situarion
will stem from the application of the Treaty through
the introduction of restrictive measures and also
through the acceptance by the Member States of
ob;ectives which must be achieved, by their agreeing
to act in solidarity and in a spirit of loyalty one to the
other.
But do we want 
- 
and I am coming to the end of my
statement now 
- 
Europe ro be credible in this situa-
tion? If so, and it is what we wan[, there musr be no
more mistakes made in bringing the restructuring of
the iron and steel indusrry ro a successful conclusion
and in eliminating the anxiety of the workers in this
sector and removing the burden of unemployment
from our economies. Those in positions of responsibil-
ity in the Community, at all levels, musr acr wirhout
delay and with strength in the sectors threatened by
the crisis before ir is roo [ate, because unforrunately
the crisis is not affecting the iron and sreel secror
alone. At present economic growrh is inadequate, and
the economic prospects are not favourable in either the
short or the medium term. !7ith its 8 million unem-
ployed, the Community has no more time to lose. It
must draw up and introduce new measures to curb
unemployment and create jobs.
It will be for us, [he poliricians, to assess these
measures. This is the price Europe must pay to regain
sufficient credibiliry to put a stop to action that runs
counter to the general objectives for the steel sector,
and the European iron and steel industry has enough'
strength to overcome this crisis, to alleviate its effects
and to shorten it, and enough strength to overcome
the crises which threaten other sectors of the econ-
omy.
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Europe will thus give hope to those who are suffering
and who still wanr to look ro [he future.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martinet.
Mr Martinet, rapporteur. 
. 
(F) M.adam President,
among the various factors which are adding to the
difficulties now facing the European iron and steel
industry the decline in our exports to the American
market is having a not insignificant effect.
From January to September 1980, in other words in
the first nine months of this year^ the Community
exported 2867 m ronnes of iron and steel products ro
the United States, as against 3 809 m tonnes in the
same period in 1979, meaning a loss of almost 1m
tonnes.
'!7e are told that this decline is due to the poor
economic situation in the Unised States. This is only
partly true. !7hile we have suffered this loss of I m
tonnes, Japan's exports to the United Stares in the
same period rose by 100 000 tonnes from 4 575 m
lonnes to 4 675 m tonnes. Expons by other countries
such as Canada and Brazil undoubtedly decreased, but
to a lesser extent than our exports, falling from
4 300 m rc 4 082 m ronnes between 1979 and 1980.
It is therefore completely wrong to say, as the
Commission has done, that our share of the market
has remained roughly the same. I have referred to
various sources: the American Iron and Steel Institute,
the employers' federation of the French iron and steel
industry and the German iron and steel bureau and I
have noted three sets of figures relating to the period
from January to August 1980.
Firstly, imports accounted for 16.8 % of American
steel consumption during this period, as against
75.20/o in the same period last year. In other words,
imports accounted for a larger share of the American
market.
Secondly, Japan's share rose from 5.5 to 6.9 0/0, thar
of countries other than Japan and the Community
from 5 to 5.8 0/0, while the Community's share fell
from 4.7 to 4.1 o/o.YJe are rherefore rhe only ones ro
have suffered a decline in our share of the market.
Thirdly, this decline did not make itself felt until May.
The situation at the beginning of the year was rela-
tively favourable. !7e suffered rhe greatesr losses
during the period from May ro September.
It is difficulr not ro see this phenomenon in the light of
an event which, at the rime, rightly disrurbed this
Parliament, the lodging by the US Steel Company on
21 March 1980 of an anti-dumping complaint against
15 European companies, followed by the suspension
by the American Adminisrarion of the trigger price
system.
A two-fold pressure 
- 
I am even rempted ro say
two-fold blackmail 
- 
was then brought ro bear by US
Steel on the American Administration and by the
American Administration on the European Commu-
nity. This major steel company ser out ro achieve a
relaxation of rules it considered to be a hindrance,
particularly as regards pollution, and it succeeded. For
the Administration it s/as a quesrion of gerting the
Community to accept the idea of an appreciable
reduction in our exporrs.
How did the European Parliament react at the time?
As you will recall, on 18 April we adopted a motion
tabled by Mr Donnez and on 10 July a resolution
tabled by the members of the Socialist Group, the
Group of the European People's Party, the European
Democratic Group, rhe Liberal and Democratic
Group and the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats. In the meantime, the mat[er had been referred to
our various committees. 'lfhat did the document of
10 July say? It refers to the agreement reached within
the OECD in 1977, which called on the United States
Government to request US Steel to withdraw its action
and to enter into negotiations with the Commission as
a matter of urgency.
The resolution of 10 July stressed the need ro provide
for countermeasures in case the American Govern-
ment violated the provisions of GATT. This proposal
was in line with the Commission's intentions, and Mr
Davignon had talks with the American Administration
on this subject during the summer. During these talks
he referred to the risk of a trade war if the and-dump-
ing action brought by the United States was contin-
ued.
But the iron and steel debare has nor been direcrly
linked to the objections rightly provoked by American
action in other sectors, and specifically the synthetic
fibre sector. The American decision was, as you know,
finally taken on 30 September 1980. On the same day
Mr Askew sent a lerter to Mr Davignon informing him
of rhe withdrawal of US Steel's complaint and of the
temporary introduction of a new trigger price, some
12 0/o higher than the old one, and of the establish-
ment of a procedure permitting the suspension of this
new trigger price if sreel impons accounted for more
than 1 5 .2 0/o of the American market or if the Ameri-
can steel indusry as a whole was working at less than
87 0/o capaciry. The Department of Trade then found
that there was a sudden explosion in impons of iron
and steel products and, after coritacting the govern-
ments of the countries in question, brought an anti-
dumping and anri-subsidy acdon based on rhe notion
of unfair comperition.
At first glance, then, the siruation which obtained in
1977, at the time when agreement was reached in the
OECD, and which, I would remind you, was the prin-
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cipal objective of the motion we adoprcd, has been
restored. But it cannot be ignored that since the spring
of tggo the European indusry has suffered serious
damage through the suspension of the rigger price
and the threat ro its exports of the action brought by
US Srcel. Much will again depend on rhe prices actu-
ally charged by American companies, which are
obviously not obliged to comply with the 12 0/o
increase in the trigger price. According to information
which I have and which I would ask the Commission
to confirm, prices on the American market have not
increased by a mere 3 to 4o/0, but by 8 0/o where US
Steel is concerned. That is a considerable difference,
which is likely to be to the disadvantage of our
exports, of course.
!7hat is striking in this affair is the unilateral nature of
the American decisions. Admittedly, there have been
contacts and discussions with Commission representa-
tives, whose viewpoint has been taken into account.
Bur at the end of the day the American Administration
has confined itself to informing Mr Davignon of the
measures that have been taken. Although the reply
from the Commissioner responsible for industrial
affairs to Mr Askew contains various observations and
thoughts, it still does not constitute a diplomatic docu-
ment. Everything is done as if American law applied rc
the whole world. The United States declares its loyalty
to the principle of GATT, bur it uses many different
forms of protectionism, as the French company Creu-
sdt-Loire has just found to its cost. On the pretext that
it uses a small quantity of nickel of Cuban origin in the
manufacture of its special steels, these steels have just
been banned from the American market by a decision
of the American Treasury Department.
Allow me, Madam President, to make a brief personal
remark on this subject. If our countries regard them-
selves as friends and allies of thp American people, we
must state very clearly one day 
- 
and with the same
firmness the new American Administration intends to
use 
- 
that friendship and alliance do not mean resig-
nation to hegemony. Because what is at stake is not
simply rade in industrial or agricultural products, but
jobs as well. The decline in our sales of steel to the
Unired States affects between 15 000 and 20 000 jobs
in Europe. Let us not forget that.
(Applause from the lefi)
I now come to the conclusions which your Committee
on External Economic Relations proposes you should
draw.
Firstly, we note with satisfaction that the objectives
which were approved by the majority of this Parlia-
ment and which the Commission ,took into account
have largely been achieved.
Secondly, we point out, however, that the European
iron and steel industry has suffered unquestionable
damage and that there can be no cenainty that it will
in the near future regain the share of the United Smtes
market it held before US Steel brought its action.
Thirdly, we are disturbed by the interpretation the
American Administration might give to cenain para-
meters resulting in the opening of the anti-dumping
procedure, and we call on the Commission to keep a
very close watch on the implementation of the deci-
sions taken by the American Adminisration, without
ruling out the possibility of taking counteraction
should there be fresh signs of protectionism.
Fourthly 
- 
although this is not to be found in the
written text before you 
- 
we ask the Commission to
submir to us another report on this subject in 6 to 12
months'time.
These four points are pur to Parliament by the unani-
mous decision of the Committee on External
Economic Relations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my group I should like to
begin by recalling our basic position.
The majority of my group favours the application of
Anicle 58. Firstly, because there has been a veritable
price war among the Community's producers since the
collapse of Eurofer in July and because, if this situa-
tion continues, the iron and steel companies, whatever
their legal status 
- 
public, semi-public or private 
-will suffer intolerable financial losses by the end of the
year. Secondly, because we are opposed to cartels and
therefore quirc definitely support the provisions of the
two Treaties of Rome and Paris which in principle
prohibit agreements and similar understandings.
Finally, because we think it preferable for the public
authorities themselves to fix and control the produc-
rion quotas rather than seeing them established in the
deceptive guise of voluntary self-restraint agreements,
in other words, as rhe outcome of the confrontation
and of the power relationship among the producers.
Bur my group also feels, I would recall, that external
controls must be improved. Ve therefore feel that
account must be taken of all the possibilities offered by
Anicle 74 of the Treaty, which states that 'the High
Authority is empowered to take any measure which is
in accordance with this Treaty . . . if it is found that
countries not members of the Community or under-
mkings situated in such countries are engaging in
dumping or other practices condemned by the Havana
Charter'. The attitude, panicularly of the United
States, which consists in charging dumping prices,
shows how essential it is to apply this anicle. Several
governments of the Community's Member States,
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particularly rhose of rhe Benelux counrries, call for irs
application as a marrer of urgency.
Madam President, on 31 Ocrober of this year rhe
Commission rook various steps relating ro the applica-
tion of Anicle 58. \7e endorse this action, even if we
are nor entirely satisfied: the agreement reached,
which allows the Commission rc impose quoras on
steel production in the EEC unril June 198 1, obviously
represenrs no more than a compromise and it also
provides for major derogations in respecr of a large
number of products.
For example, rhe system of compulsory quotas does
not apply ro tinplare (4 0/o of world production), rails(l .20/o), liquid steels (l .7 0/o), half of the fine and
special steels (8 %) and large-diameter rubes for pipe-
lines, or about 20 0/o of total Community sreel produc-
tion, although these products will continue ro be
subject to statistical control and moniroring.
As regards special sreels, it has been agreed that rhe
system of compulsory quotas should nor apply to alloy
steels containing 5 0/o or more of other sulstances and
costing 30 0/o more lhan a corresponding normal sreel.
Nor will the quota sysrem apply to rhe ourpur of
companies producing less than 6 000 tonnes of fine
and special sreels per quarrer.
\7ill the compromise finally reached by the Nine after
considerable difficulty and on a proposal from Mr
Davignon produce the expecred results? The most
serious questions we must ask ourselves at the momenr
are: !7ill orders pick up again? !flill prices reverr ro a
more acceptable level? Vill the companies, whatever
their status, as I have said 
- 
public, semi-public or
private 
- 
get our of rhe red and so be able to release
funds to help solve rhe social problems?
Two weeks after the decision ro inrroduce quoras we
obviously feel ir is still roo early ro assess rhe;esu]ts. A
period of several monrhs will have to pass before we
can see the effecrs on price and order levels. A watch
must also be kept on rhe applicadon of rhe measures
introduced by the Commission, which musr not hesi-
tate to impose sancrions if infractions occur. The
Socialist Group also supporr,s the request by rhe ECSC
Consultative Committee ro be regularly informed on
the application of these measures. In addition, we
propose that rhe Commission should reporr ro Parlia-
menr every quarrer on rhe development of the situa-
tion in the iron and steel sector. The first such repon,
which should reach us on I January 1981, would thus
concern rhe last three monrhs of this year.
It is also imponant to emphasize the social measures
being considered by rhe Council. !7hile Anicle 58 has
been applied wirh retroacrive effecr, nothing has yer
been done in the social field. \Thereas Arricle 56 of rhe
ECSC Treaty allows the introduction of cenain social
measures, which I shall nor enumerare 
- 
they can be
found in the Treaty 
- 
withour a formal decision by
the Council, the same is not true of the measures
outlined in the Perers report adopred by the European
Parliament: early rerirement, restriction of overtime,
adjustment of working conditions and hours, and the
introduction of an addirional shift. Ve urge the Coun-
cil ro strike a new balance in its policy on rhe iron and
steel industry and at long last ro go beyond Anicle 56
of the ECSC Treaty and take all the necessary social
measures to reassure the workers in this sector, who
are rightly concerned abour rheir future.
In this context, it is imporranr rhar the special appro-
priation included in rhe drafr budget for social
measures in the iron and steel industry, which was
approved by the European Parliament during its budg-
etary part-session, should be accepted by the Council
and entered in the 1981 budget as finally adopted.
Madam President, there is an urgen[ need to speed up
the modernization of rhe iron and steel companies and
to coordinate this modernizarion ar Community level.
This modernization, which has been made necessary
by the profound changes in world iron and sreel prod-
uction, must be broughr to an early conclusion, with
scrupulous respect for the legirimate rights of all
workers. I repeat: of all workers, because in some
countries there have been rumours that rhe fate await-
ing the steel workers differs according to whether they
are nationals of the counrry or migrant workers.
Modernization musr be accompanied by a consider-
able effon to find new ourlers for sreel, panicularly in
the building secror, or as a replacemenr for cenain
plastic producrs, nor ro speak of a 'revival' of rhe
transPort sector.
The whole of the European iron and sreel industry is
quite obviously facing a crisis. This crisis affecrs rens
of thousands of workers. Everything musr be done to
find a solution to rhis grave problem. The Socialist
Group has put forward various ideas and proposals. It
is against these ideas and proposals, which musr be
taken together, thar my group will be judging the
Commission, the Council and, not ro be forgorren, the
Bovernments of rhe Member States. Ve cannot be
sadsfied with piecemeal measures. We want an overall
solution, since we are sure that, if rhis overall solution
is not found soon, rhousands of workers will rightly
turn their backs on Europe. For many reasons rhar
would be exrremely regrettable.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Ingo Friedrich ro speak on
behalf of the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr I. Friedrich. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, on 30 October 1980 rhe Council of Minis-
ters unanimously decided to declare a manifest crisis in
the European steel industry. This opens the way for
the application of Article 58 of the ECSC Treary,
which confers on the Commission powers otherwise
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unknown to a national minisrer. This decision also has
a historic dimension, since for the first time in the
history of the European Community a nationally
controlled compulsory canel has been created at
European level.
'We Christian Democrats have no objection at all ro
the European institutions having greater power. Quite
the contrary: we are firmly convinced that many of the
problems crucial to the future of Europe, such as
energy supplies, safeguarding supplies of raw materials
and making a worthwhile contribution to world peace,
can be solved only if rhe Community has a grealer
opportunity to exert influence. But no one will take it
amiss if in this specific case we react very sceptically to
the idea of drastic intervention in the economic
process by the State with compulsory arrangements
such as this cartel. 'We know from experience that such
measures usually cost the citizen a great deal of
moniy, delay necessary technological change, preserve
outmoded structures and ultimately eliminate jobs in a
parricularly brutal fashion. In the long rerm only the
forces of the market, of competition, will ensure opti-
mal supplies to the citizens of Europe at reasonable
prices.
Despite these objecdons, the decision has been taken.
Any subsequent carping is a waste of time. '!7e now
have to live with this decision and to make the best of
ir.
Let me just say a word or two to the national govern-
ments in Europe, to our nine Member States: it is
simply unacceptable that all Europe's sr.rccesses,
unquestionable though they may be, should be
described and passed off as heroic deeds of the
governments in London, Rome, Paris, Bonn, Brussels,
Luxembourg and so on, while all the difficult, insolu-
ble problems are left to the Community institutions, so
that'those bureaucram in Brussels' can be accused of
not finding the solution. If this way of thinking
becomes fashionable among the public, nothing else
will work at European level, and many of the urgent
problems we face will not even be tackled. That means
certain death for Europe, and in addidon, the national
governments are sawing through the branch on which
they themselves are sitting.
The course of events in the European steel crisis has
closely followed this pattern. The crisis initially esca-
lated as a result of the omissions of the national
governments to such an extent that intervention by the
European bodies became inevitable. The governments
slept through the time in summer when it would still
have been possible [o avert the sreel crisis by voluntary
means and thus to avoid this cartel.
(Interruption)
They all did, Mr Vagner. You can always pass the
buck like that.
Our peoples would have not future 
- 
and the
Community governmen[s should take note of this 
- 
if
the national decision-makers consciously and against
their better judgment repeatedly created the impres-
sion that the Community is incapable of taking any
worthwhile decisions and that Europe only costs
money. Do these people really believe 
- 
and I mean
everyone, those in Rome just as those in Brussels 
-that rhe eliminarion of the steel crisis would cost less at
national level? Or the agricultural policy? Everyone in
a position of responsibility knows that precisely the
opposite is the case. Quite apart from the fact that
national artemprs at a solution would result in national
resentment, new protectionism, new rivalry involving
incalculable risks for us al[.
The citizens of Europe must realize that an economic
and reasonable solution to many problems can be found
only at European level. \7e must not therefore allow
the national governments, with their egoism and their
pettiness, to run down Europe and so conceal their
own rncomPetence.
To conclude, I should once again like to emphasize
that we must make the best of the decision that has
now been raken. Firstly, it must be ensured that the
time limit of 30 June 1981 imposed on the steel canel
by the decision is strictly observed. From I July 1981
there must again be free competition to ensure steel is
produced where it can be produced most productively
and economically, so that our European steel remains
competitive on the world market and our steel consu-
mers are charged a price that does not ruin their
chances. The Commission must realize that a volun-
tary system can replace the present dirigistic measures
only if there is no longer a possibiliry of prolonging
the application of Article 58.
Secondly, great efforts must be made in the period up
to 30 June to remove obsolete production capacities,
to introduce social relief measures for the workers
concerned and to create new and secure jobs.
Thrrdly, the dreadful state of affairs as regards
national subsidies in the steel sector must be elimi-
nated. These subsidies can already be counted in
billions. The Commission after all has an effective
instrument in the code on subsidies. But it must also
use this instrument and use it against anyone. The
coming months, which will give steel companies some
breathing space, must be used to eradicate these State
subsidies.
Fourthly, on no account may addidonal import
measures be taken to shore up the European steel
industry against international competition. Protection-
istic import arrangements, which we as an export-
oriented Community cannot afford, must definitely be
rejected.
Fifthly, other sectors of indus'"ry in Europe are deceiv-
ing themselves if the present application of Article 58
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leads them to believe the Communiry could take the
same dirigistic action in those sectors as ir has now
done in the steel sector. This will undoubredly not be
the case. The Treaties clearly do not allow such exten-
sions to include other industries.
The march towards central controls did not begin in
Europe on 30 October 1980, but they did cast their
first major shadow. Ve must do everything ro ensure
that this shadow is removed as soon as possible. Jobs
in Europe will not be safeguarded by protectionism
and central controls, but by the most advanced tech-
nologies, the choice of optimum sires, competirion and
the efficiency of European engineers and scienrists.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice'-President
President. 
- 
I call Miss Forster to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Miss Forster. 
- 
Mr President, I intend to concen-
trate my remarks on the operation of Article 58. The
European Democratic Group wants to ensure that this
most serious step which the Community has taken will
result in a stronger and more viable steel industry in
Europe.
All the Member States have agreed that these measures
are necessary. \7e do not like, Mr President, the
imposition of production quotas. Nor do we like the
Commission having to monitor and check the activities
of private firms and publicly-owned concerns. These
are steps that very few of us in this House would
normally support, but because of the serious state of
the industry we feel it is vital that, once we have
decided to take these steps, they should be made ro
work.
\7e want the indusrry ro be able ro resrrucrure and to
become more competidve in world terms. This will
mean, of course, that there will be some reductions in
capaciry with consequent loss of jobs. Ir is rherefore
essential that funds be made available to help early
retirement and that severance pay be paid to those
workers who are displaced. And we hope thar the
Council will reach a favourable decision on this in rhe
Budget Council next week. They have delayed long
enough in agreeing measures to help redundant work-
ers and it is time they faced up rc this responsibility
and came to a conclusion.
I would now like to commenr briefly on three marrers.
First the quotas themselves, then special steels and
finally impons.
The output cut proposed for rhe last quaner of this
year corresponds ro an average cut of about 14 0/o
below production in the last quaner of 1979. This is
small when compared to the fall in Communiry crude
steel production of over 18 0/o for September 1980
compared to September 1979, and the situation lasr
month was probably worse. This small cut will enable
producers ro fulfil their exisring commitments and for
rhe first quarrer of tg8t there will of necessity be
bigger cuts.
The object of these cur;, Mr Presidenr, is to srop rhe
slide in prices, which averaged 13 0/o in rhe firsr 9
months of this year and which, with an average
increase in production cosrs of 5 o/0, means thar most
steel-making concerns are making catastrophic losses.
Losses do not preserve jobs, but profi$ can creare new
ones and this is why we want rhe profitability of rhe
steel industry restored. Ve hope that the Commission
will monitor the siruarion and make sure rhat rhe
quotas established in the new year are ar a realistic
level and that they are enforced equally in all the
Member States. It will also be essenrial rhat there be
some volunrary agreements on sales within the
Community and we would suppor[ sreps which would
enable the Commission to ask producers for informa-
tion on the amounts of sreel exponed.
Insofar as special steels are concerned, some of these
have been excluded from the arrangements for quotas.
It is therefore possible that their exclusion will provide
a loophole through which some producers may be able
to evade their quota limits. \7e therefore hope that a
careful check will be kept on the producdon and deliv-
eries of all special steels while Anicle 58 remains in
force. The Commission has the powcr to act in this
malter without recourse to the Council and to impose
quotas if necessary. And we hope that they will make
use of rhis power if the situation deteriorates any
further.
Finally, we come to rhe question of impons. And here
I would disagree wirh Mr Deleau in that we do not
want Article 74 imposed. The use of Anicle 58,
however, will have been in vain if impons rise and if
the market is flooded with low-priced imports from
outside the Communiry. Ir is therefore essenrial rha[
the Commission continue ro nego[iate voluntary
arrangements wirh countries such as Japan, Spain and
Australia and that impons are limircd ro rhe same
exten! as production. This Group would not supporr
the use of Anicle 74 because we believe rhat rrade
should be as free as possible and that the Community
should nor move towards protectionism. However, the
Commission has recommended rhat Member States
make careful checks on all steel imports, especially as
far as prices are concerned, and the prices charged for
re-sell of any imporred steel. '!7e hope rhar Member
States will follow rhis recommendarion and keep the
Commission fully informed of the results.
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In conclusion, Mr President, I would like to repeat
that my Group does not like the necessrty for all these
controls, but we support them at the present time
because of the crucial importance of the srcel industry
to Europe. I would support Mr Glinne in asking for a
report from the Commission in January of next year
and more importantly I would also like the Commis-
sion to look at ways of stimulating and increasing
consumption within the Community, because it is
consumption within the Community that will provide
the futu.re for our steel industry. However much we
make efforts to increase our exports, it is the demand
at home that is critical and I would like the Commis-
sion to study this question and to report to us in Janu-
ary. I hope that this procedure will come to an end in
June and that by then we will have a much s[ronger
and more competitive steel industry and that we will
be able to return to free competition.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella to speak on a point
of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my group is very
disrurbed about the 11 minutes it has been allocated
for the two major debates today. $7e ask you, Mr
President, either to request the major g.orps to give us
one or two minutes more so that we have 16 or 17
minutes or to ensure the Presidency allows us this lati-
tude. '!7e would be very grateful if we could express
our views rather more adequately in these two impor-
tant debates.
President. 
- 
I shall try to interpret the rules on
speaking time as liberally as possible.
I call Mr Ansan to speak on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group.
Mr Ansart. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the debate we are having today on the iron and
steel industry and the authoritarian and supranational
implementation of the plan for the restructuring of the
iron and steel industry, known as the plan to combat
the state of manifest crisis, is taking place after the
Commission has taken its decision, which confirms
how little consideration is given to this Assembly and
to us Representatives.
Ladies and genrlemen, the situation in the iron and
steel industry dramadcally illustrates the situation in
the European Community, which is undergoing a
serious crisis and, far from proposing economic and
, 
social progress for the peoples of Europe, is calling on
them to make more and more sacrifices. Today, as
yesterday, the same arguments are advanced in justifi-
cation of a funher move [o mutilate the iron and steel
industry and, I would add, other indusries too: the
need for competitiveness, for increased productivity,
the need to hunt the lame duck, as we say.
But what are the causes of this crisis and of rhis sirua-
tion, and who is responsible?
The responsibility lies with the governments of the
Member States and with the Commission, which acm
just like the board of directors of one of the multina-
tional companies that dominate the European econ-
omy and manipulate it entirely to their own ends.
The policy pursued by the European Community is
not aimed at progress, but is a plan for recession and
restrictions by taking the form of a policy of econom-
ies, a policy of austerity which has resulted in the
re-emergence of unemployment in France and in
Europe. This policy is weakening France, it is leading
a growing number of Frenchmen into poveny: half of
the French population live in conditions which are
changing from discomfort to misery.
Two years ago draconian measures, measures of
unprecedented brutaliry were taken in our country to
put the iron and steel industry on a sounder footing,
we were told, and to make it more competitive.
Through the application of the decisions of the Davig-
non plan in Lorraine, in the Nonh, the centre of an
iron and steel industry already hit by the closure of
mines as a result of the ECSC decisions, whole regions
have gone to the wall: workers in their thousand, with
their families, have suddenly become nomads.
In France, 60 000 steel workers were made redundant
between 1974 and 1978. More rhan 100 000, we are
rcld, will lose rheir jobs berween now and 1981. I
would also add that 700 000 jobs in industry have been
lost in my country since 1974. Today the workers are
again being asked to make sacrifices, as always,
because the ironmasters benefit by the generosiry of
the State to an extent that always remains unknown.
In France 30 000 m francs has been thrown into the
chasm that is the iron and steel plan, with no control
over the use to which the tax-payers' money is put:
that is a considerable amount of money.
Today, with the policies of austerity and economic
stagnation, there is no reason why this should stop.
Ve are heading 
- 
and we should have the courage to
say so to the workers 
- 
for massive unemployment in
the Community. There will soon be over 10 million
unemployed, including several million young people,
millions of orhers abandoned for the sake of progress:
unemployment has become the uavelling companion
of European policy. Ve are heading for the destruc-
tion of whole regions, and at this rate France will be
no more than a second-class steel-producing nation,
while !flest German capimlism will increase and
strengthen its domination of the Community.
In the 1980s, after its production of special steels, on
which the future depends, has been cut back, France
will produce even less than 25 million tonnes, while
the ironmasters of !(i'est Germany will be producing
between 60 and 65 million tonnes. Such is the truth.
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Furthermore, we know from experience that it is not
true we must accept these plans and the sacrifices they
entail to have better living standards tomorrow. I have
been a Member of this Assembly for 7 years. In that
time I have never taken part in a debate that
concerned increases in wages, increases in purchasing
power or a wide-ranging social policy. I have never
taken part in a debate on a proposal for the creation of
large numbers of jobs, a debate in which our young
people were made a definite offer of a future worthy
of a great age. Chancellor Schmidt said one d^y 
-and Mr Barre and Mr Giscard d'Estaing followed suit
- 
that the major industrial companies should make
profits in accordance with the formula that 'today's
profits are the investments of tomorrow and the jobs
of the day after'.
The debate on industry rhat has just been held in my
country , in the National Assembly, revealed that a
very small proportion of the enormous profits made in
the last three years has been re-invested in France.
They have mostly been re-invested abroad, where
maximum profits can be achieved, with workers who
are paid a pittance and live in very backward social
circumstances and whom some would perhaps like to
import into our country.
The truth is thar the higher the profits the multina-
tional companies make 
- 
and experience shows this
to be true 
- 
the more jobs they eliminate. How, in
these circumstances, can we agree to new plans, new
closures, new unemployment?
The solutions are not to be found in renewed mutila-
tion of our industries, funher destruction, further cuts
in production. Nor do we advocate an autarchic policy
for our country. \7e want to strike a new balance in
the terms of trade. '!fle therefore call for exceptional
national protective measures to be taken in France in
view of the extreme gravity of a crisis that has been
deliberately created. Produce French, limit the propor-
tion of European impons on to the French market,
consume more steel, stimulate the internal market: for
it is not austerity we need, but an increase in income
for the great majority. In this way our country is likely
to establish the basis for European cooperation wirh
which many sympathize, which rakes place at both
industrial and commercial levels, which is far healthier
and which respects the mutual interests of the various
countries.
At the same time there must be a revival in consump-
tion, a greater combined effon and a wide-ranging
social policy to meet present-day requirements must be
implemented. Firsr of all, jobs can be created for
hundreds of thousands in our country, workers can be
trained for future jobs, panicularly young people, rhe
working week can be reduced and the reriremenr age
brought forward, parricularly in the iron and steel
industry and in any occupation where rhe work is
especially arduous, and a fifth shift can be introduced
where work is continuous. To achieve this, we feel 
-
and experience shows that we are right 
- 
the iron and
steel industry must be nationalized and placed under
the control of the workers so that rhey may ar last play
a genuine role in rhe decision-making.
In short, the solutions are not to be found in the plan
you are going to implement or in the social measures
designed to make up for the damage that some never
fail to advocate as a means of gaining the workers'
acceptance of the destrucrion of our industries and our
regions. These measures do not spring from a social
policy rhat is poorly understood. They are the social
measures of recession.
The solutions are to be found in a new policy of
economic and social progress, of renewed consump-
tion, of industrial development, not in a policy of
European integrarion which benefits the strongest and
is based on national sacrifices, but in a policy of coop-
eration with all countries, including the weakest, so
that every country in the world may be raised to the
level of progress.
That is why we reject the so-called manifest crisis
plan, which entails new sacrifices, renewed decline 
-we shall be talking about this again 
- 
and which in
any case will not settle the problems confronting rhe
peoples of Europe. A strong Europe, which will have
the support of the workers, will be one which bases its
policy not on austeriry and sacrifices but on the expan-
sion and enlargement of the internal market.
Ladies and gentlemen, you will agree that we are some
considerable distance from the promises made in the
campaign preceding rhe election of this Assembly by
universal suffrage. For millions of workers Europe will
henceforth be synonymous with a political organiza-
tion which treats [hem badly and has nothing to offer
them but sacrifices, destruction and unemployment. Ir
is a Europe that is backing into rhe furure. Do not be
surprised, then, if we reject this policy, for which no
defence can be offered to the millions of workers who
are its victims, if, in short, we refuse to manage a crisis
which we reject.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D)Mr Presidenr, I should like to
explain the position of my group in three general
remarks, before Georges Donnez and Corentin
Calvez take up various individual aspecrs of the prob-
lem.
To begin with, I should like ro emphasize that Arti-
cle 58 of the ECSC Treaty provides for measures
whose fundamental admissibility should not be ques-
tioned. If we have a Treary that provides for such
measures, then we cannot ask: is a measure of this
kind admissible? The only question can be: should it
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be taken? I should therefore like to say in this context
that my Broup was very pleased to see that afrcr exten-
sive deliberations the Council was able to reach a
unanimous decision, and I wish to congratulate all
those members of the Council who started off with
some doubt about this decision on giving a sign of
European solidarity.
\7hen we consider why this crisis arose and why 
- 
in
the opinion of my group 
- 
it was necessary to apply
Article 58, we should not close our eyes to the real
causes. Only if we look into the real causes can we
arrive at proposals which get to the hean of the
ma[ter.
First of all, we have a structural change in the world
steel market, which is largely responsible for this crisis
in the Community. '!7e have steel production in devel-
oping and less developed countries, which we
ourselves of course encouraged. I should also like to
point out to all those who vary their speeches accord-
ing to whether we are discussing development policy
or an internal indusrial policy, rhat we cannot assist
the construction of steel mills under the development
policy one week and then the next week, when we are
debating the steel crisis in the Community, complain
that developing countries are meeting their steel
requirements from their own production and that they
are exporting steel in increasing quantities to earn
foreign exchange and so competing with the Commu-
nity. This is something that cannot be avoided if this
development policy is considered to be the right one.
So this is one cause which we must view very objec-
tively and not simply brush aside, because this trend
will continue. Steel consumption in the developing and
less developed countries will grow, while there will be
no further increase in the industrial countries, because
of economic stagnation and the well-known saturation
of the market.
Technological progress may also encourage this trend.
\fle must not close our eyes 
- 
and I should like Mr
Ansart in particular to think about this 
- 
to the fact
that Japan, Taiwan and South Korea have developed
technologically more advanced industries which prod-
uce at lower costs simply because they have better
technology. It has nothing to do with labour costs
already being lower there, true though this may be:
there is the added factor that greater encouragement
has been given to technological progress in these
countries. There are after all countries where energy
costs are lower. Vith the same technology and the
same labour costs an electric steel plant in Venezuela
can produce steel for 20 0/o less than here, because
energy costs are rhat much lower. In olher words, we
must concentrate on what we can do better than
others, and that can and must primarily mean improv-
ing our technology and changing from ordinary steel
to special steels. That is a field in which we are
competitive and.one in which we will not have to
resort to protectionism to safeguard our steel indus-
tries in the future. \7e will have to ensure rhat they can
operate in fair competition wirh other steel industries.
It would therefore be quite wrong to test this problem
against the question: does this accord with the princi-
ples of free market economy? For one thing, this
ignores the fact that wherever the principles of free
market economy have been forgotten, the steel crisis is
at its worst.
If Mr Ansart believes the nationalization of steel mills
is the cure-all, I would ask him to compare the posi-
tion of the privately owned mills, including the small
ones, with the nationalized steel mills we have every-
where. '!fl'herever the State has left things too [ong,
wherever it was unable or did not have the courage to
restructure its plants in accordance with free-market
principles, the workers are worse off. It is not there-
fore a question of whether the free market economy
has led workers into the crisis. The question is: have
not those who have simply forgotten, and in some
cases wanted to forget, the principles of free market
economy creared a social emergency among the work-
ers, which they are now exploiting by denouncing
those who took prompt action to improve the lot of
the workers?
(Some applausefrom the right)
That is why, in the long run, there will only be one
way of improving the position of the workers in this
crisis, and that is restructuring and adjustmen[ [o
better, competitive production methods. To avoid any
misunderstanding, I should like to say briefly that
supplementary social measures should be introduced
during the transitional period to protect everyone
against personal hardship, a subject on which Georges
Donnez and Corentin Calvez will have a great deal to
say.
Thar is rhe only course we can adopt for the future.
'!7'e must not hang on to obsolete structures. Ve must
nor encourage those who have so far done nothing
because they believed that someone would protect
them. Instead, we must encourage and support all
those who are prepared to improve technology and to
develop competitive production capacities by making
new investments. Ve must also make the adjustments
in good time, in other words the period up to 30 June
1981 must be used to adapt to the future. Ve must not
cake it easy and think other measures will be taken if
things do not work out.
The Council must therefore draw up plans for the
reduction of capacities and for restructuring at its
forthcoming meerings. Vithout these measures it will
be impossible to maintain steel production at a healthy
level in the long 'term, and there will be no social
security for the workers in this sector either.
For the Liberal and Democratic Group free market
economy is not the cold egoism of a limited number of
people in power, but the process on which we should
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all agree, so that the many, namely rhe workers, are
better off than they would be without these reasonable
and sound principles of management. All those who
have forgotten this 
- 
and I am now looking at a
British Member who is shaking his head: afrer all there
are enough nationalized undenakings in his country
- 
are being antisocial, because rhey are confronting
the worker with the risk of an insecure job and so
being extremely anrisocial. In addition, rhey are
expecting the tax-payer to bear the immeasurable cost
of financing measures [o protecr such jobs, and again
it is the worker who has to pay. The only reasonable
solution in a crisis of this kind is rherefore a free
market system accompanied by rhe necessary social
measures. My group is prepared for rhis.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davern to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrars.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, after lisrening here rhis
morning to people talking in rerms of thousands of
millions of pounds, I would like to welcome the invo-
cation of Article 58. Ir is nor. particularly pleasanr ro be
obliged to fall back on rhis anicle, bur it is absolutely
vital that we do so. Afrcr all, this is rhe rhird time in a
couple of monrhs that this Parliament has spoken
about the steel industry.
Enormous amounts of money are being ralked about
here this morning and thousands of ronnes are being
talked about, but I would like to mlk briefly about a
small industry 
- 
a Srare-owned industry 
- 
which
employs only a few hundred people but to me is more
imponant than when we ralk in millions. To many
here it may seem insignificanr and even nor worrh
talking about in relation to rhe figures being spoken
about in this House, but we are ralking abour rhe small
steel industry in my own counrry, which is vital to rhe
future of our industrial development. Since this is
located in my own European consriruency, I am deter-
mined that this House should give it some considera-
tion and particularly rhat rhe Commission should give
assurances in regard to its future.
This industry has lost a total of f6 million in the last
couple of years. Compared ro some of rhe figures
discussed here this morning, that is very small, but to
us it is a large figure and one we can barely sustain.
There will be a furrher loss of f5 million in the nexr
four or five years before we even begin ro break even,
and again this is to us a large sum of money. For
Ireland, and for an area such as Cork, such losses are
huge and are very hard ro susrain.
Irish steel is at present undergoing an ambitious
modernization programme, and there is no actual
production in the planr a[ rhe presenr momenr. I want
the Commission ro assure us [har the quora figures it
fixes will not be based on the production of the lasr
36 months. The construction work being carried out at
the new mill will not be completed until the first
quarrer of tgat. Our major concern stems from the
facr rhar quotas have been established on the basis of
production levels between mid-1977 and mid-1980.
Production ar Haulbowline Steel was reduced during
that period for a number of reasons, including a rather
prolonged strike and rhe reorganization based on rhe
modernizarion programme approved by rhe Commis-
sion. Ir is difficulr to see how production quotas for
this steel company could logically be based on this
period, especially when one considers thar production
in the reorganized planc due ro become operarive early
next year will be subsranrially higher rhan former
production levels. Quotas based on pasr performance
would pose a serious threat ro this small but to us
highly significant and importanr indusry.
Vhen production srarrs the new mills hope to be the
most cost-producrive in Europe ar a rime when effi-
ciency and cost-productivity are major considerations.
Irish Steel's future holdings musr be, could be and
shall be assured in this House today by rhe Commis-
sion. The reorganizarion of the steel indusrry there
and the high producrion levels have been accepted by
the Commission as being in accordance with the
general objecrives of the steel industry. Sratements by
the Commission during rhe negotiarions and bilareral
contracts give the necessary reassurance that when
establishing quoras accounr. shall be raken of resrruc-
turing operations and that the sysrem does not pose a
threat to this small but highly significant indusrry.
Vorkers in Irish Steel are prepared ro produce; the
potential of rhe new plant is good; ourput is estimated
to start at abour 180000 ronnes and go to abour
250 000. These are small figures when compared with
the large numbers you have been mlking about this
morning, but again I emphasize rhar this indusrry is
vitally importanr ro us.
Recently 213 employees in rhis indusry were laid off.
Even though a guaranree of rheir re-employmenr has
been given, I would like to assure rhem again, by
referring to an assurance given by the Commission in
this House roday, that nothing will be done in the
quota system ro prevenr their re-employmenr.
The Commission has given the Irish Governmenr an
assurance that Community plans ro cu[ back European
steel output will nor affect rhe posirion in Ireland. Mr
Davignon has also assured the Irish Government that
EEC plans to resrore order ro the indusrry and prevenr
a destructive price-war will nor mean any reducrion in
Irish steel producrion. Today I wanr the Commission
to reaffirm thar employmenr in this, in European
terms, small indusry will be safeguarded and thar rhe
guarantee of re-employmenr ro 213 imponanr people,
who are depending on rhis for their livelihood, will be
granted. I feel thar rhe Commissioner, having given an
assurance to the Government, would be pleased to
give it to this House as well as a measure of his good
faith and good will towards the Irish indusrry.
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President. 
- 
As a result of Mr Pannella's requests
the European Democratic Group has given three
minutes of its speaking time in this debate to the
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members.
I call Mr Coppieters from the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, I should like
rc begin by thanking the European Democratic Group
for this kind and friendly offer and this elegant parlia-
mentary gesture.
I should also like to say that the recognition of a state
of manifest crisis in the iron and steel industry, the
introduction of quotas and the essential restructuring
of the steel sector must be accompanied by the setting
of certain priorities. I would prefer to call them reali-
ties which will determine the futures of both undenak-
ings and workers and also the continued existence of
our Community. There are three priorities: firstly, the
viability of the undertakings, secondly, the regions 
-orherwise regional policy will be largely useless 
- 
and
thirdly, the social aspects.
Let me first say something about the viability of the
steel companies. On the one hand, there must be
constant. research into competitiveness in the present
circumstances and competitiveness when the crisis has
been overcome, it is hoped, by means of restructuring
measures. On the other hand, when considering any
undertaking in any Member State, we must take
account of the future slimming down of what we
might call the traditional European steel industry and
therefore of a change to other products. This must
also be seen in terms of the need for new patterns of
trade between Nonh and South, for example.
The second priority concerns the regions, and I speak
now specifically as a Fleming. Steel production is at
present being reduced largely at the level of individual
holdings and States. This is a questionable policy and
may lead to anomalies. To give you an example: does
charity not begin at home? \(hen this happens within
rhe Arbed group, there is a danger that a company like
Sidmar, which was planned for a production capacity
of 10 million ronnes, will be partly sacrificed, possibly
in favour of less competitive plants. So it is clear that
the regions in Belgium, Flanders and the Valloon
area, have a role to play here. In other words, there
must be conscious and reasoned solidarity at European
level to prevent the measures from resulting in too
much being taken away from one of the regions,
which may, moreover, be in the grip of crises in other
sectors, the textile industry, for example.
Thirdly, there are the social aspects. The rapponeur,
Mrs Baduel Glorioso, has referred in striking terms to
the tragic aspects of the steel crisis. So what do we
have to offer in this tragic situation? '!7e have a
proposal from the Council for a 1981 budget which
yet again includes a token entry among the Social
Fund appropriations for the changes in the iron and
steel indusrry. I know 
- 
I also contributed 
- 
that we
as a Parliamenr reacred during the first reading of the
budget. \fle tried to have 112m EUA included in
Chapter 54. I hope the Council agrees to this. But we
also expect the Commission and the Council to estab-
lish a cohesive steel policy, which also takes account of
the shifts in emphasis in the world market and a new
world economic order.
President. 
- 
I have received three motions for reso-
lutions with request for an early vote [o wind up the
debate on the oral question on the situation in the iron
and steel industry from Mr Deleau and others, on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats (Doc. l-587/80), the Liberal and Democratic
Group (Doc. 1-588/80/rev.) and Mr Ansan and
others (Doc. 1-595/80).
The vote on these requests for an early vote will be
taken at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
There is a provision in the Rules of Procedure which is
followed in this House, even though it may sound
strange. Early tomorrow we are to vote on whether to
conclude the debate on an item on which the debate
has, in fact, already been concluded. I draw the atten-
tion of the members of the Committee on the Rules of
Procedure and Petirions to this problem.
I call Mr Petronio, a non-attached Member.
Mr Petronio. 
- 
(I) Mr President, we agree in princi-
ple with Mr Bangemann's observations concerning the
great responsibility of the State industries in this criti-
cal situation of the European iron and steel indusry.
This is part of a vast discourse on political economy
which, perhaps, will find a place in another, more
general debate. !7e believe with Mr Bangemann that,
responsibilities aside, the present aim of our debate is
to ascertain the state of crisis in the iron and steel
industry and also to propose 
- 
if we are allowed ro
do so 
- 
accompanying measures relative to the
general criterion adopted by the Commission.
Leaving aside the political and economic responsibility
of the various States and of the State companies, the
fact remains that the present situation reveals a serious
deterioration in the European iron and steel sector,
which is perhaps especially perceptible in Italy. The
rapid fall in demand on the national and foreign
markets and the increasing pressure from a veritable
flood of unregulated imports have brought about a
progressive reduction in prices which, in the face of
continually rising costs, has palpably weakened the
financial and economic situation of the firms involved.
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It is in this context, therefore, rhar the declaration of
manifest crisis made by the Council of the Communi-
ties on 30 October appears, rogether with the
Commission's subsequent decision ro resorr for rhe
first time in the almost three-decade-long hisrory of
the Community to Anicle 58 of rhe Treaty, which
provides for regulation based on obligarory produc-
tlon quotas.
The quotas fixed by the Commission call for produc-
tion cuts of around 2a 0/o.lt will be necessary however
for the competent authorities to declare a regional
crisis for the Imlian steel industry, which would make
it possible for our companies to have recourse to the
Redundancy Fund, and request larger-scale, long-term
measures to help our steel industry to regain its
comperitive ability in the international market.
In this context urgent measures must be raken to deal
decisively with the serious economic and financial
imbalances in the companies, with the defence of inter-
nal markets, wirh the perennial energy quesrion and
with the inefficiency in rail and port facilities. At this
juncture it is appropriate to refer to the discussion on
European infrastructures and to a resolution we
proposed concerning the navigable Turin-Milan-
Adriatic canal, proposals which were nor even consid-
ered by the Council. Transport by water involves 'a
fuel savings of one third compared to railway rrans-
port, and a savings of nearly one fifth compared to
transport by road. Ve therefore take this opponunity
to call for a thorough examination of such proposals.
For Italy, in particular, it is especially necessary ro
extend the reference period for the choice of the
l2 months of production to include the enrire critical
period, that is, from I January 1975 ro Seprember
1980. Secondly, the utilization rate for rhe Taranto
Centre should be aligned with the mean Community
level. Thirdly, Article 58 should be applied in close
coordination with Article 74, substanrially reducing
the amount of imporrs admitted. The Communiry
trade flow should be respected, while taking into
account rhe quotas for export and rhose intended for
internal markets ro prevenr recycling within the
Community.
It should also be said that, until the Commission
makes adjustments in line with the measures taken, the
20 0/o reduction seems excessive and especially discri-
minatory towards those companies which have made
recent investments not yet in production. Imports from
third countries, especially from the Eastern bloc, are
continually increasing, and exports are suffering from
strong Spanish competition, especially in the steel bar
for reinforced concrete. It is unacceptable that imports
from the countries with whom we have agreemenrs be
reduced by 15 0/o while a 20 0/o reduction is enforced
within the Community itself. These agreements have
induced serious malfuncrions q,hich call for immediate
correction. In the same wise it should be said rhat the
decision of the Italian government ro reduce from 39
to 12 the customs admission points for steel in order to
strengthen controls presupposes the adoption of simi-
lar measures on the part of our Community panners.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Didd.
Mr Didd. 
- 
(I) Mr President, it has already been
said that there are both circumstantial and structural
causes a[ the heart of the crisis in the iron and steel
industry.
The former are represented in the crisis in the sectors
of udlization 
- 
construction, transport., electric ap-
pliances, automobiles, and so on, in the fall in the
demand from the developing countries, which are
overwhelmed by oil bills, and in the adoption of
protectionist measures by the United States, strongly
criticized by Mr Martinet this morning. The structural
causes, on the other hand, stem from the entrance on
the international market of new producing countries
from the 'I-hird Vorld, which are especially active in
the field of raw steel. AII of these factors certainly
make measures for restructurization and conversion
necessary, and we mus[ therefore take note of the
provisions adopted by the Commission to reduce steel
production for a limited period.
'\7e believe it to be a contradiction to adopt quotas for
internal production while neglecting to take adequate
measures to restrain impons, and we urge the
Commission to apply Anicle 74 of the ECSC Treaty in
order that this contradiction may be overcome.
Some speakers this morning, in panicular those from
the Christian-Democratic and Liberal groups, have
expressed considerable anxiety because the measures
adopted by the Commission to reduce production
would tend to introduce policies of government inter-
vention into the European Community, and felr an
immediate need to prevent this 'monsrer' from mani-
festing itself at the Community level.
Our view is the exact opposite one; we hold that it is
impossible to intervene with public proBrammes to
reduce production in sectors in crisis while at the same
time refusing ro adopt measures of coordination and
planning in the industrial sec[ors, where there are
possibilities of expansion not only in production but
also in employment. Social measures are not enough.
These are but sops to reduce social tensions among the
workers; if we want to tackle the problem of unem-
ployment seriously, we must, adopt an industrial stra-
tegy of expansion on a Community level, at least for
those sectors where such expansion is possible. This is
one of the points which emerge clearly from Commu-
nity intervention in the steel sector, an intervention
which, indeed, has never been undertaken until today.
The second observation which I would like to make,
addressing myself especially ro those groups who, like
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the Christian Democrats and the Liberals, stressed rhe
need for urgent social measures, is rhar this position is
absolutely contradictory ro a sysremaric negative vote
regarding proposals ro reduce working hours and
reorganize work distriburion. Neirher can we accepr
initiadves which are only direced towards social
assistance 
- 
unemployment compensarion or other
such measures 
- 
while structural measures which
would at leasr preserve employment are consisrently
rejected.
Mr President, I believe ir to be necessary [o urge rhe
Council once again to honour the requesr by the
Commission and by Parliamenr, so rhar the rransfers
to be made within the ECSC budger may be rapidly
approved and the social measures already planned
implemented as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pedini.
Mr Pedini. 
- 
(l)Mr President, ladies and genrlemen,
my friend Mr Didd will permir me ro observe rhat
when it comes to discussing reductions in working
hours for crisis situations, we are always available. But
when it is a matter of affirming the general principle of
work schedule reduction as a dangerous contriburion
to the cutback in productivity, rhen ir is our duty to
examine our dubious proposal in the contexr of a
general debate, which we are always willing to do.
Mr President, it may well be that social measures are
mere 'sops', as Mr Didd has said, but 
- 
as he himself
does in the conclusion of his speech 
- 
the Christian-
Democratic group calls on the Council ro promore
them. The ECSC Treaty is an organic text, which
provides for economic intervention with numerous
authorities and political initiatives, but always in coor-
dination with measures of social intervenrion. Ve do
not blame the Council for having focussed on rhe
economic aspects of the crisis and resoned to Article
58, but we deplore the fact thar, in violation of rhe
spirit of rhe ECSC lleaty, no. concurrenr social
measures were rmmediately taken. These social
measures have only a relative value 
- 
for intervenrion
in matters of early retirement, reduction of working
hours, reduction of overtime, is always relative 
- 
bur
they do serve to give the worker concrete proof rhat
we are aware of his situation.
Mr President, I come from a region 
- 
as Commis-
sioner Davignon cenainly knows 
- 
which in regard
to rhe steel industry manages by irelf, believing in its
strength and not always running ro [he governmen[
for aid. !7e do urge the immediate adopdon of social
measures that can be taken in coordination wirh the
ECSC Treaty, but we recommend that they nor be
considered as aid, because res[ructurizarion has begun
and it is necessary to involve labour and make it aware
of the profound changes rowards which the marker is
taking us. It must be recognized that we are at a deli-
cate moment, when everyone is asking what direction
the steel industry will ake. \fle willingly approve Mrs
Baduel's resolution 
- 
I am sorry she is nor presen[,
for I would like ro congrarularc her upon it 
- 
because
it has put the problem of the crisis in a panicular
fauory into the general conrexr and thus related ir to
initiatives, in construction, for example, which are a
part of the input necessary for the expansion of our
iron and steel capabilities.
Vhere lies the future of the steel industry, Mr Davig-
non? It lies in specialized rypes of steel, in a more
thorough conversion, in a new relationship wirh the
developing countries with whom we are associared. In
this regard it is our right and our duty to go into the
ma[ter more fully.
As far as Italy is concerned, I hope, Commissioner
Davignon, thar social measures will be considered in
relation to the 1975 agreement, which pum us in a
difficult situation by forbidding rhe use of the Redun-
dancy Fund as a subsidiary means of ECSC interven-
tion precisely for social measures.
As for the measures taken on the Commission's initia-
tive in the framework of Anicle 58, we repear [har we
consider them as temporary, but indispensable. They
have already begun to have an effect upon the market,
where a 200/o increase in costs and a 12 0/o drop in
prices had caused a serious discrepancy. Mr Davignon
will permit me to take this opponunity to express the
hope that controls will be effected in a conscienrious
manner and applied to all firms, so thar medium-sized
companies are regulated and smail ones, which can
easily escape conrrol, nor allowed to disturb the
market. Close attention should be given ro the choice
of inspectors, involving all the firms, as Anicle 4 of the
regulation implies.
Permit me to make one more fundamental observa-
tion: the problem here, as some members have said, is
to initiate essential programmes in the structural
sector. Investors musr nor be penalized; adequare
funding should be provided to encourage conversions
like those in progress at Bagnoli and like others which
are still in the planning srage.
If it is true that attenrion musr be paid ro the problem
of infrastruct as one of our colleagues has just
said 
- 
and of communications, it is also necessary to
establish a correct relationship between the external
and internal prices of steel products, so [har the price
increases due to the measures nken will not favour rhe
market competition of third countries.
Finally, I would like ro express a serious anxiety, call-
ing it to the attention of Commissioner Davignon. '!7e
have often, in accordance with Anicle 74 of the
Treaty, taken measures against external competition,
when it has become unjusdfied; but the Commission
was right to forego the immediare adoption of
concrete initiatives which are cepable of cuuing both
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ways. This however does not lessen our confusion and
anxiety regarding current mechanism of the ECSC
antidumping system. It functions in a complex,
cumbersome and very bureaucratic manner, and its
positive effecr on the internal market ar.e felt by
Community companies only after illegitimate competi-
tion from third countries has caused considerable
damage.
In conclusion, Mr President, we have noted with
interest the results obtained by the application of Arti-
cle 58, and we hope that the aspecu which I have just
touched upon will be taken into account. !(i'e are espe-
cially eager that an effon be made to rebuild confid-
ence in the companies and in their investments. Social
measures should be vigorously supponed so that all
may be made aware of the needs of the working class
(the problem, in Italy for example, of the 15 000
workers who are using the Redundancy Fund out of
the 90 000 employed in the steel industry). The crisis
exists not only in the marketplace; it is a social fact
which we must view with the utmost concern, and it is
therefore our earnest wish that the Council would
assume its responsibility in this matter.
INTHE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Simmonds.
Mr Simmonds. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry Mrs
Baduel Glorioso is not present, because it is to her
remarks and those remarks alone that I wish to speak
rhis morning. I think I must be the only Member in the
debate today who is nor, like Oliver Twist, asking the
Commission for more. As Member for the Midlands
'Wesr consriruency, I have lost a major pan of the steel
industry in my constituency, the famous Bilston Srcel
'!/<irks, but we have received the appropriate funds
from the Community. May I disagree with what I
rhink I heard from Mrs Baduel Glorioso when she
advised redundant Consett workers to seek work in
Ausrralia and Canada? There is cenainly no recruit-
ment for steelworkers' skills in either of those coun-
tries at the moment. My advice to those workers, as it
has been to workers from the Bilston Steel \7orks, is
to exploit to the full the opportunities offered by both
Community and national agencies, panicularly for
rerraining and for developing new industries. Bilston is
not designated a developmen[ area by the national
government and therefore does not qualify for much
of the aid that Consett is entitled to receive; but it has
received large sums from the ECSC for redundancy,
for early retirement and, most. imponant, for retrain-
ing. At Bilstdn the clearing of the vast steelworks site is
proceeding rapidly, and there are a number of plan-
ning proporrls for redevelopment. I am most anxious
to ensure that Community money for retraining is
properly and wisely spent on skills that can be taken
up by the new industries that will occupy the site.
Although I am not asking the Commissioner today for
more from the Community, I do give notice that I
shall continue to urge my government to designate my
constituency as a development area, so that in future it
may benefit from the various Community funds which
are at present denied to it but which are given to
industry only a few miles from my constituency boun-
daries. Consett faces exactly the same problerps as
Bilston, though with a far higher percentage of unem-
ployment, and I believe the answer to their problems
and to the problems of the steel industry throughout
Europe to be the same: develop, invest and retrain!
President. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I believe that, at
this stage of the discussion, it is only necessary to
confirm a few points to illustrate the position of the
Italian Communist group.
As we have said before, we support the Community
intervention provided for by Anicle 58. The situation
is a very difficult one, and if a choice must be made
between private action by the canels and public inter-
venrion, such as that undenaken by the Community,
we choose the latter, not because it is better by narure,
but because it is more easily brought under democratic
and social control. This is a basic point in our policy,
internal as well as external. For this reason, we request
- 
as have other speakers 
- 
that the Commission
keep the Parliament or the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs constan[ly informed on lhe
applicadon of Anicle 58 and on the implementation of
socia[ programmes. This is essential to the success of
the effon of public intervention.
It is entirely out of place to believe in the possibility of
private intervention in circumstances like those we
now face, which have resulted in a great reduction in
Community production and in rhe loss of 120 000 jobs
in the space of a few years. There can be no question
of returning to a market economy in an indusry like
this one which is heavily capitalized, with high costs
already consrituting a fixed percentage of the total
cost and rendering it vulnerable to heavy losses in the
case of a decrease in production. Nationalization 
- 
I
would like to say this to Mr Bangem was not an
attack upon the market, but rather an alternative
which arose because the market did not function. The
question therefore is not to revalue a system which has
already failed, but rather to improve what had to be
done precisely because of this market failure.
In this situation, everyone tries to exploit his large-
scale economies 
- 
which are yery strong in the steel
indusrry 
- 
and pass the damage on to others. The
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conclusion is rhar, in recent rimes, all countries and all
Bovernmenrc have intervened, without exceprion; the
problem lies in rhe fact thar the inrervention was
effected in different ways, bur ir is nor that in some
cases privare effons were allowed to proceed and in
others there was public intervention with public funds.
The preceding Communiry inrervention based on Arti-
cle 57 did not work; it was nor as effecrive as rhe
Commission and others had rhought it would be.
Today, the crisis is especially a Community one: we
cannor hide behind rhe fact that there is also a world-
wide steel crisis. The siruarion in Japan, in rhe United
States, and in the developing counrries is profoundly
different. 'S7e agree ro intervention a[ rhe Communiry
level, because this is the right scale on which to
confront the problem of conversion and restrucruriz-
ation of our aged steel industry.
Ve must concentrate on what we can do more compe-
titively than other countriesl v/e musr understand that
enormous invesrments will be necessary in order to
convert the European steel 'industry, 'which is the
oldest in the world. The industry was born here and it
should also nor be forgorr.en rhar, in the space of two
decades, the European steel industry has passed from
utilization of primarily domestic raw marerials to
dependence on a largely foreign supply, making
conversion an inevitable necessiry. Those who supply
us wirh raw materials now want to undertake for
themselves what we raught them to do.
For these reasons, rherefore, we favour the applicarion
of Article 58, requesring ar rhe same time, however, a
stricter control. Ve also ask, as others have done, that
together wirh Anicle 58, rhe possible application of
Article 74 be borne in mind, rhough here also ir musr
not be forgotten that, despite irs losses on the world
market, the Communiry as a whole is still a ner
exporrer of steel. The inrervention based on Anicle 74
should therefore be selective. Ir is cenainly impossible
to defend inrernal prices 
- 
as is now being done
through the application of Anicle 58 
- 
withour exer-
cising control over the enrry of foreign goods in an
indusry like this one, where the marginal costs are far
below the average cosrs. It is ineviable rhat, if we
defend internal prices, we musr also police imports,
without forgetqing however that we are srill ner
exporters. Ve therefore agree ro Community interven-
tion, which should not be merely resrrictive in charac-
ter but should rarher consrirute rhe firsr step in reor-
ganization for subsequent development.
I would like ro conclude by resraring rhe posirion
which we have always held, now and in rhe preceding
Parliament: a position thar has always criticized rhe
Commission for its failure to use rhe means provided
by the ECSC Treaty. Even in the years when all was
well in the European sreel industry, the Commission
was unable to use lpproximately one-third of the
own resources available to ir. It was unable to develop
a policy of research rhat would make it possible for us
today to convert our steel indusrry in the fields where
we could be more competirive. It was unable to direcr
investments. For these reasons we have always blamed
the Commission for irs inability to use rhe means
furnished in the Treaty, and we have always vored
against the ECSC budgets. I would like to emphasize
this, because the Commission should be criticized for
im failure to take the decisive action which could
perhaps have spared us many of the difficulties we
now face.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Donnez.
Mr Donnez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I endorse, of course, the feelings expressed in rhe
motion for a resolution tabled by the Liberal and
Democratic Group, but rather than drawing up a list
of the measures to be taken to resrore the iron and
steel industry in Europe as a whole and in France in
particular to its former glory, allow me to draw your
attention to the urgency of the measures that should
be raken to prevent the Nonh of France, from where I
come, from becoming once again the principal victim
of the application of Arricle 58 of rhe ECSC Treaty
and of the steel plan in general.
I willingly admit that, to overcome the crisis in the
iron and steel industry, 'European solidarity', that
hallowed phrase, is now needed mor rhan ever
before. But solidariry has never meant resignation, and
a request. for the suspension of the steel plan is no way
[o solve our European problems or those of my region.
I should therefore like to see the Community chan-
nelling its effons in two directions.
Firstly, something musr be done to eliminate the feel-
ing of insecurity or anxiety about the future at presenr
felt by thousands of workers in my region.
Two measures are essential in this respect..
It is essential, first of all, to give some assurance about
the furure [o the 6 000 workers in Denain, the 2 500 of
Valenciennes-Trith who were made redundant in
1979, and all the others who have lost or will lose their
jobs in the iron and steel industry. The Social Protec-
tion Agreement has enabled the French iron and steel
industry to cope with 23 000 redundancies. In the
Valenciennes region there are 421 cases still to be
settled, and this will be possible only if the Social
Agreement is extended. The only realistic and consist-
ent solution would be ro extend it until 31 December
1982. Thar is what I consider ro be the first essential
steP.
Then it is essential to maintain in the Valenciennes
region what it was possible to maintain in 1979. No
more should be expected of us than the heavy tribute,
the loss of A SOO jobs, we have already paid as a result
of the restructuring of the iron and srcel industry.
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Rarher rhan conrcmplating the installation of an iron
and steel complex at Bagnoli, the need for which I still
do not understand, it would be better to instal the skin
pass in Denain, the equipment already being on the
spot. Perhaps I should explain that this skin pass is a
cold rolling unit which is found in all modern steel
processing plants and is essential if the strip mill in
Denain is to survive. The expense involved is far from
exorbitant. It would have the two-fold advantage of
helping to modernize and to maintain the plant and
therefore jobs which already exist. lt therefore forms
pan of the measures to be taken under the restructur-
ing programmes that are envisaged.
Secondly, it is essential that the European Community
should approve the financial effons required for the
installation of substitute industries. It is essential that
the restructuring of rhe iron and steel industry should
not jeopardize economic acrivity in the Nonh of
France. The funds are available: what is needed is the
political will to put them to work. It is intolerable that
in a district such as Valenciennes 
- 
which has only
350 000 inhabitants 
- 
8 500 jobs should be lost owing
to the restructuring that has already taken place, with-
ou[ measures to instal substitute industries being envis-
aged.
The two major proposals I have just made should
enable us in the coming difficult months not to over-
come the crisis we are now going through, but to
contribute to the implementation of a genuine
Community policy, which would also have the advan-
tage of being understood by the people concerned.
That would undoubtedly not be its least merit.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boves.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President, there is a crisis in Europe
that is leading to massive, large-scale unemployment.
The figures are quite staggering. Ve can talk about
7 million, probably leading to 10 million, in the EEC
countries. \fle mlk about 2 million, maybe in the next
18 months leading to 4 million, in the United King-
dom alone.
Vhen we ralk about these figures, it is very difficult
for people to comprehend what they mean. \7hen we
get down to the level of a region, these figures mean
rhe destrucrion of a town within the UK. That is why I
was pleased with the report prepared by Mrs Baduel
Glorioso, because Mrs Baduel Glorioso visited
Consert, she actually spent time in that town talking to
men who were affected by the closure of the Consett
steelworks and talking to management. Regrettably,
she was not quite as couneously treated by the
management as she was by the men.
However, she did manage to prepare this repon on the
basis of objectivity, on the basis of visits, talks and
chats with the people. Vhat she found, as expressed in
this document, was a human tragedy. A town was in
the process of being destroyed. I shall show in a
moment how that process is continuing. She found in
rhat town human beings, she found people, so from
our 7 million unemployed let us look at one man, one
man who led the campaign to keep that steel plant
oPen.
Let us consider John Lee, a representative of the
community of Consett, a quiet peaceable man who felt
that there were channels for discussion, proper aven-
ues for argument. He wanted to use rhem and he
believed that if he used these channels and these
proper avenues for argument, he could save his steel-
works. He saw every organization that had anything
to do with the steelworks 
- 
the Commission, BSC,
[he government, his national union leaders. He
believed, quite wrongly, staggeringly wrongly,
misguidedly in the end, that if he had a case, if he
could show that his steelworks were profitable as he
had been asked to do by previous Bovernments, if he
could show that by shutting the steelworks in his town
there would be unemploymenr of 50 o/o-50 0/ol 
- 
rhen
people might decide that that steelworks should not
shut.
But he talked rc deaf people. Every person he nlked
to was deaf. Nobody wanted to talk to John Lee about
keeping his steelworks open. The more he talked, the
more the steamroller advanced. The day for closure
was continually brought forward, thus proving to that
man that there was no point in having an economic
case, a social case, in showing the human misery, the
tragedy of unemployment in the North-East of
England, because nobody wanred to know.
In addition to that, despite the staggering level of
unemployment due ro the present policies of our
government in Britain, which is closing works after
works, the last remaining works of any size in Consett
has now announced closure. So we are not talking any
more about John Lee. As far as many people are
concerned, John Lee is now finished, written off,
unemployed, one of 7 million people.
'S7'e are now talking about new Joe McVitie,
Jack McNulty, those kind of people. The same kind of
people. All they want is a job, a right to work, an
opponunity to earn a living, an opponunity to come
home at night and buy the things that normal people
want to buy on the basis of an earned income. But they
have now been told, 'you also are going on the scrap
heap, no work for you either, you are joining the
50 % in the town of Consett' 
- 
a toqrn thar will live
in infamy in the Unircd Kingdom, a town that will
il:::I:ji. policies carried out by the government
So what we want to see in Consett are jobs, and we
appeal ,to the Commission. \7e hope that pressure
from it will get the Council ro give us money for social
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restructuring, as requested in the excellenr report by
Johannes Peters. Ler us have some cash for jobs, let us
think of other regions, South '!(ales for example, and
other countries of Europe where there are going to be
similar tragedies if we do nor ger the 35--houi week
and worksharing measures.
Above all, I appeal today to rhe Commission to pur all
the resources available into that area, because no one
can be responsible for the reacrion of quiet peaceful
people when'500/o are unemployed. V/e all have a
duty and an obligation to the people in thar area and I
appeal this morning to the Commission to look for all
sources of finance to help create jobs for rhose people.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, like many of you, I am glad that the Commission
was able to persuade the Council to agree to the appli-
carion of Anicle 58, although, like many of my
colleagues, I deplore the fact that it has taken so long
[o get this far and that the strength of European initia-
tive does not become apparent until we have reached
the edge of the abyss.
I should now like to make three remarks in the form
of rhree questions to the Commission. Firsdy, if the
Commission is successful, prices are likely to rise
above the world level. There will then be a strong
temptation to import steel into the Common Market.
You have told us, and this has been repeated, that
there is little danger of this happening, because some
of the traditional supplying counrries have voluntarily
entered into commitments with us. But, for one thing,
in stating that you are not going to apply Anicle 74,
you are depriving yourselves of a weapon, and this will
encourage other countries, including some of those
which have perhaps entered into commitments with us,
but have not always respected them. Reference has
already been made to Spain during this debarc. There
may be others.
I therefore call on the Commission to keep a particu-
larly close watch on this aspect of the problem,
imports, because there is no point in blocking our
capacities if foreign producers are going to benefit as a
result.
My second question, or my second remark, concerns
future policy, that is to say the question of res[ructur-
ing on the one hand and, on the other, the position
which should be adoprcd on future, new investments
which might affect capacities. There can be no doubt
that the crisis in which we now find.ourselves is the
resulr of excessive investments which were not wefl
planned and which were endorsed by all the social and
political forces of the countries concerned. This phen-
omenon will undoubtedly continue. But I believe that
the Commission has rhe means [o preven[ the creation
of capacities in the future. Ve would like to be sure
that there will be no flagging in this vigilance so rhar
we do not find ourselves in three, four or five years'
time, when these first restructuring measures have
been completed, once more faced with overproduc-
tion, forcing us to resort to Anicle 58 again.
And to conclude, my third remark. You have, Mr
Commissioner, evidently pur an end ro this experi-
ment, and I believe it was a useful one. But you have
gone further than rhat. You have undertaken person-
ally to smnd down if ar rhe end of the agreed period
the situation has still not improved 
- 
which is not
inconceivable in view of the present state of rhe econ-
omy 
- 
and if by that rime we have not found anorher
solution, since we cannor go on applying Anicle 58.
As I see it, announcing in as definite terms as you have
done that on 30June 1981 the system introduced by
virtue of Article 58 will be withdrawn is ranramount to
burning one's bridges. There can be no cenainry thar
we shall have complerely reorganized the market by
that time. \fle hope so, we even rhink so, bur it may
not be'done by that time. Thoughr should therefore be
given to a system other rhan thar for which Anicle 58
provides, the condition being that it produces the same
results and gives us the same assurances. Vill it take
the form of a voluntary sysrem under Anicle 58? \7e
should like to have your assessmenr of this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spencer.
Mr Spencer. 
- 
Mr President, may I stan by paying
tribute to what I thought was a remarkably good and
restrained speech by my colleague, Roland Boyes,
from the other side of the Chamber? I will come back
to the question of Consetr, bur let me point to whar I
believe to be a dangerous flaw in Roland's argument.
\flhile it is emotionally powerful to single out indivi-
duals or communities and use them in a political
speech, politics, sadly, cannot be about individuals or
about detailed parts of the Community. \7e in this
Parliament have to consider the impact of European
policies across the whole Community, and the answers
for Consett lie not in some particular application of
our varied effons but in getting rhe policies of rhe
Community right at large.
So let me stan by restaring my group's position on the
social measures which, I trust, will accompany the
declaration of manifest crisis to which other speakers
have referred. These were proposed by the Commis-
sion a year ago; they have been debated ad nauseamin
this Chamber and to date we have no action. '!fle have
a lot of legal quibbling about the base under the Trea-
ties; we have a situation where governments with one
hand make applications for these monies and with the
other refuse to vo[e the money to mee[ their own
requests. 
.
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I can do no better than quote the President of the
Commission who said in his statement which we are
supposed to be discussing this morning:
The Commrssron is at present receiving applications for
retrainrng and early retirement aid for tens of thousands
of European workers. This involves the expenditure of
several hundred million EUA which the ECSC budget
cannot meet for lack of funds. This is a derelicdon of our
duty to the workers in the steel industry. It is gravely
damaging to the image of the Community.
He went on to ask that the Ministers .o.rrid.. ,hor.
social measures by I I November. It is my information
that they have not done so and that they have put off
this decision until it becomes involved in the whole
complex rade-off situation over. the 1981 budget.
Vell, I hope that they will concentrate their minds on
these social measures and that they will find a way,
whatever legal quibbles are necessary, to vote the
funds which their own policies make necessary.
Let me restate my group's position in deail: we want
to see those funds as non-compulsory spending, but
not included within Parliament's margin of manoeuvre
on this budget round. Ve do not, I repeat not, want to
see a solution, if it might be called that, in terms of
national contributions oumide the budget or outside
the framework of the Treaties. If that kind of national
deal is indulged in, not only the sreel industry but the
entire institutions of the Community will be in a state
of manifest crisis.
Let me turn to Consett. The Consett closure must have
been the most difficult and possibly the most arbitrary
of the closures which were part of the BSC retrench-
ment movement. It y/as the most difficult because of
rhe town's mono-industrial base and because of its
positio4. Roland was right when he talked about prod-
uctivity having increased. But it increased too late. '!fle
have seen in the Bridsh steel industry at large damag-
ing arguments over restrictive practices, damagingly
low productivity and , to cap it all, a damaging strike
that lasted much longer than anyone anticipated.
These are the historical facts which lie behind the
closure of Consett and other plants. !7hile I deeply
sympathise with the position of a man caught as the
leader of the men at Consett was, politics do not work
in terms of three-month periods of time. Politics is a
process. Economics is a process. Vhat we are reaping
now is the harvesr of 10, 15, 20 years of shorr-sighted-
ness in the British steel industry.
I funher regret that the negotiarions for a private
takeover of Consett, which were under way when Mrs
Baduel Glorioso was there, fell through. That, it seems
to me, would have been a way of solving Consett's
particular problem; but it did not happen and we have
now to consider what can be done, what must be done
in a rown with 50 o/o unemployment.
I just draw Members' atrention to the fact that under
existing EEC and British legislation the steel closure
areas which include Consett have access to one of the
best financial packages anywhere in !/estern Europe.
The span of regional aid, although not its total figure,
has been reduced by government determination to
concen[rate regional aid where it is most needed. And
so my constituents in Derbyshire, which is to be
de-assisted, are paying a price in order to help Mr
Boyes' constituency in Derwentside. That package
includes regional development grants. It includes tax
allowances on capital expenditure to allow writing off.
It includes aid under the 1972 Industry Act, cash
grants for capital expenditure, loan repayment guaran-
tees, exchange rate Buarantees. It is the opponunity to
establish a new industrial base in Consett, one which I
hope will be established on the basis of new technol-
ogy, of industries which have a life not just for the rest
of this century, but into the century which follows.
I would hope, in addition, that the work of BSC
Industry Ltd., who have. created over 6 000 jobs in
other steel closure areas, will be successful in Consett.
Their work at the moment is at a very early stage
indeed. I believe we should give all the backing that we
can. They have already recorded some success in
Corby, a not dissimilar town although its geographical
position is better.
However, above all we have to appreciate the limits of
what governments can do. !7e do not have a magic
wand that can suddenly reverse the kind of social
tragedy we see in Consert and elsewhere. !7hen Mr
Boyes appeals to the Commission for massive aid, I
beg him to be consistent. Appeal to the Commission by
all means, but do not at the same time turn round and
advocate that the United Kingdom should leave the
European Community and therefore cut itself off from
the very source of funds for which you are appealing.
I wish in addidon that Roland had actually come to
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
when we were discussing his motion on Consett,
because he could have made some additional points.
But he was not there because he was at the Labour
Pany Conference which was discussing withdrawal
from the Community. So if you genuinely wanr ro
help the people in Consert, ger the big policies right
and it is my passionate belief thar those big policies
involve Britain continuing to stay in this Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group I
appealed on 14 October for European solidarity in the
interesm of the producers and workers in the iron and
steel industries of the Member States, because the
emphasis should be placed on a fair distribudon of the
sacrifices to be made and therefore on the importance
of the monitoring procedures decided by the Commis-
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The restructuring of this sector of industry has not
been completed, and it has already cost a great deal in
both economic and social terms. The Liberal and
Democratic Group has called on the Council to agree
to the Commission's proposal that the necessary
appropriations up to 112 m EUA should be released in
order to alleviate some of the social consequences of
the restructuring of the iron and steel industry.
I wish to concentrate today on the social aspect and
would begin by asking the Commission what it thinks
of the decisions taken by the American Government to
ban impons into the United Sntes of special steels
made by a French company.
'!7e ourselves have not succumbed to the temptation of
protectionism, bu[ we find that the Unircd States is
using this economic weapon against a Commuhiry
country. This is a dangerous prac[ice for the future.
I have noted the recent communication from the
Commission to the Council on measures in favour of
workers in the iron and steel industry. This communi-
carion refers to the legal basis to be adopted to justify
the granting to steel workers of allowances for early
retirement and short-time work.
On the question of whether the ECSC conrribution
can form the subject of a direct subsidy from the
general budget without a specific normative act, the
views of rhe Commission and of the Committee on
Budgets are diametrically opposed. 'When your house
is on fire, you call the firebrigade without worrying
about clauses in the insurance policy. The iron and
steel sector is undergoing a crisis. By vinue of Article
95 of the ECSC Treaty, our Parliament can and must
find a solution to this problem.
The second remark I should like to make concerns the
nature and urgency of the implementation of the social
measures necessitared by the employment situation in
the iron and steel sector, because Europe is the hardest
hit of all the geographical areas. This situation is
aggravated by the fact that the European iron and
steel industry has a greater surplus capaciry than its
Japanese and American competitors.
It is therefore a matter of urgency that, while imple-
menting the steel plan, the Community should concen-
trate all im efforts on social aid measures for compan-
ies in difficulty. Provision is expressly made 
- 
I
hardly need recall 
- 
for such measures in Articles
56 (2) (b) and 95 of the ECSC Treary.
'$7'hat are these measures? I should like to make a
distinction between two major strategies. Firstly, it is
essential, in view of the human aspects of the imple-
mentation of the restructuring plan, for the companies
themselves to conceive of new forms of action and
intervention, wHile taking account of the specific posi-
tion of the workers whose jobs are threatened. In
addition, this strategy has its raison d'6tre in the fact
that social security systems and the economic problems
of the iron and steel centres usually differ from one
country to another.
In this respect, I feel the governmenr of the countries
concerned must be able to conclude bilateral agree-
ments as a means of coordinating the implementation
of a policy of this kind. Secondly, in the next few days
- 
and I stress the urgent need for action 
- 
the
Community must take the measures for which the
ECSC Treaty provides, some of which merit very close
attention.
Under Anicle 56 of the ECSC Treaty the Community
should make full use of the intervention quotas for
which the Treaties provide to ensure, first of all, the
payment of wages to employees should they be laid off
remporarily as a result of a change in activity. Such
compensation might be paid rc the companies in the
form of Community allowances.
Funhermore 
- 
and this in the hope that medium-
term action will be taken 
- 
the Community should
bear pan of the cost of training workers forced to
change their jobs, because under Anicle 95 of the
ECSC Treaty the restructuring plan requires the
introduction wherever possible of measures such as
early retirement and the adjustment of working hours.
To conclude, I would refer to a basic measure: a
Community directive should be issued to limit over-
time to such an exten[ that it does not affect the
employment situation in the iron and steel centres.
The political will of the Member States is needed as
never before. Let us hope that it finds expression in the
days that follow this debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Peters.
Mr Peters. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the common market in coal and steel was the
first stage of the European Community. At the time,
the Treaty was expressly concluded for the raw mater-
ials industries of Europe, so enable joint projecm and
ob.jectives to be pursued. This first stage of the
common market must not be desroyed by the differ-
ences among the steel companies. Nor must it be
destroyed by egoistic national artuments without
regard for common objectives and joint development.
The Coal and Steel Treaty provides instruments which
can help us to overcome the sructural crisis in the
steel industry.
How did this structural crisis occur? The stagnation
of consumption throughout the world, the growth of
new capacities in the developing countries and in the
Eastern Bloc and decline in consumption panicularly
in Europe have resulted in overcapacities. This led rc
the loss of a rotal of 150 000 
.iobs in the counries of
the European Community from 1974 to 1980, 30 000
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of them in the Federal Republic, or 13 0/o of jobs in the
steel industry, 40 000 in France (28 0/o), 3 000 in the
Netherlands (12.5 0/o), 17 000 in Belgium (25'5 0/o),
7 000 in Luxembourg (over 30 0/o) and 67 000 in the
United Kingdom (33 0/o). All the countries have there-
fore contriburcd to this structural crisis. The countries
which have invested and modernized most have come
off best, as we can see from these percentages. Bur
then this structural crisis was joined by a serious cycli-
cal downswing, and the voluntary canel known as
Eurofer I collapsed. The blame for this most recenr
crisis must quite clearly be laid at the door of the
companies, because when the all-againsr-all battle for
shares of the market and production began, some
companies depressed their prices so much that the very
existence even of modern companies in the Federal
Republic was threatened. In view of rhis battle, this
process of self-laceration by the laws of the market-
place in the steel industry, the Commission had no
choice but to apply Anicle 58 of the ECSC Treary. Ve
thus had a manifest crisis.
I must make it quite clear thar ar thar rime the
Commission chose the right course and rhar rhe appli-
cation of this anicle was the only way of srcpping the
downswing. Ar this juncture I should like to thank Mr
Davignon, because he acted very wisely in this. As you
know, the Federal Republic was initially very much
opposed to the application of Article 58, principally
because it was afraid that the German steel industry
might be further penalized as a result of its previous
considerable achievements in modernizing at an early
darc. This has been avoided by the allocarion of
quotas. The Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany then joined the other eighr governmenr in
approving the applicadon of Anicle 58. Ve thus have
the acceptance of European responsibiliry and a unani-
mous decision based on the ECSC Treaty. I very much
welcome this.
The Commission must now watch the Community's
flanks. Not that I would now call for the applicadon
of Anicle 74. ln my view, that cannot be done at
present. Agreements must be reached instead. But at
the same time the grey market in unofficial imports
must be prevented from developing in complete free-
dom. It is now up to the companies, because this is
only a temporary freeze, a mere stop-gap. \7e must
now build on this, and that goes for the companies
too, particularly the Germans who have said: 'S7'e can
and want to conclude a voluntary agreement on pro-
duction resrictions. I consider voluntary agreements
better than compulsory quotas. But the companies can
and must now prove that they can reach such volun-
tary agreement. It is no! now' a question of simply talk-
ing big, but of really coming ro comprehensive,
constructive and demiled voluntary agreements by the
end of June of next year, so that the European steel
industry can get imelf out of the crisis under Eurofer
II.
Early next year the Commission must also submit a
more extensive structural programme to help 'the
European steel 'industry to develop into a modern,
efficient and competitive industry. This cannot be
achieved by mainnining obsolete plants with Srate
subsidies and allowing modern plants to go qo the
wall: it can only mean ensuring the Community's steel
indusry has adequate capacities by modernizing.
The European Community is dependent on a strong
steel industry of its own. An industrial company
cannot exist without this supplier of basic materials.
This must be understood and the industrial base must
therefore be secured. At this point I should like to say
a few words on what is happening in Donmund. Here
we have further investments, modernization and the
construcrion of a steel plant. It is not only the workers
and rhe works council, but also the town council, the
municipal authorities, the chief burgomaster, the
whole region and the whole business community who
are fighting for additional investments.
The objecr of modernization and ensuring the contin-
ued efficiency of the European steel industry 
- 
as in
Dortmund 
- 
is to maintain major steel centres rather
than allowing them to be completely eliminated. And
this is true not only of Germany, not only of Dort-
mund, but also of Consett, of France, Lorraine and
other areas. Finally, it is essential that not only a more
extensive structural programme, but also a social
back-up programme should now be put forward. The
Council will lose credibiliry if it approves the applica-
tion of Article 58 without providing for social back-up
measures and appropriate funds from the general
budget. !7e in the European Community will lose
credibility if the inevitable closures and the inevitable
shon-time work is not accornpanied by social aid to
the workers in the steel industry to enable them to find
new jobs, to provide them with a decent living during
this period and to enable them to receive appropriace
training. I believe this will be an acid test for the
Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Michel.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, between interventionism and anarchy there is
room for a reasonable arrangement, and in a market
economy such as ours the Commissioner, in this case
Mr Davignon, must be commended for his attempt ro
restore order in a crisis situation within and oumide
the Community.
The application of Anicle 58 as a regulatory mechan-
ism for a fixed period obviously presupposes rhar [he
measures which have been taken will be joined by
voluntary action, which will irelf be very limired
because it will exrcnd from November of rhis year
until June of next year. There should be various
measures which, if taken ar the economic level, are
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accompanied, at the social level, by various arrange-
ment's [o ensure that not always the same people
suffer. If we look ar the figures, we find that over
100 000 workers have lost their jobs in the iron and
steel industry in rhe four years that have just ended
and that over 100 000 workers have been forced to go
on to short-time work, which is becoming a worry for
quite a number of them.
Referring to what is happening not in completely
general terms, bur in my own region, I find that in the
\Talloon area one in four workers in the iron and steel
industry has lost his job. And I also find that of the
792 000 jobs throughout the Community over 200 000
are at present in danger, a danger which will grow
further in the coming months. !7e should therefore
adopt a common and determined position with the
trade unions, with the Economic and Social Commit-
ree and with the Consultative Committee of the Euro-
pean Coal and Steel Community.
Let us take as an example the situation that has
occurred in the South of the Belgian Provincb of
Luxembourg and also in the centre of the country. I
find that throughout my country the workers have at
present a feeling of despair, and I do not mean simply
those who have retired early, not only those who are
on short time, but above all the young people. The
question is, therefore, what the Community and also
what our governments are going to do to develop
substitute activities. You see, it is not enough, even
with the social measures which have been taken, to
give people the means to live:they must also be given
a reason to live. And that is where we have fallen
down. '!7e should therefore like to see coordinated
action being taken to initiate various measures to give
our young people a reason rc be living again, and
above all we should like to see action taken in various
new directions in cooperation with the trade unions,
the social organizations and those who have the capi-
tal, because, you see, in this crisis period we should
remember that it is the man in the street, who does not
know what he will be earning from l January to
31 December, who is being asked to be public-spirircd.
And he is being asked to show some discipline and
some common sense. But for the 'haves' there is not
only flight of capital organized for them and with
them, but also organized irresponsibility at national
level and at Community level. If we want these things
to change, we must have the courage to take the
necessary steps for tomorrow, and for this reason we
shall be approving not only the resolution contained in
the report before us, but also referring back to the
proposals made in the Peters report, and with all those
who want to achieve economic and social progress, we
shall be flighdng to ensure that this is translated into
reality, into everyday life.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Vayssade.
Mrs Vayssade. 
- 
(F) Mr President, four weeks ,tgo
the French Socialists recalled what the objectives of
any iron and steel policy should be: maintenance of
employment and maintenance of production capacicies
in each country. They also said that recourse to Art cle
58 would be justified and effective only if certain
conditions were fulfilled.
It is with this in mind that I have read and careftrlly
srudied the publicarion of 31 October on the measures
taken by the Commission. I find that the measures
advocated wiil not guarantee the maintenance of
employmenr or the maintenance of production capaci-
ties. These measures give us no guarantee as rega'ds
employment. The economic measures are not accom-
panied by a single social measure. All we have ,rre
promises from the Council, which are not accoml)a-
nied by dares or figures and which only concern early
retirement and short-time work. And this same Corn-
cil has completely removed any reference to appro-
priations for social measures in the iron and st,:el
industry from the draft budget we considered a for-
night ago in Luxembourg. I therefore have doulrts
about the Counci['s intentions in this field.
There is nothing about the reduction of worki rg
hours, nothing about a fifth shift, nothing about the
abolition of ovenime, nothing about a genuine
regional policy for the hardest hit regions, includi,rg
my own, Lorraine. Some days after the announcement
of the Community measures Sacilor informed us in
Lorraine that it was making I 600 workers redundarrt,
that is to say 1 600 workers in addition to those whose
redundancy had already been planned two years a8o.
This announcement about redundancies by Sacil,>r
leaves us in doubt abour the ability of rhe measur:s
now being implemented at Community level to guar-
antee the maintenance of adequate production capaci-
ties in the Member States, especially France.
For years the anti-crisis policy has consisted in propo;-
ing cutbacks in production, which each time were lo
be temporary and were simply designed to allow tl e
Member States to take some action or other. This h:Ls
led to a reduction in the production capacities of all
the Member States and more specifically perhaps in
my own country. Above all, the policy has consisted in
allowing these measures to be applied by the Euroft r
canel, in other words exclusively by the employers in
the iron and steel industry. This policy has already
been denounced, and denounced in this Chamber',
particularly by Jean Laurain, who was a Member c,f
the previous Pirliament.
I feel it must be said again and again that this poliq,
which has never been accompanied by a steel industrr
pblicy, a poliry aimed at increasing steel consumptio,r
in the Community, was incapable of making the Euro-
pean iron and steel industry work and could but
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undermine the production capacities of cenain coun-
tries. In France, whole planm and regions have felt the
full force of this policy. They make a sad list 
-Denain, Valenciennes, Villerupt, Longwy, Homeco\rrt
and now Joeuf, Hagondange, Thionville 
- 
I believe
almost all the main iron and steel towns in France have
been affecred or are being affected to a greater or
lesser degree.
The ,measures proposed and taken by the decision of
31 October, which are moreover retroactive and apply
from 1 October, are a continuation of this policy. The
cutbacks in production and supplies that have been
decided affect the products already hardest hit by the
recession in my country. I am sorry, Mr Commis-
sioner, but when I read about these measures, I feel
obliged to pur it in everyday language: Sorry, but
we've already done our bit.
In addition, the Commission refuses to apply Ani-
cle 74 and so ensure effective exploitation of the Euro-
pean market. This does not surprise me. The speakers
who preceded me have also repeatedly referred to this.
To conclude, I should like rc raise on parricular
point. '!7hen, two months ago, I tried to find out whar
would be the impact of the proposed measures in indi-
vidual planm and regions and on the workers in the
iron and steel industry, I came up against a wall of
secrecy everywhere. Implementation will be checked
by the Commission, but it has nothing to do with
parliamentarians or the workers. I feel that this raises
another problem. Vhen and how will the workers
really have the right to speak and at what level? !7hen
and how will this Parliament have a genuine right to
check the measures taken? Only when the whole thing
is over and all that remains to be done is to pay the
biil?
Mr President, four weeks ago we said that Anicle 58
might be useful if certain conditions were fulfilled. At
the time we did not feel these conditions had been
fulfilled. The Commission has done nothing since to
take accoun! of our remarks, and I feel that Anicle 58
will above all serve to re-form the Eurofer canel. Ve
cannot therefore support the policy which has just
been implemented.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, distinguished
colleagues, if some visitors from a distant planet had
come here and overheard the debate we have had here
today, they might well wonder whether we were a lo[
of fools here on Earth. They would observe that rhere
was a great need for steel to make new houses, ships
and bridges, and thar rhis could unite people ro abolish
poveny and provide a good srandard of living for all.
But they would find that, when rhe EEC inrervenes, ir
is not for an increase, but for a reducrion in steel
output.. \7hen the EEC intervenes, it is nor for a
reduction, but for an increase in steel prices.
These people from another planet, standing here on
earth, might well wonder. Bur we, who are hardened
.EEC-watchers, would have to explain to them rhat this
was not just an isolated example of EEC activities.
Vhile people go hungry, we contribure money for the
destruction of food. \7hen they need milk, we devore
resources to slaughrering carrle. \7hen they are happy
and healthy, we vo[e funds to drive rhem ro rhe scrap-
heap. So when rhe EEC intervenes in rhe steel sirua-
tion, why should it act differently?
But there are some who surprise me in rhis ma[ter.
They are the people from rhose organizations who
ought to be looking after the interests of Danish
industry. Every time steel prices go up by 10 0/0, rhere
is an increase of more than 300 million kroner in rhe
costs of factories that have to buy srcel. This becomes
even worse when competing with firms in third coun-
tries that can buy steel more cheaply than we can. It
means falling exports, rising impons, and fewer jobs.
But the Industrial Council, which for a while was
carrying out an advertising campaign in the newspa-
pers and on public transport, does not know 
- 
or will
not explain 
- 
what EEC steel regulations mean for its
own industry. They are so besotted with the EEC that
they completely forget to look after their own inter-
es[s. Just imagine if those involved in steel organiza-
tions were to think as much of the EEC's inflationary
intervention policy as of the wage-earner's cost of
living settlements.
The representatives of the Peoples Pany will nor vo[e
for some of the published proposal. For we do not
believe that the EEC can do any good to Roland
Boyes and John Lee, and we know it can do no good
for Danish workers and businessmen.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) I
should like to begin by reponing, as briefly as possible,
on the situation and rhen to reply to rhe principal
remarks thar have been made during rhis debare.
To stan, then, by reporring on rhe siruarion, in other
words explaining rhe Council's decision. Various
speakers have said rhat rhe Council reached a
compromise and thar Anicle 58 is nor being applied as
the Commission proposed. I am.afraid I musr deny
that this is the case. The Commission told the Council
in the clearest possible rerms rhar it would nor accepr
any change in its proposals 
- 
because it is the
Commission which takes the decision 
- 
which rhrea-
tened the effectiveness of rhis system and the possibil-
ity of monitoring it. Thar is why in the two areas in
which there has been a change, tubes and special
steels, we have decided on alrernative formulae, alrcr-
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native practical methods which differ from those we
originally proposed, but serve the same purpose.
Allow me to explain briefly. As regards tubes, the
market for which stimulates other market sectors, we
felt that it was not necessary to have a quota, to the
extent that we could be sure that the products
intended for tubes were in fact used in the manufac-
ture of tubes, and we therefore took a supplementary
decision 
- 
under Article 95 of the Treary 
- 
allowing
us to check with the tube manufacturers that material
which escaped the restrictive quotas was used to make
tubes. Checks on production, checks on use.
As regards special steels, we have applied the same
method, that is of making sure thar it is not possible to
increase the manufacture of ordinary producm and
claim they are special products. And here again we
have a system of dual checks and, in addition to [hat,
the Commission has been empowered to include these
various products in the quota system if the checks
reveal that there is an inadmissible shift from ordinary
products to special products. I feel this explanation is
necessary to show that the Commission was prepared
to change ir position only on condition that it was
given the responsibiliry to administer a system it
considered'manageable'.
As regards external matters, frequent reference has
been made to Anicle 74. I should like to make things
absolutely clear ibout Anicle 7 4. The majority, not to
say almost all exports to the Community come from
States with which we have agreements. These agree-
ments provide for solidarity in such cases, in other
words such exports will be treated in the same way as
Community producr, so that where there is a drop in
consumption here, there will be an adjustment in the
figures relating to exports from these countries which
are subject to an agreement.
I should like to day to Mr Herman 
- 
I was surprised
this was not taken up immediately 
- 
that, of course,
when we conduct negotiations, we begin by wanting
to apply the instruments we have. Then we can say to
these States that if they do not play the game as far as
bilarcral arrangements are concerned, the Commission
has various means at its disposal, including Anicle 74.
That is how the situation has been clearly defined: the
external aspect is now governed by a system under
which the Member States have a responsibility, in that
it is for them to keep statistics on impons and for the
Commission to check them against the figures agreed
under the arrangements with third countries. And of
course the third countries have a similar interest in
ensuring that these measures are correctly applied,
because, if they are not, other measures may be taken.
But the fact that in 1979 Spain, to which frequent
reference has been made, did not respect some of the
agreements concluded with us has resulted in our
carrying over the excesses of 1979 to 1980. That is
how we keep the market going, and I believe this is the
best way of doing it, because what we need to do is
not to take action against the other European coun-
tries which do not belong to the Community, bur to
act with rhem to make the sysrcm work. Of course, the
present system is more restrictive towards the Eastern
Bloc countries, for example, than it is towards the
countries of the free vade area.
I should also like to say that, as Mr Maninet's res(,lu-
tion demands, we shall keep a very close watch on )ur
trade with the United States, and in this respe(t I
would refer to a figure which I find imponant:
although our exports to the United States h,tve
decreased in absolute [erms,' they have remairred
almost the same in relative terms, in terms of market
shares, and that is what we are arguing about at rhe
moment. !7e must be very careful about the figures we
choose. As regards the'actual case referred to, :he
banning by the United States of imports of special steel
made by a French company, I can tell you that we 1re
discussing this matter with the Americans. The c,rse
that has arisen concerns a specific delivery of spet ial
steel which the Americans claim has been made with
nickel originating from Cuba and is therefore subj:ct
ro the general American legisladon on the boycott of
that country. 'We are in the process of clarifying this
matter. Nevertheless, we are not talking about an
American measure that applies to all special steels.
Regarding the situation on the market, I feel t vo
things can be said. Firsdy, the figures on production in
October have unfortunately shown the Commissio r's
forecasts to be well-founded, in other words there u as
a considerable drop in production compared with the
same month the previous year, which promp[s me [o
say to Mrs Vayssade that, when we talk abc,ut
decreases in production, it is not a question of kno'v-
ing whether the companies have already done their rit
or nor. The question simply cannot be phrased in the se
terms. It is a matter of knowing whether the decrease
in production that is in any case occurring because of
the cyclical downswing is to be arbirarily decided ry
the individual producer or whether it is to be organ-
ized in such a *'ay that the burden is fairly shared.
And in the same contexr I should like rc say to oJr
Irish friend 
- 
I am saying a great deal ro a great ma ry
people who have asked questions, but who were in a
greater hurry t,r ask their questions than to listen co
the answers; but with the patience the Commission
must have when imponant matters are beirrg
discussed,. I shall nevenheless reply so that they c:Ln
have the pleasure of reading the answers in the Repon
of Proceedings 
- 
I should like to say to him that, rs
new production is concerned, we shall be able .o
calculate the qu,rta of this company, which has had tlre
Commission's authorization and which is a typical
case of industrial restructuring based on indusrirl
cooperation beuveen an Irish and a French firm of the
type we are looking for. The quota it will be allocattd
when they stan working again will take account of
rhis new figure, but there will, of course, be a quotr.
No company will escape the quota: that is the rule lard
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down in Article 58. As regards checks I can say that
since the beginning of November rhe 45 Commission
teams have been on the spot [o ensure that those who
respect rhe law are not penalized and that those who
do not., do not get away with it. Thar is the purpose of
the checks. And we intend to take panicular care rhat.
the system works properly.
Mr President, that is the situarion as it stands. I should
now like come to some of the questions which have
been raised. The first question: should we nor have
applied Anicle 58 earlier? I would say rhar the
Commission has made every effon while rhe anri-crisis
plan has been in force ro keep Parliamenr and its
appropriate committees informed and thar rhroughout
that period the measures advocared by the Commis-
sion, in orher words the measures designed to ensure
the effectiveness of an anti-crisis plan based on a
voluntary sysrem with a social aspecr and a redevelop-
ment aspect, were largely approved by this Parliament
and thar, with the exceprion of one group, which
always called for the application of Anicle 58, every-
one felt that this was the best way of handling the
matter. As soon as it was found thar rhis was no longer
working, the Commission put forward its proposals,
and I do not believe it can be said to have acted too
slowly, since we made our proposals on 4 October and
they entered into force retroactively from 1 Ocrober.
So I really do not think it can be said rhere has been a
delay or that the Council could not express its opinion
promptly, since the Commission rook rhis decision in
three weeks. If the Council always made up its mind in
three weeks, think how much progress the Community
could make.
On the far more fundamental question of resrructur-
ing, to which Mrs Baduel Glorioso has referred in a
far more general way, proceeding from a particularly
hard case 
- 
the steel works in Consert 
- 
I should
like to say this.
Firstly, the Commission attaches the utmosr impon-
ance to the discussions which will be taking place
within the Council in February on the basis of various
suggestions made by the Commission. !(har has the
Communiry been lacking up ro now, because the
Member Smtes did no[ q/anr to discuss the issue? Ir is
not [hat we are lacking an overall view of rhe Commu-
nity's total iron and steel production capacity. This has
been included in the general steel producrion objec-
tives since l978.YJe have figures. Bur on competitive-
ness, on restructuring procedures, on produc6, on
sites, on regional disrriburion, on none of rhese issues
has there been a genuine debate berween the Commis-
sion and the Member Stares.
Today the Member Srates want such discussions [o
ensure thar present restructuring effons are being
made along the righr lines in rwo respecrs. They want
to know that the burden is being fairly shared, and
they wanr ro make sure that these efforts are effective
so that the level of restructuring corresponds ro
economic reality and thus provides the security the
workers need, an aspect to which so many speakers
have referred this morning. How could the workers
fail to be shocked when a restructuring effon, made in
very difficult circumstances, did not result in the strik-
ing of a balance in cenain companies? That can
happen when there is ignorance of the scope and
objective nature of this restructuring effon. I therefore
feel that it was fundamentally right for the Council, by
approving Anicle 58, not to view the issue only in the
short term 
- 
and Anicle 58 provides for the shon
term 
- 
but to consider what must be the longer-term
goal of the restructuring of the iron and steel industry
and so to ensure that rhe aids and subsidies authorized
by vinue of the Council's decision 
- 
under Anicle 95
- 
a year ago are not used to perpetuate a situation
where there is a lack of competitiveness but to make
this restructuring succeed. I believe that, subject to
what the debate produces 
- 
and it will nor be easy 
-that the Council has adopted a course which is impor-
tant and essential as regards the Commission's ability
subsequently to state its views on new investments,
several of which have been referred to today. It is
absolutely essential that, in the presenr circumsr.ances,
the Commission should do everything necessary to
perform this function of sraring its opinions so rhar we
do not have a recurrence of past situarions with
companies with areas of activity rhat might theoreti-
cally be profitable being nevenheless forced ro close
down, simply because there is structural overcapacity
in the Community. And let no one think that rhis is
something exceptional.
The Japanese probably made an even grearer misrake
than the Community with regard to the size of rhe
future market. But they reacted sooner than we did
and as a result were quicker to adopt various measures
than we have been. Capacities in Japan have been
closed down even though they were at a level of
competiveness and rechnical quality that many of our
companies have nor yet achieved. Ir is rherefore very
important that we make investments roday that permit
the creation of rechnically wonhwhile producrion
facilities which we discover in future are nor needed
because of the actual marker situation or which cannor
be efficient because the capaciry ar which rhey operate
is so low that they produce ar excessive costs.
Mrs Baduel Glorioso also stressed the abnormaliry of
restructuring without a global policy designed to bring
new life to regions panicularly hard hit by restrucrur-
ing. In a way, redevelopmenr is the long-term policy,
while the social aspect is the shon-rerm policy. It is
precisely in rhese rerms rhar the problem musr be
phrased, it seems ro me. Ir is becoming essenrial [o
pursue a concened policy aimed at establishing rhe
conditions required for a revival of economic and
industrial acriviry wherever rhis is possible and espe-
cially in the regions rhar have suffered structural hard-
ships, like rhose to which reference has been made.
Horizontal acrion and venical acrion musr be taken at
Communiry level 
- 
horizonal, meaning the overall
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effon to achieve coherence in oi, ..onomic policies;
we shall be talking about this tomorrow and I shall not
dwell on the point; vertical, meaning that where we
see industries and markets developing in other coun-
tries, we must find out why this is not happening in
Europe.
Referring again to the United States, from where, due
ro [he vagaries of aviation, I arrived this morning later
than I had intended, I should like to apologize to
those who spoke this morning before my arrival. But
from the very accurate notes I have been given I know
exactly what they said. I am struck by the fact that in
every area of indusuial innovation activities in the
Unircd States develop without that country having
taken any measures such as we have taken. It is essen-
tial that we analyse the causes of these differences so
that we can remedy the situation. It is not enough to
make a diagnosis: action must be taken too. The
Commission has therefore again decided to present a
strategy on innovation, development and investment
ro the European Council meeting planned for early
December. Of course, the instruments the Commis-
sion has at its disposal 
- 
the Regional Fund, our
borrowing capacity, the policies of the European
Investment Bank 
- 
must be used to help us to achieve
the objectives we shall be setting ourselves in coopera-
tion with the Member States.
Everyone, Mr President, has spoken of the social
aspect. By approving the application of Article 58, the
Council has committed imelf to taking decisions in
November regarding regulations on [he one hand and
the budget on the other. The Commission will be
meeting the Council at that time. I believe that it is not
the time for forecasts. !7hat is imponant is to know
whether or not. the Council will honour its commit-
ment. Mr Calvez has alluded to the technical difficul-
ries that remain. There are none, or they exist only for
those who wish to create [hem. There is no reason
why transfers should not be made from the EEC
budget to the ECSC budget. Of course, the necessary
decisions have to be taken. That is not a technical
difficulty. 'What cannot be done is simply to'allocate
money to the ECSC budget without a decision of
some kind, because the ECSC budget is, as it were,
independent. A donation must therefore be made from
the EEC budget to the ECSC budget. This can be
done because the objectives of the two Treaties tally in
this very respect. It is not a legal problem.
Secondly, the urgent action that must be taken does
not create any problems. I have heard it said that
perhaps not enough will be done in the social field. \7e
can discuss all that. But what is essential 
- 
and we
must all agree on this 
- 
is that, if the Council does
not decide to make this donation to the ECSC budget,
the ECSC will not be able to honour its commitments
to the workers. That would be intolerable, because it
would mean that while a worker who suffered hard-
ship as a result of restructuring in 1978 or early 1979
received a contribution from the ECSC, he got
nothing in tht: second half of 1979 or 1980 because the
ECSC budge,r was incapable of providing. And please
do not ask us to increase the levies at a time when we
are rrying to restore order to the steel companies.
Please do not tell us to tax the companies and call that
a social policy. I believe that there is no longer any
sense in deciding that these social measures must be
financed exclusively from national contributions. \7hat
is needed is Community action, not a scale of national
contributions. This is something for the Community
budget.
The Budget Council will be meeting next week. It
musr decide on the procedures for the transfer to the
ECSC budget and on the amount to be transferred.
The Council of Ministers must decide on the fea[ures
of the specific social aid to be provided under our
policy. This is not the social aid referred to in Article
58. I am referring to the social aspect we have been
talking abour since the anti-crisis plan for the iron and
sreel industry has been in existence. There is now no
more time t,c be lost, there must be no more shilly-
shallying, it is now a ques[ion of yes or no.
In this context, it seems imponant to me for rhe
Commission to know that Parliament, almost in its
entirety, sees in the Council's decison on this issue a
test of its abiliry to honour its commitments. On the
other hand, as Mr Friedrich said this morning, we
must not have a situation in which the only policies
accepted by the Council at Communiry level are those
thar concern difficult or unpopular issues. That would
be inrolerable at political level and in terms of the idea
underlying the Community. Ir is no[ for the Commu-
nity to do things which the Member States do not
want. to do. It is for the Community to tackle all the
important aspects of a problem when ir is obvious that
this problem can be dealt with better, more fairly and
more correctly at Communiry level.
Just two more comments, Mr President. The first one
concerns information. I was very interested to hear
Mrs Vayssade say that we cannot find out what is
happening because of business secrets and so on' That
is not the problem. The Treaty lays down extremely
precise rules on the information that may be given. '!7e
are talking about the Treaty here, and we must
observe its provisions on this as any other subject. But
on behalf of the Commission I will undenake to Prov-
ide the Conrmittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
with information on the development of the situation,
overall production figures for each Member Stare,
informatiorr on what is happening, at what level the
sysrem is being applied, what we should do to bring
companies not covered by the system to their senses.
These are not just empty words, since I did have the
opportunity to inform the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs between the Council's first and
last meetings. !fle shall go on doing so. I am quite
prepared to agree to reporting generally on the situa-
tion in the iron and steel industry after the February
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ministerial discussions on restrucruring, rarher rhan
waiting until rhe discussions on redevelopmenr.
Now to my second commenr. It has been askJd why
the Commission is so dercrmined that Anicle 58
should only concern temporary measures. There are
two reasons for this. The first is that we can undenake
to ensure that rhis sysrem is properly implemented and
monitored for a period of eighr monrhs. Ve cannot do
so for longer than rhar.,some people have the habir of
trying to beat the sysrem. The only wav of prevenring
this would be ro rake on a horde of counrry policemen
in an attempt to catch the poachers who will always be
quicker than we are. I believe in the temporary narure
of an exceptional measure like that for which Anicle
58 provides. This does nor mean that after June there
will be no more iron and steel programme, no more
anti-crisis programme. But rhe action consisring in
transferring overall responsibility from the companies
to the public secror should nor conrinue beyond rhar
date. If during that period, in which rempers will cool
and the problems can be approached more objectively,
it is not possible ro convince rhe iron and steel
companies of whar is in their best interests, I do not
believe there will be any vinue in exrending the
system.
As regards the quotation 
- 
correct, by the way 
- 
of
something I said, all rhat needs to be done is to place ir
in context. The question was: since you feel that it is
not necessary to conrinue applying Anicle 58, whar
are you going to do? My answer is: if I continue ro
have responsibility for rhis area ar Communiry level in
the future, I am convinced that, unless something
unusual and exrraneous occurs, there will be no reason
for the continued application of Anicle 58 and I shalt
no[ be proposing its continued applicarion ro rhe
Commission. I have also been asked: what if the
Commission does nor agree wirh you? The answer is
quite clear, and I believe rhose who have had executive
responsibiliry will agree with me: if a governmenr does
not accepr your views on an essential aspect of your
policy, it means rhat the governmenr does not agree
with you and that, therefore, you no longer agree with
the governmenr. As an individual is less imponanr rhan
the Commission as a whole, ir is the individual who
leaves in the event of disagreement. I feel rhat is the
only answer thar can be given when a quesrion of rhis
nature is asked, especially when you believe in what
you are doing and when you believe you must be
consistenr wirh the proposals you have made.
To conclude, I should like to thank Parliamenr for
agreeing that the Commission was right ro assume rhe
responsibilides it has under the Treaty and also rhat
this essential sector of the economy cannor be saved
solely by measures taken by the industry irelf. On rhe
contrary, it can only be saved by an overall approach
to the social field and to redevelopmenr. And to the
extent rhat we succeed with our acriviries in borh these
directions, we shall be able to show rhar Europe can
respond to the problems of individuals, resrore secur-
iry and provide new development and future pros-
pects, and Europe will then have no fear of rhe future.
That is why, whatever the difficulries the future may
present, Mr Ansart, we shall approach ir wirh our
heads held high and not backwards, as you suggesr,
perhaps because that is the method you yourself apply
too often.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I have simply asked for rhe
floor to underline briefly whar Mr Davignon has said
in a wider contexr about the imponance of rhe social
aspect of our proposals. I can do so very briefly. I
should like ro rhank Parliamenr for rhe massive
support we have received from all sides of the House
for our proposals on rhe social policy. Ve now have
somerhing ro go on in the Council, which now faces
the moment of trurh. By this rime nexr week we shall
know more. That is when the Council will be discuss-
ing our proposal on social aid, and I hope thar Mr
Spencer will be proved wrong in his rarher lighr-
heaned contention rhar some Member States are
applying to the Commission for assisrance with social
measures while rheir delegarions are doing everfhing
they can ro avoid making the payments. That would be
so paradoxical that I refuse to believe a situation of
this kind will arise. I will conclude by quoting
someone who has held the highest office in an impor-
tant Member State: 'It is essential thar we create a
social Europe.' Thar staremen[ was made by \flilly
Brandt when he was still Federal Chancellor. I should
also like ro express the hope thar Mr Brandt's succes-
sor and the governmenrc of all nine Member States
will think of rhis at a time when a decision has ro be
taken on this subjecr at Council level. Ve are talking
about the credibility of our acrions. There is also the
question of whether the rrade union movemenr can
continue to play irs role, and hitheno ir has supponed
the process of European inregration. If the Council is
not conscious of this responsibiliry, I fear rhe worsr for
Europe. I am approaching rhe end of my mandate, bur
personally I am beginning to have my doubts about
Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boyes.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
I should like 
- 
jusr for a change ! 
- 
ro
thank Mr Davignon and Mr Vredeling for their
replies, though they did nor deal very specifically with
Consett. Inevitably I am going ro be asked, 'Are you
optimistic or pessimistic?'. So I say ro rhem that,
though I cannot ralk about sums of money, I jusr hope
that the Commission will have nored rhe artirude of
everyone here today rc the problems of Conserr and
will be able to do somerhing abour ir. Ar the end of
this debate therefore 
- 
and it may be a difficuh ques-
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tion for them to answer 
- 
I would ask whether we
may have an assurance from Mr Davignon and Mr
Vredeling that in future they will be talking particu-
larly about Consett.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Cotnmissiott. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I can give an answer on this. Consett is a
specific problem, the impact on the region being
specifically the outcome of restructuring. As regards
the redevelopment effon, the pan of our proposal
which concerns redevelopment 
- 
since the social
aspect will be covered by the normal rules 
- 
I can say
thar if we are presented with projects, we will do every-
thing in our power to [ry to make them succeed.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The motions for resolutions will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
6. Siting of nuclear pozoer stations infrontier regions
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mrs von
Alemann, on behalf of the Committee on Energy and
Research, on the siting of nuclear power stations in
frontier regions (Doc. 1-4a2l80).
I should like to inform the House that Mr Coppieters
is a co-signatory of Amendments Nos 2, 8 and 9 by
Mr Gendebien and that Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters
and Mr Pannella are co-signatories of Amendments
Nos 3 to 7 and l0 to 13 by Mr Gendebien. Amend-
ments Nos 38 to 49 have been tabled by Mrs Scrivener
and others in their own rights.
I call Mrs von Alemann.
Mrs von Alemann, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, as the rapporteur of che
Committee on Energy and Research I wish to presen[
and explain this motion for a resolution on the siting
of nuclear power stations in frontier regions.
Firstly, the effects of major cechnologies usually
extend well beyond limited, local areas. This is pani-
cularly true of nuclear facilities. Problems therefore
arise'when it comes to choosing a site for a plant of
rhis kind in a frontier region, because what pollution
occurs is bound to affect areas on both sides of the
frontier. I shall discuss this aspect in the first pan of
my statement.
Another problem, which is connected not with the
immediate proximity of a frontier, but with matters of
industrial competition, is how to prevent at European
level the commercial interests of industries in the indi-
vidual Member States from undermining safety and
health standards. I shall be considering this question in
the second part of my s[atement.
Ladies and gentlemen, the construction of major tech-
nological facilities such a nuclear power s[ations raises
a number of problems which the builder must face.
One imponant requirement in the case of nuclear
power stations is the availabiliry of sufficient quantities
of rhe cooling water that passes through the system.
This means that nuclear power stations are almost
always built on rivers or on the coast. But rivers have
often become national frontiers in the history of
Europe. If we look at a map showing the distribudon
of populadon and industry in Europe, a funher reason
why this subject must be discussed will become appar-
ent. lt will be seen that most industrial centres are near
frontiers, and I must point out that the term 'near
frontiers' should be qsed whenever an industrial
centre is closer to an intra-Community frontier than
rhe possible effects of nuclear power s[ations extend.
As nuclear power stations generate electricity that is
principally used in indusrial centres, it almost goes
without saying that they are built near the indusrial
centres and therefore near frontiers too.
The effects on the environment can be divided into the
constant, the occasional and the theoredcally possible.
In the case of the constant impact on the environment
the non-nuclear effect is more significant, while
nuclear pollution takes first place when it comes to
occasional and theoretically possible effecm. All these
effects, whether constant, occasional or theoretically
possible, whether non-nuclear 
- 
although this aspect
should not be belitded 
- 
or nuclear, usually spread
uniformly into the surrounding area and so across
frontiers.
To solve conflicts where transfrontier polhrtion
occurs, Articles 37 and 41 of the Treary esmblishing
rhe European Atomic Energy Community should be
applied. The requirement to provide information
contained in these articles does not form an adequate
legal basis, since they do not provide for procedures to
be applied in the case of disagreements. In addition,
the Commission has practically no influence because
of rhe very lax way in which the obligation on a
Member State to provide information is enforced.
'!7'hile the Commission is still drawing up its opinion,
nuclear power stations ere often already under
construction, and no country will be prepared or able
to change its plans should the Commission deliver a
negative opinion, because of the substantial cosm of
planning and design and also some of the building, for
example, that have already been incurred. As a remedy
to this unfonunate situation we welcome the proposal
for a Community consultation procedure, which was
approved by the lValz report during the last session of
this Parliament.
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On the other hand, we call for a binding conciliation
procedure. There are two reasons why this procedure
should be established at European level, wirh the
Commission playing a decisive role in ir. The people of
one Member Srate of rhe Communiry will not in [he
long term understand why another, neighbouring
country undertakes certain commitments regarding
transfrontier polludon only when bilateral agreemenrs
have been concluded. The people of Europe expecr
European inregration ro produce practical resulrs.
Agreemenr might also be reached wirh third coun-
tries, with which we have the same problem, of course.
In line with the idea of inregration rhe best thing
would be for everyone in rhe Community ro have the
same right to informarion and rhe same health and
safety standards, no mamer on which side of the fron-
tier or in which Community country nuclear faciliries
are sited. The prescribed conciliadon procedure must
therefore be established ar European level, in other
words the Commission musr be made responsible.
My second point leads me to rhe second pan of my
statement. The competition among our countries
imposes a quite specific responsibility on us as supra-
national parliamentarians. Counrries throughout the
world try ro gain a competitive edge for rheir indus-
tries in every conceivable way. In the case of nuclear
power stations, this may result in the following sirua-
tion: to provide its domestic industry with electricity
more quickly and at lower cos[s than a neighbouring
country, a government may be prepared to lower its
safety and health standards or ro make concessions
over requirements and time-limits during aurhoriza-
tion procedures. As this country thus gains cost advan-
tages, its neighbours can hardly avoid following suit if
they do not want to see rhe comperirive position of
their own industries permanenrly eroded. It might rhen
come to 
- 
I apologize for the rerm 
- 
a 'concession
race' among these countries in the area of safety and
health protection standards, and although rhis would
in imelf be disasrrous, ir would assume a parricularly
dangerous dimension where power srarions are sired
near frontiers. Furthermore, this argument. was
advanced by Parliament's Commirree on Economic
and Monerary Affairs in its opinion on rhe lV'alz
report in 1977:
There varying provrsions also resulr in a distonion of
competition. The esrablishmenr of common procedures
and common criteria would make it considerably easier to
build power stations and eliminare distonions of competi-
tion.
As supranational parliamentarians we have a special
responsibility in this respecr, because we can show the
way by overcoming and eliminating this deplorable
state of affairs, which can occur an)'where in rhe
world. In rhe statemenr I made on lJ February 1980 in
this Chamber I said that we musr not allow energy
prices to force us into a tax concession race. I say
today that we must be even less prepared to allow the
countries of the Communiry somehow ro run the risk
of engaging in a race by making concessions with
respect to safety and health standards applicable to
nuclear facilities. After all, we denounce such competi-
tion when we negotiare with other counrries. In rhe
negotiations wirh Canada the Commission was quite
right to reject rhe righr of veto on re-expons which
the Canadian Government wanted. There can be no
talk of re-exports when it comes ro rrade within the
free market of the Community. But then we cannor
have different standards in rhe various European
countries.
In the motion for a resolution now before you we
therefore s[ress the need for rhe Commission to have
the final say in rhe serrlemenl of consultation proce-
dures in which agreement has nor been reached. Para-
graph 2 in particular therefore refers to rhe urgent
need for the cieation of uniform European safety sran-
dards, with rhe highest possible srandards being
adopted in Europe so rhar cerrain countries do not
have to loyer theirs. Only when rhis standardization
has been achieved, will no counrry be affected by
transfrontier polludon and rhe danger of a 'concession
race' will be averted. Only then can it be said rhat the
polluter pays principle applies, and only rhen can we
European Represenratives conduct a reasonable
discussion with the people who are now anxious,
particularly those in fronrier regions, on how rhis
problem can be solved.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now suspend our proceedings
until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting utas suspended at I p.m. and resumed at J
P.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MRVANDEVIELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
7. Votes
President. 
- 
The nexr. irem is the votes on mor.ions
for resolutions on which the debate is closed.
\(e shall begin wirh rhe Hahn report (Doc. 1-3a)/80):
European Music Year.
(Parliament adopted the preamble)
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On paragraph I I have rwo amendmenm:
- 
Amendment No 3/rev. by Mr C. Jackson and Mrs
Kellett-Bowman, seeking to replace this paragraph by
the following text:
'1. Considers that "the foundations of an ever closer
union" referred ro rn rhe Treaty of Rome will be
strengthened by rhe cultural emphasis which a
"European Community Music Year", based on
the musical herirage of the Member Srates, can
give;,
- 
Amendment No 7 by Mr Balfe, seeking ro replace this
paragraph by the following texr:
1. Believes that 1985 should be designared as'Euro-
pean Music Year' and invites rhe Council of
. 
Europe ro agree ro this proposition;
(Parliarnent rejected the tuto amendntents and adopted in
turn paragraphs 1 and 2)
On paragraphs J and 4 I have five amendments:
- 
Amendmenr No 1 by Mr Seligman, seeking ro delete
these paragraphs,
- 
Amendment No 4/rev. by Mr C. Jackson and Mrs
Kellett-Bowman, seeking to replace paragraph 3 by
the following text:
'3. Designates 1985 "European Community Music
Year" and calls on cultural foundations, local
communities and indusrry to give rheir supporr ro
events, celebrating the musical herirage of the
European Community;'
- 
Amendment No 8 by Mr Balfe, seeking to amend
paragraph 3 ro read as follows:
'3. Considers, however, that such a Music Year,
which would be of inrerest to people in all pans of
Europe, should be, sponsored both by the Euro-
pean Community and the Council of Europe.'
- 
Amendment No 5/rev. by Mr C. Jackson and Mrs
Kelletr-Bowman, seeking ro replace paragraph 4 with
the following rexl:
'4. Calls on rhe Committee for Yourh, Culture,
Education, Information and Spon to propose how
the European Parliament itself should promote rhe
1985 European Community Music Year;'
- 
Amendment No 9 by Mr Balfe, seeking to add rhe
following phrase at the end of paragraph 4:
'. . . and, in vrew of the long time involved in
organizing musical evenrs, hopes that rhe Council
will give irs decision by Apnl 1981;'
(In successirte ootes Parliament rejected Amendnents
Nos 1 and 4/reo., adopted Amendment No I and rejected
Amendments Nos 5/reo. and 9; it then adopted paragraph
4)
On paragraph 5 I have three amendments:
- 
Amendment No 6/rev. by Mr C. Jackson and Mrs
Kellett-Bowman, seeking ro delete the words
'in the event that a decision be taken to designate
1985 "European Music Year";'
- 
Amendment No 2 by Mr Seligman, seeking to add the
following words ar the end of the paragraph:
'and giving encouragement to young composers
and soloisrs;'
- 
Amendment No l0 by Mr Balfe, seeking to add the
following phrase at the end of the paragraph:
'... and, whilst realizing the pressure on
resources, by offering some administrative and
translarion assistance.'
'\7'hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Hahn, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I ask the House to
reject the Seligman amendment. The European
Community does not have the means to organize the
year really well.
(In successioe aotes Parliament rejected Amendment
No 5/reo., adopted Arnendment No 2 and rejected
Amendment No 10; it tben adopted pdragrdph 5 thus
amended)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 5 I have Amendmenr
No 1l by Mr Balfe, seeking to add a new paragraph ro
read as follows:
'5a. Resolves to instruct the Commitree on Yourh,
Culture, Education, Information and Spon to submit
a funher report on progress on rhis marrer at rhe larest
by the Juty 1981 pan-session;'
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Hahn, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I ask Parliamenr to
reject this amendment also.
(Parliament rejected tbe amendment and then in succes-
sioe ootes adopted paragraph 6 and the resolution as a
a.tbole)"'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sherlock ro speak on a point
of order.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Paragraph 32 of my programme
notes on Hahn, Mr President, says that I should note
that while under any other president it might have
been B flat, you have managed rc get through it F
sharp and allegro rna non troppo.
(Loud laughter)
See OJ
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President. 
- 
Thank you for your declaration, but it
was not a point of order.
( Laugb ter and applause )
President. 
- 
I put to [he vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Baduel Gloioso report (Doc.
1-463/80): Closure of the Consett steel v.torhs.
The resolution is adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Martinet report (Doc. 1-565/80): EEC-USA rela-
tions in the steel sector.
The resolution is adopted.
8. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received the following motions
for resolutions with request for urgent debate,
pursuant to Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling and others, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on aids for the private storage of veal
containing hormones (Doc. I -57 1 / 80 / rcv.)
- 
by Mr Habsburg and others on the release of Rudolf
Hess from Spandau prison (Doc. l-575/80)
- 
by Mr Seefeld and orhers on the future of Eurocon-
trol (Doc. l-576/80)
- 
by Mr Glinne and others, on behatf of the Socialist
Group, on the right to strike rn Greece (Doc. l-577/
80)
- 
by Mrs Roudy and others on the abolition of the
death penalty in the European Community (Doc.
1 -58e/80)
- 
by Mr de la Maline and others, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressrve Democrats, on the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(Doc.1-591/80).
The reasons supporting these requesrc for urgen[
debare are contained in the documents themselves.
The decision on urgent procedure will be taken at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting, except in the case of
Documenc l-575/80 for which ir will be raken ar rhe
beginning of the sitting on the following day.
9. Siting of nuclear pouter stations infrontier
regions ( continuation )
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the conrinuation of the
debate on the report by Mrs von Alemann (Doc.
1 -442/ 80)
I call Mrs Lizin to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the Socialist Group approves the content of the report
rhar has been submitted to us by Mrs von Alemann. It
is in favour of two essential policies in the nuclear
field: firsdy, the establishment of nuclear safety stand-
ards ar Community level and secondly, and more
imponantly, the establishment of a Community proce-
dure for consultations on the siting of nuclear facili-
ties near frontiers, a procedure which she proposes
should be strengthened.
Our debace today does not concern the crucial ques-
tion of the nuclear option, but protective measures
which must be worked out, harmonized and introd-
uced wherever the nuclear option has been taken in
the past without any kind of democratic debarc
beforehand. 'We therefore congratulate Mrs von
Alemann with the conviction of one who, faced with a
fait accompli , endeavours to limit the damage it can
cause, and we agree with the course she proposes
should be adopted to this end.
It is in fact hardly conceivable that power stations of
the same iype should be subject ro different safety and
control measures in a territory as small as Europe. It is
hardly conceivable that the establishment of these
safety measures and control methods should continue
to remain an object of national egoism for some time
to come, while the choice of the highest possible level
of coordination is essential to ensure effectiveness and
above all the independence of the expens. It is hardly
conceivable that each Starc should concern itself only
with the implications for its own territory, on the basis
of its own criteria, while the choice of site in some
cases has an atmospheric, hydrological or hydro-
graphical effect over 85 % of which is carried over to
the neighbouring country.
Is it not precisely for such reasons that we set out to
construct Europe? To prevent the systematic domina-
rion of the weakest in a bilateral relationship and to
involve rhem in a process of solidarity whose scope
and management by a common body would assure
them of impaniality? in rhese two respects we there-
fore congratulate Mrs von Alemann.
However, we must make some distinction in these
congratulations, for the sake of the very effectiveness
of the course it is proposed we should adopt. !fle
believe the consultation procedure the Commission is
proposing will be inadequate to the extent that it does
not take its own conclusions rc the logical extreme, to
the extent that it does not provide for the arbitration
procedure which would allow it to give its consulta-
tions concrere form and, consequently, to the extent
that it does not prgvide for a system of sanccions for
rhe non-observance of the outcome of such arbitra-
rion, and also to the extenc that it contemplates
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consultation only on cerrain very specific measures
and overlooks, for example, the harmonizarion of
evacuation plans. The consultarion procedure should,
in our view, also be accompanied by measures which
strengrhen the interpreration of Anicles 37 and 4l of
the Euratom Treaty and make them more resrrictive.
In one very specific case, the proposal ro sire nuclear
power stations ar Chooz, we have been able to see
how deficient inrernational law is. For over six monrhs
the Belgian Governmenr had rc beg for the opening of
negotiations, which have always been informal. The
Commission and Council, questioned on numerous
occasions by many Members of rhis Assembly, have
always claimed incompetence ar this stage of rhe
procedure because Article 37, f.or example, cannot be
applied until well afrer rhe first decisions, rhe ones
which in practice dictate where rhe invesr.menr is to be
made, have been taken.
But the most flagrant aspecr of rhe Chooz affair, the
aspecr which does most to highlight rhe need for rhe
esublishment of a Communiry procedure which fills
this gap in the [aw, is rhe lack of balance which may
emerge in a relationship involving only rwo Srares.
Faced with the aims of the French elecrricity produ-
cers, Belgians who are roday concerned abour the
possible consequences of the Chooz power starions are
hitdng their heads against a brick wall. And even if he
were so inclined 
- 
which I personally doubt, because
I have no nngible proof ro rhe contrary 
- 
rhe Belgian
Foreign Minister would nor have enough pull to force
his French counterparr ro take parr in a dialogue, ler
alone an arbitration procedure.
It is inconceivable that in a bilateral relationship of this
kind conditions might be imposed or even the
construction of a power starion at an undesirable sire
prevented.
The Socialist Group therefore feels that the conrrols
and decision-making musr be transferred, that rhe
highest aurhoriry musr be a Community one and thar
impaniality must be ensured by enrrusting rhe
Commission with the management. of this area within
the framework of a consultation mechanism, with
proper arrangements even when the conclusions are
negalrve.
Mrs von Alemann, we have proposed rhar you should
phrase your report in stronger terms. You may resr
assured that whar we find imponant in a field in which
the opinions of the people have so ofren been trampled
under. foot by the elecriciry producers, whose arrog-
ance is, in my view, equalled only by their profits, is
that your report should culminare in rhe establishment
of the most effective conditions possible. !7e hope that
this positive gesrure will also be appreciated by the
members of your group 
- 
and seeing the amendments
they have mbled, it is doubrful whether rhey have read
the Euratom Treary 
- 
and rhar they do nor desen
you despite your good intentions.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz ro speak on behalf of
the European People's Pany (Christian-Democratic
Group).
Mrs Valz. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like ro begin by thanking Mrs von
Alemann for her excellenr reporr, which will undoubt-
edly be largely approved by Parliament. As you your-
self have said, this report follows on closely from rhe
own-initiative report I drew up in late 1975 on the
requirements for a Community policy on the siting of
nuclear power'stations, with account taken of their
acceptability to rhe public, and a later reporr. on
nuclear power stations in frontier regions. These
reports examined the nuclear energy policies of all the
Community countries and even then voiced the
demands that you are now making, demands which ar
that time were approved by a large majoriry of Parlia-
ment.
Unfonunately, the resulting Commission proposal was
before the Council of Ministers for over two years,
and even then all it did was decide on consulrarions ar
bilateral level, without providing for a binding proce-
dure for the event thar agreemenr is nor reached. Mrs
von Alemann's report now sers out to remedy this,
without causing delays in the authorization procedure.
'l7hether the Commission can do this, Mrs Lizin, or
whether the Coun of the European Communiries
should not perhaps be involved is another quesrion we
should look aLvery carefully.
\Thatever one's views on nuclear energy 
- 
Mrs Lizin
left this point aside 
- 
two extremely important factors
should be considered. Firstly, according to the Vorld
Bank's calculations in its 1980 lV'orld Deoelopment
Report, the expenditure of the oil-imponing develop-
ing countries on oil imports will rise from 29 200 m
dollars in 1978 to 57 800 m dollars in 1980, 107 000 m
dollars in 1985 and 185 000 m dollars in 1990. Thar
would mean imported oil costing more rhan all rhe
development aid the indusrial countries can musr.er.
Secondly, at the world energy conference held in
Munich in September 1980 it was said rhar even in
ideal circumstanbes as regards rhe development of
energy conservation and the use of alternative energies
world coal production must be ripled by rhe year
2000 and the use of nuclear energy increased five-fold.
if the world's energy requirements are ro be mer and a
fight over disribution is to be avoided. This means
that frontier regions will also have to be used as sires
for power s[ations of all kinds, and especially nuclear
power stations, because of the water courses to be
found there, understandable though the opposition of
the population of such regions may be.
This is why, when my own-initiative repon was
adopted, I called for the harmonization at Community
level of, in panicular, legisladon governing licensing
conditions. In addition, the authorization procedures
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relating to the choice of sites, to construction and
operation and not least to operational safety must be
standardized, and the authorities must inform each
other of their emergency plans. I am convinced that
uniform legislation is required to provide the public
with optimum protection, and it will also ensure that
distortions of competition cannot occur.
It would also be a very good thing to have such nego-
tiations with neighbouring third countries, especially
the German Democratic Republic, since the safety
regulations in the Eastern Bloc are completely differ-
ent from ours. If there is no way of taking legal acdon
should consultations break down, the weaker pany
must always give way to [he stronger. They should
therefore begin in good time before construction
starts, so that they do not cause funher delay. It will
be many years before the substitute energies play a
major part in our energy supplies. !7e have by no
means overcome the shock of the oil crisis, in fact ir is
likely to have even more serious consequences in the
future. !7ith declining economic growth and increas-
ing unemployment we can think ourselves lucky if we
more or less make ends meet. Nuclear power stations
must therefore be built by assembly-line methods, in
other words standardized, so that the authoritization
procedures are shomened and safery is improved.
The rejection of nuclear energy by some Members of
Parliament 
- 
even though it would solve our energy
problems 
- 
does not, incidentally, have the suppon of
the workers those Members believe they are represent-
ing. Both the union of European public services and
individual trade unions, or the German Trade Unions
Federation, advocate the increased use of nuclear
energy to safeguard jobs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Johnson to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Johnson. 
- 
Mr President, I want to make it clear
that I do not at the momen[ speak for the European
Democratic Group. The European Democratic Group
has not yer finally made up its mind about the von
Alemann report, but it will no doubt do so this
evenrng.
Speaking personally, I very much welcome this report.
I think it is entirely right that on major installarions
which have a cross-frontier effect there should be
provision for consultation between the states affecrcd.
I also think it right that the European Community as
such should be involved in such consultation. These
are two basic principles which I personally think are
important. Not that the United Kingdom, as far as
nuclear power is concerned, looks likely to experience
many of these problems 
- 
we do not actually have
nuclear installations at our frontiers, although ir is
possible that we could suffer some effecr as a country
from, say, a major processing installation in France, ar
Cap La Hague or wherever. However, leaving the
United Kingdom aside, when we are dealing with
major industrial installations I think it is quite right
that there should be these sorts of procedures, and
therefore I welcome the von Alemann report.
I would remind this Parliament 
- 
because from time
to time it is worth reminding Parliament of what it has
voted for in the past 
- 
that in the case of the so-called
Seveso directive which we looked at a month or two
ago, a directive dealing with dangerous industrial
activities, it was precisely Parliament which wrote into
the Commission's draft directive a provision calling for
cross-frontier consultation with a Community involve-
ment where there were dangerous industrial activities
having cross-frontier implications. This was an initia-
rive taken by Parliament in the case of the so-called
Seveso directive, which so far, of course, has been
liXi:, 
in the Council by governmenm thar I need not
The principle which was valid in the case of the Seveso
directive is to my mind even more valid here, panicu-
larly when you consider that in the case of nuclear
power we are not only dealing with the risks of ioniz-
ing radiation; we are also dealing with the exhaustion
of very limited coolant capacity in Europe's rivers, all
the more reason that there should indeed be consulta-
tion.
I myself welcome the suggestion in the von Alemann
repon that where there is no agreement betveen sates
the European Commission imelf should ac! as some
kind of arbiter. In my view 
- 
and I stress this is a
personal view, it is not yet the view of the European
Democratic Group 
- 
it is right that there should be
an international arbiter and it is right, given the histo-
ric involvement of the European Commission in
matters of nuclear power, that that arbiter should be
the European Commission.
I conclude, Mr President, by saying that this von
Alemann repon relating to nuclear pov/er, as well as
the Seveso report relating to dangerous industrial
activities as a whole, is, I think, but a precursor of a
wider approach which must be taken. Ve need to look
for environmental impact assessmen[ of the wide-
ranging kind suggested in the Commission's new draft
directive on environmental impact assessment wher-
ever we are dealing with cross-frontier implications. I
think it would be wholly wrong to believe that the
application of standardized procedures on a Commu-
nity basis will necessary slow down the development of
these installations. I am not advocating slowing down
development of nuclear or any other kind of faciliry.
\Jflhat I am advocating is an orderly developmenr
which is pursued in a consistent way among all the
European countries.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Ippolito from the Communist
and Allies Group.
Mr Ippolito. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the important report presented by Mrs Von
Alemann on the siting of nuclear power stations in
frontier regions goes well beyond the original argu-
ment and rightly confronts the problem of the location
of nuclear stations in general and, in an even larger
context, the location of all energy producing installa-
tions.
Our group (the Italian Communist and Allies) gives its
full support to this repon, though the document deals
in only a panial and preliminary way with the whole
problem of security standards for this type of plant.
'\(/e 
would like to see this problem solved as soon as
possible by complete and efficient community regula-
tion. The question of the siting of nuclear power
srations in frontier regions 
- 
a burning current issue
which we believe should be handled on the Commu-
nity level 
- 
is not the only one to be faced: there is
also the crucial problem of nuclear security in general
within the Community, whether near or far from the
frontiers. This is a problem which cannot be raised
apart from cenain contextual factors, which I will
discuss in a moment but which can be summarized as
follows: the energy crisis can only be resolved through
the inevitable inclusion of nuclear power in Commu-
nity energy programs.
Many factors point to the conclusion that the oil crisis
is worsening: though there must be an increase in the
consumption of coal, there are still difficulsies involved
in irs use and supply, and expens unanimously agree
that the use of renewable resources can offer only a
modest contribution beyond the year 2 000. For this
reason, ladies and gentlemen, the nuclear problem can
no longer, in 1981, be considered as a choice. There is
no longer any room for choice, and I state this clearly,
nor only as a politician, but also on economic and
technical grounds as an expert who has by now spent
more than half his life studying this serious energy
question from alI sides.
If what I have said is true, we must admit, without
letting ourselves be distracted by emotional factors or
by problems of changes in lifesryle which cannot be
solved in the medium term, that the nuclear option 
-though not the only one 
- 
i5 n6q,' inevitable, as the
choices of all the indusuialized nations, whether of the
East or of the Vest, now demonstrate. !7e should not
linger here in a rearguard action to discuss the pros
and cons, but rather we should decide how we can
implement a plan of construction for nuclear power
stations in Europe with the dghtest security humanly
possible and with the fullest agreement of the popula-
rions concerned.
The von Alemann repon has for us the value of a
beginning. It links up with the repon of our president
Mrs Hanna Valz, where in 1976 in the old Parlia-
ment, the problem of the siting of nuclear power
srarions in Europe was already being discussed. If the
new Commission respects the letter and the spirit of
the treaty which set up the EAEC and in panicular
Articles 37 and 41, it will possess all the instruments
necessary for dealing, on a Communiry basis, with the
vital problem of security. It will also be able to
confront the problem of public opinion, which the
present controversy over frontier insnllations has
vigorously illustrated, by providing precise and objec-
tive information for the populations concerned.
Ir is not enough only to call on the Commission, as
does the von Alemann repon, to give an annual report
to Parliament on the results obtained by the applica-
tion of Anicle 37 of rhe EAEC Treaty and of the regu-
ladons of Community procedure. The new Commis-
sion must mke a decisive step forward 
- 
with the
cenain agreement of the Member States 
- 
to
harmonize the security standards of the separate
Member States, which already differ but little. It
should aim at the creation of a Community organiza-
tion for control and information which, as I have
mentioned on other occasions, would also seek the
collaboration and approval of countries bordering on
the Community imelf.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez co speak on behalf of
rhe Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, [he repon which Mrs von Alemann has presented
to us raises a fundamental question with regard to the
future of nuclear energy. In the coming decades, in
order to reduce their dependence on imported energy,
a fair number of countries will be forced to construct
new nuclear power stations at a steady rate in their
territories, including their frontier regions.
During the international conference on safety aspects
of nuclear power stations, which was held in Srcck-
holm in late October and was attended by senior offi-
cials and experts from 43 countries and by a delega-
tion from the European Parliament, the choice of sircs
formed the subject of a wide exchange of information,
because there are, geographically speaking, small
countries which have no choice but to locate their
nuclear po$/er stations a few kilometers from their
frontiers. The Community judiciously demonstrated
its willingness to pursue a cohesive energy policy in
Europe and stressed the imponance of the use of
nuclear tnergy.
But Europe, ladies and gentlemen, does not yet have a
policy on the use of nuclear energy to generate elec-
rricity. Is it wise to put the can before the horse and
adopt a Community procedure for the siting of
nuclear power stations in frontier regions? This is the
question I shall try to answer, because it is the ques-
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tion that lies at the very hean of Mrs von Alemann's
report. The individual Member States have rhe respon-
sibility for construc[ing nuclear power sra[ions,
because quire obviously each counrry is capable of
assessing rhe advisabiliry and also the necessiry of this
or that decision, only rhe individual Member Smre is
able to ensure rhar the necessary safery regulations are
observed. And this is an area in which responsibilities
should not be weakened by spreading rhem over
several countries.
I do not have rhe rime ro dwell on this aspecr of the
issue. A desire for objective information promprs me ro
say that the problem raised by the siting of nuclear
power s[a[ions in frontidr regions should nor be
evaded because it is a real problem, and neighbouring
countries may righrly be concerned about the answers
they should give to the questions rheir people are
asking and about the possible effect of a power srarion
on the water of rivers adjoining rheir rerritory. But
there is already a Community procedure, which we
find in Anicles 30, 37,41 and 42 of the Eurarom
Treaty. The Commission must ensure this procedure is
used. As you know, projects are subject to extremely
strict rules, which are rigorously applied, regardless
of whether or nor a fronrier region is concerned, and
are a response to each country's concern to assure the
public of the highest possible level of safery. In rhis
respect, I would be interested ro hear more about rhe
cases referred to by the rapponeur in which safety
standards have not been observed. It seems ro me thar
the first priority should be ro ensure rhat existing
Community provisions work properly and to promo[e
bilateral consultations.
The communications and discussions needed should
take place between morivated States, within a satisfac-
tory framework and leaving aside the extremist posi-
tions adopted by those who are blocking the discus-
sions. And here I would make a disrincrion between
serious ecologists and those unconditionally opposed
to nuclear energy, who seek recognition as valid
representatives of their cause but who refuse rc play
the information game according ro rhe rules and try ro
gain time by prolonging rhe procedure. Ler us call a
spade a spade; ladies and genrlemen, and srop evading
the issue, because there can be no basic disagreement
among scienrists who are aware of their responsibili-
ties. Let us see a successful conclusion ro rhe bilateral
exchanges on the construction of nuclear power
stations based on experience and on world-wide coop-
eration in safety matters. There is a nuclear energy
agency within the OECD which has demonstrated irs
abiliry and has also looked into safety standards. Let
us place our confidence in this agency before deciding
on anything new. Today, with personnel well rrained
in the problems of administration, prorec[ion and
monitoring such as we unques[ionably have for flight
safety 
- 
you all fly, and you are not afraid 
- 
we can
say thar the moratoriums and all the acrion raken in an
artempr m delay rhe installation of 'nuclear power
stations are conrrary rc rhe public interest.
Of course, it may at first glance appear tempting to
give the Commission, which is an impartial body, an
active role in the diCcussions which may rake place
between neighbouring countries on rhe siting of a
power starion. But,_ ladies and genrlemen, rhis entails
two major risks which should noi be overlooked.
The first is rhat delays may occur in the insallarion of
nuclear power srarions, and the second is thar safety
practices may be weakened. The responsibilities in this
field must be very clear-cut. On the orher hand, I feel
the Member Smres should be encouraged ro sray on
rhe course some of rhem have akeady adopted: exten-
sion of the dialogue wirh the pany or parr.ies
concerned, this alone, it seems ro me, being likely to
ensure tha[ accounr, is duly raken of the concern of the
people directly affecrcd, somerhing which we do nor
want to neglect eirher. And to rhis end, I would
suggelt in conclusion rhat rhe Member States should
rake part, at Council level and as rhe need arises, in
biIateraI consulrarions and negoriare agreements,
particularly on nuclear accidents.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna from the Group for
the Technical Coordinarion and Defence of Indepen-
dent Groups and Members.
Mr Capanna. 
- 
U) Mr Presidenr, rhe course of rhe
debate up to now indicates that rhe pro-nuclear speak-
ers are not so much concerned wirh qhe question of
security for nuclear power starions in frontier regions
as [hey are wirh not allowing a chance ro escape for
making more propaganda in favour of nuclear €Derg/,
and this in a rarher problemarical and, in my opinion,
scarcely edifying manner. On rhe conrrary, rhe ques-
tion of the siting of nuclear insrallations in frontier
zones is in fact a serious one.
The counrries of Europe 
- 
including and perhaps
especially those which are members of rhe Communiry
- 
all engage in a sort of gang warfare, confronring
the country or counrries with which they share a
border with the fait accompli of an energy insrallation
near rhe frontier. Since this is the rrue situation, ir
seems necessary for me to say rhat the Von Alemann
report appears complerely inadequate to anyone who
is not fervantly pro-nuclear, like Mr Ippolito. Many
delegates, including myself, have presented amend-
men[s concerning the basic issues involved, in order to
improve rhis repon.
It is not enough rhar rhe European Parliament 
- 
as,
for example, in poinr number 8 of rhe resolution 
-call for the applicarion on rhe Community level of the
principle of 'whoever pollures, pays'. A srandard is
needed which would bind the Member Srares ro
a.nswer direcdy for the damage caused, even beyond
the borders, by nuclear pollurion. It is certainly not
enough to say, as in point number 11 of rhe resolution,
that the popularion musr be informed and its opinion
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acknowledged. Its views will not be heeded unless they
can first be expressed in a clear, explicit, and above all
binding, manner. This is to say that the populadon
must be able to express itself widely, directly, and
democratically. So that this possibiliry might be guar-
an[eed, I have presented a specific amendment. The
vote on this amendment will be the basis for discover-
ing whether this Parliament and its pro-nuclear
members intend to act in matters of nuclear energy
with or without the consent of the population.
Progress must be made in this direction, by both
Parliamenr and Council. Articles 37 and 41 of the
Euratom Treaty should be revised and brought srictly
up to date, so tha[ the siting of nuclear power stations
in frontier regions will be effected with maximum
security precautions.
Before concluding, I would like to make another
observation. The problem of nuclear installations near
frontiers is not the only one; there is also the problem
- 
and we would do well rc begin to discuss it
seriously h_ere 
- 
of the development uf uranium mines
near frontiers I will give an example u'hich is perhaps
not familiar to all members: France intends to exploit,
in the open, a uranium mine officially in its own terri-
tory but very close to the Italian frontier, in the Venti-
miglia area. The initial stages in the exploitation of this
mine would resulr in pollution of the natural water
supply, which all flows into Italian territory, eventua[ly
affecting 7 ro l1/z million Italian citizens. This is to
illustrare that we must face problems of risks and
security nor only where nuclear power is concerned
but also in the case of the opening and exploitation of
uranium mines in frontier regions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien, who is a
non-attached Member.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should first like to thank Mrs von
Alemann for the quality of her repon.
\7e are now facing a test of the credibility of Europe.
The installation of nuclear power stations in frontier
regions remains a worrying and unsolved problem. lt
is a nasty thorn in the Achilles heel of the Community,
for 23 years after the signing of the Treaties there is
still no answer to a question which seriously disturbs
che people and local authorities in many European
regions.
'!7hat we must do is get out of what is vinually a legal
vacuum. At the moment the electricity producers and
the national governments exercise sovereign power in
choosing the sites for nuclear power stations and take
no account of either neighbouring countries or public
opinion. Article 37 of the Euratom Treaty provides no
more than the outline of common- health protection
and is completely derisory, inadequate and ineffectual.
\Thatever this debate and the Council's decisions may
produce, it must be admitted today that there isa need
to go much further than Article 37 and therefore to
revise it, which means modifying the Euratom Treaty.
As long ago as 1976 Parliament took an initiative
aimed at establishing a Community procedure for
consultations on the choice of sites. The Commission
acted on this opinion to some extent by imelf suggest-
ing consultations, bu[ it did not provide for an arbitra-
tion mechanism should two governments continue to
disagree. But the Council of Ministers did not act on
Parliament's opinion or the Commission's proposal,
and we have a duty to denounce and to condemn this
unpardonable failure on the Council's pan. In the
meantime, the problem has become acute, particularly
at political level, with the increase in the number of
nuclear projects very close to Member States' fron-
tiers. Chooz, Fessenheim and Cattenom are but three
examples. Parliament has therefore taken up the issue
once again. Two motions have recently been tabled,
one on behalf of the EPP, which confined itself to
calting for a Community consultation procedure, che
other rabled by myself on behalf of my pany, the
Rassemblement '!7allon, which called for a complete
ban on nuclear power stations in frontier regions and
specifically at Chooz. The result is Mrs von Alemann's
report, which has its good and its bad points, but is in
any case inadequare.
To deal with the good points first: I endorse the call
for the establishment of a Community consultation
and arbitration procedure, the need for common
safety standards at the highest possible level, the pollu-
rer pays principle and the need for the public to be
consulted'. But the report falls down in some respects,
or at least does not go far enough, specifically in the
wording of paragraph 2 of the resolution, which seems
very ambiguous to me. This paragraph would permit
the siting of nuclear power stations in frontier regions
on the assumption, as yet unverified, that there is a
Community consultation procedure and on the
assumption, similarly unverified, that there are strict
and uniform safety standards.
One of my amendments proposes a clear solution. In
view of the serious effects rhey may have on the envi-
ronment and the possibility of good neighbourly rela-
tions between countries and regions being upset,
nuclear power stations should be prohibircd in frontier
regions and notably in -an area up to 50 kilometers
from the frontier of a neighbouring country. The
other amendments are subsidiary to'this and aim at
strengthening Mrs von Alemann's resolution should
the construction of power stations in frontier regions
nevertheless be authorized. I believe it makes good
sense to demand, firstly, the closure of power stations
which emit radioactive pollution or pollution in excess
of the agreed standards, secondly, proper consultation
of the people in each town or village concerned, on
either side of the frontier and therefore in at least two
countries, and, thirdly, impact studies in every region
affected under the aegis of the Commission.
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Finally, and I am convinced that Parliamenr will make
a point of voring in favour of the last amendmenr, I
propose thar the Commission and Council should
draw up and implemenr joint plans for the prorection
and evacuation of people in frontier regions who
might fall victim to a nuclear accidenr. Before
concluding, I should like to say rhar in every respecr
we stand by the people of Chooz and the surrounding
area on both sides of rhe Franco-Belgian frontier.
Afrcr the prerence of consultarion organized by rhe
French authorities in Chooz with the blessing and
complicity of the Belgian Government, rhe battle of
Chooz is entering a phase rhar is for rhe moment less
spectacular but polirically of cardinal imponance. The
question is whether or no[ rhe very many amendments
which have been tabled to this repon by myself and
others will be adopted by the elected members of the
major parties. lUfill these panies, whose local represen-
tatives oppose the nuclear power srations, adopt the
same attitude here? \flill these parties, who, wirh the
exception of a few isolated individuals, are notoriously
pro-nuclear, water down even funher a von Alemann
report which is already characrerized by moderation
and partial ambiguity? That is whar I fear, panicularly
when I see the amendments nbled in opposirion [o rhe
rapporteur, Mrs von Alemann, by the Liberal and
Democratic Group, which in fact has disowned the
rapporteur.
In fact, Parliamenr musr bring pressure to bear on rhe
Commission and Council. The Commission must press
ahead in demanding rhat rhe Council adopt with rhe
utmost urgency a consulrarion and arbirration proce-
dure and uncompromising safery standards. To
tonclude, I will say thar the polirical quesrion underly-
ing this debate is in fact whether or nor Parliament
and the Commission will be capable of demonstrating
firmness and independence rowards rhe narional
governmenm and towards rhe electriciry producers.
The votes on the report and rhe amendmenrs will
provide the answer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turcar ro speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrars.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the problem of
nuclear power srarions situated in frontier regions is
obscured, as with everything else 'nuclear', by violenr
emotions and rhe kind of more or less rational fears
that we have just been hearing about.
No one would dispure thar ir is every narion's right ro
build a nuclear power starion on its own territory, and
if one Member Stare is able to achieve grearer inde-
pendence in energy rhis, far from working againsr the
interesrs of the others, does in facr srrengrhen the
Community as a whole. However, when we come ro
nuclear power srarions siruared in frontier regions and
in the vicinity of inhabitants of differenr narionaliry
and with different laws, then we have to consider very
carefully, and also draw a distincrion berween, the
problems of pollution and the problems of risk.
Vhar, in rhis respect, are rhe duties of rhe srares and of
the (generally speaking, state) undenakings engaged
in the design and construction of a nuclear power
station?
Firstly, in relation to the Community and, in facr, ro
the Commission, there is the duty ro provide general
but precise information. This is covered by Anicles 37,
41,42 and,43 of rhe Treaty.
Then, in relation to neighbouring states, it is clearly
the dury of every srare ro sarisfy irelf that its citizens
would not be exposed [o an unreasonably high level of
risk. It is known well enough, or maybe nor well
enough, how little risk rhere is of a major accident
with these power stations, but safeguards against
external factors, such as sabotage or earthquakes, must
be carefully drawn up and agreed.
Next, as regards radiation 
- 
whether continuous or
occasional, to use lhe rerms adopted by the rapporr.eur
- 
this problem should be taken care of by recourse ro
the Community standards. Thar is the intenrion behind
Article 30, and the Commission does have the aurhor-
ity to intervene under Article 38, if you would care to
refer to it. Clearly, these essential poinrs should form
the basis of bilateral agreemenrs between the Member
States concerned.
Assuming these special risks have been covered and
the local inhabimnrc duly safeguarded, there is no
reason, it seems [o me, to trea[ the nuclear industry
differently from orher industries, where the levels of
pollution, environmenml impact, discharge of wasre
heat and so on are in any case generally higher. The
duty to inform and to follow established consultarion
procedures applies not only in relation to srares but
also, and above all, in relation ro local authorities and
populations. And here I should like ro press the case of
the local authoriries because they are nor allowed, in
my country ar leasr, a proper role in the procedures,
officially at any rate. It is in fact individuals who are
questioned in rhe course of the preliminary public
inquiries. In practice, however, these procedures go
beyond rhe stricdy legal rerms of reference of a public
inquiry and local aurhoriries are in facr in a posirion ro
present a case and should always be allowed ro do so.
In these circumsrances rhe Community should not, in
our view, make the procedures unnecessarily cumber-
some, or seek to put a brake on development or [o
organize a weakness. And the problem is quite differ-
ent from the one mentioned this morning in connec-
tion with rhe sreel industry, where rhe problem is one
of surplus capaciry and of conrrolling comperirion. '!fe
are not even talking here of rhe son of comperition
mendoned by the rapporreur, of a lowering of safety
standards, for which there really is no evidence at all.
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Vhat we are proposing, [herefore, is as follows.
Firsdy, if the Commission, on rhe basis of rhe dam ir
receives, delivers an unfavourable opinion on the siting
of an industrial complex it of course can and musr say
so. It is even desirable ro exrend rhe rime limir laid
down in Anicle 42 and the Treaty allows this to be
done if the Council so decides. It also allows the
opinion to be published under cenain condirions 
-and why should it not be published?
Secondly, as regards protecting the environment and
the population against pollution of the air and rivers, it
is up to the panies concerned to agree among them-
selves. And it is difficult to see on whar legal or
common-sense grounds disinterested third panies
should be allowed to intervene in any shape or form
and how they could do so without the risk thar
responsibiliry in these marters will be fragmented and
obscured. The parties concerned are in this instance
the states, the local authorities and inhabitanm, and no
one else.
Thirdly, we come to standards. By all means ler us lay
down standards, but not a hotchpotch of standards
drawn up without consideration as ro rheir relevance
and not invested even with any gloss of uniformity in
the process. No, what we have to do is make a
comparison of national standards as our poinr of
departure and, recognizing that safery requiremenrs
are the same everywhere, proceed calmly and scienrifi-
cally to draw up Community srandards rhar go beyond
just radiation standards. Otherwise, and also if these
standards and consultative procedures were to prove
to be of no real benefit ro [hose concerned or, worse
still, to act as a brake on developmenr in the energy
sector, one would be forced to ask oneself who stands
to benefit from our continuing dependence.
That is the position of the European Progressive
Democrats and the explanation for our inrenrion ro
vote against the resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I simply wanr ro
point out to Mr Gendebien, who probably was no[ in
the House this morning, thar the President did say that
the amendments had not been tabled on behalf of rhe
Liberal and Democratic Group but on behalf of the
individuals concerned. And I also wanted to take this
opportunity to pay tribute to the rapporteur because, I
must say, the rapporteur's rask is not always an easy
one.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Abens.
Mr Abens. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I have no wish to go
over ground already so admirably covered by previous
speakers, bur I must express my profound disagree-
ment with the remarks made earlier by Mr Calvez.
I feel it my duty once again to draw the attention of
European public opinion on [he one hand to the
importance that the motion before us holds for my
country, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, and on the
other to the urgency of the matter under consideration
by the Council.
Mr President, for many months now we have been
saying that this matter is before the Council. The
Commission referred this problem to the Council for
the first time back in 1976. ln 1979 it put a new
proposal to the Council. Here we are, almost into
1981, four and a half years on, and still the Council is
unable to come to a decision.
Mr President, the Council must now give considera-
tion to this proposal as a matter of extreme urgency,
and I say this because I am totally opposed rc the poli-
tics of the fait accompli.
The fact of the matter is that France is presently
constructing a vast nuclear complex at Cattenom,
close to our southern border, and it is doing so with-
out there being any agreement between the two coun-
tnes.
This, Mr Calvez, is unacceptable and I might even say
immoral.
Having said that, how does the problem of the siting
of nuclear power stations in frontier regions affect the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg? I shall answer this
question by reference to the power station at
Cattenom. '!7hat we have here is a power station with
a very high capaciry:
5 200 M\f, attended by correspondingly high risks.
This power station is being constructed just l0 kilome-
ters from the Luxembourg border and, incidentally,
the same distance from the German border. Luxem-
bourg's main conurbations, that is to say the heavily
industrialized mining area and the capiml city, Luxem-
bourg, lie within less rhan 25 kilomerers of rhe nuclear
site. This means that two-thirds of the population of
Luxembourg and four-fifths of the Luxembourg econ-
omy lie in an area that is panicularly at risk in the
event of any serious incident. In the event of an acci-
dent, one would have to think in terms of evacuating
the population.
Now, such an eventuality poses problems for my
country that are practically insoluble. In fact, should it
come to a mass evacuation we could no[ hope to
accomplish such an operation wirhout the goodwill of
neighbouring countries prepared to receive and pro-
vide shelter to our evacuees for perhaps many months.
Quite understandably, therefore, there is very Breat
anxiety amonB the population of the Grand Duchy
resulting in a vast upsurge of public opinion hostile to
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the construction of this power station. As a concrere
expression of this, an anti-Cattenom acrion commirree
has been set up embracing members of all the political
parties and prominent personalities from all walks of
life.
A small country like mine, Mr Presidenr, is powerless
to make any effective stand against this kind of behav-
iour by a large neighbour. It does nor have the means
to retaliate politically or economically that ir must
have to make itself heard. It has to rely on just two
things to force others to listen to irs opinions and ro
respect its sovereigniry over its own rerritory and its
population, namely, international law and European
public opinion. I have ro say rhar inrernarional law is
not being observed because the consulrarive procedure
laid down in the Euratom Treaty has not been imple-
mented so far. The image of France rhar is coming
across in this case is very far removed from rhe public
relations image that is being thrusr before public
opinion. Mr President, I call on France, a country for
which many of my fellow countrymen have a deep
sympathy, to beware of becoming, through rhis busi-
ness of the nuclear power starions, an obiect for anri-
pathy 
- 
to put it mildly.
I conclude by stressing once again rhe urgency of
bringing this regulation into operarion, and I hope rhat
the French delegation within rhe Council will give its
agreemen[ to this Commission proposal and rhereby
resolve a long-standing problem.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sassano.
Mr Sassano 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the problem of power plants located close ro rhe
frontiers of the Member States of the Community can
and should be solved with an overall examination.
The inductive method, rhar is ro say, a study beginning
from particular cases, is certainly not suited ro deal
with the difficulty atrendant upon rhe siring of such
plants. It is necessary however that the Commission
propose as soon as possible inflexible standards for rhe
planning, construction,'and use of power stations,
especially nuclear ones. The Community can gain the
full confidence of the people of Europe only if it can
count on precise directives, respected by all the
Member Srates and assuring ar rhe same time rhe grea-
test po.ssible efficiency.
First it should be made clear what is mean[ by frontier
regions. I rhink thar rhey should be designated by the
Commission on rhe basis of rhe distance rhar rhe
effects of such power starions can be felt during
normal operation. In cases of serious accident, they
should be evaluated according ro needs of security,
health, and environmental protection.
In the marter of power installations, the Commission
and the Council must act in such a way lhat emer-
gency plans penaining to particular eventualities are
elaborated, tested, and finally put into use with the
panicipation of the Member States concerned, the
costs to be borne by the country to which the installa-
tion belongs.
Once Community standards are adopted, it will be less
difficult to negotiate agreements with the countries
bordering on [he Community to avoid future compli-
cations.
,Considering that power stations are assuming and will
assume, because of rheir size and numbers, a contin-
uously increasing imponance in the Community, is it
evident that policies regarding their siting are abso-
lutely fundamental. Principles should be established
which are to be respected in all Community territory,
irrespective of the dismnce or proximity to national
frontiers.
If we are convinced, as most. of us are, that it is abso-
lutely necessary to build nuclear pos/er stations if we
wish to avoid a recession of awesome proportions, we
mus[ respect precise Community standards, In these
standards there should cenainly be provisions for
choosing the sites of the installations on a reasonable
basis.
Once sites have been selected, regardless of their dis-
tance from the frontiers, a large part of the problem
we are now examining will be solved. Unfonunarely,
the very fact that we are discussing whether or not it is
possible to locate power stations near national fron-
tiers tells against our decision to build such stations,
although we are convinced that they offer maximum
security.
Once again incomprehensible and egoisrical narional
interests intervene, and even wirhin the Member Smtes
themselves, similar and unreasonable conrradictions
can arise between the different regions and persist
with serious consequences.
I am firmly convinced that if the nuclear energy
program were run by the Community directly, this
problem and others will cenainly arise would not be
whar they are. The Community could rhen have the
same opportunities as the USA and the USSR in solv-
ing this very difficult problem.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damerte.
Mr Damette. 
- 
(F) Mr President, speaking as a
French Communist, it strikes me rhar this Assembly
suffers from an inherent defect rhat causes ir ro see in
the mosr serious topics a legitimate occasion for politi-
cal manoeuvering. Now, for example, nuclear energy
is an important subject and safety a serious problem.
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But is that what rhese texts before us are really all
about? Not a bit of it. This kind of document is a
perfect illustradon of what I am going to call 'rhe litrle
European game'. This little game has one very simple
rule: You take a problem relating to various states and
you draw a supranational inference from ir, in other
words you try and reconcile it with the Treaty, which
seems [o be this Parliamenr's overriding obsession.
Here we have two themes regarded as having a
supranational character: nuclear safery and the fron-
tier.
Firstly, the frontier. Ve are supposed ro believe rhat
bilateral relations are insufficienr and rhar a higher
authority needs to be called in. Thar does not square
with the facts. Experience tells us that bilateral rela-
tions are perfectly adequate in meeting current prob-
lems, and in particular the problem of safery in power
stations. Vhat then is the real objecrive? It is to chal-
lenge the political authority of the Member States 
-and France is a panicular case in point 
- 
over the
frontier regions on [he alleged pretext of pollution
problems.
The text is highly revealing. In connecrion wirh the
Euratom Treaty, it refers to 'outline common health
and safety provisions'. There's a legal innovation for
you! That would mean rhat rhe Treaties are ro be
regarded not so much as reference texts but as skele-
tons to be fleshed out in due course, I presume. The
Treaties are being used simply as springboards to
supranationality.
The idea of a Community mechanism for arbitration
between the states is of course a logical sequel to this. I
am not surprised, moreover, to find that an amend-
ment mbled by the Socialist Group completely
unmasks rhe manoeuvre and goes so far, by the
changes it proposes to paragraph 5 of the resolution,
as to call for powers 'to prevent any given country
executing a project on its own territory'. It is easy to
see, in facr, how the frontier is being used as a pretext
for promoting the idea of supranational control.
The same applies, but even more so, in the matter of
nuclear safery. The entire text is based on the premise
that the wider the territorial application of the safety
standards, the better they are bound to be. That is
utter rubbish!
The quality of safety standards depends above all on
the structural conditions under which they are drawn
up and applied. And everything points to the fact that
the best guarantee is offered by a structure based on
public utilities. Thus, in France, the French Electricity
Board and the Atomic Energy Commission are the
best guarantors of nuclear safety for the French.
The real danger lies in opening up the field of nuclear
power generation to the private sector and to the law
of profir. I note, incidentally, that this question has not
been raised until now. To say, as the [ext does, that a
Community procedure is likely to increase the confid-
ence of frontier populadons in elecricity-generating
stations is a bad joke. The French place their confid-
ence in the guarantee offered by a public utility and
not in any guarantee of the Commission in Brussels.
But I think there is something else rc this debate. Vhy
this obsessive desire to impose uniform standards?
Everyone knows full well that to impose standards in
this field is in fact to prepare the way for imposing a
specific system. And if that is the case, one could
assume that the question of safety is no more than an
excuse to prepare the ground for the integration of
energy policies to the advantage of the multinationals.
For, in the last resort, what really matters is who is
going to control, who is going to turn the develop-
ment of nucledr energy to account? This is yet another
question that no one seems to have roubled to ask.
This supranationality that they keep trying to impose
on us has itself a very precise content and it is tied up
with the multinationals working in the sector, and
primarily tie American ones.
Let us take a closer look at this. This u'hole affair
centres around the construction of a nuclear power
sration at Chooz. Only they have forgotten to tell us
that there is already, and has been for several years
now, a Franco-Belgian nuclear power station at
Chooz. And who put it there? .!7ell, Euratom of
course! Euratom's intervention in Chooz is highly
significant because this power station has served to
provide an entry into France for the \Testinghouse
system. It was responsible for rejecting the reactor
system of the French Atomic Energy Commission. The
net result has been the restructuring of the sector to
rhe advantage of Baron Empain. Ve all know that,the
European nuclear industry is simply the European
office of the American multinationals. That is certainly
no kind of guarantee, and certainly not of safety.
This being so, I need hardly rcll you tha[ we not only
reject these texts but, more to the point, we condemn
these hypocritical manoeuverings that seek to exploit
the considerations of safety for all kinds of other ends.
I tell you quite frankly that behind these texts I can see
the hand of !flestinghouse, Baron Empain and a few
others. No, thank you! That is not what we want a[
all. \7hat we want, in France at any rate, is sute
control of the nuclear industry from extraction of the
ore, through construction, to operation of the power
station. In our view that is the only guarantee of
safety, in every sense of the word.
In conclusion, I wish to condemn that which is
perhaps fundamental. !7e keep being rcld about the
nuclear hazard posed by power stations sited in border
areas, but I can see another equally serious danger
threatening frontieq regions such as the Alsace and
Moselle in the shape of the American nuclear forces
stationed for example at Kaiserslautern. I am aston-
ished that those who champion safety should, as if by
chance, have forgotten this problem. !flould they have
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us believe, in fact, that nuclear reactors are more
dangerous than bombs? Are they trying ro diven rhe
fear of nuclear energy to electricity generaring srarions
while all the time NATO is stockpiling counrless
meBatons in Europe?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I am sorry ro
have to say that the report by Mrs von Alemann is a
weak report. The references it makes ro rhe presenr
state of the Community procedure, what Mr Ippoliro
has called progress, mark a step backwards compared
with earlier reports. The provisions of rhe Euratom
Treaty, the Council's regularion of 18 May l972,Mrs
Valz's 1975 own-initiative reporr, the Commission's
proposal for a resolution of December 1976, proposals
still before the Council, the new own-initiative report
of August 1977 onthese proposals, a veryweak Coun-
cil resolution of November 1978 and 
- 
and this is
where my srory really begins 
- 
a new explanarory
memorandum from the Commission in May 1979 of
much reduced scope are all dead letters: people living
in fronrier regions merely need to be reassured.
This is a typical case in which the European Parlia-
men[ is not given an opportunity to play its part. In its
explanatory memorandum the Commission has
changed its viewpoint, and the European Parliament
has not had an opponunity to express irs views on rhis
change. That is how things stand at presenr, Mrs von
Alemann, and so we are taking a step backwards
rather than forwards. It would have been a very good
thing if we Members of Parliamenr had been able to
take up rhis marter again in the form of a new opinion,
because we have not forgorten whar is happening and
we have not forgotten the people who are directly
effected. I shall be kind ro Mr Calvez: I consider the
opponents of nuclear power starions ro be just as intel-
ligent as the supporters. And then I rhink of Chooz,
Doel, Kalkar, Borssele and Malville and of the inci-
dent which was avoided ar rhe last minute in La Hague
on 15 April of this year, rhe effects of which, if it had
occurred, would have been felr on rhe orher side of rhe
Channel in Southern England, jusr as an accident in
Malville would have implicarions for Germany and
Switzerland. That is the rruth of the marrer, Mr
Calvez.
The conclusions I draw from this are: firstly, rhar rhe
von Alemann reporr does not Bo as far as the earlier
reports. Secondly, in view of the Commission's new
memorandum the European Parliament ought to have
updated its opinion. Thirdly, Anicles 41 and 42 of rhe
Euratom Treaty and the 1972 and 1976 regulations
should form rhe basis for solutions to the problems if
the will exists. You have the opportunity, ladies and
gen[lemen, to express this will in a number of amend-
ments which have already been announced by Mr
Gendebien and Mr Capanna and which stare the guar-
antees in rather clearer rerms rhan this vague repon
does.
To the numerous supporrers of nuclear energy in rhis
Assembly I should like to say: if you are so sure of
your cause, why do you not put your power stations
somewhat closer ro your capitals rather rhan by our
frontiers ?
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dekker.
Mrs Dekker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, the legislation in
the European Community that extends beyond
national frontiers is unfonunately completely different
from national legislation. Ir is far less advanced.
Responsibiliries which are observed in one country 
-and I am now addressing Mr Calvez 
- 
do not apply
to the other side of its national frontiers. The,selection
of frontier areas for rhe construcrion of facilities such
as nuclear power s[ations, which is what we are
discussing now, wirh all rhe undoubrcdly potential and
extremely far-reaching consequences this has for the
fronrier region and rhe people living on the other side
of the fronrier is somerhing over which rhose people
have no influence worrhy of nore, somerhing thar they
can in fact do lirtle about. But the same is rrue of the
enormous amount of polludon that one country can
export to another. I am referring ro rhe polludon of
the Rhine, which is somerhing about which rhose who
unwillingly suffer the consequences can do very lirrle.
They usually have to pur up wirh rhe harmful effects.
Even the special internarional agreemenrs that are
needed to do anphing at all about this unacceptable
situarion are scarcely observed, despire the very
solemn underrakings of rhe governments.
Some people call for the introduction of a European
passport as a way of giving the people visible and
tangible proof of Community cooperarion. I would
call above all for furrher progress in rhe developmenr
of common policies and legislarion, and nor only is the
Communitv a very suitable framework for this, it is
also something ir.is expected ro do.
The siting of nuclear power sra[ions close ro fronriers
with other counrries 
- 
I do nor myself come from a
country thar borders direcdy on France and will
perhaps not rherefore be accused of a direcr arrack on
that councry, buc we are, of course, concerned with all
countries thar are affecred 
- 
is one of the areas in
grearesr need of a transfrontier arrangement, espe-
cially as the consequences are of such immediare inrer-
est to the citizens of these counrries.
The motion for a resolurion provides some kind of
impulse, bur I consider ir ro be too non-commitral,
especially when we consider thar it is nor rhe first time
this subject has been discussed, as Mr Coppieters has
already said so clearly. The Commission has been
submirting proposals to rhe Council since 1976, the
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former Parliament stated its views clearly, in some
respects far more clearly than the von Alemann repon
has done, but unfortunately all that the Council has so
far proposed is a very non-committal arrangement for
the exchange of information.
Vhat the Commission's proposals lack above all is the
essential element of a binding arbitration mechanism. I
therefore find it somewhat surprising that the report
applauds the Commission's proposals in such strong
terms. After all, it irelf states that an arbitration
mechanism is essential.
Nor does the report come an)'where near to commit-
ting itself on the Community safety standards which
should be established, even though paragraph 2 refers
to such standards as the essential basis for the intro-
duction of a consultation procedure.
In the case of the next paragraph, which concerns
compliance wirh Articles 37 and 41 of the Euratom
Trealy, I wonder why it is not suggested that the
proposed consultation procedure should be inroduced
under these articles. !7e could then use an existing
framework and not have to set up a separate arrange-
ment for this specific area. I would also like rc have
seen more said about the consultation of the public on
both sides of a frontier. In the Dutch-German frontier
region the local Dutch population have already taken
part in the German consultations on the planned
sining of nuclear power stations in Germany. An inter-
esting example in this context.
But on no account must the absence of opportunities
for the public to srate their case in one country result
in rhe loss of righrc the population of another country
have already achieved.
Mr President, I feel that the resolution is far too impli-
cit or, to put it another way, leaves everything fairly
open. One of the importanr omissions is a statement
on the need for an operational transfrontier emer-
gency plan. Other speakers, Mrs Valz, for example,
have already referred to this. The amendments which
seek to strengthen the resolution along these lines will
therefore undoubtedly have my support. To conclude,
Mr President, this arrangernent must be seen as a first
srep, in which we have concentrated on nuclear power
stations in view of the urgency of the situation. This
first step must, of course, be supplemented by appro-
priarc directives on all other activities and facilides
which have transfrontier implications. Parliament must
not therefore leave it at this unequivocal recommenda-
tion: it must stop accepting a situation in which the
Council does not draw any conclusions from Parlia-
ment's opinions, and it must ensure that further action
is taken in this field.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I believe that I am a pan 
- 
and I say it with
pride 
- 
of the 'frivolous' anti-nuclear group, as Mr
Calvez referred to us a momen[ ago. Though I am not
a part of the group of serious ecologists, I am certainly
on [he roster of that 'frivolous' anti-nuclear group
which alened public opinion from the first, declaring
for example: 'Understand that the choice of 'conven-
tional' uranium is a choice that leads us straight to
plutonium; once it has been made, there can be no
going back.'Today this has been confirmed by a noted
expert 
- 
as he has asserted himself to be 
- 
that is, by
Mr Ippolito. I believe, Mr Ippolito, that we were right
on this issue. It is true: the choice of 'conventional'
uranium does lead to breeder reactors and to pluton-
ium. This is obvious despite the assertions of all those
- 
including Mr Ippolito 
- 
who want to convince us
of the opposite. It is this road which is opening before
us.
I am pan of the group which first called for public
debates on the nuclear question when, at least in our
country, the nuclear choice was made by the govern-
ment without any consultation of the citizens or of the
populations concerned. And if rhere is now a running
national debate, it is due to anti-nuclear movements
and cenainly not to independent information from
nuclear supporters. And I believe this to be an impor-
rant point, for when the report speaks of 'correct
information for the people' it is necessary to ask who
will furnish this information, and if it witl appear inde-
pendently or as a result of pressure from antinuclear
Sroups.
Mr Ippolito was saying, 'this is an inescapable choice'.
Mr Ippolito, on this question at least, sciendfic
opinion remains divided. I believe that scientists as
conscientious and as expert as you are 
- 
from Pollard
to Lowins 
- 
assert the exact opposite, whether in
terms of security or in terms of efficiency. I say, there-
fore, that we must leave the choice to the people. But
you have so little concern for democracy that, despite
the'calm and the cenainty you show and despite all the
monetary and other resources available [o you, you
were either incapable or afraid 
- 
for in reality you are
terrified 
- 
of collecting the signatures to call for a
referendum, as the anti-nuclear forces in Italy did.
'\7e certainly have few means of recommending our
opinions, while you hdve at your fingertips, as it were,
science, information, money, and financing. I believe
that a debate in these circumstances is a courageous
step for us to take, even if we begin at a disadvantage,
forwhen scientific opinion is divided and we are faced
with a political choice, I believe the decision should be
left to the people. Concerning your resolution, Mrs
von Alemann, I believe that events have demonstrated
- 
as we have already discussed in Committee 
- 
that
every nuclear power installation has caused tension in
the iocal population, and this cenainly not because of
anti-nuclear movements but obvious[y because the
people do not feel sufficiently protected. In fact, thePresident. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
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construction of nuclear power srarions in frontier
regions is in reality an imposirion of the nuclear choice
on indusrialized narions which have nor yer accepred
it, for the consequences of such fronrier installations
are felt, for example, in Belgium, or Denmark, or
Switzerland, where no such choice has been rnade.
I believe this to be an imporrant point because in
Chapter 2 we are told that in the meanrime nuclear
installations will be built on rhe frontiers and rhen
later, a[ some time unspecified, Community srandards
for security will be 'urgently' formulated. Ir would be
wise in any case to avoid crearing tensions and
conflicts with unforeseeable consequences ar least until
these standards, which we have long been awaiting,
are elaborared. Speaking from this viewpoinr and for
these reasons s/e as a group request a roll-call vole on
some fundamental amendmenrs and on rhe final reso-
lution imelf. I therefore appeal to rhe socialism, many
of whose declarations and speeches I have appreciated,
not to forget that, if declarations are important, the
vote is even more so. Often defeats are due to absen-
teeism, and I hope that this will not recur, for I believe
that in rhe face of such a serious problem each
person's conscience should be active. I hope, there-
fore, that we all will vore, for individual responsibility
is not limited to local debates: ir is not enough ro
express anxiety or [o say one is opposed ro the nuclear
choice only to act in favor of ir on all orher occasions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Oehler.
Mr Oehler. 
- 
(F) Mr President, there are, in my
opinion, two aspecrs to the proplem of rhe siring of
nuclear installations in border areas.
Firstly, we see how the frontier regions are turning
into zones of high nuclear concen[ra[ion. As the
rapporteur points out, 33 of the units in operarion,
under construction or projected lie within 40 kilo-
metres of national borders, 15 of these unirc being less
than l0 kilometres from the border. 'Sfl'e have often
been told that the reason for this concentrarion of
nuclear installations along national borders is that rhey
have a high coolant requirement and rherefore rend to
be sited on large rivers, which often constitute borders
between s!ates.
But, Mr President, rhis argument no longer stands up
in this day and age. Ir is technically feasible nowadays
to site nuclear power stations elsewhere. There is no
longer any justification for siting nuclear installations
in border areas, except that the risks are ro some
extent shared wirh the neighbouring state.
Secondly 
- 
and this is srill valid 
- 
even wirhout
uncontrolled proliferation of nuclear reactors, rhere is
a duty to protecr the population and rake inro accounr
the demands of regional balance, panicularly as
regards protection of the environmenr.
As regards protecting the population, at last October's
International Atomic Energy Agency Conference on
the safety of nuclear power slalions a grea[ many
experts spoke out in favour of nuclear installations
being sited in areas of low population density. Now,
where the European Community is concerned, there is
no getting away from the fact that the proliferarion of
nuclear installations along borders is uking place in
areas of high population density. Frequently, those
living across the border from the installation are not
even told about any plans protecting the population.
And we have a concrete example of this in relation to
the power station ar Fessenheim, which has now been
in operation for three years: The population on the
other side of the border was only informed about the
ORSEC plan just a few months ago. On the occasion
of this crucial debate in Parliament on the siting of
nuclear power stations in border areas ir is I feel viral
for us to come to grips with the real problems and not
be side-uacked by spurious arguments. By spurious
arguments I mean, for example, the theory rhar the
difficulties associated with the construcrion of power
stations in border areas could be resolved simply by
empowering the Commission ro arbitrate in iucl,
marters. Or again the premise rhat common srandards
for the construcrion of power srarions would over-
come the polludon problems associated wirh nuclear
electricity generation. Contrary to whar Mrs von
Alemann suggests in her repon on the sitting of power
stations in border areas (in particular Anicles 5 and 5
of the Euratom Treaty) there is no legal basis for any
inrervenrion by the Commission in national decision-
making on the siting of these facilities.
The right to make decisions in areas that fall wirhin its
responsibility and within its sovereignty musr remain
in the hands of each individual Member State of rhe
EEC. That is the only real basis for cooperation
between states on nuclear marrers ro comply with the
rerms of the Euratom Treaty.
On the other hand, accepring rhat rhe selecrion of suit-
able nuclear sites and the operation of border power
stations do pose some very definite problems, I believe
it is vital and urgent for us ro inrroduce the necessary
procedures for consulting rhe public in order ro win
public opinion in the Member States of rhe Commu-
nity over to the use of nuclear reactors for power
Beneration. In this we should follow the example set
by Sweden and Austria.
I come now to my [wo amendmenrs and the morives
underlying them. 'We have to decide wherher, in rhe
interests of protecting the Member Sraces' sovereignty
in the energy secror, we should perperuare rhe existing
over-centralization of decision-making processes, or
wherher we should ralher promore rhe legirimate
aspirations of local and regional authorities ro panici-
pate in decisions thar directly affect rhe safery and way
of life of the people in rhese communiries. Let me say
that in no way are my amendments an attempt ro
deprive the national aurhorities of rhe right to formu-
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late their own nuclear energy programmes. On the
conrrary, their aim is simply to allow local and
regional communities a real say in siting decisions. The
European Parliament's support for this form of coop-
erat.ion and consultation would without a doubt be
properly appreciated by the populations concerned.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the question
we are dealing with is an importint one, but I do not
rhink that the chosen procedures are the right ones. Is
it reasonable to carry out such a debarc only within the
European Parliament? Should it not take place in a
wider forum, in which all European countries are
represented? One of Denmark's major problems in
rhis respect is rhe Swedish power station at Barseback,
which lies far too close to Copenhagen. The next larg-
esr are the power stations of the DDR, which in
certain cases could threaten our southern regions. But
will Sweden and the DDR take any notice of or pani-
cipare in a system that has been previously established
by the European Parliament, as indicated in Poinr 9 of
rhe Resolution? I doubt it.
There are also problems in establishing fixed safery
standards for nuclear power stations.'The require-
ments which would be set in such standards could
easily prove to be far too low. Standards today are
much higher than they were only two or three years
ago,.and there is every probability that this rend will
contrnue.
Finally, considerations of cost and pollution, and the
cost of pollution, are too inexact. Nuclear power
stations cost a great deal, even when they don't have
accidents and cause poflution. But if a nuclear station
were to be placed too near a large town in a neigh-
bouring country, it would be necessary to spend large
amounts on arrangements for protecting and if neces-
sary evacuating the population of the town. But this
has not been considered. For these reasons, the
People's Pany does not intend [o vote for the resolu-
tion.
President. 
- 
Icall Mrs'!7eber.
Mrs 'Veber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I find myself
addressing few gentlemen and even fewer ladies. !7e
have reached the end of this debate, but I believe there
are still a few poinm which have not been raised, and I
hope to cover them.
In rhe debate on the planning of sites it really ought
not to matter too much whether a lacility is sited well
inland or on a country's frontier. Four objectives
should be pursued: firsdy, safety and the protection of
the public against disasters, secondly, supplies, thirdly,
compatibility with the environment, these three objec-
tives being equally important. The founh, and for
myself and also for my party particularly imponant,
ob.lective is public approval. If-we do not have public
approval, we cannot seriously claim we are esmblish-
ing policies for the people in our countries. 
,
I believe that these objectives are particularty difficult
to achieve and are all the more imponant when the
facilities concerned are located in frontier regions.
And in this Community we find again and again that
in frontier regions in particular a[ least two and
usually three of these objectives are not observed.
There are practical examples of this.
If public approval is not obtained, all our countries will
face increasing tendency for protest action resulting in
no solution of any kind being found to our energy
problems. I wonder what the advocates of nuclear
energy will get out of this. This argument should
perhaps be taken more seriously than in the past.
If environmental compatibility is not ensured, the
result will probably be the disturbance of international
relations. I should also like to give practical examples
of this and ask Mr Calvez, who represents the position
of his Government here, whether he can answer the
question which have unfonunately not been answered
in bilateral discussions, although th French, or rather
Mr Calvez's party, repeatedly point out that bilateral
discussions will produce the great solutions. They are
practical questions, to which our Federal Office for
the Environment and our Federal Internal Affairs
Ministry have so far received no answer.
On Cattenom, for example, one question would be:
who guarantees that pan or all of the nuclear power
station will be shut down if it is overloaded? \7here is
it planned to put the storage tanks for the 77 million
m3 or so of water we need? \Vhy are neither the
German nor the Luxembourg authorities allowed to
see existing French climatological studies? And finally,
why is the third heat load plan of this international
Commission so much poorer than ir predecessors?
This leads naturally on to the rejection of transfrontier
cooperation on the Seveso directive and the applica-
tion of the provisions already contained in the Eura-
tom Treaty.
'!7hat point is there in our or your having your Presi-
dent proclaim the great European idea during talks at
European level and in our electing a President of this
Parliament from your party, who acts along European
lines, when in practice we find you tabling amend-
ments in support of so moderate a procedure as that
proposed by Mrs von Alemann? You want us ro delete
10 out of 13 paragraphs and to water down the other
two? That would mean doing less than what the Eura-
rom Treaty provides for. I though[ we were here to
add to the Treaties where they are found to be lack-
ing. This is cenainly necessary in the case of policy on
energy and the environment. '!7hat we must most
definitely avoid is falling back behind what was
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considered to form the basis of our common destiny as
long ago as 1957.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F)The
Commission welcomes the fact that Parliament has
reopened the debate on this question, without which
we should not have had the benefit of Mrs von
Alemann's report, which identifies precisely, objec-
tively and clearly the dimension of the problem, the
anomalies with which we are faced and the acrion thar
remains to be taken. I should like, on behalf of the
Commission, to thank her for giving us this opportun-
ity to pur the problems to you.
Perhaps I should add, Mr President, that not everyone
who has spoken in this debate has approached the
problem with the same clarity, precision and objectiv-
ity.
Mr President, the Commission is ready at any time ro
open a debate on the usefulness of nuclear energy.
May I say, however, that it would hardly be impressed
by some of the arguments advanced, the theoretical
thrust of which is to bring about an improvement in a
situation in order to be able, in effect, to destroy the
very raison d'€tre of these controls, because rhere
would be nothing left of the nuclear industry, wherher
close to borders or not! Mr Presidenr, the nexr irem on
the agenda concerns the economic situation of rhe
European Community in the conrext of rhe conflict
between Iran and Iraq. Ve are going ro look ar our
weaknesses and the price we are going to have ro pay
in the event of another rise in rhe cosr of oil.
Ve cannot in the immediate future lessen our
economic dependence by turning our backs on nuclear
energy. Let those rhat wish ro do so understand and ler
them spell out the facts abour the economic conse-
quences of turning our backs on rhe alternative energy
source which is at our disposal.
Having said that, Mr Presidenr, quire clearly 
- 
and
this is the Commission's view 
- 
rhe kind of develop-
ment we are looking for will be stifled as long as rhere
is uncertainty, ignorance of rhe rules and, generally
speaking, a negarive artitude ro rhe pursuit of a reason-
able nuclear policy.
Of course, nuclear installations on borders pose an
additional problem arising out of difficulties that are
partly psychological and partly factual. All those who
have said that rhe siring of a nuclear reacror near a
border creates.tension have a certain amount of right
on their side. The quesrion is whether we wanr ro
overcome this tension or to use it to ban nuclear instal-
lations? That is a different set of options.
The option the Commission has decided ro pursue is
as follows: How can we creare rhe condirions that will
allow safety considerations and economic justification
to be examined sensibly on the basis of sound informa-
tion duly made available to all concerned? That is an
area where the Community has a role ro play, because
the Community 
- 
and, more specifically, the
Commission 
- 
is nor involved wirh building nuclear
power stations and therefore has no governmenr
policy on rhe marter and no vested interest, and
because it can therefore contribute the necessary
ob.jectivity on which to base a valid assessment of the
situation. \7hat rhe Communiry does is ro creare, espe-
cially in connection wirh loans, the financial conditions
that can help to secure rhe alternative energy sources
we need. But the choice is made by rhe users and not
by the Communiry or by rhe Commission, ler there be
no doubt about rhat. And I cannor resist the rempra-
tion of saying at this point 
- 
even though Mr
Damette is nor in rhe House 
- 
that for the first dme
in a long while a spokesman for the French Commun-
ist Party has succeeded in surprising me. In facr, if I
irnderstood him correctly, he deplored rhe fact rhat we
were not discussing in rhis Assembly the deployment
of tactical nuclear weapons in the Communiry. I have
always been led ro believe that rhe French Communist
Pany was against defence quesrions being discussed in
this Parliament. I duly take nore rhat it has had a
change of heart.
The second poinr I should like make is thar there is a
need to be clear abour what the articles of rhe Treary
actually mean. The Commission is not afraid to use
the Treaty, but one musr bev/are of reading into rhe
Treaty what is nol there and one cannot make proper
use of the Treaty by disrorting irs provisions. Under
Article 37 the Member Srares have a dury to provide
the Commission wirh such general data relating to any
plan for the disposal of radioacrive wasre in any form
liable to result in the radioactive conraminarion of rhe
water, soil or airspace of another Member Sute. This
has to be done six months before rhe reactor is
commissioned, thar is ro say before rhis radioacrive
waste causes any actual conramination. That is the
Iong and the shorr of Article 37. Like it or nor, thar is
what ir says I Under the present circumstances ir
cannot reaily be said, therefore, rhar this or thar
Member State has ignored or failed to comply wirh im
obligations under Aruicle 37 or its obligarions under
Article 41 in relarion ro investmenrs. Bur I readily
concede to Mr Abens rhat this does nor enrirely
resolve our problem. \flhar one cannor say, however,
is that they are breaking the Treaty. Thar is rhe point I
wanted to make so that there can be no misunder-
standing on rhis marrer. Either we know whar we are
arguing about or we do nor argue ar all. And it is
precisely because the provisions of the Treaty are
worded in rhis way ir has apparently been necessary ro
resort to procedures that allow matters of substance to
be discussed in a spirit of reason and in rhe hope thar
all panies can find some common ground. Thar is
what we are trying to achieve in these consultation
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procedures when there are several parties involved but
in the course of which the Communiry has from rhe
outset no legal power to inrervene. That is as much
our problem as knowing how exactly ro achieve this
objective in pracrical terms.
In this connection, rhe excellenr reporr by Mrs Sfalz
led the Commission to draw up some proposals, and I
must say rhat I was a lirtle surprised to hear Mr
Coppiercrs accuse us of amending our proposal with-
out consulring Parliamenr again. I have made a quick
check and the only changes I can find record of are
such as would have delighrcd Mr Coppieters, since we
have now included 
- 
somerhing that did nor
previously figure in the explanatory memorandum 
-the number of rransfronrier nuclear installarions show-
ing the scale of the problem and, secondly, afrer rhe
events ar Three Mile Island we did srress the import-
ance of having a clear idea of the kind of measures
that needed to be raken, since the difficulties encoun-
tered so far in this area have been surmounrable 
-thank heavens! And so rhe idea of consulting Parlia-
ment when we are working along the lines laid down
by it seeems to me ro be pushing formalism roo far. Of
course, if I have misunderstood Mr Coppierers I have
no doubt that he will put me right on anorher occa-
slon...
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(F) Vhat I actually said was thar
the Commission was righr, but rhar Parliament had nor
yet expressed an opinion!
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I have always had a very high
regard for any Member of the European Parliament
who credited the Commission with being in the right.
Thank you, Mr Coppieters.
Now, we find ourselves in the position of having to see
what we can do in practical terms. And in this connec-
tion there is a proposal in Mrs von Alemann's report
which the Commission approves, given the provisions
as rhey srand at the moment. I do not in fact place
much faith in what is currently under discussion within
the Council, that is to say a decision the effect of
which would be to recommend bilateral alks in which
the Commission could at a given moment intervene as
mediator or arbitrator if the two states are unable to
agree among themselves.
Mr President, the role of the Commission'as defined
by the Treaties is not one of conciliation or mediation.
Irs role is fairly plainly spelt out: It is to assume its
responsibilities as a policy-making body and express its
views on a certain range of matters. To reduce it to
that of a benevolent kind of mediator does not seem [o
me to correspond to the role it ought to perform, to
the exrent that it is expected not only to reconcile two
differing positions but also to provide cenain kinds of
basic informadon which will ensure thar a nuclear
power s[ation can be built under accepable condi-
tions. And therefore I rhink it would be dangerous to
set our sights lower rhan does Mrs von Alemann
because that would be to deny ourselves the objectivity
necessary to deal adequately with the problem. I have
to add right away rhat the Council's posirion at this
time is exactly as I have described it: ro go less far, to
suggest bilateral discussions and to give rhe Commis-
sion a residual role. I have told you why I do not look
with any favour on this solurion.
And now, for the sake of good order, I should like
briefly to commenr on one or rwo of the amendments
since the debate has largely cenrred around them and I
should not wish there to be any misunderstanding
about what the Commission's posirion is. I shall deal
with the mos[ essential ones.
May I first say to Mrs von Alemann that we are
entirely happy with her new version of paragraph 2. It
accurately reflects our present position and it is vital
for us to make every effon to draw,up Community
safety standards. That is very important indeed. That
should be our staning point. It will facilimte cons[ruc-
tive consultations at Community level because, by
comparing different safety measures parameter by
parameter, we shall be able to determine whether or
not, using different methodologies, we arrive at [he
same result. This is all the more imponant as our
analysis of the different legal provisions in the various
Member States leads us to suppose that they are
comparable as regards the result and not very different
from the point of view of the safety standards they set.
I would like to say ro Mr Gendebien thar as regards
his Amendment No 5, ro paragraph 2, in which he
calls for a ban op the consrruction of nuclear power
stations within 50 km of any border with another
Member Srare or with a rhird counrry, I have the feel-
ing that he has carried out his exercise on a map, as I
did, for example rhe map of a country known to us
both and he well knows the resuhs 
- 
I am against rhe
amendment.
In her Amendment No 26, Mrs Lizin suggests 
- 
as
several others have done 
- 
that in implementing Arti-
cle 37 ir should be possible to find a way of inrroduc-
ing more sensible time limim which would allow more
time to form an opinion. Ve are for this amendmenr.
'We are entirely behind Mr Gendebien's Amendment
No 8, in which he deplores the Council's failure ro
define its position.
Mr Galland's Amendment No 4l raises an extremely
important problem which concerns, in a Communiry
like ours, the siruarion ir is in, that is to say where
cenain countries, through a cenain number of
economic oprions they have taken ro diminish rheir
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dependence, to improve their balance of payments
position, to strengthen their currency and economy,
have decided to invest in alrcrnative energy sources.
Should they be deprived of this option, until such time
as Economic Union has become a reality, simply
because other states have decided not to take the same
attitude and are prepared as a result to Put uP with the
economic handicaps? Can they, moreover, create
problems for the others? This is an absolutely funda-
mental politicat problem and, to us at any rate, this
seems to justify setting up a consultative procedure. It
should not be possible, however, for those who decide,
for example, to take the radical option 
- 
as is their
right 
- 
of never resorting to the nuclear alternative,
ro prevent other states who have access to the water
they need and where the geography is such as to
enable them to build a nuclear power station from
doing so, provided, of course, that the safety condi-
tions we spoke of earlier are met.
I believe that in a democracy what matters is that ever-
yone should have their rights, but it is unacceptable
rhat some should have more righr than others, to the
extent that one believes that from the outset one
option is automatically to be regarded as being prefer-
able to the other. I am not saying that the nuclear
option is necessarily better than the other; what I am
saying is that the non-nuclear option ought not neces-
sarily deprive other states of the choice they have
made.
Secondly, may I say with reference to Mrs Lizin's
Anicle 37 rhat one needs nevertheless to beware of
undervaluing what the Treaty has to offer just because
the conditions laid down by it are not being met. If the
standards laid down by the Treaty are not being met,
rhe Commission is empowered under Anicle 38 to
take the requisite steps to re-examine the decision
taken at national level.
I should now like to comment on Amendment No 9 of
Mr Gendebien's in which he 
- 
and indeed the same
point was made by Mr Damette and Mrs Bonino in
iheir speeches, but I address my reply to Mr Gende-
bien, wirhout wishing to single him out in any way,
because Mr Damette and Mrs Bonino were more
interested in putdng to me their case than listening to
my reply 
- 
I want to say to him, therefore, with
reference ro this Amendment No 6, that the Commis-
sion needs no prompting to mke a firm stand with the
governments of the Member States or with the elec-
tricity-generating companies. !7e serve no one' we
serve only the interests of the Treaty and the objec-
tives we are seeking to promote. And a paragraph such
as this might foster the belief that we could be swayed
by the electricity producers. I am still waiting to see on
what basis such a statement could be made. As for the
disputes we always seem to have with the states, one
might be dissatisfied with the outcome, but certainly
not displeased with the fact that we are constantly
striving, as in this instance in suppon of Mrs von
Alemann's report, to achieve practical results.
And in this context I, in my turn, should like to put a
question to those who call on the Commission to act
in compliance with their wishes. I am interested to
know now what Parliament's attitude will be 
- 
bear-
ing in mind that this report is addressed more to the
Council than to the Commission 
- 
when the Council
acknowledges that ir is in possession of the report but
will not show undue haste in acting on it. And I
wonder if, when the time comes, we shall again see a
number of resolutions couched in the same terms and
under the same circumstances calling for vital action.
Mrs Lizin's Amendment No 28, suggesting the addi-
tion of Article 41 seems to us to be an improvemen[.
Mr Gendebien's Amendment No 12, suggesting an
impact study covering the border areas to provide us
with the fullest possible data, is also good. Ve should
very much like to go along with Mr Sassano, who
wanrs acceptable sites for nuclear insrallations indi-
cated on a map of Europe. This looks to us like an
exercise that is liable to follow the familiar Pattern,
that is to say that each state will be agreable to such a
procedure for a neighbouring state. Accordingly, I do
not believe that this road would lead us very far. On
the other hand, l am in agreement with Mr Coppie-
ters, Mr Capanna and Mrs Bonino, whose Amend-
ment No 31 seeks ro define more clearly the responsi-
bility of the Member State or the local authorities as
regards payment of compensation in the event of a
pollution problem arising in spite of the measures
adopred.
Mr President, forgive me for having been somewhat
technical and going into detail on some matters but I
believe that ir is the Commission's role to inform
Parliament of im position on the amendments put
down in relation to a matter with which it'has been
entrusted by Parliament. And I shall conclude by
saying that for us this matter is an imponant one. It is
not simply a debate on the pros and cons of nuclear
energy. Those who seek to open a debate on this ques-
rion seem to us, on this occasion, to be wrong. The
problem is to know, seeing that we are a Community,
whar conclusions to draw in relation to activities
which should be made to conform to cenain standards
and the implications of which 
- 
to talk in rational
terms and not in the apocalyptic language used by
some of the speakers 
- 
other states ought to be aware
of. The more information available, the lesser the
anxiety and anguish. In this respect, the anicles of the
'freaty as originaly drawn up are incomplete. The
substantive and procedural recommendations
contained in Mrs von Alemann's report, amended if
necessary but bearing in mind the comments we have
made, is in our view therefore a renewed joint effon
on the part of Parliament and the Commission to settle
this question. That is what gives me real cause for
satisfaction.
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President. 
- 
I call Mrs von Alemann.
Mrs von Alemann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I
have basically three remarks ro make. Firsily, it is
natural for there ro be friction berween policies ar
frontiers, panicularly in a Communiry which has really
only been in existence for 30 years. It is therefore
imponant thar we should discuss openly and be quite
frank about how we can minimize rhese frictional
losses. So I am pleased thar rhis has clearly nor been
for the most pan, as was also the case in committee, a
debate for or against nuclear energy, bur a debare
concerned with practical aspects of the Communiry as
it is today and that it cannot now come to a vore for or
against nuclear energy. I have rried ro reflect rhe
committee's will in my reporr.
Secondly, I should like to say rhar the repon also
altempts to say 
- 
and I am therefore rarher sorry
about what Mr Coppierers said 
- 
that we should at
present do what can be done. The Commissioner has
just reiterated how difficult rhe negoriations with the
Council are at present and no doubt will conrinue to
be in the future, and so I also realize that rhe quesrion
of the siting of nuclear power stations, which was
discussed in the \Valz report, is not dealt wirh so
expressly in the new report and that we have simply
taken account of the facts, of which we are, of course,
all aware, panicularly those of us who were once
members of a provincial or federal parliament. I
nevertheless believe that, if a majoriry vores in favour
of this report, it may give the Council an impression of
how we Members of this European Parliament want to
help to remove the frontiers and reduce the fricrional
losses.
Thirdly, and lastly, I should like rc make the following
quite clear: the subject is too serious rc be discussed in
personal terms. Ve should not be having a debare for
or against a country. It is not a quesrion of a country
feeling that it is being attacked here or of a polidcal
party in one country or other believing it must defend
national interests to the extent rhat it rejecrs every-
thing in a report which was adopred by the majority of
a committee. The subject should really be seen as an
example of those areas in which the Community sdll
has ground to make up and in which all of us can help
to eliminate these frictional losses and to improve
European cooperation between neighbours.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters to speak on a poinr
of order.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, taking advan-
tage of the fact that Mr Davignon mentioned my
name in his statement, I should just like to clarify one
point. It concerns the explanarory memorandum of
May 1979. \flhat I said was that it is a rarher weaker
version of an earlier viewpoint, and that we did not
have an opportunity to discuss rhe Commission's new
position, which really should have been the case. It
was [herefore the other way around, Mr Davignon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would like to
ask the Commissioner whar he thinks of my Amend-
ment No 13, which concerns the need to draw up
common plans for the protection and evacuarion of
inhabitants of frontier regions, parricularly rhose areas
where nuclear reactors are already sited. I feel rhis is
one important point on which rhe repon has nothing
to say. I should be pleased to hear the Commission's
view on this matter.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) My position on rhis is as
follows. \flhat we are hoping from Mrs von Alemann's
report is the creation of the general condirions that
apply ro any procedure relating to rransfrontier
aspec[s. I think that in that particular conrext I am in
agreement with Mr Gendebien. On the other hand, I
am not in agreemenr wirh the way he has worded his
amendment, which gives the impression that evacua-
tion needs to be organized as soon as a nuclear power
station is built. Perhaps I am interpreting his texr
rather literally, in which case he might wish to change
it. !7hat I believe is true is rhar in the context of
consultation, since there are safety standards, it is
necessary to know how rhey will be applied and how
to cope wirh any difficulty that might arise. Thar is a
matter for consultation between local and regional
authorities in the border areas, which seems perfecrly
reasonable to me. But I believe that it needs ro be
given a strictly neutral interprerarion, free of any bias
in favour.of one aspect as against another.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolurion will be put ro rhe vore at
the next voring rime.
10. Deadlinefor tabling amendnents 
-Agenda
President. 
- 
The deadline for tabling amendmenrs ro
the report by Mr Kirk on fisheries, which is included
on the agenda for Thursday's sitting under Item No
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236, has been extended until I p.m. tomorrow,
\flednesday, as the report was only rcday adopted in
committee.
Another repon by Mr Kirk (Ircm No 237) was not
adopted in committee and has therefore been with-
drawn from the agenda for Thursday.
ll. Conmunity oil suppliesfrom the Middle East
President. 
- 
The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 1-592/80) by Mr Mtiller-Hermann and
Mr Vergeer, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (CD Group), Mr Seligman, on behalf
of the European Democratic Group, Mr Linkohr, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Galland, Mr Calvez,
Mr Ippolito and Mr Veronesi to the Commission:
Subject: Community's oil supplies from the Middle East
1. Vhat is rhe assessment of the Commission of recent
developments in the Middle East for the Community's
energy pohcy?
2. \7ill the Commission report the steps taken [o ensure
the continuity of the Community's oil supplies?
3. In the light of the serious situation in the Middle East,
does the Commission now accept the need for a
dynamic Community energy poliry, to be expressed
by early decision on the Parliament's resolutions for
actions in the energy sector?
I call Mr Muller-Hermann.
Mr Miiller-Hermann. 
- 
(D)Mr President,,h. q,r.r-
tion we are now discussing has the backing of a very
large majority of this Parliament. \fle shall have to
discuss it again 
- 
I hope at the December pan-session
in the presence of the Council 
- 
because it expresses
all Parliament's concern about the unfonunate lack of
progress we have so far made towards a common
enerBy policy.
Today we address the Commission, which we can
really only accuse of nor doing enough to gain accept-
ance for its views in the Council. But our question is
really addressed to the Council ircelf, which 
- 
and I
must put it in these uncompromising terms 
- 
must be
accused of irresponsible inactivity. The question has
been sparked off by the recent developments which
have followed the obvious instability in the Middle
East, rhat is to say the conflict between Iran and Iraq,
which six months ago we might not have thought
possible and which has resulted in the loss of two
important oil-producing countries as sources of supply
for the indusuial countries.
In fact, we owe it to Saudi Arabia, the Emirates and
Kuwait that the resulting gap has now been filled as a
result of their decision not to reduce oil production by
10 0/o as originally planned. They are undoubtedly
doing this to help the world, but it is in fact, and we
must remember [his, not in their own interests, which
consist in leaving as much oil as possible in the ground
for as long as possible. I feel it is imponant for the
House to note this, because we are apt to be all too
quick to blame the oil-producing countries when we
are talking about energy supply difficulties or about
the dangers of inflation.
Ladies and gentlemen, in their efforts to calm the
public the national governments and the Council will
rell us that our oil ranks are filled to the brim, giving
us enough oil for 120 to 130 days, known as the stra-
tegic reserve, which we need and do not want !o
rcuch. The Council and the governmenrc are not
drawing the necessary conclusions from continued
polidcal and economic uncenainty in the Middle East,
and we are not making the desired and necessary
progress with our policy of reducing our excessive
dependence on oil. This reference to the full oil tanks
in fact results in everyone believing that things are not
so bad, we will get by. But that is not a responsible
policy in the long term.
I should also like to point out thar the United States 
-under its new Presidency 
- 
will undoubtedly make
considerable effons to exploit its own energy
resources at home and in countries nearby and so
reduce its dependence on Middle East oil to such an
extent that it will certainly not be dependent on
imports from rhe Middle East in 1990, or in about 10
years, as it is today. But we will undoubtedly continue
co be largely dependent on supplies from the Middle
East. Nor shall we be able !o count on the Americans,
as we have done in the past, to ensure the safety of the
rransport routes and peace and stability in this area.
That is, in my view, a funher reason why we should
expect the Commission and Council to make the grea-
test possible effon to release the Communiry from this
excessive dependence on Middle East oil. Ve call for
an early decision because all of us who know this
subject are aware that it is at least 8 to 10 years before
political decisions taken today have the desired effect
on energy supplies. Decisions not taken today and
repeatedly put off can only mean our facing even
greater difficuldes in the future.
'!7e unfonunately find that, even though we are now
doing more than in the past, the Council will be far
from capable of achieving the objectives set by [he
Community. This is undoubrcdly true, for example, of
the effons being made to conserve energy. Vhat we
have achieved is in effect the consequence of the reces-
sion, not an attempt at more effective savings in the
private sector, in transport and in industry.
As regards research and development, where there is
an urgent need for work to be done, we all saw what
the Council's attitude is during the recent debates on
the budget; rigorous cutbacks on completely unjusti-
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fied grounds, a particularly clear illustration of the
contradiction between words and deeds.
Coal production in the Community is increasing only
very slowly, if at all. And, to quote one of Mr Brun-
ner's last remarks, only 8 gigawatt coal-fired power
stations and 16 gigawatr oil-fired power srarions are
being built at present. As we all know 
- 
even the
President of the Council, Mr Thorn, mentioned this
during his inaugural speech 
- 
the Governments
announced a major programme in Venice aimed at the
increased utilization of imponed coal in the Commu-
niry. There is nothing wrong with this, but we must
realize that for a programme of this kind the require-
ments in terms of cargo space, pon capacities, storage
capacities and transport and processing facilities are
enormous 
- 
but here we have so far seen nothing but
false stans. I would also point out that, if the coal
programme was incorporated into a coal processing
programme, it would offer tremendous opponunities
for making progress with regional matters in the
Community, for example through the construction of
port facilides with appropriate processing equipment
in Italy or Ireland.
I must also refer to the export of nuclear power, on
which, as we have just seen again, there are undoubt-
edly differences of opinion in this House. But Mr
Brunner has just stated that only 70 gigawatr will be
available in the Community by 1985 instead of the 160
gigawatts originally planned. The only country pursu-
ing a consistent policy in this field 
- 
and it has my
congratulations 
- 
is France. Vhich ever way we look
at it, the only real alternative for the next 20 years,
apart from coal 
- 
where there are also major prob-
lems 
- 
will be nuclear power.
I should like to draw your attention ro a final point,
and perhaps Mr Davignon will say something about
this. For a long time now we have been pointing out to
the Council and Commission that enormous capital
procurement problems are associated with the solution
of the energy problems. Has the Community or have
the national governments any practical directions or
proposals to make on this?
Instead, things are lefr to rake their own course. In the
same context, I feel the European Communiry must
also tackle the problem known for brevity's sake as rhe
'recycling of the oil millions'. This year 
- 
and rhe
picture will be similar in rhe years to come 
- 
we will
find we have surpluses of 130 000 m dollars in our
trade with the oil-producing countries, bur enormous
current accoun! deficits with the indusrial countries
- 
and even larger deficits with the Third Vorld,
although we all know rhat rhe developing counrries
are already up to their necks in debt. \7e must there-
fore find and develop long-rerm means of obtaining
energy supplies, in addition to the existing means, so
that the capiral that is accumulating in the 'wrong'
place is channelled to the regions, where there is an
urgent need, particularly so that energy supplies can
be safeguarded for the future.
'$7'e cannot simply say that this is all being done by the
\7orld Bank and the International Monetary Fund or
the international banking system. The European
Community, as one of the economically strongest
regions of the world, also has a responsibility, and I
must stress rhis.
In the short time available to me I have had to confine
myself ro the fundamental issues and, as I have said
before, we will be discussing the whole subject again.
Mr President, I would ask you to ensure that this
discussion takes place in the presence of the President
of the Council, because it is not primarily the
Commission, but the Council which is to blame for the
absence of a European energy poliry. The Council
must account for irelf, because, where the long-term
security of our Community is concerned, it is in the
dock. All we can do today is ask the Commission what
it can do to persuade the Council at long last to take
the decisions that are urgently needed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) At
this poinr I should like to be relatively brief, for two
reasons.
The first is that we have drawn up a document
summarizing the various problems arising in connec-
don with the Community's energy policy. It covers
very many of the questions raised by Mr Mtiller-
Hermann and will be in the hands of the Committee
on Energy before the end of the week. It seems to me
that the timing of this repon is very fonunate, given
the situation in which we find ourselves at the
moment.
'$7'e are in fact very conscious of the fact that not
enough is done in the energy field, rhat Community
action here is essential, but that some of the Council's
budget decisions have been 
- 
to put it very mildly 
-surprising.
I should like now to turn more specifically rc the
situation in which the Community finds itself in the
light of the prolongation of the conflict between Iran
and Iraq. I feel it essential to take a balanced view of
the situation, for it would be just as wrong to regard it
as verging on the catastrophic as it would co adopt a
totally complacent attitude.
In either case we should have to suffer the conse-
quences of an over-simplified approach. If we say that
the situation is inherently so serious as to make the
Community and its nine Member States incapable of
overcoming these problems we shall be digging our
own grave. For the economic operators 
- 
the com
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panies, the States, the consumers 
- 
will think rhar rhe
situation will become so desperate as ro warranr
protective measures being taken at arly price. And
when I say 'at any price', that is precisely what I mean.
The implication would be that oil should be obtained
wherever it is available, regardless of the price at
which we ought to be buying it. The result would be
the same as we experienced during the Iran crisis of
1979. Firstly, the upsurge in activity on the free
markets would lead the oil-producing countries to
divert a large proponion of their supplies away from
the normal trading channels towards the free marker;
secondly, the oil-producing countries would consider
it their right to obtain for the 95 0/o of production that
does not find its way onto the free market the same
prices as prevail on lhat market.
Just as we are wrestling with an economic situation
produced by the second oil crisis, we have to face the
threat of a third oil crisis at a time when rhe economic
picture is panicularly bleak.
Let me add that I am not quite sure how we shall find
the resources necessary to implement the reconversion
policies for the steel industry which we were discuss-
ing earlier on: an investment policy, an innovation
policy and a policy of change and a transfer of pro-
duction to the energy sector. On the other hand, ir
would be wrong to be too complacent and to think
that, just because our stocks are rather high ar the
momen[, the present situation does not yet give
grounds for serious concern, so rhar we can allow
events to take their course. I believe thar if we adopt
too lax an approach developments could well reach us
just how mistaken such an approach was. Despirc all
the effons made no one can say today how long the
conflict between Iraq and Iran will last. It is difficult to
estimate with any precision the exrent of the damage
to the oil insrallarions or to say when, once rhe fight-
ing has been brought to an end, the oil will begin to
flow,again. The vital thing seems ro me ro be rherefore
coordination between the Communiry counrries
coupled with a determinarion to keep rhe situation
under control. It therefore appears ro me parricularly
important that Parliament should have decided roday
to put an oral question on rhis subject, since rhe Coun-
cil is meedng on 27 November, rhar is in just over one
week, after which the European Council will be meer-
ing and will certainly want to analyse developments in
the energy sector, and this will be followed, around
8 December, by rhe meeting of all rhe $Testern coun-
tries affected by rhese oil problems, in orher words the
need to cooperare with the Unircd Stares and Japan.
Vhy? Because the Unired Srates must also pursue a
sensible policy on imporrs, and an extremely dynamic
policy on the use they make of rheir own resources. Ir
is also imperarive thar we have the same cooperarion
with Japan, which must shoulder its own share of the
responsibility for the sound functioning of rhe interna-
tional economic system and, with rhat objecrive in
view, take rhe measures necessary to deal with rhe
situation, 
.just as we ourselves are doing.
It is often a little pointless to quote figures, but I
should nevertheless like to mention a few. Ve have a
situation in which rhe loss of Iranian or Iraqi expons
represents around 12 o/o on average of rhe Commu-
nity's supplies at a time when our economic situarion
was more healthy than it is at present. '!7hat we have
to compensate, therefore, is not that figure but a lower
one. Since our economic acriviry has declined for'the
moment, our need for energy has also diminished.
Furthermore, the situarion roday is very different from
what it was at the time of rhe Iranian crisis, since
stocks are at a level well above the obligarory 90 days.
They are in fact situated at berween I 10 and 120 days,
which means that we have a substantial buffer which
will help us to overcome the difficulties ahead. !7e are
therefore far from powerless.
'\7hat is the situation on the markets? I believe we find
two things. Firstly, we find a tendency on the free
market to a constant but slow rise in prices, which
ought not to alarm us unduly but which is a develop-
men[ [o which we musr devote very careful arrenrion.
Secondly, we find thar rhe price on rhe State oil marker
rs relatively stable, with none of rhe upheavals asso-
ciated with the Iranian crisis. 'We musr rherefore be
certain that when the Council meers on 27 November
it will translate into facr rhis starting posir,ion, the key
factor of which is a firm derermination to keep rhe
situation under control. '$7e cannot, without endan-
gering our economic future, allow a perfectly manaBe-
able situation to ger out of hand because of a lack of
coordination berween the Member Srarcs and berween
the Communiry and our other partners, or because we
do too lirtle roo lare.
That is why the Commission has submitted procedures
and objectives to [he Council for considerarion on
27 November and thar is why I believe that we shall
arrive a[ some satisfactory solurions ar rhar meering.
The preparatory work reflects a sound grasp of rhe
situation I have just described, which gives no cause
for alarm but cenainly cause for concened acrion. And
I have faith in the weighr which Parliament will bring
to bear in a matter that concerns all our citizens. I
believe that lack of action a[ European level in an area
where it is perfecdy feasible would spell a morral blow
[o our economy. Such a siruarion would obviously be
inrolerable both to Parliament and the Commission.
But I think that the Council will act along rhe lines I
have just sketched out and that, when we get onto the
more general discussion on all the aspecrs of the
enerBy problems, we shall be able ro work our rhe
procedural measures and policies to be adopted by the
Council so as to enable the Community ro keep the
situation under control, something which, as I have
pointed out repeatedly, is absolurely essenrial.
President 
- 
I call Mr Linkohr to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
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Mr Linkohr 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the background to the debate now taking place
in this Chamber, with so very few Members present, is
a serious one. It is so serious that I feel I must. contra-
dict Mr Davignon for saying that we have instruments
for mastering the situation. I contradict him on this,
because the situation is rather different. I believe that it
is not only in Europe that our energy policy has
become unpredictable. None of the leading experts in
the world, no one in this House could have predicted
the present conflict in the Middle East. None of us
knows what turn this conflict will rake over the next
few days and months or whether the super powers will
intervene, for example. '!7e have here a classic case of
nervousness resulting in war. \7e should bear this in
mind.
In addition, I find no comfort at all in the stocks we
have to ensure our supplies for 120 or 130 days. !7e
are dealing here with the situation in the Middle East
as a whole, an area on which we are really dependent.
France, for example, derives 25 0/o of its oil from Iraq,
l,aly 17 %. !fl'e know that about t,r'o-thirds of our oil
passes through the Strair of Hormuz, which rs now
threatened by the war. This is a cause for concern.
It is not only a question of the danger of war and
concern for oil supp,li65, but also of our balance of
trade, which is becoming increasingly negative. And
there is a great temprsxsien to restore this balance of
trade by exponing arms. '!7e also find that that is a
field in which some countries of the Community are
quire efficient. Ve slould be restricting oil consump-
tion in the Community rather than paying for more oil
by supplying weapons.
It should also be renrembered that prices are on the
move. It may very wcll be that we manage to get the
quantity problem under control, but the same canno!
be said of prices. This is illusrated by an example from
the recent past: when the Shah was toppled in Iran, oil
supplies fell by a merr'3 0/0, but prices rose by 100 %.
The profits went. inro the pockets of those who are
usually referred to as multinational companies and
who are today preparing to become tomorrow's major
energy companies.
There is also the difference in the assessment of this
situation by the Unite d States and Europe, or more
specifically by the Menber States of the Community.
Everyone is undoubte,lly pursuing a policy of sauoe
qui peut. There is rro Community policy in this
respect. I feel this is the crux of the problem in this
Community. \fhat we have in fact are national camps,
w'ith each nation attempting to react to these problems
on its own. But what is lacking is a Community policy
really wonhy of the name. If it comes to a crisis, the
Communiry may be involved, because the crisis-
management system q'e have in the Community is
purely and simply the sum of nine national crisis-
management'policies, vrhich are not even coordinated.
This morning I read in the newspaper that the French
Governmen[ had advised the companies not to take oil
out of the allegedly full tanks, but to buy on the spot
market. Of course, the spot market prices will then
shoot up, which is hardly surprising. If other govern-
menrs are already using their stocks. I ask myself what
is meant by a common policy. This crisis must give rise
to a common energy policy with oil conservation as its
principal objecdve. There can be little arguing about
that, because it has been said often enough in this
House. '!7e must succeed in this principally because we
have lived far too long on this cheap oil owing to the
military superiority of the industrial nations over the
developing countries and our consequent ability to
exploit them. '!7e have therefore behaved like thieves
who, having stolen once, believe they can do so again
every year without being caught. Everyone is caught
:;:::rr,,r, 
and I hope it does not happen to us too
(Applause)
President 
- 
I call Mr Herman to speak on behalf of
the European People's Party (Christian-Democraric
Group).
Mr Herman 
- 
(F) Mr President, if the press reports
are correct, the Commission is to forward to the
Council at the end of the month a series of proposals
concernlng six points which have been communicated
to us.
The first consists in getting the governments to
discourage the oil companies from buying at exces-
sively high prices. That is undoubredly a good inten-
tion, but how are you going to persuade the govern-
ments which are themselves giving a very bad example,
for if the information we have on the Rotterdam spot
market is right, it is purchases instigated by the French
Government which are causing such an upsurge in
prices! Furthermore, some of the Community coun-
tries have signed bilateral supply contracts, and one
may be endtled to wonder whether, to forestall a new
increase and new shortages, they will not themselves
rush into a spate of panic buying, given the scant influ-
ence which some of these countries have on the big
supply companies. Our first question is therefore:
How is the Commission going to persuade the govern-
ments, what legal instruments can it use to bring pres-
sure to bear on them in an effon to discipline the
markets ?
The second point on which you also want proposals to
be submitted is reduction of demand. There, of course,
we have to trust the Member States themselves to
organize the reduction in demand and consumption.
But many of these States are poorly prepared and the
srtuation varies appreciably from one country to
another. Does the Commission envisage Community
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laws which would help rc fill rhe gaps lefr by national
legislation in this connection?
The third problem is stock management. How can the
companies be persuaded to draw on their stocks rarher
than go to the spot market? This inrcresting question
ries in with another, more complex, problem, since the
stocks of cenain Community countries are situated in
other Community countries. \7ould not rhe enactment
of Community legislation guaranteeing the free availa-
bility of stocks established by one country on the terri-
rcry of another be a practical and effective way of
improving stock management? This appears to me
self-evident, but in a panic situation everyone is afraid
that countries which have on their territory stocks
established by other countries will put national interesr
before free movement, using the crisis or the shonage
as a pretext. \flhat is needed therefore is Community
legislation that would guarantee free movement and
use of stocks.
As regards measures to increase production, it is plain
that we have not as yet explored the possibiliries
offered by flexibility of production. Let me explain. In
North Sea oil extraction, as in any rational production
operation, the actual flow is not the theoretical maxi-
mum flow because, firstly, we want to recover the gas
and, secondl/r we have to carry out servicing and
overhauls. This gives a certain flexibiliry permitring
production to be raised in the shon rerm, say for a few
months, even though it could not be done in rhe long
term without risk to the environmenr, production, etc.
Since it may be assumed that the war between Iraq and
Iran will not last for years it is possible that in the
shorter term 
- 
for a year or a year and a half 
- 
use
could be made of rhe oil companies' capacity to
increase their rate of extraction so as ro meet market
needs over a fairly short period.
The fifth problem is that of prices. It is now plain rhat
efforts to distribute stocks and supplies more fairly
between rhe counrries in accordance wirh rheir needs
could be thwarted by the huge distorrions of consumer
prices still prevalent in the Community. Steps should
surely be taken to remove rhe advantages or disadvan-
tages systematically enjoyed or suffered by individual
supply regions.
Finally, as regards the problems of allocating quotas in
times of shortage, I believe thar under the Interna-
tional Energy Agency agreemenrs the Commission or
the international authonties may, when cenain levels
of shortage are established, take measures to allocate
supply quotas. \7ould it nor be useful ro have interme-
diate stages where the Commission could already be
given powers wirhout waiting for the development of
an excessively serious shonage, which could result
from a fall-off in supply on the markets?
There, Mr Davignon, are some questions that I would
like to put to you on the eve of the meeting we shall be
having with the Council. Is the Commission not
perhaps a little timid and not specific enough in the
proposals which ir is to put forward? \flould ir nor
carry more conviction in irc dealings with the Member
States if its proposals were more coherent and more
thoroughly worked out?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, I thank the Commis-
sioner for his reassuring speech, even though I find it
very hard to agree with him. I must support the deep
concern of our other speakers so far in this debate.
Last week people were talking as if the Iraq-Iran war
was nearly over and saying that the Vest had ridden
the storm. The major arrack this weekend reminds us
that the storm is still continuing. It is going to get
worse. Mr President, you will remember the Bible
story of Belshazzars Feast. Over 2 000 years ago
Belshazzar was King of Babylon 
- 
the very country
now involved rn the war with Iran. During an ungodly
feasr mysterious fingers wrote unintelligible messages
on the wall. These were called the writing on the wall.
Only the prophet Daniel could interpret this message.
It said 'you are weighed in the balance and found
wanting; your kingdom is divided'. Those fingers
might well have been talking about Europe today and
the divided situation we have on energy policy. I could
substitute Davignon for Daniel.
The Community reaction to [he latest oil crisis is
definitely inadequate. Ve still have no united energy
policy. Our response to this crisis has been too little
and too late and we are dancing at the feast, oblivious.
How many more warnings must we have before we
heed the writing on the wall? How much longer is
Europe to be dependent for its energy supplies and its
whole economy on an unstable part of the world?
As a result of the present war 4 million barrels of oil a
day have been lost, 3.2 to rhe $?'est and 0.8 ro Come-
con. The main losers have been France, Brazil, Japan
and Austria. But the full effect of this has been delayed
because oil tankers already on the high seas have
continued to deliver rheir load at the pre-war rate.
Also, Saudia Arabia has increased its production to
10.4 million barrels a day and the '!7est has built up
enormous stocks which are helping us at the moment.
But despite all this, speculation has bumped up oil
prices by 420/o in the last 6 weeks, and I do nor under-
stand Commissioner Davignon's contention that it is a
steady controlled increase. It is not. And this increase
has come about because we have ignored Sheikh
Yamani's request to use the stocks ro avoid a price
scramble. Indeed, as Mr Linkohr was saying earlier
on, France seems to have ignored this request and is,
in fact, asking people not to use rheir stocks to stabil-
ize prices. And this is very bad.
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Has the Commission studied what may happen to this
already precarious situation? \7hat if Kuwait is drawn
into the battle? \U7hat if Saudi Arabia decides to bring
pressure to bear on the Americans to solve the Arab-
Israel crisis by cutting off their oil supplies, as they
could easily do. OPEC could run perfectly happily on
only 20 million barrels of oil a day. They do not need
ro sell 28 million. 'What would happen if the powers
hostile to the Vest managed to close the Strairc of
Hormuz? That would lose 15 million barrels of oil a
day, one-third of our total consumption. So this situa-
tion is really not tenable.
The Council must move faster to reduce the Commu-
niry's dependence on oi[. If the Council fails, look
what a grim prospect faces us. Rationing on the lines
that the Americans are now preparing, a ban on
Sunday motoring, a ban on leisure boating, tempera-
ture restrictions in buildings. But above all, the
Community will have to abandon all prospect of a
resumption of economic growth and a solution to our
oil-induced inflation and the high unemploymenr
which it produces.
In six weeks' time we shall have a new Commission
and a new Energy Commissioner. I hope the new
Commissron will adopt a more effective role in this
crisis. I do not mean that it has got to take more
powers or spend more money, but it must persuade
Member States that joint action is absolutely neces-
sary, and the Commission must act as a coordinator,
especially of investment in energy.
Vithin the European Democratic Group, Mr Presi-
dent, we have emphasized the close link between
energy investment and economic recovery. !fle
consider that one of the best solutions to unemploy-
ment and infladon is a dynamic energy investment
policy financed partly by some form of energy tax or
oil import lery and partly by loans.'!7ith a new Presi-
dent in the Vhite House who believes in the necessity
of nuclear power and the need to set free private
enterprise in the energy sector, as well as in increasing
exploration and much more energetic conservation,
we now have an opportunity ro go flat out for a major
investment initiative in energy conservation and alter-
native fuels. Together with him Europe must initiate
real discussions with the OPEC nations and the world
financial institutions on how to recycle OPEC
surpluses.
The oil companies and some governments often say
that there is no shortage of money for energy invest-
ment. I challenge this. The oil companies may well
have plenty of money to invest in relatively profitable,
riskless projects, but will they invest in the marginal,
long-term projects like enhanced oil recovery, explo-
ration for oil in the Third \7orld, nuclear power
invesrment in the smaller Member States of the
Community who cannot afford it but need it? New
financial initiatives for these aims are urgently
required. And this is where the Community can fulfil
an important coordinating and stimuIating role. I
welcome the decision to increase the Onoli facility by
500 million units of account. That is very welcome,
but ir is only a drop in the ocean. Ve need 50 million
units of account for investment in energy every year
for the next lO years, and we need also a lot more for
investment in the Third Vorld. That is why we want
to recycle OPEC surpluses. That is why we advocate
an oil import and production lery or some sort of
enerBy [ax.
Incidentally, I would like to quickly clear up one illu-
sion on the oil import lery. As it is conceived, Britain
would not benefit from it any more than any other
Member State. The North Sea produces thin, high-
grade oil. It does not produce the heary oil that we
have to imporr. Brirain imported 54 million ronnes of
crude oil last year 
- 
half our total production. As I
see it, we would have to pay a lery on that amount,
just like any other Member State. Funhermoie, Britain
would have to p^y a lery on the oil she produces, as I
understand the Commission's plan. So Britain is going
to be exactly on the same basis as everyone else where
this import lery is concerned, and I would like the
Commissioner to confirm that.
Finally, Mr President, a word on energy prices and
raxes. They greatly affect the fair competition that we
all advocate in the Community. Britain has pursued a
clear policy to discourage the use of energy by raising
rhe price of all energies to compare with world oil
prices. This is a harsh policy, but it is the right one. It
is causing a Brear outcry in British industry which is
convinced that it is having to pay much more for elec-
tricity, oil and gas than its competitors on the Conti-
nent. The tomato and lettuce growers of Sussex have
proof that competitors in the Netherlands are getting
their gas much more cheaply than they are.
'!7hat is more, it is scandalous that consumers of elec-
triciry on the Continent are getting substantial
discounts when they consume larger quantities. Vhat
sort of conservation policy is that? !7e are trying to
discourage the use of electricity, not promote it.
Clearly electricity and gas suppliers are schizophrenic
and they have got the whole question of objectives
completely mixed up. Living in an artificially cheap
energy situation is like a farmer killing his milch cow
to eat rt. It is accelerating the day when nonrenewable
sources of energy will run out. Already we are
consuming the world's supply of oil much faster than
we are discovering new sources. !fl'e are discovering 15
billion barrels a year and using 20 billion.
\flith this scenario I implore the Council of Ministers
and Member States to see the logic of giving much
more support to the Commission in organizing joint
action to deal with rhe long-term crisis which has only
been accentuated by the last Middle East war. Our
future depends on the vision which the Council shows
in the next few months.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, my rime is too limired to permir me ro trear
adequarely the rhemes which have been proposed. I,
too, trust it will be possible to examine rhe question
more thoroughly, in the presence of the Council, in
rhe next parliamenrary sitring. I would like to say that,
if it is not wise to 'scream before you are hun', it is
nevertheless prudenr to take protective measures when
risks are presenr; therefore rhe discussion we have
undertaken is, in my opinion, a valid one, perr.inenr
and opponune in the conrexr of the current political
scene.
I must say that I much appreciated rhe response given
by Mr Davignon in the preceding debare. I was slighrly
less impressed by a certain oprimism, or, ar leasr, a
perhaps excessive confidence shown by rhe Commis-
sion in its evaluarion of our questions. 'We co-aurhored
these three questions because we do nor consider them
to be rhetorical; we believe on rhe conrrary rhar rhey
clarify some extremely inreresring points, which musr
be provided for with precise aims and polidcal orienra-
uons.
Commissioner Davignon urges us not to be anxious.
'S7'e 
cannot be lulled into accepting rhe illusion rhar we
possess reserves greater [han rhe obligarions we
assumed in the 1974 agreemenr which would allow us
to resist recession for longer than we had supposed.
This is nor enough, for, as Mr Linkohr was saying, rhe
situation has greatly dereriorated of lare, and it has
assumed implications unknown in the past. For this
reason we urge the Commission to communicate our
anxieties to the Council.
It should also be stated quire clearly thar rhe solutions
we must envisage are polirical in nar.ure and made up
of political measures, for we have been aware of a
tentative gesture in the direction of old means of pres-
sure and intervention on the international level, which
we believe to be totally inappropriare. The gunboars of
the indusrialized countries should no longer take the
sea to protect raw materials. Ve believe there is a
more efficient weapon, more important, more
modern, and more just: polirical negotiation and colla-
boration.
'\7e 
appeal to the Council ro acr on rhis fundamental
problem, for ir is only by rhis means that we can hope
to attain the goals we have set for ourselves.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland ro speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, whilsr, like some of
my colleagues, I was convinced by what Commissioner
Davignon had to say in his previous sratement, even if
I did not go along with all his conclusions, I must say
that as far as the present debate is concerned I am not
in the least convinced. In fact, I have to confess thar I
am deeply disappointed.
The consequences of the war between Iraq and Iran
were felt immediately, despire the effons of some of
the Gulf countries which increased their production.
The deficit at the moment is 2 OOO 000 barrels per day.
Those in authority losr no time in reassuring public
opinion by announcing that stocks were ar a very high
level 
- 
120 days 
- 
and thar there was no risk of
shortages for at leasr ayeart
Even if it may upset some people I have to say, Mr
President, that I utterly reject this philosophy. \fle
must tell the public the truth and adjusr our energy
strategies to stark reality. Now, what is the truth?
Certainly, we do have 120 days's supply, bur this boils
down to 30 days since, as has been pointed ou!, we
have to mainrain strategic stocks of 90 days. And the
world situation is such that no responsible polidcian
would begin today to draw on the straregic stocks. Ve
thus have only 30 days' stocks available, and some of
this has already been used, and we have a deficit of
2 000 000 barrels per day. Even if the war between
Iraq and Iran were ro end tomorrow (a number of
experts have visited the installations that have been
destroyed or damaged in the two countries), ir would
take close on a year to rebuild and recommission rhe
installatrons in these two countries. The truth is rhat
we have a shortage akeady now and, as Mr Seligman
pointed out, rarioning could come tomorrow.
A rise in the price of crude oil is rherefore inevitable.
And let's face it, Mr Presidenr, we Europeans will be
partially responsible for ir. In rhe face of shonage and
the threat of rationing Europe is still unable ro demon-
strate solidarity and responsibility. Selfish and uncoor-
dinated atcitudes will lead a number of our counr,ries
to buy on the Rorterdam spor market, at any price. In
fact, rhe price just doesn't mater.
Accusations against France had been levelled by Mr
Linkohr and Mtiller-Hermann. It is possible rhat my
country is at the moment resorting to the Ro[terdam
spot market for supplies, but given rhe narure of rhe
rises produced by the Rotterdam spot market France
can in no way be blamed for these rises. It is nor a
problem generated by any individual country, it is a
general problem and ir is thar general problem which
we have to contend with.
Prices will naturally surge forward and, as usual, will
give an excellent alibi io the hard-line OPEC counrries
for an appreciable increase in rheir official uriffs. It is
high time that the European Council and our enerty
ministers took decisions enabling us ro ger the free
market in hand.
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Moreover, all possible steps must be taken to reduce
rapidly our dependence on oil. That is an absolute
priority.
Mr Davignon, you bear a heary responsibility in the
eyes of this Assembly, for it is you who will have to
define a European policy and get it on the move,
something which the Commission has in the past failed
to do. In this connection what you have said makes me
fear that the Commission will not show sufficient
determination or political clearsightedness to over-
come the total absence of political will in the Council,
with which we are only too familiar. If the Commis-
sion does not set an example we shall never Bet
anywhere.
Ladies and gentlemen, unemployment is constantly on
rhe minds of us al[. Ve know that employment
depends on the health of the economy, and that this in
turn depends on energy. To reduce this dependence
on oi[, r'hilst we have to distinguish between the shon
and the medium [erm, a Community energy policy is
an indispensable adjunct to the national policies.
In the short term, Mr Davignon, we believe that two
measures are called for. Firstly, we have to launch at
European level an imaginative energy-saving policy,
and, forgive me for saying so, Commissioner, in my
view we must on no account play down the seriousness
of the situation and we must also provide appropriate
motivation.
In each of our coun[ries we have acted in isolation,
raking rhe easiest measures. The hardest tasks remain
to be faced, and we must face them together. If you
want to create a sense of responsibiliry amongst
Europe's citizens, you must cut out the wastes that we
can now no longer afford. Make industrial managers
shoulder their responsibilities! Install in homes, facto-
ries and offices thermostats tha[ will ensure that a
given maximum temperature is not exceeded.
Commissioner, it is high time to launch a large-scale
Community energy-saving policy with common objec-
tives and instruments. Ladies and gentlemen, this
large-scale European plan must be implemented, bur I
do not have the time to spell out . . .
President. 
- 
You have been allocated five minurcs
speaking time, but you have already spoken for five
minutes and fony-two seconds. I must ask you there-
fore to conclude.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my Group has not
used up its speaking time, for other speakers are to
follow and I have an arrangement with them.
The second measure we must take is rapidly to diver-
sify our consumption. For this we need a policy on
coal, [o which Mr Mtiller-Hermann referred. But
there is another problem, Commissioner, we need a
Community policy on energy and joint investment in
new technologies and energies, matters which the
Liberal and Democratic Group will go into in detail in
the major debate scheduled for January.
In conclusion, we must set an example in the months
ahead and in the major energy debates to be held in
this Parliament. They will provide us a unique oppor-
tunity to show our effectiveness, and the Commission
will bear a heavy responsibility when it comes to
sketch out future prospects for us in January. Insdl a
sense of common purpose in our Bovernments,
reawaken the citizens of Europe, find the resources,
techniques and instruments needed to overcome this
extraordinary upheaval that is threatening the very
foundations of our industrial society, that, Mr Presi-
denr, is rhe great challenge before us.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Hammerich from the Group
for the Technical Coordination and Defence of Inde-
pendent Groups and Members.
Mrs Hammerich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, there are
sometimes grounds for optimism in a situation. It has
pleased me much during this debate to note the
complete absence of requests to ensure supplies of oil
rhrough military intervention. It was also pleasing to
hear Commissioner Davignon state that he regarded
himself not only as the guardian of the Treaty, but as
its servant. This is a very correcl and humble attitude.
I would therefore ask M. Davignon to look at Point 3
in the document we have been discussing today. There
he will find a rather hasty example of energy policy in
Parliament's decision on intervention in the energy
sector. Briefly, rhis states that in such cases, Parliament
will take upon imelf a cenain power, a cenain author-
ity as a law-making body at the expense of the Council
and also the national assemblies. Ve cannot agree with
rhis, nor can our Government, nor, do I believe, can
the Commissioner, as there is an implicit extension of
competence here. I would greatly appreciate his
opinion on this point.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Charzat.
Mrs Charzat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the alarming
international situation and the absence of a Commu-
nity energy policy are posing a serious threat to. the
future of the Europe we are trying to build.
In rhe autumn of 1980, just as in the autumn of lasr
year, oil prices on the free markets increased dramati-
cally. In 1979 most of the Member States regarded the
overthrow of the Iranian monarchy as a fortuitous
event which would soon be over. In 1980 those same
Member States were forecasting that the Iraq-Iran
conflict would be short-lived.
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The truth is that the constant underestimating of inter-
national tension since rhe Yom Kippur war of 1973 by
the European Economic Communiry is based on a
carefully calculated policy. It appeared convenienr to
the governments in power to justify the economic
crisis and the rise in unemployment by the growing
cost of oi[. The reluctance of the Member States to
implement a concerted energy policy has been
exploited by the governments.
And yet the oil problem has placed the Community's
economic and polirical survival in jeopardy. In the first
place because the situation in the Middle East has
srcadily destabilized since 1978. The '!flest's main
source of supply in hydrocarbons, the Middle East
region, has been shaken by the fall of the Iranian
monarchy, the upheaval in Mecca, the prolonged
detention of the American diplomam in Iran, the
agBravation of the Israeli-Arab problem and, now, the
Iraq-Iran war.
Even more than the price of oil, the conflicr between
Iraq and Iran underlines rhe facr rhar rhe shipmenr of
crude is becoming a major supply problem for the
consuming countries. In view of the growing number
of trouble spo[s in the Middle East, the Community's
continued strong dependence on oil in the decade
ahead underlines its extreme vulnerabiliry.
Events in the Middle East hit Europe more rhan any
other area. It would be futile to regard as transient rhe
extreme instability of the Persian Gulf. The evil influ-
ence of the oil muldnationals is holding back a struc-
tural effort which rhe counrries of rhe Communiry
need to make in the energy sector in the decade ahead.
At the moment the price of oil on rhe free markets has
reached 40 dollars a barrel. In order ro increase their
profits the multinationals are seeking ro cash in on
their stocks. Such a policy will in turn lead the OPEC
countries to introduce sharp rises in the price of crude
in December. The multinarionals are crearing condi-
tions which are likely to lead ro consranr and grave
confrontations wirh the oil-producing countries. They
are following their own straregy, which is designed
neither to safeguard supplies nor ro secure supplies ar
a more reasonable cosr. Their action is totally at odds
with all efforts to reach stable and balanced agree-
ments with the countries of the Third \florld. Ar rhe
end of 1979 the counrries of rhe Community proved
incapable gf counteracring the swingeing increases in
the price on the free markets. As if thar were not
enough, a misguided decision by rhe United States led
the American multinationals to launch a veritable
economic war againsr the Community countries, caus-
ing a further upsurge in oil prices.
One year later the situation looks like repearing irself.
It shows chat the measures for analysing the free
markets by rhe Commission, like the measures for
recording impons of crude into rhe Communiry, are
ineffectual in pracrice. These measures do nothing ro
deter specularion on rhe oil market. A few monrhs ago
the Socialist Group voted in favour of arrangements to
regulate transactions on [he free market. It can only
take note of the Commission's imporence, the impor-
ence of the governments and the lack of coordinarion
among them, which is once again resulting in a price
explosion and a scramble by the companies ro replen-
ish their stocks. The present conflicr berween Iraq and
Iran hightights a major polidcal fact of life, namely
that if the Community counrries do not get rogether to
develop on a large scale sources of energy to replace
oil then they will be abdicaring in favour of the multi-
nationals and rhe Inrernational Energy Agency. Ir is
true that Saudi Arabia and the Emirates are increasing
their production to compensare for the lost deliveries
from Iraq and Iran. However, the political develop-
ment of the situarion in the Middle Easr is rending ro
allow the United Srates and the big powers to call rhe
tune, through the Inrernationa[ Energy Agency, when
it comes to the allocarion of rhe available oil supplies.
As a result, the Community no longer funcrions within
the framework of its own legally esmblished insritu-
tions. This explains rhe inenia of the Community
policy in regard to energy. This explains also the abdi-
cation of the Commission, and rhe Council, in the face
of efforts to implement policies aimed at developing
substitutes for oil. At rhe time of rhe Iran crisis, and
now since the beginning of the Iraq-Iran war, the sole
reaction on the pan of rhe Community instirutions is
to slash the energy budger, coflrrary ro the recommen-
dations of the Committee on Energy of this Assembly.
The dilution of the Community's own legal institu-
tions under the influence of a loose grouping operar-
ing under American prorecrion leads ro denial to
Communrty citizens of access to information on [he
real energy situation, in particular as regards oil
supplies.
If, in the Community as a whole, oil consumption has
been 9 0/o below what it was in rhe corresponding
period of 1979 rhis is nor because of measures ro
reduce dependence on oil. The fall in the consumprion
of oil is due to the economic crisis. Vith their toral
apathy both the Commipsion and rhe Council are
surrendenng to the blind laws of the invisible hand, at
a time when the mechanisms governing rhe operation
of the oil market are functioning less and less satisfac-
torily. It is not by bureaucratic edicrs, such as bans on
the use of cars on Sundays, thar rhe Community will
be able [o compensare for its enormous energy handi-
cap. As I see it, there is no energy crisis but there is a
crisis and bankruprcy of the economic policies
adopted. Energy, especially with rhe developmenr of
subsritution energies, is cenainly nor scarce. Since rhe
first oil crisis of 1973 the Member Srates have simply
lacked the will ro invest massively in energy alrerna-
tives to oil. Nuclear power is seven years behind
schedule. The coal sector is nor exploited sufficiently.
In France coal has been deliberately sacrificed. The
new technologies that would permit solar and georher-
mal energy to be harnessed are held back by the srrare-
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gies of the big multinationals. Since energy investment
is still sub.lected to the criterion of short-rerm profita-
bility, rhe development of energy production has been
impeded and the Community has to this day failed as
regards energy redeployment. Apan from the
Commission's and the Council's responsibility in the
matter, the public authorities in the Member States
have not played the determining role with respect to
energy invesrment. And as far as the period 1980-1990
is concerned the time available for the vital redeploy-
ment is now very shon.
In conclusion let me say that the Community's inade-
quate effon in the energy sector, as regards coopera-
rion between the States, the information made availa-
ble to the crtizen and public investment, are placing
the Community's future in jeopardy. As long as the
Community continues to suffer from this crippling
handicap it can enjoy no credibility in international
politics. A Euro-Arab dialogue and North-South
cooperation will remain pipe-dreams until Europe
shows its determination to achieve independence in
the field of energy.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Peter Vanneck.
Sir Peter Vanneck. 
- 
I agree with the last speaker
that it is our independence that is at stake. !(i'e are
immensely vulnerable in this respect, given this threat
in the Gulf, and it is the bottleneck of the Strait of
Hormuz that worries me particularly.
As the defence hawk of our European Democratic
Group here, I am extremely concerned about the
vulnerability of Europe in respect of energy supplies
and, of course, in this case I am concerned with oil,
not nuclear energy, on which I speak in another
forum. I am immensely concerned about the vulnera-
bility of our supplies from the Persian Gulf. !7e feel,
and I am not trying to pre-empt Mr d'Ormesson's
motion nor Mr Diligent's report on that motion,
extreme concern about the security of our supplies of
oil right down the Indian Ocean round that important
Cape of Good Hope with its wonderful naval base at
Simonstown and the whole way up to the Tropic of
Cancer where NATO takes over.
But it could all be throtrled at the Straits of Hormuz,
and it is in that respect that I am concerned over these
muddied delta waters of the Euphrates and the Tigris
in which the great powers are fishing. I am very
anxious that Russia should now be blocked 
- 
and
since we have the Madrid Conference on at the
moment it is, I hope, indeed being blocked 
- 
in what
it is attempting to do in Afghanistan and in Poland;
bur it may now turn its attention to exacerbating the
conflict in Iran and Iraq, so that we may lose some of
rhe oil that we should have from the Persian Gulf
through the Straits of Hormuz.
Thar is why, in the very shon time that is left to me, I
would like to make a suggestion, Mr President, that
the Commission might turn its mind to, namely that
the Commission, and the Council of Ministers, might
give thought to an initiative, and perhaps even provide
financing, for some sort of pipeline scheme that would
link the Persian Gulf with the Mediterranean. And our
friends, and they are undoubtedly our friends in places
like Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, would not feel them-
selves hamstrung by the potential of hopelessness in
the Gulf region and we could see oil supplies coming
across overland and not risk this hernia in Hormuz.
President. 
- 
I calI Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) It is
clear that Parliament is not entirely satisfied with the
explanations I gave, and I understand its reactions. But
I believe that rn this connection we must be extremely
clear and precise.
In the first place we have had a debate on the problem
of energy as a whole, and Mrs Charzat surveyed the
whole picture and put forward serious criticisms with
regard to everything that should have been done and
has not been done. For my part, I tried to keep within
the context of the oral question as redefined by the
Bureau, and this concerns the immediate problem.
\Thitst the situation is already difficult if one has to
reply to precise questions, it becomes even more diffi-
cult when one is reproached for not replying to ques-
tions that were never put . . .
Secondly, what is rhe ambiguity of the situation? It is
rhat the Commission would not think it responsible at
the present stage merely ro describe rhe difficulries
without at rhe same time stating what the solution
should be, for otherwise we might produce what we
do nor want to produce. I wanred to get that across to
Parliament. Ve have decided, and this has been a
point I dwelt on throughout my statement, thar the
Commission and Council musr make sure of being in a
position [o prevent matters from getting worse.
Until now things have not got worse. So far the
dangerous factor on the free market has been not the
price bur the quantiries. \Vhy do prices rise so quickly
on the free market? It is because it is such a restricted
market, the quantities available are so small that even a
tiny variation in quantities results in a very large varia-
rion in price. In this instance it is not the price which
gives cause for concern but the question whether rhis
price will lead to a change in the price of the bulk of
supplies. It is there that the difficulry might arise and it
is precisely this difficulty that we want to avoid. And
so rhe imponant thing in the immediate term is how
precisely the governments are to arrange with the
Community and the other states to compensate in real
terms for the shortfall of two million barrels of oil per
day, which is the problem facing the international
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community. The quantity is nor in fact a large one,
and it is absurd to rhink that we shall nor find a way of
overcoming the difficulty. Once we have raken sreps ro
compensate this shonfall of two million barrels per
day it is of course true thar we shall not have solved
the energy problem, and there I am obviously in full
agreement with Mr Herman, Mr Galland and the
others who made that point.
The first thing, rhen, is ro prevent rhe worst.from
happening, that is to say an upsurge of prices and a
repetition of the developments during the Iranian
crisis, but we musr then go on to tackle our energy
problem. Thar is why I said that ir seemed important'
to us to hold a debate on [he issue in January, and rhat
is why I announced rhat ar rhe beginning of next week
we should be submirting a review drawn up by rhe
Commission serting our rhe main areas where acrion
was needed.
The answer I give you roday is therefore this: The
Commission's priority is to ensure that on 27 Novem-
ber the Council rakes the measures necessary ro prev-
ent this shortfall of two million barrels per day leading
to additional strains on rhe market. Thar is the imme-
diate objective. And rhat is whar we shall do. Vhen we
get together again in December we shall be able ro see
to what extenr our effons have been successful. Our
immediare objective is m deal with rhe mosr pressing
problem; it is not to wonder what will happen if the
Srraits of Hormuz are blocked or rhe oil pipelines are
blown up. If some caraclysm ovenakes us, rha[ will be
different. But let us nor confuse rhe issue by indulging
in conjecture. Let us instead see how we can cope with
this deficit of two million barrels and ler us esrablish a
genuine overall Community energy policy. That was
the point I was trying to make, norhing more, norhing
less. That is the priority we have set ourselves, to
ensure that we can control our own destiny.
And now I should like ro say something ro you, Mrs
Charzat.'!7hat we have had here is an allegation 
-which I urterly reject 
- 
rhat the Commission does not
have the will to work for Europe's independence. If
that allegarion were rrue rhen everyrhing we are doing
would have no meaning. It would be ridiculous. !7e
have immediate measures ro take. Let us rry to take
them, and to do so well, and let us then return to the
problem as a whole aker preparing the ground
thoroughly and esmblishing what we want ro talk
about. \7hen the rime comes, rhe Commission will give
you precise and specific replies, as it has done in
connection wirh rhe reporr by Mrs von Alemann.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I have received rwo morions for resolutions with
request for an early vore, pursuant to Rule a7 $) of
the Rules of Procedure, ro wind up the debate on rhe
oral question on Community oil supplies from the
Middle East (Doc. l-592/80):
- 
by Mr Mdller-Hermann, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party (CD Group), and Mr
Sehgman, on behalf of the European Democratic
Group (Doc. 1-598/80)
- 
by Mr Linkohr, on behalf of rhe Socialist Group, Mr
Mtiller-Hermann, on behalf of rhe Group of the
European People's Pany (CD Group), Mr Ippolito
and Mr Veronesi (Doc 1-599180).
The vote on these requesrs for an early vote will be
taken at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
12. Multiannual Community programme in
biomo lecular engineering
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-521/80) by Mr Schmid, on behalf of rhe Committee
on Energy and Research, on
the proposal from rhe Commission of the European
Communiries to rhe Council (Doc. 1-750/79) for a
multiannual Community programme of research and
development in biomolecular engrneering (indirect
action 1981-1985).
I call Mr Schmid.
Mr Schmid, rapporteur 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, on 10 January of rhis year the Swiss
molecular biologisr Charles \(eissmann announced ro
the world's press in Boston thar his team of research
workers had succeeded in culruring bacteria which
produce Interferon. Interferon is considered to be rhe
cancer cure of the future and as the super-weapon
againsr virus diseases. At present ir is the mosr expen-
sive substance in the world. One gram of Interferon is
ten million times more expensive than one gram of
gold. The shares of the company which has Mr Veiss-
mann under contract rose by 25 0/o rhe nexr day. '!7ha[
conclusions should be drawn from this? Genetic engi-
neering, the controlled change of bacteria, orher
micro-organisms and also planrs, undoubrcdly has an
economic future. There is also a future in the use 
-this is covered by the second pan of rhe research
programme submitred by rhe Commission 
- 
of
enzymes in chemical synrhesis. Even if only one-tenth
of the projects now being discussed are implemenred,
biotechnology will assume enormous economic
importance over rhe nexr few years. This discussion
centres, for example, on the production of hormones,
vaccines and andbiorics, rhe substitution of energy-
intensive nirrogen fenilizers, rhe cultivarion of
improved plants and cheaper chemical synthesis using
less energy. The importance of such projecrs is
obvious. On the other hand, there has for many years
been a heated discussion, triggered off by the scienris-
ists themselves, on [he possible risks of genetic mani-
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pulation, that is of changing the genotype of micro-or-
ganisms and plants. This debate was not sparked off by
some accident or other at the time. Fonunately
norhing has happened so far. The research workers
have been cautious, because in this case they have
taken account of the possible risks from the outset. For
example, a scientist working for General Electric in
the Unircd States of Amerika, who implanred genes
inro coli bacteria to enable these bacteria to decom-
pose cellulose, eventually destroyed his organisms
because if the bacteria escaped from his laboratory,
they could cause epidemics of diarrhoea.
The risk involved in the use of certain technologies,
for example nuclear energy, which we have discussed
today at some length, is esrablished by assessing the
probability of damage occurring. The cases themselves
are known. The possible consequences are also
known. What has to be assessed is the likelihood of
something happening. In genetic engineering,
however, rhe scientist refers to hypothetical risks,
because, no information is at present available on inci-
denm which have had harmful effects. For this reason
possible incidents taking the form of scenarios are
taken as the basis. Most of these scenarios concern
new anificial parhogens of the disturbance of the bio-
logical balance, which is already in danger.
Ve now come to the most important point, and I
would ask you to listen very carefully. Compared with
a technical facility, the danger possbily emanating
from artifical organisms is not limited to a given
geographical area. It has been possible to remove the
contaminated soil around Seveso. Even if the reactor
at Three Mile Island had exploded, the effects would
have been horrific, but they would nevertheless have
affecred a limited area. But dangerous micro-organisms
released into the environment multiply spontaneously
and spread spontaneously. They can never again be
fetched back into the laboratory where they were
created. For this reason above all others panicular
caution is required. And that is why we need suprana-
rional regulations, because microbes do not have pass-
ports to show when they cross frontiers, even if some
people apprently still believe this as they proclaim their
national sovereignty.
So we need supranational safety regulations. All the
more so as the safety problems to which the transition
from the research laboratory to industrial production
have not yet been solved by any means. The discus-
sions on this have no[ yet been concluded, but are still
in their initial snges.
In view of these factors, which no one can deny, the
Committee on Energy and Research generally
approves the Commission's proposal for a programme
of research and development in biomoleclar engineer-
ing, bur ca[s for certain amendments to be made. The
Commission has assured the committee that it intends
ro incorporate most. of these amendments. I take the
precaution of bringing this rc the attention of the
Commissioner present 
- 
rf he is prepared to listen.
I would draw the Commissioner's attention to the fact
rhat if the Commission does not accept our ideas, we
shall have to make extensive use of our budgetary
rights. I can say this on behalf of all the groups,
because the committee adopted the report vinually
unanimously. Amendments have been tabled m this
report by the members of the Committee on Budgets
ro give some of our proposals more definite shape. \7e
want to see them incorporated into the Council reso-
lution. I should, however, make it quite clear that that
does not mean that we are forgetting the rest of our
proposals. \7e expect the Commission to adopt all of
them.
The most important demands we make are as follows:
Firstly, the programme must be tightened up. It must
concentrate on a small number of objectives. \7e shall
not allow the Commission to take what is in effect
political action in setting the targets itself by indicating
as wide a range of objectives as possible. This Parlia-
ment owes it to imelf to set these political targets.
Secondly, we call for a precise definition of the
requirements of a social and economic nature in the
nexr two years. The almost ritual reference to the
competition in the United States and Japan is no
substitute for a genuine European industrial policy
wirh accurately defined objectives and methods. To
give an example, rhe Commission refers in its proposal
to the enormous number of Japanese patents in a
certain sector. I have checked this. Some of these
patents concern the production of ingredients of soya
sauce. I happen to be very fond of Asian food, ladies
and gentlemen, but I fail to see how these patents can
be so important in relation to the world market.
Thirdly, we call for more effecdve progress reporting
and for the involvement in such reporting of highly
qualified scientists who are not themselves paflicipat-
ing in this programme and benefiting financially from
it. \7e find che present method inadequate.
Fourthly, the observance of the national safety regula-
rions we have in our Member States is at present
ensured for the most pan not by law but by making
rhe financing of research work dependent on compli-
ance wirh directives. Allocations from the Community
must not therefore be allowed to undermine these
national directives.
Fifrhly, we set particular store by further research into
safety questions and panicularly into the problems
connecred with industrial application. Ve expect this
ro be included in the programme as a new item. Ve
also expect this because the scientists themselves do
not show any great enthusiasm to bother with such
matrers, on the principle that they cannot make a
career out of such things.
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The committee also proposes that the advisory
committee for this research programme should be
composed differently. In rhe past the national govern-
ments have delegared rhree represenrarives each ro
these advisory programme commirrees. !7'e should like
to see one-third appointed by the governments and
two-thirds by the Commission. Vhy? Firsrly, because
otherwise there is at least a risk 
- 
I will choose my
words carfully 
- 
of these advisory proBramme
committees acting as mini-Councils, which cannor be
the purpose of the exercise.
Secondly, because experience shows, as things now
stand, that it is not highly qualified scientists who are
not appointed tci these advisory committees, but
usually officials from the national research bureaucra-
cies, who may be qualified for the tasks they have to
perform 
- 
I will not dispute that 
- 
but who are not
absolutely up to dare, and no one would expect them
to be, with scientific research and development in a
very advanced area.
On these points the committee was unanimous. The
only controversy occurred when we had to decide
whether two or three A posts were needed. The
ma;ority were in favour of three.
To conclude, I should like to say something about the
immediate objectives of the programme. By this I
mean Beneric engineering on human beings. This is
not, I must make this quite clear, the subject of the
programme. But it is nor a Uropian idea. The firsr
experiments in this field have already been carried out
in Member States of the Community as well as other
countries. The search does not always follow a straight
line. Many important discoveries are the by-products
of research into other fields. This was, for example,
the case with the discovery of nuclear fission. Otto
Hahn was not trying to invent the atom bomb, but
what he found formed the basis for it. Research is not
therefore a pure art in the long run. Every event in the
history of science and technology shows that it is
simply wrong to imagine that a division can be made
into pure basic research and a subsequent application
for a given purpose, at which time the discussion on
values can begin. Ve must not therefore ignore the
future application of technologies now being devel-
oped. Ve are today spending money on experiments
on microorganisms and plants. I feel we must soon
begin the discussion on the consequences of and limits
[o genetic engineering on mankind if we do not want
to'be overraken and trampled underfoot by develop-
ments and so-called constraints tomorrow.
On the committee's behalf I ask you to approve this
motion for a resolution. On my own behalf I call on
members of all groups ro be prepared for discussions
on this subject in rhe nexr few months, because I
believe it would stand us in
European Parliament, were
depth.
(Applause)
, good stead if we, as a
to discuss this matter in
President 
- 
I call Mr Gautier ro speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Gautier 
- 
(D) Mr President, it is certainly not
easy to discuss this relatively complicated subjecr in so
short a trme, and I will rherefore rry ro be brief. But I
cannot promise that I will succeed.
To begin, I should like to congratulate Gerhard
Schmid, a member of my Group and also a professional
colleague, on discussing so complicated a subjecr in his
introductory statemenr in relatively simple terms, thus
enabling most members of this Parliamenr to under-
stand what is ar stake. He has shown thar we chemisrs
are also capable of thinking politically and of supporr-
ing draft scientific programmes in rhis field.
\7hen the Commission submitted its draft programme
early this year, I found, as a biotechnologist, my heart
beating much faster because my scientific colleagues
and I saw it as a new source of finance. The Commis-
sion's draft programme in fact covers practically every-
thing that can be and is being done at present. This
means that we scientists can apply to the Commission
for funds to finance our curren[ projects. But politi-
cally thrs means thar the Commission is not gpening
up any new fields of srimularing new programmes,
which a European programme should be expected to
do. \7e Socialists therefore welcome the fact rhat rhe
Commission has drawn up a programme on biomole-
cular engineering. But we should like to see it far more
concise and directed at fundamental areas of Euro-
pean policy, as Gerhard Schmid has said.
I should now like to make a few commenrs on rhe
programme as such and on the amendmenrs I have
tabled.
I have pbled an amendment calling for the delerion of
paragraph 2, which concerns generic engineering on
human beings, because rhis field does nor belong in
the programme. Bur the problem is exrremely impor-
[ant, because we know thar a very grea[ deal is now
being done rn this field, as Mr Schmid has already said
to some extent. However, [here are also genetic
screenrng methods, which are now being developed,
and methods for the diagnosis and pre-naral recogni-
tion of certain drseases.
This raises a number of moral problems, which we
shall have to discuss and on which my group will also
be taking appropriare acrion. But this has nothing ro
do with this programme on biomolecular engineering.
On paragraph 3 of Mr Schmid's morion for a resolu-
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tion 
- 
and this goes back ro the Commission's
explanatory memorandum where it srates that rhe
biotechnology programme will improve Europe's posi-
tion in the world market in future and will encourage
an approximation of scientific development in the
Member States 
- 
I should like to say the following:
I consider this to be rather ironic, because, for one
thing, one of the fundamental difficulties I see is that
there is no European energy policy and, for another,
the 5 m EUA a year the Commission intends to spend
for five years will not, with the best will in the world,
encourage any convergence within the European
Community. I would point out that the Federal
Republic alone spends [en times as much on biotech-
nology every year as the Community intends to spend
on research in ten countries. At best the Commission's
programme represents a modest impulse for the
encouragement of science and technology at European
level. But the document should have said so, rather
than talking about economic convergence or the
lmprovement of Europe's position in the world
market.
If the Commission wants to do something in this area,
ir might perhaps help biotechnology by suspending
certain import levies, on maize for example, because
rhey artificially increase the cost of many raw materi-
als used in biotechnology, which is not necessary.
I should now like to say a few words on project selec-
tion. A layman looking at this Commission programme
and seeing all rhe items under Projecrs 1, 3 and 5, will
find his head spinning. I myself have been working in
thrs field for seven years now, and all I can say to the
Commission is that, if it carries out only one of these
programmes and achieves really concentrated action,
that alone will consume the money available. Ve really
cannot accept this hodge podge of draft pro8rammes
and proposals and the Commission should concentrate
the money available on just a few. I have therefore
tabled a number of amendments seeking deletions
from the Schmid report and suggested that certain
areas should be omitted and the whole thing concen-
trated more specifically on those areas in which the
beginnings of a European policy exist. These include
the development of agriculture, to which Mr Schmid
has also referred, for example fertilizers and the use of
cellulose and other wastes for protein production.
Although we consider certain subjects important,
either the chemical industry irself can raise the neces-
sary finance, or else the question of implementation is
not of topical importance, an example being solar
energy. In some cases, there is not even a reference,
politically or scientifically, to these matters.
Mr President, to conclude, I should like to say a few
words abour safety, because I have tabled an amend-
menr on this in which the committee calls on the
Commission to be guided by the most stringent direc-
rives wherq rhe national safety regulations diverge too
far. I have called for this reference to be deleted, not
because my Group does not s/ant to see the strictest
possible safety directives to protect workers and the
public against possible dangers. No one wants to pre-
dict the dangers when little is known about the poten-
tial risks from, rhe scientific premises and findings.
Nevertheless, opinions differ very considerably within
the scientific community. There have been cases, for
example, where people 
- 
in the USA, for instance 
-have lost their jobs because they conducted experi-
ments which were banned in the USA but which are
allowed in laboratories in Germany. People have
therefore found themselves in an intolerable competi-
tive siruarion, because they have had to work under
difficult conditions. \7e therefore consider it reasona-
ble to harmonize the directives, but it will be difficult
to enable the Member States to raise the safety
requirements to a high enough level for the whole
programme to be coordinated. If, for example,
Denmark says it does not want to participate in bio-
molecular engineering at European level, it can make
its safety requirements so strict that nothing can be
done in that country.
Mr President, I come to the end of my statement. I
regret that I am not able to comment on the Commis-
sion's spending, as I would like to have done. I wanted
to make a comparison with the costs incurred by
German scientists and so put things into perspective.
But rhere is unfortunately no time for this.
President 
- 
I am sorry that I must urge you to be
brief, bur I should like to get this item at least over and
done with today. I trust therefore that I may count on
your understanding.
I call Mr Fuchs to speak on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Party (Christian-Denfocratic
Croup).
Mr Fuchs 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
wirh extreme brevity,.which is undoubtedly inappro-
priate in view of the importance of the subject, I
should like to say the following: we have just heard
rwo experts familiarizing the House with the subject,
as I see it, from a political point of view. I thank them
for this. But I should like to call on the Commission to
concentrate more on the political aspect when submit-
ring proposals of this kind in the future. It has been
fairly successful in concealing this aspect in its present
proposal. There should be a change of approach in the
future.
Secondly, reference has already been made, I believe,
to the importance of the programme, and to Mr
Gautier I would say that we should not underestimate
modesr contributions. Ve have the same situation with
other research programmes, but if we do not make a
start, we shall not make any progress. On behalf of my
Group I should like to place particular emphasis on the
importance of the programme for agricultural devel-
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opment. The American professor Vitrwer recenrly
said that the technical revolution in agricultural pro-
duction is now about to be followed by the biological
revolution, which will be more significanr than the
rechnical revolution. This alone, I feel, shows how
important this programme is.
But there is also cause for concern, about the safety
question, for example. Vhen we read in Mr Schmid's
explanatory statemen[ that safery is ar present eco-
nomically impossible where industrial applicarions are
concerned, we can but prick up our ears.'!7e rherefore
support the demand for particular importance to be
attached to the safety question. !7e hope that the
Commission will provide Parliamenr with accurate
information on [his aspecr. I feel this is something we
can expect of rhe Commission.
Secondly, there is concern abour genetic engineering
on human beings. This is surely a tightrope siruarion.
You can fall off a dghrope. 'S7e therefore need fixed,
clear ethical guidelines from the outser. In my view,
the debate musr begin now and such scientific deve-
Iopment must stop when human dignity is endangered.
I would remind you of the words of Pope John Paul II
at the UNESCO meedng in Paris in June of rhis year.\7e should nor say that rhis concerns only industrial
products and plants. Frequenrly rhe dividing line is
crossed unintentionally wirh terrible consequences.
\7e should be discussing this quesrion now, and this is
an imponant task for the European Parliament in
particular. In the light of the amendments adopted by
the committee and of Parliament's budgetary rights,
we approve this motion for a resolution.
President 
- 
I call Mr Beazley ro speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
I wish to put my full weight behind
Mr Schmid's excellent report. Biomolecular engineer-
ing is a revolutionary breakthrough in technology as
great as, if not greater than, the conquest of space.
The benefim it will bring ro rhe human race are almost
certainly more immediate. The Americans and the
Japanese are well ahead of the Europeans in develop-
ing this technology, and we have a long way to go to
catch up. \7e support the rapporteur in calling on the
Commission [o tighten up the programme and particu-
larly to ensure [hat clear goals are defined. Ve natur-
ally endorse the report's demand for the observance of
the strictest rules for safety in this new and, in many
aspecrs, as yer unexplored field. Finally, we approve
the idea that while certain forms of direct and coordi-
nated action are discussed, the indirect action
proposed by the Commission is regarded as the best
way to carry out this research programme. My
colleague, Mr De Ferranti, wished to make the point
rhat he would like to see full recognition by the
Community of the importance of this new technology
and that he would like to see a common market estab-
lished in this new rechnology.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colla.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like very
briefly to explain the few amendmenrc I have tabled,
which do not concern the content but the procedure
and the setting up of the advisory committee. My
amendments therefore refer to the text of the decision
and the annex submitted by the Commission. The first
amendment proposes a different text for Anicle 4, the
intention being that Parliament should be informed
after three years of developmenrc that have taken place
and that it should be able to deliver an opinion before
any revisions are made, thus preventing a situation in
which Parliament is formally notified after the changes
have been decided. The second amendment seeks to
replace the present text of the first paragraph of Annex
B with a clearer version that stresses the consultative
nature of the advisory committee. My third amend-
ment seeks to ensure that there is at least equal repre-
sentation on the advisory committee. I note the
rapporteur's proposal that two-thirds of the members
should be appointed by the Commission. My amend-
ment is therefore no more than an alternative should
his proposal be rejected. My fourth amendment calls
for the chairman of the advisory committee to be
appointed by the Commission. There is nothing
unusual about this, because it is a Commission
committee. And so I come to the last amendment, and
I would ask you to consider this carefully. The rappor-
teur's resolution does not take account of Mr Ryan's
amendment, which was approved by the Committee
on Budgets and which seeks to replace Anicle 2 with a
text consisting of two parts, a clause providing for the
repayment. of the assistance granted where resulrc are
achieved and products are marketed, and a rule that
the maximum contribution from the Commission
should be estimated ar 50 0/o.I should like to make an
addition to this amendment to the effect that, if rhis
percen[age is exceeded for some reason or other, a
specific decision must be taken by the Commission and
the budgetary aurhority notified beforehand. These
amendments concern only the practical application of
the general principles which Parliament approved ar
the time of its debate on the Batrersby reporr, on rhe
giving of a discharge in respect of the 1978 accounts.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I should like ro begin by thanking Mr Schmid
and the Committee on Energy and Research for the
very comprehensive and indeed searching repor[ on
the Commission's proposal. The repon recognizes the
importance of Community research and development
in the growth of European bio-industries and of Euro-
pean agriculture. If Europe lags behind Japan and the
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United States in the exploitation of modern biorech-
nologies, it is because the present research basis is
insufficienr and fragmented. It needs a push, it needs
organization, because at the moment research efforts
in the Member States are still too modest. Scienrisrs
are isolated in their own disciplines; information does
not. circulate properly between fundamental and
applied research; and rhere is no tight linkage between
the private sector and university laboratories.
This brings me to the objecr of our proposed
programme in biomolecular engineering, which is
precisely to stimulate multidisciplinary mission-
oriented research, which lies half-way between the
fundamental and the applied fields. The Commission,
after exrensive consultations with scienrists and with
industrialists, has identified some of the major bottle-
necks which prevenr innovarion and large-scale appli-
cation of modern biology to agriculture, pharmacy,
medicine, food industries and chemical indusrries. I
would insist on this point, if I may, in order ro answer
Mr Gautier's charge of excessive modesty. The
research needed for the removal of these borrlenecks is
difficult, complex, slow and nol necessarily spectacu-
lar. It is through the type of research which the
Commission advocates that the Communiry wilt be
able, in the long term, to produce new [ypes of plants
combining the propenies of different species and to
exploit the unique properties of enzymes for making
new compounds of high indusrial value. This is the
type of research we need in order to avoid, in relarion
to biotechnology, the kind of situation we have
encountered in the motor industry or in micro-proces-
There are no basic conrradicrions between the motion
for a resolution before the House and rhe policies
which the Commission inrends ro follow in rhe area of
research and development in biomolecular engineer-
ing. I should like, however, to commenr on rhree of
the points raised in the motion.
In paragraph 5 ir is recommended rhat rhe aims of the
programme be clearly defined and that the conrracrual
research work be executed with concrete and useful
applications in mind. Now while rhe Commission
obviously agrees wirh rhis recommendation, I musr
repeat that our proposal does not deal directly wirh
industrial and agricultural applicarions. Ir deals with
the removal of the botdenecks which prevent these
applications. Vhile the Commission will, of course,
always support research which is of a kind in the
medium or long term [o conrribute to rhe objectives
lisred in the report, it cannot for the time being modify
the very specific research goals which we have identi-
fied as prerequisites to new developments in biotech-
nology.
Paragraph 6 of rhe mot.ion deals with the composition
of the advisory committee for programme manage-
ment. Ir recommends that only one-third of the
members of the advisory'committee be appointed by
the governments of the Member States, wirh
t*'o-thirds being appoinred by the Commission. The
Commission, on the other hand, proposes in rhis case
to follow the stipulations set out by the Council reso-
lutron of 18 July 1977, which apply ro all Communiry
research programmes. This resolution provides thar
each national delegation shall consist of not more than
three officials appoinrcd by the Member States. The
delegation of the Commission shall also consisr of
three officials appointed by the Commission. As long
as the r6le of the advisory committee remains really
consultarive, the stipulations of rhe Council resolution
are, in my opinion, adequare and satisfactory. Before
implementing the various pans of the programme, the
Commission needs to know the opinions of the
Member States mking part in rhe programme and
should therefore consult experts appoinrcd by each
Member State. This does not at all prevent the
Commission from seeking additional advice and from
inviting as many outside experts as are needed to
attend, as observers, the meeting of the advisory
committee.
Now I fully agree with Mr Schmid when he stresses in
paragraph 7 of the morion the necessity that the advi-
sory committee include highly-qualified scientists.
This is, indeed, the central condition for the efficiency
and usefulness of an advisory committee, and I am
pleased to see it underlined.
Paragraph 9 (3) deals with the repaymenr of research
costs. I quite appreciate the proposal made on this
point. I would, however, point out that the Commis-
sion proposes to support medium and long-term
research. It would be extremely difficult for the
Commission to obtain payment of research costs some
[en or fifteen years after the end of the research
contract.. The problem would be further complicated
by the fact that other ipstitutions besides the Commis-
sion would probably have participated in financing the
research.
Mr President, in deference to the wishes of the House,
although I am willing to do so, I shall not deal specifi-
cally with the amendments, which I think I have
covered in my main reply. I stress that I am quite will-
ing to do so if the conditions were otherwise.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to rhe vote at
the next voting time.
13. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Alber and
others a motion for a resolution on Uganda (Doc. 1-
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593/80) with request for urgent debate pursuant to
Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure.
The justification for this request for urgent debare is
contained in the document iaelf.
I shall consult Parliament on this requesr for urgent
procedure at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
\(ze shall now suspend our proceedings.
14. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow
\flednesday, 19 November 1980 at 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
with the following agenda:
- 
Decision on requesr for an early vote
- 
Decision on the urgency of several motions for resolu-
tions
- 
Jornt debate on
o the statement on political cooperation by the Pres-
rdent-in-Office of the Foreign Minisrcrs meeting
in political cooperation
o the oral question on rhe situation in Turkey
- 
Moreau report on the annual report on the economic
situation in the Community
- 
Motion for a resolution by Mr Glinne and others on
the seat of the European Parliament
- 
5.30 p.rz. : Question Time (questions ro the Council
and to the Foreign Ministers)
I call Mr Provan to speak on a point of order.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to make a
point of order regarding the Kirk report on catch
quotas for fish. The report has not yet been issued and
yet amendments have to be in by 8 o'clock tonight. I
hope that you will give us some larirude, perhaps until
I o'clock [omorrow, and that we can have a ruling on
that tonight so that there is no misunderstanding about
it.
President. 
- 
You are obviously nor aware that
during this afternoon's sitring I already announced
that the deadline had been exrended, because the
Committee had adopted the report only roday. The
deadline has, in fact, been extended until 1 p.m romor-
row.
I call Mr Prout to speak on a point of order.
Mr Prout. 
- 
Mr President, I only want to ask you
whether you can assure us that rhe Ferri report will be
taken at a very early stage on Thursday. I garher ir
might be taken immediately afrcr the budger and I
would be grateful if you would confirm that from rhe
chair.
President. 
- 
I can give no guarantees, but I shall rry
to put it to the Bureau and to see that whar you ask is
done.
Mr Prout. 
- 
Mr President, my concern was thar
there may be matters which are not concluded during
the course of tomorrow's debate. If they are nor, I
would like ro be assured that they are dealr wirh afrer
the Ferri debate on Thursday.
President. 
- 
As things stand at present, I presume,
though I cannot promise this, because you never know
what is going to happen in a parliament, that it will be
taken on Thursday, probably after the discussions on
the budget.
The sitdng is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 7.30 p.m.)
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which were among the founder members of the Unired
Nations Organizarion. Two of these powers are in facr
Member States of the Communiry while the other two
are not. I think in rhe circumsrances that there musr be
grave doubts about the admissibiliry of rhis motion for
a resolution.
Be that as it may, Madam President, I beg leave to
submit that the issue of admissibiliry is nor of primary
importance. The shocking thing abour rhis motion is
the disgraceful tenor of the texr. I may be expressing
my indignation, but I am having a hard job suppress-
ing my anger, believe you me! During our last part-
session we paid tribute to rhe vicrims of the murderous
attack which rook the lives of several French people in
Paris, and many Members joined in rhis tribute. Now,
a month later 
- 
no doubt in memory of rhat evenr 
-there are Members who have the gall ro suggesr
freeing an individual who symbolizes all the horrors
perpetrated by rhe Nazi r6gime and someone who was
sentenced both on moral grounds and by international
law. I feel I really musr protest against rhis motion for
a resolution, Madam Presidenr. If you ask me, [he
very idea of agreeing ro discuss it in this Assembly is
tantamounr ro laying the House open ro suspicion and
to running the riik of discrediting it in a fashion which
it will not be easy ro redeem. I would add thar the goal
of the European Communicy is rhe democratic ideal.
But we cannor defend democracy by being indulgent
towards those who crushed and destroved it.
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IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(Tbe sitting utas opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitring is open.
I call Mr Chambeiron on a point of order.
Mr Chambeiron. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I have
requested leave to speak on rhe Rules of Procedure in
connecrion with somerhing which I feel is of rhe
utmost concern.
You are aware that Rule 25 of our Rules of Procedure
st.ates that. 'Any Member may table a morion for a
resolution on a ma[rer falling wirhin rhe sphere of
activities of the Communities'. Conversely, this means
that any motion which is not covered by this musr be
by nature inadmissible.
I found among the documents which were disrributed
yesterday a morion for a resolution concerning rhe
freeing of a war criminal who was justly sentenced for
his crimes by an inrernarional court ser up by rhe four
powers which helped to smash the Nazi r€gime and
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I feel bound to say 
- 
and I shall finish on this point
- 
that the UN General Assembly settled this matter
conclusively when it declared that the punishment of
those guilty of war crimes and crimes against human-
ity was an important element in safeguarding the
values we hold dear and an imponant element in pre-
venting the recurrence of such crimes in order to
protect man's fundamental freedoms and to promote
peace and security in the world. I cannot forget the
millions of victims of the Nazi r6gime, those who
survived the concentration camps and prisons, and all
those who struggled to restore democracy. On behalf
of them all and for the good name of this Assembly,
Madam President, I ask you to rule against debadng
this motion for a resolution.
(Applause from the left)
President. 
- 
Mr Chambeiron, as far as the Rules of
Procedure are concerned, may I remind you that sole
responsibility for deciding whether or not to draw up a
report lies with the corrunittee to which a motion for a
resolution is referred. There is no authority in this
Chamber which allows the Secretary-General, rhe
President or the Bureau not to forward to the commit-
[ee a motion which has been properly tabled.
l. Approoal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Since there are no comments, the minutes of procee-
dings are approved.
. 
2. Docurnents receioed
President, 
- 
I have received a number of documents,.
details of which will be found in the minutes of
proceedings of today's sitting.
3 . Decision on requests for an early pote and urgent
procedure
President. 
- 
The first item is the decision on a
number of requesm for an early vote.
'!7e shall consider firsr tbree motions for resolutions
(Docs. 1-587/80, 1-588/80 and t-ses/AO1: Situation in
the iron and steel industry.
Since the three motions are on the same subject, I
propose that Parliament take a single vote.
(Parliament rejected the requestfor an early ttote)
The motions for resolutions are therefore referred to
the appropriate committee.
,*'*.
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider tuto motions for
resolutions (Docs. 1-598/80 and 1-599/80): Supply ofoil
from the Middle East.
Again I propose that Parliament take a single vote.
(Parliament adopted the requestfor an early ttote)
The two motions for resolutions will be Put to the vote
at rhe next voting time.
*- 
*' 
*.
President. 
- 
Ve now have to consider several
requests for urgent debate.
!7e shall begin with the motion for a resolution (Doc.
1-571/80/reo.) by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling and otbers:
Aids for the prioate storage of zteal containing hormones.
I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling. 
- 
(D) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, permit me to outline the reasons
sirpporting our request for urgency. To clarify matters
and avoid misunderstanding, can I first of all explain
what this motion is not? 'We are not trying [o antici-
pate the extremely imponant basic debarc on the use
of hormones and antibiotics and so on in animal
hu;bandry. Parliamentary committees will be tackling
this subject in the coming weeks, and it will be a major
topic at our next part-session. The Socialist Group 
-in common, it is hoped, with most people in the House
- 
is very definitely against interfering with the work
of the committees by tabling requests for urgency. I
want. to make this quite clear, so that we do not go on
alking at cross purposes.
The reason behind our request to have this matter
dealt with during [he current part-session is that it is
an extremely topical problem. On 6 November the
Commission issued a regulation providing for the
granting of aids for the private cold storage,of veal.
But when we get round to the debate on the main
topic, this initiative will have been completed. What is
so unusual about it? First of all, this regulation came
about by virtue of a legal infringement' Secondly, with
this regulation the Commission circumvenrcd the will
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of the European consumer, which had expressed itself
in the form of a boycott.
Many European consumers are complaining abour an
unhappy srare of affairs, and rhis is going ro be rhe
motivation for our December debate. They have
opted for a boycott. This is rhe only way rhe will of
the consumers can be demonstrated 
- 
and it is a legi-
timare tactic. The boycotr can be equared with srikes
in other areas. The result of rhe boycott was a marker
situarion which cannor be compared with normal
market fluctuations. The Commission reacted to the
boycott with market support. measures. This is like
reacting to a srrike by means of a lockout. Bur some-
thing else was done which I consider ro be an infringe-
menr of the law. Reference was made to Arricle 23 of
the regulation on rhe common organization of rhe
market in beef and veal. This anicle stares rhar accounr
should be taken of the restrictions on free circulatron
which 
.may resulr from rhe applicarion of healthprotectron measures.
I am sorry, ladies and gentlemen, but I am afraid thar
we cannor go along with rhis. There is nothing infec-
tious about the controlled use of rhese substances
which have come under criticism.
Since you are indicating that my speaking time is up,
Madam Presidenr, let me say simply thar I appeal for
the House's supporr on lhe quesr.ion of urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, the
reasons put forward by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling clearly
show thar rhere is no case for urgency here.
(Laughter)
Ve know for a fact that rhe Commission is going ro
give particulars ro rhe [wo commirrees 
- 
rhe Commit-
tee on Budgerary Control and the Committee on Agri-
culture 
- 
rhat the two commirtees are already consi-
dering the matrer and rhat a debate on rhis topic is
scheduled for December.
As for the claim rhat rhe Socialist Group has never
tabled a requesr for urgency like rhis when a commit-
tee has been dealing with the marrer, that is sheer
hypocrisy. If I look down rhe lisr, for example, I can
see Mrs Roudy's requesr for urgency on the abolition
of the death penalty. As everyone knows, the Legal
Affairs Commrr,ree and the Polirical Affairs Committee
are considering rhis matrer.
(Interruption)
You are consranrly bringrng up ma[rers which really
have to be looked at properly. Consequently, we are
againsr urgency on rhis marrer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD
Group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I should like
to echo Mr Bangemann's words in speaking our
against the urgency of this marrer. There are one or
two things I should like to add, however.
There is a gentlemen's agreemen[ among the group.
Everv group chairman knows thar in his group there
are plenty of Members who are ready to table request
after request for urgency in order to carch the public
eye. \7e really have ro ask ourselves whether our
gentlemen's agreemen[ can last any longer, if one of
the groups is going ro carry on serving us up with
these publicity-conscious morions in the guise of
requests for urgency. \7e said this on Monday
amongst ourselves. Srnce Mr Glinne has not managed
to reach an agreement with his group, however, I have
to come out and say it again. Things really cannor go
on like this.
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling quire rook me aback when she
said that rhe commrrtees should nor have ro deal wirh
such urgenr matters. Are we trying to put a stop to the
work of the House? This is the crux of rhe marrer. We
know that the marter will be carefully gone inro by rhe
commitrees, rhat the Commission rs giving the rwo
committees all the documenrs and rhat we shall be in a
position to reach a final decision as early as December.
Ve see no reason for urgency roday.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Veber.
Mrs Veber. 
- 
(D) Mr Bangemann and Mr Klepsch,
I wish you would listen a bit more carefully when a
request for urgency is ubled. This request concerns
the current subsidies in rhis sector as well as the use of
hormones. The committee will look inro and discuss
the use of hormones. The aim here is ro provide effec-
tive protection for rhe consumer and to supporr thejustified action he has taken. This has nothing to do
with pandering ro rhe public, however much you go
on abour it. It is funny rhat whenever this subject crops
up your atrirude is that it is suddenly no longer an
urSent matter.
The Commission measures are currenrly operarional in
the Communiry countries, and there has to be a srop
to them, right away. I am therefore in favour of this
request for urgencv.
(Applausefrom the ldt)
(Parliament rejected tbe requestfor urgent procedure)
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President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution is referred
to the appropriate committee.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the Seefeld motionfor a
resolitrcn (Doc. 1-575/80): Future of Eurocontrol.
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I should like
to thank you. It is really pointless repeatinB yet again
what the European ParLament has been saying for
years 
- 
namely, that Eurocontrol is an important
institution which deserves to be kept and expanded.
Urgency is justified because tornorrow, 20 November,
the government minrsters from the seven Member
States in Eurocontrol are havrng a meetrng which
could well determine the continued existence of Euro-
control and provide a final answer on the fate of the
organization.
The Committee on Transport and a number of
Members in the House consequently felt that before
tomorrow, 20 November, Parlrament. ought to direct
- 
as it were 
- 
another word of warning to the
powers-rhar-be in the seven governments and repeat
what has alsways been undisputed and constantly been
given the full support of every Member in this House.
This is the reason for urgency.
I realize what the problem is and should like to point
out the following fact. If there is anyone who cannot
make up his mind today, tomorrow will be too late,
because ir is tomorrow morning that the ministers are
meeting. If we reach a decisron tomorrow afternoon at
rhree o'clock, the problem will already have been dealt
with and any decrsion will be pointless. Consequently,
Madam President, I should like to know if there is any
chance of having a vote today, either now or at three
o'clock, on rhis motion without having any discussion.
There is no Justification for further debate. !fle should
simply make known what we think and what we want.
But rt has to be done today, orherwise there is no point
to it.
(Applause from oariou.s quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer ro speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, our
group has 4lw{zs been enthusiastic in its support for
the retentron, and indeed expansion, of Euroconrrol.
Thrs berng so, I can only give my total backing to the
proposal in the motron for a resolution by Mr Seefed
and others. Our group is unanimous in this matter,
and on behalf of the group I second Mr Seefeld's
request that Parliamenr take a vote today, at three
o'clock, on this motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
rhe Group of the European People's Pany (CD
Group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) There are two things I want to
say, Madam President. The whole House is in agree-
ment on this matter. Every group supports the motion,
as far as I am aware. There is just a problem in
connection with the Rules of Procedure to be solved.
It is within your power whether we begin today's
agenda, after rhe votes on urgency, with the vote on
Eurocontrol. The problem becomes complicated only
if someone in the House wants to speak, because then
we run into difficulties with the Rules of Procedure. I
should like to make another suggestion. Since I have
the impression tha[ s/e are all in agreement, I propose
that we proceed as follows, Madam President: let us
vote in favour of urgency. You could then have the
kindness to suggest that we vote on the motion imme-
diately after the vote on urgency.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Klepsch. You make my
,1ob much easrer.
In view of what Mr Seefeld said, I was going to
suggest that by way of exception 
- 
even though there
is no votrng tlme at three o'clock today 
- 
we take a
vote on this motion for a resolution, which will be
meaningless unless we adopt it today, provided of
course thar urgency is adopted.
It would perhaps be easier if we had the vo[e afrer the
vote on the requests for urgency. I do not want you to
think in terms of voting time, because if that were the
case, we should have to vote on all the other urgent
motrons today.
Consequently, by way of exception, I propose that we
accept Mr Klepsch's proposal and vote on the sub-
st.ance of the motion as soon as we have dealt wrth the
requests for urgency, provided urgency is adopted in
thrs case and in view of the fact that the motion is
meaningless unless we vote on it today.
( Parltamen t adopted urgent procedure)
The motion for a resolurion will be put to the vo[e this
morning after we have considered the requests for
urSency.
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President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-t77/80) by Mr Glinne and others on bebalf
of the Socialist Group: Rigbt to strike in Greece.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, recent events in Greece have been brought
to our notice by several international trade union
organizations. The most serious of these events are rhe
court cases against the leaders of the electricity work-
ers. It goes wirhour saying that we are not going ro
tackle the substance of this matter today and discuss
the misuse of Law No 330/ 1976 by the Greek aurhor-
itres to attack the unions. Today, given the urgenr
nature of this marter, I just want to read a few words
from a letter which I received some days ago from the
Christian \7orld Confederation of Labour. I quote:
In the last few days the Greek Government has refused to
take part rn the negotratrons whrch rhe Greek democratic
trade unrons are seeking and has begun a broad offensive.
Ninety leaders of the strikrng elecrriciry workers' unron
were taken to court in the literal sense of the word,
because they were dragged from rheir homes and
vrolentlv brought before summary courrs. The Presidenr
and the Secretary-General of the unlon were each sen-
tenced to five months in prison and a fine of 100 000
drachmas.
I can add that there are further cases pending againsr
the President and Secretary-General of rhis union and
that other leaders are also in the dock. To our mind,
Madam President, these events fully justify our
request for urgent procedure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I have also
received a letter on this subject from a trade union
organization of our persuasion. Our group has
attempted to get as much information as possible, so as
to be in a position to speak about the marrer here. \7e
made every effort to get information borh in Greece
and from the Greek delegation here which listens in to
our debates but which will not take irs place in the
Chamber until 1 January, when it will be able ro make
its 'own contribution on this matrer. The information
we received was contradictory.
Our group feels that in view of the imponance of this
matter 
- 
the accession of Greece on 1 January 1981
- 
we cannot just rush through a debare. It makes
more sense to take a careful look ar the matrer. Ve do
not think we should be arriving at weighry conclusions
and decisions unless we have had a careful look at the
matter, and we think it would be a good idea if we
referred Mr Glinne's motion ro the Political Affairs
Committee. Ve therefore believe it would be a wrong
move to rush into an urgent debate and make snap
decisions. Our group proposes that the matter be dealt
with by the Political Affairs Committee, and for this
reason we shall not be voting in favour of urgency.
This is not to say that we do not unreservedly support
the freedom of the trade unions. As far as the Treaties
of Rome are concerned, we regard this as a self-
evident assumption in the European Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maline ro speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) Madam President, our
group is shocked that this request for urgency should
be mbled today of all days. 'We are about to welcome
our Greek friends to this Parliament, and we feel it is
in bad taste to have an urgent debate on a subject like
this. It is obviously to a large extent a matter for
domestic politics in Greece, and under the cirqum-
stances it is quite regrettable that a request for urgency
has been ubled. Our group will therefore vote against
the request.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti to speak on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) Madam President, this motion for a
resolurion gets the full backing of the Communist and
Allies Group. Contrary to what Mr de la Maldne has
just said, we feel thzrt it is a good idea, before Greece
joins the Community, to take a clear look at the issue
of the right to strike. This is a right which must be
guaranteed to all workers, as it akeady is in the
Member States.
This is why *'e think there is an urgent need for rhis
debate. A delegation from the Greek Parliament is
here to establish contacts in view of the fonhcoming
accession, and in welcoming them we want them to
know 
- 
and we trusr that the whole House shares the
same view 
- 
just where we stand on the vital issue of
the right to strike.
(Applause from tbe lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
I musr say rhar Mr Fanti has
already seized his opportunity to make it quite clear
what his views on the righr to srrike are. As usual,
people are inclined [o use rhese debates on urgency ro
make the poinrs rhar they oughr ro make in the debate,
if allowed. Madam President, my group associares
itself with what was said by Mr Klepsch and
Mr de la Maline and would point our rhat the form of
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the justification of this particular motion is really quite
unacceptable. If we are going to have urgent motions
then the justification at the bottom of these texrs
becomes extremely important. By no stretch of the
imagination is urgenr procedure justified by the
contents of this resolution. There is nothing about that
side of it at all and for that reason apart from any
other we oppose urgency on this one.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I am not
speaking on behalf of the group. I asked to speak in
accordance with Rule 1a (2), which stipulates that one
speaker in favour and one against and then the group
spokesmen may speak. At any rate, thank you for
letting me speak. Vhile I go along with what Mr
Glinne and Mr Fanti said, I want to denounce the
political chicanery that goes on in this Parliament.
Vhat I mean is rhat the Socialist Group, supported by
all the others, managed to exclude from the agenda
any debate on Turkey, where things are going from
bad to worse. It is a disgrace . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, at the momen[ we are
discussing Greece and a request for urgency on events
in Greece.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
I am touched by the attentive care
wrth which you listen to what I say, Madam President.
I shall vote in favour of urgent procedure and I hope
that our colleagues in the Socialist Group will be here
on Friday for the vote, because it is about time we put
a srop to this habit of requesting urgent procedure and
then sloping off when it is time to vote, with the result
that the Conservatives 
- 
who stay in the House 
-swing the vote their way.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Beyer de Ryke. 
- 
(F) I must confess, Madam
President, that I am always amused whenever
Mr Pannella speaks, and I should like to thank him for
these excerpts from the commedia dell'arte.
As for the problem at hand, it really has very lrttle to
do with the right to strike. \7e Liberals have no argu-
ment with that, and we leave the whole matrer to the
Communists who are the experts. On this particular
occasion we have a strike which was going on 
- 
and
is going on 
- 
in a tense atmosphere on the run-up to
the elections. This is proved by last Sunday's very
violent demonsrration in Athens which resulted in one
dead and 100 injured. Consequently, I feel rhe proper
thing to do is to leave it up to the Greek Government
to decide whether it is advisable to have a general
strike in the country at the moment. At any rate, it is
our view that when we have to judge events which are
happening in a country which is about to join the
Community 
- 
Mr de la Maline made this point a few
minutes ago 
- 
the proper thing to do is to take a
serious look at the situation and, if need be, arrive at a
carefully reasoned and objective assessment. The
Liberal and Democratic Group is therefore againsr
urgency.
(Paliament rejected the requestfor urgent procedure)
President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution is referred
to the appropriate committee.
)r ti
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the motionfor a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-tS9/80) by Mrs Roudy and others: Aboli-
tion of the death penalty in the Community.
I call Mrs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I am a little
saddened by the fact that Mr Bangemann thought he
could discuss veal and the death penalty in the same
breath when he spoke earlier. However, if that is how
he feels about rhings, that is his problem, not mine.
'\Zhat I should like to say is that I am capable of read-
ing and absorbing information. I am aware that in
March Mr Schwartzenberg tabled a motion for a reso-
lution calling for the abolition of the death penalry in
all countries. It is currently under discussion in
committee, and Mrs Vayssade is responsible for draw-
ing up the report.
If I have raken the liberty 
- 
with your kind permis-
sion, Mr Bangemann 
- 
to table a new motion, it is
because something new has happened, which interests
me even if it does not interest you. There have just
been three new death sentences in a country which still
has capital punishment, and I thought that this Parlia-
menr, in the knowledge that its debates carry some
weight, might ask the country in question for a stay of
execution . . .
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Certainly not!
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) . . . until we have completed our
work. This is a fair request and would be to the credit
of Parliament. This is 
.justification for urgent proce-
dure in my opinion. !/hile we wait for the outcome of
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our work, we musr ask the country in question to
gran[ a stay of every execurion. Afrer all, we are ralk-
ing about the death penalty.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I
want to make it quite clear that the Socialist Group's
view is that the number of requests for urgency should
be restricted. The Socialist Group wanrs ro resorr. r.o
urgent procedure as little as possible on matters which
are being discussed in committee. But sometimes the
rule has to be broken. This is the case now. Cases like
this occur now and then in Parliament, and
Mr Klepsch and Mr Bangemann are occasionally
involved This is an urBent case of this kind. Death
sentences have been pronounced in one of the
Member States. '\7e are constantly going on to other
countries about the respect of human rights in the
Community, and here we let one of our Member
States sentence people to death. '!?'e have to change
this if it is possible, and we cannot afford to wait until
ir is roo late. I really do ask all of you to vote in favour
of this request for urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Chrisrian-
Democratrc Group)
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, I have ro go
back to what I said at the beginning. Ve know thar
thrs issue is not our responsibility, bur we also know
rhat rhe appropriate prilirrn.nt"ry committee is also
considering how we can harmonize rhe adminisrrarion
of justice wirh regard to legal penalties ar Community
level. You are all aware thar, regardless of what we
decide before or after the commirtee makes its views
known and regardless of wherher this has any signifi-
cance, application in national legislations cannor occur
by virtue of any decision of rhis House.
'!7'hat we have here is another typical example of how
we argue about something which should nor be dealr
wrth as a matter of urgency. Our group can only say
that the abolrtion of capital punishment is not a subject
that should be discussed in rhis House by way of
urgent procedure, because otherwise Parliament is
going to be asked ro pass judgment whenever ar some
future date somewhere or other a similar sentence is
passed which we do not agree with. \Vhy should we
not worry about poor Harry, if we are going ro
express concern about Tom and Dick? This is some-
thing which no one here can ignore in my view, and I
want to urge you to desisr rn furure from rabling
requests for urgency like this, because otherwise we
are going ro make a mockery of the whole idea of
urgent procedure. I am nor thinking particularly of
Mrs Roudy, but of other Members in the Socialist
Group.
Let me just say again that within every group there are
Members with various pet concerns which for the sake
of pubhcity they try to have discussed in urgent
debates. If we agree to this every time, we are going to
get bogged down in urgent debates and never have
any rime for the proper work of the House . . .
(Applause)
. . . and I have to stress this because at some point we
have to put our foot down. How can we carry on with
this gentlemen's agreement when we get involved in
these arguments every time we meet? .We shall not
vote in favour of urgency.
(Applause from tbe centre)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I shall plead
in favour of urgent procedure. As was explained, we
have to urge a country to grant a stay of execution
because it will be too late afterwards, even if the Euro-
pean Parliament or other parliaments take a stand.
I think we have ro make this plea as a matter of
urgency. Could I just say, Madam President, that since
the beginning of our work here I myself have always
voted in favour of urBency 
- 
no matter who tabled
the request, but especially when it came from the right
- 
whenever human rights or civil rights or whatever
were at stake.
It is essential in my opinion to stand up for the princi-
ples of humanity and legal decency in our own coun-
tries too, Mr Klepsch, if we hope to ge[ a more
sympathetic hearing when we set out to pass judgment
on events in other countries, where our comments are
even less likely than here in the Communiry to carry
some weight.
This is a serious matter and I hope that the House will
vote ln favour of urgency 
- 
after all, it is a matter of
life and death. And once again I really hope that
everyone will do the right thing and be here on Friday.
It would be a disgrace if they adopted certain deci-
sions and then abandoned the people in question to
their fate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I just want to
say that there is no case for urgency because in France,
unlike other countries, a person is not execu[ed within
a few days after berng sentenced to death. I think we
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can quite happily wait. The men who have been sen-
tenced can wait for their appeal to be heard, and then
for a presidential reprieve. There is consequently no
case for urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Forth to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Madam President, I should like to echo
very warmly what Mr Klepsch has said. It seems to me
self-evidenr that, until rhe legal systems of the Member
States of this Communiry are harmonized, if indeed
that ever takes place, rhey differ so much in principle
in their basis, in their hisrory, in their applicarion, thar
[o attempt co impose one rule in one particular aspect
of the criminal law would be utter folly. It would be
yer again an example of this House trying ro take a
posirion on somerhing in which it has patently got no
powers whatsoever. This will, in my view, reduce the
standing of this House in the Community. Time and
rime again we try, through the vehicle of urgency
motions, to assert a point of view that can have no
influence whatsoever within the Member States. I
would add, Madam President, that it should have no
influence in such matters until the day comes when we
have got to the stage where we can harmonize our
legal systems. This sort of motion is completely irrele-
vant, and I would personally oppose it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
@K) Madam President, I shall
not take up much of your time, since what Mr Klepsch
and others have said is in line with the views of our
group. \fle feel it would be anticipating the debate
currently being prepared in committee if we were to
adopt urgent procedure. I find it wronB that one single
party should try to jump the gun on a matter which
concerns so many people. I would remind you that the
manifesto of the Liberal Confederation also advocates
the abolidon of the death penalty. I therefore recom-
mend that urgent procedure be rejected.
President. 
- 
I call Mr D'Angelosanre to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr D'Angelosante. 
- 
(I) Madam President, let me
say on behalf of my group that I find it odd and
improper that this House, which worries about civil
rights everywhere in the world, even in the remotest
corners, should suddenly claim that it has no say in
marters which are closer to home. I ;ust want to
remind the Members here that we do have a say and
that there is a parliamentary committee, the Legal
Affairs Commitree, whose job in fact is to investigate
infringements of human nghts within the Community.
Ouside the Community it is the job of the Political
Affairs Committee. \7hat this means rs that this Parlia-
ment not only recognizes its competence in this area
I:,rl::.r,r. 
done something about it in an organized
Havrng said that, Madam President, I do not think
anyone can ignore the fact that rhe problem of the
abolirion or retention of the death penalty is nowadays
one of the major problems facing politicians and those
who campaign for basic human rights as well as the
experts on cnminal law. There are a considerable
number of people who believe that the abolition of
capital punishment is an essential step along the road
to a civilized legal world and indeed civilization itself.
I realize, of course, that there are conservatives who
want to keep capital punishment . . .
(Protests from certain quarters)
. . . but, Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, it
would be an absolute disgrace if this Parliament lined
up with those in favour of the death penalryl
The'argumenrs voiced against urgent procedure are
simply ridiculous. Of course we know there is leave to
appeal in France; we are not ignorant, after all. This
does not alter the fact that when a sentence has been
passed, this Parliament ought to make some comment.
It is poinrless to say that there is a committee dealing
with one specific case and not with the general issue.
And it is also pointless, Mr Klepsch, to say thar this is
not the place to harmonize the criminal law of the
nine Member States. Our ;ob here is simply to voice
an urgent plea that a particular sentence is not carried
out. In this way we are far from contradicting but
actually bolstenng the position we are advocating in
commlttee
For these reasons, Madam President, totally unaf-
fected by all that has been said before along party lines
against urgent procedure, our group will be voting in
favour of urgency.
I
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.
As the result of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and sranding.
I call Mr Glinne on a point of order.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I request a vote
by roll call.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, rhis is just a
matter of form. Can I suggest that we have another
vote by sitting and standing? It will make the countrng
easier. There are many Members in all the groups who
have left their cards in Luxembourg or somewhere
else.
President. 
- 
According to the Rules of Procedure,
the request for a roll-call vote was in any case made
too late. It is just a matter of how we are going to go
about things, and I hope there wi[[ be agreement on
this. It would be simpler if we used the elecrronic
system.
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Madam President, we can have
all the will in the world but it depends on the circum-
srances. I left my card in Luxembourg. I have asked
for it, but I haven't received it yet.
President. 
- 
I think there are several of you without
cards. At any rate, Mr Glinne's request came too late.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, we know that
there are replacement cards. The Members who do not
have their cards with them must be given the oppor-
tunity to go and get the replacement cards. In view of
the circumstances, and so that we do not wasle [oo
much time here, I suggest rhat we have the vote at
three o'clock this morning. I think that is an offer no
one can refuse.
(Laughter)
I know there are Members here who would like to
spin out the voting on urBent procedure for another
hour 
- 
and I suppose that is going to happen now.
Anyone who does not want us ro have a debate with
the President of the Council can fritter away the after-
noon on formalitres. I am not mlking to these people
but to everyone who wants us to get on with our busi-
ness as quickly as possible. Anyone who does not have
his card with him can get a replacement card. That
way there will be no problem when we come to vote
later. But it cannot be done in a couple of minutes, and
that is why I am suggesting we vote at three o'clock
and get on with our business now. I think this is the
besr option, and I hope the House will go along with
my suggestion.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I do not think we can defer the vote
until three o'clock, Mr Klepsch.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, either
the vote is open or it is not. If it is not open, many of
us would like a roll-call vote on this matter. If it is
open, then it should be taken now.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cecovini.
Mr Cecovini. 
- 
(I) | think we could have a vote by
sitting and standing. It would make the counting
quicker and easier.
President. 
- 
\fle shall vote using the electronic
voting system. If some of you do not have your cards
with you, by way of exception we can record your
votes directly.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure .using the elec-
tronic ooting system)
I call Mr Fonh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Madam President, I handed in my vote
on a piece of paper. I handed my vote on a piece of
paper to you during the voting. I wonder if that figure
there takes into consideration my vote which was
against. You have it there.
President. 
- 
Mr Forth, we recorded two votes, one
for and one against. It does not make any difference,
rherefore.
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino. 
- 
U) Madam President, I am also
among those who unfortunately left rheir voting cards
in Luxembourg. I wanted to give my vote against
urgency and I have been waiting here for ren minures
in order to speak, even though I have repeatedly tried
to catch the attention of the Chair.
President. 
- 
Mr Adonnino, tn. uor. has been taken.
Those who wanted to vote have voted.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Madam President, when
you announced quite clearly that you would in fact
accepr the vote of those who for exceptional reasons
had not got their cards with them, you did nor say rhar
the vote had ro be in writing. Mr Adonnino, rn the
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presence of many of us, had
attract your attention and did
His vote should be recorded.
(Protestsfrom tbe lefi)
his hand up trying to
not succeed in doing so.
President. 
- 
Ve shail now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the motionfor a resolu-
tion (Doc 1-t91/80) by Mr de la Maline and otbers on
bebalf of the Group of European Progressiae Democrats:
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.
I call Mr Israel.
Mr Israel. 
- 
(F) Madam President, the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe prompted a
certain amount of hope a-mong those who, like us, had
a rather naive idea of how international affairs are
conducted.
Ve now feel, in the face of the problems which have
been encountered, that failure in Madrid would have
especially serious repercussions. 'We cannot ignore the
possibility thac, should the 35 delegations depan with-
out reaching any conclusions, the countries of eastern
Europe might find a rather familiar solution to the
Polish problem. It is therefore vital that we make every
effort ,to ensure that the conference keeps open [he
fragile dialogue berween East and 'Vest on the subject
of human rights. This is why this Parliament adopted a
resolution on the Madrid conference on 15 October.
The least that can be said is that this resolution hardly
stirred the enthusiasm of the Council of Ministers. Mr
Rumor, chairman of the Political Affairs Committee,
knows what I am talking about.
The agenda for the Madrid conference has now been
set, Madam President, Iadies and gentlemen. The
agenda consists basically of two parts: firstly a review
of effons towards ditente and the respect of human
rights, and secondly the consideration of new propos-
als. \7here the two parts are concerned, Parliament
has put forward specific proposals in connection with
the review stage. 'We have stressed that it must be
made clear to the Soviet Union that there can be no
cooperation and security in Europe without the
protectibn of human righrc. If human rights are not
respected in eastern Europe, we intend to point this
out. As for the new proposals 
- 
obviously a time-
wasting ploy 
- 
we felt that the best thing to do was to
put forward a proposal in rhe Rumor resolution for
the creation of a committee to study the progress of
ditente berween the CSCE conferences. Ve felt we
had to put fgrward these new proposals in another
motion which has been nbled with a request for an
urgent debate, firstly because of the lack of enthusiasm
which the first Rumor resolution aroused among the
Council and secondly ro drive home the fact that this
Parliament attaches particular imponance to the talks
which are going on in Madrid. There is a case for
urgency, Madam President, ladies and gentlemen.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, in consi-
dering this request for urgency I think we ought to
separate the subsrance of the motion from the request
for urgent procedure. It is obvious in this case that
there is no call for urgency in the strict sense of the
term. A lot of fine words have been uttered about the
protection of human righm in general and about
detente. But I should almost go as far as ro say that it
is shocking that this motion comes from Mr de la
Maldne and his group. They are now making solemn
pronouncements to the effect that exposing violations
of human rights does not represent intolerable inter-
ference in internal affairs.
Ladies and gentlemen, I should like to remind you
how Mr de la Maline and his group, unhappily with
the support of many of you, responded to other
motions on violations of human righm within the
Community. Mr de la Maldne an! his group have
hardly got a right to table a motion like this, when for
years special couns in Paris have been dealing with the
separatists that have been dragged before them. For
this reason I shall be voting against urgency, and I
hope you do the same.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis ro speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, on behalf of rhe
French Communists I wish to speak against urgency.
'S7'e are delighted thar the Madrid conference opened
as scheduled and thar the talks have begun, in spite of
the wrangling and the hitches which a few people here
were rather too eager [o see as marking the end of rhe
process of ditente. The talks can now proceed for the
benefit of everyone in Europe, no matter to what
country or to what social system he belongs. This indi-
cates the strength of the ideas of ditente and coopera-
uon.
It is not easy [o revert [o the cold war era, ladies and
gentlemen, and the resentmenr of rhe NATO hawks
which runs through this motion is nor going to alrer
anything. The Madrid meeting has to be useful and
bring positive resulrs, and ir must nor become a point-
less exercise in confrontation. Efforts to this end have
failed so far. \7e musr now move towards ddtente
along all the lines of the Helsinki Agreement, without
disregarding or paying special atrention to any one of
them. Besides, this was the brief for Madrid from rhe
Final Act of the.Helsinki Agreement. The aurhors of
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this motion have obviously not even bothered to read
it.
(Parliament rejected the requestfor urgent procedure)
President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution is referred
to the appropriate committee.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the requesr for
urgent procedure in respect of the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-593/80) by Mr Albert and others: Uganda.
I call Mr Michel.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I beg leave to
speak in support of this motion. There are three
reasons which I should quickly like to ourline.
The matter is very urgent because the elections are due
to be held on 10 December. The country is under mili-
tary occupation and is in the unhappy situation of
being troubled by Amin's armed gangs which, espe-
crally in the north, are still plundering the population.
There is a need 
- 
and this is my second point 
- 
ro
ensure compliance with the aim of this motion, which
is to have a team of OAU or Commonwealth observ-
ers sent, as happened in Zimbabwe, ro see thar the
elections are properly conducted in December.
The third poinr I want to make is that we of course
realize that, in accordance with rhe Lom6 Convention,
we do not want to interfere in rhe domestic affairs of
any country, especially an ACP country. But in view
of the serious situation in this country which is emerg-
ing from one of the bloodiest dictatorships in hisrory
and which now needs stability, it is essential that
democratic elections can be held and that in connec-
tion with thrs there can be a form of international
rntervention, not ln the election itself, but in supervis-
ing rhat everything is done in a proper manner.
The December elections will therefore mark a decisive
step in the life of the new Ugandan State. Inrernarional
solidarity and cooperation musr be swift in the
response to the Ugandan people who wish to see their
country free again and to see ir progress without any ,
foreign occupation and without any interference in the
proper conduct and farr result of their democraric
elections.
( Parliament adopted urgend procedure )
President. 
- 
The morion for a resolution will be
placed on the agenda of the sitting of Friday,
21 November 1980.
4. Future of Eurocontrol
President. 
- 
I put ro rhe vore the motion for a resolu-
tron (Doc. 1-t75/80) by Mr Seefeld and others: Future of
Eurocontrol.
The resolurion is adopted.
(Applause)
5. Political cooperation 
- 
Sttuation in Turhey
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the joint debare on
- 
sratement on polrtical cooperation by the President-
rn-Office of the Foreign Minrsters meeung in political
cooPeratron,
- 
oral quesnon wrth debate (Doc. l-507180), mbled by
Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group, Mr
Klepsch on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (CD Group), Lady Elles on behalf of
the European Democratic Group, Mr Nord on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratrc Group, Mr de la
Maline on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats, Mrs Carettonr Romagnoh and Mrs
Bonino to the Commission, the Council and the
Forergn Mrnisters meeung in political cooperation, on
the situatron rn Turkey.
I call Mr Thorn.
Mr Thorn, President-m-Ofice of the Council. 
-(F) Madam President, ladies and genrlemen, as you
know, political cooperiltion is not at the present stage
among the subjects covered by a proper treaty between
the Member States of the European Community. It is
srmply based on a political agreement, on the Nine's
affirmrng their determination to consult togerher on
all major foreign policy questions and wherever possi-
ble to seek joint positions. This is still not a common
foreign policy, but it is a sincere atrempt, with due
regard for national sovereignty, to arrive at attirudes
which all rhe Member States can share.
On the other hand, however, political cooperarion is
not divorced from the Treaties of Rome, as some
people fear. Indeed, our activities have always been
based on the principle of a correlation between
membership of the Community and taking part in rhe
work of polrtrcal cooperation. '!fl'e cannot have one
without the other. This being so, Greece, which is ro
become a Member of the Communiry on l January
1981, is already present as an observer at rhe main
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political cooperation meetings, in order to be able to
join in fully and effectively from the beginning of next
year. Conversely, it is out of the question to admit
o[her countries, however important they may be or
however interested we may be in maintaining close
links with them. For those who are destined to become
Members of our Community, transitionaI arrange-
ments will provide for increasingly close harmoniz-
ation of our points of view; for the others, normal
consultations via the Presidency of the Nine will, I
think, ensure the coordination which is so essential.
The Member States of the Community have now
become accustomed to workirry together, along the
lines I have just indicated, on all the outstanding ques-
tions of international politics. I propose now to give
you a reporr,, as you expect, on the essential points of
their work over the past year.
The Middle East situation, and more particularly the
Arab-Israeli conflict, has always been a central preoc-
cupation of our Community and has continued to be
over the past year. Although it is the view of all the
Nine that the Camp David agreements and the peace
treaty between Israel and Egypt were a correct appli-
cation of the principles of Resolution 242 and lessened
rhe threat of war in the region, we are still unfonu-
narely very far from the comprehensive settlement
which is the only way to peace.
Being conscious of the tensions which continue to
affect this part of the world and of the consequent
threat to peace, the Heads of State or Government
meeting at the Venice European Council considered
that the traditional ties and common interests which
link Europe to the Middle East oblige them to work in
a more concrete way towards a settlement. Their
governments have frequently expressed their national
positions, which are based in particular on Security
Council Resolutions 242 and 338. On this basis, the
rime has come to put into effect two principles univer-
sally accepted bv the internarional community, i.e.
firstly rhe right to existence and ro security of all the
States in the region, including Israel, and secondly
justice for all the peoples, which implies recognition of
the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. The
Palestinians in panicular, who are conscious of their
exisrence as a people, must be plaged in a posirion, by
an appropriate process defined within the framework
of a comprehensive peace settlement, to exercise fully
their right to self-determination.
You are familiar, ladies and gentlemen, with the text
of this Venice Declaration, from which I have just
quoted the essential points. The European Council,
anxious to do something effective, decided to contact
all the panies concerned with a view to ascenaining
their respectivi positions with regard to the principles
we laid down in our Venice Declaration. It is in the
lighr of the findings of this consultation process that
the Heads of State and Government will in due course
decide the form of any initiative on their part.
In my capacity as President-in-Office of the Council, I
was given the task of making these contacts with all
the parties concerned. As you know, I thus went to the
Middle East, where I had meetings at the highest level
in Israel, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Iraq, Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia and Egypt. I also met the leaders of the
Palestrne Liberation Organization since, as you know,
the Nine take rhe view that this organization must 'be
associated with negotiations for a peace settlement'.
There were other contacts with officials of the Arab
League in Tunis and the Tunisian authorities, with the
Vatican, particularly on the question of Jerusalem, and
of course with the Unircd States.
The results of my mission were communicated to the
Member States on various occasions, and their Foreign
Ministers, with the help of expen advisers, are still
deliberaring on the report to be transmitted in a few
days' time to the European Council on I and
2 December. Ir will be up to this Council to draw the
necessary conclusions.
At rhis srage, I shall confine myself to purring ro you a
few considerarions I also had the occasion to put
forward ar the United Nations. I noticed the anxiety,
or even anguish, felt by all those I spoke with at the
way the situation had developed during the summer
and over the past few months. This means that most of
the leaders I met stress the urgency of decisive action
to achieve peace 
- 
I am ralking now about the period
when I made this trip, in other words the period up to
the beginning of October.
In Israel, rhe need for security clearly goes beyond a
strictly military concept and reflects a deep-felt yearn-
ing to be accepted finally by the Arab world, but
unfortunately this is still largely beyond their reach.
However, I must underline the fact that this need for
security is not an exclusively Israeli preoccupation. It is
strongly felt in the whole region, and panicularly in
rhe Arab countries adjacent to Israel, as well 
- 
need I
add 
- 
as among the Palesdnian population of the
present occupied territories.
The second thing I found was that all the Arab coun-
tries and the Palestinians are unanimous in regarding
Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories and
consequently the right of the Palestinian people to
adequate self-determination as two fundamental prin-
ciples. It was my impression that this demand corres-
ponds to a profound desire for justice. That is why the
creation of settlements, as well as the law recently
adopted by the Israeli parliament proclaiming Jerusa-
lem as the capital of Israel, arouses panicularly intense
feelings on the part of the Arabs.
Each of the parties direcdy concerned categorially
rejects any imposed solution worked out without their
participation. This of course applies more panicularly
to Israel and the Palestinians.
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Lastly, I should like to rell rhis House of a thoroughly
personal reaction. The sight of so much human suffer-
ing, so much effon wasted on war and rhus losr for the
cause of peace, should be an additional incenrive for
us to work for a solution to the co4flict.
The information I was able to garher in rhe course of
my mission confirms the line the Nine have followed
up to now. Indeed, more than ever it is now apparenr
that only a comprehensive settlement can lead ro a just
and lasting peace in the Middle East. This means rhar
all the parties concerned musr be associared with the
negotiations and also, as everyone must accept, [hat
the problem of Israel and that of the Palestinian
people are inexricably linked.
Apan from this major initiative undertaken by the
European Council in Venice, the Member States have
been led on various occasions to make pronounce-
ments on aspects of the Arab-Israeli conflicr, parricu-
larly at the United Nations and in other inrernarional
assemblies. They have always supponed Israel's righr
to existence and security, as well as its consequent
right to participate as a full member in international
organizations. They have also made known their
senous concern at cenain Israeli measures which are
bound ro present obstacles in rhe way of a serrlemenr,
such as the creation of Israeli sertlemenrs in the occu-
pied territories, the expulsion of local leaders from the
'\7est Bank and the law on Jerusalem.
The Middte East unfortunarely conrains orher cenrres
of tension. The Nine thus conrinue ro follow wirh
great anxiety the situation in Lebanon. They are
committed to the independence, sovereignty and rerri-
torial integrity of that counrry and have appealed ar
the highest level to the countries and panies concerned
to put an end to any actions which would be detrimen-
tal to these principles. They srress rhe essenrial role of
the UNIFL, to which several Member States have sent
contingents and which must finally be put in a posirion
ro carry out in full the tasks assigned to it, including
controlling the territory of Lebanon up to the interna-
tional border.
A more recent conflict is rhar which has broken out
between Iran and Iraq. The Ministers of the Nine
deplore this milimry confronrarion and have expressed
the hope thar orher Srates, panicularly rhe Great
Powers, will exercise the grearcst restraint and see that
the conflict does not spread. To dare, ir is as if this
appeal has been heeded, although unfonunately we
are still very tar from the serrlemenr which rhe
Member States are prepared to help achieve. They
have also stressed rhe extreme imponance, for their
countries and for rhe whole internarional community,
of maintaining complete freedom of navigarion in rhe
Gulf. Here roo, lhe fact is that rhe conflict has nor
really interfered with navigarion as we feared at rhe
start, althouth its broader consequences for oil
supplies to Europe may still presenr us wirh some
unpleasanr surprises.
So far, the European Communiry has not felr thar
more direct intervention on im pan in the form of
mediarion between the belligerenr panies would have
any chance of success. Over a year ago now, one of
these belligerents, Iran, commirred a flagrant violarion
of the elementary rules of international law in the
form of the nking of diplomar as hosrages with the
backing of rhe highest aurhoriries in the Stare. Such
behaviour was bound rc call fonh lhe mosr vigorous
condemnation on the part of the Nine, who have
expressed their complete solidariry with rhe people
and the Governmenl of the Unircd States. They made
very forceful representations to the Iranian Govern-
ment, via the usual diplomatic channels, for the imme-
diate and unconditional release of the hostages.'S7hen
efforts in this direction proved futile, our Communiry
imposed sanctions on Iran in accordance with a draft
resolution which would have been adopred by the
United Nations Security Council bur for a Soviet vero.
These measures, which were applied a[ national level
by each Member Srate, came into force on 17 May.
They served to severely restrict relations between the
Nine and Iran in all fields and definitely conrriburcd to
making that counrry more fully aware of rhe severe
disapproval its barbaric action had provoked through-
out the world.
As you know, the question now seems to be moving
towards a solution. The Nine, who appreciare rhe
positive features in the Iranian revolution, hope thar
the release of all rhe hostages will make it possible for
them then to normalize their relations with Iran.
Another excepdonally grave siruation, I am sorry ro
say, is the result of rhe invasion of Afghanistan by rhe
Soviet Forces. The Member States have condemned
this invasion, as have an overwhelming majoriry of the
Members of the United Nations. They have on several
occasions 
- 
in panicular at rhe highest level in the
European Council 
- 
declared emphatically that rhe
Afghan people has the right freely to derermine its
own future. In their opinion, a formula should be
found for a solution which would allow Afghanistan
to remain apart from the rivalry between the super-
powers and to rerurn ro its traditional status of a
neutral non-aligned counrry. Both Afghanisran's
neighbours and the Great Powers should agree ro
forego all forms of intervention, whether milirary or
otherwise, in the inrernal affairs of Afghanisran and
respect its sovereignty and inregriry. Up to now,
despite the more or less universal reprobarion it has
encountered, the Soviet Union has maintained and
even, we fear, increased its military presence, thereby
inflicting grave suffering on the Afghan people, which
is putting up valiant resisrance with rhe means ar irs
disposal.
A more positive note is provided by the revival of the
Euro-Arab Dialogue. At the Venice European Coun-
cil, the Heads of Stare or Governmenr stressed the
importance they attach ro this dialogue ar all levels and
the need to develop at all levels im polirical dimension.
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In order to give effect to this policy, intensive contacts
between the Presidency of the Nine and our Arab
partners made it possible to organize, on a limited
scale, an inidal meeting of a political character in
Luxembourg on 12 and 13 November. At this meeting
the rwo sides, the Arabs and the Europeans, under-
Iined the desirabiliry of holding a Euro-Arab meeting
at Foreign Minister level. Any such meeting should be
very carefully prepared, so that it could be held before
the summer holidays next year.
Before talking about the problems facing us in Europe,
I should like very briefly to touch on the burning
issues in South-East Asia, Southern Africa and Latin
America which the Nine have discussed in the course
of the past year.
'S(e have ro admit that there has been little change in
rhe situation in Cambodia. The effect of the Viet-
namese aggression against this country is to impose by
force an illegitimate, oppressive government which
replaces, ir must be said, a governmenl of tyranny. The
effons of the Nine must be directed essentially at
relieving the suffering of the innumerable refugees
driven from their homes. In increasingly close cooper-
ation with the five countries of the Association of
South-East Asian Nations, ASEAN, they are warching
developments extremely closely and are assuming their
part of the burden of aid to the'people driven out of
Cambodia.
In Africa, one extremely positive development
deserves ro be highlighted. Thanks to the determined
and persistent efforts of the United Kingdom author-
ities, and most particularly of my opposite number at
the Foreign Office, Lord Carrington, and as a result of
the willingness to compromise on the pan of all the
parties concerned, Zimbabwe has at last been able to
gain its independence, and has done so in peaceful
fashion. This country, scarred by bloody internal
conflicts, now has a democratically elected govern-
ment. It has been admitted to the United Nations and
was recently able to become a party to the Lome
Convention. Such a positive outcome . . .
(Applause)
. . . to a panicularly difficult question is too rare an
oceurrence not to deserve the acclaim of this Commu-
nity.
This is all the more important since in Namibia we are
still far from a settlement which would be in accord-
ance with the aspirations of the people and the
requirements of the Unircd Nations, despite persistent
efforts by the group of five 'l7estern countries, to
which the Nine have always given their full suppon.
Sourh Africa, which maintains the same odious system
within its own territory, thereby incurring almost uni-
versal reprobation, has still not understood that only
an arrangement which fully takes account of the aspir-
ations of human beings of all races will ultimately be
acceptable to the international community and thus
viable. The Member countries of the Community are
using their individual and collective influence to
induce South Africa to open the way to applying
Security Council Resolution 435 in Namibia and to
reform its own internal arrangements as soon as possi-
OJ:;*trn a view to recognizing the equal rights of all
As regards Latin America, the Nine are panicularly
concerned at violations of human righm in a number
of countries with'which they are linked by traditional
des of a personal and cultural nature. Desiring as we
do to strengthen these ties, we are particularly
concerned at the practice of tonure and the disregard
for human righrc in this continent. I can assure you
that representations through diplomadc channels,
often made with discretion, have brought relief in a
large number of individual cases. In certain countries,
however, the situation in chis field remains extremely
grave. It is especially deplorable that in Bolivia a
democratic regime has had to give way to a military
dictarcrship. This means that rhe Nine are currently
having to re-examine their links with the countries of
the Andean pact, of which Bolivia is a member 
-while taking care, of course, not to harm the interests
of the other Members of the Pact, which are governed
by democratic regimes.
As to the Cyprus problem, this has always been a
source of concern to you, and to us ail, because of the
close links our Communiry has developed with the
island and with the other panies immediately involved.
It is therefore, ladies and gentlemen, with some satis-
faction that we have heard of the decision to restart
the inter-community negotiations, which had been
suspended for so long, under the auspices of the
United Nations Secretary-General. I myself was able,
on rhe spot, to inform the leaders of the two commu-
nides of the Nine's support for these nego[iations and
of their hope that they will be carried our in a realistic
and constructive spirit so that a solution can finally be
worked out.
The Community Foreign Ministers have also had an
exchange of views on developments in Turkey follow-
ing the miliury coup d'6tat. Any attempt to put
democracy into cold storage, panicularly in an asso-
ciated country of the Community with ambitions to
become a Member, obviously gives rise to some appre-
hension. The Nine therefore express the hope that the
Turkish military authorities will honour in full the
assurances they have given concerning the rapid resto-
rarion of democratic institutions, respect for human
rights and the rreatment of political prisoners. On this
basis the Community will, as it stated publicly on
15 September, continue its cooperation with Turkey.
Relations between the 35 countries involved in the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe,
which I have already mentioned, entered a new phase
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with the opening, on 11 November, of the much-
discussed Madrid meeting. As they have from the
beginning, starting at the first preparatory meeting for
Helsinki in 1973 and continuing through all the phases
of the CSCE process, the Nine have closely coordi-
nated their positions, in accordance with your wishes,
in preparation for the Madrid meering. I can assure
you they will conrinue to do so during the meering
itself.
I myself had the occasion in Madrid ro presenr rhe
objectives which the Community proposes to pursue
and the spirit in which the Member countries intend to
take part in the Conference.
As you know, firstly as full an assessmenr as possible
will have to be made of the implemenrarion of rhe
Helsinki Final Act wirh regard to all its provisions.
This examinadon will have to be free of dogmadsm
and confrontation, but must also be carried through
withour indulgence. All the States 
- 
and I mean all 
-must accept fair criticism if they have failed to honour
the undertakings formally given in Helsinki.
Secondly, it will be imponanr to provide fresh impetus
by mking specific initiatives in all the fields covered by
the Final Acr. This Act forms a whole, and ir balance
must be respecred, so rha[ the proposals pur ro rhe
Madrid meeting do not unduly emphasize cenain
parts of rhe Final Act ro rhe detrimenr of the orhers.
It is in the light of these general criteria that the Nine
have defined their attitude to the three baskets of this
Helsinki Final Act.
To go briefly over the essential points, as regards
Basket One the Foreign Ministers of the Member
States decided on 20 November 1979 to supporr an
approach aimed at the adoption in Madrid, in accord-
ance with the French plan for a Conference on Disar-
mament in Europe, of a mandate laying down the
conditions under which negotiarions could be started
to reach agreement on militarily significant confid-
ence-building measures which would be open to verifi-
cation, applicable on a conrinenral scale ro rhe whole
of Europe and capable of creating the condirions, by
helping to give the States improved security, for
proceeding at a later stage to a process of arms limita-
tion and reduction in this same geographical area.
As regards cooperadon in the fields of economics,
science and technology and the environment, rhe Nine
attach imponance, among other things, to improving
the administrative and rechnical arrangemenrs for rhe
exchange of economic and commercial informarion
and statistical data and to improving faciliries for busi-
ness contacts. These fields should provide scope for
progress in the short term, which will be in rhe inrer-
ests of industry and more parricularly of the small and
medium-sized enterprises.
In Basket Three, the Nine attach particular import-
ance to the quesrion of the free circulation of citizens
of all panicipanr Srares. They also take the view that
the dissemination of information, which should conrri-
bute to improved understanding between our peoples,
and working conditions for journalists are fields in
which substantial progress needs to be made.
As you know, the Madrid Conference had a difficult
start because cenain participants were disinclined to
accept a balanced pattern of work which would allow
sufficient time to be devoted rc looking at implemen-
tation.
In my speech on behalf of the Member States of the
Community, I expressed our concern on this question.
The solution finally adopted on the agenda, the
partern of work and the rimetable for rhe meeting will,
in the Nine's view, make it possible to safeguard their
essential interests. They will see to it that the work
proceeds in such a way rhar rhese inreresrs continue ro
be preserved.
Madam President, I have tried to sum up rhe main
subjecrs ro which rhe Nine have given their artention
in the course of the past year. There are many orher
questions, of lesser or of less general importance,
which I have been unable to discuss and which I no
longer have time to mention. In the major interna-
tional assemblies, the Community's presence has made
itself felt both, I must emphasize, in the day-to-day
work of consultations between the delegations and in
the adoption of joint positions. I have myself had the
opponunity on three occasions of speaking on behalf
of the Nine before rhe Unircd Nations General
Assembly. Both these official speeches and the every-
day work of the Member States' represenratives, under
the guidance in each half-year of the country holding
the Presidency, mean that the Community is in fact
now a reality on the international scene, an imperfect
reality, it is true, but none rhe less an effecrive one.
(Applause)
As for Mr Glinne's quesrion, rhe rules require me to
read out the reply the Nine have adopred on rhis
subject. The Council would remind you rhar on
16 September 1980 rhe Ministers of rhe nine Member
States meeting in political cooperation adopted the
following declaration :
The Minisrers of Foreign Affairs of the Nine held an
exchange of views on the srruation in Turkey and
expressed concern at the turn of events in that counrry.
They took note of rhe assurances given by rhe military
authorities concerning the rapid re-establishment of
democratic institutions, rhe observance of human rights
and guarantees regarding rhe rreatment of those politi-
cians currently under house arrest.
They are deeply anxious that these assurances should be
fully and speedily put into effect.
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It is in this spirit that the Community will pursue its coop-
eratron with Turkey.
That is what we said on 16 Seprcmber 1980, and this is
in fact somerhing we have already discussed in this
Chamber.
At this stage, the Council as such has not discussed the
situation in Turkey.
In addition, at the meeting of the Committee of
Ministers of the Council of Europe on 16 October
l98O the Turkish Foreign Minister stressed his
Government's determination to re-establish a system
of parliamentary democracy within as short a time as
possible and re-affirmed that in the transitional period
the Turkish Government would fully conform to the
principles of the rule. of law and the observance of
human rights and fundamental libenies.
On the same occasion the Committee of Ministers 
-
which, and this is why I mention it, includes the nine
Community Foreign Ministers 
- 
took note of the
Turkish Minister's statement and stressed the import-
ance it attached to the principles of parliamentary
democracy, respect for the law and the right of all the
people to enjoy all fundamental liberties.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Madam President, we listened
with enormous interest to the various items of infor-
marion which Mr Thorn gave us in outlining the many
problems facing us, and I shall begin by asking him, on
the question of political cooperation, how he plans to
orgaoize rapprocbemenr and dialogue between what I
would call the countries of the inner circle, namely the
Member States of the European Community with our
own internal political cooperation, and the countries
of the outer circle, the democratic countries of Vest-
ern Europe which are members of the Council of
Europe. There is no need for me to stress the common
bond of ideology and fundamental structure which
unites all these countries politically, and often, in our
respective polidcal groupings, we note in our relations
with our Swiss, Austrian and Scandinavian friends a
certain frustration on their part at not being fully
involved in some at least of the questions we deal with.
In the Assembly of the Council of Europe voices have
been raised in favour of this kind of cooPeration. I
would very much like you to tell us what the national
governments and the President of the Council himself
think of it, since any such move should be made with-
out confusing institutional responsibilities, with the
aim of sharing and strengthening the ideal of political
democracy and the attachment to fundamental liber-
ties which are common to all the coun[ries concerned.
On the question of political cooperation' let me say
directly, t.fo.e tetutning rc this point later, that I
regret that aid has been so disappointing recently in an
area whose importance you none the less stressed, i.e.
the inadequacy of the Member States' conribution
compared to the objective of O'7 0/o of the gross
national product which was discussed at such length at
rhe extraordinarl' session of the United Nations
General Assembly'. It is disappointing particularly in
view of the outstanding and well-reasoned appeal
contained in the Brandt report, to which I hope to be
able to return to later.
Europe still, and perhaps more than ever, Presents a
problem of peace and ditente. To a certain extent the
p."r.nt crises in the world have weakened the process
of ditente in Europe, but happily they will not be able
ro halt it. It is exieptionally fortunate that in spite of
enormous difficulties attempts are being made in
Madrid, Vienna or elsewhere to find the political
impetus which is necessary above all if we are to
succeed in rhe first place in reducing current military
potential while maintaining a mutual equilibrium in
ou. o*n geographical zone which contains the grea-
test military potential in the world. In this connection,
Mr Thorn I should like rc say that our group Particu-
larly suppons the initiatives of the French and Polish
Governments, u'hich have suggested a European disar-
mament conference, and of course there can be no
question in our view of taking action only on the
basket dealing with military balance. A pan-European
disarmament conference? Very well, but maintaining
the indissoluble link with che two other traditional
elemenrs of Helsinki, Belgrade and Madrid, and pani-
cularly without losing sight of the primordial question
of human rights.
Mr President, you referred rc the difficult/ created for
some months now by the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan. I should like to say that recently, at the
Madrid congress of the Socialist International, we
expressed our disappointment and very deep regret
that the Soviet Union has'not responded to date to the
appeals of the United Nations and of the international
community to withdraw its occupation forces from
Afghanistan and to respect the independence and
non-alignment of that country.
Democratic sociaIists the world over suPPort [he
declaration of Vienna on this point, which was reaf-
firmed by the recent Madrid conference, and in our
view those s'ho are fighting for reasons of collective
and personal dignity in Afghanistan are not so much
rebels as freedom fighters, a difference wonh stress-
ing.
You spoke a great deal, Mr President, about the
Middle East. It is possible that as a result of the
present international situation less attention is focused
on this particularly disturbed region of the world than
in the past. It is probable that the outbreak and contin-
uation of hostilities between Iran and Iraq, the recent
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presidential elections in the United Srates, and the
forthcoming elecrions in Israel, have combined ro
detract from the previous urgency surrounding rhe
need to act ro esrablish an improved Israeli-Arab
dialogue and to solve Israel's security problems and
the problem of rhe Palestinian communiry's righr to
exlst.
Let me say thar we grearly appreciated rhe fact rhat in
your speech you emphasized the obsracles which stand
in the way of rapprochement. You mentioned rhe
creation of setrlements and the recenr law passed by
the Israel Parliamenr making Jerusalem rhe capital of
Israel. Indeed you described rhese measures as i politi-
cal obstacle to a gradually improved undersranding,
holding out rhe prospecr of a polirical agreemenr.
Ve appreciate what you said on this issue, and I
would point our ro you that we are anxious to hear
both sides fairly. This was evidenced for our par. at
our recenr congress of rhe Socialisr Inrernational in
Madrid, to which I have already referred more [han
once. During rhis congress we admitred for rhe firsr
time a progressive socialist pany from Lebanon, an
Arab panner who will in future be present in rhe
special communiry which the Inrernarional represenm,
on the same footing as our friends from rhe Israeli
Labour Pany.
Next, Mr President, let me stress rhe imponance of
polidcal cooperation in areas of the world as vast, as
imponant for rhe future and as racked by troubles as
Latin America and southern Africa.
In panicular, afrer rhe presidential elections in the
United States, held in democratic fashion but with
results as regards the composition of the Senate and
the occupation of the !7hirc House which are nor
likely to reassure everybody and certainly nor rhe
Socialist Group, rhe resr is likely to be the way in
which rhe United Srates supports or crushes poliiical
democracy in Larin America and the struggle for
human righrs and independence of nations in southern
Africa. Ve are very anxious that, on this point, Europe
should not be afraid to asserr its own indispensable
identity and to mainrain the necessary distance in its
bilateral relations with the United States, which
remains its ally 
- 
nobody wishes ir ro be otherwise.
But alliance does not mean acquiescence, and Latin
America and southern Africa urge us as democrats
genuinely ro dissociate ourselves when necessary from
any American policies which mighr be inadmissible.
Mr Presidenr, you menrioned rhe question of Turkey,
but I assume thar we will have an opponunity io
return to this in greater detail.
As regards Turkey, I should like the quesrion asked to
have the logical follow-up of the resolution adoprcd
by the European Parliament on, if I am not mistai<en,
l3 October. The Council is invited ro commenr on rhe
latest developmenrs following rhe military cor,,p d'etut
in Turkey, irs implications for rhe Association Agree-
ment, and the moves to res[ore democracy. Let me say
directly, Mr President, and in spite of my personal
regard for you, rhar I found your reply jusr now very
disappointing.
Parliamenr is asking you ro commenr on the effecrs of
the military [akeover, its implicarions for the Associa-
tion Agreement, and the moves to restore democracy
and, through you, che Council has simply reminded us
of its declaration of 16 September 1980, adding as sole
commentary that in the course of the discussions of
the Commitree of Ministers of the Council of Europe
on 16 October 1980 in Srrasbourg, the Turkish Minis-
-ter for Foreign Affairs emphasized 'his governmenr's
determination to res[ore a parliamentary democracy as
soon as possible', and reaffirmed rhar 'in the transi-
tional period the Turkish Governmenr will comply
fully with the principles of rhe pre-eminence of law,of
respect for human rights and of fundamenral libenies'.
In listening to this very incomplete, and dare I say
naive, reply ro a very clear and complex question, I
wondered if rhe wonhy persons who make up rhe
Council of Ministers of the EEC read the newspapers,
the most important ones a! any rate.
Mr Presidenr, we would like to know if rhe Council
has taken any concrete measures to restore democracy
since rhe military coup d'itat. In whar way has the
developmenr of the siruation been followed, and what
action have you taken in response ro rhe alarming
news from Turkey?
I quote from rhe Financial Tines of 14 October l98O:
At least three Turk have died afrer tonure since the
generals seized power a month ago, according ro repons
reaching London. These are rhe first indications that
tofture in Turkey 
- 
which Amnesty Inrcrnational
described in June ai being'widespread and systematic'-
may have continued afrcr the coup.
In Le Monde of l7 October 1980:
On Vednesday l5 Ocrober a military ribunal in Ankara
sentenced Professor Ebraken, head of the National Salva-
tion Pany (pro-Islamic), and 21 members of the pany's
narional steering commirree to prison. Four other NSp
members of Parliament have already been senrenced and
are being held in rhe military prison at Ankara.
ln rhe Financial Times of 29 October 1980:
Over 11 000 arrests since Turkish coup . .. This was
revealed yesterday by General Haydar Salrik, secretary
general of the frve-member milirary leadership, ar a news
conference for foreign correspondenr.
In rhe Neze Ziircber Zeitungof 5 November 1980:
39 ex-Members of Parliament on rrial in Ankara
A message from Agence France Presse on 12 Novem-
ber 1980 ran as follows:
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It has been learnt from official sources in the Turkish
, capital that on l7ednesday the prosecutor of the manial
law tribunal in Ankara issued warrants for the arrest of
the leaders of two parties, one of the extreme left, the
other of the extreme right.
These warrants are for 4|leaders of the Turkish
Vorkers' and Peasants' Parf,/, including its chairman.
They are accused of violating Article 141 of the Penal
Code, which provides for up to 15 years imprisonment
for any militant member of a communist organization
and the death penalty for those leading 'one or more
of rhese organizations'.
I could continue quoting such extracts for some time.
For example, Le Monde of 13 November 1980:
Publication of the centre teft daily Cumhuriyet was
suspended on Tuesday 11 November 'until funher notice'
by the manial law commander of Istanbul May I add that
this centre-left daily is one of the oldest newspapers in
Turkey and that two newspapers also are strll banned
namely the Aydinlih and Demokrat.
Ve have also learnt of the dissolution of municipal
authorities and of a series of infringements of political
and trade union rights normally regarded as elemen-
tary.
In view of these facm I think that one cannot confine
oneself to the very brief declaration of intent which
you read out just now. It is not admissible that the
Council of M'inisters of the Community has aPParently
done nothing which has made any impact since
16 September.
Ir is not enough to adopt a declaration on the Prompt
restoration of democratic institutions, resPect for
human righm and guarantees regarding the treatment
of politicians under house arrest. This is why the
Socialist Group considers it indispensable to table a
motion for a resolution under Rule 47.
In this we include two crucial paragraphs, the first and
the fourth of the resolution which Parliament passed
earlier in plenary sitting: the Turkish PeoPle must hear
us repeat our determination to ensure that stePs are
taken immediately toward guaranteeing them the
enjoyment of polidcal and trade union freedoms
within a democratic institutional framework.'We must
also reaffirm that respect for internationally recog-
nized human rights, as laid down in the European
Convention on Human Rights, is an essential condi-
tion for dialogue with a European country associated
with the European Economic Community.
This was stated in our resolution of 18 September and
ir must be repeated today. Ve add, however, state-
ments on the arrest of trade unionist and on inadmissi-
ble practices such as torture, brutaliry and murder. 'S7e
condemn the banning of various newsPaPers, in parti-
cular those to which I referred just now. \7e wish to
reaffirm the imponant role that the Turkish Press must
play during a period when the political Parties have
been suspended, and finally, Mr President, we suggest
that a delegation from the European Parliament visit
Turkey as soon as possible, just as Parliamentary dele-
gations have often visited other countries subject to
Jictatorial and oppressive regimes, with the task of
esrablishing the broadest possible contacts with former
colleagues of the Joint Parliamentary Committee,
other political leaders, trade union leaders, with those
responsible for social organizations, and thereby to
obtain the maximum of information on the situation so
that there can be a new debate based on the delega-
rion's report.
'We very much hope that the other democratic forces
in this Parliament, will accept this text, which is
consistent with the text which we jointly agreed on,
negotiated, nbled and adopted on l3 November last
and which will, I hope, be heard in Ankara as the
anxious and determined manifestation of the concern
of European democrats, democrats who without doubt
wish not only to discuss this issue but above all to act.
(Applause frorn the left)
INTHE CHAIR:MRS DE MARCH
Vice-President
President 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-(D) Madam President, you are no doubt aware of the
Commission statemenr of l2 December in which we
called in particular for full resPect of human rights and
srressed the need for the rapid restoration of demo-
cratic institutions. You will also be aware of the state-
ment issued by the Foreign Ministers of the Member
States of the Community on 16 September regarding
the rapid restorarion of viable democratic institutions
and respect of human rights. The Foreign Ministers'
statement also says that the Community will continue
its cooperation with Turkey in this spirit. As far as the
Commission is concerned, this means the implement-
arion of the outcome of the EEC-Turkey Association
Council meering on 30 June and t July of this year.
The results of that meeting concern various sectors,
with the effects on ensuing activities differing from
case to case. For instance, there is the agricultural
sector with the srcp-by-step elimination of customs
tariffs; there is the social asPect, where the central
element is the provisions affecting Turkish workers
employed in the Community and their families; there
is the question of economic and technological cooPer-
ation; and there is also the financial asPect, where the
central element is the setting-up of the cooperation
fund and the founh financial protocol.
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As regards the eliminadon of cusroms duries on agri-
cultural products, this will be tackled automarically by
reference to a fixed timerable. The social quesrions 
-affecting Turkish workers and rheir families 
- 
essen-
tially concern internal Communiry provisions; in orher
words, the decisions of 30 June and I July on rhese
matters can be implemented wirhout involving rhe
Turkish side. That we shall do.
As regards economic and rechnological cooperarion,
the drafting of rhe financial prorocol and the provision
of 75 million EUA for the financial cooperarion fund,
contacts have been esrablished berween officials, with
the essential aim of preparing specific projecrs as parr
of this cooperative effon.
The Community made an offer regarding the founh
financial protocol on 30 June and 1 July. The negoti-
ations needed before this offer can be implemenred
have not yet begun. This aspecr differs from the auto-
matic processes and rhe conracrs ar experr level in that,
as regards the founh financial prorocol, we have made
the Turkish Governmenr aware of the importance of
ratification in this matter. The ratificarion of agree-
ments is, afrer all, generally a marter for parliaments,
and this will doubtless be an importanr poinr in the
process of normalizarion.
\(e have also left rhe other side in no doubt that all rhe
steps to be raken to implement the decisions taken by
the Association Council will of course depend on the
undertakings spelled our in rhe Foreign Ministers' and
the Commission's sratements regarding rhe restorarion
of democratic conditions and respecr of human righm
being fulfilled.
Before we can assess the siruation and the way it
develops, we need information over and above what is
available from press reports. As you know, rhe
Commission does not maintain a network of diplo-
matic services which could ger rhe additional informa-
tion. Nor can we 
- 
on the basis of official repons and
without any funher research 
- 
derermine whether
these trials are of a polirical or criminal narure. The
early statements made by rhe milirary aurhoriries in
Ankara referred to this distinction. I would srress the
need for full and comprehensive information, includ-
ing information of a polirical nature. For that reason,
we believe rhe suggested visir by a parliamenrary dele-
gation ro be an inreresting idea; a mission of this kind
would ar any rate be highly valuable as regards rhe
Commission's future acrivities in this matrer. $7e have
always maintained thar we are highly concerned abour
keeping a careful watch on developmenrs in Turkey
and taking every opporruniry ro do wharever is appro-
priate to ensure that definite and visible progress is
made towards rhe restoration of normal democratic
conditions.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld rc speak on behalf
of the Group of rhe European People's Pany (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) Madam President, on behalf
of the Group of rhe European People's Pany, I should
like to begin by rhanking Mr Thorn most warmly for
whar he has done, not only as a minister in his govern-
ment, but also 
- 
and parricularly 
- 
as Presidenr-in-
Office of the Council over the lasr few monrhs. He has
shown a grear degree of open-mindedness and under-
standing for many of the parliamentary quirks we tend
to indulge in here. He has ar any rare given us all rhe
information he could, and I should like to take this
opportunity of thanking him, this being rhe last time
he will appear in this House in his present capacity. Ir
is a pleasing prospecr, Mr Thorn, thar we shall shonly
be able to conrinue our work wirh you in a differenr
capacity.
There can be no doubt thar European political coop-
eration among.the Nine has worked better this year
under rhe Italian and Luxembourg presidencies rhan it
did previously, rhanks to the improved channels of
communication and rhe fact rhat the challenges facing
Europe in 1980 were clear for all ro see. It is also
worth making the point thar the basic differences in
cenain cenrral elemenrs which you yourself spelled
out, Mr Thorn, were obvious to anyone with a basic
grasp of things and the ability rc think clearly. I am
thinking here particularly of rhe prepara[ions for rhe
Madrid Conference, which I shall be dealing with a
little later. There is one point I should like to add,
though, and rhar is thar we, rhe Group of the Euro-
pean People's Party, feel bound to express our conrinu-
ing dissarisfacrion aL rhe inadequare cooperation
between EPC and this House, and rhis despite the
great trouble taken by Mr Thorn on such occasions as
last week, when we were given information imme-
diately after the meering of the Foreign Minisrers in
Luxembourg.
None rhe less, Parliamenr has nor really been addressed
at all over rhe last eighr monrhs by rhe Minisrers. So
far, the Council of Minisrers has failed to take suffi-
cient advanrage of the opponunity to discuss quesrions
relating to a joint European foreign policy with the
Members of rhe European Parliamenr, and I would
suggest rhat, over rhe coming year, rhere should be
better cooperarion berween this House and rhe Coun-
cil of Foreign Minister on rhis marrer, which looks like
becoming 
- 
and should become 
- 
increasingly
lmPortant.
I should like to commenr briefly on rwo main issues,
the first of which is rhe Madrid Conference. 'S7'e are
very pleased, Mr Thorn, rhar you rook rhe opporr.un-
ity at short norice of speaking on behalf of the
Community in Madrid in your capacity as President-
in-Office of the Council of Minisrers, because it is
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important that the European view be made known at
the Conference in what is a very serious situation.
European cooperation in the widest sense 
- 
in other
words, ditente 
- 
has suffered a serious setback. Our
view is that we are now so far removed from the spirit
of Helsinki that many people are right in opposing the
continuation of ditente. Many of the principles agreed
on in Helsinki have been seriously violated by the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and any more such
violations 
- 
for instance, in Poland 
- 
could spell the
end of the Madrid Conference and of the Final Act. I
believe we should tell the governments of the Nine
that they should give priority at the Conference ro a
balanced consideration of the three baskets in their
consultations, speeches, discussions and other work,
and that the question of human rights in pafticular
must not be overshadowed by a discussion on arms
limitation pure and simple. As regards the disarm-
ament issue, we also feel that pride of place should be
given to specific measures rather than grand sounding
but easily misunderstood declamations.
The second central element of Mr Thorn's speech
concerned the Middle East, where there are 
- 
hardly
surprisingly 
- 
differences of opinion within the
Council of Ministers, Parliament and the various polit-
ical groupings represented in this House. But as
regards your statement on behalf of the Nine that
developmenm since the Venice Conference have
proved you right and confirmed your own view and
that of the Nine that the search for a comprehensive
solurion should be persevered with, allow me to ask
rhe Nine whether they have really registered the fact
that, since June of this year, we have seen not only
serious military conflicts like that between Iraq and
Iran, but also important political changes in the whole
structure of the Middle East. Let me also draw your
artention to the fact that the United States of America
will have a new President in January and that he will
be following a completely different line from that of
his predecessor on the Middle East and on confront-
ation 
- 
otherwise known as the political conflict with
the Soviet Union. In the light of all this, surely the
European governments would be better advised not to
take time off for reflection 
- 
as suggesred by such
people as the Federal German Chancellor 
- 
but
rather to give all-out atten[ion to the question of what
policy they intend to pursue in future with the Ameri-
cans on the Middle East. After all, the Middle East
issue is of importance to both Americans and Euro-
Peans.
I really wonder whether word has not got around yet
among the Nine that, should we be landed with a
desperate energy crisis over the coming months, the
reason will not be the Palestinian-Israeli conflict so
much as the war between Iraq and Iran and the closing
of the Straits of Hormuz 
- 
with all its consequences
- 
not by the Israelis, but by the Iranians.
I wonder how the Europeans can think of resuming
the Euro-Arab dialogue as if this were a purely routine
affair, and despire the fact that 
- 
to my utter aston-
ishment 
- 
the Presidency of the Arab League is
already, this November, prematurely in the hands of a
member of the Executive Committee of the PLO. \7e
were told in the course of rhe discussions between the
Political Affairs Committee and the President-in-
Office of the Council that it had been agreed that the
Arab League would be presided over next year by a
repesentarive of the PLO. There is probably nothing
we can do about that, but why has a high-ranking
representative of the PLO now been allowed to open
the Euro-Arab dialogue as Presidenr of the Arab
League, and why have you not protested about this?
This is something I am bound to ask you, because it is
perfectly obvious that, if the PLO rePresentative 
- 
in
his capacity as President of the Arab League 
- 
has his
way, this political dialogue will degenerate into a
purely political confrontation aimed at the United
States and Israel. Surely that cannot be what our
European policy is aiming at.
In my view, should a meeting of Foreign Ministers
actually come about in these circumstances in the
summer of 1981, it must be subject to extremely care-
ful preparation. In that case, Mr Thorn, it is of the
urmost importance that you tell your colleagues from
rhe other eight Member States to take note of the
changes which have taken place over the last few
weeks 
- 
and in view of developments in the United
Srates 
- 
in the opinions of the political leaders in the
European capitals.
Turning briefly rc Turkey: we believe that this country
should find itt way as quickly as possible 
- 
but with-
out setting any deadline 
- 
out of its current profound
economic, social and political crisis back to parliamen-
tary demoracy. This is a matter for the Turkish people,
"ni *. hope to hear as soon as possible from 
the
current milinry government in Turkey that it
genuinely intends to make progress rowards a return
ro parliamentary democracy, so that we are not once
again faced wrth a regime like the colonels' in Greece.
lihintr Mr Glinne's suggestion that a delegation from
the European Parliament should be sent to Turkey as
soon as possible is an excellent one. '\fle have just
heard Mr Haferkamp emphatically confirm that the
European Parliament has economic and social levers at
its disposal.
Finally, we must all realize that, in the changing age
we live in, the old forms of international order no
longer work and new structures have not yet emerged
to iake their place. The system of coordinates for
international security for the 1980s is still uncenain,
and that is the real danger facing us in this decade.
Thar is why we need cooperation between Europe and
the United States. Ve need a much greater measure of
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mutual understanding than has existed in recent years,
and that is a wish shared by the great majority of rhis
House.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson to speak on behalf
of the European Democraric Group.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Mry I roo, on behatf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, express our appreciation of
whar Mr Thorn has given us from rhe chair of rhe
Council. His forthright explanations of whar has gone
on in polirical cooperation have been based, who can
doubt it, on his own knowledge of whar we look for in
this Chamber. As Mr Blumenfeld has said, we are
grateful for the splendid precedenr he has ser for his
successors.
On the Middle East we have noted whar the President
has said and await with great inreresr rhe deliberations
of the Council in early December. Ve musr observe
nevertheless that alrhough rhe Arab-Israeli dispure
is rraditionally the central issue in this arena, in
Lebanon there are, as I understand it, 38 separare
armies ar work and 4 narions at leasr engaged directly
and orhers by proxy in the fighting. The siruarion
there is hardly less desperare and even rhat one seems
to us at times of minor importance compared to rhe
war in the Gulf. I wish we could have some confidence
that an ourbreak of calm in the area of Israel would
spread much funher afield. But we musr commend of
course nevertheless the effons which Mr Thorn has
made to create tha[ calm.
Now my colleague, Mr Spicer, will be dealing with the
Turkish quesrion, the vexed subject of the oral ques-
tion before us. I would simply confine myself ro saying
that when by misfortune a friend has broken a leg it ii
clearly futile ro say rhar he should nor have broken ir
and it is not helpful ro insisr thar he take off rhe splint
and the plaster and throw away his crurches before he
can walk without them.
Ve wish Turkish democracy and individual freedom
there the speediesr possible recovery and we are confi-
dent, I think wirh good reason, that its resrorarion ro
health will not be needlessly delayed and we shall do
what we can by contact and encouragemenr to aid rhat
convalescence
In a year and a presidency of rhe grearesr tension and
lack of ditente in Easr-'!flest relarions, when, and
lately in the name of ditente, the Soviet Union has
openly regarded Communisr revolution as a one-way
ratchet, we are looking with growing impatience for
some signs from the Council, from the '!7est, of effec-
tive acrion ro rhwaru Sovier expansionism. The moral
condemnation of Madrid may be useful but it cannor
be enough when Moscow uses ddtente as no more
than a stalking h615s 
- 
a cover 
- 
for behaving as
aggressively as ever. It is rrue rhat in consequence of
Afghanisran rhere have been some marginaily useful
agreements berween EEC counrries and the Unired
Srates bur I hope rhat from now on there will be far
greater realization of whar rhe Communiry acring in
political cooperarion and rhe United States can do
togerher 
- 
rwo of rhe grearesr economic unirs in rhe
world. I hope rhat the incoming US Adminisrrar.ion in
particular will understand this. It remains astounding
how little is understood at all levels in America of thi
Community's political porenrial.
The poinr ro grasp is that with political economic
cooperation comes political economic power. The
closer the one, rhe grearer rhe other. \7hat signs are
there, and I leave rhe question wirh Mr Thorn under
whatever har he chooses to consider ir, now or in rhe
future, thar rhe Nine will marshal its economic muscle
in self-defence against a Russian Communism which is
still flagrantly on the move and threatens us economi-
cally no less rhan milinrily? But rhat Communism's
Achilles' heel 
- 
its most vulnerable poinr 
- 
is the
broken-down, discredired economic system on which
it rests, a sysrem and rheory which decries human
nature and which the \(/est in irs simpleness, and irs
greed too, with creditl;, rechnology and cheap food,
chooses marerially ro sustain.
If ditente eludes us, if disarmamenr is unarrainable, we
must consider the other side of rhe arms-race coin.
There are complementary means of resrraining atgres-
sion, of restraining rhose who pursue revolurion ro the
point of war among their neighbours. In a word, rhe
hope of world peace musr rerurn when rhe Russian
economy is obliged ar last ro concentrate on providing
for itself nor guns but butrer. And, if I mry say so,
their own butter. That, I rrusr, wilt be rhe rheme we
can pursue here in rhe coming monrhs.
And may I, conclude then by wishing rhe President-
in-Office of the Council of Minisrers all the best for
his future as he proposes to rake off one har and
prepares to pur on anorher.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berlinguer ro speak on behalf
of the Communisr and Allies Group.
Mr Berlinguer. 
- 
(I) Madam President, we are
holding this debate at a critical momenr in interna-
tional affairs, ar a rime when, more rhan ever, the only
solution seems to be a new role for Europe and more
particularly for our Community. I do nor believe rhat
this is made clear in Mr Thorn's reporr: it is a carb-
ful, measured repon but neither its prioriries nor its
proposals are ar [he same level as our own responsibil-
ities. Undl now, in facr, polirical cooperarion b.r*..n
the EEC counrries, which is to r"y th. will to deter-
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mine common goals and initiatives in foreign policy,
has not been at the level demanded by the serious
nature of international relations and by the appalling
problems which our world has to face today. There
have been one or two efforts, one or two attemPts in
recent times but they are not only a long way from
being a common foreign policy, but a long way from
demonstrating effective coordination.
'!/hen that is lacking there is little sense in lamenting
the fact, as some do, that any particular country has
felt obliged to make individual initiatives. Indeed, it is
our view that some of these initiatives, particularly
rhose relating ro the situation which arose as a result
of Soviet intervention in Afghanistan, helped to keep
the way open for renewed dialogue between East and
Vest, which in turn has im effect both on Europe
itself, when we consider it from the point of view of
the careful attitude adopted by many governments and
polidcal powers towards the crisis in Poland, and on
relations between the USA and the USSR, at least as
far as concerns negotiations on medium range missiles
in Europe.
'\i7hat is however also true is that these initiatives
would have had far greater effect had they been given
rhe full, joint support of the Nine.
And if, as well as looking to the past, we look to the
present and the future, the need for these joint initia-
tives becomes even more clear.
'!7e 
shall henceforth be needing a common plan and
policy on the question of the military r6gime in
Turkey, whose hallmark continues to be the repression
of democratic liberties. None of us are satisfied by Mr
Thorn's vague words on this question. Our view of the
Turkish situation is that the time is now ripe for the
EEC to suspend the association agreement until such
rime as lawful democracy is restored in the country.
The entire Communist and Allies Group has mbled a
motion for resolution to this effect.
There is at present a good deal of speculation on what
the policies of the Reagan Bovernment will be. Can
Europe wait passively, though, for the new administra-
tion to be installed and define its opinions, or should
we not take this opportunity of general uncenainty in
internacional relations, show clearly our own irrevoca-
ble choices and then proceed with the policies which
follow from them?
It is known that we Italian Communisrs are seeking no
reducrion in relations with the United States as they
are defined in the Atlantic Alliance. But at the same
time we do not consider that, if the European
Community wishes to have a future, it should allow
imelf to be considered as a sort of branch of the Atlan-
tic pact, as some political opinions would appear to
have it. The Nine have their own role to confirm and
develop, and that role cannot be restricted to the prob-
lems of our own continent.
Of course, ddtente in Europe is our first objective.
Some of the highest authorities in the International
Socialist Congress share this view, and said so recently
when speaking about the new American administra-
tion, and stressed that ditente is for Europe a need
which cannot be abandoned.
It is from this that we perceive the importance of the
Nine's duty to see that the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe in Madrid makes balanced
progress towards a positive conclusion with ungible
resul6, including first of all a pan-European confer-
ence on disarmament. \(/e are living in a world where
more than a thousand million dollars a day are being
spent on the arms race|, a race which goes on unres-
trained and which can lead only to universal disaster.
It is Europe, where the Breatest concentration of total
destruction weaponry is kept, which can and must
make first steps to stop and then reverse this trend.
- 
'!fle, the European Parliament, must appeal to all the
governments represented at Madrid, to the USA and
to the USSR, to the countries of the \Tarsaw pact and
the Atlantic Alliance, to the neutrals and the
non-aligned, that they should make it their responsi-
bility to recreate by words and actions that minimum
of mutual trust which is necessary in the quest for
security by means of monitored and balanced reduc-
tlons rn arms.
Europe's responsibility for ditenteand dis"fma.ent is
also essential if we are to prevent the two superpowers
being forced by the very logic of their antagonism
towards a form of mutual intolerance which would
have disastrous repercussions throughout the world.
But a European initiative is also essential so that we
can state in new [erms the problems of Nonh-South
relationships and deal with hunger in the world, as it is
this Assembly's responsibility, a responsibility which, if
ir is ro be more than mere empty words, calls for both
a reduction in arms expenditure and a start in building
a new international order which is capable of making
the development of the world's vast underdeveloped
areas the linch-pin of a new, more rational and more
equitable kind of economic development within the
industrialized countries themselves.
There are many indications in the developing coun-
tries of a demand for Europe to start a new and brave
economic and political policy tainrcd neither by
neocolonialism nor by ambition for power. Failure to
grasp rhis opportunity, failure to respond to these
hopes, would condemn Europe to abandoning its new
role in world affairs and to consequent decline and
irresistible crisis. Demand for a European political
initiative is now arising in the Middle East in particu-
lar. \7e should act quickly because throughout the
area the situation is very serious and funher conflict
threatens.
'l7ithout an equitable solution to the Arab-Israeli
conflict there will never be peace in this panicularly
jirtery region whose nervousness reverberates across
and well beyond the Mediterranean. No matter what
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the views of the governments of the Nine on rhe Camp
David Agreement may be, it is now clear that the over-
all need is for peace founded on rhe recognirion of rhe
right to exist and right to secunry of every Stare rn the
Middle East, including Israel, and on rhe confirmed
right of the Palestinian people ro creare their own
State. It is to be hoped rhat the political inidarive which
was only glimpsed at the Venice Summit will be given
real impetus when rhe Council meets ar Luxembourg
at the beginning of December, on rhis basis and on the
basis of the facr gathered during Mr Thorn's mission.
The initiative I have been speaking of is for dit.ente,
for disarmament and for cooperation both wirhin our
continent and throughout the world. Ir is an appeal ro
our governments but also 
- 
and we are very much
aware of it 
- 
to the political and social movemenrs
and particularly ro those movemenrs which represenr
workers and the working classes, whose ideals are
peace, jusrice and solidarity. This is a great area in
which the left, despite its divisions, must seek common
ground, agreement, even joint ideals and proposals.
This is a parh to which we Italian Communists are and
shall remain committed, with our own independent
judgment open ro dialogue and ro negotiarion wirh
each and every orher movemenr for peace and for
proSress.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, even if the
Member States of the European Communiries are
still far from speaking 'wirh one voice', there is a
great deal of evidence of the progress of political
cooperation. One indicarion is rhe wide interesr
displayed in EPC, as polidcal cooperarion is called, by
countries both ouride and, of course, especial[y inside
Europe, by orher democratic countries who are
members of the Council of Europe but not of the EEC
and to whom Mr Glinne referred in his speech. The
talks which have just raken place berween rhe Norwe-
gian Prime Minister and the EEC, also raising the
question of contacrs at minisrerial level on political
cooperarion between Norway and the Nine, is one
such indication. Ve welcome rhis developmenr. Ir
reflects the posicive Norwegian inrerest in closer rela-
rions with the Communiry and in political cooperarion
wirh rhe Nine. In our view it can only be in our own
interesr to develop and expand conracrs such as rhe
Norwegian initiative.
Having said this, I must add rhar rhe enrry of more
and more new Member Srares cannor and should not
replace already established conracrs with countries
outside the EEC nor efface the difference berween
Member State and non-member State of rhe Commu-
nity. \Thereas as a matrer of course we should main-
tain the Communiry's openness ro orher countries
including also to those which like Norway and
Sweden have no plans to seek direct entry [o rhe EEC,
political cooperation must inevitably have the special
stamp of being undertaken by countries which have
joined che Community.
I should like to panicipate in the question Mr Glinne
put to the President of the Council of Foreign Minis-
ters In my own and my group's view we must endea-
vour to find a satisfactory formula which permits
continued development of polidcal cooperarion
amongst the Member Srares and ar rhe same [ime
uphold and improve contacrs wirh counrries outside ir.
These countries' possible future membership of the
EEC and thereby full participation in EPC is obviously
a marter to be decided primarily by these countries
themselves.
President. 
- 
I call
behalf of the Group
crats.
Mr de la Maline ro speak on
of European Progressive Demo-
Mr de la Maldne. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, in rhe
short time allorted to me I will limit rhe comments on
behatf of my Group to three topics: rhe Iran-Iraq war,
the Madrid Conference and our relations wirh
Turkey.
On the first point, we are wirnessing, as you said and
as is clear to all, a new conflict which has erupred in
the Middle Easr, and this time it is at rhe very hearr of
the powder keg insrcad of on the edge; moreover, we
find thar in this conflict 
- 
as if by chance and as is the
case elsewhere 
- 
Russian and American arms are
being used by the opposing sides.
Everybody proclaims their desire ro see an end ro rhe
conflict. That this is true of the immediate neighbours,
we can easily believe; rhat ir is true of cenain orhers
who are at a grearer distance we are far less certain,
and we are nor even sure that while perhaps wishing ro
end the conflict they will not find themselves ob.liged
to intervene direcrly or indirectly for one reason or
anorher. And rhen, also bound up in rhis conflicr is of
course the problem of rhe hostages. Bur we in Europe,
for whom this region is obviously vital, have our hands
free in rhis matrer and it is because our hands are free,
which is not the case for many orhers, that in spite of
the lack of faith in European inrervention which can
be noted in various quarters, we regret that Europe is
not more conspicuous. And we regret thar some help-
ful proposal by Europe is nor increasing rhe chances of
scaling down, and rhen ending a conflicr which 
- 
as
we will see in the coming weeks 
- 
will have conse-
quences for life in Europe which it is very difficult to
measure. This view is not supported, perhaps, in Euro-
pean circles, but for our parr we think rhar something
should be done without delay.
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After these few words on [he war, I should like to say
a word about Madrid. \7e have always been in favour
of the Madrid Conference. !(i'e are in favour because
we believe that this is a unique opportunity to use the
principal weapon of the free world which is freedom,
and that the Madrid Conference with all its ramifi-
cations and consequences is one way of using the only
true force of the free world, namely freedom.
However, at this Madrid Conference there must be
conditions and rhere must be consequences.
There are numerous conditions and I am not going to
list them all. I will mention a few so that we do not go
to Madrid, either from near by or from afar, excusing
or even forgetting Afghanistan which must always be
part of these discussions. \fle must not go there with-
our taking stock of what has happened since the
Helsinki -onference, particularly in the sphere of
human rights. Ve must not go there forgetting the
balance between the so-called 'baskets'' 'S7e must not
pass over in silence, either, the lack of freedom which
the third basket is intended to investigate. Nor must
we go there without PerPetuating the Conference as
*e hat e proposed, by setting up a committee which
would be permanently responsible for ruling on
human righm. Those are a few conditions but there are
many orhers.
Then there are the consequences: rhe free world has
losr a lot of ground in the last decade. Now it must
assess its losses. It must strengthen im determination
and consolidate its resources otherwise the Helsinki
Conference which promised such a happy outcome, is
likely to be no more than an unfortunate Munich,
which was perhaps not blameworthy in itself but was
blameworthy to the extent that it did not influence the
determination of 'Western democracies to learn a lesson
from it. 'Well, at Madrid too the free world must draw
its conclusions and say that it has enough of interven-
tion, of Soviet expansionism in Asia, in Africa and
elsewhere, either directly, or indirectly, in particular
rhrough the use of intermediaries. Unquestionably
everyone is free in this world, must be free to choose
his destiny and nobody must have a choice, a destiny
imposed on him from the outside. This is also one of
the conclusions to be drawn by the free world from
Madrid.
To conclude I will say a few more words on Turkey'
'!7e have explained our position in a resolution' Ve
deplore the suspension of Turkish democracy, but we
know that freedom must not be a caricature and that
the freedom which prevailed in Turkey was principally
rhe freedom to kill and that is not democracy. '!7e are
therefore patient and understanding, but at the same
time we must urge that the objectives be defined and
rhe timetable fixed. The ob.iectives meaning the steps
towards restoring democracy, and the timetable stat-
ing the deadline. '!fle say all this in our resolution.
Those, Madam President, were just a few brief
remarks in the five minutes allotted to me. Obviously
rhere are many things to be said, but I have tried to
outline the fundamental demands of our group on
these three points.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castellina to speak on behalf
of the Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members.
Mrs Castelline. 
- 
U) Madam President, Mr Thorn
said that the Communiry had a real presence on the
international scene, but I think it would have been
more accurate to say that the Community is still ar the
stage of promise and hope. And it will not remain
even that for much longer, because even promise and
hope run the risk 
- 
in the face of the expectations
aroused by direct elections to this Parliament, among
other things 
- 
of turning into their opposite, i.e. yet
another contribution to the decline in confidence both
in Europe and in the validity of democratic institutions
themselves, for our debates are becoming ever more
vacuous, as are the Community's international policy
statements.
The list of such statements which Mr Thorn gave us
just now is extremely telling 
- 
mere verbal diplomacy
in ' nearly all cases, and initiatives which are so
contradictory that they lose all effectiveness. For
example, what is the point of acknowledging the right
of the Palestinian people to self-determination and
approving the Camp David agreements, when the
policy enshrined in those agreements itself negates the
right to self-determination proclaimed just before?
This is only one example 
- 
I could give more if I had
more time.
I do not think that Europe can achieve any real auton-
omy by following this road. And, take note, this is all
the'more true no* that a man like Reagan has been
elected President of the United States, for this means
that the room for manoeuvre available to us for
achieving that autonomy 
- 
which we exPect to
achieve painlessly, at no cost 
- 
is likely to decrease
dramatically. At this stage, if Europe does not want to
be rampled upon, a much more decisive European
initiative is rquired, capable of confronting an Ameri-
can policy which seeks to make Europe a mere satel-
lite.
Since the urgency of world problems makes it impos-
sible to go on toying with the North-South problem by
reducing it to a few paltry aids given in a spirit of far
from disinterested charity, Europe must PrePare to
make a real response to the basic demands of the
developing countries, or the way will remain open for
uncontrollable processes, as well as for the extension
of the economic and military blackmail exercised by
the two superpowers. The only real way of avoiding
the extension of Soviet power in the Third \forld is rc
create a Europe which will be a positive point of refer-
ence for developing peoples, so as to free them in
practice not only from the most burdensome form of
dependence which they suffer 
- 
neo-colonialism 
-
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but also, as in the case of some Larin American coun-
tries including El Salvador, from rhe burden of Ameri-
can supporr. for execrable dictarcrships.
But in order ro become rhis autonomous and posirive
point of reference for developing counrries, Europe
must courageously seek an undersranding with rhe
non-aligned counrries, undenaking to crea[e a rela-
tionship which is no longer based on unequal trade; in
other words, it must creare a new development model
which is complere and egalitarian with regard to the
Third \7orld.
Unfortunarely, however, rhis is nor happening and rhis
is where we come up againsr the real problem of
Europe 
- 
its internal policy, which displays nor only
ever grearer discord, but also increasingly strong
tendencies rowards a restrictive economic policy of
cutting back on social expenditure, rending in rhe
opposite direction ro rhar which our official starements
have repeatedly indicared, panicularly in rhe case of
the Nonh-Sourh dialogue. It is for rhese reasons rhat I
am no[ at all sadsfied with rhe sraremenrs made ro us
here by Mr Thorn.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi, non-artached.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(0 Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the main features of the current interna-
tional political situation were summed up in the speech
by the President of the Council, whom we ihank
wholeheanedly. As he righrly srressed, no effon has
been spared in rhe difficulr search for new and differ-
ent equilibria ro guaranree security, and thereby a
peace policy 
- 
alrhough we would add rhar rhis must
be based on faos, i.e. on political and miliury forces
really capable of maintaining peace in the world, and
not merely on a mounrain of illusions which crumbles
in the face of each new evenr and each new difficulty,
as occurred after rhe invasion of Afghanisran.
Ort rhar occasion the decisions of the Council of
Ministers, recalled here by Mr Thorn, together wirh
rhose of the Commission and Parliament, served
merely to irritate, or indeed ro bore, Mr Brezhnev,
and certainly did not make him revise any of his plans.
The first of the events which occurred in this period
was the war berween Iraq and Iran. The latrer's inter-
nal and international destabilizadon, resulting from
the revolution and Khomeini's fanaticism hai been
total, and is disturbing and dangerous for all of us, as
the deplorable and unsolved problem of rhe hosrages
- 
mentioned here roday 
- 
demonstrates. This sicua-
tion requires, in our uia*, rno.. artention than the
President of the Council cauriously suggested, when in
connection wirh freedom of navigation in rhe Gulf 
-e.ssential for Furopean oil supplies 
- 
he stated only
that this freedom is necessary, and gave no hinr as to
how it could be guaranreed. Mr Thorn also spoke of
the importance of resuming the Euro-Arab Dialogue,
but what ar presen[ are rhe real conditions for making
this resumption entirely possible? In our view ir is
difficult to say. As our own Presidenr reaffirmed, we
must confine ourselves to hoping for a resumprion,
since the Middle East situation rather than improving,
seems to be dereriorating funher, thus showing thar
the paruies involved are nor rhe besr firted to solve rhe
pressing problems of Palesrine and Israel. Quire apan
from any pious resolution of the United Narions or
other resolutions or sraremenrs full of laudable inten-
tions, those peoples mus[ a[ all costs realize 
- 
and we
must do everything we can to help them ro do so,
partly because this is rhe positive aspect of the Camp
David agreemenr which remain valid and to which rhe
new Reagan administration also seems committed 
-that a solurion ro [he problem of the existence of
Palestine and of the Srate of Israel within secure and
recognized fronriers cannor be achieved by rhe victory
of one side or rhe orher in a new cold war o. 
".turlwar, nor by the rerrorism of rhe PLO, nor by criminal
reprisals regarded as justified by rheir perpetrators, bur
by negotiations leading ro an agreemenr.
I now turn ro the Madrid Conference, of which we
have always been in favour. If we wish not merely to
progress without running the risk of breaking the
thread by which the policy of ditente srill appears to
hang, bur ro progress wirhout illusions, looking at rhe
problems dispassionately, ir is necessary to discuss all
the 'baskets' ar [he same rime, reaffirming the global
nature of all aspects of ditente, but above all stressing
the indispensable narure of security and of the
measures to guaranree it, for without security there
can be neither peace nor defence of human rights.
Otherwise the Madrid Conference, despite everyone's
efforts, will end up as yer anorher illusion. This is
confirmed by the fact rhat rhe Sovier Union and orher
Communisr Srates wanted the Helsinki Conference 
-this is essenrially our basic view, since we cannor
believe that Communism is prepared radically to
change its nature or methods of government, as Mr
Berlinguer would have us believe 
- 
only in order ro
have their wartime conquesrs recognized togerher with
rhe inviolability of absurd frontiers which, as we have
said here before, have divided into rwo or more pans
so many peoples and nations.
In conclusion, we are only roo glad ro take note of the
Presidenr of rhe Council's sratemenr thar the Nine
have acted in concert and will -continue to do so, nor
only wirh regard to the work of rhe Madrid Confer-
ence but also with regard ro the whole inrernational
policy of the Community. \7e would remind you rhar
political cooperarion is not a rrue common policy,
partly because rhe Trearies do not provide for it, bur it
is none the less a polirical agreemenr in keeping with
the spirit and perhaps bven with rhe letter of rhe Trea-
ties. This agreemen! which enables us ro srare rhar the
European Community is a force to be reckoned with
- 
albeit still imperfect, although hope it will become
ever stronger and more capable of independenr iniria-
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tives. This is what Mr Berlinguer also said, but of
course we mean it in the opposite sense to that which
he intended 
- 
i.e. in the spirit of an alliance which is
not intended to be, cannot and must not be a restric-
rion of our freedom, but a guarantee of our security,
which depends not only on disarmament and on the
absence of actual nuclear weapons from Europe, but
above all on the response to the consistently exPan-
sionist and aggressive policy of the Soviet Union,
which pious socialisdc intentions are unfonunately not
enough to check.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cariglia.
Mr Cariglia. 
- 
(I) Madam President, I too would
like to thank the President of the Council for his
contribution to our debates on the most controversial
themes of political cooperation. I hope we shall have
the good fonune to cont.inue to be addressed by Mr
Thorn in his new capacity as President of the Euro-
pean Commission.
I wish to make just a few remarks on the subject dealt
with in Mr Thorn's speech, since I feel that the Chair-
man of the Socialist Group, Mr Glinne, has amply
covered the whole field discussed by Mr Thorn.
The first remark concerns Israel and Middle East poli-
tics in general. Leaving aside the assessments made by
some other speakers, I think it is impossible to draw up
an 'original' policy for the Middle East 
- 
I mean a
European policy 
- 
without running the risk of
becoming a tool of the policies of the two panies
involved. I therefore think that Europe was right to
acknowledge realistically that there are two conflicting
interests, and that this acknowledgement was based on
rhe principle of security for the State of Israel and the
future Palestinian State. However, I think that Europe
could play a greater role in terms of economic initia-
tives in an area where the gun has ruled for 30 years,
and where peaceful inidatives are urgently needed'
My second remark concerns Afghanismn' There is no
doubt that the Soviet occupation has a series of stra-
.tegic implications which we cannot ignore. It is also
cerrain that the events in Afghanistan interrupted the
process of ditente in Europe and the world. Of
course, we do not say this because we derive any satis-
faction from it, but because we think it is an objective
fact, which is reflected above all in European public
opinion. .!7e say it also because we are aware that
there is no alternative rc ditente in world affairs.
Hence rhe commitment mentioned just now by Mr
Berlinguer, on the part of us Socialists and Social
Democrats, to pursue ditente at every level.
My third remark concerns the role of Europe. .!7e
musr acknowledge that, despite its considerable
economic and commercial weight, Europe has not yet
succeeded in defining its political role. There are
initiarives by individual States, but they do not always
coincide with the interests and expectations of Europe.
For example, I am worried that France can take the
initiative of constructing a neutron bomb, thus rein-
forcing the arguments of the two superpowers in their
arms race. There are those who hope for a new direc-
tion in American policy almost scorning the policy
followed up to now which sought rc safeguard civil
and human rights. Ve Socialism take a different view.
'\U7e think that Europe will be strong to the extent that
it remains faithful to the values of its ancient heritage,
and I also think that Realpolitik 
- 
that political real-
ism which is so much mooted today 
- 
if it had any
result, would be extremely negative for Europe, since
it could lead ro an agreement between the two super-
powers over the heads of European countries.
Finally, Madam President, I would like to mention the
Madrid Conference. Mr Berlinguer referred to an
initrative for a pan-European disarmament conference.
Clearly, we do not disapprove of this initiative, since it
is in line with the decisions which our parties have
akeady taken at the Congress which we held recently
in Madrid itself. However, we need to be very clear
and precise about this. '!7'e can attemPt rc follow the
road of a disarmament conference, so long as it does
not have the final result of neutralizing Europe 
- 
a
result which would be damaging to Europe's interests.
Therefore, to the extent that we believe we represent
an undeniable vocation 
- 
the peaceful vocation of
Europe 
- 
we can leave no stone unturned in pursuit
of disarmament, provided of course that this disarm-
amenr is fully guaranteed and that our bonds of alli-
ance with the United States of America are not weak-
ened.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moller.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, I should like
ro comment on what the rapporteur of my group, Mr
Fergusson, said a short while ago. It is written that the
last shall be first, and on this occasion I should like to
say that it could also be written that the least shall be
Breatest. !7e are taking leave of Mr Thorn as Presi-
dent of the Council and by his effon in the past half
year, when I have had occasion to watch his perform-
ance, he has shown that he has the abiliry to come
from the smallest of our Member States and have a
very big influence on the policy of Europe and of the
Community. I would like to compliment him on rhis
and thank him as a representative of a small country.
Because it is clear that we also encounter challenges to
our membership, we are told that we have no say. But
now it has been shown that the smallest country can
conrribute something. This is to Mr Thorn's credit and
we will be happy to see him again in lanuary as Presi-
dent of the Commission.
Next, a few comments on Mr Thorn's intervention.
First I would like to ask him if he has any comments
on the Norwegian Prime Minister's, Mr Nordli's,
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dimarche ois-ti-ois the Community. For us in
Denmark at least it would be very gratifying if what
happened in 1972 in the Norwegian referendum, when
the people said no to the Community, could somehow
be pur right.
Nexr let me say to Mr Thorn that I feel rhat under his
presidency we have really succeeded in achieving posi-
tive results at the Foreign Minister's meerings, thereby
giving Europe an identity and an image in world poli-
tics. This is perhaps the reason why we now have the
d,imarche from the Norwegian side. For me rhis is
very important. I know well that some people regard
this as of somewhat less importance, namely rhose
who do not wish the Community to become a polidcal
success and who on [he contrary believe that it is
contrary to the Treaty of Rome to concern oneself ar
all with politics and with a Council of Foreign Affairs
Ministers. I do not believe that this is contrary ro the
Treaty. Even without a Treaty of Rome it would be
quite natural if the Vestern countries' democracies
had a common foreign policy and a common approach
to i.e. questions raised in the United Narions, at the
Madrid conference, the Afghanisran qiresrion, the
hostages in Teheran, erc. One canno! demand nor can
one expect either that rhe nine foreign minisrers
should meet [o assert that they do not have rhe righr to
pursue a common foreign policy. Because of course
they have the right to do so. They simply do nor have
the righr to bind rhe individual counrry's parliaments
to pursue a particular course of action. Not everybody
is satisfied wirh this and so have decided ro rry ro
establish a parliamentary basis for polirical cooperarion
in their country.
Thus I see this presidency, which is now about to
change, as marking the successful development of the
European Community's Council of Minisrcrs which
has now again acquired a significance which was on
the point of disappearing since rhe Heads of Srare had
decided to follow their own counsel, whereby they
gradually shelved all the big decisions and resolutions.
But now the Council.of Ministers has again arrained
importance and we are grateful for thar. !7e hope and
I hope thac your successor will live up ro rhe srarus
which you have given the office and for which I
express my thanks.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tindemans.
Mr Tindemans. 
- 
(NZ) Madam President, I too
should like to pay rribute to the President-in-Office of
the Council of Foreign Ministers, Mr Thorn, on rhe
occasion of his final appearance 
- 
for the rime being
at least 
- 
in this House in his presenr capaciry. Our
thanks are due to him for rhe way he has done his job.
I should like to comment on a number of aspecrs from
his speech, and to begin wirh, I think we should give a
little thoughr to whar political cooperarion really boils
down to. It seems to be that we often waste a lot of
time dealing with problems which do not help Europe
to move forward, whereas political cooperation is an
extremely important aspect of the process of political
unification. You were quirc righr in saying, Madam
Presidenr, rhat political cooperarion is not based on
anv treaty. Allow me, none the less, to remind Members
that the Heads of State and Government ar rhe
Summit Conference in 1973 adopred a rext which
amounts to a fairly far-reaching commitmenr as
regards political cooperation. One sometimes gers the
impression that there is little in the way of continuiry
as regards the commitments entered into by Heads of
Government in the field of European integrarion.
Allow me to read you rhe rext approved in Copen-
hagen in 1973:
The governments will consult wrrh each other on all rhe
imporrant quesuons of foreign policy and will establish
pnonues in accordance with rhe following principles:
- 
The arm of consulratron is to seek a jornt approach
rn specific cases.
- 
The subjects must affect Europe's inrerests, on or
ouride our conunenr, in those fields where a
common standpoint is essenual or desirable.
- 
On these quesrrons, each Member State under-
takes, generally speaking, not to finalize its own
position before consulting its panners in the
framework of political cooperauon.
This was agreed and laid down in a rext which
received the approval of the Heads of Government. It
therefore follows rhat it is nor rrue [o say rha[ polirical
cooperation is not based on a rreary. If Europe wanrs
to establish irs own identiry, we musr increasingly have
sufficient courage ro adopt a specifically European
standpoint ois-d-ois rhe major internarional problems.
The text I myself formulated in l9Z5 says:
A European identrty will not be accepred by the ourside
world if rhe Stares of Europe are ahernarely united and
drsunited.
The ball is therefore in our courr. Let us go on from
there to see what we have committed ourselves to:
The drfficulty is one o[ havrng to reach a common point
of vrew.
It is therefore not sufficient merely ro discuss and
consult; the quesrion is how we should arrive ar a
common standpoint. In my repon on European union,
I named four areas in which we have decided of our
own volition to speak with a single voice and ro
develop a common standpoint. These four were our
relations with rhe United Srares, the problem of secur-
ity in Europe, rhe new economic world order 
- 
in
orher words, the North-South ilialogue 
- 
and the
problems of the Mediterranean countries. Need I add
that the Group of rhe European People's Party regrets
the facr thar, as regards the special UN session
devoted to rhe North-South dialogue, the Nine are
split and have failed to adopt a common approach?
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Allow me to add here that, if we had made our posi-
tion clear earlier pis-ti-ztis the United Smtes and had
worked out a common standpoint on the Mediterra-
nean 
- 
that is to say, the Middle East 
- 
there would
have been less need for us to improvise in the matter
concerning the Teheran hostages, and we could have
achieved a more unified approach on the part of the
'!(i'est at this difficult stage in international affairs. That
is why I said we should adopt a common approach
after clearly formulating our own standpoint. And that
is why I rather regret the fact that we are now already
busy taking up positions regarding the newly-elected
US President. I believe I am right in saying that this is
a unique situation, in thar we are now 
- 
to put it.
diplomatically 
- 
categorizing or attacking a head of
governmen[ before even knowing what his policies will
be. There are heads of state and government in
Europe who are managing to work toBether without
sharing the same political views, and we do not see
any danger in that. On the contrary, it is absolutely
vital that they should be able to work together. I
would therefore say that we should put off the really
difficult problems to give us a chance to see whether
we can arrive ar a common standpoint. And let me
add, Mr President, that I deplore the Nine's attitude
to Turkey, although I shall refrain from going into the
matter in detail right now. It is always a sad sight to
see a democratic regime overthrown and replaced by a
military regime. But why have the Nine failed to adopt
a clear, common standpoint on this matrer? I am
thinking here of a government not a million miles
away from me, which has adopted an opposing atti-
tude. If we really want a common European foreign
policy, it seems to me tha[ we must in principle be
capable of uking a common line at difficult moments
regarding a country like Turkey, which is after all not
[hat remote. 'We must wait to see what policy the
United Smtes will be pursuing, but we already know
- 
at least, this is the impression we get 
- 
that the
newly-elected US President wants America to show a
greater element of leadership. In itself, we have no
objection [o that 
- 
quite the contrary. However, it
does mean rhat rhe Euopeans will have ro clarify their
policies so that we know what form cooperation will
be able to take in the future. In other words, we must
develop a more robust European sense of self-confi-
dence. On a number of occasions over the last few
months 
- 
and this is not inrcnded as criticism 
- 
we
have heard suggestions that the European heads of
government. have been inadequately consulted by the
\fhirc House. On the other hand, we have heard
complaints from the United States that the European
countries wan[ ro be consulted, but when it comes to
accepting their share of responsibility, their enthusiam
all too often wanes. Be that as it may, the moment has
now come to build a foundation for new and better
relations between the United States and Europe.
Perhaps we shall now have a fresh chance to put our
heads together, and perhaps now we shall be
consulted, in which case rhere will be grounds for a
change in attitude in Europe, in the hope that 
- 
and
this is the point I wanted to make 
- 
a proper dialogue
will come about between the Community and the
United States. This dialogue is something I have
consistently referred to: a dialogue on such matters as
energy policy, monetary_policy and security. Questions
like rhese cannot be solved or even dealt with
adequately in isolation or in a climate of frosty rela-
tions. This is such an important poinr 
- 
we have only
to think of the Middle East issue 
- 
that it might only
take one misconceived air raid anlnvhere in the Middle
East to provoke a war 
- 
and you all know what I am
thinking about. Then there is the question of protecr-
ing the shipping lanes. My group has already put
forward a proposal regarding our own supplies of 
-for instance 
- 
orl. But that is not something we can
tackle alone: that is the kind of thing we need a proper
dialogue for. I think the moment has now come to try
ro rnstitute this dialogue with the new US Administra-
tion and thus to improve our mutual relations. Need I
remind you that the world situation is anything but
rosy'. \7e have only to think of Afghanistan, and in this
context I was struck by the appositeness of Mr
Glinne's remark to the effect that those doing the
fighting in Afghanistan were not so much rebels as
freedom fighters. They are indeed, and I hope that this
point is appreciared by all of us, including those who
have spoken about peace and ditente in this debate. I
shail not draw any comparisons with evenrs elsewhere;
I merely hope that these Members will give the free-
dom fighters in Afghanistan the same assistance or
sympathy that has been extended to people in similar
cases elsewhere; the fact is that I have heard no refer-
ence to any such assistance or sympathy on this parti-
cular occasion.
The second point I should like to make is that the war
between Iraq and Iran might be highly explosive if it
were to extend to the Medirerranean. Thirdly, rhere is
the question of South-Easr Asia, which the President-
in-Office of the Council himself referred to. I shall nor
go into detail here, nor shall I discuss the rensions
between other countries in the Middle East. Leba-
non has not been mentioned here. Camp David has
only been touched on. Bur how do we see the agree-
ments between Israel and Egypt developing? Then
there is Latin America and the general quesrion of
human rights.
That brings me on to the Madrid Conference. The
Helsinki Conference in 1975 was a glimmer of hope
for many people who followed developments on the
world political scene. \(e thought that 
- 
given good-
will 
- 
a new chapter could be written in the annals of
world affairs. Now, though, there are question-marks
over rhe meeting in Madrid. In Helsinki, the late Aldo
Moro spoke behalf of the Nine, and on that occasion
Europe spoke with a single voice. So far, we have
heard nothing to indicate that the Nine have taken a
similar decision with regard to the Madrid Confer-
ence. In other words, European political cooperation
has moved backwards rather [han forwards since 1975.
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The conference in Madrid bears the :.j:Je Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Vhen have the
Nine ever seriously discussed the problem of security
in Europe? To my knowledge, nothing of the kind has
ever happened. Let us not then indulge in mere polem-
ics and pretend we were in favour of ditente and were
going to the Madrid Conference tb discuss security,
when the fact is that we are not even aware of our ov/n
security problem nor have we discussed it among
ourselves. \7hy, Mr Thorn, do we not discuss the
marter? \fhy do we lack the courage to tackle this
delicate problem?
In conclusion, let us summarize what we can do in the
field of political cooperation, which is righdy a matter
for this House. The fact is that there is more we could
do to cake genuine steps towards improving the exist-
ing situation in the Community of the Nine, shorrly to
become the Communiry of rhe Ten.
Ler us make political cooperation an essential element
of European integration. I think all the Members who
have spoken so far in this debate have expressed their
desire for peace and ditente. I would add my voice to
theirs, bur let me say also that we should not lose sight
of the question of European security.
President. 
- 
I cail Mrs Hoffmann.
Mrs Hoffmann. 
- 
(F) Madam President, since the
situation in Turkey and its impact on the Association
Agreement with the EEC are again on our agenda, I
would remind you that in the course of a previous
debate which took place on rhe day after the military
rake-over in Turkey, the Communist Group alone in
this House protested against the position of the Coun-
cil and of the Commission, which at that time con-
sisted in taking refuge behind the declaradons of
intent of the new Turkish leaders regarding the rapid
restoration of democratic power in that country so as
the better to sanction the military take-over financed
by NATO and not to break off relations between the
EEC and Turkey.
Our motion for a resolution was rejected by all the
groups as was also an amendment tabled by us during
the budget debate asking that the appropriations for
assistance to Turkey be delercd until democracy had
been restored.
Both the initial decisrons as wefl as recent events in
Turkey bring us to reaffirm our wholehearted
condemnation of the installation of a Fascist type
power in that country and to assure the democratic
forces which continue to oppose it of our full solidar-
ity. Vhat has in fact happened since the take-over by
the Turkish military junm?
Firstly, the junta installed a new governmenl whose
principal objective would be, according to the declara-
tions of its Prime Minister, the former Admiral Ulusu,
to ensure the harmonious functioning of all lhe organs
of a democratic and social State while respecting
human rights.
But it is a curious concept of democracy which
consists, inter alia, in strengthening the powers of the
commanders of the manial law declared in the
67 provinces and in prohibiting the progressive press,
the right to strike, and the freedom to meet. and asso-
ciate, which means that today no political party, no
professional organization can exist publicly and fully
exercise its activity and that the Turkish Communist
Pany still remains the only Communist Party to be
banned in Europel
The restoration of order by the Turkish armed forces
since rheir take-over has involved 60 000 arrests since
12 September. It is Snte terrorism: the army and the
police assassinate openly in the streets, and in two
months 500 people have been killed.
Faced wirh this situation, wha[ is proposed to us?
Firstly, by Mr Thorn, that EEC/Turkish relations
should continue as if nothing had happened since 12
September. Secondly, by the Socialist Group, to send a
delegation to investigate on the spot whether human
righm and democracy are really dead in Turkey.
Vhat the Members of the House do not know,
however, is that an official invitation from the Turkish
military government has just been sent to the Bureau
of Parliament through the offices of Mr Fellermaier of
the Socialist GroupI Thus, under humanitarian
prerexts, the proposal of the Socialist Group is in fact
complying with the wishes of the generals.
For us the situation is clear-cut. The Council, the
Commission and this House must condemn through
acrion, and not through hypocritical declarations, the
take-over of power by the military junta and the
assaults on democracy in Turkey. \flhy is it that these
institutions and the majority of Parliament, which are
usually so concerned about human rights and which
again and again do not hesitate to pose as an interna-
rional tribunal, prove to be so infinitely less touchy
about the democratic credentials of the applicants
knocking at the door?
In truth, the military coup d'itat in Turkey has
nothing to do 
- 
and you are well aware of this 
-with the restoration of democratic power. '!7hat is at
stake is quite different. The aim is to change the insti-
tutional framework so as to radically obstruct the rise
of the social opposition, to exclude the workers'
movement from the political life of the country and
thus ro moor Turkey solidly to the imperialist sysrem.
In order to comply with the instructions of the big
westeln financial institutions, in panicular the IMF
which has just released the second instalment of the
loan granted to Turkey last June, it is of viml import-
ance ro rhe Turkish bourgeoisie and the United States
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to try to bring the workers' movement and irs demo-
cratic organizations ro heel.
For our part we will continue [o press for rhe libera-
tion of all prisoners and rhe freedom of instirurions,
political parties and trade unions, the presence of one
of whose leaders in rhe gallery of this House roday I
should like to welcome. \7e will conrinue ro oppose
any ploy designed ro admir Turkey ro the Community.
It is towards this end that we repeat our proposal [hat
the European Parliament demand the suspension of
relations between the Community and Turkey as long
as the military junta is in power.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pintat.
Mr Pintat. 
- 
(F) Madam President, Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, first of all I wish ro thank Mr
Gaston Thorn for the manner in which he is carrying
out his task and tell him how happy and proud we are
that he is crossing over to the other side of rhis Cham-
ber in January. He will in fact be the only one of us to
have been on both the right and rhe left and in the
centre of the floor, and Europe is lucky rhat such a
compe[ent statesmen as he has studied our European
problems as a member of the three Community,insritu-
tions.
I am going to speak on the problem of Turkey. There
is no doubt that the sudden intervention of the Turk-
ish armed forces in the political life of rhar counrry
was a shock to democratic opinion in our counrries.
However, now that the initial adverse impression has
passed, we must analyse the situation objectively and
lucidly. Democracy had ground ro a halr in rhat coun-
try, it had not been possible ro elecr the President of
the Republic, vacan[ adminisrrative posrs were no
longer being filled, no laws were being passed in
Parliament, 86 political assassinarions had been carried
out in two months and the country was slipping slowly
into anarchy and civil war while it occupies a srrategic
position of primary importance to'Western defence.
However we musr study the situation far more closely
and of course we must above all stand guard over
democracy in Europe watchfully and withour waver-
rng.
Ve have none the less a number of precedents: there is
cooperation between the Community and countries
with political systems which differ from our own. The
countries of the Lom6 Conventions, or even more so
Yugoslavia, do not share the same conception of
democracy. Furthermore, ir is of vital interesr to
Europe that Turkey, a country which borders on rhe
Soviet Union, does no[ become another cenrre of in-
stability and does not experience a situation similar ro
that in Iran, which is provoking grave problems. Ve
must therefore do everyrhing we can to help resrore
democracy in Turkey as rapidly as possible and, [o
that end, exert a certain amount of pressure on our
Turkish neighbours.
There are of course a number of reassuring signs. The
number of terrorist attacks has dropped in recent
months; neither the political panies nor the trade
unions have been officially dissolved; there are no
political trials; important economic recovery measures
v'hich are indispensable to the restoration of the poliri-
cal situation have been introduced and are beginning
to p,1evs effective; the inflation rate has dropped
sharply; there are devious signs of detente in rhe
conflict between Greece and Turkey.
The objective is therefore to bring Turkey out of its
prescnt situation as rapidly as possible. The plans for
the clemocratic process defined by our Turkish friends
therrLselves have been finalized. It wiil be necessary to
suppress ex[reme right and left-wing terrorism, to
set r,p quickly.a new constituent bgdy 19 draw-up a
new constirution, to elect the President of the
Republic democratically as soon as possible, to hold a
referendum to adopt the new electoral law and to set
up a democratic assembly and government: this will
defir,itively ensure protection of human rights and
freeclom of the press.
The msk has been mapped out, bul the past is the best
guarantee of the future, and Turkey has already
shou'n thar with a GNP of berween 700 and 800
dollars per capita, it has been one of the very few
countries of the world to have a system of democratic
liberr:ies comparable to those of countries with a GNP
ten [imes greater, i.e. between 7 000 and 8 000 dollars
per capita.
As a former member of the Joint Turkish-European
Parliamentary Committee, a position I held for six
yearr;, I can bear witness to the friendship which the
Turkish people have always borne us, and to the soli-
darity and srrength of the democratic feeling in that
country. It has a recovery plan which has the support.
of the IMF, rhe OECD and the'!7orld Bank. Its debts
are far lower rhan those of Yugoslavia, Brazil or the
countries of Eastern Europe. There are thus definite
possibilities for recovery.
It wc,uld be a very Brave error and a great injustice not
to assist this country. Furthermore, in the past we and
our l\merican friends have done all thar was necessary
in this sphere. Did we perhaps commit psychological
or economic errors? '!7'e must ask ourselves this ques-
tion.
It is for this reason that the Liberal and Democratic
Group believes that we must aid Turkey and that the
Community must immediately see what can be done to
assist economic recovery, because without a sound
econr)my in that country there cannot be any social
policy and thus no true democracy. In that way we
would be all the better armed to exert the necessary
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diplomadc pressure on the Turkish leaders ro respect
and, if possible, speed up rhe timetable for the re-es-
tablishment of true democraric institutions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Penders.
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, I should
like to begin by thanking the President-in-Office of
the Council, Mr Thorn, not so much for the speech he
gave this morning 
- 
although I thank him for thar too
- 
as on the occasion of his final appearance here in
his present capacity. He has not always had an easy
ride; let me remind you of the debate on his dual role
as President-in-Office of the Council and President-
elect of the Commission. I wish him every success in
his new position and thank him most sincerely for
everything he has done for us.
Moving on to the matter at hand, Mr Thorn said in his
speech that European politicaI cooperation as yet
amounted not so much to a common foreign policy as
to a 'sincere effort'. To my way of thinking, rhough,
either you have political cooperation on foreign affairs
on [he part of a Community of nine Member States or
you do not. There can be no half measures here, and
that being so, I believe the European Parliament must
protest at the Guadeloupe meeting between the United
States on the one hand and the United Kingdom,
France and Germany on the other. I have on previous
occasions tabled written questions on this matter, and
have received the all-too familiar and meaningless
answer that we Members are used to getting.
It is to my mind intolerable that Chancellor Schmidt
should go to Vashington and first of all consult Presi-
dent Giscard and Mrs Thatcher without consulting rhe
Nine. That kind of thing is simply unacceptable. It
would appear that consultations take place in \fash-
ington every fortnight between the ambassadors of
the United Kingdom, France and Germany and the
Under-Secretary of State 
- 
not Mr Muskie himself,
but nonetheless a very high-ranking politician. That
too is unacceptable as far as the Nine are concerned; ir
is truly scandalous and must stop.
May I be allowed to comment very briefly on the
Congress of che Socialist International in Madrid? In
imelf, I fully approve of an inrernarional assonmenr of
parties Betting together and holding discussions. That
is something the Christian-Democratic \7orld Union
does too, and it is good for foreign policy cooperation.
I must say, though, that I found the statement on rhe
Middle East extremely disappointing. There was no
mention of the Jerusalem law, no menrion of rhe
Israeli settlements policy and no mencion of rhe PLO.
And all thar so as no[ ro offend Mr Perez. Thar seems
to me to be a great pity.
It is also at variance with rhe very posirive artirude of
the Socialist Group in this House, an attitude I paid
tribute to in the debate on the European Council's
declaration in Venice on l3 June 1980. Mrs Van den
Heuvel was the spokesman for the Socialist Group in
that debate, and she referred in very favourable terms
to the declaration and the point dealing with the possi-
ble mission to be underaken by Mr Thorn. The very
essence of rhe Venice Declaration was that an attempt
was [o be made somehow or other rc get the PLO
involved in the search for a solution. And that was the
great merit of Mr Thorn's mission, despite what may
app,ear to be rather meagre specific results. That was
why rhe Socialist Group adopred its very positive atti-
tude, and it was something I was very pleased to see. It
is therefore all the more deplorable that the Socialist
International meeting in Madrid should have made no
mention of the matter. That is something I really
deplore.
Turning very briefly to the question of Turkey, I am in
favour of not raking any decision on this matter. !/e
must still give Turkey the benefit of the doubt,
although that is not a stance we can maintain ad infi.ni-
tum. Ibelieve that this House should review the situa-
tion in Turkey on a regular basis, that 
- 
if the mili-
tary regime continues in power 
- 
we must press for
the restoration of democratic conditions and that a
decision one way or the other must be taken during
the first six months of 1981, when the Nerherlands
holds the presidency of the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Madam President, there may be some
merit in being the lasr speaker before lunch. I certainly
hope so. Madam President, we are honoured today in
having with us Senator Inan, formerly the joint chair-
man of the EEC-Turkish Committee who was for
many years involved in politics in the Justice Pany, but
left the Juscice Pany and returned as an ambassador
for his country in Switzerland. I think it is an apt
commenrary on rhe srate of affairs in Turkey that a
man of his ability could leave government, I would say
in parenrhesis perhaps in disgust, and go back to the
job of being ambassador. He is a recipient of the gold
medal of this Parliament and I know and have worked
wrth him over the years and know him to be a true
democrat.
'!fle all know, Madam President, the crucial import-
ance of Turkey and if we did not know it, it is of
course always emphasized for us by our Communist
colleagues, who make a lot of noise about freedom
and democracy returning to Turkey, bur what do they
really mean?
I am not concerned with the fiction of democracy. I
am concerned with the facts as we have seen them;
those of us who have been involved over the past five
or six years with events in Turkey have seen the drama
unfold. \flhar son of democracy is it that can move
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from one government to another government and
back again. can move from Mr Demirel and the
Justice Party back to Mr Ecevit 
- 
and speaking of Mr
Ecevir, there were many people on all sides in Turkey
who welcomed his arrival, some of them in a muted
way, bur they believed that with Mr Ecevir there was a
chance for democracy to survive. But inch by inch
those of us who have been [here, not rhosi who
observe by sitting round in here, have seen democracy
fall in Turkey. !flhen you reach the srare of affairs
where over 25 people a day are being slaughtered by
the left and by rhe right, then surely rhere musr be a
change. Because you are seeing the dearh throes of
democracy, a travesty of democracy and not demo-
cracy in fact.
Some people have called it a coup d'itat in Turkey.
But it is no coup d'itat when rhose who rake over
power in a country warn the governmen[ three, four,
five times in the last eighr months and say we cannor
conrinue like this. That is exacrly what the army did
and they took over unwillingly. I am very grareful ro
Mr Haferkamp for the words that he said about the
need for us to conrinue ro meer and ralk with our
Turkish colleagues. Over rhe pasr five years we have
had gaps of a year, eighteen monrhs or rwo years
when we have not had an opportunity ro meer them
and I believe that we have suffered in rhe Community
as a result of that. '!7e need to meer them. \(/e need ro
moniror what is going on in Turkey.
Madam President, I will close by just quotinB for you
the words of the President of Turkey, which I think
need to be looked at again by us over the next six or
nine months: 'The Turkish armed forces have repeat-
edly proved their loyalty to [he concept of parliamen-
tary democracy. They now intend in the shortest
possible time to constitute a Council of Ministers to
which they can hand over executive power. A constitu-
tion will be drawn up that is worthy of the Turkish
nation. It will include proper laws to govern elections
and the conduct of political parties so as to prevent
any recurrence of the recent disrepuiable blocking of
the parliamentary system. The ruling of Turkey can
then be handed over to an administradon which will
give priority to the development of national solidarity
whilst attaching prime imponance to human rights and
rhe peace, security and prosperity both of the indivi-
dual and of society as a whole.'
If we have one role in our association agreement it is
that we in this Parliament should be prepared ro moni-
tor this, to go to Turkey and to say to the Presidenr
and to rhose who now hold the reins of power, how
are you getdng on with what you have promised us in
the European Parliament and once you are in the
Community, would like to carry out?
That, Madam President, is a task that those of us who
have served on the Joint Turkish-European Parlia-
mentary Committee would take up gladly if the
Bureau of rhis Parliament would do us the honour of
allowing us to continue in our work.
Pr,esident. 
- 
Since the remaining speakers on the list
wish to speak this morning and since Mr Thorn must
clc,se the debate, as he is unable to be present at the
beginning of the afternoon, I propose 
- 
and apolog-
ize ro the staff for rhis 
- 
to conclude rhe debate
belore lunch. I ask everybody to be brief.
I crll Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, since this
Parliament imposes silence instead of arranging speak-
ing time, and since Mrs Veil and the bureaucrats who
go\ern us are forcing me to speak for just one minute
- 
cf which I have already taken ten seconds 
- 
I will
have to gag myself or once again recall the historic
pre,:edent of a general, and not of a member of Parlia-
ment, namely General Cambronne. I will not do so.
Because indeed I lose all respect for this insrirution as
long as ir is governed in this manner.
To Mr Thorn, I should like to say that I will not force
a quarrel with him blaming him for what primarily
Pariament itself must take the blame for. It is outra-
geous, in view of the attitude taken by rhe majoriry of
this Parliament 
- 
and by the Socialist International 
-towards Turkey, to complain and to hold rhe Presi-
denr: of the Council of Ministers responsible for what
q/as determined by the Socialist International itself and
by all the other groups of this House, with the excep-
tion, for once, of our Communist colleagues.
Having said that, Madam President, I only wanr to
add thac in this Parliament we are not permirred ro
speak. Our rights are waived. It would be amusing and
not iust grotesque if a Parliament somewhere in the
Conrmunist world were to express solidarity and
become indignant ar rhe rhwarted rights of our
Menrbers.
As rr:gards Turkey, as I have said we are the accom-
plices of torturers and shameful and treacherous
generals. As regards the existence of our Community,
we are acting increasingly as a cover for other inter-
ests, and the fact that Mr Gaston Thorn is a coura-
geous European is not enough. Even if he is Gasron
Thorn, he has only been able to do as much as he was
permitted to do. I say this frankly. His political views
differ from mine but I respect his determination. I
respect far less, Madam President, this Parliament
which reduces us to the situation in which we now
find ourselves.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Antoniozzi.
Mr Antoniozzi. 
- 
(I) Mr President-in-Office, I have
been ,listening carefufly to your speech and I am most
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grateful for what you have rold us. I trust you will
allow me to say, with my usual candour and, of
course, the great respec[ I have for you, rhat I would
have appreciated it if some of your poinrs about rhe
future prospects for international political cooperarion
had been made rather more forcefully and convinc-
ingly.
You have pointed out that you are now in rhe last few
days of your term of office and rhar your mandare will
[hus, at your own choice, be coming to an end. I do
realize the effect that this will also have on the contri-
bution you bring to this House. I say this nor jusr on
your account but also in connection with what was
said about the President-in-Office of rhe Council
during an earlier debarc. Your mandate is in reality
too shorr: six monrhs, with all that can happen in six
months.and not forgetring the summer recess and holi-
days, really is roo shon a rerm in which ro become
involved in any programme which will bring tangible
resu lts.
I believe that this is one of the problems which we will
have to face when we debate at greater length the
problems arising from the roles of the instirutions and
the relations between them. Mr Tindemans gave us a
very timely hinr of that this morning when he
reminded us of the many proposals sdll awairing
discussion in this Hodse: his own reporr, rhe repon of
the 'three wise men' and many other very significanr
documents. I realize, Mr President-in-Office, rhat ir is
not easy to do these things and say rhem in a panicular
way, but I would have liked ro see you a lirtle more
decisive about them, a litrle more explicir and a lirtle
stronger.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemefl, Europe is in my
view far stronger than it was in the past. Having heard
speeches from various quarters, but panicularly rhat of
Mr Berlinguer, I was particularly sarisfied to hear
some of the things he said and I could not help think-
ing that had such a spirir prevailed ar rhe rime rhe trea-
ties 
- 
including the Treaty of Rome 
- 
were
approved, we would never have ended up in this sirua-
tion. Even those who were basically againsr Europe
are now convinced that Europe can and should lead us
towards specific horizons.
I hope you will allow me a short digression on the
problems of subsrance which have been discussed. Mr
President-in-Office, if I may I will divide the present
international problems into three categories, I would
say that rhere are some situations which are extremely
serious, unacceptable, where one country invades
anorher with the intent of altering the international
balance. Here I am referring to Afghanistan. There are
others, likewise serious, where there is indirect inter-
vention, supplies of military and strategic equipment,
military advisers, and special encouragement of terror-
ist organizations and political training. Thirdly and
lastly, there is the rype of problem arising from the
internal situation of individual countries amongst
which we find, for example, Turkey. It is my belief,
Mr Presidenr-in-Office, that in rhis order of things
our own initiatives should be limited to demands for
international cooperation within Europe, and that this
should in turn be sufficient.
As far as the Madrid Conference is more specifically
concerned, in the meeting of the Political Affairs
Committee held a few weeks ago, we asked Mr Thorn
to stand firm on rhe subject of human rights. You
honoured this request, Mr President-in-Office, and
you or your successor will continue to do so because
although the question of cooperation in Europe as it
touches on d6tente and disarmament is of great
importance, the question of human rights governs
every area influenced by these policies and.they should
certainly be developed.
I therefore expect [he promises given by the Turkish
generals when they took over by force rc be kept. The
Army then decla.red that their own intervention was
justified by the terrorism, by the paralysis of the legis-
lative process and by the lack of agreement on rhe
election of a President.
Ve now call on them to keep those promises and to
bring about a gradual return to democracy: it is of
direct concern to Europe, for Europe mus[ ensure that
it lives up to its own principles.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna.
Mr Capanna.- (I) Madam President, the outra-
geous situation arising from the breach of Rule 28
means [hat I too have only a few seconds in which to
speak.
Since I am in such a ridiculous, such an offensive posi-
tion, I propose to say only one thing. Ve can Bo on
thinking whatever we like here, but until the Palesti-
nian resistance 
- 
the PLO 
- 
is recognized as the
legitimate representative of their four million people,
the shadow of war will still hang over the Middle East,
no matter how the war between Iran and Iraq ends.
There was, as I recall, in rhe Senate of ancient Rome
- 
where they were able to speak with a good deal
more freedom than in this House 
- 
a senator called
Cato who had the habit of closing his speeches 
- 
even
when he was discussing something completely differ-
ent 
- 
with the sratement that in his opinion Canhage
ought to be destroyed.
I shall hencefonh be doing likewise: every time I speak
in this house, even on something completely different,
I shall conclude by repeating that the Nine must
recognize the Palestinian resistance.
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President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(F) Madam President, the first
part of my statement will be a procedural motion. I
want. to emhasize that Rule 28 has been infringed once
again. I wish to tell you, Madam President, that we
are tired of a Parliament in which, having waited three
or four hours, we have finally the right to speak for
one minute. I make a formal and definite protest by
telling you that we no longer wish to participate in
cenain important debates such as that opened today
by Mr Thorn's speech as long as we are placed in the
present intellectually and politically humiliating situa-
tion, namely that we are unable to speak and comment
seriously on what has been said. I wish to emphasize
further that Rule 28 is being violated by the very fact
that it stipulates that the President shall allocate speak-
ing time to allow for a discussion on a debate, and not
for a day of debate. \7e are thinking here in particular
of the Technical Coordination Group. Vell, for a
whole day's debate, we have had one minute per
person !
It is scandalous, it is disgraceful and in spite of the
good offices which I have often employed within the
various commit[ees, and even within my own Group,
because sometimes voices were raised too much, well
today at the exhausting end of such a discussion where
enormous problems remain, I find it necessary to tell
you that we have no confidence in such management
of Parliament's debates. In future, if Rule 28 is to be
applied in this fashion, we will refuse to panicipate in
Parliament's activities. To put it bluntly, I will leave
the House and ask my colleagues to leave with me
because there is permanent infringement of the Rules
of Procedurel As regards Mr Thorn's statement I
would like to tell him that having listened carefully 
-he spoke of a 'difficult' beginning to the Madrid
Conference 
- 
I think it would be more appropriate to
use some other term and to state quite plainly that the
Madrid Conference has failed or is about to fail.
The third basket is at the root of this imminent failure
in Madrid; there is not only the issue of human rights,
there is also rhe question of Afghanistan. And I repeat,
Mr Thorn, that rhe great problem of our age is this
aggression on the part of a nation. And I want to see
what it is going to say, this European Parliament
which is constantly referred rc as if it were a sort of
'good Samaritan' 
- 
and indeed you yourself are
regarded as a 'good Samaritan', Mr Thorn, through
your good offices. Is this Parliament going to say: let's
show our good will towards the aggressors? I some-
times wonder if these aggressors do not, at the very
moment of throwing their napalm bombs, of sending
their armies, of arming themselves to the hilt, if they
do not at that very moment appeal for aid to the good
Samaritans, the do-gooders, the advocates of d6tente,
peace and disarmament. And in the final analysis we
will all be happy because a big conference, an inter-
minable conference on disarmament will be opened in
Madrid. And we will also say that we have spent our
day in doing good works. Vell, then, I propose that
perhaps you should bring your knitting here. 'We
could knit socks for the fighrcrs in Afghanistan and
serrd them off ; perhaps that would be more usefull
President. 
- 
I shall inform the next meeting of the
BuLreau of your remarks on the interpretation of
Rule 28.
I call Mr Thorn.
Mr 'Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council 
-(F) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, the hour
is too late, the Chamber too full and I have been the
sutrject of too many compliments from Members of
thir; House for me to inflict another long speech on
you. I shall therefore be very brief.
I should like first of all to thank all those honourable
Me'mbers who have been kind enough to speak in this
debate. It is not for me to reply to their comments and
I shall confine myself to replying on a few poinm of
fact.
I should like to say to my very good friend Mr Tinde-
mans that, of course, what he put forward in his report
is still, unfortunately, valid 
- 
unfortunately because it
has still not been implemented.
'S7'e must apply ourselves in our various ways to ensur-
ing that we finally put inro effect 
- 
and I would like
all the governments to remember this 
- 
what was
plar-rned in Copenhagen and what his repon, which
ioes beyond top.nf,rg.n, still envisagei, since *e
lacli that common foreign policy we are becoming
increasingly conscious of the need for.
To Mr Penders and others my reply is that if I prom-
ised to be firm in Madrid and to expound certain prin-
ciples I can now say, in the telegraphic style I must
adopt, 'I have been firm' and ask you to read the
sper:ch I made. It was certainly one of the rnost
uncompromising speeches made in Madrid. I said
whar I had promised to say and I hope that the line the
Cornmunity has taken will be maintained.
I mrlst, however, correct one little error. Many people
think that in Helsinki Mr Moro was the only one to
speak on behalf of the Nine. Each of the Heads of
State or Government spoke there. The President-in-
Offrce, Mr Moro, was thus not alone in making his
conrriburion, even if he did at one point speak on
behalf of the Nine. I too made a speech of behalf of
the Nine, the text of which had been adopted jointly. I
will not try to hide the fact that our work as a
Community is perhaps not as intensive as it was for the
Helsinki Confergnce, but I hope it will revive and that
cooperation will become increasingly close in the
course of this testing period in Madrid.
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As regards relations with the other countries in
Europe, I would ask you to make a distinction
between informacion and participation. It is normal for
rhe countries of 'Western Europe to be interested in
political cooperation. But being interested is not suffi-
cien[ reason for being asked to take part. I too, as
Foreign Minister, would be interested in mking part in
certain meetings and knowing what is being said there,
but if I am not a member of this or that body or this or
that club, well, rhen I am not invited. A distinction
must be made here. At present, we inform all our
fellow members of the Council of Europe at ambassa-
dor level. As to holding a ministerial meeting with
them, you will appreciate that with the number of links
we have this is quite out of the quesrion. And even
taking part with, as it were, observer status would not
be a good idea, for you know as well as I do that if
there were too many meetings and we spent all our
time like that you would be justified in accusing us in a
sense of diluting the Community. There is a real prob-
lem here, and I poinced this out when I took my leave
of my colleagues in the Council of Ministers, who will
have to turn [heir attention to [his at their next meet-
in!. t think you musr all join with us in giving some
thought to one of the possible solutions. Is this not a
task which the Council of Europe, where one often
wonders about points to be pur on the agenda, should
assume in the furure? That is where we, the Commu-
nity, come together with the other non-member coun-
tries of Europe. !flhy not develop in that body not just
an exchange of information but a dialogue?
On Turkey, I have nothing to add to what I have said.
Ve condemn the coup d'6tat and the military take-
over, indeed we can hardly do otherwise when a coun-
try passes from a democratic to a military regime.
Vhat I am going to say now in no way alters rhat.
However, as many of you have stressed, we must
nonetheless see what Turkey was like before and as
realiscs we must be capable of qualifying our attitude a
little. Ve as governments 
- 
I am speaking for the
Council 
- 
cannot simply condemn in the name of
general morality. \fle have expressed our condemna-
tion, but subsequently we have to face realiries and say
that if we take such and such an artirude the consequ-
ences will be such and such, while if we take a differ-
ent attitude the consequences will rhen be correspond-
ingly different. Ve have rhus done some hean-search-
ing. !7e have raken the view thar to drop Turkey
today would be worse thany trying ro influence it, and
if the Council as such has not had an official session
on Turkey do not imagine for all thar, ladies and
Bentlemen, that the various Foreign Minisrers in the
Council have not tried to exert all their influence,
including effons at the last ministerial meering of the
Council of Europe.
Funhermore, in passing judgement on our attitude,
which some people regard as ambiguous towards
Turkey but which is not in fact, do not forget the
importance of any gesture ois-d-ois Turkey at a time
when Greece is about to join the Communiry while
Turkey is left oumide. Not to mention the effect of
any gesture in this field on the situation in Cyprus. All
that is somerhing a politician, who is bound to be a
realist, must take account of, whether he likes it or
not. Something mus[ be done, Mr Pannella, to
improve the situation in Cyprus, and if we break
completely with these people we shall only complicate
matters. I would not, for my part, like to take on the
responsibiliry for interfering with any future resump-
tion of the Cyprus dialogue.
Thirdly, when you rake us to task for nor having
enough contact wirh Parliamenr in the field of political
cooperation, allow me ro assure you, in all sinceriry,
that you are mistaken. Do not forget thar political
cooperation is not somerhing permanenr like the
foreign policy we have in each of our countries. Polid-
cal cooperation means conracrs berween officials, ir
means an exchange of information on a large scale bur
at ministerial level. It is not a permanenr reality, it is
two meetings in each six-month presidency. Thar is to
say tha[ at minisrerial level we have mer twice for a
few hours under my Presidency and rhen I have spent
rhree and a half hours with the Political Affairs
Committee on two occasions. In other words, I have
spent more rime talking to rhe European Parliamenr
about political cooperation rhan the time taken by
political cooperation at minisrerial level. Thar is the
point that is overlooked, and you will appreciate rhar
if you held two polirical debates each monrh and asked
me whether there was anything new I would have to
reply'No, there is nothing new.' Because there is only
one meeting every three monrhs, lasting three hours.
That is the problem. That, to be honesr, is rhe reality
we should remember from time ro rime. You must
understand that while we have done a grear deal to
improve relations with Parliament you will inevitably
be frustrated if you ask us for news every fonnight.
that is not possible from rhe Council's poinr of view.
Now the last point, the Middle East. Here too, I musr
correct an error. Mr Blumenfeld says we have allowed
the PLO presidency ro be brought forward. Firstly, it
is not for us to decide on rhe rotarion of the presi-
dency among our parrners in the dialogue, jusr as we
would not allow the other side to decide when a pani-
cular country was to hold rhe presidency of our
Community. This is laid down, and everyone knows it.
It is a question of principle. Secondly, I think,
Mr Blumenfeld, that you are making a misrake: the
PLO presidency has nor been broughr forward but
was liable to come up from one conference to the next.
The order of precedence has nor been changed. '!7e
have known for monrhs rhat the PLO would assume
the presidency.
For the Middle East in general, you musr appreciare
rhat things are said in committee which cannot be said
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in plenary session. I agree with you, Mr Blumenfeld,
and with all the other speakers who have drawn arten-
tion to the changes there have been.'!fle also know
there has been an American election, but I think we
are too much prejudging the intentions of the Ameri-
can administration, which we do not yet know. Let us
try, as Mr Tindemans said, to forge closer links with
our American friends 
- 
and this is much needed 
-but we should not, as of now, try and calculate what
their policy will be, how far it will be inflexible on this
or that point.
As regards the Middle East, then, the fact that there is
a war between Iran and Iraq, the fact that there are
now other flashpoints, is no reason for us to neglect
the Middle Eastern question. I would suggesr 
- 
and I
would ask you to follow this through to its logical
conclusion 
- 
that it might be better at a time, and
here I agree wirh you, when the existence of the State
of Israel has been shown not to be the only source of
trouble in the Middle East 
- 
in other words when
some of rhe heat has been taken out of the situation or
when attention is perhaps no longer concentrated so
exclusively on the PLO 
- 
would it not be better,
would ir not perhaps now more than ever be the time
not to escalate our involvement, not to be hasty, but to
continue to think the situation over? I agree with you
thar we should not take time off for reflection, but
must, on the contrary, continue to think the situation
over calmly, without excessive haste, and that it is
preferable to try and deal with this problem coolly
rather than acting always in the heat of the moment
when we are under pressure to act quickly.
President. 
- 
I have received two motions for resolu-
tions with request for early vote, pursuant to Rule
a7 $) of the Rules of Procedure, seeking to wind up
the debare on the oral question (Doc. l-507/ 80) on
the siruation in Turkey:
- 
motion for a resolutron (Doc. 1-605/80) by Mr de ta
Maldne on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats;
- 
66116n for a resolutron (Doc. l-606180) by Mr
Glinne on behatf of the Sociahst Group.
These requests for an early vote will be put to the vote
ar rhe beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
The debate is closed.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The stting uas suspended at 1.25 p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)
INTHE CHAIR:MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6 t)ecision on the adoption ofthe annual report on the
economic situation in the Comrnunity
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc'
1-551/80), drawn up by Mr Moreau on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the
proposal from the Commissron to the Councrl (Doc.
1 517/80) for a draft decisron adopting the annual report
orr the economic situation in the Community and layrng
d,:wn the economic policy for 198 I .
I cal, Mr Moreau.
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, Parliahent is examining the annual
report on the economic situation at a difficult time for
both the Communiry and the peoples we rePresent
here. The economic crisis is continuing and spreading,
whilst the construction of Europe is bogged down and
seems unable ro decide which way to turn. That is why
public oprnion is largely uncertain, and why it fears for
the future. This in turn creates an unhealthy and
dangerous atmosphere for the development of the
values on which our Community is based, namely
democracy, solidarity, freedom and responsibility.
It is up to Parliament to raise the alarm and speak out
louci and clearly to those who run our countries. Are
we prepared to play our part effectively? The discus-
sion which took place in the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs urged me to caution as to what
the future may hold. The report before you today was
in fact adopted by 5 votes in favour and I 1 absten-
tions, one of which was my own. Disregarding the
clashes between ideas and interests which are unavoid-
able in any democratic and muld-pany system, I see
this as a sign of Europe's inabiliry to reach a majority
opinion on what has caused our present situation, and
indced on what means should be found and iinple-
merrted in order to achieve the aims laid down for the
Cornmunity by the Treaties. This situation is both
dangerous and demoralizing for public opinion in our
countries.
I also noted from the wide variety of appraisals made
during our deliberations how difficult it is for us to
gain control of rhe economic factors, both present
and future. That is why my general attitude is one of
rejecting any judgement wh-ich might be too hasty.
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Parliament exists in order to remind everyone that
Europe is firsr and foremost the expression of a desire
ro Iive together, but with respec[ for our differences, in
order to gain control over our future in the social,
economic and political spheres. This amounts to
rejecting any alleged inevitabilities or blind surrender
to economic or political laws which it is suggested
must be imposed.
However, the question really is, Mr President,
whether our Parliamenr has rhe means ro sway rhe
decisions taken by the Community and irs Member
States. My committee is nor entirely satisfied wirh the
way in which we are consulted on economic and
mone[ary cooperation, or to be more precise wirh the
way in which the annual reporr on the economic situa-
tion is examined. Should we abide stricrly by rhe
Council decision of 18 February 1974 and not go
beyond it, or should we go further and really involve
Parliamenr in these decisions? The answer is not
obvious, if one considers only the recent past and the
haste wirh which Parliament's commitree was forced
to work. In addition, the budget debate is not very
encouraging as regards the Council of Ministers' will-
ingness to take account of the opinions of Parliament.
The economic, monetary and social situation in the
Community is fraught with danger and uncertainty. If
we read the document prepared by the Brussels
Commission, then we are forced ro admir thar rhe
economic situation is worsening, even if it is not as bad
as ir was in 1974 and 1975. \7ho roday can say with
any certainty what the repercussions of the present
state of affairs in the Middle East will be on our
short-term economic development? Letqus, look at the
employment question, for example. Commission fore-
cas[s, made in September 1980, predict a 6.8 0/o
unemployment rane, which means 8 million unem-
ployed, rhis figure will mainly hit young people and
women. It is several decades since a similar figure was
reached in Europe. The Commission srares that orher
economic factors such as the balance of payments defi-
cit will improve in 1981, and that rhere will be a reduc-
tion in infladon rares.
Anorher feature of the worsening of our situation 
-and I think this is very importanr 
- 
is thar rhe econ-
omies of the Member Stares continue to develop along
diverging lines. According ro rhe criteria applied in rhe
report, there are three groups of countries existing
side by side. The gap berween them is consranr and nor
narrowing. This is very detrimenral ro the funher
development of the European Monerary Sysrem, for
example. It also increases the danger of Europe falling
aparu both economically and socially.
Up to now, it seems ro us thar rhe Council of Minisrers
has shown no resolve to remedy rhis situarion and ro
take the necessary sreps ro ser it right. In our opinion,
we can only achieve this aim if action is raken simulta-
neously on several fronts. Inflarion musr be opposed,
but not ar all cosrs. All the causes of inflation musr be
fought nor just wages. In most of the Member States,
we can see a slow-down in the rise in wages and staff
overheads, but this has not necessarily led to any signi-
ficant reduction in inflation rates. Inflation must be
tackled in many ways, including in particular the
Branting of real priority to the fight against unemploy-
ment and the creation of new jobs. These are the
prime objectives of any short-term economic policy.
This is a very important question which, I must point
ou[, has split the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs. Is creating new jobs the outcome of
monetary and financial policy, or should it on the
contrary be a priority objective, just like the fight
against inflation or maintaining external trade
baIances ?
I feel that the batde against unemployment and the
creation of new jobs are just as necessary as fighting
inflation or monetary measures. If we wish action to
continue at European level and to be really supponed
by our peoples, then, contrary to what certain people
think and what was said by some people in my
Committee, we cannot have one policy based on
reason and the other on the hean. The Community
and rhe Member Srares must rapidly implement poli-
cies which fulfil the real daily needs of rheir citizens.
No one here would deny that we need ro give a new
competitive edge to our economy and to business and
industry in general. But, as I have already pointed our,
the price we have to pay for rhis must not be higher
for some than for orhers. 'We can all see rhar in rhe
present difficult siruation, the relarionships berween
rhe two sides of indusry is becoming strained, and
managers are trying unilaterally co force rheir employ-
ees into making sacrifices. Collective bargaining is
becoming more difficult. Naturally, this situation leads
some people rc rhink rhat the rime is ripe for taking
back the benefirc won by, or granted ro, workers. But
a policy of this nature is very shorr-sighted.
Europe as a whole and our various countries are going
through a very difficult period. Policy objectives and
the means needed to achieve rhem can only be decided
upon and applied wirh rhe help of rhe workers and
their organizations, at leasr in the economic field. This
is not mere sentimentality or wishful thinking: ir is a
need which must be mer. To overcome this situation,
which the Commission texr refers to in its inrroduc-
tion, fundamental agreemenr musr be reached between
all concerned. It is quire intolerable that it should be
the lowest-income or most dependenr groups of work-
ers who have ro bear rhe brunt of our presenr difficul-
ties.
The very real segregation which we can observe in all
our countries, belween those who have work and
rhose who have not, between those whose purchasing
power is increasing and those whose income is drop-
ping, carries with it the seeds of dissent and a very real
threat for the future. It is time for Europe ro find ways
of carrying out policies which more closely correspond
to the interesrs of all Europeans. And in order to
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achieve this, it seems to me thar we must meet three
challenges.
First of all the challenge of the economy. The
Community must quickly set up a system of industrial
cooperation, to facilitate both the successful com-
pletion of coherent reorganization of the indus-
trial infrastructure, and the implementation of joint
measures in industry, technology and research. If
energy policy is thought to be top priority, then it
should be backed up by the Council of Ministers' real
determination to act and not just by a few declarations
of good intent. This is a complex problem because the
prevailing situation varies widely from one country to
another. The Commission has marked out some paths
we could follow. But these are no more than a few
steps in the right direction. Our deliberations on the
budget have, up to now, merely shown that the Coun-
cil of Ministers is reluctant to go too far towards more
daring policies. But, if Europe does not make specific,
and sometimes massive, investments in some sectors,
then economic challenge now facing it will never be
met and the promised jobs will not be created.
Next, there is the social challenge. I have already
touched on this point during my last piece of explana-
tion. It seems to me [hat, in Europe, all technical
progress must be accompanied by progress in the
social field. To meet this challenge we must. in particu-
lar have faith, a dynamic employment policy, work
sharing, and increased worker participation in every-
day economic affairs.
There is a lot of talk about the relationship between
shorter working hours and employment. Naturally,
she relationship is a complex one, but the problems it
poses should, nonetheless, not bring all progress to a
halt. Our Committee recommends the implementation
of a policy which combines various measures, leading
simultaneously to a reduction and a redistribution of
working hours, which would make the actual creation
of new jobs easier.
I have already said that technological change must be
accompanied by social progress. Many debates have
been held in this House on the repercussions restruc-
turing in various sectors of industry. I should like to
remind you of the major role the European Social
Fund should play in this connection and how impor-
tant and significant it is, in our opinion, to adopt social
plans for specific sectors of industry, above all for the
steel industry.
Lastly, we have the political challenge. The crisis
Europe is now undergoing requires the Commission
and the Council of Ministers to exercise their imagina-
tion, both in order to provide the Community with the
policies and resources it needs to correct the interplay
of market forces whenever our development aPPears
to be out of conrrol, and also to enable it rc play the
major role which falls to it on the international scene. I
am sorry that the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs did not include in the proposed objectives
the (lommunity's participation on the setting up of a
new international economic order. \7e all know that
European union will only be a factor for progress in
the rvorld if it takes effective and determined steps
towards the establishment of a new economic and
monrltary relationship between the indusrialized
countries and the developing countries. Arguments
abour what name to give this must not hide this basic
necessity. If we do not make moves in this direction,
worl,C.peace will continue to totter on the brink of the
Preclplce.
Mr President, Iadies and gentlemen, that is my conclu-
sion. It is my wish that this debate make clear the
determination of this House to tackle the problems
Europe is now faced with and that we should truly
take up the defence of the interests of the peoples of
all the countries in Europe, and of all the groups
which exist in our countries.
(App'lause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
l:F) Mr President, please allow me to make an
introductory remark which I hope will be seen as that
of a person who pins a great deal in this debate. \7e
will have only a few minutes to present the annual
repc'rt on the economic situation in the Community.
This is one of the major acts of this Parliament, one of
the rchievements of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and of the Commission. It gives us
an o,pportunity to decide whether we feel able to reach
agreement on a Community programme which is laid
down in some detail, or at least on its essentials. A
time' when we should be discussing our opposing
poir,ts of view. There are many differences of opinion
in this House on how Europe's affairs should be
con,Jucted, not just economic affairs but employment
as well. I shall speak for only a few minutes.
You will no doubt understand me when I say that I
personally feel truly frustrated, both for myself and for
Parliament. I would like to see one day a real debate,
once a year at least, on how we should deal with the
main economic problems and questions of employ-
ment in conditions which would enable us to devote
the necessary hours, and not just 4 few minutes to
these questions.
As ,VIr Moreau reminded us, the economic situation is
desr:ribed in che report. ln 1979, during the debate on
this same subject, we wele aware that the situation
would not be good but we all felt that it would be less
difficult than what we are faced with today. This is
true for growth, for our balances of paymenr and also
for infladon. In 1981 we expect the situatior, to be just
as rJifficult, and this will have a particular effect on
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employment, since we think that rhe unemployment
rate will reach approximately 6-8 0/o of the working
population in 1981. '!(i'e expect inflarion ro slow down
somewhat and balance of payment deficits to be
reduced, but overall, we should expect, as Mr Moreau
said 
- 
or rather we should be prepared for 
- 
unfore-
seeable events which might well alter the presenr
picture for the worse.
Today, there are [wo types of posirive factor. It would
appear that our economies might slowly revive from
the first six months of tggt onwards and rhar inflation
might well slow down somewhat. The first signs of this
can already be seen in a cerrain number of counrries. I
shall not go funher into rhe current siruarion or rhe
outlook, Mr President, as I do nor have rime and I
should like to say something about how we can work
together.
I shall only refer to a very litde of what we said in our
report., and I shall keep ro rhe basics.
The first fundamental point is thar I rhink thar coordi-
nating policies in rhe way we have staned ro do must
mean following a certain number of very basic
common guidelines. The first of these is rhar, given the
balance of paymenrs siruation we should try ro avoid
acring too hastily ro correcr a situation which is of
necessity a long-term one, by rhis I mean rhat we
would only increase the deflation which cannor be
avoided in a siruation such as rhat in which we are
today. As a result, I feel that we musr collectively
avoid falling into rhe rrap of correcting imbalances too
soon. This means 
- 
and this is the firsr srrictly
Community factor 
- 
that we musr do business
together and show solidarity, ro help us ro shoulder
our balance of payments deficirs. This is the reason
why you will shortly have to discuss a proposal aimed
at considerably increasing [he amounrs, and qualifying
the terms and condirions, of Communiry balance of
paymenrs loans.
My second poinr is rhat we all have budger policies
which must be very strictly applied. Bur, if we apply
our budger policies stricrly 
- 
and rhis is panicularly
true for some countries 
- 
we must be aware that,
should the situarion be even less propirious, even more
difficult than we rhoughr ir was, rhen rhe countrjes
which have some leeway because of the general srate
of their public finances should accept rhe repercussions
which a less favourable economic climare would have
on their budget deficit.
This would be adopting a Community arrirude on a
problem such as the one I have just referred to; in my
view it would be a grave error ro undenake action
which, because ir is too rapid or roo energetic migh[
strmulate deflarion beyond the level which is ar presenr
tolerable. Thirdly, we must ser ourselves a number of
common goals in foreign rrade, and in particular for
the recycling of capital, both in order to help in srabil-
izing this situation, and also to prevenr internarional
trade from being affecrcd more seriously than can be
foreseen ar presenr, thar is to say a growth rarc of 2 o/0.
This is an area in which we can all mke parr in
common measures. I shall nor go over rhis point in
detail, given the speaking time allotted to me, but I
feel that this must be one of the guiding lighrs of our
deliberations today.
Fourthly, the various rypes of discipline which we
must decide upon and which Mr Moreau has referred
to in his .reporr should rake inro considerarion a
number of basic rrurhs. 'We know, for example, rhat
wages and salaries wilt be likely ro progress much less
favourably rhan rhey have in the pasr, and thar this is a
prerequisire for economic recovery. This does not
mean that we should nor bear in mind whar is happen-
ing to the lessfavoured social categories, because we
all belong to a society in which problems of this nature
are an integral part of the goals we ser ourselves and
which r,,'e musr therefore take accounr of when we
state that we are prepared to accept some collective
sacrifices.
The second basic poinr, is thac where the overall policy
we must pursue is concerned, I feel thar we should all
be aware 
- 
as I believe Mr Moreau said lasr year 
-that we can no longer simply make short-rerm projec-
tions. Ve must base our decisions on rhe medium
term, and on longer periods of time. And medium-
term projecrions should rake accounr of the orher
countries in the world from the point of view of borh
energy constrainrs and rhe need ro be competirive. On
energy consrraints, this means thar energy policy in the
Member States and at Communiry level is top priority.
The fact that rhis is one of our prioriries is obvious
everybody knows it and everybody is saying it. I would
like ro see rhis made a prioriry for acrion, that all
things we do, in particular in rhe invesrmenr field, are
geared to rhis objective. This is one of rhe reasons
why, in a whole range of documenrs, we have pur
forward proposals in the economic and invesrmenr
spheres which help ro highlighr rhat rhis is a collective
goal at which we are aiming and thar the Communiry
is prepared to acknowledge this fact publicly and bring
pressure to bear for rhis goal ro be actually reached.
My next point concerns what I have called comperi-
tiveness. This means thar in the medium [errn we musr
ser up a policy which gives us the best possible chance
of lasting growrh geared to demand and future
competition in foreign markets. But a policy of this
kind must be conducted in such a precise and readily
comprehensible manner as to lay bare its fundamental
characteristic namely, thar ir is an employmenr policy.
It is a policy aimed at creating jobs, establishing a
dynamic economy suited ro job crearion, and not an
economy which is on rhe defensive and which will
gradually narrow its scope and no longer be able ro
meet the challenge of unemployment. It is along rhese
lines that we musr conduct the work we do together.
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In conclusion, I should merely like to add that when
we speak of a consensus and of the Community, this
should above all mean that we have to share each
others' views on our problems and objectives. It should
also mean that we undertake common actions ourside
our Community. That we share responsibility for each
other and that, in certain cases 
- 
Mr Moreau referred
[o some of them 
- 
we should pool our resources, in
order to help towards finding the right solutions and
actually applying them, whenever the Community
seems ro be the right institution to act. But we shall
not succeed if we are unable to show, at both national
and Community level, that this rype of policy is not a
policy of the intelligentsia or of technocrats or econo-
mists, but that it is a policy which is being pursued in
order to futfil the real needs of Europe, where unem-
ployment is an obvious threat. In other words, what
you called our consensus, or to be more precise our
shared thinking on how we can work together, the
challenge we must meet, common European measures,
will not come to fruition if we cannot show that what
we are doing is not doctrinaire or theoretical but has a
specific objective which involves all the people in
Europe. I should have liked to say more and go into
more detail, but I bow to the need for restrainr.
President. 
- 
The list of speakers is now closed.
I call Mr Ruffolo to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Ruffolo. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the rapponeur Mr
Moreau stressed in his report and in his speech how
serious the economic situation was, and Commissioner
Ortoli backed up this view. There is certainly no point
in going back over the facts in a few minutes, so I feel
that I should use this time to highlight one point which
unfortunately emerges from this analysis of our prob-
lems. Faced with this serious and difficult situation,
there is no Community short-term economic policy as
such. So much so that we ought to ask ourselves what
rhe proposals which the Commission is now making to
the Council, the decisions which the Council will be
taking, and the opinion of this House are really worth.
And yet the need to coordinate short-term economic
policies had become increasingly urgent between rhe'
first oil crisis and now. But the nine countries of the
Community have up to now proved incapable of cush-
roning the effecm of external economic difficulties by
implementing a real, concerted economic policy' This
fact has increased 
- 
not reduced 
- 
the disparities
between national economies and is jeopardizing the
European Monetary Sysrem itself. Parliament, in its
resolution on the EMS, had already pointed out how
precarious the system was because of internal tensions
ind external pressures. In the last few months the
situation has become even more precarious. The
tensions have intensified and forced the monetary
authorities to intervene heavily in order to keep
exchange rates within the agreed margins of fluctua-
tion.
Mr President, how long will this national intervention
be cc,mpatible with the aim of achieving monetary
equilibrium between the individual countries, given
that no European monetary fund exists which would
enable us to set up a common reserve and intervention
mechanism? How and when will it be possible to set
up a common monetary fund, if economic policies are
not forced into some sort of coordination? These are
purely rhetorical questions. Ve have not heard
anytliing about the European Fund and Phase Two of
the E,MS, nor for a long time have we heard any more
of rhe solemn promises made in their time by the
Eurc,pean Council, and this embarrassed silence shows
that the governments of Europe have, so to speak,
shanrefully neglected their common responsibilities.
The Moreau report is quite right in linking the diffi-
culties of the shon-term economic situation with the
deeper, more structural aspects of the economy which
would be involved in the setting up of a medium-term
policy for the Community. Unfortunately, we have no
gror-rnds for excessive optimism in this respect either.
In rhe three most vulnerable asPects of its overall
structure 
- 
the energy crisis, industrial reorganization
and regional disparities 
- 
the Community has neither
a common policv nor a common view. It has even
givr:n up work on the total review of structural prob-
[ems under its 'medium-term programme'. As it has
norv almost reached the end of its rerm of office, the
Commrssion has simply decided that there is no point
in working out a new programme. This is a strange
int,:rpretation of continuityl As a result, we lack obiec-
rivr:s which would allow us to give a clear direction to
Communiry policies. The Moreau report refers to the
three challenges 
- 
economic, social and political 
-
wfrich face our Communiry in the medium-term and
to the fact that no answers have been found to these
problems.
I should like to conclude my short speech, Mr Presi-
dent, by dwelling on a single issue which aPpears
crucial to me. On I January 1981, Greece will be join-
in,g the Community. Spain and Portugal are to follow
in the years to come. It is not being somewhat hopeful
to think that the present so-called structural instru-
ments of Community policy 
- 
the Regional Fund, the
S<>cial Fund, the Agricultural Guidance Fund 
- 
will
be sufficient to cope with the major imbalances this
will cause and which the Community is even now
in.capable of handling? Should this not be an oppor-
runity' to completely rethink both these policies and
these instruments within the framework of a new view
of growth, to unite the existing funds in one European
t)evelopment Fund, and to set up a real European
development body capable of managing this fund
along Community lines, and not simply handing out
disjointed subsidies?
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These are nor just rherorical quesrions, Mr Presidenr.
My Group, rhe Socialisr Group, is fully committed on
this basic point, and we hope rhat the new Commis-
sion an{ the Council will now take rheir cue from rhis
report in order ro complerely rerhink this problem, so
thar furure reports on rhe economic siruation in rhe
Community will not, as has unforrunarely roday been
the case, merely be opporuunities for rirual lamenta-
tlons.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr von Bismarck ro speak on
behalf of the Group of rhe European People's Pany
(Christian-Democrar Group).
Mr von Bismarck. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gent.lemen, we are now engaged in throwing stones a[
the wrong person. \7e are lamenring like Jeremiah. I
agree with all the speakers who have preceded me.
The difference is that Jeremiah lamented ro a single
god and we lament ro many. This has never meanr
success as far back as anyone can remember. I should
like, therefore, ro approach this subject roday, from a
differenr angle rhan that raken by the speakers who
preceded me, and I may shock them all by this, bur I
shall do it nonerheless. I should like ro talk about
Europe's living lie.
In our opinion, [he views, conclusions and poinrers in
the report which the Commission has forwarded ro rhe
Council, and which it has submitred ro us for consulta-
tion, deserve our supporr. The basic premise of rhis
report is that a social market economy, which is the
very core of rhe Treaty of Rome, cannor funcrion
correctly without stable currencies, and in panicular
that a lasting success in fighring unemployment is
impossible to achieve. The Commission therefore
recommends thar we conrinue to fighr againsr inflation
with vigour and perseverance. This view should be
heartily approved.
'\7e should also approve rhe view which states rhat
economic policy within the European Community
should be geared 
- 
as rwo speakers have alreadypointed to a lasting improvemenr in comperi-
tiveness in the best inrerests of all our citizens. This
means that we should ensure that research, technical
developmenr and flexibility should be used ro a grearer
degree in industry so rhar higher productiviry may be
achieved, and so thar we may srop 
.jeopardizing our
future by living on our narional producr because of
excessive consumer demand and also because of infla-
tion, which is inevitably linked ro rhis and which
increases a[ the expense of the pooresr of our inhabi-
tants. Anyone who is well-inrentioned towards Europe
and its citizens musr follow this basic precepr and, in
our opinion, give it energetic suppon whenever neces-
sary and in particular in dealings with his own govern-
ment.
I really wanted ro say something different, somerhing
much more fundamenral. Anyone who wishes ro main-
tain 
- 
we ought unfonunately roday ro say save 
-prosperity, peace and freedom in Europe, ought to
bring himself to face up [o anorher much less unpleas-
artt and much more serious trurh. He must reject the
living lie which is fatal to Europe. The lie according to
which, one day, like rhe seed from the flower,
so-called economic and monerary union will give binh
to the political union which we are now striving for!
This will not and cannor be rhe case. A social marker
economy 
- 
mark you not any market economy, such
as we had in the last cenrury 
- 
requires, according to
the basic nodon behind rhe Treaty of Rome, a srrong
central government. Do we have a central European
government? Do we have one head? Does rhe car of
Europe have a steering wheel? The answer is no! \fle
are governed, as the German Federal Republic was,
without a governmenr and merely by the Federal
Council. Stable currencies? Healthy competirion? Both
of these basic prerequisites for a social market econ-
omy, and in particular for social equaliry, are unrhink-
able without a srron! cenrralized sysrem of govern-
men[. Anyone who is expecring to see political union
develop from economic and monetary union is waiting
in vain. Because even economic and monetary union
cannot function wirhout ar leasr some son of irrefuta-
ble central authoriry. Any continuarion of rhe deci-
sion-making and executive power srructures which
now exist within the Community 
- 
and on rhis poinr I
fully agree with rhe speaker who preceded me, rhe
rapporteur Mr Moreau 
- 
would sooner or later inev-
itably destroy rhe Communiry as a resuk of the
increasingly numerous and more serious crises.
It is not economic and monetary union which can
produce the federal polirical union we are aiming ar.
As the proverb purs it, we musr. cur our cloth quite
differently. Only by achieving gradual political union
can we progress rowards a social market economy,
and thereby put ourselves in a posirion ro achieve our
social objectives, rhe foremosc of which is full employ-
ment. It is only in rhis manner rhat social justice and
competiriveness are possible in Europe. Only when we
have polirical union will we have the srrength, ro guar-
antee our peace and freedom rogerher with our federal
partners and to do our duty ro rhe Third !7orld,
which is extremely urgent and becoming more urgenr
every day.lr should be nored in panicular rhat only a
free market economy parrern can be applied to rhe
concept of a federal or confederal Europe. A decen-
tralized sysrem such as rhar which would exisr in a
federal Europe can only be linked with a decentralized
decision-making structure such as thar which we find
in a market economy. The two sysrems complemenr
each other. On the other hand a federal or confederal
concept which would be able to mainrain rhe culrural,
spiritual and rraditional idenriry of the peoples of
Europe and of rheir Stares within their frontiers and
maintain peace and security ourside their fronriers,
cannor be linked ro a cenrralized adminisrrative
system.
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It is rhe convicion of my Group rhat during the discus-
sion of this annual economic report, as we stand at the
rhreshhold of tggt and againsr the deadly serious
world polirical background, it is our duty as the first
directly-elected Members of the European Parliament
ro cease to be a party to spreading the dangerous
fundamental misconception that all we need to do is to
continue earnestly working forward and one day a
Europe which is capable of functioning on a political
level wiil result from economic and monetary union.
It is much rather, ladies and gentlemen, our highest
duty ro tell the plain, unvarnished truth to our fellow
Members in this House, and above all to European
public opinion, during this debate on what is for
Europe a very significant topic, economic policy,
which we in the Christian Democratic Group see as
serving our overall political goals, but in panicular our
objectives in the field of social policy. It is our duty
during this debate on those factors which are decisive
for our future and, I repeat, also for our peace and
freedom 
- 
or, in a nutshell, on Europe's chances for
existing and surviving 
- 
it is our duty to finally tell
the truth. If I have succeeded in so doing, I am
extremely gratified.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hopper to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Hopper. 
- 
Mr President, we have to ask
ourselves what is the proper role of the European
Community as an organization where the management
of rhe economies of the nine Member States is
concerned. It is doubtful whether the Communiry has
a direcr role in this domain. The budget is too small
and, furthermore, expenditure within the budget is, in
many cases, under the control of national govern-
ments, and therefore a part of national economic
policy. Vhere it is not, as under the common agricul-
tural policy, its effects are frequently too random to
form part of a coherent Community economic policy.
However, I believe that there is an imponant role for
the Communiry. It is very well described on page 7 of
the Annual Economic Repon as defining a concerted
framework for action by Member States. The
Commission should prepare and publish just such a
framework in the short, the medium and the long-
term. And Ministers should meet with regulariry 
- 
if I
may coin a phrase 
- 
in economic cooperation, as they
do now in political cooperation.
Vhite companies in one Member State should
compete vigorously across national borders, the
Members Stares themselves should not conduct
national economic policies that are in competition with
one another. I refer in particular to what is known as
'dirty floating'. Certain Member States have from time
to time, and sometimes more often than from time to
time, conducted an exchange rate policy which was
highly favourable to their own national economy and
correspondingly unfavourable to the national econo-
mies of other Member States. Indeed, it is no exagger-
ation to say that 'dirty floating' has been the single
greatest non-tariff barrier to trade in the European
Community.
This is too large a subject to develop in a brief speech.
The European Monetary System was not particularly
well thought out in the first place. It has never been
clear to what extent im objectives were political or
economic, or by what means they were suPPosed ro be
achieved. Furthermore, the rules of the EMS, insofar
as we know them, appear to be more honoured in the
breach than in the observance. There are no published
statistics, but one has the impression that intervention
by central banks within the margins is widely prac-
tised, although it is supposed not to occur. These
suspicions were voiced in the explanatory memoran-
dum contained in the excellent Ruffolo repon which
this Parliament considered earlier this ye^r'
Mr Moreau is right to describe the present system as
precarious.
Mr President, the European Monetary System needs
ro be cast in a new mould. It requires a central supervi-
sory mechanism, possibly within the framework of the
Council of Ministers. There should be less emphasis
on keeping currencies within narrow bands of fluctua-
tion, which sometimes have little to do with current
economic realities. There should be more emphasis on
good monetary citizenship within the Community. It
should be made difficult for one Member State to
export unemployment ot other Member Sntes by
exchange rate manipulations.
There are only two conditions under which a market
in goods and services can freely operate across
national borders. One is a system of clean floating.
The other is full monetary union, EMU. The first
should be our medium-term objective in a reconsti-
tuted EMS, the second must be our long-term aim. I
would ask Mr Onoli, who is listening so attentively to
us, if the Commission will publish and prepare an
analysis of the critical path which will mke the Euro-
pean Community from its present point of develop-
ment in monetary affairs to full economic and mone-
tary union. The European Democratic Group believes
strongly in EMU and has therefore moved an amend-
ment to Article 6 of Mr Moreau's report with this in
mind.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fernandez to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
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Mr Fernandez. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, rhere are now
seven mrllion unemployed in the Communiry. Inflarion
is increasing ac an estimated average annual rate of
between 12 and 13 0/0. Growth is stagnaring at around
1 0/o and the balance of payments deficit is rising,
amounting to 5l thousand million francs for France
alone.
Everyone in this House is ulking about the crisis.
However, I can remember a time, only a few years
ago, when the hard trurh of rhis crisis was nor openly
admitted by all the polirical groups in rhis House.
Yesterday, Mr Deleau even said, when talking about
the sreel industry, that the crisis was predictable. Yes,
it was predictable, yesterday and even today, and as a
result we can define its true causes and root them ou[
by denouncing those people who are really responsible
for the serious situation we are now in.
It is, however, strange to nore that, here as elsewhere,
everyone is talking about the increasing seriousness of
unemployment, lasting stagnation in growth, the rise
in inflation, and no one mentions that it is above all
rhe policies applied by each Member.State and by the
Community which have brought us ro this pass. Those
policies cannot in fact be termed failures because they
were deliberately chose.n, and for us, the French
Communists and our Allies, they are quite unaccepta-
ble. Moreover, there is no point in claiming that we
can solve this crisis if we apply the same policies, the
same principles, and stick to a determination to reject
the needs and justified demands of the mass of work-
ers and the population of our countries.
In this matter, the workers are not being told the
truth, and it is far too easy to seek the basic causes of
this crisis elsewhere. The Commission report one
again blames oil, but the same report. s[resses that the
oil bill will only account for 1.6 0/o of the gross
domestic product of the Community in 1980. So you
cannot put this crisis down to the alleged oil shock,
and it is economically absurd ro claim that such a deep
structural crisis in the economy can be caused by a
product whose cost represents such a small part of our
economies. The Commission report itself puts forward
a different explanation: 'The Community has entered
a phase of decline in demand and economic acrivity'.
Yes, there is a crisis in demand, but you cannot.
approve and deliberately apply austeriry policies which
maintain economic growth at a low level, and at the
same time complain that workers and ordinary people
are consuming and buying less and less.
As Communists, we condemn these ausreriry policies,
whrch are, moreover, the root cause of our present
crisis and of its worsening.
Lastly, this House asserts that investment is essential
and profir must be made. This, according ro you, is
the only way of solving the problems of unemploy-
ment and inflation. Here again, the truth is not being
told.
In France, privare-sector investment has dropped by
l3-50/o since 1973, whereas profits over the same
penod have constantly increased. Since 1974 profitsh
have doubled, while the number of unemployed has
trebled. In France today there are 1.7 million unem-
ployed, roughly one in every two of whom does not
receive any unemployment benefit.
Ve also know thar the policies now being pursued in
France will inflicr the terrible burden of 2 r/z or
3 million unemployed on the country in the next few
years.
Invesrmenr must, however, be made. '!fle must invest,
foster French indusrry and create jobs. But at the
moment the multinationals, whose representatives you
are, prefer to invest in other countries, even in the
United Sutes. This policy has meanr that 600 000 to
700 000 jobs have been lost in French industry since
197 4.
It should also be noted that only the large nationalized
enterprises such as SNCF, RATP, Air France, EDF,
Renault and others like them have increased the
volume of their investment from an index of 105 co
180 in five years. So it is the public sector which has
prevenred the crisis from worsening, and it is this
sector which Community policies, as well as [hose of
the French Government, aim at gradually dismantling,
starting with transport.
In conclusion, Mr President, the French Communists
and their Allies cannot agree ro the Commission of rhe
European Communities, in its report imposing direc-
tives on France, directives which are all aimed at
putting pressure on workers'wages and on expendi-
ture for nationalized industry or social policy in
Member States. Mr President, we shall not accept
either austeriry or supranational policies.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Clercq to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr De Clercq. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mr Moreau's report 
- 
along with a
number of other sources 
- 
reminds us of the major
problems 
- 
and their causes 
- 
facing us in 1980 and
1981. May I very quickly enumerate these problems
before going on to make cenain suggestions. This year
and next year, economic growth in the European
Community will be very low. In fact, we are justified
in referring to a recession, and I am sure tha[ everyone
is acquainted with the main reasons for this state of
affairs: the very sharp rise in the price of oil and the
restrictive mone[ary and budgetary policies pursued in
the various Member States. Clearly, these factors are
bound to generate a high level of unemploymenr. The
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forecasts are for 7t/z million people unemployed next
year, amounting to something like 7 0/o of the active
population of the Member States. The main cause for
concern is the prospects for the next five years, and
especially the problem of unemployment among young
people. There is every indication thar rhis siruarion as
regards youth unemployment in panicular will give
cause for grea[ concern in the future. In the final
analysis, of course, rhe main reason for this sharp rise
in unemployment is the low level of economic growth,
and clearly, if we want to do something concrere,
effective and lasting about unemployment, we musr
first of all take steps to stimulate economic growth.
The high rate of inflarion is a third factor, and despite
the slight improvement we can expect, the European
economy will remain in a strongly inflationary climate
both this and next year.
Taking an average for the European Community as a
whole, our balance of payments deficit in 1980 will
amount to 43 000 million dollars, and rhere is no sign
of the siruation improving next year.
The inadequate level of capital investment is a pheno-
menon which gives great cause for concern. Since
1974, rhe propensity to invest in the European
Community has fallen consis[ently. The reasons for
this phenomenon are well known: exorbitant pay rises,
a taxation system which in many respects is inappro-
priate, the reduced level of saving and 
- 
let us admit
- 
budgetary and monetary mismanagement in many
Member States. Another factor is the continuing lack
of ecbnomic convergence, which is most spectacularly
reflected in the wide range of infladon rates in the
Community 
- 
from 5 o/o ro 2Q o/0.
I should like to suggest a few possible solutions. In the
first place, we should upgrade the market economy. I
sincerely believe that it is no coincidence that the
serious slow-down in economic growth over the last
few years has gone hand-in-hand with an increased
level of governmen[ interference in the Member States
of the Community. Nor do I think it a sheer coincid-
ence that those countries which have remained most
loyal to the principles of the market economy now
have the best balance and have produced the best
economic results. I believe that government interven-
tion should be drastically cut back wherever it has
reached an excessive level and wherever it has upset a
healthy balance, especially in those Member States
where interference is most rife, and especially in those
sectors where the market has been most seriously
disrupted. I am thinking here particularly of the subsi-
dies granted to what are often virtually bankrupt busi-
nesses. Of course, cutting back on excessive Bovern-
ment interference is not only a financial matter, but
also a question of doing away with all manner of
useless bureaucratic rules and regulations.
That, then, could be a first course of action 
- 
a fairly
wide-ranging matter and 
- 
I would freely admit 
- 
a
controversial one, not in our own eyes so much as in
the eyes of others here today. Another thing we need
is a disciplined economic policy 
- 
or should I say, a
disciplined common economic policy 
- 
covering a
number of factors such as monetary policy, budgetary
policy and energy policy. I could add to this list, but I
shall confine myself to rhe strict minimum. I believe
that it has been all too often forgotten recently that
the development of the money supply is the crucial
element in monetary policy. It is extremely difficult to
control the growth of the money supply, let alone
manipulate it. However, we must proceed on the
assumption that the growth of the money supply
should nor be too rapid if the aim is to maintain a
satisfactory price level; on the other hand, there
should not be too little growth, otherwise defladonary
effects will make themselves felt.
It is up to the national monetary authorities to keep
developments firmly in hand. More specifically,
governments must reconcile their monetary financing
requirements with rhe growth in the money supply.
The Member States must also do more than they have
so far to seek to harmonize these objectives and thus
to strengthen the European Monetary System, which
has clearly been a success.
'\7e in the Community must also formulate a common
dollar policy, something which is conspicuously lack-
ing at the moment. Another point is that budgetary
policy must be linked direcdy to monetary policy and
the requirements of monetary policy because of the
important question which arises everywhere 
- 
espe-
cially in my country but, as I said, in effect everywhere
- 
of what can and should be regarded as a reasonable
public sector deficit. In this respect, we should bear in
mind the monerary objectives I reminded you of just
now. The upshot of this at the present time is that
most of the Member Stares should severely limit their
budgerary shortfall. And any limitation must be very
clearly effected by imposing restrictions on the amount
of money spent by governments and not by forcing up
raxar.ion which 
- 
in mosr Member States, and
certainly in Belgium 
- 
has already reached a level
which should really not be pushed up any further.
\flhat I have in mind rhen is cutting expenditure rather
than increasing the burden of taxation. By thus
restricting expenditure, we shall at the same time ligh-
ten the load of taxation substantially, as regards both
business and private perscns.
As regards a policy on revenue clearly all forms must
be taken into consideration, since the problem extends
to all forms. Nevertheless, it is my opinion that any
such policy 
- 
whether one likes it or not 
- 
must be
direcred mainly at prices and wages. On the prices
front, there are grounds for advocating total liberali-
zation and rhe removal of price controls, but only on
the one express condition that effective 
- 
not theoret-
ica[, but effective 
- 
competition should be made
possible-by doing away with price cartels and price-
fixing agreements of any nature.
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As regards incomes, I believe that the principle of free
bargaining must be respected. Employers and employ-
ees should be left rc negotiate freely and collecdvely
on working and pay conditions. The government must
merely ensure that pay negotiations are really free,
rhat is to say, that both sides are placed on an equal
footing. However, there must be no agreements
between the two sides to the detriment of the govern-
ment 
- 
in other words, of sociery as a whole 
- 
or of
other sectors. Another important factor is that both
sides must be truly representative and 
- 
let us not
forger 
- 
mobility of labour must be encouraged. It is
important that cenain taboos on this point be reso-
lutely abandoned.
Finally, discipline must be brought to the last aspect of
economic policy 
- 
energy policy 
- 
if we are ever to
get out of the rut. As economic growth in Europe
depends to a Breat extent 
- 
not exclusively, but to a
great extent 
- 
on the price of oil, it is self-evident that
our oil impons must be substantially reduced.
I am pleased to note that there are a number of praise-
worthy national plans and attempts to arrive at a
common energy policy. However, we have so far
unfonunately seen no trace of a Community energy
policy, while , the energy policies pursued by the
various Member Sutes do not seem to me to be
exactly effecrive. Perhaps too little use is being made
of an instrument which I feel could be well suited to
the job at hand, namely the price of the commodity 
-the price of oil. In my opinion, the price mechanism
should play an imponant paru in na[ional and supra-
national energy policy.
I have tried, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, to
give not only an analysis of the current situation and
its causes, but also a few concrete sutgestions for an
effective policy and for the background to any such
policy, namely, the upgrading of the principles of a
free, socially-orientated market economy.
The problems facing us are enormous, the challenges
are many and varied, and we have cenainly not got
out of the worst yet, but we must play Europe's trump
cards with more common sense and more political will.
The fact is that we have not yet made use of our full
potenrial. Let me conclude by saying that the difficul-
ties facing us are great., but we also have grear poten-
tial if only we act joinrly and sensibly to realize it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deleau to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Deleau 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like first of all to pay tribute to our
rapporteur, Mr Moreau, for the skill and perseverence
he has shown in defending his views before the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
The Commission is submitting this report on economic
prospects to the Council and our discussion of it is an
opportunity to take stock of the Communiry's
economic policies. Because practices vary from one
country to another, there are, despirc Member Srates'
protestations of a desire for convergence, a number of
economic policies within this Community. \fle raised
long ago the right to be different in terms of policy
instruments, panicularly because there are in our view
differences of basic situations, mineral wealth and of
culture.
'S7'e can, however, only regret that the Community has
not set identical ob.jectives, 
- 
aimed at protecting
Community products 
- 
in particular to counter the
bitter competition from certain non-member coun-
tries. If we want to safeguard employment and protect
tomorrow's jobs we must first of all safeguard the
Community's economic potential and traditional
industries, by such means as we can find.
In rhe same way we must emphasize the serious effect
of the high level qf impons to which some Member
States have become accustomed. Impons from third
countries, apart. from immediately making us poorer,
represent a serious threat for the future. Of course,
choices will have to be made. That is why we have
always insisrcd on the need for serious medium term
economic planning amongst the Member States. Such
planning is the only way of dealing with the current
investment anarchy. I am sure I have no need to
remind you that it is investment which is the main
driving force for growth and which safeguards
employment. Now, there is not enough investment
within the Community and the main reason for that is
the lack of selectivity. That is why Member States
must plan development in a few major economic
sectors. They must first of all encourage investment in
the energy sector, with a policy aimed at greater
energy savings. And then the next choice must be high
rcchnology 
- 
telematics and informatics, which must
be extended throughout industry.
A determined, dynamic attitude such as this should be
reflected in more susrained exporrs, and the Commis-
sion must lay more imponance on rhis within the
general balance of economic growrh. That is a point
which we would like to add to Mr Moreau's reporr. In
the same way, ir is our view that we must help small
and medium-sized undenakings ro crea[e new jobs, by
giving them tax incenrives ro invest and loans from the
EIB and other Communiry sources at special rares.
Incidentally, on the problem of reducing working
hours whilst maintaining living standards 
- 
which is a
very reasonable ambition 
- 
I also wonder about
increases in producrion costs. Of course, investmenr is
expensive. Could we nor perhaps look towards the
pool of Euro-dollars and rry divening them towards
productive inves[ment, rather than encouraging. infla-
tion as they do today?
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However, that should nor surprise us, since we haven'r
yet considered reconstructing the inrernarional mone-
tary system. Our trade policy still depends largely on
fluctuations in the dollar, and that is why the infladon-
ary trends in the world economy are still dominant.
There is proof enough of rhat in rhe rurn in the mone-
tary tide which we have seen during these lasr few
days: the weakness of the Deutschmark is a resulr of
the rapid rise in the dollar caused by spiralling interesr
rates.
I am sure we could all speak a grear length on rhe
various monetarist theories, and all say rhar the Euro-
pean Monetary System has not played irc expecred
snbilizing role to the full. Look ar rhe continuing rises
in interest rares. Indeed, the analysis made by Commu-
nity leaders has until now undoubtedly been far too
monetarist. Reviving all the productive forces in rhe
economy factors is now one of the essential conditions
for reestablishing real economic growth, which we
would like to see as great as possible so rhar we can
eliminate unemployment at all levels of society, parri-
cularly amongst the yourig. That is one of the reasons
why we are tabling an amendment to add a new clause
after paragraph 1 of the resolution, pointing our rhe
need to stimulate growth in order as a matter of prior-
ity to combat inflation, to coordinate [he measures
taken by the Member States to put a stop to the dizzy-
ing spiral of interest rates, to permit the investmenr
necessary for the growth of exports and to reorganize
the economy taking account of the need for social
harmony, energy savings and environmental require-
ments. That is an ambitious programme, and we
believe that Europe can and must follow it. I will
therefore repeat the closing words I usedryesterday in
my speech on the steel industry: this is the price which
Europe must pay to be credible and ro remain a hope
into the future.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Basil de Ferranti.
Sir Basil de Ferranti. 
- 
I want to speak out on one
subject only: I want to speak out for more training and
during the coming months when the Commission have
rheir mandate to reconsider the budget of the
Community I hope they will bear in mind the Social
Fund and adaptations, perhaps, of the Social Fund,
with a view to improving training throughout the
Community.
After all, there are two treat things about human
nature: one is our human inventiveness, which has
enabled us to raise the standard of living; the other,
and perhaps more important, is our sense of social
responsibility. Our sense of social responsibiliry now in
the economic situation that the Commissionpr has
described to us must call for more training.
1tr7e musr see our faces at this difficult time against
propping up uneconomic jobs; we must recognize that
it is over-manning that destroys jobs more rhan
anything else. The Community faces a massive readap-
[ation to our new economic circumsrances. '!7e face
massive restructuring. 'We musr carry rhis through. pe
must not be so afraid of it thar we do not ger on with
it. It is not just any longer people moving out of agri-
culture into indusry. Not any longer people moving
out of industry to the services. It is beyond that 
- 
it is
services into totally new kinds ofjobs.
" Readaptation is the big challenge that we face. There
should, after all, be no shonage of new jobs if we are
able to meet our new challenges. Ve have got the
whole of the energy situation where we must make
massive investments. '!7'e have got many poorer
regions still in the Community where we want to raise
the standard of living. Ve have got the new countries
that are joining us, Greece, Spain and Portugal. '!7e
have the whole of the rest of the world where
800 million people as we know from our famine
debate, go to bed hungry every night. There cannot be
a shortage of jobs. If Europe pulls together, which is
why we are all here, rhere cannot be a shorrage of
jobs. But we cannot meet this challenge without train-
inB.
I wouldjust leave one thought in our minds:we have
debated already this week Music Year. '!7'e know we
have the very desirable possibiliry of a year for the
disabled. Let us make 1981, the year of the Commis-
sion mandate, retraining year. Let us make our plans
so rhat we improve job mobility and in that way really
add social responsibiliry to human inventiveness in a
meaningful way.
President. 
- 
I call Mr.Wagner.
Mr \(agner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, Mr Ortoli is right when he says rhat rhe Commu-
nity must take action. Bur I should like to make one
critical remark. You also said, Mr Onoli, rhar diag-
noses should naturally conrinue to precede action. Of
course, it wifl be necessary to take into accounr the
large number of surveys and diagnoses which have
been drawn up not iust by rhe Communiry but also by
the Member States and the OCED, and these surveys
should be updarcd in order to draw consequences
from them. However, I should like to stress one rhing
- 
something mus[ be done. The European Commu-
nity is now facing what is probably ir biggesr chal-
lenge, which will show whether ir is capable of mck-
ling the high and still rising level of unemployment
and of mking the necessary effective measures and
action. Moreover, the Community must prepare imelf
for the medium-term economic development which
can be expected until the middle of the 80s. Experts
now expect 
- 
orher things being equal 
- 
rhar unem-
ployment will reach more rhan l0 million in rhe EEC
Member States, and that young people and women
will be the hardesr hir.
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To achieve this, we shall undoubtedly have ro depan '
from the customs and practices which we have had up
to now. \7e must not continue to pass too many reso-
lutions and convert too few of rhem inro practical
common policies. I should like to warn againsr some-
'thing Mrvon Bismarck jusr said. Ve musr not now
stan complaining that there is not yet any European
Government, that rhere is no political union, bur we
ought rather, in the srruggle to achieve a realistic and
gradual policy which will lead us ro greater cohesion
in Europe, not forger to take acrion and live up ro our
responsibilities in the social field. I stress this above all
with regard to young people who place their faith in
Europe and in its ability to deal wirh problems and to
progress towards a 'social' Europe. Ir is our job to
convince them of rhis, and we bear a parricular
responsibility in this respect.
Given the short speaking rime which we have available
today, I should just like briefly ro cover two poinrs, as
I am sure thar the discussions will be conrinued in the
Committee for Economic and Moneary Affairs and
elsewhere.
At the meetings of the Commitree on Economic and
Monetary affairs, Mr Moreau was exemplary in his
efforts to ensure that, in our opinion and in our reporr.
on what the Commission had put before us, we found
solutions which enabled us to make concrere progress.
The Socialist Group again tabled four imponanr
amendments, which were nor supponed by the major-
ity during voting in commirtee. I should like ro ask rhe
o[her Broups to vote in favour of rhese amendments.
'!7e cannot permit 
- 
as also happens now and again at
home in Germany 
- 
ulgla-1s26tionary officials in
employers' organizations or some retrograde politi-
cians to put the onus for cleaning up rhe economic
mess we are in in Europe on the workers.'!7e will not
accept this policy, and my Group and the panies
represented in it will use all rhe means available ro
fight against it.
(Applause)
Purchasing power musr be maintained across rhe
board for the low-income groups in panicular, and for
employees in general, purchasing power musr be rein-
forced, and we should remember that 
- 
as one or two
other Members have already stated 
- 
wages and
salaries are also components of demand. Those in the
Community who have tried ro cope with, or even just
to tackle, inflation by consciously accepring a high and
increasing rate of unemploymenr have mer rheir
comeuppance. That is why I musr also warn against
meekly accepting such an approach and such demands
either outside or inside this House. This is the wrong
road to follow and we should under no circumsrances
be taking it. There are examples in rhe European
Communiry which show thar, by maintaining purchas-
ing power, by maintaining and safeguarding rhe exist-
ing social security systems, and progressively reducing
the total working life, we can make better progress. In
addition, we need national financial and budgetary
policies aimed at saving jobs right now, because
private investmen[ is already showing signs of being
unable to cope. This is how we should contribute to
saving and creating jobs.
In conclusion, please allow me to address a personal
request to you, Mr Ortoli, and also to the future Pres-
rdent of the new Commission.
If we want to join in solving the growing economic
and social problems currently facing the European
Community, if Europe is to play its role in the world
and throw its weight into the balance of world power,
as a mediator between the two blocs and to speak up
for more humanity and solidarity towards the Third
'li7orld 
and other countries, we in this House must
take all rhe necessary steps to ensure that the
economic and social tripanite conference between
representatives of the national governments, the
Commission, employers and trade unions gets down to
some serious work at last. I should like to hear some-
thing definite on this from you both. !flhat v/e support
fervently in Poland 
- 
strong and independent trade
unions 
- 
we should also work hard towards achieving
in the European Communiry. In addition, we should
ensure that the ideas and objectives which the Euro-
pean Confederation of Trade Unions has repeatedly
put to the Commission and to the national govern-
ments are taken seriously, so that those who are
responsible for the political and economic policies now
being applied assume that responsibiliry and sund by
it. '!7e must act to achieve the aims of safeguarding full
employment, reinforcing Europe in the social and
political fields and achieving closer cohesion in
Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beumer.
Mr Beumer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have a few
remarks to make on Part 2 of rhe Commission's
report, the first sentence of which says rhar rhe
medium-term objectives must be ro creare more jobs in
a climate of greater price stability and improved
competitiveness. The reporr goes on to specify possible
lines of approach, such as fighting inflarion, limiting
deflation, encouraging growrh industries and reducing
the present level of unemployment. I7har rhese objec-
tives all boil down ro 
- 
whether long or shon-[erm,
national or Communiry policy 
- 
is limiting inflacion
and preventing deflation. This just goes ro show how
narrow the room for manceuvre is and how desirable it
is that we should pursue this policy as decisively as
possible. \firh reference ro paragraph 3 of
Mr Moreau's repor!, there are three quesrions I should
like to ask.
Given the Commission's current room for maneuvre,
what effective contriburion can ir make towards
achieving rhe aim formulated in the first sentence of irs
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report? Secondly, does the Commission need addi-
tional resources to enable it to tackle the problem
more effectively, and if so, what? Thirdly, to whap
exrent will the objectives formulated in the report be
adversely affected by acceptance of the Council's draft
budger? After all, let us not forget that there are two
sides to this policy of shifting resources from
consumption to investment. There is the defensive
aspect 
- 
as the Member of the Commission pointed
out 
- 
comprising cost-rationalization, spending cuts
and improving the climate for investment; then there is
the offensive aspect, amounting to forward-looking
specialization and innovation. Community projects.
and operations can provide a bonus here, and to what
exrent does the Commission actually feel able to
achieve this bonus effect? Let me give you one specific
example. The Commission has, on a number of occa-
sions, pointed ou[ the need for energy-saving
measures, with the attendant benefits of more jobs and
a reduction in costs and inflation. The Commission
has rwo things to say in its report on this count: firstly,
there is wide scope for investment and employment
and, secondly, the actual volume of investment is too
small compared with the opportunities. Vhat bottle-
necks is the Commission confronted with and what is
ir doing to remedy the situation? An essential element
in any successful policy, Mr President, is a consensus-
making policy, something which can only be achieved
by way of a Community policy supponed a[ Commu-
niry level by both sides of indusry; without this,
economic converBence is out of the question. Vhat we
need is a better policy on jobs, more training and
better organizarion and redisuibution of the available
work. The joint committees have proved their worth in
the agricultural and steel sectors, and it may safely be
assumed that communications between the two sides
of industry across national frontiers will play an
increasingly important role in the future. That being
so, what are the chances of extending the work of
committees of this kind to other important sectors? Is
anything being done in this respect?
Mr President, on reading the Commission's report and
irs objectives, ir seems ro me that there is a very close
connection berween labour questions, and macroecon-
omic policy. !7ould it not be sensible to urge the
Council 
- 
and there is nothing to s[op us doing this
- 
to convene not only the Snnding Committee on
Employment and preferably the Ministers for Social
Affairs, but also the Economics and Finance Ministers
to hold joint consultations to ensure that no contradic-
tory decisions are taken? !7ould a search for a consen-
sus-making policy not help to bring about rhe kind of
policy formulated by the Commission in jm report?
'!7har does the Commission see as desirable in this
respect, and what are the current prospects?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, in the Fife and Tayside,
Srathclyde and Central Regions of Scotland, pans of
which I represent, there are worried people and
worried companies. Some have found themselves out
of work, other are very concerned for the immediate
future. The same concern is reproduced over the
length and breadth of Europe, to varying degrees. But
in Mid-Scotland we are going to make a virtue of the
difficulties: our industries are restructuring positively,
and the emphasis is on high technology, high value-
added products, unique products such as advanced
electronics and energy industry products, and, above
all, higher productivity. Cenainly we welcome help,
but the best help is helping ourselves.
Unemployment is tragic: it is the major ecomonic and
social problem facing Europe today and in 1981.
Certainly we must find solutions, but we shall not
solve it by measures which in effect just conceal it; and
this is why we have to find positive solutions and not
just negative palliatives. I therefore see litde merit in
suggestions to share out work so that all those who
share are worse off, both because their earnings are
shared and because the enterprise they work for is
faced with lower profitabiliry and therefore less ability
to compete. The result could well be that there is
nothing lefr to share.
I greatly dislike systematic overtime working; it is
neither in the employee's real interest nor that of his
employer, if it is just a fiction ro cover low earnings or
low productivity. I therefore strongly advocate the
amendment which has my name on it 
- 
No 10, to
paragraph 17 
- 
because it direcrs us ro rhe posirive
solutions. These are based on making European indus-
rry competitive by encouraging producdvity, high
technology, job mobiliry, the reduction of ovenime
consistent with increasing productivity and maintained
real incomes, and the utilization of the special skills of
married women and others who can only contemplate
part-time working or flexible working hours.
Above all, we do the employed and the unemployed of
Europe no favour by hamsringing our industries,
those which are surviving the difficulties, even expand-
ing despite the difficulties, and adjusting satisfactorily
to changing circumstances: we provide them no help if
we burden them with social costs.'We must help busi-
ness of all rypes 
- 
large and small, manufacturing and
service 
- 
to create new job opponunities. Our task is
not to interfere in commercial decisions, but to set up
the most attractive economic, fiscal and trade environ-
menr in which business can prosper. So let us concen-
rrare on the areas we are responsible for: the Common
Marker of 20 million consumers, the infrastructure of
the Community, the proper balance of priorities in our
budget, trade reIations with other countries and,
within our budgeury limits, some financial assistance
to those citizens and industries in temporary difficulty.
But let it not be said that we are impeding industry's
progress and the real jobs that only successful industry
and commerce can provide.
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I would suggesr ro rhe Commission, and to irs succes-
sor, that perhaps a discussion documenr serring out an
idea of the environmenr w'e are to work in in the 80s
would be desirable. Let us say we enride ir'An Environ-
ment for European Indusry in the E0s'.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I grearly appre-
ciated rhe masrerly and concise analysis made by Mr
Ortoli, and ir is on the basis of rhis analysis that I shall
make a very brief speech.
The burden of oil prices, which can now involve tens
of thousands of millions of dollars, will call for a
considerable effon on our pan ro reduce our depend-
ence on oil. But you also spoke of rhe orher consrraint
- 
that of competiriveness 
- 
which will also require
us to find hundreds of millions of dollars for invest-
ments.
The phenomenon is a very simple one, and unfonun-
ately the figures are implacable. Ve shall never be able
to make this effon withour reducing overall consump-
tion in our countries. There is no way of finding 300
of +OO million dollars in the nine counrries of the
Communiry wirhout reducing the level of consump-
tion. It goes wirhour saying thar we musr rry and
spread the burden in such a way rhar the least well off
do not have to pay, but to think that the recovery aims
you have skerched our can be achieved without reduc-
ing the standard of living in rhe Communiry is purely
illusory.
This has rc be said! Ir is perhaps not said ofren
enough. And in my view rhis means rhat the Commis-
sron must concern rmelf with somerhing other rhan
short-term rrends. It means basically rhat we must
safeguard our prospects for the furure 
- 
essenrially
our industrial future 
- 
by making massive invesrmenrs
in advanced rcchnology and every kind of technical
progress. This is somerhing which we musr do
toBether.
The point I am leading up ro is this 
- 
that rhe indus-
trial policy which rhe Commission is trying ro creare
has so far not found enough consensus among rhe
Member States, and although they may relucrantly
agree from rime ro time to make an effon on a poinr-
by-point basis, the powers that delegare ro rhe
Commission are too often rendered ineffective by the
obligation ro submit its proposals ro commirtees or
councils where unanimity is required. This means that
the delegarion of powers ro rhe Commission is totally
vitiated, conrrary to whar was intended in rhe Treaty
of Rome. This in turn means that we are destroying
our only chance of raking acrion for rhe medium and
long term. This is rhe crux of the message which
Parliament musr ask rhe Commission to pass on to rhe
Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the EEC economic directives tell Danish wage
earners exercise restraint in fonhcoming wage nego-
tiations. This advice comes from Commissioners who
earn more each month than many Danish wage
earners have to manage on for a whole year. This
advice on wage restraint is supponed by this House,
whose group chairmen have proposed the rebling of
the salaries of Danish Members of rhe European
Parliament. I admit of course rhar this wage claim is in
line with the promises made to the people before the
referendum on the EEC in 1972 when they were told
to vote for the EEC for rhe sake of rheir pay packetsl
But I also know that this promise was fulfilled only for
a very small proponion of the populadon.
If we compare the developmenr of productiviry wirh
that of real wages, then Danish wage earners during
the years since we joined the EEC have had increases
of tl.g o/o deferred.
If one also allows for the reduction in working time,
then the deferred increase is 19.60lo and taking
account of tax it is 17.2 %. Civil servanrs are due even
more since their deferred wage increase is 26 0/0, if tax
is also considered civil servanrs' deferred wage
increase was 30 . 5 o/o in 1979.
Has the wage restraint which the EEC is again recom-
mending led to more jobs? In 1973 we had 21 000
unemployed in Denmark, while rhis winrer we have
200 000. In the same period Denmark's foreign debt
have increased from 17 ro almosr 100 million kroner.
Thus to the extent rhat rhe EEC directives have
achieved anything, we must observe thar rhey have not
solved any problems for us. For this reason, the repre-
sent.atives of the People's Movemenr. will oppose any
plans to transform the Community into an economic
and monetary union.
President. 
- 
Mr Bonde, for rhe record I should like
to point out that rhere has been no proposal from the
chairmen of the groups ro increase Members' salaries.
I call Mr Delors.
Mr Delors, chairman of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would
first like ro echo the disappoinr.menr expressed by Mr
Ortof i, who has had ro take a day away from his press-
ing tasks in order to be present at a debate lasting only
two and a half hours. By curting to a minimum the
time given ro a debare on the economic situation
which relares ro rhe everyday life of Europeans and
covers such imponant quesrions, Parliament is serting
a trend which I regrer 
- 
thar of pushing into the
background the matters covered by the Treaty while
still calling for more and more powers. Believe me, it is
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easier to draw up every morning an urgent motion for
a resolution on something which is wrong in the world
than to make a detailed analysis of the obstacles to
European integration.
(Applause)
That said, I shall content myself, in this debate which
has nevenheless been very wonhwhile, with expressing
my fear on lhe point and my regret on another.
My fear is this: I am fully aware of the difficulty of
analysing and mastering current economic pheno-
mena. Everywhere, even among those who govern us,
rhere is a certain confusion which is understandable:
The future has become difficult to interpret. But I
think that in this sphere there is one temptation which
must be resisted 
- 
that of relying, either for docrinal
reasons or more often resignedly, on a single instru-
ment of economic policy to put the house in order
again. I refer to monetary policy.
I am well aware that monetary policy is one of the
essential elements in a policy of attempting to sleer
and control economic and social developments. But
when it is used on its own and to a considerable extent
- 
rather like the addict who ends up drinking meths
instead of whisky and soda 
- 
when it is used as inten-
sively as rhis, the result is an escalation of interest rates
throughout the world which disrupts the most stable
positions. Moreover, there is no cenainty that one will
achieve the resuh one wan6. The present fluctuations
in the American economy show this well. Of course,
rhe alrernative to this monetary policy is a policy
which would make more subtle use of all the instru-
menrs of economic policy 
- 
taxation, the budget,
employment policy, financial policy and social security
conributions. That policy seems to me to correspond
better to the wishes expressed by Mr Ortoli, who, like
me, would avoid like the plague any excessively
sudden measures which would only make our prob-
lems worse. And that is why I hope consideration will
be given to returning to these mixed policies.
But these mixed policies also include an element which
is singularly lacking roday. It is true that tripanite
consultation no longer has a good press in our coun-
tries. Indeed, the balance of forces is sometimes so
favourable to the Right or to the employers that the
larter no longer consider such consultation. I would
like ro warn them that rripanite consultation, i.e. the
involvement of all the acrive elements in the economy
in the discussion and analysis of conditions for
economic development, provides an additional guar-
anree for the achieving the aims we set ourselves.
There is a close correlation between on the one hand
using all the instruments of economic policy and on
the other involving all the active elements of a nation
in a process on consultation on the ma[ter, the extent
of which will vary from country to country. Moreover,
one should not forget the educational aspect of such a
policy. And I fear that, if the good sense which I have
just been advocating does not prevail, there may in
some of our countries be a kind of logic of confronta-
rion which will carry the day and thus make it even
more difficult to solve the problems.
The cause for regret is related to the gradualist stra-
tegy, which I have always regarded as the only possi-
ble one. As a recen[ Commission repon which we have
nor yer examined 
- 
rhar of 15 October 1980 on
energy and economic policy 
- 
rightly says, the aim of
this strategy, in absence of economic convergence, is
rhat in our highly integrated economy isolated, even
contradicto{ actions should have an overall effect on
the growth possibilities of the economy as a whole. In
other words, what we are aiming at here is less than
convergence, but is sound and reasonable in present
conditions.
It was in this spirit that, as you may remember, I
pleaded last year in favour of Community loans. I saw
three advantages in large-scale recourse to Commu-
nity loans. Firstly, they offer an opponunity of
supporting economic activity throughout the Commu-
nity and thereby avoiding economic decline, panicu-
larly in the countries with the weakest economies. One
can see today how right that is proving to be, even if it
is still easy to recycle dollars. Secondly, I saw in them
a way of reinforcing the mechanisms of the EMS
ois-i-ztis its own institutions. The EMS is currently
threatened by the monetary policy of the United
States, and there is the paradox that the most sensible
and powerful country in the Community, the one
which is best at combating infladon, now sees its
currency threatened. Finally, the third advanrage that I
saw was, rhat of shoving up, as it were the fragile
house of cards represented by the recycling by private
banks of the oil-producing countries' surplus capital. I
know that we have before us a proposal to modify
rhese Community loans and increase their amount. It is
my ardenr hope that the Communiry will without
delay nke anorher small srcp by providing itself with
these instruments, or rather by resorting to [hem once
more 
- 
a step which would certainly help it, albeit to
a modest extent, to meet more effectively the rerrible
challenges confronting it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Onoli.
Mr Ortoli, Vice President of the Commission. 
- 
(F) I
must te[[ you, Mr President, that this debate has been
too short, and I regret it deeply, because we have been
touching on the four or five vitally imporant ques-
tions which this House ought to consider.
Firstly a debate on the European Monetary System
and its effects, ir future, its links with the interna-
tional monerary system, the constrainm and penalties
which govern it and, as a result, the realiry of this
movement towards the economic and monetary union
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which we so often talk about: rhar is a debare which
really should be held.
Then there is a second debate, on rhe 1980s and rhe
industrial climate, which in the last analysis means a
number of constraints and 
- 
I don't want to overuse rhe
word constraint 
- 
factors which we are obliged rc
take into consideration if we are to acr responsibly,
that is to say when drawing up policies. Policies are
made of great hopes and great deeds and also 
- 
and
this is my third point 
- 
of the search for policies
which are shared by everyone. Here is the subject for a
third debate, on the 'consensus' 
- 
whar could be
called the 'common belief' rhar a panicular line which
each country follows in its own way, with a grear deal
of determination and with everybody raking parr in
view of the constraints and despire rhe penalries, is a
way of making progress. In other words, the common
belief that Europe is not faced with rhe inevitable
disaster 
- 
we may be faced with difficulties, we may
be .faced with obligations but we are nor faced with
disaster. That then, is another debare which should be
launched: a debate on the facr rhar we are not vicrims
of fate but that we are involved in a great combat in
which we can emerge the winners.
The last debate of which I would like to remind you
- 
although there are others 
- 
relates to rhe Commu-
nity's contribution. For we need to rhink much harder
about what we call the role of the Community; this
may be in an instirutional mould, bur it also means
thinking abour pracrical, concrer.e quesrions. Vhat do
you mean by a common energy policy. or a common
industrial policy? Thar is whar we should be ralking
about, instead of merely chanting incessantly'O Lord
show us the common policy and what it ought rc be!'
Let's talk abour ir and look at what we really have to
do. And if we look ar rhar c/e shall see also some of the
European dreams 
- 
and in rhese parricular areas they
are wishful rhinking. Because in the last analysis, there
are a number of things which we proclaim in words
which Europe cannor do. On the orher hand there is a
very great deal to be done in cenain areas, and cerrain
direct responsibilities ought to be more broadly and
better exercised.
That is probably the son of debare, Mr President,
which we should underrake nexr time an opponunity
like today's arises, because otherwise we will simply
be talking about isolated instances. Defining policy
means considering and describing a whole range of
things which one v/anrs ro see done, and rhen describ-
ing the means of doing them; that is what I would call
European policy and thar is the sort of debare I would
like to see held next year, eirher in stages or ar a single
session like this. If not, we 
- 
or rarher you 
- 
will
have done no more than deliver an opinion on a
report. The European Parliament was nor elecred by
universal suffrage just to give its opinion on reporrs.
Rather it should undertake within ir ranks 
- 
even ar
the cost of internal conflicr 
- 
a debate on rhe way ro
resolve those problems which, though they are the
most serious problems we face today, are also so many
opportunities for Europe to grasp.
President. 
- 
As regards your remark about the lack
of time available ro Parliamenr, I should like ro say
that this annoys the Members of Parliament jusr as
much as it annoys rhe Members of rhe Commission.
However, the alternative would be to have a Parlia-
men[ in permanent session ro which rhe Members of
rhe Commission would have to come every day.
'l/hether this would be preferable from the Commis-
sion's point of view is not for me ro say.
The debate is closed.
The morion for a resolution will be put ro rhe vote at
the next voting time.
7. Seat ofthe European Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 1-500/80), nbled by Mr Glinne on behalf
of the Socialist Group, Mr Klepsch on behalf of rhe
Group of the European People's Pany (CD Group),
Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group, Mr Fanti and Mr Gourhier, Mr Bange-
mann and Mr Nord on behalf of rhe Liberal and
Democratic Group, Mr de la Maline on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrars and Mr
Pannella, on the seat of the European Parliament.
I call Mr Seefeld co speak on behalf of rhe Socialist
Group.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, my Group has
asked me to make a few introductory remarks. !7e feel
that this debate is necessary. Ve were co-signatories
to this motion for a resolurion and would be extremely
glad if its demands were nor jusr approved by rhe
majoriry of this House, but also nored and pur inro
practice by the Council and the national governmenrs.
'\7e feel that a quesrion has been raised which
concerns the work of this Parliament, which we
should like Lo carry out as well as possible for the
benefit of our peoples.
The European Parliament is directly elecred, and this
has given it a new significance, a new quality. This
House must now 
- 
in our opinion 
- 
setrle im own
affairs in irs own besr inrerests, because specific prob-
lems which face Parliament could not be solved before
now. I do nor think we can wait until the narional
governmenm get round to doing somerhing. Our
disappointmenr ar what has not been done up ro now
is grear enough. In a motion for a resolution which my
Group ubled in January 1980 and which was
discussed at the rime in rhe Polidcal Affairs Commir-
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ree, we pointed out that Article 216 of the EEC Treaty
states 'the seat of the institutions of the Community
shall be determined by common accord of the Govern-
ments of the Member Stares'. It is our view that this
article contains a legal right to a single seat for the
institutions of the Community, and above all for the
European Parliament. For 20 years now, as you all
know, the national governments have not managed to
come to any decision on this question. They have, in
our opinion, violated this anicle and the legal right
deriving from it.
The sear is the place at which the institution in ques-
tion may permanently come together to hold its meet-
ings. However, the Member State Governments have
up to now not taken any decision on the final seat of
the institutions. Up ro now, they were not in a position
ro derermine these seats. Therefore they designated
provisional places of work. 'We think that we should
now make an end of provisional places of work and
come to a decision on the final and definitive place of
work.
'\7e wish to know clearly where we, duly elected
Members of the European Parliament, will regularly
be meeting in the future. Ve wish to be treated like a
normal parliament. \7e wish to be able to work like a
normal parliament. Furthermore, no national parlia-
menr in rhe European Community or in Europe and I
think I am able to say in the whole world would put
up with working conditions of the type which we have
,ro bear. No national parliament would allow the ruling
government to lay down where it should sit. In
Germany, it would never occur to any reasonable
person that the central governmen[ should be firmly
established in Bonn, but rhat the Germany Federal
Parliament should sit somerimes in Bonn, sometimes in
Flensburg, sometimes in Passau or even sometimes
somewhere else.'$7e are not asking for any exceptional
treatment but just for our righw. This is why we
demand [hat, as rhe motion for a resolution states, by
the middle of June 1981 a decision be taken on the
seat of the institutions of the Community. On this
point, I can accept paragraph 2 of the draft amend-
menr tabled by the Committee on Polidcal Affairs. It
seems quite logical to me that we should not be refer-
ring here to a hearing, because a hearing is not the
same thing as concertation. We wish to be involved in
the uking of this decision, because we are involved in
its outcome. Members of this Parliament complain in
many ways about the increasing burden placed on
Parliament. They righdy referred to the extravagant
cost of overheads. They are annoyed a[ the way in
which cooperation between the Community institu-
tions is impeded, and they also feel that contact
between the Parliament and the general public is
impaired by the fact that we sometimes meet in one
place and sometimes in another. And, last but not
least, we have a heavy responsibility towards the
[axpayer, and are convinced that the Members of the
European Parliament must meet the expectations of
those who elected them and thereby imposed certain
duties on them. '!7e can only fulfil these duties in the
long run if our work is carried out in one single place.
This House is referred to in a somewhat derogatory
manner as a travelling circus. In fact, having three
places of work causes difficulties not just to the
Members themselves. All the officials working for the
European Parliament are just as hampered by these
difficulries as we are. And the journalists too who
report on our activities to the Beneral public and thar
means to our electors.as well, suffer just as much as we
do from these working conditions.
\(/e gecd to be more effective and we can achieve this
by cutting costs and saving time. The quality of the
European Parliament can, and doubtless will, improve
once we have a single seat. Therefore, we must come
to grips with the nine Governments. '$7'e owe this not
just to ourselves but also to the citizens of the Nine
who elected us, because during rhe 1979 election
campaign no doubt many of you, as I did, spoke about
the problem of Parliament's seat, and at that time we
no doubt referred to chrift and our good reputation. I
feel we oughr to think about the next elections. Time
is passing more quickly than we think. This is why we
cannot wait any longer and must strive to achieve what
is contained in the resolution, if the nine Governments
do not do it.
Please allow me to make one last remark, or rather to
express a suspicion I have. Some people would perhaps
be quite willing not to make a decision, because they
do not attribute to the European Parliament the signif-
icance which it, in my opinion, ought to have. There
may be governments who treat this affair according to
the maxim that the Members of the European Parlia-
ment ought to be kept busy with their personal and
administrative problems, and in that way they will not
have very much time to bother themselves with poli-
tics. I should like to give a warning to people who
rhink rhis way. They should remember that nine
Governments wanted the first direct elections to the
European Parliament in 1979, and they knew when
they agreed to this that this House would want to, and
would in fact, fight to obtain its own scope of author-
ity and righm. The problem of Parliament's seat is one
of these righr.
One final word to those who are perhaps afraid that
cities which have 
- 
as I am willing to admit 
- 
made
great efforts for the European Parliament will be ruled
out as seats for Parliament. They might perhaps think
thar the aim of this debate is to place one city or
another outside the mainsrream of European thought
or even to prevent it from taking on European signific-
ance. I should like to explain that there is no question
today of deciding on where the seat should be. And
anylvay suitable compensation must be found for any
city which is not able to become rhe seat of Parlia-
ment.
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All those people who really want European inregration
and do not just wish rc evoke it continually in iesolu-
tions and justifications, should cooperare in carrying
out a rational distribution of European responsibiliries
between rhe places which have up ro now supported
European integration. Ve must see to it thar this
Parliamenr rakes on a new dimension which corres-
ponds more closely ro irs rrue significance. !(e want
one single seat. Therefore, we welcome this resolution
and hereby stare rhar we shall vore in favour of it. Ve
hopg 
1o. see rhe European Parliament have thar quality
to which it is entitled conferred upon ir at rhe latest by
June l98l by rhe nine Member State governmenrc.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR B. FRIEDRICH
Council 
- 
thar a Parliamenr cannor be consulted on
such a wide-ranging decision as this in a hearing, but
that what is needed is for an 'agreemenr', an exchange
of views to be carried our with Parliamenr on rhe
subject of irs own seat. I rhink thar rhe Council 'has
clearly understood that rhis is our atritude and that
here there is no quesrion of considering our views
according to the notion of concenation as it is used in
technical budgetary rerminology. So, it must be
decided whar principles rhe Council would like to give
priority to, because a lor of rhings,depend upon rhis.
I can go on ro say, with the full backing of my Group,
that we do not expecr any decision of rhe son which
Alexander the Great made, when he cut through the
Gordian knor, rhat is we do nor expecr a mighty swipe
of the sword which will do away wirh rhe problem
once and for all. The previous speaker has already
shown that a whole range of problems are linked to
the surmounring of the problem of Parliamenr's sea[.
The fate of many rhousands of the Communities'
employees, and of Parliamenr's, is involved, bur there
are also economic, social and political circumsrances
which must be considered in rhis respec[. Ve are
therefore all aware thar 
- 
whatever the outcome of
this decision 
- 
some interim solurions will be neces-
sary. \7e feel thar rhis Parliament and the Communiry
has a right to ask that rhis question be brought ro a
solution. Therefore, members of rhe Council, you
should take seriously rhe facr that rhis whole House
expecm rhe Council to have found such a solurion by
l5June of next year. For I should like rc lay heavy
emphasis on rhe facr thar if the Council feels thar it is
not in a position to progress on rhis marrer, then this
House must decide for itself on somerhing which
concerns its own affairs.
(Applause from some quarters )
'!7e 
wish to make rhis clear in our morion for a resolu-
tion and I am sure that the House will approve it.
I should like to add rwo more remarks. Ve are fully
aware rhat rhe European Community is an organiza-
tion which is in the course of developing 
- 
it least
that is our fervent desire 
- 
and of developing towards
a goal which in rhe words of the Council and of the
heads of State and Governmenr will consisr of bring-
ing into effect political union between European
States. On the road towards this son of goal, there are
a whole host of prorruding cobblesrones which have ro
be stamped back inro place, and even some which need
to be dug up, we all know this very well. But rhe ques-
tion of Parliamenr's seat has in rhe meantime become
highlighrcd in the eyes of the public to an exrent which
it hardly deserves. It is an imponanr, but ir is nor rhe
main, element in the construcrion of rhe European
Communiry. Therefore we should work on the basis,
which rhe Council also recognizes, rhar this annoyance
should be brought our inro the open for public discus-
sion and rhar for us ir is a marrer of reaching a solu-
tion.
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch ro speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democrat Group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, there is a saying which goes: rhere is nothing so
permanenr as a remporary solution. This is the subject
of our debate today. Of course, the problem of the
seats of the various European institurions has been
settled in a temporary manner. Our House has today
made quite clear by its morion for a resolution rhe
single-minded expecrarion of rhe majoriry of the
'Members of this House, ro hear a clear expression of
its point of view from the insrirution of the Communi-
ties which is charged wirh solving this problem, rhat is
the Council. Of course, one might well say that there
are two conflicting principles in play here. These rwo
principles must be placed in perspecrive. On rhe one
hand, in a Community which is so exrensive rhere is
the question of wherher the seat of the Communiry
institutions should be decided upon according ro a
principle of centralization or whether we oughr to set
our sights on a more federal principle. It is not our job
to decide today in this debate on which principle
should be used, bur rather ro make clear that we
expect the Council, which is charged with making this
decision, to come to some decision on rhe direction it
wishes to follow. Nonetheless, we also expect Parlia-
ment to be suitably involved in rhe deliberarions of rhe
Council. In my opinion, rhis poinr is quirc rellingly
made in rhe additional draft amendment tabled by rhe
Committee on Polirical Affairs 
- 
and we shall not
complain abour the exact wording used, even though
we are aware that the word 'concenation' is not the
ideal way ro express what is required. It is our opinion
- 
and I should like to address my remarks here to rhe
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I should like to sum up on behalf of my Group. \fle
want the Council to shed light on how it intends to
se[tle the problem of the organization of'the European
Communities with regard to the problem of the seats
of the various institutions. !7e should like rhis to be
settled as far as the European Parliament is concerned
in close collaboration with this House, and naturally
we also hope that this will not be a half baked decision
but on the contrary a decision which we will all be able
to assume together. Our aim consists of making the
European Community less unwieldy and more effec-
tive. The previous speaker referred to a whole range of
problems which arise for this House with reference to
this question. But believe us: it is our firm determina-
tion to do something positive for the Community
rogether with the Council and it is in this sense that we
have drawn up this motion for a resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, the motion
before the House today has been explained very well
by the two honourable gentlemen who have just
spoken, but it is in reality an ultimatum given by this
Parliament to Member Governments.
Mark you, it is not the first time that this has
happened, as undoubtedly everybody knows. !?'e are
all of us, I think, aware of the chain of historical
circumstances and political compromise which is the
background to the unhappy state in which this Parlia-
ment now finds itself. A lot of it was said by Mr
Seefeld when he was talking just now.
But no one can deny that in almost a quaner of a
century the governments 
- 
and I underline here the
gore.n.ents, not the Council 
- 
the governments of
Member States have had every opportunity to seltle
this matter. No one challenges, and this motion does
not challenge, their right to mke the final decision on
the seat of the Institutions. But this right is also a
responsibiliry which has been shirked now for 20 years
by Member Governmenr. And it is this responsibility
which we are today requiring the governments to
discharge. \7e have uied this in the past; in 1960 in the
previous Parliament, and in 1959 as well. No action
vras taken following Parliament's resolutions'
Now is it wrong, Mr President, to suPPose that when
the Heads of Government decided to hold direct elec-
tions, they were sincere in wanting a European Parlia-
ment which would add strength to the Community's
institutions? And is it v'rong to assume that the 111
' million people who voted in last year's European elec-
tions wanted a Parliament which could do its job
effectively?
This issue is not only a test of governments' good
faith. It is crucial also to our credibility as an Institu-
rion and, what is more, to people's faith in the
Community. And, my goodness, there are doubts
about that in some countries in the Community.
But why should Europe's Parliament be the only one
in the world, as Mr Seefeld said, to lack a permanent
site? And what authority can such a Parliament expect
to secure? Vhat pride can any of us feel, Mr Presi-
dent, in being members of an Institution condemned
to work in this absurd fashion like gypsies? Europe
can no longer afford the luxury of governments' inde-
cision.
And now I turn quickly to another point. The Treaty
states quite clearly that it is the duty of member
governments rc decide not only Parliament's seat, but
also that of the institutions. Now does this not mean
thar Council and Commission, and even the other
organs of the Community, will have to be included in
this decision? So let us be quirc clear what this resolu-
rion will mean and what a government's duty is.
But can you imagine, honourable Members, the Coun-
cil or the Commission leaving their cosy nook in Brus-
sels? Both are well placed; their staffs are well
ensconced and content. But not us, oh no, we are
going to be the ones who are going to be condemned,
as I have said. !7e may well be asked to settle six
hundred kilometres or more from the Community's
civil service and the decision-making Council of
Ministers where they work. Does anyone really think
that this would lead to the efficient working of our
Parliament? I do not think so.
Might I make one very simple point, Mr President?
One that is seldom raised when we discuss these
mat[ers. Between now and 1984 the Community of
Nine will become ten and may even be twelve. From
January 1981 we shall be expecting our Greek friends
to travel 2 0OO kilometres from Athens to Brussels for
committee' meetings, 4 000 kilometres roundjourney for a meeting which might last a total of
7 hours. The Community is becoming a bigger place
and the distances are getting longer and the need for a
place where we parliamentarians can 'establish
ourselves is accordingly made even more urgent.
Parliament's case for seeking a solution does not rest
on grounds of principle alone. I should like to add a
few words, if I may, concerning the truly appalling
costs of the existing arrlngements. My honourable
friend, Robert Jackson, pointed out in his rePort last
year on Parliament's budget that nearly l0 0/o of our
staff costs and over l0 % of our annual budget can be
attributed to the fact of our not having one working
place. In 1981 Parliament will be renting no fewer
than lO buildings, Mr President, and rents have tripled
in two years from 5 million to over 15 million Euro-
pean units of account.
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Cost escalarions on rhis scale cannor be allowed to
continue. Already the Council understandably is
beginning ro look askance at Parliamenr's,budget.
'!7ell, a grear parr of rhe remedy is in their hands,
member governments' hands. Give us a single working
place, gentlemen, and rhese cosrs can be brought
under control.
(Applause)
I should like ro emphasize, if I may, how much
importance we attach ro the need ro consult Parlia-
ment before any final decision is taken. That point was
made by the honourable Member, Mr Klepsch, speak-
ing just now. For my group ir is a fundamental princi-
ple that rhis Parliamenr musr be consulted on every-
thrng which affecrs rhe life of this Community and a
fortiori on everyrhing which affects rhe conditions
within which we are obliged ro live and work. May I
say also how much I hope that wirhin Parliament we
shall have rhe fullesr consultations wirh our own staff
on this matter.
Ve want the governmenrs' decision ro be a pracrical
one as well as a political one and I am sure you will
agree, Mr Presidenr, rhar here in this House amongsr.
parliamentarians we have the righr rc expecr rhar. '!7e
cannot yet be properly proud 
- 
I wish we could 
- 
of
our Parliament because we are, as I have said, a
nomadic Assembly.
The argument for Council and Member States is
straightforward. Only the cynical wanr a European
Parliamenr that seems to function bur cannor do itsjob. Only the enemies of the Communiry wan[ ro
destroy the European Parliament. Only by working in
one place near the other institutions can we the elected
Members of rhe European Parliament carry our the
advisory and supervisory powers with which we are
endowed by rhis Treaty.
This motion for a resolution speaks nor only for rhose
who signed ir, not jusr for the political groups, nor jusr
for all those who work for the European Parliamenr,
or the parliamentarians themselves. This motion states
what should be a self-evidenr rrurh, thar a cost-effec-
tive, and practical Parliament musr work in one place
and will do so. If member governments will not decide
we shall, come September nexr year.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gouthier to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Gouthier. 
- 
(D Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, we in the Italian Communists and Allies Group
also supporr rhis motion for a resolution and are, of
:il::., 
in full agreemenr with both its conrenr and
'!7e feel thar rhe problem of the sear of Parliamenr has
now assumed such prime importance thar it must be
resolved wirhout delay. Public opinion is narurally
somewhat concerned about the disruprion and the
waste of time and money caused by rhe presenr organ-
ization of Parliamenr's work. Ve can nor ignore this
concern and the mounr,ing criticism from public
opinion in our counrries.
I am sure, however, that we are all fully aware roday
of the predominanrly polirical imponance of a prob-
lem which could be rermed a purely technical one. The
Parliamenr roday is a Parliamenr elecred by direct
universal suffrage a Parliament which is justified in im
desire to take irs rightful place among rhe orher
Community insritutions and fulfil its proper role which
is one of initiative and democraiic conrrol. Our
present disorganized, disjointed manner of working
can only prevenr the Parliament and the political
forces within ir from giving full play to rheir polirical
initiative. And so we feel rhat the rime has come ro
give the European Parliament rhe opponuniry to give
full rein to ir enormous polirical porenr.ial.
\)fe believe therefore rhar the new sear of Parliamenr
should be chosen wirh a view to enabling it ro work in
close conract wirh rhe other Communiry insrirutions.
This is why we feel thar there should in shon be one
location for all rhe Community insrirutions, and we
believe of course 
- 
in view of rhe political imporrance
of this problem 
- 
thar rhe Council should nor only
give some careful thought to rhe quesrion but also give
the Parliament rhe opponuniry to express irs opinion
on such an imporrant matrer, as ir has indeed, so
clearly, in this motion for a resolution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nord to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democraric Group.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, when, ar rhe end
of September, our group took the initiarive which led
to this motion for a resolution and ro rhe urgenr
debate, we based our arguments on rhe following
poinrs.
First of all, something has got to be done. The present
situation is unacceptable, especially for Parliament,
which is the most seriously affecred. Our institurion
cannot continue this nomadic existence.
Secondly, we were delighted at rhe French Govern-
ment's proposal to apply, ar lasr, the provisions in rhe
Treaty, and we wanr ro back them in this.
Thirdly, since of all the Insrirutions Parliament stands
to gain the mosr from a sensible solurion, it seems ro
us unthinkable that the governmenrs should come ro a
decision withour consulting the Parliament. The reso-
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lution theref()re requests that Parliament should be
consulted. The i)olitical Affairs Committee proposes
to change this to a request for proper consultations
and we support this proposal.
Fourthly, a time limit should be ser. It is often the case
in the Community that there is no chance of success
unless the governments set themselves a time limit.
Experience has unfortunately shown that, often, no
decision is ever made unless there is a real deadline. If
by some unfortunate chance this dme limit were
exceeded, Parliament would have no option in view of
the effect this would have on its own working condi-
tions, but to take rhe necessary steps.
Our fifth and last premise, and perhaps in relation to
tonight's debate also the most important, was that we
wanted a resolution which would only deal with
procedure, and not with the problem as such. At this
juncture, therefore; we should now be deciding on the
form we want rhe solution to take. There will be time
for that later.
\7e therefore chose a strategy that would make it
possible for virtually all the groups in this Parliament
to vote in favour of the motion, so putting the greatest
possible pressure on the governments. The aim of this
resolurion is to set the ball rolling, to ensure that a
decision will now be taken within a reasonable time
limit, and that Parliament will be given ample oppor-
tunity to voice its opinion.
\fle shall therefore vote for the motion, and for the
amendment. proposed by the Polidcal Affairs Commit-
tee. But we shall vote against the other two amend-
ments, because they are counter to the strategy behind
this motion, in that they want to lead Parliament to
pronounce on the problem ircelf at this stage. Tonight
is not the time for that debate: it will have to come
later.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen we can all rightly be described as Europe's
political gipsies. !7e are living out of a suitcase, travell-
ing around from place to place, being in fact subject to
unreasonable working conditions. Vhen we have
plenary sessions they are from 9 in the morning to 7 in
the evening with group meetings before, after or in
between. Those are not reasonable working conditions
eirher for the Members or for our sraff.
Unfonunately, also, the fact is that in this directly
elected Parliament we have got to the stage that we
cannot have a reasonable democratic debate on
various imponant subjects which'come up. Ve cannot
initiate a proper dialogue because there isn't time.
Everybody makes the point that we need a single place
of work. I would emphasize the 'single' aspect, so that
we can hold committee and group meetings in the
morning and plenary sessions in the afternoon. That is
the only way we can have really acceptable working
conditions for this Parliament.
I undersrand that today's debate is not to touch upon
the question of where this seat is to be, and so I will
likewise refrain from discussing this. I will just join
with the other speakers who have so strongly urged
the Council to come to an agreement as soon as possi-
ble. The governments must reach agreement on
whether Parliament is entitled to one seat, one place of
work.
President. 
- 
According to the agenda, we should
now interrupt the debate for Question Time.
However, because of the importance of the subject we
are dealing with in the debate, I feel that we could
carry on for another quarter of an hour.
I call Mr Coppieters to speak on behalf of the Group
for the Technical Coordination and Defence of Inde-
pendent Groups and Members.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I believe that
our rhanks are due to those Members who took the
inidative in mbling this motion for a resolution and
thus getting things moving. I must point out, though,
that I am, together with Mr Pannella, the co-signatory
to an amendment which Mr Nord thought too
far-reaching, but which I should like to stick up for. In
my opinion, the text is rather too weakly formulated if
all it says is that, if no decision is taken, we. should
take the necessary steps ourselves. I think that the
most important element is missing from this text,
which is that, if rhe Council fails to reach a decision, it
will be up to this House to choose its place of work
and to take the necessary steps to implement this deci-
sion.
As you know, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
fact that we have three places where we conduct our
business costs us a cool three thousand million Belgian
francs, and we could save two thousand million of that
a year by having a single seat. In other words, we
could save a quarter of Parliament's total administra-
tive expenses. I believe that the logical choice of loca-
tion is reflected in Mr De Goede's amendment. It is
based on a logical and democratic principle. If I may
be allowed for a moment to speak as a Fleming, it
would undoubtedly be an interesting development for
Parliamenr to put down roots in the bilingual capital
of a country where regional development has been
taken further than any'where else in the Community.
The city of Brussels would then be well placed rc
become the heart of a Europe of peoples.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Seal on a point of order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
I accepr what you said, Mr President,
about this being an imponanr debare, but could I ask
that amount of rime which we overrun into Question
Time be added on to rhe end? I feel Question Time is
also very important and I feel thar we should nor cur ir
short time and time again, so I would request that you
add any time lost at the beginning on to the end of
Question Time.
President. 
- 
If the House connot. stick to the agreed
speaking times, the President musr be free to make
minor changes [o see the agenda through.
I would ask for your understanding in this matter,
especially as the point is to enable rhe smallesr groups
to speak in this debate too.
I call Mr De Goede.
Mr De Goede., 
- 
(NL) Thank you, Mr President,
especially for your latter remarks. I too shall be very
brief. Mr President, the seven group chairmen have
quite properly tried to achieve a consensus on what is
a matter of great imponance for this House; unfortun-
ately, what rhey have managed to achieve is, in my
opinion, extremely feeble. This House has very feu'
powers, and can do very little, but one thing it can do
is to decide on its own seat, irs own place of business.
It is, in my opinion, a major shoncoming in the
motion for a resolution before us now that it merely
calls on rhe governmenm of the Member States to
reach a decision by I 5 June a[ the latest. But I ask you,
Mr President, what will happen in the Council when
this matter comes up for discussion? The response is
bound to be that Parliament does not know imelf whar it
wants. Parliament has failed even to give any hint of what
sort of decision we should be aiming for. Admittedly,
as Mr Nord said, today's debate is simply a procedural
one. Proper consultarion will follow 
- 
at least, we are
asking that it should 
- 
but we have received no assur-
ances on this point. Perhaps Mr Thorn can give us the
necessary assurances, but I doubt it. Perhaps there will
be consultation between this House's Political Affairs
Committee and the Council. In my opinion, no deci-
sion can be taken and no conclusion reached by a
Political Affairs Committee which comprises only a
small minority of the whole House. I believe that the
decision must be reached here in this chamber in full
view of the press and the people of Europe, rather
than behind closed doors. And in view of the siruarion
throughout the world, where governments and parlia-
ments 
- 
with one excep[ion: South Africa 
- 
have the
same place of work, I think the least this House
should do is to say that Parliament must have its seat
in the same place as the executive. There is a rumour
going around that Brussels may be designated Parlia-
men['s formal seat, but that Strasbourg would remain
our meeting place. That would imply rhat rhe Secre-
tariat-General would be moved from Luxembourg ro
Brussels and that we would continue to meet here.
Mr President, that would, in my opinion, be a deplor-
able solution, unworrhy of the name 'solution'. The
fact is that Parliament's officials would rhen have ro
travel twice as far from Brussels ro Srrasbourg as from
Luxembourg to Strasbourg. Nor would it be any grear
improvement from our point of view, because our
committee meetings would continue to take place in
Brussels and our plenary sessions in Strasbourg. !/e
have had some straight talking from Messrs Klepsch,
Seefeld, Scott-Hopkins and Nord, bur what rhey had
to say was not in accordance with the texr of the
motion for a resolution. That is why I have tried, by
way of my amendment, to tet an assurance at least
that this House 
- 
like all parliamenrs 
- 
would be
located at the same place as the Community executive.
That may mean Brussels; ir may be some other place.
But we must be prepared to commit ourselves and take
a decision today.
President. 
- 
I call.Mrs Flesch.
Mrs Flesch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as Mr Nord has so
rightly said, the morion for a resolution which has
been mbled does not deal with the problems as such
but rather with procedure, and I feel that this is the
right approach at the present time. This is why the two
amendments which have been tabled seem to me to go
much funher than the authors of the resolution
intended.
I feel, Mr President, that the time has come to ask not
the Council but the governments of rhe Member
States, who have the authority according to rhe Trea-
ries, to shoulder their own responsibilities and to make
a decision in this matter. Personally I feel that the
word 'consultation' is preferable to 'conciliarion' in
the resolution in view of the significance of the idea of
conciliation in Community terminology, but I don't
think that this will be of any real imponance within
the general conrexr of the resolurion. These, Mr Presi-
dent, are my feelings on [he resolurion as ir now
stands.
Allow me quickly to make rwo rarher more general
remarks: firstly, the history of the European Commu-
nities does nor begin in 1980 and the quesrion of
places of work for Parliamenr and the other institu-
tions is not being debared for the first time on
19 November 1980. I do nor think we can at one fell
swoop change or erase the past, the investments made
in the different locarions and rhe decisions mken by
our institurion irself over the years. I do nor think,
Mr President rhar we can ar one fell swoop erase or
ignore the hundreds of thousands of individual deci-
sions taken by the officials who work so ably and with
such dedication for our institution.
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Secondly, Mr President, the 1965 solution involving
three places of work was the result not only of finan-
cial considerations but also of the refusal to designate
one capital for the European Communities and to
reduce to a reasonably acceptable minimum the disad-
vantages of the work being divided among several
centres. Have these circumstances changed? Are we
any nearer now than we were in 1955 to a federal
solution, to a solution which will really bring Europe
toBether? And I would like to reiterate the fundamen-
tal question put by Mr Klepsch just a few minutes ago.
I feel, and I would like to end with these words,
Mr President, that the real problem is to know how to
improve the structure and organization of the
Community, how to increase the efficiency of the
institutions and how to maintain legitimate righrc,
while at the same time coping with the demands of the
inter-institutional cooperation which is so vital.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closld.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.
8. Question Time
President. 
- 
The next question is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. l-570/80). \7e begin with the
Questions to the Council.
Question No 48 by Mr Seal (H-270/80):
Has the Council discussed or does it intend to discuss, the
question of compulsory origin marking for consumer
goods, in panicular textile and clothing products?
Mr Tlrorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
- 
(F) A proposal for a Directive on the approxima-
rion of the laws of the Member States on the designa-
tion of origin of cenain textile and clothing producr,
abour which the honourable Member is concerned,
has recently been submitted to the Council by the
Commission.
The purpose of this proposal, which is designed to
allay misgivings expressed as regards consumer protec-
tion and the continued smooth running of the
Community market, is to ensure that whenever private
operators make use of the designation of origin at the
final consumption stage of the products, this complies
with the same criteria within the Communiry. The
European Parliament was consulted on l5 October
1980 on this proposal, which is one of a series of
proposals which were announced last March in a
Commission Communication concerning texdle prob-
lems with a bearing on origin marking and submitted
in the context of research carried out in an endeavour
ro strengthen the Community's hand in its fight
against fraudulent practices in the area of textile prod-
ucr origin. A initial proposal for a Regulation particu-
larly designed to amend and supplement Council
Regulation No 616178 of 20 March 1978 on the proof
of origin for certain textile products was forwarded rc
the Council at the end of July and.is now being exam-
ined. A third proposal, on econom'ic outward process-
ing, is awaited.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Vould the Council not agree that one of
rhe main reasons for labels indicating thi country of
origin is to allow the consumer, when purchasing an
article, greater freedom of choice?
The labelling suggested by the Commission with the
marking 'Made in the EEC' will not, in fact, do this.
Should not therefore the individual name of the
Member State be used on the label? And is the Council
aware that in some countries outside the EEC not only
are misleading labels being used but in some cases false
labels bearing the name of a country in which the arti-
cle did not originate, and could the Council formulate
plans to combat this procedure?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The Commission intends to
introduce a system of labelling for certain textile anci
clothing products indicating their origin, but only at
the rerail sale stage and not at the import stage so as to
avoid the need for border checks. It intends that the
ways in which the origin is indicated should be flexible
and does not intend to make the marking compulsory
in the Community. Certain Member States may,
however, make it compulsory provided they comply
wirh the provisions of the directive and it was in fact
on this subject that your Assembly was consulted on
l6 October 1980 in.connection with the Commission
proposal which is based on Anicle 100. It is, I think,
when Parliament comes to discuss this that it should
make the points you have just made and draw the
artention of the Commission and the Council to your
preoccupations so that the Council can, I hope, take
account of them.
President. 
- 
.I call Question No 49 by Mr Hutton(H-32e/80):
Does the Council feel that the European Parliament has
had a significant influence on decisions of the Council
and if so, could it send me a list of these decisions?
I might point out that this Question is not entirely in
accordance with the guidelines, which do not permit
members to request s[atistical data in the context of
Question Time.
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
- 
(F) |
have an answer buc no statistics.
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The Council would firsr point out that ir is for the
Commission in the first place to decide wherher ro
accept any proposed amendments adopted by the
European Parliament. For its part, and as I said in
answer to Question No H-255l80 by Miss Hooper,
the Council has adopted procedures aimed at ensuring
that greater account is taken of the European Parlia-
ment's opinions. For all Opinions, it is the intention
that the reports drawn up at every stage in the Coun-
cil's proceedings should reflect any differences
between the approach envisaged and the Opinion of
the European Parliament. Over and above the actual
wording of the European Parliament's proposed
amendments, these procedures would enable the
Council, when considering the general substance of its
text, to take account of the reasons for which the
European Parliament adopted its proposed amend-
menls.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
The Presidenr-in-Office's answer
hardly seems satisfactory as a reason why rhe Council
has not followed more closely rhe opinions and resolu-
tions of Parliament. !7ould rhe Presidenr-in-Office
not agree that many of the 1 10 million Europeans who
voted in direcr elecrions might nor have borhered to do
so if they had not wished rhe views of this Parliamenr
to be taken seriously by rhe Council?
Mr Ttorn. 
- 
(F) This was a different question, nol
a suPplementary.
I cannot commen[ on the possible intentions of the
European electorate at the time of the election of the
European Parliament by direct universal suffrage, but,
to return to the basic question, I will say that the
Council takes account of the opinions of Parliament,
which is not to say that it simply takes them over lock,
stock and barrel and changes all its decisions accord-
ing to what Parliament thinks. It studies Parliament's
opinion and takes its decision on its own responsibil-
ity.
Personally, both myself and my predecessor have done
what we could to improve the procedures. I know that
the situation is perhaps still not satisfactory, but 
- 
as I
am sure you will understand, Mr Hutton 
- 
all I can
say is that the Council has its wishes, the Parliament
has irs opinions, the Council consults the opinion of
Parliament and takes account of them in its final deci-
sion. I think I am perhaps anticipating your wishes in
that I have requested that in the future the questions
of the nature of Parliament's opinion and the reasons
for the view adopted by the Council should be made
more clear and more transparent so that it will at least
be possible to see why the Council reached a panicular
decision. However, I do not think every Council deci-
sion should be turned into a confrontation, hence
causing a permanent battle between the opinions of
this Parliament and the decisions of the Council.
Mr IsraEl. 
- 
(F) Mr President of the Council, your
reply struck me as very satisfactory, panicularly as
regards the theoretical aspect, and I should like to
thank you on behalf of Mr Hutton.
Could you, by way of example, tell us in what way rhe
resolution adopted by this Parliament on 15 October
on the Madrid Conference influenced the Council?
This would be an excellent illustration of your theoret-
ical analysis.
President. 
- 
I musr ask the honourable Members ro
adhere to the guidelines laid down for the conducting
of Question Time when putring quesrions to rhe Presi-
dent of the Council. This question was roo general to
permit any individual specific questions to be put on
rhe basis of it. The guidelines require very precise and
correct questions, and supplementaries must have a
very drrect bearing on the original question.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Mr IsraEl's question relates ro a
matter concerning political cooperation. I am sure rhis
has not escaped the notice of the honourable
Members, but I should nevenheless like to remind you
of this fact. Having said this, I think I have made
malters easier for myself since, when we went to
Madrid, as I said ro your Polidcal Affairs Committee,
we were inspired by the position adopted by the Euro-
pean Parliament. I do not say that everyone had
Parliament's opinion in mind righr from [he ourser.,
but, after the last meeting, I saw ro it rhar everyone
was familiar wirh Parliament's views on this matrer
and I honoured my commitmenrs when addressing the
conference in Madrid on behalf of the Council of rhe
European Communities when I took account of the
views of this Parliament.
President. 
- 
I have four further speakers down who
I will call in turn, after which, Mr Presidenr, I should
be grateful if you would answer rhem joinrly. This is
permitted under the rules of procedure and, in my
view, is necessary if we are to be able to deal wirh
other questions too during rhis Quesrion Time.
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) In view of rhe fact rhar rhe
President of the Council is nearly ar rhe end of rhis
term of office, and since the Brirish have come in for
so much criticism for showing so lirtle European spirit
and in view of the facr that a British Member of
Parliament has now finally said somerhing posirive
about Communiry relarions, I should like to ask the
President of the Council wherher or nor ir would be
possible to pur Parliament in a position where it couldjudge for imelf what influence it has on Council deci-
sions, by telling us the reasons why the Council's arti-
tude differs in important respecrs from the views of
Parliament.
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- 
I think my question is very similar to
one that has already been asked by Mr Penders.
Vould the President-in-Office or the Council impress
on his colleagues the fact that a lot of people hold the
view that rhe Council of Ministers sits down and
decides how ir can thwart the opinions of this Parlia-
ment, and would it be possible for the Council to set
down in writing from time to time how it has reacted
to the views of Parliament? That, I think, would be
extremely helpful to us.
Mr Seeler. 
- 
(D) Mr President of the Council, I was
very pleased to hear your answer to the original ques-
tion. However, I should like to ask whether you are
aware that cenain opinions of the European Parlia-
ment concerning draft directives submitted by the
Commission have been before the Council for more
than ten years 
- 
I might mention, for example, those
concerning questions of harmonization of taxation 
-and have as yet not been discussed by the Council.
This is a concrete example of the opposite of what you
said in your answer.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office not
agree that, following the decision of the European
Court in the isoglucose case, the only way this Parlia-
ment can effecdvely prevent the Council from doing
something is in fact to deliver no opinion whatsoever
upon it, and would he not also agree that if he were to
publish the minutes of the Council relating to those
matters on which Parliament had delivered an opinion,
we should all be in a much better position to know
what influence we had had?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Quirc frankly, it is difficult to
regard all these remarks as questions and to think that
rhe speakers really expect me to give objecdve
answers. They were more criticisms of the way the
Council works and I can understand why these criti-
cisms should be made 
- 
indeed, I will not even claim
they are not justified.
However, do you really want a President-in-Office of
the Council 
- 
and this is why the phrase'in Office' is
included in his tirle 
- 
to reply to these criticisms,
particularly 48 hours before the end of his term of
office? It would be too easy for me to say, 'Ah, if I was
sraying, you know, and if it only depended on me,
we'd do this and that.' That would be too easy. Let us
not fall into this trap. After all, you have voiced these
criticisms here, and I think and hope that my
colleagues will take note of them just as much as I do
- 
which of course is why the representative is here.
However, I am sure you will realize that, as I said just
now, we cannot start pushing more paper around as
too much of this already goes on in the Community.
\/hat is the point, when an opinion has been issued, of
asking the Council to reply in writing to Parliament
saying, 'This is why we have taken account of your
opinion or, this is why we have not taken account of
it'. You are perfectly familiar with how opinions are
arrived at by the nine or ten countries at the level of
the officials. You would be waiting for months for the
reply to your opinion to appear in the Official Journal
whereas you know perfectly well by the following day
why the Council has not in some cases acted in
accordance with your opinions. All you have to do is
the same as the Council and the Commission do, thar
is to say, read the Agence Europe in the morning to
frnd out the reasons why one government or another
took a particular decision. If one reads the papers and
the press agencies, one can find out what the reasons
were.'Why put a further burden on this Community by
introducing written opinions in which the Council
could take refuge in words as I am obliged to do here
speaking on behalf of the Nine?
As regards Mr Seeler's question in which he said 'Ve
said such and such a thing, and nothing has happened
since', you must realize that if an opinion contains a
specific request, this does not mean that the Council is
under an obligation to act upon it within a certain
time. '!7hen I was still a member of this Parliament, we
requested cenain things in our opinions which have
not as yet come about, and which I know will not
come about for a while yet. Examples include the
harmonization of taxes on which we issued well-
founded opinions. However, nothing has as yet been
done.
Thus the dialogue between this Parliament and the
Council which is to a considerable extent unsatisfac-
tory, is governed- by certain procedural rules and I
personally would be pleased if not only the President
of the Council were to appear before the House but if
on each occasion, or at least once or twice each
session, he were to be accompanied by representatives
of the governments of other Member States, at minis-
terial level or at leasr ar the level of secretaries of state,
so that rhey too would have to face criticisms, since it
is an imperfect system whereby somebody appears
before you every six months and tries to negoriate the
difficult passage of these six months and who, when
the presidency returns to his country, will almost
certainly have changed his portfolio with the result
rhat you will have to go to all the trouble of teaching
someone else the lessons you have mught him.
President. 
- 
Question No 50 will not be called as
rhis subject is included on the agenda for this pan-
session.
I call Quesdon No 51 by Mr Adam (H-a34l80):
Vill the Council immediately call for a detailed rePort on
rhe comparison of the regional policies of the Member
States with panicular reference to the effect of these poli-
cies on
(a) unemployment
(b) economic convergence?
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Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
- 
(F) In its Resolution on the guidelines for
Community regional policy, adopted on 6 February
1979, rhe Council assened that
regional policy is an integral pan of the economic policies
of rhe Community and the Member States. It forms pan
of rhe various elements which contribute to the attain-
ment of a high degree of convergence of the economic
policies of the Member States. The establishment of a
comprehensive system of analysis and policy formulation
for the Community regional policy should make it possi-
ble ro establish a common basis of assessment. To this end
the Commission, working in close collaboration with the
Regional Policy Committee, will prepare a periodic report
on the situatron and socioeconomic developments in the
regions of the Community
The report which the Commission should soon submit
will cover the topics raised by the honourable
Member. Moreover, in accordance with Anicle 21 of
amended Regulation (EEC) No 724/75 esrablishing a
European Regional Development Fund, the Commis-
sion presenm a report to the Council, the European
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee
before I October every year on the operation of this
Fund during the preceding year. The repon for 1979
was forwarded by the Commission on 8 August 1980.
The above communications therefore make possible an
overall view of the problems raised.
Mr Adam. 
- 
I appreciate that the repon was issued
in August, but the material is out of date. Cenainly in
the region that I represent the unemployment situation
is srcadily worsening, and the unemployment situation
in rhe United Kingdom is worsening a[ a faster rate
than anywhere else in the Cornmuniry. \7ill the Presi-
denr-in-Office, in the two remaining days that appar-
ently remain to him in his office (and might I say in
parenthesis how much we have appreciated the way he
has tried to answer the questions we have addressed to
him during his founh period as President of the Coun-
cil), impress on his colleagues that this failure to
achieve economic convergence in the regions and to
deal wirh the problems of unemployment, although it
represents a failure of the national governments, also
represents a failure on the part of this Community?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member is right'
in saying that the material contained in a repon issued
in August is perhaps no longer up to date since it
relates to 1979 and the figures have changed substan-
tially since then. However, there is nothing we can do
about this as it was the Commission which produced
the report. If you want further information which is
more up to date, you should consult the Commission
which is the source of this information.
As regards your criticism concerning convergence, it is
true that we have not obtained the results which both
you and I myself would have wished for, but I can tell
you in all sincerity that it would be wrong to think that
the Council, the governments represented in the
Council and the Heads of State and Governmenr are
no[ aware of this problem. Having been present ar all
the summits and all the European Council meerings
over the last twelve years, I can assure you rhar rhis is
one of the few problems which has in fact been
discussed, pardcularly in recent years, at all the Coun-
cil meetings. The fact rhat it has not proved possible to
reach an agreement is a different question. However,
this is not the result of negligence on the pan of the
Heads of State and Government or the ministers, and
you will see that this problem will also be included on
the agenda for the Council on I and 2 December.
However, I do not think there would be any point in
my making any promises in connection with this meet-
rng.
Miss Quin. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware that
some of us are concerned about the way the Council
makes decisions on regional policy, in particular the
fact that the Council is often composed of ministers
whose primary responsibiliry back home is not for
regional policy at all, but for some area of policy 
-for example, the Foreign Ministers? Has he any
suggestions for improving the way the Council consi-
ders regional policy and establishing a real regional
council ?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I am afraid rhere may be some
slight confusion but I must apologize for not having
followed the interpretation very well.
As regards regional policy in the sense in which we
understand it and in which everyone should under-
stand it, I must point out that it is not the Council
which makes the decisions. As you will see in our
directives, the council draws up the basic framework
for regional policy, which is 
^ 
yery vague affair.
Regional policy proper, i.e. its conception and imple-
mentation, are matters for the Commission and is not
a matter which the Council has ever discussed or even
wished to discuss. I am not trying to shuffle off any
responsibiliry here, I am merely pointing out rhe facts
of the matter. It is up to the Commission, and not the
Council, to make proposals regarding the regional
measures ir thinks should be taken.
Mr Price. 
- 
The quesrion seeks an objective assess-
ment of what is being achieved towards economic
convergence through national regional policies.
\(ould the President-in-Office agree rhar rhere should
be a similar conr,inuing review of the regional effects
of all the Community's own policies and thar this
would be helped if each of che Commission's proposals
had atmched to ir a regional impact assessmen[ if ir
was likely to have any effect upon regional economic
convergence?
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Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I personally think this is an inter-
esting suggestion, and my own answer would tend to
be 'yes'. You must realize, however, that in saying this
I am not speaking on behalf of nine governments.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office of the
Council realize rhar there are a substantial number of
peoble who doubt the effectiveness of regional poli-
cies, and would he accept that there are a large
number of people who believe that the Community
and the member governments should spend their time
encouraging economically successful areas, which are
most likely ro provide the jobs necessary to defeat
unemployment?
Mr Hutton. 
- 
!7ould the President-in-Office agree
ro bring pressure from his colleagues to bear upon the
Commission to submit to this House the opportunity
to revise the regulations of the European Regional
Development Fund, due to be revised by the end of
this year but now postponed indefinitely, so that the
first directly-elected Members of this Chamber may
have an opportunity to influence the direction of the
Fund in the manner indicated by the asker of the ques-
tion?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I go along to a considerable extent
with the criticisms made by the two honourable
Members. Having said this, I should like to correct the
last point made. You said that the revision had been
postponed indefinitely, whereas it has in fact only been
postponed until next year.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 52 by Mr Megahy
(H-a37 /80):
'!7hat arrangemenls are being made by the Member
Governments with respect to the tuition costs of Greek
studenrs commencing courses in the autumn rcrm of 1980
in the light of the fact that Greece enters the Community
on I January 1981 ?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(F) The general report by the Education Committee,
the content of which received the approval of the
Council and the Ministers of Education meering
within the Council on 27 June 1980 
- 
which I rhink I
mentioned last month 
- 
was to esmblish the principle
that students from other Member States should be
treated on the same footing as students of rhe host
country, stated that, in the case of students from new
Member States, application of the principle of rrearing
them in the same way as nationals in respect of tuition
costs could be postponed by any Member State until
the beginning of the academic year following the
accession.
This means thar following rhe accession of Greece,
which will take effect as from l January 1981, those
Member States which deem it necessary may decide
not to apply the principle of non-discrimination as
regards tuition costs immediately but only as from the
academic year l98l / 1982.
Mr Megahy. 
- 
Could the President-in-Office
inlorm us which of the nine member countries have,
in fact, taken a different line? My understanding of
rhe situarion is that only the Unircd Kingdom Govern-
ment is, in fact, refusing to [rea[ Greek studenn in the
same way as other countries and that it has imposed
and is imposing on Greek students for the whole of
this academic yeat a very high rate of charges, which
would, in fact, penalize those students and seems quite
against the whole spirit of treating new countries
entering this Community.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I really do not see on what
grounds you are making this criticism. It is not for me
to comment on the way in which a particular Member
Stare or Government chooses to make use of the
options open to them. At any rate, this situation can
only possibly persist until the end of the transitional
academic year and nine months later the same condi-
tions will have to be applied across the board. I do nor
see, therefore, what else I could add.
President. 
- 
Mr President, the questioner asked
which countries irad taken a different-view. I think this
question could well be answered in writing if the Pres-
ident-in-Office is unable [o answer it rcday because he
has no specific demils at hand.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I cannot answer
now and do not know if there is any need for me to
say which country is making use of an option open [o
it. The honourable Member has, however, himself
mentioned one country and I will not contradict him.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Could I press the President-in-
Office to divulge the precise terms of the exemption?
\flhen I put a similar question to Commissioner Burke
on Monday, he told us that a national government
could allow Greek students to be charged higher fees
than other Community students until next autumn if
charging equal fees were to lead to administrative
difficulties when Greece joins in January. Now first of
all most fees are charged not by the year but by the
term, and secondly the United Kingdom Government
has sought to jusdfy im action not on grounds of
adminisrrative difficulties but of cost. In view of these
facts will the President-in-Office of the Council raise
this matter at the Council?
Mr'I'[rorn. 
- 
(F) I hope all the Members of Parlia-
ment will understand that, in my capacity as Presi-
dent-in-Office, all I can do is inform you of texts and
decisions. I am not here to pass comment on this or
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that or make predictions. I will now read you fie deci-
sions we have reached and which are universally bind-
ing.
As regards the financial aspect, the report states that
where tuitron fees are charged rn a Member State, those
payable by students from other Community countries
shall be no higher than those payable by nationals of the
Member State concerned.
Thus this also applies in the case of Greek students.
Then comes the exception:
However, in the case of studenr from a new Member
Stare, a Member State may, for administrative reasons,
postpone implementation of the princrple contarned in
thrs paragraph until the start of the first academic year
after accession.
If then they wish to make the change earlier, they can
do so. It is up to them to decide. There is nothing
more I can add at this stage.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 53 by Mr Seeler(H-aa2/80):
In a discussion on trade relations between the Communrty
and the Commonwealth countries, the Canadian Am$as-
sador in Brussels stared that the Council had not so far
granted rhe Commission a mandate to negotiarc a new
agreement on the supply of uranium to rhe Community,
even though the existing agreement expires at the end of
1980. Vhy has no negotiating mandare yet been granted
and will such a mandate be granted rn rhe immediare
furure ?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(F) Paragraph 5 of annex C to rhe amendment to rhe
Agreement between the European Atomic Energy
Community (Euratom) and the Governmenr of
Canada for cooperation in peaceful uses of atomic
energy stipulates that :
As soon as possible afrcr 31 December 1979 or the rcrmi-
nadon of the INFCE study, whichever is earlier, the
parties will commence negoriations wrth a view to replac-
ing this arrangement by other arrangemenr which wilt
take into accounr inter alia any results of the INFCE
studies in relation to the operations in quesrion. If no such
arrangements have been agreed upon by the end of 1980,
the panies may jointly agree [o extend the presenr interim
arrangement.
The Council's subordinate bodies are currenrly exam-
ining the draft decision submitted by the Commission
on 4July 1980 and the Council intends to give the
Commission in the very near future negor.iaring direc-
tives enabling the Communiry to fulfil its undenaking.
Mr Seeler. 
- 
(D) Vill rhe delay, which rhere has
undoubrcdly been, in rhe granting of the negotiating
mandate affect uranium supplies for European under-
takings and what does the Council envisage doing if
this gives rise to problems particularly involving power
generating undertakings ?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) As far as I know, this does not
pose any problems at present. As you might have
guessed from the answer I have just given you, there
will be absolutely no problems for the rest of this year.
If we do not then reach a satisfactory conclusion, we
will have [o extend the present arrangement. But from
what I have heard, there are no real problems.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 54, by Sir Frederick
'$Tarner (H-4a6l80):
In view of the fact that thrs relatively small matter of pnn-
ciple has been under consideration for a number of years
now, can the Councrl rcll Parhament whar progress they
are making with the Austrian request for a tariff reduction
on a quota of concentrarcd perry-pear juice?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
- 
(F) The question of whether concessions should
be granted for imports of perry-pear juice originating
in Austria has already been raised on a number of
occasions within the Council's subordinate bodies.
However, as I stated in my reply to Question H-246/
79 pur by Mr Scott-Hopkins, the Council has not
received to date any proposal from the Commission
concerning this matter.
Sir Fred V'arner. 
- 
This really is a lamenrable case
of Commission and Council batting the responsibiliry
to and fro berween each other. The Commission stated
here two days ago that, as far as they knew, every one
was perfectly satisfied with the present situation, but I
know that rhat is not so. Indeed I have had very strong
representations on the subject. I would therefore ask
the Commission to make proposals to the Council as
quickly as possible. I, for my pan, will cenainly try to
make sure that the Commission's proposals are in line
with popular demand.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) This is a reversal of roles. It is not
for the Council to take the place of the Commission
and make proposals, and in saying this it is not my
q'ish ro point a finger at the Commission or send the
ball back into its coun since the fact is that if on this
occasion the Commission has not submitted any
proposals, I have certain reasons to believe that this
was because cenain national delegations had already
indicated that they were not very inclined to accept
these proposals. In saying this, however, I am already
going quite a long way.
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
Do I understand that the Presi-
dent-in-Office feels that the Council is wholly unable
to take any action and that, as the Commission is not
yet in a position in which action can be taken, the
, 
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Community is therefore without any powers what-
soever to prevent. the present disastrous or seemingly
disastrous siruation from getting considerably worse?
Do I understand that the President-in-Office is wash-
ing his hands of this matter?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F). I will 
_admit quirc frankly that I am
no expert on pearjuice. However, I might quirc simply
remind you that the Council cannot impose sanctions
and take decisions in the absence of a relevant
Commission proposal. All ir can do is ask the Commis-
sion to submit proposals. However, as I have already
explained too clearly, various national delegarions do
no[ feel inclined to invite such proposals since, unlike
you, they do not think rhe siruation is disastrous.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, may I ask whether
you are prepared to ask the future President of the
Commission whether he is prepared to do what you
have just said?
(Laughter)
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) If I did not I am sure you would
remind me to.
(Laughter)
Mr \flelsh. 
- 
Are we to understand from what the
President-in-Office has just said that he considers it
legidmate that if the Commission feels that there
might conceivably be opposition from one Member
State on the Council to one of their proposals, that
justifies them not making any sort. of proposal at all?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I never said I considered it legiti-
mate. I merely pointed out the fact that the Commis-
sion has not submitred any proposal and I will be quire
frank with the honourable Member and tell him that I
know there is not only one bu[ several delegations
within the Council which mke a different view of the
markit situation than that of the honourable Member.
I do not think it is a crime to admit this, but it should
not be taken as an attempt to jusdfy the absence of
proposals.
President. 
- 
I call Quesrion No 55, by Mr Anto-
niozzi (H-395/80):
\flith reference to the current situation in Poland, what
measures will rhe Council mke to suppon Polish workers
in their struggle for economic, social and institutional
progress, so as to enable them to attain their just objective
of securing respect of human rights in the spirit of thejoint commitment of Helsinki, and does rr expec ro
conclude agreements to give all possible suppon to the
Polish economy?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Coancil. 
-(F) As regards the more polidcal aspect of the ques-
tion put by the honourable, Member, the Presidency
confirms the reply already given, on behalf of the
Ministers for Foreign Affairs Meeting in the Frame-
work of Political Cooperation, to 'Written Question
No ll94l80 put by Mr Percheron. It is neither for the
Nine nor any government to intervene in any way in
the internal affairs of Poland. This, of course, does not
prevent the Nine from continuing to follow evenm in
Poland very closely.
As for the more direcdy economic aspects of the
current situation in Poland and the possibilities for
Community action referred to in the second pan of
rhe question, I would point out that Community
policy with regard to State-trading countries is charac-
rcrized by openmindedness and willingness to nego-
tiate bilateral trade agreements with each of these
countries and that in 1974 it sent to Poland, and to the
other State-trading countries as well, an offer to nego-
tiate. This offer, which has so far given rise to no reac-
tion on the pan of Poland, is sdll valid. I can reiterate
what I have already had the opponunity of saying
during your recent debate on Poland, namely, that the
Council will consider, in a constructive frame of mind,
any request made by Poland along these lines.
Mr Antoniozzi. 
- 
(I) I agree that we must not inter-
vene in the internal affairs of other States and I there-
fore approve of the line we have adopted. However,
since I have read in the press that Poland is currently
in need of help 
- 
which I think it deserves 
- 
and it
appears thar it has addressed specific requesw for'aid
ro various international bodies 
- 
there has been talk
of ir asking rhe United States and various international
economic and credit institutions for aid 
- 
I should
like to know whether, after the offer made in 1974 of
which you have 
.just reminded us, any specific requests
have been made to which we could reply in some way
as a Community, either within the context of interna-
tional political cooperation or lhrough extra-Commu-
niry bodies in which we are involved.
I am convinced that even if you only have rwo more
days to go as President of the Council, you, with your
experience and the competency and enthusiasm which
you have for this matter, will push it forward in
specific rerms, if this is at all possible, after uking up
your post in the Commission.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) If I had to give a yes or no answer,
my anss/er would be 'no, Poland has not made any
requests to the Communiry'. However, it is quite
possible that a request .might be made one day, and
although the Community will be predisposed to adopt
a favourable attitude to it, it will nevenheless be exam-
ined on the basis of its economic and financial merits
so that neither I myself nor any of you could predict
the outcome and our attitude would be the same even
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if this problem were to arise in a larger conrexr.
However, it has not yer reached this stage.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 56, by Mrs Ewing(H-a1el80):
' In view of the unique nature of land and its inherent value
ro citizens of all Member Smtes, what view does the
Council take of the enormous purchases of land in Scot-
land by
1. third counry companies and individuals whether resi-
dents of Scotland or nor, and
2. by absentee purchasers from other Member Srates)
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Council. 
-(F) The Council would draw the arrenrion of the
honourable Member ro rhe facr rhat Anicle 52 EEC
on the right of establishment in agriculrure provides
that restrictions on the freedom of esmblishmen[ of
nationals of a Member State in the rerritory of another
Member Stare shall be abolished by progressive srages
in the course of the transitional period.
In addidon, Anicle 54 EEC provides rhar rhe Council
and the Commission shall carry our rhe duties devolv-
ing upon them under that Anicle by enabling a
national of one Member State to acquire and use land
and buildings siruated in the rerritory of anorher
Member State insofar as rhis does not conflicr wirh rhe
principles laid down in Article 39 (2). Pursuant to
these provisions, [he Council has adoprcd a number of
directives, a list of which is available to the honourable
Member.
The Council also wishes to draw the attention of the
honourable Member to the fact that, quite apart from
rhe adoption and implementation of Directives, the
principal of freedom of establishment laid down in
Article 52 is directly applicable, in accordance with the
jrrdgment of the Coun of Jusdce in Case 2/74 where-
by,
Srnce the end of the transitional period, Anicle 52 of the
Treaty is a directly applicable provision despite the
absence, in a panicular sphere, of the directives pro-
scribed by Anicles 5a (2) and 57 (1) of the Treaty.
Under Article 155 EEC it is for the Commission to
ensure that the provisions of the Treary and the
measures taken by the Institutions pursuant thereto are
applied. It is not for the Council to express an opinion
on the problems arising from the acquisition of land by
nationals of third countries.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office not aware
that, by failing to distinguish between freedom of esta-
blishment and the need to be resident, the Council is
failing to give a blanket condemnation of ,one of the
world's land scandals, unique cenainly in the EEC,
namely absentee landlordism? The giant scale of this
problem is preventing the best use of an area abour rhe
size of the Netherlands, so thar a few may hunt, shoot
and fish in the style of medieval princes. Is he aware
that by rurning a blind eye [o rhis serious quesrion [he
Council is merely going to encourage further abuses
and further gross speculations not only by EEC
nationals but by Swiss banks and billionaires and
others until in the vast tracts of my area there may be
no Highlanders able to survive? Is rhis nor economic
folly in a world short of timber? Is it not immoraliry in
a world shon of food?
President. 
- 
Mrs Ewing, you have given your assess-
ment of the situation but not asked a question. Vould
you please put-your question?
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I asked whether you are aware that
you have failed to distinguish between freedom of
establishment and residence, with, all the resulting
consequences. It was a perfectly clear question;
perhaps it was awkward for you to answer!
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I am sure the honourable Member
realizes that the President-in-Office is not, at this
point in time, going to look into all the different inter-
pretations of the Treaty in the various countries and
consider the question of whether the Treaty is good or
bad. You say this situation is causing you some
concern and I can sympathize with you. Nevenheless,
it is first and foremost Her Majesty's Government
which should be reminded of this question, since I was
President of the Council at the time when the negotia-
tions leading to the accession of the United Kingdom,
Denmark and Ireland were conducted. I should point
out that, at the time, Denmark asked for a derogation
to the text relating to the right of establishment and
was granted this derogation by the Community. All I
can say is that the United Kingdom did not ask for a
similar derogation during these negotiations.
As for the Dutch citizens who buy land in Scotland,
why do you want me to deprive them of a pleasure
which they take in Luxembourg too?
(Laughter)
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office of the
Council prepared as future Commissioner to take on
board that this problem also affects southern England
where wide acres are being bought up by the Dutch
making it impossible for young farmers, because of the
inflation of land prices, to get staned in that area?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) It is my personal belief that we
should not try to use the right of establishment as an
instrument for solving the structural problems in rhe
agricultural sector. There are various nalional instru-
menc in existence, and the Community as a whole can
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also tackle these problems. If I might make a slighdy
treacherous remark, I might say that even if the right
of esrablishment can give rise to the state of affairs
which Mrs Ewing criticizes, I think various possibilities
are open to imaginative governmenrc which could
enable them [o discourage excessive speculative
purchases.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Have all countries now completed the
transitional phase to right of establishment or are there
stilI some countries with restrictions 
- 
perhaps
including Denmark and there may be others 
- 
as to
who can own farmland whether they be companies or
non-farmers or non-residents? I ask if any attempt has
been made to assess the impact of this capital invest-
ment by non-residents and their land or the welfare of
those who live and reside around it?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The transitional period has been
completed by the six original Member States of the
Community. In the case of rhe more recent members,
only Denmark requested this derogation, which still
applies.
As regards the second part of the honourable
Member's question, I must offer my apologies for not
being able [o answer it today as the necessary studies
have not been made.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 57, by Mr Prag
(H-aa7 /80):
Does the Council agree that the disabled (both physicatty
and mentally) have suffered greatly from the cuts in
public expenduture undenaken of late by Member States,
and that, despite the almost total lack of provisron in the
Community Treaties for help to the disabled, it is high
time the Council began work on a European Chaner for
the Disabled?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council. 
- 
(F) lt
is not for the Council to comment on the level of
public expenditure devoted in the Member States to
action to help the disabled. The Council would,
however, refer to its Resolurion of 27 June 1974,
which envisages the vocational rehabilitation of handi-
capped persons.
In addition, I would draw your attention to the fact
that part of the European Social Fund's resources go
to help finance operations in the Member States for
rhe integration or reintegration of the handicapped in
economic activity.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Much of the money spent by the
Community is in the social field of money-shuffling in
which the Community pays back to the Member States
money it has received from them for projects which
change nothing and add nothing to what the Member
States are doing anyway. Vould the Council of Minis-
rers contemplate, if so proposed by the Commission 
-of which the President-in-Office of the Council will
shortly be President 
- 
the setting of Community stan-
dards or norms to be applicable in due course in all the
Member States for assisting the disabled in such fields
as housing, transport, access to buildings and educa-
tion?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I can reply to the honourable
Member by referring to a regulation which has just
been handed to me. I can only quote [he main point
and I do not know whether this will sadsfy you:
Disabted persons may, be granted aid from the Fund
under Articles 4 and 5 of our DecisionTl/66 EEC. The
types of aid include the following: aid intended to elimi-
nate obstacles hindering access to potential jobs; aid
intended to help adapt workplaces to the special needs of
disabled persons or to help in their vocational training or
retraining.
I do not have anything more specific at hand.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President, it is absolute hypocrisy
that a question of this kind should be tabled by a
Conservative in this Parliament this afternoon. The
ToryGovernment...
Shouts from the European Demooatic Group 
- 
cries of
'Question'!
President. 
- 
Mr Boyes, I must ask you, in accord-
ance with the Rules of Procedure, to put your supple-
menrary to the President-in-Office. This is Quesdon
Time, not a debate.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
. . . I shall listen very carefully through-
out the rest of Question Time, and I shall be on my
feet at once if people make any statements without
immediately asking a question, if that is the way you
are going to rule the proceedings.
Does the President-in-Office of the Council agree
that Mr Prag would be better employed using his time
in trying to convince the leader of his government that
she ought to be doing something about the disabled,
instead of generating the terrible consequences that
might arise and the tragic situation in which the dis-
abled might find themselves if she doesn't do a lJ-turn,
change her policies and stan increasing rather than
decreasing public expenditure? I might remind
Mr Prag that the disabled cannot live by eating char-
ters.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Since I am not able to judge the
extent of Mr Prag's powers of persuasion over his
government, I cannot answer the question put by the
honourable Member.
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Ms Clwyd. 
- 
Is the President-in-Office aware thar
the Committee on Social Affairs is at present drawing
up a report on the disabled? Presumably the Council is
now particularly interested in waiting for the opinion
of the Parliament. \7ill he give that repon, which will
make a number of sweeping recommendations on
behalf of the disabled, detailed consideration? \7ill he
also, when he becomes President of the Commission,
make sure that the Commission makes a special effort
to take action in rhe Inrernarional Year of the Dis-
abled and not simply make pious srar.ements, bur act on
the opinion of the Parliament?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I can assure you that the Council
- 
and, I am certain, the Commission 
- 
will take
account of the opinions of this Parliament and take
due note of all the suggestions made by a Parliamen-
tary committee on this matter. The honourable
Member will, however, understand that it is far too
early to say what results this may have.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Does the President-in-Office of the
Council not agree with me that in 1981, the Year of
the Disabled, the Community should take a number of
initiatives in this field and that there should be an
expanded Social Fund to deal with problems in this
field? \7ill he in his present and future capacities make
proposals to the Council and the Commission in order
to ensure that 1981 is stamped as the Year of the Disa-
bled in the Community?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The answer is 'yes'. I would also
draw your atrenrion to [he exisr.ence of the Social
Fund, which does in fact rake iniriatives, but I should
like, in a personal capacity, [o ask why people are
always askrng this of the Community?
Everyone here knows the problems we will have ro
contend with in the context of a budgemry debate.
'!7ith the almost insurmountable difficulries facing us,
are we always going to turn to the Communiry when
we want something? SThy not to rhe Member Sr.ares,
so that we will be able ro use all the money available
for the implementation of Communiry policies in
regions where both you and we wanr them and where
they should receive prioriry.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Question No 58 (H-a59l80) by
Mr de la Maldne:
In view of the recent change in the merhod of calculating
the value of specral drawing rights, what is the Council's
reaction to the fact that the new weighring reveals signifi-
cant differences, in panicular an increase in the weighr
given to the dollar?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(F) The decision referred to by the honourable
Member is a matter for the staturory organs of rhe
International Monetary Fund. The Council; for its
pan, has no commenl on the decision.
Mr de la Maldne. 
- 
(F) May I, therefore, take it that
the Council finds it perfectly reasonable that, in the
current situation as regards internarional rrade and the
role of the various currencies, the dollar should be
strengthened and that it finds this change a desirable
one which reflects rhe realiry of inrernational rrade?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Mr de la Maline, you are frankly
being a little hasry in your conclusions and you know
much berter rhan a lor of people how the Council
takes its decisions. Thus, I think, as you mighr have
'guessed, that these conclusions would not be shared
by all the Member Governments.
As regards the dollar, you will of course realize that
the importance of its role does not depend solely on
decisions taken by the Council of the European
Communities. I might mention that the dollar, which
was previously given rhe weight of 33 o/0, currently has
a weighr of around 42 0/0. The Communiry currencies
in the old special drawing righrs basket had a roral
weighting of approximately 41 %. The three Commu-
nity currencies srill in the basket, i.e. rhe German
Mark, the French Franc and the Pound have a rotal
weighting of about 45 0/0, rhus still higher than rhat of
rhe dollar because the weighring for these currencies
have also been increasedby 4 o/0.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Since we are mlking abour the
three currencies which have remained in the basket
and their weighdng of 45 o/0, can you tell us what their
relative weight wilI be following rhe decisions of the
International Monetary Fund since if the weight of
these three Community currencies has in fact been
increased, the question arises as ro rhe relative weight
of these three currencies individually and this is rhe
point of Mr de la Maline's quesrion? It is nor only rhe
weight of the dollar, bur rhe weight of rhe other Euro-
pean currencies about which I am sure rhis Assembly is
concerned.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) All I can do ar present is answer
regarding the total weighr of the three European
currencies and I have already done so in my reply rc
Mr de la. Maldne's quesrion. '!flhereas the dollar has
increased from 33 0/o to 41 0/0, the rhree Community
currencies have ar rhe same time increased to 45 %. I
cannot, however, tell you in whar relation they srand
to each other.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Then I will submir a writren ques-
tion on this subject.
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Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) It would in fact be easier ro answer
you in this way.
President. 
- 
\7e proceed with the questions to [he
Foreign Ministers meeting in Political Cooperation.
I call Question No 78 by Mr Lomas (H-376/80):
Grven the Indonesian Governmenr's genocidal policies
againsr the people of East Timor, 150 000 of whom have
died as a result of Indonesia's attempted annexation of
the rerritory, what is the view of the Council on the
increase in arms sales by Member States to the Indonesian
Miluary since the 1975 invasion of East Timor?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Office of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(4 This problem has not been discussed
within the context of political cooperation. I therefore
hope the honourable Member will understand that I
am not in a position to give a reply on behalf of the
Nine.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
In that case, could I press the Foreign
Ministers to discuss this question, because there are
tens of thousands of people being murdered by the
Indonesian Government. with arms which are being
supplied by the Member States of this Community?
So, whilst obviously fully accepting the reply given,
may I press him to see that this is raised as a matter of
some urgency, in order that weapons supplied by us
are not used to butcher the people of East Timor, as
they are being now?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I will naturally pass on the requesr
of the honourable Member, but I cannot say, if only
for personal reasons, that I shall press the Council to
adopt a decision on this matter, since I will no[ be in a
position to do so anyway. However, I would also like,
in a personal capacity, to remind the honourable
Member that if we were to adopt the artitude he
proposes in this specific case, there would be a whole
list of areas in which it could apply.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
I would like to ask the President-
in-Office whether, before the Community indulges in
an orgy of masochistic self-criticism, he would
confirm that this Community gives much more
economic assistance than milinry and that it is in fact
the Soviet Union which specializes in giving away
arms rather than economic aid to the Third Vorld.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) All I can do is confirm what I have
already said several times and assure the honourable
Member rhat I go along with him entirely.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 79 (H-463l80) by
Mr Spicer, for whom Mr Seligman is deputizing:
In the light of the conflict between Iraq and Iran, what
steps are the Forergn Ministers takrng to ensure the physi-
cal secunty of vessels transporting oil from the Gulf
supplying States to fuel social and economic life in the
Community?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Office of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) In their statement of 23 September 1980
in New York, the Foreign Ministers of the Nine
Member States of the European Community expressed
their concern regarding the miliury confrontation
between Iraq and Iran which, incidently, I mentioned
earlier this morning. On the same occasion, they
stressed the crucial importance for the international
community as a whole of the freedom of navigation in
the Gulf which must at all costs be protected.
However, the question of practical measures aimed at
ensuring the security of vessels in the Gulf has not
been discussed within the context of political coopera-
tion. As I have already pointed out in my meedng with
the Political Affairs Committee, the Presidency is not,
therefore, in a position to reply to the honourable
Member on behalf of the Nine.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
I wonder whether, in order to avoid
the danger of the Straits of Hormuz being closed and
also the dangers to which these lengthy supply-lines
round South Africa are exposed, the President-in-
Office would consider the possibility of promoting the
idea of esmblishing a pipeline from Saudi Arabia and
the Persian Gulf through Sinai to the Medircrranean?
This would avoid two problems and would greatly
increase the security of supplies to the'!fest.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) | realize that this problem has been
brought up in certain quarters. It is a question of
investment, among other things. I hope the honour-
able Member will realize that I cannot reply on behalf
of the Nine today.
Mrs Hammerich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, on 2l May
last year we were discussing a question which was an
exact counrerpart to this one. on that occasion, the
then President-in-Office, Mr Zamberletti, stated quite
clearly that all quesrions of military and security policy
were outside the scope of Community activity. I
should like to ask Mr Thorn whether he shares the
view expressed by Mr Zamberletti on tha[ occasion.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The Treaties are the Treaties and
do not contain references to matters of defence, mili-
tary problems or security problems.
This very morning we had a debare on rhe Security
and Cooperation Conference in Madiid, during which
I pointed out on behalf of the Nine that they had
supported the French proposal for a disarmement
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conference, which demonstrates 
- 
and I am mention-
ing this simply as an example 
- 
that in cenain ways,
not to say through certain channels, we do sometimes
come to touch on questions of securiry within rhe
contexr of political cooperarion, bur this is only when
they form pan of a whole, and we do not deal with
military or security problems as such.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 80 by Mrs Lizin(H-472/8A):
Vhat stage has been reached in consultations among the
Nine on the attrtude to be adopted to the representarive
of the Cambodian Regime, and is it true that an attitude
favourable to allowing the representative of Po[ Pot to sit
as the representative of Cambodia is emerging?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Office of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) On 13 October 1980, rhe United Narions
General Assembly approved, wirhout vore, the report.
on the committee on the verification of credentials.
Previously, an amendment contesting the credentials
of the delegadon of Democratic Kampuchea had been
rejected by the General Assembly. In rhe vore on [his
amendment, the Nine did not adopr a common posi-
tion. At the debate on the situation in Cambodia on
15 October 1980, the Nine stated their deep €oncern
at the continuing serious situation in that counr.ry.
They drew the attenrion of the Assembly ro the suffer-
ings of the Khmer people who, afrer being subjecred
to the atrocities of the Pol Por regime, has been
deprived of its independence as a result of the Vier-
namese invasion of its terrirory. This is my answer on
behalf of the Nine.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) In view of what he said this morn-
ing in his statement on political cooperation and the
condemnation, which he has repeated just now, of the
Pol Pot regime and the support it might receive, which
would be similar to supporting Hitler in 1936, does the
President-in-Office of the Council think that it would
be possible to recommend the eight of the Member
States which have supponed this regime, to adopt
from now on a different position in the inrernational
bodies where this question arises?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) This is a far more complex ques-
tion, but I should like first of all to point out that this
is not a question of suppordng the Pol Pot regime.
There has never been any question of this and I should
like ro refer you to what I said this morning about my
feelings and the feelings of the Nine regarding the Pol
Pot regime. However, this is a quesrion of a basic
approach to the representativity of cenain govern-
ments and the changes which could be made in these
regimes. To put it another way, if we are condemning
the current regime, this does not mean that we are
supporting the Pol Pot regime and, if we were !o
change our minds on [his poinr, rhis.would be ranra-
mount to changing our basic philosophy and I should
like to add, in addition, that we are nor the only ones
in this situation. Many of our friends such as the
ASEAN countries, among others, have consulted us
on this matter and there is a certain amounr of solidar-
iry. I should like ro leave it ar rhat for the time being.
President. 
- 
In accordance with the Rules of Proce-
dure, the questions by Mr Coust6 on the Turkish
regime, Mrs Ewing on the Madrid Conference and
Mr Israel on concerted Community action on rhe
Middle East cannot be put as rhey have already been
discussed in the debate this morning.
I call, therefore, [he remaining Question, No 82 by
Mr Boyes (H-512l80):
Vould the President-in-Office inform Parliament about
what has been achieved by drscussions with the Chairman
(or hrs representative) of rhe non-aligned countries?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F,) I regret to have to reply that I have not,
either in my capaciry as President-in-Office of the
Nine, or in a national or even private capaciry, had
talks with the Chairman of the non-aligned countries,
or his representative. Thus I cannot. say anyrhing more
on this subjecr today.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
I would like to ask rhe President 
- 
I
regrer tha[ he has not had a meering wirh the
non-aligned countries in view of the imponanr role
they play in the world today and although I under-
stand obviously that his term of office is ending prerty
soon to take on a more challenging and imporranr
position 
- 
if he would advise his successor that ir is a
meeting that oughr to rake place ar an early dare in rhe
new President's period of office and to raise an impor-
tant question, namely the American blockade againsr
Cuba. Ve had a staremen[ here from one of our
rapporteurs yesterday rhat in the sreel crisis in rhe
Community we were unable ro sell some steel to
Arrrt'rica because there was a small amounr of Cuban
nickel in it. That, ro my mind, is a ridiculous situation
when you think of the number of unemployed people
in the Community. So I would hope rhe President can
glve me a posluve answer to my quesuon.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(fl This supplemenrary contains
several questions and I do nor wish, nor am I able, to
comment on the lasr one, i.e. the American blockade
against products from Cuba. Political cooperarion is
not the correct conrexr in which ro commenl on this
point, as it would necessitate a far more lengthy
discussion.
This leaves us with the fundamental question of who
has contacts with the Chairman of the non-aligned
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countries. Firstly, I should like to say that, in my view,
the Community should undoubtedly maintain contacts
with the non-aligned countries and I can assure you,
for the rest, that we have always done so. As regards
specific contacts with their Chairman_ and, in particu-
lar, their present Chairman, this is another question,
especially since the s[ructure of that organization is
not, as you know, the same as that of this one. It is
possible ro have contacts with the organization of the
non-aligned countries without, as it were, making too
much of the current Chairman or maintaining perma-
nent contacts with him. This is not always very logical,
however, since within the non-aligned countries, as we
all know, there is more than a tendency in this direc-
tion. However, to give a polidcal answer rc a political
question, I do not see why this should not be a possi-
bitiry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6 on a point of order.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, you are not in my
view applying the Rules of Procedure since the ques-
tion of the developmenm of the Turkish regime and
rhe respect for human rights have not been discussed
at any point. I have been present all the time yesterday
and today and this point has not been touched upon. I
therefore strongly urge the President to invite the
President of the Council to reply on behalf of the
Foreign Ministers meeting in political and 
- 
I mean
political 
- 
cooperation.
President. 
- 
I listened very carefully to what the
President of the Council had to say in his report. Borh
he and the groups spokesmen went into these ques-
tions during the debate. I must therefore assume lhat
you were nor present. at the debate here today.
I call Mr Isradl on a point of order.
Mr Israil. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I naturally respect
your decision, but I should nevenheless like to point
our with all due respect that my question relates to a
very specific matter concerning the action of the Euro-
pean Community at UNESCO's General Assembly
and I am not aware of this matter having been
discussed under any heading whatsoever during
today's debate. Above all, Mr President, I would not
wish you to give the impression of taking a dilarcry
atritude regarding the basis of the debate.
President. 
- 
Mr Isra€I, I must admit that, unlike Mr
Coust6's question *'hich is of a general nature, your
question relates to a specific point. I call rherefore
Question No 84 by Mr IsraEl (H-530/80):
At Unesco's General Assembly in Belgrade the Nine
Community countries were unable to present a united
front when it came to voting on a resolution concerning
the education and cultural establishments in the occupied
Arab lands (21 C/PRG/V/DR8 of 14 October 1980).
Eight voted against the resolution and one abstained.
Can the President of the Council of Ministers explain this
state of affairs and indicate what is the point of various
declarations of intent such as that made at Venice and of
rhe Presidenr of rhe Council's personal mission to the
Middle East ar that time when the need for concened
Community action is not respected?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) lt is true that the Nine adopt a common
position in the vote on the resolution referred to by
the honourable Member. The Presidency is unable to
give an explanation on behalf of the Nine. There is no
need ro remind rhe honourable Member that the
action of the Nine in the Middle East is based on the
Venice declaration. !(/e have discussed this suffi-
ciently, as I poinrcd out on 23 Seprcmber last at the
United Nations General Assembly. The Nine are
confident that the sincerity of their intentions and
their deterrnination to make a genuine contribution
towards solving the conflict will be recognized and
appreciated by all concerned.
Mr Isra€I. 
- 
(F) I was present at the UNESCO
General Assembly at the time when the Nine of the
Community countries failed to vote as a body. Do you
not feel that if we are unable to take a united stand on
questions as vital as the occupation of Arab territory
by Israel, we must draw cenain conclusions and exer-
cise a little more restraint in our attitudes concerning
the Middle East? Do you not think that I may have a
point in drawing your attention to the danger and the
risk which has appeared?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I go along with the honourable
Member in regretting that things turned out the way
they did. However, I am sure he will excuse me if I do
not draw the same conclusion. In my view, given the
siruation as it stands, what we must do is attempt to
counteract it and see to it that nothing similar happens
in the future.
President. 
- 
Before closing Question Time, may I
Mr President of the Council, thank you on this occa-
sion of your last appearance before this Parliament in
your presen[ office, you have for so many years been
so committed to the European cause that Parliament
can only wish that all Presidents of the Council could
show the same sense of fairness in their dealings with
this Parliamen[ as you have shown in your answers. I
think Parliament can count i6elf lucky rc have such a
committed European, who is now familiar with all the
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views of this Parliamenr, as rhe nexr President of rhe
Commission. I should like on behalf of rhis Parliament
to wish you every success in rhis work. Thank you.
(Applause)
Question Time is closed.r
9. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received four motions for resolu-
tions with requesr for urgent debare pursuanr ro
Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-502180) by Mrs Lizin
and others on the rrearment by the Sovier authorities
of a number of women activists seeking to abolish
discrimination berween men and women in the Soviet
Union,
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. t-604180) by Mr \7elsh
and others on rhe renegotiation of the Mulrifibre
Arrangement;
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-607/80) by five
groups, Mr Carossino and Mr Capanna on rhe refer-
endum in Uruguay;
- 
motion for a resolurion (Doc 1-609/80) by Mr de
Clercq and orhers on the sale of butter to the Soviet
Union.
The reasons supponing rhese requests for urgenr
debate are contained in rhe documenrs rhemselves.
Parliamenr will be consulted on rhese requests for
urgency at rhe beginning of romorrow's sitring.
10. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The nexr sirring will take place at
9 a.m., 3 p,rn. and 9 p... romorrow, Thursday,
20 November 1980, with rhe following agenda:
- 
decision on reques$ for an early vore on a number of
motions for resolutions
- 
decision on urgenr procedure for a number of morions
for resolutions
- 
Notenboom reporr on the first supplemenary and
amending budgem for 1980 (debate and vote)
- 
joinr debate on the l7awrzik repon and the Sabl6
repon on the ACP-EEC Convention
- 
joint debate on a Krrk repon, a Clinton reporr, a
Cresson report and an oral quesrion to the Commis-
sion on fisheries policy
- 
Qurn repon on impons of New Zealand butter
- 
Colleselli report on the sysrcm of agricuhural surveys
in Italy
- 
Rabbethge reporr on food aid
- 
Ghergo report on the application of social security
schemes to employees
- 
van der Gun repon on aid from the European Social
Fund to workers in the shrpbuilding industry
- 
Pearce report on generalized tariff preferences
3 p.m.:Yores
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting @as closed at 7.1 5 p.m.)
I See Annex
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ANNEX
Questions uthich could not be ansuered during Question Time, uith uritten ansa)ers
1. Questions to the Commtssion
Question No 3, by Mr Maher (H-427/80)
Subject: Bank interest rates
Vith bank inrerest rates wavering between 7 0/o in some Member States and almost 18 0/o in others,
the operation of truly common prices under the CAP is impossible; does the Commission have any
proposals ro make to ensure that this serious distonion is removed?
Answer
The issue raised by Mr Maher is one aspect of the much broader problem of differences between the
general economres of Member States. It is not only inrerest rates which differ widely but also, for
example, inflarion, rares of taxation and social benefits. The economic, social and fiscal policies
pursued rn Member States also differ. One cannot therefore just take out one element of the overall
economic picture. There are other factors that have to be taken into account for a fu[[ appreciarion.
The problems raised by these differences can only be mastered by closer coordination of economic
monetary, social and fiscal policies in the Community.
Question No 5, by Mr Cone (H-438/80): deferred
Question No 9, by Mr oan Aerssen (H-353/80)
Subject: Srxrh International Tin Agreement.
'!(i har position is the European Community adopting on the main issues of the Sixth Internatronal Tin
Agreement negotiations, such as stabilization of tin prices, financing of buffer stocks, an expon
control clause, increasing tin production by granting royalties to producers, lerying a [ax on expons
and so on?
Answer
At the first session of the United Natrons conference on the negotiation of the Sixth International Tin
Agreement held in May of this year, the Community explained what it felt should be the three main
elemenr in the Sixth Agreement.
- 
Firsdy, the setting-up of normal buffer stock of 35 000 ronnes, financed by direct contributions
from the panicrpants.
- 
Secondly, rhe setting-up of an additional buffer stock, financed by credits on the basis of storage
collateral cenificates and government guaranrces, where necessary. This additional stock would
be utilized ar rhe discrerron of the Tin Council whenever the normal buffer stock was nearing
depletion. The Communiry's proposal was that the additional buffer stock should comprise some-
rhing like two-thirds of the normal buffer stock. The Community has declared its readiness to
enter inro discussions on limiting the panicipants' financial obligations with regard to the supple-
mentary buffer stock.
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- 
Thirdly, introduction of expon controls ar the discretion of the Tin Council, whenever the Coun-
crl judges the resources in the buffer stock to be inadequate to maintain the minimum pnce.
The Communiry has declared its readrness to discuss the condirions for the introduction of these
expon controls at a later date; in ir opinion, any such measures should be lifted automatically
and rapidly.
In the Commission's view, there is no evidence that expon levies would help to stabilize prices, as
the agreements are aiming for. This is a very tricky marter, as discussion of this question could be
interprered as interference in the sovereign decisions of thrrd counrries.
Mr van Aerssen will recall that it was the Community's attitude to these three main elements of
the agreement which really prompted the negotiations on rhe Sixrh Agreement, and it was these
three points which were discussed in the course of the many consultations held by rhe parties to
the negotiations during the last few months. The negotiations lhemselves are scheduled for
resumPtion next month, and the Community awaits the officral reactions from the orher parries ro
its pr.oposals.
Question No 11, by Mr de la Maline (11-4t8/80)
Subject: State assistance [o nationalized industries
Vhat pohcies are currently being pursued by the Commission regardrng State assistance ro national-
ized industries?
Answer
The Commission is currently following very atrcntively developments in the Community's car indus-
try (an assessment of which has been forwarded to Parliament) and the general economic situation
regarding trade in goods between the Community and Japan (on which the Commission has
fresented a memorandum to the Council).
The question of impons ofJapanese cars musr be viewed againsr this background.
Of course, the question raised by Mr de la Maldne regarding the possible effects of a limit on
Japanese car exporrs to the Unired States has nor escaped the Commission's attention.
Mr Haferkamp and Mr Davignon expressed their concern on rhis matrer to rhe Japanese Governmenr
on the occasion of the visits of Mr Amaya and Mr Okira last Ocrober.
The Commrssion is following carefully the development of discussions on rhis marter between Japan
and the United States, and this issue was of course also dealr with at the high-level discussions on 17
and l8 November 1980.
Qaestion No 15, by Mr Megahy (H-an/80)
Subject: State assistance to tlationalized industries
Vhat policies are currently being pursued by the Commission regarding State assistance ro nrrrional-
ized industries?
Answer
The Commission is currently examining the aid granted to public undenakings like thar granted ro
other undenakings on the basis of Anrcles 92 andgJ of the EEC Treaty. However, in order to pro-
vide the necessary guaranrces regarding lransparency in relations between the Member Staces and
nationalized tndustnes 
- 
thrs being an essentral precondirion for the effecrive appLcation of the anr-
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cles I just referred to 
- 
the Commission adopted a directive on this matter in June 1980. This initia-
tive, supponed by your Assembly, will enable the Commissron to exercise its discretionary powers in a
non-discriminatory sprrit 
- 
and of course bearing in mind the panicular tasks referred to rn Ani-
cle 90 (2) 
- 
regarding aid to nationalized and private undenakings. The Commission is determined
to act in this spirit, mindful of the fact that these two types of undertakings coexist and are in direct
competition with each other in various sectors in the Community.
Question No 16, by Mr Cecotnni (H-475/80)
Subject: Energy economies in shipping
Havrng regard to the increasingly grave energy crisis caused by continuous increases in the price of
petroleum and im derivatives and the difficulry of procuring supplies, and having regard to the crisis
rn shipbuilding, will the Commission recommend that the Member States adopt a policy aimed at
replacing turbine with diesel engines in merchant ships, thereby achieving the following: lower fuel
consumption in absolute terms; a reduction in operatingspeeds, with a consequent higher demand for
shipping which will also relieve the strain on the world shipbuilding industry by increasing orders; job
opportunules in the ship conversion and repair industries; a general increase in employment levels in
the shipbuilding and marine engineering industries?
Answer
The Commrssion knows that replacement of srcam turbines by diesel motors, which mainly concerns
some brg tankers and big container ships, is among the effective methods of saving energy consump-
tion.
But this, even if its importance has increased, is not the only determinant for shipowners rn decisions
[o convert ships' propulsion systems. Such decisions reflecr a whole range of criteria of an economic,
technical and commercial nature, without forgetting financial considerations given rhe size of the
investment. Moreover conversion to diesel is not the only method that allows marked energy saving
to be achieved. In this regard speed reduction, already widely practised, should also be mentioned.
Taking account of these considerations and noting that shipowners are usually keen to save energy,
the Commission does not think it timely to recommend a systematic policy of conversion from steam
turbine to diesel. The effect of such a measure on employment in rhe sector concerned should not be
overestrmated when account is mken not only of the competitive situation in the market in this sector,
but also the relatrvely limited number of ships to be convened.
Question No 23, by Mr Coust€ (H-485/80): deferred
Question No 25, by Mr Lynge (H-487/80)
Subject: Dutch ban on sealskin impons
In view of the fact that not all species of seal are threarened with extinction, whar grounds did the
Commission have for accepting the total ban imposed by the Netherlands on 4 September 1980 on
the import of sealskin producm in any form?
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Ansuer
The purpose of the regulation referred to by the honourable Member is to implement Anicle 3 of the
law on threatened exotic animal species. The purpose of the law is to protect such specres. According
ro the law, an animal species is considered threatened when rm natural envrronment is gradually
disappearrng or when trade in or consumption of the species is a risk to its existence. The Commis-
sion was informed of the new regulation by the Dutch Government.
The regularron must be assessed rn the light of the criteria laid down in Article 36 of the EEC Treaty.
Thrs artrcle provides for cenain exceptions to the provisions concerning the free movement of goods
to the extent that these exceptions are paniculary iustified on grounds of publrc morality and the
prorectron of the life of animals.
The Commission feels that on overall view of the matter is essential. On the basis of an overall
considerauon of current provrslons rn the Member States, it will be in a position to comment on
compliance wrth the Treaty.
Question No 25, by Mr tVekb (H-a88/80)
Subject: A Community system forvehrcle type approval
Could rhe Commission explain what impediments exist to the establishment of a Community-wrde
system of type approval for heany goods vehicles and indicate what progress has been made to
harmonize srandards and ensure that these vehicles can be freely sold throughout the Common
Market?
Ansuter
l. It musr be remembered in the first place that many drrectrves on the approximation of Member
States' legislation on rype approval of motor vehicles apply to goods vehrcles (international cate-
cory N)
The following drrectives may be mentioned:
- 
lighting and light-signalling devices;
- 
air pollution;
- 
braking devices;
- 
steering mechanrsml
- 
permissible noise level;
- 
tachograph.
2. As for the road vehicles mentioned by the honourable Member, the main barner to a Commu-
nrty-wide sysrem of type approval rs the problem of weight and measurement.
The Commission has submitred a number of proposals in recent years rn connection with this. The
mosr recenr proposal (1979) is currently being discussed by the European Parliament's Committee on
Transport.
The Commission hopes that the Council will be in a position to make a decision in 1981.
Questions No 27, by Mr Deleau (H-490/80), and No 28, by Mr Ansqaer (H-492/80): defeneC
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Question No 29 by Mrs Sqaarciahpi (H-49t/80)'
Subiect: Compliance with international standards on working condirions.
Can the Commission rndicare whar acrion has been taken on the proposal, contained in the memoran-
dum of 16 February 1978 on the renewal of the Convenrion of Lom6, for the granring of Community
concessions, particularly in the commercial sector, to all the developing countries, including those
covered by the Convention of Lom6, to be made subject to compliance with cenain basic interna-
tional standards on working conditions?
Ansuer
1. On 8 November 1978,the Commission presented the Council with a communication on'deve-
lopment cooperation and compliance with international standards on working condidons', on which
the Parliament expressed a favourable opinion.
2. At the end of 1979, rhis communicarion was discussed by the Council's Vorking Pany on Deve-
lopmenr Cooperarion and, in a more restricted framework (the new sysrcm of general preferences),
by rhe Committee of Permanent Represenutives.
3. However, srudy of rhe Commission document has got no funher than the Council's Vorking
Party on Development Cooperarion, and the Council itself has, generally speaking, taken no account
of the Commission's communication. This matter was not raised in connection with the negotiations
on the renewal of the Convention of Lom6.
4. Nor does the communication appear to figure on the agenda for the forthcoming meeting of the
Council of Development Cooperation Ministers on 18 November 1980, as discussions within the
Vorking Pany on Development Cooperation have not produced clear results, while the discussions
held by the Commitree of Permanent Represenmtives resulrcd in the Commission's proposal to
consider compliance with international smndards on working conditions in terms of the system of
general tariff preferences being unanimously rejected.
5. Despite these difficulties and delays, the Commission will persevere in im attempt to ensure that
certain minimum standards with regard to what are seen as basic working conditions are complied
with In accordance with the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee, the Commission feels
that this matter should be discussed funher by the Inrcrnational Labour Organization.
Questions No 30, by Mrs Vayssade (H-501/80), ail No 31, by Mr Turcat (H-505/80): defened
Qaestion No 32, by Mr Fanton (H-506/80)
Subject: Greek exchange market
Is rhe Commission helping ar present to set up a foreign exchange market in Athens and can it say on
which of the Community's foreign exchange markets the drachma is expected to be subject to an
official quotation when Greece ente rs the Community on I January 1981 ?
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Answer
The Commission is nor involved in the setting-up of a foreign exchange market in Athens. This is a
mamer for the Greek authoriries, who have undenaken to make a foreign exchange market opera-
tional by l January 1981, when Greece will become a Member Srate of the Community. The legisla-
tion relating to the establishment of a foreign exchange market in Athens has been adopted by the
Greek authorities, and rhe Commission has been told that the market will be opening in the very near
future.
In the course of negotiations on Greek membership, it was agreed that the Greek drachma would be
quoted on ar leasr one of the Community's foreign exchange markets. No precise details are available
yer as ro which market will be selected, nor the date from which the drachma will be quoted. The
Greek authorities have mad'e ir known thar they would like to gain experience on the Athens market
before their currency is quored on a foreign market.
Question No j3, by Miss Quin (H-509/80)
Subject: Japanese competition in rhe European machine-tool industry
Has the Commission made a srudy of how the machine-tool industry in the various countries of the
EEC has been affeced byJapanese comperition and does it plan any initiatives on a European basis to
withstand this competition?
Answer
l. The Community's machine-tool industry is currently ranked number one in the world, with a
34 0/o share of world production in 1979.
2. Japan's market share has gone up from 7.8 0/o in 1975 to ll.9 0/o in 1979. In panicular, the
Japanese machine-tool industry has built up a very strong position in advanced machinery and equip-
menr. The Japanese producers appear to have made good use here of their lead in the field of elec-
tronic technology, which has enabled them to buitd up a technically remarkable posidon as regards
numerically-conrrolled machines and robots. This growth strategy is based in pan on cooperation
agreemenrs with European companies (e.g. the manufacturing licence agreement between Renault-
Somva, the second largest French manufacturer, and Toyoda).
3. The Commission is keeping abreast of developmenrc in the machine-tool industry, which is of
srraregic imponance as regards both the scale of production and the share of external trade.
The Commission would like to emphasize thar, if the European machine-tool irarr,.y wants to main-
tain its presenc market posirion, it will hav6 to develop im production of advanced electronic compo-
nents, which will in the future be a tnajor competitive factor on the machine-tool market. For this
reason, the Commission places great value on the initiative it has taken in the field of telematics, and
hopes Parliamenc will give it its effective support.
Qaeilion No 34, by Mrs Desmond (H-510/80)
Subject: Existing aid for redundant srcelworkers
Can the Commission outline what sources of aid are available at present for redundant workers in the
steel rndustry, pending the agreement of the measures currently under discussion?
Answer
On the basis of Anicle 56 (2b) of the ECSC Treaty, the Commission has entered into brlateral agree-
menrs with the governments of the Member Sutes, by dint of which cenain payments made to redun-
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dant workers (or workers threatened with redundancy) from the steel industry and the other ECSC
industries can be financed in part from Community funds.
These types of additional aid, which are granrcd on rhe basis of proposals made by rhe governments,
take account of the personal situation of the persons concerned.
The types of aid to be made available are decided on by each of the Member States following consul-
tations at national level with workers and employees; rhey therefore reflect, in principle, the wishes
and feelings of all concerned.
Consideration ls currently being given to the rules in force in each of the countries concerned for the
various types of social aid.
Generally speaking, the following types of aid are given: reduced pay, travelling, removal and instal-
lation expenses and reimbursement of the cosm of retraining. It is possible to use the reduced-pay
provisions for older workers to bring about an improvement in existing pension rights.
The bilareral agreements also stipulare that the Commission should share, up to a maximum of 50 o/0,
rn the costs incurred by governments in this respect.
For these types of aid for workers from the coal and steel industries, the Commission has made
67 million units of account available in 1980, the lion's share being earmarked for the steel industry.
The apphcarrons submirted so far for l98O amount to some 82 million units of account, which means
that some of the money will not be available until 1981. The 1981 budget provides for 75 million units
of account for these social measures.
As the House will know, the Commission proposal (supponed by Parliament) for additional funds to
be made available from the Community budger for the ECSC budget to finance special applications
regarding workers in the steel industry, submitted to the Commission by a number of Member States,
is currently awaiting the Council's attention.
Question No 35, by Mr Boyes (H-511/80)
Subject : Integrated operalions
In view of thi answer to my oral quesrion in October (H-461l80)t in which the Commission statei
thar ir is workrng on a project at Naples, is considering a project in Belfast and has neither the
resources nor rhe sraff to consider any funher areas for the project, would the Commission inform
Parliament how and when ir expects to determine whether or no[ the experiment has failed or
succeeded ?
Answer
1. The Commrssion believes that the Naples and Belfast operarions have been successful experi-
menrs insofar as rhey have enabled rhe investment earmarked for those areas [o be coordinated and
speeded up, and have resulted in berter utilization and more effective concentration of the available
funds from national and Community sources.
2. The time limit for these operations is of the order of five years, and so it is impossible for the
Commissron ro draw a complete and definitive conclusion as regards these operations until the end of
rhat period.
Nonetheless, the"Commission will of course draw provisional conclusions some time before the final
phase, rn ,n 
"t,..'1ir to ascertain the effects 
of these operations on the economic and social situations
in the areas concerned.
As regards Naples, for instance (the only operation which has been underway for some time), the
Commission already feels able to say that positive resulm have been achieved.
I Debates, Repon of proceedings, I 3 October 1980, p. 46.
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For Belfast, on the other hand, it is still premature to make any predicrions in view of the fact that rhe
operation has not yet reached a truly operational suge.
Qaestrcn No 35, by Mr Marshall (H- 5 1 3/80)
Subject: UK expons to rhe Members of the EEC
Can the Commission make available figures indicating by how much UK exports to other Commu-
nity countries have grown since 1973; what percentage of UK exports now go ro orher EEC coun-
tnes; how the rate of growth of UK expons to other EEC countries compares with the growrh of UK
expons in general.
Answer
Between 1973 and 1979,UK exports ro the other Member States of the Community increased at an
annual average rate of 23 %, which is substantially higher than the average annual rare of l8 0/o by
which all UK expons rncreased over rhe same period.
As a result of this fasrcr rate of increase, UK intra-Communiry expor$ as a proponion of all UK
expons have increased from some 32 0/o in 1973 ro almosr 42 0/o in 1979.
This trend has been mainmined in 1980; over the first six months of this year, UK intra-Community
expons as a proponion of all UK expons amounrcd:,o 42.7 0/0, compared wirh 4l'3 Yo in rhe corres-
ponding period in 1979.
Question No 37, by Mr McCartin (H-t 1t/80)
Subject: Granr-aiding uranrum prospecting in Donegal, Ireland
Is the Commission aware that they are grant-aiding uranium prospecting in Donegal, Ireland, and in
view of this fact can it give assurances that this venture is not potendally dangerous ro workers
engaged in the venture, potentially dangerous to the environment, potentially dangerous to the
community living in the area of prospecting? Has the Commission any mechanism whereby there is
an ongoing system of monitoring the effects of prospecting?
Ansanr
In accordance with Anicle 70 of the Euratom Treaty the Commission is supponing uranium pro-
specting projects carried out in Donegal by two companies. The Commission h"r 
"li given a smallamount of financial aid to the Geological Survey of lreland, which is also carrying out studies in rhe
area. The purpose of the prospecting projects is to assess the amount of uranium in rhe area. The
work is designed to provide more accurate demils about the geological information which is alreedy
available, and this is obained mainly by detailed mapping of the area by geologists and geophysicists
and by the collection of samples of water, soil and rock for analysis. Shallow drilling may be needed
to obtain new rock samples. The work should have no adverse effects in the area or on [hose
involved. The Commission regularly monitors the progress of alt prospecting prolects in receipr of
financial aid under Anicle 70.
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Q*estion No 38, by Mr Bochlet (H-520/80)
Subject: Sales promotion for butter
Does the Commission intend before the end of 1980 to promote schemes for the sale of butter at
reduced prices (e.g. Christmas butter) ro the cirizens of the Community and if this is not the case,
why not?
. Answer
The Commission has examined the need for shon-term butter sales and has concluded that, in the
light of the budget and the stock situation, it would not be right to propose such sales this year. The
public intervention stock of butter has fallen substantially this year to its current level of about
l70 OOO tonnes. Shon term burrer sales are expensive for the Community budget, takrng into account
that there is at least some substitution for normal market sales.
Question No 39, by Lord Betbell (H-521/80)
Subject: Gibraltar
'\flhat consideration has the Commission given to the continuing Spanish blockade of Gibraltar; have
rhey made representations to the Spanish government about the need to restore overland communica-
rion between Grbraltar and Spain, to accord with European law and the April 1980 Lisbon'agreement
and what accounl have they taken during the current negotiations on Spanish accession, with panicu-
lar respect ro the migration of workers, of Gibralar's special demographic situation?
Answer
The Commrssion is convinced that, following contacts between the Spanish and the British Govern-
menrs, the Spanish blockade of Gibraltar will be lifted before Spain becomes a Member, so that
conditions can be created for rhe harmonious development of relations within the enlarged Commu-
nity.
After Spain's accession ro rhe Communities, and without prejudice to any transitional arrangements
which may be included in Spain's accession treaty, Community rules governing free movement of
workers (Anicle 48 and following of the EEC Treaty) will apply uniformly throughout the Commu-
nity, rn Gibraltar as well as in Spain. In the Commission's view transitional arrangemenm regarding
free movement of workers will cenainly be required. In its Opinion on Spain's application, the
Commission has already srared that the potential migratory pressures justified provisions for the
adoprion of a safeguard mechanism and progressive liberalization phases for access to work. The
Council agreed that ir would be necessary to be cautious and to fix the duration and content of the
transirional measures accordingly. Ar rhis stage of the negotiations, it is not possible to give any defi-
nite rndrcation of the nature and length of such transitional arrangements.
Question No 40, by Mr Nrcokon (H-523/80)
Subject: Imponatron, regulation and chanering ofyachts
Does the Commission have any plans to address the harmonization of regulations regarding the
imponarion, regulation and chanering of yachm throughout the member counries of the EEC?
Ansuer
In 1975, the Commission forwarded to the Council a draft outline directive on which Parliament gave
a very favourable opinion on l l March 1977. As a result of the Council's attitude to this proposal, the
Commission decided to withdraw it.
Since then, and having norcd the existence of obstacles to trade resulting from the dispariry of the
Member States' legislarion and the interesr shown by industry, the Commission has begun preparing
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draft directives in specific fields (those in which safety and environmenal protection take priority and
in which the divergent nature of national regulations has given rise to the mosr serious technical
obstacles to trade between the Member States).
It is anticipated that the Council will be called upon ro tackle rhis subject some time in 1981. The
Commission intends to use its proposal as a means of testing the Council's potitical will to bring this
problem to a speedy conclusion.
Question No 41, by Mrs Main (H-524/80)
Subject: Expons of Community cereals to third countries
Is the Commission aware chat im present over-cautious market policy in the cereals sector is likety ro
Prevent the conclusion of imponant contracts with third countries, panicularly China, at a time when
there are excellent opponunities for sellrng Community cereals to these countries?
The commrssion agrees wirh the honourable :":::r rn^rir is imponanr to rake advanrage of exporr
opponunities for cereals in the light of the excellent Community harvest. The Commission wishes to
emphasize however, that in the present crop year it has practised a very active expon policy ro tradi-
tional markets. Thus in the summer and early aurumn of 1980 the quantity of cereals commirted for
exPort was substantially higher than in any previous year. Currently the quantitres commirred for
export, either as grain or in the form of flour or malt, are about 5.5 million ionnes of wheat and just
under 4 million tonnes of barley. China is one of the potential markets for the Community. From
22 November China wrll be included within the coverage of the general tender for wheat expons.
Q*estion No 42, by Mr Seligman (H-529/80): deferred
Question No 43, byMiss Hooper(H-531/80)
Subject: Communiry lery on lactalbumin impons
Vhy do manufacturers in the Community have to pay an impon levy of 1755 per I 000 kg on lactal-
bumin, which has ro be imponed from New Zealand, since it is nor a product produced or orherwise
available within the Community, and the lery paid by EEC companies makes rhem uncompetitive
compared to the Americans, who impon rhe same lactalbumin from New Zealand but do not have to
pay the lery?
Answer
The possibility of substituting lactalbumin very largely for ovalbumin has led the Council to accord ro
lactalbumrn the same protection accorded to ovalbumin (i.e. where rrade is very closely linked to the
egg marker).
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As a result, impon levies on lactalbumin are the same as for ovalbumin and, if the price of these prod-
ucts ar an EEC frontier are below the sluice-gate price, an additional levy may be imposed on expons
from one or more third countries.
*+
Question No 44, by Mr Stewart-Clarh (H-532/80): deferred
t*
Question No 45, by Mr Puruis (H-533/80)
Sub;ect: The use of recycled paper and board in food packaging
'!7'har steps is the Commission taking to encourage the use of recycled paper and board in food pack-
aging?
Answer
The Commission is extremely interested in the use recycled paper and board, and points out that it
has submitred to the Council a draft Council recommendation to the Member States aimed in panicu-
lar at encouraging the use of recycled paper and board by public authoritres.
The Commission has also undertaken a study on the formulation of specifications for the various
paper products to enable the quality of paper to be better adapted to the use to which it is put and to
i"iiti,"r. the elimination of conraminated substances which rule out or hamper rerycling oPerations.
The results of this srudy will be available in l98l and may also be of interest to the question of food
packaging.
Finally, in the context of the 1978-1981 research proBramme on old paper and board (2 900 000 units
of 
"c.ornt from Community 
funds), it is intended to tackle the health problems resulting from the
use of recycled fibres.r Most of the projects do not directly concern food packaging.
Clearly, any developmenr in the use of recycled paper and board for food packaging must take
account of the health asPect.
For this reason, an outline directive on materials and articles intended to come into contact with
foodstuffs was adopted on 23 November 1976.2 This directive indicates the principles to be complied
with in the case of packaging which wrll come into contact with foodstuffs.
A number of implemenring directives in fields which are considered to be of priority interest have
been adopted or are in preparation (cf. point 3 above).
However, work on recycled paper and bbard cannot be tackled until sufficient progress has been
made in the Council's discussions on rhe draft directives on ceramics and plastics. To enable ir to sute
its position more precisely and more quickly on this imponant matter, the Commission intends to
have a study made of this specific problem in 1981'
' 
oJ No L 107 of 21. 4. 1978
'? OJ No L14o df 9. 12. 1976
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Pending the formulation of a specific drrectrve in this field,rrhe Member Srares are required to
adhere to the rules and principles laid down in the outline directive and whatever rules exisi in their
own countries.
Question No 46, by Mr Van Miert (H-534/80)
Subject: Grain embargo againsr rhe Soviet Union
Since the grain embargo imposed against the Soviet Union at the beginning of rhis year has not
achieved the desired result and has not been respected by cenain countries, does the Commission nor
consider that it is rime to review this measure and draw the appropriare conclusions?
Answer
As regards the management of the cereals sector, the Commissron will continue to respecr the terms
of the drrective formulated by rhe Council of Minisrcrs on l5 January 1980.
Question No 47, by Mr Kaoanagb (H-537/80)
Subject: Natronal Conservation Limits for Fisheries
Does the Commission agree that national conservation limits are rhe only realistic way of ensuring
the continued existence of the fishing industry in those peripheral areas rraditionally dependent on
frsheries ?
Answer
No, however, the Commission agrees with the aim ro ensure the continued existence of the fishing
industry in-peripheral areas traditionally dependenr on fisheries. This is why, in elaborating its quota
proposals for 1980, it provided for those regions where rhe local communities are pinicularly
dependent upon fishing and the industries allred thereto, as defined by the Council Resolution on
3 November 1976, apreferencial pan of the catch, which is included in the respeoive Member Stares'
quou.
In addition, in its Proposal for a Council Regulation establishing a Community system for the conser-
vation and managemenl of fishery resources, it has provided for the gcneral application of a coastal
zone of 12 miles, within which Member Sutes are aurhorized ro resrricr fishing co vessels which fish
traditionally in those waters and which operate from pans in thar geographical area, without preju-
dice to any special fishing righrc which other Member States may enjoy in that region. The Commis-
sion is confident that the exercice of such fishing rights will be defined by the Council in such a way
as not to jeopardize the continued exisrcnce ofthe fishing industry in the peripheral areas mentioned.
t Cf in parricular Council Resolution of 17.12. 1973 (oJ No c l 17 of jl.l2. 1973) on the
programme to eliminate technical barriers to trade (Annex I: food products) and the environmenr
action programme (OJ No C 139 of 13. 6. 1977).
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Finally, I wish ro underline that the measures concerning conservation and control already approved
by rhe Council thrs year will lead to an overall improvement of the situation of the fishing industry
from which the coastal fishery rraditionally dependent on fishing will cenainly benefit mosr.
2. Questions to the Council
Question No 59, by Mr Seefeld (H-a97/80)t
Subject: Future of Eurocontrol
Vhat steps does the Councrl intend ro take to implement the recommendations adopted by the Euro-
pean Pariia-ent by a large majority on 1O July 1980 concerning the role of Eurocontrol as pan of a
toordrnared European air traffic management and control system, at the meeting of the Permanent
Commission on 20 November 1980.
Answer
Decisions regarding rhe furure role of Eurocontrol are a matter for the contracting parties to the
Eurocontrol Conrrenrion. In addirion, on the question of setting up a coordinated European air vaffic
managemenr and control system, let me repeat what was said in reply to Vritten Question No 499l-
SO, by Mr Moreland, namely that the problems of air transpon are not at present the subject of
discussion by the Council bodies.
Questions No 6Q by Mr Berkhoutoer (H-456/80), No 61, by Mr Moreland (H-a71/80), and No 62, by
Mr Daoern (H-a79/50): defened
Question No 64, by Mr lYelsh @-a89/80)
Subject: Implementarion of Direcive 70/156/EEC 
- 
Community-wide system of standardized
vehicle approval
Could the Council explain why Directive 7O/156/EEC covering the establishment of a Community-
wide system of standaidized vehicle type-approval has not been impleinented?
Answer
The Directive of 6 February 1970 on the type-approval of motor vehicles currently enables those
applying for national type-approval to obtain the application, as part.of this.type-approval, of.the
sp..ific"technical .equii..enr already harmonized ai Community level rnstead of the corresponding
nationat ..qr,....nrr. However, the stage of full EEC type-approval for the whole of a vehicle has
nor yer bee; reached since cenain technical requirements ar€ not yet covered by Community-wide
.rl.i. This is the case for instance with safety windows and pneumatic tyres. Moreover, the more
I Previously Ora[ Question wirh debate (O-49l80), changed to a question for Question Time.
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general question of access of products originating in rhird countries to the directives designed to
remove technical barriers to rrade is currently under drscussion in the Council
Questrcns No 55, by Mr Deleau (H-491/80), and No G6, by Mr Ansquer (H-493/80): deferred
Question No 67, by Lady Elles (H-49a/80)
Subject: Reciprocal healrh benefits for the self-employed and non-employed
Vhat prospects are there that when it meets on 27 November rhe Council of Social Affairs Ministers
will be able to agree on the extension to the self-employed and non-employed ofRegulation l4O8/71
and 574/72?
Answer
At its meeting on 27 November, the Council hopes to be able ro resolve rhe problems outstanding
regarding the proposal for a Regulation on the adaptarion of Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 ro
extend the coordinarion of social secutity schemes to self-employed persons.
If the result is positive, the Council will then have to adopr the implemenring Regulation 
- 
i.e. to
adapt Regulation (EEC) No 574/72 
- 
on the basis of a proposal to be submirted by the Commission
on the subjecr.
Question No 58, by Mrs Sqaarcialupi (H-496/80)
Subject: Compliance with international standards on working condirions
Can the Council indicate what actron it has taken on rhe proposal, conmined in the memorandum of
15 February 1978 on the renewal of the Convention of Lom6, for rhe granring of Community conces-
sions, panicularly in the commercial sector, to all the developrng countries, including rhose covered
by the Convention of Lom6, to be made subject to compliance wirh cenain basic inrirnational smn-
dards on workrng conditions?
Answer
As indicated in the replies given to Vritten Question No 517/79, put by Mr Damseaux and No 905/
79 putby MrMichel the Commission communication on compliance with cenain basic international
standards on working conditions was referred to by rhe Council in the context of discussions on the
renewal of the Convention of Lom6. Since the scope of rhe communication extends to all the devel-
oping countries with which the Community cooperares, the Council felt it should firstly make
comprehensive and detailed examination of this imponant and complicared question.
The Council also took note of the Resolution on this subject which the European Parliament adopted
on I 1 May 1979 and the repon of its Committee on Development and Cooperarion.
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Question No 69, by Mr Bettiza (H-498/80)
Sublect: TV and radio programmes by satellite
' Some countries rn the Community are planning to transmit television and radio programmes by satel-
lire. Does the Council consider that it might be possible in this framework to set up a European chan-
nel ?
If so, might it include Community programmes?
Answer
The Council has not drscussed any such quesrion and has received no suggestions or proposals on the
subject from the Commission.
$
++
Quesnon No 70, by Mr Cronin (H-502/80): dderred
+
+x.
Question No 71, by Mr Fanton (H-503/80)
Subject: Voluntary restratnt agreements between the EEC, Australia and New Zeiland
Can the Council give details of the agreements negotiated with New Zealand and Australia on sheeP-
meat; have the difficulties which weie expected at one stage been ironed out? Can the Council give
an assurance that the voluntary restraint agreemenm will be rigorously enforced?
Answer
In accordance with the'!(i'estenerp'procedure, the relevant European Parliament Committees were
informed by the President of the-Council on 13October l98O of the substance of the voluntary
restraint agreements with cenarn third countries in the sheepmeat sector.
The Decision concluding rhese agreements and the implementing Regulations adopted formally by
the Council on 14 Octobir 1980 were published in Official Journal L275 of l8 October 1980.
It is for the Commisston to ensure that these agreements are enforced.
+
+*
Question No 72, by Mr Turcat (H-504/80): deferred
Question No 73, by Miss Quin (H-508/80)
Subject: Drrective on safety and environmental standards for ships using EEC pons
Vhat progress has been made by the Council rn consideration of the proposed directive on safety and
environmental standards for ships usin6;'EEC ports?
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Ansuter
The Commission proposal for a Council Directive concerning the enforcement, in respect of shipping
using.Commu.nity pons, of tnternational smndards for shrpping safety and pollurion'prevention^*^i
submitted to rhe Council on 2 July 1980. The Council, *hii-h airacheig.."ri.po."nie to improving
safety at sea, immediately began the preliminary work on rhe p.oposal This ii well in hand and the
Council awaits with much interest the Opinion of the European Parliament and that of the Economic
and Social Committee.
Anxoer
As early as l975,work was staned by the Council on organizing an international archirects' competi-
tion 
.to p^roduce the design.of a possible new building to be built on a site made available by theBelgian Government. That this work was not broughr to a successful conclusion was due in panicular
to rhe problem of the sear of the Institurions.
It was in the light of thrs that the Belgian Government took rhe srep of having rhe proposed Council
premises built at its own risk, the Council being able when the timl came toiith.i rent or purchase
them. In order to implement its decision, the Belgian Government issued an invitarion to teni.. fo. a
public promotion conrracr for the design, construction and financing of the building.
According to information available to the Council, rhe Belgran Governmenl has nor yer selecred a
brdder from among those who responded to the invitation to-tender. So far, the varioui stages of rhe
selection procedure institurcd have simply resulted in the gradual elimination of cenain candldates.
During stage three of the selection procedure the Council was asked by the Belgian Government ar
the beginning of. this year to express a reasoned opinion on a numbei of plani. This opinion was
arrived at following a demiled examinatiori by a \Torking Pany of Starc eipens and consulations
with staff represenatives from the Secreariat.
At that time the Council held that one of the plans seemed of exceptional quality but that in varying
degrees three of them could meet the main operating requiremenis inherent in'the activities of thI
Councrl and of its various depanments.
Question No 74, by Mr Pice (H-5 tG/80)
Subject: New building to be erected for the Council in Brussels
In respect of the new building which is proposed to be erected for rhe Council in Brussels, will the
Council confirm that the construction contract will be open for render by contractors from all
Community counries and srate where advenisements inviting tenders will be piaced?
Question No 75, byMrs Roudy(H-518/80)
Subject: Council meering on consumer affairs
A-t the European.meetings of 
_consumer organizations held in Paris from l5 to l7 October 1980, MrHelminger stated on behalf 
_of the Luxembourg Presidency that the Council was willing ,o .onr.n. 
"meeting of the Council of Minisrers on consumer affairs bifore the end of rhe year.
Can the Council starc when it inrcnds [o convene this meeting and what subjects will appear on the
agenda ?
Answer
At the EuroPean meeting-s- of consumer organizations held from 15 o 17 October l98O by the French
Ministry of Economrc Affairs, Mr Helminger stated that rhe Luxembourg Presidency would contact
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the various national authorities to determine whether the time was ripe for convening a Council meet-
irrg of Ministers responsible for consumer affarrs before the end of the year.
Since rhese conracrs are still in progress the Councrl is unable to state the date and agenda for such a
meering.
+x-
Question No 76, by Mr Radoux (H-519/80)
Subject: Improvement of institutional procedures with a view to the enlargement of the EEC
During the September 1980 pan-session of the European Parliament, the President of the Council
replied to my quesrion (H-311/80) on the same subject rndicating that the European Council would
adopt a position on a report by the Foreign Ministers on I December.
Can the Council tell Parliament how, between the 1 and 31 December, it witt be possible to imple-
menr measures ro 'improve the institutional procedures with a view to the second enlargement of the
Community', to employ the terminology used by the European Council?
Answer
I would remind the honourable Member that in the reply which I had the honour of giving him on
15 October, I said that 'the Foreign Ministers have succeeded in reaching a broad consensus on a
number of suggestions contained in the repon of the Three'!flise Men and that the points covered by
this consensui have already been put into effect or will be as soon as possible on the initiative of the
Instrtutions and bodies concerned.'
Irrespective of any decision the European Council may take at irs next meeting and which would be
for implemenration between now and I January 1981, the Institutions have already taken or will be
taking measures to improve rheir functioning.
*o*
Question No 77, by Mr Nicolson (H-522/80)
Subject: Eurotra proposal to automate Community translation
Does rhe Council expecr an early and favourable decision on the EUROTRA proposal to automate
Community translarion, bearing in mind rhe extremely high proportion of administrarive exPenses
due to the ireed to translate between 6 languages ar. present and the pending increase of this problem
with the accessron of new members to the Community?
Ansuter
The Councrl is interested in any proposat which is likely to reduce the burden of translation, and is
giving careful consideration to the Eurora proposal.
The CounciI recalls thar it has asked the Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee for their
opinions on this proposal, and looks forward to receiving them.
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President. 
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3. lVelcome
President. 
- 
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Van Roggen, who are visiting Strasbourg for the 8th
meeting with the delegation from the European
Parliament.
\7e attach very great imponance to interparliamentary
contacts of this kind which have linked us to our
Canadian friends for a number of years. I should also
like to wish the Canadian delegadon every success in
its meeting with the European Parliament delegation.
(Applause)
4. Decision on requestsfor an early oote and
for urgent procedure
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on a
number of requests for an early vote or for urgent
procedure.
'!7e shall begin with a request for an early vote on
three motions for resolutions (Docs. l-605/80, 1-606/80
and 1-608/80): Situation in Turhey.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I see that we have
on [he agenda the decision on the urgency of the
motion for a resolution by Mr Habsburg on the
release of Rudolf Hess. I did not think that there still
235
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Pannella
was a request for urgency. I should like to know what
is happening.
President. 
- 
I am first of all going ro rake the vore
on the following request for an early vote and rhen we
shall come to that ma[ter afterwards.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we have a right to
know the order of business from the beginning of the
sitting. Since we have a documenr telling us that we
shall have to decide on a reques[ for urgent procedure
by Mr Habsburg in respect of a motion for a resolu-
tion on the release of Rudolf Hess, it is high time we
knew wherher the document is correcr. My impression
is that the agenda here is nol correcr, since this irem
should no[ be on it. I think we ought ro know from the
outset.
President. 
- 
\7hen we come ro [he item on the
agenda, there may be information which will alter the
situarion, but we are going to come [o [hat irem.
'!7'e are first going r.o stay on [he vote on rhe requesrs
for an early vote. I propose rhar we take a single vote
on the three motions for resolutions dealing wirh rhe
same subject.
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) On behalf of our group, Mr
President, I should like to explain why we cannor
support. the requesr for an early vote on these three
motions for resolutions.
It is rhe view of our group that the informarion we
were given yesterday by the President of rhe Council
was not so comprehensive as the House might have
wished. .$7e also take the view rhar we need more
information about this marrer. However, we also feel
that the three texrs before us raise a grear number of
complicated quesrions, and ir is inadvisable for the
House to decide on a mamer of rhis importance
between ten and eleven o'clock in the morning. Our
group would prefer it if rhe Political Affairs Commit-
tee prepared a reporr. for consideradon by che House
in December or January. All the available informarion
could be gor rogerher and we could also draw on the
experience of rhe Members who are pan of the
EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary Commitree.
Our group wanrs rhe Policical Affairs Committee ro
draw up a reporr on rhis marter. Consequently, we
shall nor vote in favour of an early vote.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
As I have received a requesr from the
chairman of a polidcal group nor [o vore on [he rhree
motions together, I propose to mke them separately.
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) | do not agree wirh your proposal,
Mr Presidenr, as ir seems ro me rhar Mr Klepsch was
not asking for a separate vore bur outlining rhe reasons
why his group did not feel ir could vote in favour of an
early vote on [he rhree morions. It is quite an arbidrary
decision ro separa[e rhe three motions. Can I ask you
to put rhe three motions ro the House togerher?
President. 
- 
I shall do as you ask and take all three
motions rogether in the vote on this request for an
early vote.
I call Mr Pannella to speak on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) In connection with Rule 47 of
the Rules of Procedure, Mr Presidenr, rhere is a prece-
dent which is now always followed. The President of
the House mentioned it yesterday: whenever there are
several documents on the same subject in connection
with a requesr for urgent procedure or an early vore,
we always mke a single vore on them. Your second
decision was righr, Mr President.
President. 
- 
This is what we are going to do.
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of my
group may I say that I should like rhe House to rake a
single vote on rhese rhree requests?
Presidcnt. 
- 
Since rhere are no objections, rhar is
agreed.
(Parliament rejected the requestfor an early aote)
The motions for resolutions are rherefore referred to
the appropriate committee.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the requests for
urgency.
I have been informed by Mr Moreland that the
authors of the motion for a resolution (Doc. l-575/
80), with request for urgent procedure, on the release
of Rudolf Hess from Spandau prison now wish to
withdraw rhis request. This item is therefore removed
from the agenda.
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President
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, you used the word
'withdraw'. I think I should make it quite clear to
Parliament that this motion was, in fact, signed by
myself and many others under Rule 25 and submitted
to Parliament under Rule 25. I am not quite sure why
it is down under Rule 14, but there is no question of
withdrawal. Cenainly in view of the remarks made
yesterday by members of the French Communist
Party, those of us who signed it intend to pursue it,
because we find it deplorable that artacks should be
made on it by a group led by somebody who had a
record during the last war.
(Cries from the Communist and Allies Group)
President. 
- 
The working document does contain
the words 'request for urgent debate pursuant to Rule
14 of the Rules of Procedure'.
The request for urgent procedure is withdrawn.
I cannot accept any funher poinrc of order on this
motion for a resolution.
(Applause fiom aarious quarters 
- 
protests from certain
Members of the Communist dnd Allies Group)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-602/80) by Mrs Lizin and others:
Discrimination between men and Tsotnen in the Soaiet
Union.
I call Mrs Lizin.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) The motion before the House was
drawn up at the express request of the International
League for the Righm of Man which voiced its deep
concern about the situation of the women who have
been arrested and about the unhappy outlook for
those who have already been harassed on several occa-
sions.
'!7'e 
all know 
- 
since it has often been discussed here
in Parliament 
- 
about the situation of the dissidents.
But among those who challenge cenain aspects of the
Soviet r6gime there is a group of human beings who
are almost completely forgotten. They are the women
in the feminist movement, and we wanted to bring
them to people's attention. It is hard enough talking
about women's rights in the 'West, Mr President, but
when you are up-against absolute power, it is usually
women's rights which are most, often and most forci-
bly trampled underfoot. This is why we panicularly
wanted an urgent debate on one of these women,
whom we have heard nothing of for more than two
mon[hs.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
Mrs Bonino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, in view of the reactions by Members in the
House 
- 
all the muttering and so on 
- 
I could not
agree more with what Mrs Lizin said. I should like to
ask Parliament to do something and to debate this
topic, so that once and for all we can put a stop to
something wrong, instead of just condemning it afrcr
the event. There has been no news of this woman since
23 September, while in the case of others we know
that they have been persecuted. I do not think Parlia-
ment should wait any longer, until we fail rc have
news about any orher women. I think it is time Parlia-
ment used the means and the poy/ers at its disposal to
put a stop to this persecution which is going on.
I hope that all the groups will vote in favour of
urgency on this motion 
- 
even those groups which
shocked us just now when they rejecrcd urgency for
the motion on Turkey, because that is also a matter of
pressing urgency in our view. I hope that all the
groups will take a stand on [his request for urgency.
( Parliament adopted urgent procedure )
President. 
- 
This item will be placed on the agenda
of Friday's sitting.
*"'o
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-604/80) b Mr lY'elsh on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, Mr Seal and others: Rene-
gotiation of the Multifibre Arrangement.
I call MrVelsh.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
Mr President, the honourable
Members will know that it is only very rarely that the
European Democratic Group invokes this urgency
procedure. That we do so now is evidence of the
extreme seriousness with which we regard this matter.
Under Article 113 of the Treaty of Rome the Commu-
nity has full competence to neBotiate trade agreements
on behalf of the Member Sntes. Although individual
ministers are responsible to their national parliaments,
neither the Council nor the Commission as institutions
is accountable to any democratically elected body. The
Multifibre Arrangement is of supreme imponance not
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Velsh
only to the 9r/z 0/o of the working population of the
Nine who work in [exriles and clothing, bur also
because it is central ro the Community's policy on
rade with the world in general and wirh newly indus-
rrialized and developing countries in panicular. In
preparing irs posirion, rhe Commission has held exren-
sive consultations wirh pressure groups represenring
management, labour, imponers, retailers, consumers
- 
everyone, in fact, excepr [he directly elected repre-
sentatives of the citizens of Europe.
In answer to an oral question at the last part-session,
Mr President, President Thorn undenook to consult
Parliament under the Luns-Vestenerp procedure.
This means that when the negotiations are complete
and the instruments initialled, the Council will inform
Parliament of the conclusions. That is cenainly very
courteous, but it is not particularly effective. Again in
answer to a tVritten Question, No 603/80, from the
honourable Member for !flest Yorkshire, the Commis-
sion said,
Under Anicle 10, paragraph 5, of the Multifibre Arrange-
ment the GATT Textile Committee has to meet not later
than one year before the expiry of rhe arr.angement. It is
expected that the committee will hold a first meeting on
this subject rn December 1980. The Commission will
submit its recommendations to the Council in time to
enable rhe Community to take a position at the meeting.
Mr President, today is 20 November. Unless we
debarc this matter tomorr$w, there is no way in which
we can place our views oh record before the Commis-
sion submits its proposals. There will cenainly be
differences of opinion as to what those views should
be, and that will be the subject of a substantive debate
which I hope will take place tomorrow. However, it
does seem beyond question that we should be failing
in our duty to our electors if we do not [ake every
possible initiadve to ensure that Parliament's position
is available to the other institutions before the
proposed mandace is submirred. h is in rhar spirit that
we ask the House to support our requesr for urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F)Mr President, we should like to
second the motion by Mr \7elsh, Mr Scott-Hopkins
and several other Members. This motion in fact comes
just at the right time, because the effects of the Muld-
fibre Arrangement are being felt in most sectors of the
textile and clothing trade in the Member States of the
Community. \7e are aware of these serious effecm,
especially where unemployment is concerned. For this
reason, we echo the call to the Commission to take
account of the requirements outlined in the motion
tabled by our colleagues- 'We should like to see a
debate on this particularly vital issue for the future of
these two major sectors, textiles and clothing, which
again involve many jobs and therefore entire regions
in Member States of the Community.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delorozoy.
Mr Delorozoy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, although I am going to speak against
urgency, it is not because I disagree with what has
been said, since we go along entirely with the views
which h'ave just been expressed concerning the impon-
ance of this Muldfibre Arrangement and the need to
get down to a thorough examination of it as soon as
possible.
'!7hat we think, in actual fact, is that it is not a practi-
cal proposition to tackle such an essentially complex
subject by way of an urgent debate and to. deal with it
in proper circumstances. This is why we think that an
urgent debate would be a wrong idea which would
even have an adverse effect on the thorough examina-
tion. Let me say in closing that the Council 
- 
and it is
down here in the motion 
- 
has promised to consult
Parliament on the content of any new agreement.
Here and now, there is no reason to doubt the Coun-
cil's promise. The ball is now in their coun, as it were,
and we expect them to consult us in the coming days
or weeks. The council cannot take a decision before
we are consulted 
- 
that is the promise we were given.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, even though this is a
very important matter, as others have said, most of us
intend to vote against urgency. 'We know that the
appropriate parliamentary committee, the Committee
on External Economic Relations, is meeting next
Tuesday and '!flednesday, and this item is on the
agenda. Consequently, we hope that the parliamentary
committee will work especially hard, and that the
Council and the Commission do the same, so that the
mat[er can be considered by everyone here in the
Chamber at Parliament's next pan-session in Decem-
ber.
President. 
- 
I cail Sir Fred Catherwood on a point
of order.
Sir Fred Catherwood, cbairman of the Committee on
Extemal Economic Relations. 
- 
I would jusr like rc
say, Mr President, that I am rcld that I have got this
on my agenda for next Tuesday and lTednesday. I
cannot find it on my agenda. It is not going to be
discussed next Tuesday and l7ednesday in the
Committee on External Economic Relations.
(Laughter)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright on a poinr of order
Mr Enright. 
- 
Surely those endded to the floor are
one speaker for, one against and the leaders of politi-
cal groups, and therefore I am entitled as a signarory
to explain why I shall not be voting for urgenr proce-
dure.
President. 
- 
The procedure, Mr Enright, on a
request for urgent debate is that first the author is
allowed to speak, then one speaker for and one
against, then the political group spokesmen and also
the chairman of the committee concerned, or a
rapporteur if that is appropriate. So I am sorry, your
point of order is nor sustained.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Ve just had one speaker against,
even though we have had spokesmen for the political
grouPs.
President. 
- 
Yes, we have. Mr Delorozoy spoke
against.
I call Sir Fred Catherwood.
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
I simply wish to clarify rhe
point that we are having an exchange of views on rhis
matter but we are not bound to come to any conclu-
sion, which was what Mr Glinne said we were abour
to do.
(Parliament rejected the requestfor urgent procedure)
President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution is referred
to the appropriate commitree.
President. 
- 
I7e shall now consider the requesr for
urgent procedure in respect of. the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-607/80) byfioe political groups, Mr Caros-
sino and Mr Capanna: Referendum in Uraguay.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, almosr rhe whole
of Latin America is under the increasing sway of mili-
tary juntas. It is a phenomenon which is slowly spread-
ing throughout the world. In my view, most of the
groups which are going to vote for this motion are
shutting their eyes to the facr 
- 
and indeed they are
quite incapable of appreciating the consequences 
-that there are whole areas of the world where there is
no confrontation between countries, but the milimry is
simply in power to crush the people and impose a law
of violence and death. I am delighted to be able rc
speak on this occasion, Mr President, and ro nore that
people who now and then like to call themselves
Christians, or liberals, or democrats, are rallying to the
defence of democracy. This is why I think we should
vote for the urgenry of this motion.
Let me add, Mr President, that it is dismaying 
- 
ro
say the least 
- 
to observe that those who put on a
show of concern about events in Uruguay are standing
in the way of a parliamentary debate on Turkey,
where fellow MPs are languishing in prison and where
a cruel military junta has taken over. \fle are all for
freedom elsewhere, while we are quite happy to put up
with torturers at,home if we have to. I am disgusted at
the behaviour of certain so-called liberals, and yet I
shall be voting along with them in favour of urgency in
this matter, in favour of freedom and human rights
and against the tonurers.
( Parliament adopted argent procedure )
President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution will be
placed on the agenda of Friday's sitting.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the request for
urBent procedure in respect of the motionfor a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-509/80) by Mr De Clercq and others: Sales
of butter to the Sooiet Union.
Mr Vernimmen has informed me that he withdraws
his signature from this text.
I call Mr De Gucht.
Mr De Gucht. 
- 
(NL) Today, Mr President, I wanr
to talk simply abour the urgency of rhis marter. As for
its substance, the issue at stake is a technical and polit-
ical matter about which a great deal can be said. The
main point, Mr President, is that it is the responsibility
of this Parliament not to betray the trust which rhe
people of Europe have in us. It is clear from all rhe
reaction to the possible sales of this butter 
- 
because
the matteq is not yet definirely serrled 
- 
that chere is a
great deal of concern among the citizens of Europe,
and Parliament ought to consider the sub.iect without
delay. That explains why we have raken this initiative,
Mr President, and tabled this motion with a view to
having a debarc tomorrow.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Vith this request for urgency, Mr
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President, I fear that we are confusing the House,
because we must be very careful not to confuse the
sale of Christmas butter with exports to the Soviet
Union.
The House must realize that with Christmas butter
sales the idea is to help the European consumer enjoy
cheaper butter at Christmas. The statistics show that
this has made absolutely no difference to the overall
stocks of butter which are sdll a tremendous burden
on the market. This was poinrcd our ar our last pan-
session on the budget.
Butter sales to the Soviet Union come under the
common agricultural policy, and this is an entirely
different matter. I urge the House to vorc against
urgency, Mr President, precisely because 'I do not
want any confusion between the export of agriculrural
products and the sale of Christmas butrer. If urgenr
procedure were adopted, I should feel rhat this marter
- 
which on the whole comes under the common agri-
cultural policy 
- 
had been dealt with in far too hasty
a manner. That is why I am asking the House to rejecr
urSency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Mr President, I did not originally
intend to speak, but I feel I must follow the last
speaker. The case for urgency is set out very clearly in
the justificadon before us, and that is that it is based
on public reaction to possible sales of butter to Russia
and the disasrrous effects on the people's confidence in
the EEC. Now there are a lot of suggestions going
around that we might be on [he verge of another
large-scale sale of butter at highly subsidized prices to
Russia. I can only speak for my country, but I can tell
the last speaker and the Commission that nothing has
done more harm to the whole idea of the Community
in the Unircd Kingdom than the sale of butter to
Russia at low prices. If we are on the verge of yet
another big sale, then indeed this Parliament must
have an urgent debate on i[, because I happen to hold
the view, and I know this is shared by some of my
colleagues, that the Commission has ignored the stated
views of this Parliamenr on this subject, and I think we
must have a debate on this subject this week. There-
fore I wholeheanedly support the requesr.
(Parliament adopted urgent procedure by sitting and
standing 
- 
Applause)
President. 
- 
The motion for a resolution will be
placed on the agenda of Friday's sirting.
5. Draft amending and supplementary budget No I of the
Communitiesfor 1980
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc. 1-
600/80), drawn up by Mr Notenboom on behalf of
the Committee on Budger, on the
draft amending and supplementary budget No 1 of the
European Communities for the 1980 financial year drawn
up by the Council on 6 November 1980 (Doc. 1-569/80).
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboom, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
this draft falls into two parts. The first deals with
VAT. The VAT base has proved to be higher than had
been assumed in budgets preparing since 1979. This
windfall means thar even [hose countries which made
their contributions in 1979 on the basis of Gross
National Product are now getdng anorher pay-our.
The financial provisions dealing with VAT mean rhar
adjustments are made ro revenue in the year in which
these differences are detected, thar is 1980. The
Commission has announced that it has already taken
this higher VAT base into account in its esrimates for
the 1981 preliminary draft budget. The VAT rare for
1980, backdated to 1 January is now being reduced
from 0.72160/o to 0.5951 0/0, which means rhar rhe
amounts due from the Member States for own
resources from VAT in the financial year 1980 are
now lower. A bit of a windfall for the Member States,
Mr President. I would like to poinr out that in rhe
written explanatory statemenr ro lhe motion for a
resolution I have tabled on behalf of the Commirtee
on Budgets, there are a number of quesrions which
have in the meantime been answered, so that my
verbal statement can now panly replace the wrirten
one.
The second part of this draft supplementary budget
deals with the net increase in cusr.oms duties and agri-
cultural levies for 1980. The cusroms duties will proba-
bly bring in an extra 332 million EUA, and the agricul-
tural levies 199 million less. This will mean an overall
increase in revenue of 133 million. Yer anorher wind-
fall. The European Commission has drawn the neces-
sary conclusions 
- 
as permitted under the financial
regulations 
- 
and has proposed amendmenrs to the
current budget. It was not considered necessary to
adjust the 1981 figures. If we subtract from the 133
million the l0 Vo due ro the Member Stares for collec-
tion, that leaves a ner sum of ttg.7 EUA. This brings
me to the political aspect of this draft: the Commission
and the Council wanr ro use rhis sum, Mr President,
ladies and genrlemen, to finance pan of rhe advance
for the Unircd Kingdom provided for in the appro-
priate regulations. The Council has now decided on a
net advance of not more than 200 million EUA from
the 1980 budger. The Commirree on Budgets with-
draws none of its objections both to the procedure
used to pass [he regularion on the British contribution
problem and to the conrenr of that regulation, bur this
advance is provided for by a regulation which has now
been adopted in due legal form. The rest of the
advance 
- 
this is only a Wra 
- 
will have to be
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financed by appropriations which would otherwise
lapse at the end of this year. The European Commis-
sion has again confirmed this and it is repeated in reci-
tal (d) of my motion for a resolution. This reflects the
facts as we found them. This proposal caused the
Committee on Budgets problems for various reasons.
\7e did not know which projects this advance would
be used to finance. That is no longer the case, ladies
and gentlemen, because Commissioner Tugendhat and
his staff complied with our request and gave us the
necessary information and the Commissioner willingly
answered all our funher questions on the matter. The
projects to be financed are in Vales and Nonh-'!7est
England.
The Commission has also promised that budgenry
and financial control will be exercised on these
advances, in accordance with the provisions of the
Treary and the Financial Regulation, with six-monthly
reports and the possibility of on-the-spot checks, etc. I
would ask Mr Tugendhat to confirm this here in plen-
ary session. That clears up one difficulry. The other
difficulty our Committee initially had, ladies and
gentlemen, was that neither the Commission nor the
Council had realized the implications, for the 1981
budget, of the fact that part of the supplementary
measures for the United Kingdom were being paid for
from the 1980 budget, by way of an advance. After all,
they must not be paid for twice. For obvious reasons
our Committee was very concerned about this. The
Council was so disappoindngly cautious in the 1981
draft budget partly because there had come to be so
little margin before reaching the I % VAT ceiling on
own resources, and now this margin is to be increased
again in 1981. Ve took the view that this should also
be made apparent. After our Committee had decided
on this on Monday evening, the Commission put a
proposal to the Council on Tuesday morning for a
letter of amendment to the 1981 budget. The Council
held a special meeting on Tuesday, and decided to
submit a letter of Amendment No 2 rc the 1981
budget, whereby the budget would be reduced as we
requested by 119.7 million, the figure I mentioned a
minute ago. I have never known the Commission and
the Council to take such rapid and decisive action, and
the majority of the Committee on Budgets therefore
decided to try to adopt this draft at one reading. Of
course we have the right to propose amendments. 'S7e
even have the right, in view of the 45 days allowed by
the Treaty, to postpone discussion. But since the
Council complied with our request, the Majoriry of
the Committee on Budgem proposes making no
amendments or modifications and, if the House
agrees, I would ask the President to declare the
amending and supplementary budget No 1 for 1980
adopted. May I ask you, Mr President, to pass on this
request to Mrs Veil. If, then, our Committee has
decided not to amend the remarks to Anicle 580, to
the effect that it should be classified as non-compul-
sory expenditure, that does not mean to say that the
Committee is not of that opinion. The Committee on
Budgets still maintains that this is non-compulsory
expenditure and states this twice in the motion for a
resolution. But such an amendment would entail a
second reading, and this would mean that the cash
benefits for the Member States would be delayed and
the advance to the United Kingdom would be post-
poned as well, while Parliament would perhaps lose a
slight advantage in its negotiating position.on the 1981
budget in December. If the supplementary budget is
adopted now 
- 
and we support, this 
- 
it will be due
recognition of the gesture the Commission and Coun-
cil were willing to make this week, and will show that
Parliament too can take decisions quickly. This will
also demonstrate that we do not always need to insist
on every last detail of the Treaty provisions and will
contribute to the negotiating climate at the concili-
ation meeting on the 1981 budget next Monday
between delegations from this Parliament and the
Council.
That is whar rhe Committee on Budgets opted for.
And in fact this was the reason why Mr Danken with-
drew as rapporteur. Personally I was sorry he did that.
I did not feel it was necessary, but we must respect his
decision and so, as Vice-Chairman of the Committee
on Budgets, I took over the position of rapporteur this
week. 'We hope, Mr President, ladies and gen[lemen,
that this procedure will, if the House adopts our
motion and acts accordingly, help to achieve better
results for the 1981 budget, in the sense that there will
be much more room in it for non-compulsory expend-
iture. The Committee on Budgem is therefore almost
unanimously in favour of Amendment No I by the
Socialist Group to the motion for a resolution, which
reflects this view.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, after Mr Notenboom's speech, I can be very
brief because he described the contents of the amend-
ing and supplementary budget in terms with which I
completely agree and he also described the desirability
of dealing with this.matter quickly and expeditiously
in terms with which I can agree.
As he said, the budget in fact consists really of two
parts: rhere is the excess of VAT and GNP contribu-
tions which have been paid in by Member States and
which we wish to repay to Member States as quickly
as possible. If Parliament can take this matter in one
reading then we can get that money back rc the
Member Srares before the end of this calendar year.
And in the case of many Member States that means
before the end of the financial year, which in turn will
obviously help their own budgeting. It is, as Mr
Notenboom says, a windfall for the Member States.
The second pan concerning the customs duties and
agricultural levies, where we also have rather more
than we had expected, will go towards advances for
the United Kingdom. And if Parliament can deal with
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this matter expeditiously, we will also be able to make
the full advance rc the United Kingdom that has been
discussed. I say the full advance because we do nor
know of course how much the so-called oirenent
ouaert 
- 
the open rransfer 
- 
will acrually yield, but
so long as Parliament can deal with this marter in one
reading we will be able to pay over as much as is
obtainable under that resource. This in turn will mean
that there will be more money available for the 1981
budget because obviously the Unircd Kingdom does
not get it twice over, and if money is paid over in this
budgetary year it eases rhe pressure slightly, bur
none the less to a welcome extent, during the course
of the next budgetary year . . .
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, could I ask a question
on a point of information, please, at this poinr in the
Commissioner's sraremenr, which I think as it stands
might be misleading?
President. 
- 
!7ell, I will mke that then if Mr Tugen-
dhat is prepared to accept ir.
I call Mrs Castle.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr Tugendhat has given the impres-
sion that it is essential ro rush rhis through rcday in
order to ger the advance paymenr to the Unircd King-
dom in 1980. Vould he not confirm thar even if
Parliament were ro pass some Socialist amendments
which would necessitare a second reading in Decem-
ber, it would sdll be possible to pay the Unircd King-
dom her advance in 1980?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, the right honoura-
ble lady has concentrated entirely on the British aspecr
of the matrer. I did not in fact say whar she said. tdid
not say rhar ir was essenrial for Parliamenr [o pass rhis
marter quickly in order that the United Kingdom
could get the maximum advance; I said it was desir-
able to pass this budget in one reading, firsr of all so
that the Member Srares which have paid an excess of
VAT and GNP contriburions should ger rheir money
before the end of the year. If this budget is not deair
with ar one reading then rhey will not get rhe money
before rhe end of rhe year.
Then I came ro the United Kingdom and I said that if
this budget is passed in one reading it will cenainly
enable us to be quite sure rhar we can pay over the fuil
amount of the advance thar is available. If rhe budget
is not passed at one reading, it will be very much more
difficult for us to do so.
I cannot say absolutely that we would be able to and I
cannor say absolurely that we would nor be able to,
because obviously we would try. But it would cenainly
be very much more difficult. But we would not be able
to pay the other Member States 
- 
and there are afrer
all eight other Member States in the Community 
-the money to which they are enrirled under this head-
rng.
Returning to Mr Notenboom's speech: he said that
Parliament had been worried about the time the
Council might take in rerms of alrcring the 198 I
budget and he explained that Parliamenr had insisred
that, rather than waiting unril rhe New Year to alter it,
the matter should be altered sraight away. He also
said, and again I agree with him, rhat the Commission
and the Council had moved as rapidly as they possibly
could. \7e put forward a proposal; the Council acted
on it and between rhe meetings of the Committee on
Budgem on Monday evening and Tuesday evening
what Parliament. wanted done was done. I am
delighted ro see rhar rhe orher arm of the budgetary
authority as well as rhe Commission are able to move
with that degree of celerity in response ro the demands
of Parliament.
He asked me wherher I could confirm that rhe points
made in the Socialisr drafr amendment concerning the
reports to Parliamenr on rhe implementation of the
appropriations and on rhe checks, etc. would occur in
any case. I can only repear whar I said in the Commir-
tee on Budgerc yesterday where I said that parricular
amendment is entirely unnecessary in order to achieve
its objective, because we are in fact bound by the terms
of the regularion, as well as by the Treaty, to do
exactly what that amendment demands, and we shall
be doing in any case. !7e shall be making rhe checks
and Parliament will have the opportuniry to carry out
its twice-yearly checks on what we have been doing.
So every'thing shar is in that amendmenr will in fact be
done in any case and I can confirm rherefore exacrly
what Mr Notenboom has said.
He also drew attenrion ro the facr rhat the committee
had been uneasy abour the exrenr of rhe information
which it had concerning rhe acrual purposes ro which
the money would be put in rhe United Kingdom and
he said rhat we had rherefore made a good deal of
information available ro rhe committee. That is indeed
true. 'We went as far as we possibly could consisrent
with our own responsibilities as the executive arm. Ve
did provide as much information as we could and I am
grateful to Mr Notenboom for acknowledging it.
I would therefore conclude, just as he did, by asking
Parliamenr if ir could deal wirh this marter in one
reading, because I believe it would facilimte rhe budg-
eting of all the Member Srares and ir would also malie
it slighdy easier for us ro deal with the 1981 Commu-
nity budget as well. So I commend rhis marter to rhe
House, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
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Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, this is of course not
a purely rcchnical matrer. The main problem in this
context is the question of the Unircd Kingdom contri-
bution, the question of the advance payment. Allow
me to remind you a little of the background because I
have discovered that several members in other political
groups evidently have short memories.
\(/e had all agreed that the problem with the United
Kingdom contribution was in reality a structural one
which arose from lack of balance in the Community's
poliry and was therefore of course also reflected in the
budget. Allow me also to remind all the groups that we
therefore said that in realiry this solution would not
solve the problems. There is talk here of a financial
mechanism which would defer the question for one or
perhaps two years but by that time the problem will be
just as acute if not more acute.
I think it is very important to remember that the issue
has not been resolved. You recollect perhaps also that
when a solution was arrived at on 30 May it was in the
context of other issues which plainly showed that there
was no question of a radical change in the budget but
rather more of a political compromise entered into on
various sides by politicians.
I would like to say on behalf of my group that none of
us question the decisions which were taken. 'Sfe
wholeheartedly support the decisions which the Coun-
cil took on 30 May; we stand by them fully in all
respects. Allow me also to stress the fact that we
, uphold the Council Decision of 6 November that an
advance can be paid this year. It is not at all that we
contes[ 
- 
I want to make that quite quite clear since
some people have called our motives into question.
For the sake of the background to this I would like rc
remind you of what we ourselves agreed on a month
ago:
The European Parliament reiterates its anxiety at the
absence of adequate control procedures . . . reaffirms
the principle that any expenditure arising from the
supplementary measures in favour of the United King-
dom should be non-compulsory.
That is what we agreed a month ago.
'!7hat then is the situation today? Vell, now we must
follow up what we agreed, what we said a month ago.
In other words we must agree to make this
non-compulsory expenditure and to introduce some
better control measures. That is precisely what the
Socialist Group proposes. There is nothing new in our
proposal for an amending and supplementary budget.
'!7e are simply repeating what we all decided a month
ago. But we also made a third proposal, draft amend-
ment No I to the draft decision. Ve propose that the
money which we save through this procedure in 1981
should be used in areas which Parliament itself consi-
ders as priority areas. There can be nothing new in
that either.
Thus we in no way wish to block the whole process.
\fle simply want to make very clear what we decided a
month ago.
'!7'hat would the consequences be if our proposal is
accepted i. e. draft amendment No 1 or1 non-compul-
sory expenditure and draft aqrendment No 2 on
controls ?
In the case of draft amendment No I we vant another
discussion in December. But the Commission has
akeady said very clearly in the Committee on Budgets
that it does not want. to create insuperable problems; it
still wants to be able to pay the money to the Unircd
Kingdom before the year's end. I was somewhat
surprised to hear Mr Tugendhat when speaking here
hesitate as it were about whether this is possible. This
statement does not tally with what we heard in the
Committee on Budgets, since then it was very clear
that the payment could be made. Thus even if we had
a second discussion it would not block anything. \7hat
will happen if our draft amendment No 2 on control
measures is passed? It will come up at the Council's
next meeting which is on Monday and then the matter
will presumably be definitively settled.
Thus it is quite obvious that we are in no way trying to
obstruct matters. \7hat we would like is to bring the
question about whether these monies should be
compulsory or non-compulsory into the consultation
procedure on the 1981 draft budget. Permit me to
remind quite a number of the members that we made
this proposal during the consultation procedure on the
1980 draft budget but that Parliament ircelf did not
agree on it. Your last chance of a debate on whether it
should be compulsory or non-compulsory lies in
approving the Socialists' proposals today.
Now what is likely to happen here today? I have no
doubt that we will see an extremely interesting attitude
on the pan of the Christian Democrats. They will vote
the exact opposite to what they agreed last month.
And yet, it is not that suaightforward. Ve will see that
when votes are cast on the draft decision the Christian
Democrats will vote one way and when they vote on
the two proposals to amend the budget they will vote
the opposite way 
- 
within an interval of five minutes
presumably. This will be interesting indeed and it will
back up my old theory that the Christian Democrats
do not have a coherent policy. I will not indulge in
speculations as to the reasons for this attitude; I will
merely call attention to it.
Now of course in a few minutes I will be told that I am
completely wrong. It will be explained to me at length
rhat such is not at all the case. However, there is no
point in discussing this in theory. \fle will be able to
observe what happens in practice today and we will
also observe it during the 1981 budget procedure.
Then we will see if the Christian Democrat Mr Adon-
nino, is ready to be consistent in his poliry or not. The
Christian-Democram have every opponunity to
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disprove what I am saying here. Ir will be interesting to
see if they do so.
Finally, I again invire all those who are presenr during
the voting, journalism or orhers, to watch closely how
the Christian Democrats vote. I ask you to study the
texts and nore rhat a[ one momenr rhey will vote for
the monies to be non-compulsory and a moment larer
they will reject the same proposal. It is going to be
interesting.
President. 
- 
I have had a request from the Group of
the European People's Pany (CD Group) for an elec-
tronic roll-call vote on this matter. I anticipare rhat the
vote will take place in about 20 or 25 minures.
I call Mr Griffirhs on a point of order.
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
Mr President, could you tell me
whether a bell will be rung in all rhe buildings used by
Members in sufficient rime rc enable them ro rerurn to
the Chamber ro vote?
President. 
- 
The reason rhar I am giving rhis 20
minute warning is ro enable the political groups to let
their members know, if they wish to do so.
I call Mr Langes ro speak on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany.
Mr Langes. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, our group will be
voting in favour of serrling the supplemenmry budget
once and for all today in one reading. Ve therefore
abide, Mr Fich, by the logic of our argumenr, which
Mr Notenboom, rhe rapporteur, who is also deputy
chairman of the Commirtee on Budgets, presenred just
now. I can quite appreciare rhar, as spokesman for rhe
Socialists, you endeavoured to adopt a different
course and thar now in the plenary session you are
once again arrempring, by using amendments which
yesterday were rejecred by rhe Committee on Budgets
and which you are putting forward once again today,
to make good your defeat in Tuesdays ballot. Politi-
cally you are within your rights ro do so bur, even if it
is your right, ir is nor necessarily logical to do so.
In my opinion, the logic lies with rhe majority in this
House. And why is rhis? Ladies and genrlemen, rhe
Commissioner and the rapporr.eur have already
presented the facts of what is today being pur ro rhe
vote. I can, therefore, confine myself to a few points.
It was importanr for us as a Parliament to make it clear
that, if the Council submits a clear and unequivocal
statement on rhe 1981 budget wirhin the shon time it
has, i. e. 20 hours, Parliamenr too is prepared to act
quickly. Ve all know that in political life too rhere is
some truth in the saying '\7ell done is quickly done.'
There is no quesrion that it is good and right for the
British economy 
- 
and this is something which we
must surely all be interesred in, Mr Fich. There is no
point whatsoever in still discussing rhe matrer of prin-
ciple raised by the British contribution! Ve have
already reached a majority vor.e on rhe marter in this
House and we feel thar we musr pursue a sensible
policy with the British 
- 
and we should be quick
about it.
However, if this is what we want, we mus[ not keep on
delaying the solution as ir were by devious means, only
to arrive at i[ on 17 December. That is not a policy; ir
is simply spinning things our. Jusr because a lot of
people are not entirely satisfied they want to spin
things out a bit. So I think 
- 
and this became obvious
through what Mr Tugendhat said 
- 
thar it is in our
interest 
- 
and this applies ro our groupr roo, even
though we have no British representative in our ranks
- 
for the 119.7 million EUA ro be handed over ro rhe
UK immediately. And we can do this by the way in
which we vote today.
Secondly, it is also in our interest as a Parliament
because rhe budget esrimar.e, which ar the momenr is
once again with the Council after irc first reading, is to
be reduced, according ro rhe lerrer senr by rhe Council
the day before yesterd^y 
- 
and you roo, Mr Fich,
should be familiar with this 
- 
by 119.2 million EUA.
Objectively speaking, this increases our room for
manoeuvre. As you know, we requested a series of
measures in rhe fields of energy and social and
regional affairs during the first reading. Now, objec-
tively speaking, we have more room for manoeuvre,
and I also feel thar we can make ir clear ro the Council
during next week's discussions 
- 
and this is why we
supporr rhis third amendmenr also 
- 
that we see rhe
amount by which the general budget ist now being
reduced 
- 
because we can already pay back part of
the UK contribution rhis year margin wirhin
which Parliamenr's resources can be increased. This is
a logical, sensible and consisrent policy because it is
one which can be implemented quickly. I always have
the impression rhat the Socialism are only sadsfied if
everything takes a long time and is flogged to death
for weeks on end. But then the aid would not be so
effective. '!(i'e have here two lots of aid, namely for the
UK and for our 1981 budget. These are quirc simply
the reasons why we are in favour of it.
And so, ladies and genrlemen, I ask you to rejecr
Amendmenrs Nos 1 and 2 tabled by the Socialisr Group
because they are only acting as a sralling device and
are helping neither rhe UK nor ourselves in our
discussion on rhe 1981 budget. I ask all Members to
make this clear in the roll-call vote. All rhose who
want a prompr, consistenr and effective policy 
- 
and
for this I would like once again to thank the Council
and the Commission 
- 
should rcday be sadsfied with
one reading and reject the amendments nbled by the
Socialist Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr J. M. Taylor, to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
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Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, Mr Fich is right
when he says that deeper, structural changes are
needed in the Community budget to ensure that
neither the United Kingdom nor Denmark, nor for
that matter Italy or any country can in future find
itself in a position in which it pays much more
resources into the Community than it gets out. I agree:
of course he is right. \7here he is wrong, however, is
when he says that the UK financial retrieval is the only
issue. If the Socialism oblige us wirh rheir modifi-
cations to have a second reading, then the UK, as Mr
Tugendhat has said in reply to the question from Mrs
Castle, will get its money regardless; but that will not
be so of the refunds to the other Member States 
-and does Mr Fich and do the Socialists really want
that? By contrast, I would like to commend the realis-
tic and helpful contributions made by, for example,
Mr Langes, of the Christian-Democratic Group, and
his colleague Mr Notenboom, who so skillfully rook
over the rapporteurship, at shon notice when Mr
Dankert, the Socialist, suddenly and rather inexplic-
ably put it down.
'!fle all appreciate that the background to this brief
debate and the transaction of this imponant business is
that two or three circumstances have come together in
the closing stages of the budgetary year 1980. Almost
a yeat ago, we were rejecting the 1980 budget, and
now, perhaps a little surprisingly, it is paying to the
Community a twilight dividend. The things that have
made this possible, I suppose, are, firstly, that we have
managed, at last, to do without an agricultural supple-
mentary budget (and that is a darned good thing!);
secondly the revenue has slighdy exceeded the esti-
mates, and that is fair enough; thirdly the Commission
has spent slightly less than anticipated, and that is no
great cause for concern. And so the opponuniry has
arisen ro make refunds to the Member Srares, which is
proper and appropriate, and a valuable opportunity
has also arisen to make a 1980 instalmenr to rhe
United Kingdom, which is bound, of course, ro release
corresponding funds in 1981, and that can only be of
advantage to the Parliament in its budgetary margin of
manoeuvre. The supplementary 1980 budget is
constructive and sensible, and Parliament shou[d
adopt it in a single reading here in Strasbourg today.
Vhile making that invitation and joining orher
colleagues who have said very much the same, may I
say that it should not pass unnoticed that the only
group in this Parliament who have made life difficulr
in the progress of this supplementary budget have been
the Socialists. I should like to say a word for Mr
Tugendhat, who dealt most patiently v'ith their
unending demands and requests, and I should like to
say a word of appreciation to colleagues in other
groups who allowed their ultimate tedium with the
Socialists to be reflected in their votes on this matter
when it was decided in the Committee on Budgets.
This group hopes with some confidence, Mr Presi-
dent, that that pattern will be sustained in a single-
reading vote here today.
(Applause from the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gouthier to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Gouthier. 
- 
(D Mr President, on behalf of the
Italian Communist and Allies Group, I would just like
to clear up one or two poinrc which we feel are of vital
importance. \fle have no ob.iections whatsoever to the
content of the agreements between the Community
and England, and agree wholeheanedly that this
Community aid should reach its destination as quickly
as possible, so [hat. it can achieve the best possible
resulrc. No-one would question this.
Cenain questions of a political nature have arisen,
however, which are of no small importance, and have
already been brought up many times by this Parlia-
ment: the nature of this expenditure, which we main-
tain, and rightly, to br: 'non-compulsory', and the
question of Parliament's control. As for the nature of
the expenditure which, as I said, we consider to be
non-compulsory, I woul,:l like to remind you that you
were not in agreement on the Socialist Group's
amendments, that it is one thing to insert the concept
of non-compulsory expenditure into the resolution,
and quite another to enter it as a booknote in a
balance sheet. Even after the assurances and explana-
tions given to the Comrrrittee on Budgets by Commis-
sioner Tugendhat, we maintain that in view of bearing
the Socialist Group's amendment will have on Parlia-
ment's right of control it should be considered in a
favourable light in that it underlines Parliament's func-
tion of control. Ve were, then, in agreement in the
commitree, as we are irr this House, on the Socialist
Group's amendments. Atl the more so, 
- 
in so far as
these problems are of some importance 
- 
in view of
what Mr Tugendhat tol,:l the Committee, that to vote
on and to pass amendm,ents, of this nature would not
constitute serious obstacles to the expenditure.
Ve have the opportunity today to confirm positions
which are, in principal, justified, political positions
which affirm and re-r'nforce Parliament's powers:
even more because 
- 
I repeat 
- 
it will not prevent
the policies in favour of the United Kingdom from
following their course and taking full effect.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nord to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democr:rtic Group.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, my Broup whole-
heanedly supports Mr Notenboom's repon. Ve also
support the rapporteur'r; advice on the way to tackle
various proposals for amendments and modifications. I
would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of my
group, to express our sincere gratitude to Mr Noten-
boom who, besides being vice-chairman of the
Committee on Budgem, has so unexpectedly and at
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such short notice taken on the job of rapporr,eur yer
has carried out this so admirably and so fairly.
Mr President, our group wants to deal wirh rhis prob-
lem in one reading, in view of rhe concessions made by
the Council and the Commission during the negoti-
ations with the Committee on Budgets. It is imponant
for the United Kingdom ro have the money in ques-
tion made available before the end of the year. If
therefore, it is important for the United Kingdom to
have these advances available before rhe end of the
year, and for the other eight to have the cash benefits
available before the end of rhe year, ir is of vital
importance for us in the Commirtee on Budgets for
the famous 119.7 million involved here to be deducted
from the 1981 budget, so that it can play some parr in
the 1981 budget negotiations between Parliamenr and
the Council. This has, for reasons which we have not
fully understood, caused quite a lot of problems in the
Committee on Budgem. The Council, above all, found
it much more difficult than we had expecred ro agree
to hold an emergency debate to decide the matter
once and for all. I would like here to thank Mr
Tugendhat and the Commission for taking such
prompt action in sending their recrifying lerrer, which
meant that the Council met very quickly to approve
this procedure. It seemed at one point in commirree
that we would have to refuse permission for a single
reading, in view of the repeated objections raised ro
simply deducdng 1 19.7 million from rhe 1981 budget.
This was done and this has opened the way for the
solution which you find in the Norcnboom report.
Two further remarks. The first concerns the question
just put by Mrs Castle, that is, if there were now a
second reading, if one of the Socialist amendments
were adopted, would this or would it not then obstrucr
the financial settlement,of this case?
.Mr Tugendhat replied that: perhaps ir would, perhaps
not, bu! he couldn't be cenain either way. Mr Finch
told us that Mr Tugendhat gave a complercly different
answer in committee, namely that it would cause no
difficulry whatsoever. I must confess [har, as far as I
can remember, wha[ Mr Tugendhat said in commitree
was a shade different from what he said here rhis
morning, but in quite another sense. Because I
distinctly remember his telling the Commirree rhar ir
would be almost impossible. He even said, by way of
example, that the necessary ransfer of appropriations
which would require [he inrervenrion of Parliamenr's
Committee on Budgets, would probably not be able to
take place, because he could nor imagine that our
Committee on Budgers would be ready ro give its
Christmas holidays for that.
I believe, rherefore, that if we really wanr rhe United
Kingdom to have this money in good rime, this budget
must be adopted in one reading, and we musr nor
pretend that rt would work just as well with a second
reading. I do nor think that is true.
My second remark concerns classification. !fle main-
tain that we are dealing here with non-compulsory
expenditure. This is stated in our motion for a resolu-
tion, as it has been in previous resolutions. This is
stated in our motion for a resolution, as it has been in
previous resolutions. The fight goes on. Allowing this
question to be dealt with in a single reading, cenainly
does not mean tha[ we have altered our opinion.
To sum up, Mr President, we will therefore vore for
the Notenboom report, against Amendment No 1 and
proposed modification No 2 by the Socialist Group,
which would lead to delays, but for Amendment No I
by the Socialist Group to the morion for a resolution,
because this amendment reflects precisely what we in
the Committee on Budgets have been fighting for rhis
week and, thanks to a large measure of cooperation,
have succeeded in maintaining.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I can be rela-
dvely brief. First of all, I would like ro streis my grari-
tude to Mr Notenboom, who had rc rake over an
extremely tiresome task from me, at very shon notice,
and I would like to congratulate him on the admirable
way he has done this. I felt, as rapporreur for the 1980
budget, that this time I could not defend the srand-
point of the Commitree on Budgets and so I withdrew
as rapporteur for this supplementary budget for 1980.
'Sflhat actually happened? Last October, Parliament
expressed its opinion very clearly in a resolution: if
there was no agreement with the Council before the
budgetary procedure for 1981, on lhe 'non-compul-
sory' classification with respect to expendirure on
supplementary measures for the United Kingdom, it
would negotiate with the Council, during the budget-
ary procedure, to try and enforce this non-compulsory
character by an amendment. This was the opinion of
the vast majority of Parliament. And I feel this means
that as soon as the opponunity presenrs irself, as
indeed it has, in an extremely concrete form, in rhese
advances ro the Unired Kingdom, Parliament musr rry
to negotiate with rhe Council to establish this classifi-
cation of 'non-compulsory expenditure'.
Mr President, this Parliament had to srruggle for years
with the Council to get the Regional Fund, which is a
comparable rype of expenditure, classified as 'non-
compulsory'. '!(ie succeeded in doing this, but I
believe that the somewhat cautious way in which we
are tackling the present problem, is likely ro mean [har
we will not succeed in esmblishing rhe 'non-compul-
sory' classification for rhe supplemenrary measures for
the United Kingdom. This is why my group has tabled
this amendment: we wanted to confront Parliamenr
with the real dilemma, rhe question of how to ger rhis
classification through by negoriarion.
The matter is somewhat complicated by the fact thar
the VAT repaymenrs to rhe other Member Stares are
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also included in this supplemenrary budget. This shows
at rhe same time how unwilling the Member States are
to reimburse the United Kingdom from their own
resources. In my opinion this refund is not at issue. My
group is of this opinioh roo. But the fact that these
VAT repayments are now included in the supplemen-
tary budget leads to the complaint that Parliament's
refusal would in fact make the taxpayer suffer.,
I find that a somewhat nonsensical point of view. The
VAT money is in the coffers of the national banks.
The national Finance Ministers have a free hand with
it, until it is claimed by the Commission. T'he only
problem which arises here, is, I think, of a rcghnical
bookkeeping nature. It is not a financial problem for
the Member States. This leads me to think that all this
talk about the damage which will be done by a second
reading is not justified. Even if there were a second
reading, the United Kingdom and the other Member
States would have their money in time.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom to speak on a
point of order.
Mr Notenboom, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
think it !s my duty to point out my views on proposed
modification No 2. I cannot agree on the content. I
have already spoken on this point. But in my personal
opinion the Bureau cannot regard this as a modifica-
tion but as an amendment, which thus needs 205 or
205 votes. If we were to consider this as a proposed
modification, it would mean that this expenditure is
regarded as compulsory expenditure, and Parliament
has always maintained that it is non-compulsory
expenditure. \7e would be at odds with ourselves, and
even in contradiction with our earlier decisions. This is
the opinion of your rapporteur.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dankert.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
pursue the point raised by Mr Notenboom, the classi-
fication of the proposed modification. Are we going to
call it an amendment or a proposed modification?
Two of the three institutions, Council and Commis-
sion, have taken the line that the supplementary
measures for the United Kingdom are classified as
'compulsory'. Parliament is not prepared to try to
force an amendment through during the budgeary
procedure to make this expenditure non-compulsory.
At least, I assume so. The result of the rejection, or
non-acceptance, of the amendment is that there will be
two institutions who consider the expenditure for the
United Kingdom as compulsory. That means that in
the Council, since it must be voted, it will stand as
compulsory expenditure. So in fact, we can only
submit a proposed modification and it is not necessary
to submit an amendment.
IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fonh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
I would like to take this opponunity of
commenting on one or two points that have been
made, panicularly by Mr Fich and Mr Gouthier. They
emphasize the imponance of Parliament, through the
modification being proposed, in exercising parliamen-
tary control over expenditure. I find this curious,
because we were assured several times and in great
detail in the Committee on Budgets by Commissioner
Tugendhat that the Commission were in any case
obliged by the existing regulations to provide exactly
rhe sort of information and control that is asked for in
this modification. On that basis alone, Madam Presi-
dent, I would suggest to the House that this modifica-
tion is gratuitous, redundant and totally unnecessary.
It is the kind of thing which I suspect may bring this
House into disrepute if we keep covering ground
which is already quite adequately covered in existing
regulations, as we have been assured by the Commis-
sloner.
Coming to the second point, we were told by Mr Fich
and Mr Gouthier that if indeed we passed the amend-
ments which were suggested today and forced a
second reading, the Council meeting on Monday
would, and I quote Mr Fich here, 'probably accept
what we have done'.
Now really, Madam President, this is playing fast and
loose with a very imponan[ matter. The Council, as
Mr Notenboom pointed out earlier, has already
moved very quickly and very considerably in our
direction this week. To assume, as I think is being
assumed, that they would as easily or as glibly do it
next week is, I think, a very dangerous assumption to
make. To ask the House to accept what is being
proposed here by way of modificadon and amendment
on rhat kind of basis really is not good enough. That is
why I believe that we should not entenain either the
modification or the amendment, but should for all the
reasons given by colleagues here today, from the
European People's Party and from my groupr move to
accept this, accept what is within it and get on with
considering the really imponant issue of the moment,
which is the 1981 budget itself.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote will now
be taken.
On Anicle 580 of the draft amending and supplemen-
tary budget No 1 of the European Communities for
1980, I have Draft Amendment No 1, mbled by Mr
Dankert on behalf of the Socialist Group, and Draft
Modification No 2, abled by the Socialist Group.
The Committee on Budgets is not in favour of either.
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During the time we have ro wait I should like to
announce that we have asked the firm which installed
the voting sysrem [o do what it can ro restrict rhe wair-
ing time between roll-call vores as much as possible.
The work will be finished by January, thanks to the
efforts of the Quaesrors.
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
In welcoming whar you have
said abour having the voring machine looked ar, I
wonder if you could also use your special presrige and
influence as our Presidenr ro have the whole quesrion
of the cost of these voring machines referred to rhe
Committee on Budgers for a proper examination.
(Parliament rejected Dra.ft Amendment No 1 and Dra,ft
Modification No 2 by roll-call ztote)t
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
The Commitree on Budgetary Control
has the file on data processing, which includes this
subject.
'!7e 
shall now consider rhe motion for a resolurion.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble and paragraphs 1 to 3)
After paragraph 3, rhe Socialisr Group has tabled
Amendment No I seeking rc add the following para-
graph:
Insists that the extra margin within the l98l budget
fi ::::3. ?H"::3',::,ff;r;T,,1. T?;l',fi :,'.i,::
in non-compulsory expenditure established by the
European Parliament on 6 November 1980.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Notenboom, rapporteur. 
- 
(NL) In favour,
Madam Presidenr.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)
President. 
- 
I nore that the procedure laid down in
Article 78 of the ECSC Treary, Anicle 203 of the EEC
Treaty and Anicle 177 of the Eurarom Treary has thus
been completed.
Explanations of vote may nos/ be given.
I call Mrs Castle.
I The detailed resulrs of roll-call votes, which are all taken
electronically, are given in the Annex.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Madam President, I wish to explain
why I voted for the two Socialist amendments to the
budget. I did so because it is a quesrion of mainmining
Parliament's consistency. Ir is a question of daring to
put into the budget the point of view you express in a
motion for a resolution. Ir is no good having an arri-
tude and being afraid ro incorporate it in the budget-
ary lnstrument.
It is not a quesrion, as Mr Taylor himself made quite
clear in his remarks a few minutes ago, of preventing
Britain from getting an advance paymenr on her rebate
in 1980. That is nor at issue; there will be a slight
delay, but it will still be wirhin the annual period. It is
simply a question of ensuring rhat the money which
goes to the Unired Kingdom is spent rc the benefit of
the British people as a whole.
(Applausefrom certain qaarters on the lefi)
That is the issue 
- 
whether it will be spent and Parlia-
ment will see i[ is spent on she industrial, social and
regional priorities of this Parliamenr; on creating newjobs and the whole issue this afrernoon is whether
Parliament can lrust [he assurances that the Commis-
sioner said he has received.
Mr Notenboom has told us tha[ the information was
given to the Committee on Budgets by the Commis-
sion, and this seemed to reassure them. !7ell, I have
some information for this Parliament vrhich I hope
will open their eyes ro [he fac[ that they are being
conned. I have here a letrer from the Depanment of
Energy in my country in reply [o a requesr for help for
a firm which is closing down, with a consequenr loss
of jobs, of the collapse of texrile machinery and
requesting help from this Parliamenr ro move into hear
recovery work. This is the reply [har was sen[ ro my
'S7'estminster colleagues who raised the matter as I
have done:
It is the British Government's inrention rhat refunds to
the United Kingdom arising from rhe May 30 agree-
ment in Brussels will play an imponant pan in reduc-
ing public expendirure and borrowing ro acceprable
levels. It will nor, therefore, be possible to utilize these
funds for new projecr such as rhat being suggesred by
Stone Plat.
That is the evidence we are gerdng every day from the
United Kingdom, and thar is why I vored for the more
rigorous control demanded by the Socialisr Group
because this Parliament is being conned and rhe cyni-
cism of the Brirish people about this Community
grows when you let somerhing like this go through
unchallenged, when w'e a[ home know that this money
is not being spenr to creare new jobs; on the contrary
it is being spenr ro finance growing unemployment in
Brimin conrary to all the policies of this Parliament.
(Applause from certain quarters on the lefi)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Madam President, the one thing
that this Parliament, I have learnr, finds dresome is the
airing across its benches of national polidcal differ-
ences.
Mrs Castle cheapens the debate by taking the oppor-
tunity of a so-called explanation of vote to wave her
letter around and lose any limited sympathy she may
have in this Chamber. She comes from a political
background which has helped place the United King-
dom in its present difficult circumstances.
(Applause fron certain qudrters on the right)
During the course of the debate this morning the vasr
majority of this Parliament, including my own group,
as the results of the votes clearly show, has seen fit to
take advantage of the opponunity available in late
1980 to remit these monies to where they should go.
Fortunately cenain monies can Bo to Great Britain
before the end of the calendar year. Cenain other
monies go back to the Member States who collect the
own-resources of the Community. That is a proper
state of affairs. Parliament has transacted its business
well in a single reading under your presidency this
morning. I am sorry that an occasion for explanation
of vote has been disturbed by Mrs Castle's partisan
politics. For the vast majority of this Chamber the
work so far done has been work well done.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I wish to say
on behalf of the French Members of the Communist
and Allies Group that we shall be voting against this
draft amending budget. Ve have no intention of
getting involved in the financial procedures in ques-
tion. It is not a question of determining whether the
contribution for the United Kingdom following the
agreemenr of 30 May is pan of the compulsory or
non-compulsory expenditure.
'!7'e were forthright in our criticism of the 30 May
agreement because we felt that Mr Giscard d'Estaing
had given in to Mrs Tharcher. The bargain that was
reached turned out to be a fools' bargain. Ve tabled
an amendment in Luxembourg calling for the transfer
of the appropriations allocated to the Unircd Kingdom
to the budget of the common agricultural policy. The
amendment was rejected. \7e intend to be consistent,
and so today we are going to vote against the appro-
priations allocated to Mrs Thatcher under the 1980
budget.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F) For the sake of consistency,
ladies and gentlemen, we voted in favour of the draft
amendment and the proposed modification which
were Pur ro rhe House just now.
The fact is we have stuck to the position we adopted
when we considered the 1981 budget with regard to
how to classify the British contribution. Furthermore,
then and now, we hope that Parliament will exercise
its full responsibility over this expenditure. !/e
nevertheless support. the draft budget. '!7'e were
delighted to discover that we were richer, or less poor,
than we thought, because the income from customs
dues has been higher than the Commission's forecasts.
In connection wir.h this 
- 
and I am speaking to the
Commission now 
- 
we hope that these forecasts can
be more accurato. This is the second time that the
Commission has p,16vidsd us with forecasts which have
turned out to be wrong. I am not saying this just for
the record, Mr Tugendhat, but for the simple reason
that if the House is told that we are quickly running
out of what s/e gr3t from VAT, a number of Members
use this as an excuse for systematic criticism of the
agricultural policy, while others pontificate about
non-compulsory expenditure. 'I7hat I mean is that
some people are t,empted [o veto certain non-compul-
sory expenditure which is nevertheless of great use
wirh regard ro indusrrial policy, energy policy or
cultural policy.
The point is, Mr Tugendhat, I feel that the Commis-
sion ought to nLake more of an effon to achieve
budger transparency, with a more accurate idea of
income, and I hope that you will make every effort so
that the MPs here have all the facts before deciding.
Be that as it may, Madam President, the Group of
European Progressive Democrats will vote in favour
of the draft supplemenmry budgbt.
President. 
- 
I crll Mr Bonde.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, I am sorry
that the electronic voting system is being improved
because with the composition of the house being what
ir is rhis will detract from the excitement involved in
voting. On the other hand I am glad that Mr Fich
specified that he 'vas speaking on behalf of the Social-
ist Group, because that gives me an opportunity to
give an explanation of vpte on Mr Fich's programme
and to reflect the attitude of the Danish Government.
\7hen, for exarnple, Mr Fich says that he fully
supports everythinB that was decided in the Council,
this does not actually apply to the Council's decision
that the contribution rc the United Kingdom should
count as compulsory expenditure. S7hen looked at
more closely, it emerges therefore that Mr Fich's
support for the (louncil is not total but half-heaned
and incomplete. rCn the other hand his programme is
totally opposed to the Danish Government's attitude
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on this issue and also rctally opposed ro the EEC elec-
tion programme of rhe Danish Social Domocrats,
because the pany rhat Mr Fich represents when he is
not standing here as a represenrarive of the Socialisr
Group, namely the Danish Social Democraric Parry,
agrees according to its elecrion programme with the
People's Movement in opposing rhe transfer of more
power [o this Parliamenr. Bur r.o atlempr to reverse [he
Council's decision regarding the compulsory narure of
the contribution to the Unitd Kingdom is in fact trying
to transfer more power ro rhis House. For this reason
the representativep of the People's Movement cannor
support the proposal put forward by the Socialist
Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Madam President, some of us voted
against the amendments pur down to this documenr.
The agreement'which was reached last year was quite
specific in that it provided for an advance payment of
monies to the United Kingdom in order [o ger a berter
balance of money within the budger. The opinion of
some of us has been for some time rhar rhis money
should be treated as non-compulsory. This point is
covered in the resolution at poinr 3 of Mr Noren-
boom's resolution, where it says rhar we reaffirm the
non-compulsory nature. There is therefore no need
for an amendmen[ on this matrer. The draft modifica-
tion which sought to lay down rules for this repaymenr
is inappropriate since, if rules are to be laid down, they
should be laid down for all monies paid our under the
budget and rhe final amendmenr ro rhe resolurion, in
the view of some of us, adding a final paragraph is
quite improper. It is improper to add a paragraph
which specifically pre-empts pan of the money saved
in this way.
Ve recognize, some of us, thar this means that there is
more room for an agricultural settlement next year.
That is not what we are ralking abour. Vhar we are
talking about is the implementarion of the agreement
of last May. The righr ro spend rhar money, although
it is difficult for some of us on these benches ro accepr,
must finally rest with the sovereign governmenr
because, unlike many of our opponents, some of us in
this Chamber believe rhat we should minimize the
transfer of functions [o rhis Assembly. Vhilst we seek
the possibiliry of influencing expenditure, and whilst
we seek ro keep it classified as non-compulsory,
because all the other expendirure under these headings
is so classified, rhere are some of us who cannot accepr
that there should be special restrictions ser down for
the United Kingdom which effecdvely rransfer funher
sovereignty from there into this Assembly. And as
such, to some of us, these amendments are unaccept-
able. Most of the reasons pur forward for having two
readings were, in my view, specious. !7e should ger
this budget our of rhe way. Ir was provided for under
the procedure earlier this year. The sooner it is passed
the better.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Motchane.
Mr Motchane, 
- 
(F) Madam President, unlike Mr
Taylor I do not think that the airing of political differ-
ences here is tiresome. Indeed, I find it extremely
soothing. \7hat is more, it accounr.s for why I am
going to offer a few words of explanation on behalf of
my colleagues, the French Socialisrc.
The amendment and the proposed modificarion to the
supplementary budget have jusr been rejected, which
means lhat the budget procedure has now been
complercd. The French Members of the Socialisr
Group are pleased at this. The extra income from rax
during the financial year can be used [o cope ahead of
schedule with some of rhe consequences of rhe deci-
sion of 30 May on rhe British contribution, and this
means that the available resources will be greater for
the 1981 budget. !7e felt rhat it was only common
sense to ger on as quickly as possible with the budget
procedure in connecrion with this.
Unfonunatel/, we have noriced over rhe last few days
two types of response which inevitably arouse fears.
The first response 
- 
which was fairly widespread and
echoed the feelings which led rhe House to adopt the
at[itude it did last December 
- 
was that wirh regard
to this margin and these extra resources we should
state quite categorically that we have no intenrion of
spending as much as a penny of it on rhe farmers. If I
may use an image from the farming world, Madam
President, this is tantamounr ro lopping off the very
branch we are sitting on. The French Socialists are
very critical about structures and we cannot condone
this wasteful attirude.
The second point is that a number of Members have
tried to question the legal nature of this expendirure.
This is not an appropriate reaction in our view because
this is expenditure deriving from a special case which
has nothing to do with normal budgenry procedure.
For this reason, Madam President, we shall be abstain-
ing from the vote on [he morion before the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Madam President, Mrs Casrle, in her
explanarion of vote, demonstrated ro the House the
unreliabiliry of rhe Conseilarive Government, which
we all know anyhow, as British Labour Members, in
maintaining their promises ro rhe people of Britain.
'!7e do nor have ro go ro second-hand lettersl we
simply have ro believe whar Mr Nigel Lawson, rhe
Minister from the Treasury, said when he visited Brus-
sels a couple of weeks ago in an artempl ro brainwash
British Members inro supponing rhe Conservarive
Pany line. As he said in a meeting with us, he asked
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for a cash return in order to reduce public expenditure
in Great Brimin. Now, quite frankly, as we said rc him
then and as I say now, I think it is immoral of the
British Government, when we pay direct taxes under
an international rreaty for specific purposes, to ask for
a straight cash return. And it really is a myth for
people to stand up and say in this Chamber that Brus-
sels determines the areas of public expenditure in the
Unircd Kingdom. I would remind my British
colleagues that the submissions that go to Brussels
come from local authorities in the United Kingdom
and from government departmenrc. British Labour
Members are continually asking for more expenditure
on regional and social matters and for areas that are
affected by the closure of textile mills, steel mills and
coal-mines. Ve should now follow the logic of our
own arguments and cast our votes in that direction.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Focke.
Mrs Focke. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall be voting against this resolution.
This is the only way I have of expressing how very
much I regret the way in which this House has
handled this supplemenary budget. By spinning out
our decision on the supplementary budget, *-e would
have had a means of bringing pressure to bear, a useful
weapon to help push our own ideas through in the
forthcoming discussions with the Council on the 1981
budget.
I am sorry that the House was neither united nor
clever nor man enough to do this.'S7e have missed our
chance. More's the pity for Europel
(Scattered applausefron the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Madam President, I was surprised
a moment ago, when Mr Bonde gave an explanation
of vote, that you did not immediately stop him.
According to my interpretation of the rules of proce-
dure explanations of vote cannot be used to make
personal attacks.
I would like to point out that Mr Bonde did not join in
the political debate, that he did not say anything about
the Socialist Group's proposal during the whole debate
but merely used the explanation of vote for a purely
personal attack on me. I could answer him, answer
with more damming examples, of which I can think of
many. But since I still maintain that personal attacks
have no place in an explanation of vote, I will refrain
from doing so.
(Parliament adopted tbe resolutiont 
- 
Applause from tbe
centre and ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission.
- 
Madam President, one word, if I may, in answer to
Mr Ansquer, who talked about the Commission's
accuracy.I place it on record that, out of a toal figure
of 8 000 million EUA from cusr.oms duties and agri-
cultural levies, our inaccuracy amounted to 133
million EUA; and our of a total of 7 000 million EUA
from VAT, our inaccuracy amounted m 261 million,
although it was the first time the calculation had ever
had to be done, as a number of Member States had
only recently gone over to the system. I challenge any
member government, to beat us on accuracy on that
basis !
(Applause from the European Democratic Group and
from the Liberal and Democratic Group)
6. Urgent procedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Enright and
others a motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-612180) with
request for urgent debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure, on the places of meetings for
plenary sessions.
The reasons supporting this request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the document itself.
Parliament will be consulted on the request for urgent
procedure at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
7. Right of residence of nationals of Member States in the
territory of another Member State
President. 
- 
The next irem is the repon (Doc.
1-506/80), drawn up by Mr Ferri on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee, on the right of residence of
nationals of Member States in the territory of another
Member State.
,I call Mr Gonella.
Mr Gonella, deputizing for the rapporteur. 
- 
Q)
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, on 17 April
1980 the European Parliament adopted the motion for
a resolution contained in the repon, drawn up on
behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, concerning the
proposal for a directive on the right of residence of
t OJ C 327 oI 15 December 1980
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nationals of Member States in the terrirory of another
Member State.
On that occasion rhe European Parliament adoprcd
three main amendmenrs: an amendment ro Anicle 1,
Paragraph 2 (2), designed ro exrend rhe,benefits of the
proposed measures nor only to the direct descendants
of ihe holder of the right bur also to 'any person
whom the holder of the right of residence has an obli-
gation to support. or who is in practice dependent on
the holder'; an amendment m Anicle 4,Paragraph 2,
abolishing the requiremenr for proof of sufficient
resources for studenrs over 18; a rhird amendmenr,
inviting the Council to adopr ar the issue of rhe direc-
tive a recommendarion concerning the adoption by rhe
Member States of a sysrem of treatment for stateless
persons and refugees from third counrries residenr in
the Communiry which would be as favourable as rhar
applied to nationals of Member Srates in respect of
right of residence, freedom of movement and right of
establishmenr.
In the course of rhe interesting debate which Parlia-
ment held on this issue on 15 April 1980, Mr Davig-
non stated 
- 
and I quote 
-'The Commission acceprsthe amendmenrs proposed by the Legal Affairs
Committee, subject ro whar I shall be saying presently
about Anicle 4'.
The Commission of rhe Communities stated essentially
that it could accepr rhe first and third amendmenm I
have mentioned, while reserving judgment on rhe
second.
On 19 May 1980, in the document disributed ro the
Members of Parliament informing them of the action
taken by the Commission on Parliament's resolutions,
the Commission srated rhat it had been able ro accepr
Parliament's amendmenrc ro the proposal for a direc-
tive.
On 27 May 1980 rhe Commission officially submirted
the amended proposal for a directive, but neirher the
first nor the'third amendmenr was incorporated in it.
On 2 October 1980 the Legal Affairs Commitree,
aware of the continuing imponance of Parliamentary
control after the end of the procedure for consulting
Parliament, unanimously appioved a rexr ro be .,roteJ
on by Parliament, after noring the amendment made
by the Commission.
The Commission, in a memorandum artached to the
working document (Annex IV), gave substanrive
reasons for its action.
Mr Davignon's letrer of 8 Ocrcber 1980 dealt exclu-
sively with the problems relating ro the right of resi-
dence as such.
Nevertheless, in the last few paragraphs of rhe memo-
randum accompanying thar letter, the Commission
explained that, having submitred one of the amend-
ments 
- 
the firsr one 
- 
orally to rhe Council (which
had already begun to examine rhe rexr of rhe proposal
for a directive), it had noted that 'most of rhe Member
States were opposed to this amendment' and had
therefore not considered it necessary ro submir it a
second time in its amended proposal.
At this point let us go over all rhe details:
Firstly, we would poinr our thar the Commission is
bound by the statements made by it before Parliamenr.
This is all the more true and necessary in rhe conrexr
of the Community's legal system.
Secondly, and from a more political viewpoint, the
fact that the Commission informs us rhar ir had orally
defended the amendmenrs proposed by Parliamenr
without success, before a Council working pany
cannot. be regarded as sar.isfacrory, since the Commis-
sion committed imelf before a plenary sitting of Parlia-
menr, and its commirmenr musr be fulfilled by an offi-
cial act.
The amendment of a proposal after Parliamen[ has
been consulted is specifically envisaged in the second
paragraph of Anicle 149 of rhe EEC Treaty:
As long as rhe Council has not acted, the Commission
may alter its original proposal, in panicular where the
Assembly has been consulted on that proposal.
The fact thar such a proposal has its own starus is a
corncrstone of the Community legal sysrem. Take, for
example, the firsr paragraph of Article 149 of the
Treaty, by vinue of which rhe Council approves or
rejects Commission proposals by rhe majoriry laid
down for particular cases by the Treaty, but can
amend those proposals only by a unanimous decision.
The reasons I have outlined led the Legal Affairs
Committee on 2 October 1980 
- 
and we beg rhe
Commission to nore this roo 
- 
ro approve a sternly
worded text, contained in the repon before you.
However, on 21 October 1980 the Commirtee
resumed consideration of rhe matter in rhe presence of
Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon informed us rhat the Commission would
submit as soon as possible a second amended proposal
to take account of Parliamenr's amendmenr relating to
the concept of 'member of the family'. He explained
and the Commission represenrarive will now
have an opponunity rc clarify this point 
- 
thar the
Commission had nor inrcnded ro go back on the
commitment it had given in this Chamber. Ve note
this with grea[ satisfaction and express our thanks to
Mr Davignon.
In view of rhis new developmenr, rhe Legal Affairs
Committee decided ro submit an amendmenr ro [he
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text which it had adopted, and I now urge you ro
approve this amendment. It involves a new version of
the motion for a resolution. Firstly, it takes note with
satisfaction of the second amended proposal submitted
by the Commission, and secondly it calls on the
Commission rc abide by its decisions 
- 
and indeed
the Commission does so in this second amended
proposal.
The Community timetable means rhar this requesr is
addressed in practice to the Commission which will
take office on 5 January 1981. It is the result of Parlia-
ment's belief that Europe must be built through a
frank and open dialogue among all our institutions,
and especially between the Commission 
- 
the 'guar-
dian of the Treaties' 
- 
and the Parliamenr elecred by
the peoples of Europe.
INTHE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prout to speak on U.t rtf ol
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Prout. 
- 
I would like first of all, Mr Presidenr,
to congratulate' Mr Ferri on bringing this matter
before the House. There is no more resolute or dedi-
cated guardian of our parliamentary rights than he.
He understands so clearly that we must prorect and
nurture with the u[most zeal what powers we have.
The successful conclusion of the isoglucose case will
stand as a monument to his courage and vision and a
landmark in the history of this institution. 'We are, Mr
President, all of us trustees of the constirutional
powers of Parliament and we ignore them at our peril.
'!7'ould that more of us were aware of it!
This time Mr Ferri is concerned about the consriru-
tional starus of undenakings given by Members of che
Commission to this House before it vores, and he has,
I am glad to say, had another success. It is a well-
established principle that the Commission as a whole is
responsible for the undenakings of its individual
members.'Sfhen one Commissioner gives an undenak-
ing on Commission policy, it is a statement which
reflects agreemen[ between the Commissioners and
binds them collecdvely. In this case the Commissioner
in question undertook that the Commission would
amend its proposals in two respec6, both of which
conformed with Parliament's views. Had he nor done
so, the subsequent vorc by rhis House on rhe motion
for a resolution might have taken a different course or
might not have taken place at all.
Now this is not the first dme that Parliamenr has
debated this principle. The House will recall rhe
debase of 22May on product liability which raised an
identical issue. This matter has of course, yet to be
resolved. On this occasion I am very happy to say that
Mr Davignon, with a courage and generosity which
we all admire, has persuaded the Commission of its
duty to adopt Parliament's amendment. His action is a
recognition of the Commission's constitutional duty
towards us.
I should add in conclusion that my group was opposed
to both these amendmen$, but we support whole-
heanedly the Ferri repofi because we believe that the
constitutional rights of this House are more imponant
to us than our own political self-interest.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Gucht to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr De Gucht. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would like to make a few comments on
Mr Ferri's motion for a resolution, which are relevant
not only to this panicular case, but to the functioning
of Parliament as well.
The practice of inviting representatives from the
Commission to committee meetings, for discussion, is
an excellent one. The Commission as originator, and
the European Parliament, as advisory body, can and
must work together, to achieve good Community legis-
lation. The argument that the two institutions have less
power than the Council in the decision-making
process is without foundation. But this is the very
reason why, now more than ever, we need to institute
consultation, as a formal procedure, and continue to
work together in a spirit of mutual trust.
Vith regard to the problem of the Ferri report, it was
very remiss of che Commission to sate in writing that
it could support Parliament's amendments, and then
fail to do so. This did nothing to improve cooperation
and trust besween the Commission and Parliament.
May Parliament continue to safeguard the construc-
tion of the Community. Our Parliament can, as repre-
sentative of the people, assess the present state of
affairs better than any other European institution. The
European Commission has undenaken to repair its
mistake. There is, therefore, no need to keep on about
it, and with regard to this proposal for a directive,
make matters s/orse. Mr Ferri's original text vas
somewhat forcefully worded, but this has now been
modified, and we can therefore give our approval.
However we must make it clear that if Parliament is to
function effectively in the future the Commission is
obliged in every respect, to comply with the written
and unwritten rules of the EEC Treaty.
The authority of this Parliament is extremely limited,
and it is for this very reason that we must all play the
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Community game correctly. I want to say finally, Mr
President, that this Assembly has every interest in
organizing and instituting a real follow-up to its activi-
ties. This report constitutes the most positive movg in
that direction.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi m speak on
behalf of the Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups and Members.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) It may be Mr President, that
all's well that ends well, and lhat there has been much
ado about nothing, Urt I o.futd prefer rc say 
- 
to
continue in the Shakespearean vein 
- 
that, on the
contrary, there has been much ado about somethin8,
and something of great imponance at that, because, as
Mr Gonella has pointed out, this is the first time that
the Commission has presented a proposal for a direc-
tive which has been modified a second time as a conse-
quence of Parliament's reaction, after the explicit
srarcments by the Commissioner who had accepted
our proposals and our votes in this House. Viscount
Davignon, like a true viscount, stressed that he stood
by what he had said before, he has therefore been true
rc his word as befim a man of his noble rank.
Ir may be, therefore, that this debate is unnecessary,
but it has come at an opportune moment since we find
ourselves on the eve of the coming into office of the
new Commission on 5 January 1981 
- 
as Mr Gonella
has mentioned 
- 
and all this is clearly a warning that
this Parliament will no longer tolerate changes being
made to decisions taken here. !7e should like the new
Commission to know, when it takes up its duties, that
we shall use all the means of defence at our disposal,
not excluding a possible motion of censure. Ve are
motivated neither by anger nor by spite, but by the
awareness that Parliament runs the risk of being
immobilized by the Commission. This debate is there-
fore basically a kind of farewell to the old Commis-
sion, but it is also a welcome 
- 
a cautious q/'slsqrn6 
-[o the new Commission, to rcll them that we are on
our guard and that it should be on its guard rco.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Buttafuoco, a non-attached
Member.
Mr Buttafuoco, 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, laws, regulations, measures and decrees
instirutionalize 
- 
at least that is the intention of those
who create them 
- 
the needs which gradually arise in
human affairs. And when this fails to happen as a
result of blatant bad faith 
- 
tangibly displayed here
by no less a body than the Commission 
- 
it is humi-
liating not only for the dignity and prestige of Parlia-
ment but also and above all because the question
essentially relates to inalienable human righm.
In this context, I congratulate the tegal Affairs
Committee on the fact that the Ferri report fully satis-
fies those who, like me, have concerned themselves
greatly with their compatriots who have emigrated for
work or study purposes, or as a result of.a free choice.
This need to improve legislation which is intented to
make bureaucracy more flexible towards those who
have made the sacrifice of leaving their own country
undoubtedly complements earlier initiatives 
- 
and the
observations made here by Mr Gonella are very proper
and wonhy 
- 
and it also fills a gap and is an essential
step in the process of integration of the peoples of
Europe. I come from Sicily, the homeland of
emigranr who have contributed by their labour to the
economic development of many countries, and I
remember seeing some of them leave fordistant places
in total ignorance of the country where they would be
working, often imperfectly speaking their own
language, and seeking abroad the social recognition
which was denied to them in their own country bv
circumstances beyond their control. Mr President,
these are the real heroes of modern times, and they
have an inalienable right to be welcomed by the coun-
try to which they contribute with their labour and
their intelligence, in the best way possible, tha.t ii in
the same way as the citizens of that country. '!fl'e must
therefore ensure that they can exercise as many civil
rights as possible. Their dignity must remain intact and
never be impaired by any measure. Panicularly today,
when the integration process is gaining ground espe-
cially by its own instrinsic and irreversible force and
through the merits of these workers themselves, such a
measure would no longer have any raison d'€tre, lt
seems to me rational to believe that European unity
will come about above all by feeling that we are Euro-
peans and behaving accordingly.
The political value of this inidative and its aims is
enormous. The right of residence cannot be limited
except for reasons of public order, safety or securiry.
This aim must [herefore have top priority for the sake
of Europe's future. I panicularly wished to stress the
human aspect of these measures, because, apart from
the social structures, we must not lose sight 
- 
I repeat
- 
of the improvement of living conditions for the
individual, since Mr President, the human aspect is the
basis of any political solution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, after many meetings between, on the one
hand, the Legal Affairs Committee and the European
Parliament and on the other hand, the depanments of
the Commission and my colleague, Mr Davignon, this
matrcr has now been clarified.
The Commission has entirely accepted the Parlia-
ment's smndpoint on the definition of the members of
a family, as can be seen from the second amended
draft of 22 October, and rhe Commission mainrained
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before the Council 
- 
and it will continue to do so 
-that it must be possible rc extend the scope of the
directive to all persons whom the holder of the right of
residence has an obligation to support.
As for the problem concerning the rights of refugees
and stateless persons, it is recognized in the motion for
a resolution that it cannot be solved by means of the
directive itself, since Article 235 is limircd to citizens
of rhe Community, but must be solved by means of a
recommendadon which is, both for the Commission
and the Parliament, the logical consequence of the
right of residence. Thus, as my colleague Mr Davig-
non stated on 2 October before the Legal Affairs
Committee, the Commission finds itself in complete
agreement with this Parliament, which is what Mr
Davignon promised at [he time.
Mr President, the debate which has just taken place
does in fact have a bearing on a subject other than
that very specific one which I recalled just now the
great importance of which was stressed by the last
Member to speak, since it is concerned with the rela-
tions between the Commission and Parliament.
It is not always possible for the Commission to under-
take to follow a parliamentary committee or to follow
the recommendations and the proposals of the Euro-
pean Parliament. But when it does so, it must keep to
its commitments. And this is stated very clearly in
paragraph 2 of rhe morion for a resolution before you:
it must scrupulously honour the commitments which
it has made and, consequently, if it accepts amend-
menm adopted by Parliament, it must immediately
amend the proposals concerned accordingly.
This is a formal statement and I am happy that it has
been backed up at times amusingly 
- 
I shall not fail to
report to my colleague, Mr Davignon, that Mrs
Macciocchi was kind enough co stress his title of
nobility 
- 
but more fundamentally, by this Parlia-
ment, and by the resolurion which will, I hope, be
adopted by this House.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be pul to the vote at the next voting
time.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting utas suspended dt 12.tt p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vce-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
8. Votes
President. 
-. 
The nexl item is the vote on
motions for resolutions on which the debate
closed.
\7e shall begin with the oon Alemann report (Doc.
1 -442/8 0) : Nuclear poaxr- stations in frontier regions.
(Parliament adopted the first tbree indcnts of the pre-
amble)
After the third indent of the preamble, Mr Coppieters
and others have tabled Amendment No 15 seeking to
insen a new indent:
- 
having regard to the Commission proposal for a
Council regulation introducing a consultation proce-
dure for electric power-stations liable ro affect rhe
territory of another Member Sate (COM (76) 576
final) and to the Commission communicadon to the
Council updating the explanatory memorandum
which accompanied that proposal (COM (79) 269
final).
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The committee
would not have accepted this along these lines. I am
against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15)
President. 
- 
On the founh indent of the preamble,
Mr Capanna and others have tabled Amendment
No 16lrev. seeking to amend the beginning of the
indent to read as follows:
updating its previous resolutions, in panicular. . . (rest
unchanged)
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von f,l66ann, ntpporteur. 
- 
(D) The committee
was riot in favour of this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15/reo. and adopted
tbefourth indent of the preamble)
President. 
- 
Before paragraph 1, Mr Coppieters and
others have tabled Amendment No 17 seeking to
the
has
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insert the following new paragraph:
Complements and updares, by the present resolution,
its opinion on the Commission's proposals ro the
Council for a regulation introducing a Community
n:,sJjt,lr,", procedure on the sitting of power-
'!7hat 
is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mrs von Aleman., rapporteur. 
- 
(D) In my view, this
motion is not an updated opinion on Commission
proposals but on rwo resolutions. For this reason I am
against the Coppieters amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 17)
President. 
- 
I have three amendmenrs on paragraph 1 :
- 
Amendment No 38 by Mrs Scrivener and Mr
Pintat seeking to delete rhe paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 33 by Mr Sassano seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Nores thar nuclear installations are being constructed
in increasing numbers in border areas, in which there
may be substandal effects during normal operation
and in the event of a major incident from the poinr of
view of security, healrh protection and environmental
conservation; such areas shall be specified by the
Commission;
- 
Amendment No 2 by Mr Gendebien seeking ro
reword the paragraph as follows:
Notes that nuclear insallations are being construcred
in increasing numbers in border areas, and somerimes
even only a few hundred metres from a neighbouring
state (as in the case of Chooz-Givet).
Vhat is the rapporteur's posir.ion?
Mrs von Alemann, rapporter,tr. 
- 
(D) The committee
decisively rejected an amendment similar to No J8.
Likewise, the committee cannor suppon Amendments
No 33 and No 2. The answer is therefore 'no' ro all
three.
(Parliament rejecftd successioely Amendments Nos 38, 33
and 2 and adopted paragraph I )
President. 
- 
I have four amendmenm seeking ro
insert new paragraphs afrer paragraph 1:
- 
Amendment No 3 by Mr Gendebien:
Considers that such installations inevitably have reper-
cussions on the environment, the water supply system,
the atmosphere, on regional planning and the health
of the inhabitants of the regions concerned, which are
situated in two or more Member or non-Member
States of the Communiry;
- 
Amendment No 18 by Mr Coppierers and orhers:
Notes that ar presenr neither the governments of
neighbouring Member States nor the regional or local
authorities nor the popularions in those states liable to
be directly affecred are informed or consulted about
plans to build such nuclear installadons in border
areas;
- 
Amendment No 19 by Mr Coppierers and others:
Notes that the consequences of an accident in a
nuclear power-station may extend over a very wide
area;
- 
Amendment No 4 by Mr Gendebien and orhers:
AIso notes rhar the siting of nuclear power-stations in
frontier regions is likely ro be detrimental ro good
relations between authorities and inhabitants of neigh-
bouring regions or States and to shake the confidence
of the local population in the very concepr of Euro-
pean inregration.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The commirtee
rejecrc Amendment No 3 by Mr Gendebien, and also
Amendment No 18 by Mr Coppieters and Amendment
No 19. The same goes for Amendment No 4.
(Parliament rejected successiaely Amendments Nos 3, 18,
19 and 4)
President. 
- 
I have received from the Group for rhe
Technical Coordination and Defence of Independent
Groups and Members a request for a roll-call vote on
all the amendmenm [o paragraph 2:
- 
Amendment No 39 by Mrs Scrivener and others
seeking to delete the paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 5 by Mr Gendebien seeking ro
reword the paragraph as follows:
Therefore considers that no nuclear power-starion
should be consrructed less than 50 kilometres from
any of the Community's internal or exrernal frontiers;
- 
Amendment No 6 by Mr Gendebien seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Therefore considers that the building of all nuclear
power-stations in the frontier regions of the Commu-
nity should be postponed until the most stringent
Community safery standards have been adopred and a
Communiry consultation and arbitradon procedure
devised and accepred by all the Member States;
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- 
Amendment No 2Olrev. by Mr Capanna and others
seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
Considers that when nuclear power-stations are built
in border areas, urgently needed Communrry safery
srandards must be observed providing for mandatory
consultation by means of a referendum among the
populations concerned in order to facilitate the neces-
sary concertation at Community level;
- 
Amendment No I by Mrs von Alemann seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Considers that Communiry safety sandards should be
defined as quickly as possible, thereby faciliuting the
necessary concenation at Community level;
- 
Amendment No 21lrev. by Mrs Bonino and others
seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
Considers that when nuclear power-stations are built
in border areas, urgently needed Community salety
smndards must be observed in order to facilitate the
necessary concenation at Community level, and
recalling paragraph 20 of ir resolution of 13 January
1976 (Ylalz repon 
- 
OJ C 28, 9February 1976,
p. 14) invites the parliamentarians and the govern-
ments of the Member States, where they lack laws in
char regard, rc submit draft legislation authorizing
unions of citizens and associations for the protection
of the environment to realize their objectives with the
means provided in a state under the rule of law.
'lfhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The committee
is not in favour of Amendment No 39. Amendment
No 5 is also rejected by the committee. The same goes
for Amendments Nos 6 and 20/rev. As for Amend-
ment No I 
- 
this is somewhat embarrassing because I
am the author 
- 
adopdon is recommended, since it
represents a correction which proved necessary as a
result of the vote in committee.
(Parliament rejeaed Amendment No 39 by roll-call oote)
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) As happened in Luxembourg, Mr
President, I sometimes get the impression that it is not
the equipment so much as rhe way it is used which is
at fault here. I know this equipment, and I find it
incredible that we have to wait four or five minutes
between votes.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, you were told just this
morning by Mrs Veil that the equipment is to be
improved. For the time being, however, its brain ticks
over somewhat slowly.
I call Mr Beazley.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, you said that you have
been asked for a nominal vote by the Group for the
Technical Coordination and Defence of Independent
Groups and Members. I think we have to have 21
Members and in view of the appalling delays that take
place in such a method of voting, is it not necessary to
ensure that we really have 2l Members who wish this
type of vorc?
President. 
- 
Mr Beazley, either 21 Members or a
group can request this vote. The ballot is open.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5)
I call Mr Herman.
, 
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in view of the
resul6, could we not ask those who requested a roll-
call vote to withdraw their request for the subsequent
amendments?
President. 
- 
As there are going to be many more
roll-call votes, Mr Herman, we have just calculated
that we are going to need about 30 000 pages, which is
roughly equivalent to the paper from all the trees in
the Parc de l'Orangerie here in Strasbourg. I was wait-
ing for the result of this calculation before asking Mr
Pannella the same question you have just put.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Mr President, I am trying to make a
helpful suggestion here. '!7ould Members agree that
the results of these roll-call votes, if the authors insist
on pursuing them, should be distriburcd only to those
who ask for them? I doubt if many of the rest of us
would be gready interested in the print-out result.
That would save an awful lot of paper, I would have
thought.
President. 
- 
Mr Fonh, I have to follow the rules and
they say that the results of a roll-call vorc go in the
minutes.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
Mr President, E/e are having a look
to see how we can cut down on our requesm for roll-
call votes. \7e might be left with only three or four.
Having said that, let me go on to say that I am some-
what dismayed by the rather intimidating, ideologi-
cally intimidating, nature of the procedure which has
just been used.
'!7'e are told that all these amendments are going to
lead to the destruction of the Parc de l'Orangeie . lf
you ask me, when we do our job as MPs, it is not to
destroy the park but so that the proceedings here are
really public, in accordance with the Rules of Proce-
dure.
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(Mixed reactions)
Be that as it may, we withdraw our requesr for a roll-
call vote on Amendments Nos I and 2l/rev.
President. 
- 
At no time, Mr Pannella, did I chal-
lenge your right to request a roll-call vote.
(Parliament rejected by roll-call oote Amendment No 5
and then Amendment No 20/reo,, adopted Amendment
No 1 and rejected Amendment No 21/reo.)
After paragraph 2, Mr Coppiercrs and others have
tabled Amendment No 22 seeking to add the follow-
ing new paragraph:
Velcomes the fact rhat rhe information abour invest-
ment projects in the elecrical energy producion
sector on which work is due ro stan within five years,
which is needed as a basis for initiating a consultarion
procedure, is already supplied ro the Commission
under the terms of Council Regularions Nos 1056/72
and 1215/76.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alema.r, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I am against,
because the introduction of a new text and a new
paragraph would cause confusion.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 22)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3, Mr Gendebien has
abled Amendment No 7 seeking to reword the para-
graph as follows:
Calls upon the Commission ro urge all Member States
to comply fonhwirh wirh the provisions of Anicles 37
and 4l of rhe Treary establishing the European
Atomic Energy Communiry and to apply rhem in
ample time for the procedure laid down to become
operative.
'!flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rapporteilr. 
- 
(D) On behalf of
the commitree I reject the amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 7)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 3, Mrs Lizin on behalf
of the Socialist Group has tabled Amendment No 25
seeking rc add the following new paragraph:
Requests rhe Commission ro review rhe application of
these anicles, in panicular wirh regard to the validity
of the deadlines currently in force, which are too
shon ro be effecdve,
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I think this
amendment can be accepted. In the final analysis 
-and I think the House ought to realize this 
- 
it would
mean an amendment to the Treaty, but I think it can
be accepted. It fits in with the report.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 26)
President. 
- 
I have five amendments on paragraph 4:
- 
Amendment No 40 by Mrs Scrivener and others
seeking to delete the paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 23lrev. by Mrs Bonino and others
seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
Confirms the posidon adopted in its resolution of
7 July 1977 (OJ C 183, I August 1977, p.56), and, in
panicular paragraph 2, on the Commission's proposal
to institurc a Community consultation procedure for
power-smtions which may have repercussions on rhe
territory of another Member Stare;
- 
Amendment No 41 by Mr Galland on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group seeking to reword
the paragraph as follows:
Might well approve the proposal from the Commis-
sion for the establishment of a Community consulta-
tion procedure in respeo of power-stations likely to
affect the cerritory of anorher Member Smte, but
points out that such a procedure cannot be envisaged
until all the Member States of the Community actually
implement a nuclear power policy;
- 
Amendment No 34 by Mr Sassano seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
'Velcomes the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities for the establishmenr of a
Communiry procedure for advance information and
consulation . . . (rest unchanged);
- 
Amendment No 8 by Mr Gendebien and Mr
Coppieters seeking to reword the paragraph as
follows:
'Velcomes the proposal from the Commission of rhe
European Communities for the esablishment of a
Communiry consulmtion procedure in respect of
power-sations likely to affect rhe rcrritory of anorher
Member State, and regrets that rhe Council has not
yet adopted it.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rd.pporteur. 
- 
(D) The committee
is not in favour of Amendment No 40, nor revised
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Amendment No 23. The same goes for Amendment
No 41. Amendment No 34 is also rejected, and
perhaps I could explain why. There is reference to
only one heading, which cannot be changed in the text
now. I mentioned only the heading in the original
motion. Amendment No 8 can be accepted. Mr Davig-
non also thought it was a good idea when he spoke
about it the day before yesterday.
(Parliament rejected successiaely Amendments Nos 40,
23/reo., 41 and 34 and adopted Amendment No 8 and
then paragrapb 4 as amended)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 4, Mr Sassano has
mbled Amendment No 35 seeking to insen a new
paragraph as follows:
Stresses thar wherever necessary in the planning,
building and operation of insmllations all the Commu-
nity regulations should be observed and, pending such
regulations, the most restricdve regulations among
those applying in the Member States concerned in
relation to health protection, safery and protection of
the environment.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemar., rdPPorteur. 
- 
(D) I-do not think
we can accept this amendment because it would ulti-
marcly cause a long delay and lead to a big debate.
Theri would be tremendous argument amont the
experts about which were the most restrictive regula-
tions. I am therefore against the amendment.
(Parliament rejected Arnendment No 35) \
President, 
- 
I have four amendmenw on Para-
graph 5:
- 
Amendment No 43, abled by Mrs Scrivener and
others on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, seeking to delete the paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 24 by Mr Coppieters and others
seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
(i) Calls on the Council to adopt as soon as possible the
proposal for a Council regulation submitted to it by
the Commission in December 1976, and to include in
it the principles set out under (a) rc (h) below:
(ii) Calls on the Commission to amend without delay irs
proposal of December 1976 for a Council regulation,
io incorpo.ate the principles set out under (a) to (h)
below:
(a) besides informing Member Starcs annually of the
list of planned installations communicated to it, the
Commission shall also publish a list containing, in
panicular, the facts abouc sites and type of install-
Ition; rhis publication shall be considered compatible
with the oblig"t,on ro confidentiality in Article 4 of
Council Regulation No 1056/72;
(b) Member States shall initiate the consultation
procedure if invited to do so by elected local or
iegional authorides in areas adjacent rc the proposed
sites;
(c) the Commission, in drawing up its opinion, shall
take account of submissions from Member States
which consider they are affected by projects, of
submissions from local or regional authorities or
legally constituted groups of citizens, and of the
results of referenda or other popular consultations
relating to the projec$ in question;
(d) the Commission, in its opinion, may proPose
modifications to the project; it may give a negative
opinion; its opinion must be motivated in detail;
(e) if the Commission gives a negative opinion, the
Member State on whose terrirory the project is
situated may ask for the application of an arbitration
procedure;
(f) the arbitration procedure, initiated by the Commis-
sion, shall involve direct contacts between the
Member State on whose territory the project is
situated, the Commission, the Member State or States
whose objections motivated the Commission's nega-
tive opinion, and, at their request, other Member
Smtes;
(g) if no conclusion satisfactory to all panies is
reached by such arbitration, rhe Member State on
whose terrirory the project is situated may ask the
Council of Ministers for a weighted majority vote
reversing the Commission's opinion;
(h) projects for which a consultation procedure under
the ierms of the Council regulation has been sought
may not be initiated until that procedure has been
completed;
- 
Amendment No 42, abled by Mr Galland on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, seek-
ing to insen the words a, the appropiate time
bifore Calk upon tbe Commission and Council ;
- 
Amendment No 27, tabled by Mrs Lizin on behalf
of the Socialist Group, seeking to reword the para-
graph as follows:
Calls upon the Commission and Counci{ to supple-
ment this proposal for a regulation with binding pro-
visions, including the possibiliry ofprohibition, to cover
cases where . . . (rest unchanged).
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alema.n, rdpPortew. 
- 
(D) The committee
is against Amendment No 43, and also against
Amendments Nos 24, 42 and 27.
(Parliament rejected srtccessioely Amendments Nos 43,
24, 42 and 27 and adopted pardgraPh 5)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on Para-
graph 6:
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- 
Amendmenr No 25 by Mr Capanna seeking to
delete the paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 44, tabled by Mrs Scrivener and
others on behalf of the Liberal and Democraric
Group, seeking to delete the paragraph;
- 
Amendment No 9 by Mr Gendebien seeking ro
reword rhe paragraph as follows:
Underlines the vial role which the Commission has to
play in this connection and urges it to show firmness
and independence ois-i-ais both the governmenm of
the Member States and the electricity companies.
\7hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mrs von Aleme.r, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The commitree
is against Amendments Nos 25, 44 and 9. Mr Davig-
non has already made it clear.
(Parliament rejected successioely Amendments Nos 25, 44
and 9 and adopted paragrapb 6)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 6, Mr von 'S/ogau has
abled Amendmenr No l4 seeking to insen the follow-
ing new paragraph:
Calls on the Commission to draw up binding rules to
ensure that information on incidents in nuclear power-
stations in frontier regions rs transmitted across fron-
tiers in full, and in panicular to provide for rhe esa-
blishmenr of represenative bodies on which members
of the public from both sides of che fronder are regu-
larly informed on all current quesrions of safety.
.\flhat 
is the rapponeur's posir.ion?
Mrs von Alema,n, rapportear. 
- 
(D) This aspect was
thoroughly discussed in committee. The amendmenr
should be adopted because ir follows on logically from
the previous one.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 14)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 7, Mrs Scrivener and
others on behalf of the Liberal and Democradc Parry
have abled Amendmenr No 45 seeking to delete the
paragraph.
(Parliament rejected Anendment No 45 and adopted
paragraph 7)
On paragraph 8, Mr Gendebien and orhers have
tabled Amendmenr No 1O seeking to reword the para-
graph as follows:
Calls for the uniform application throughout the
Community of rhe 'pollurer pays' principle in the
event of trans-frontier pollution by power-stations
and for the power-starions to be taken our of oper-
ation and dismantled if this principle is not
respected or if pollution exceeds previously
accepted Community standards.
Vhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mrs vonAlcma.., rdpporter4r. 
- 
(D)If we accepr this
amendment, it would mean in effect a morarorium.
The committee is against.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Lizin.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, if Mr Gendebien
would agree to delete the words and dismantled from
his amendmenr, oLlr group would be willing to vote in
favour of the amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) I am willing to delete the
words and dismantled , as Mrs Lizin suggests.
President. 
- 
The Group for the Technical Coordi-
nation and Defence of Independenr Groups and
Members has requesred a roll-call vore on this amend-
ment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 10 by roll-call ztote
and adopted paragraph 8)
After paragraph 8, Mr .Coppieters and others have
nbled Amendmenr No 3l seeking to insen the follow-
ing new paragraph:
Points out that in the event of rrans-frontier environ-
mental pollutron caused by power-stations, the
Member Srare andlor regional authoriries concerned
may be held responsible for possible compensation
arrangementS.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von f,l66rnn, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Amendment
No 3l now reads: Points out that in the eoent of trans-
frontier enoironmental polhtion, and so on. This is a
bit too much for me at rhe moment. I have nor been
able rc check this afrcrnoon whether this is a legal
position which exists in all countries in a general form
as expressed here. I cannor therefore give the commit-
tee's opinion. Ve did nor discuss the matter in
committee.
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President. 
- 
I call Sir Fred'S7'arner.
Sir Fred 'Warner. 
- 
Mr President, I just wish to
report that I have been disenfranchised. My light
won't work. My machine won't work. I was therefore
excluded from the last vote. I do not wish rc be
excluded from any more votes.
President. 
- 
Could you then, in the event of a roll-
call vote, inform the Chair of your vote before the
vote is closed if your machine does not work?
I have another request for a roll-call vorc on Mr
Coppieters' Amendment No 31, with the text as
amended.
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, I realize that
nothing more can be said about the amendments. I
merely wan[ to say that the alteration to the text is
connected with the fact that it is permissible in interna-
tional jurisprudence to use the words Points out.
President. 
- 
I should not have allowed you to speak
on rhat point. I thought you wanted to withdraw the
request for a roll-call vote.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 31 by roll-call ztote)
On paragraph 9, Mrs Scrivener and others on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group have tabled
Amendment No 45 seeking to reword the paragraph
as follows:
Requests the Council to require the Member Sates to
undenake the necessary consultation in a bilateral
context.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rapporteilr. 
- 
(D) The committee
is against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 45 and adopted
paragrapb 9)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 10, Mrs Scrivener and
orhers on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
have abled Amendment No 47 seeking rc delerc the
paragraph.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 47 and adopted
paragraph 10)
A.fter paragrapb lQ Mr Sassano has tabled two amend-
ments seehing to insert ne@ pdrdgrdphs:
- 
Amendment No 35:
Calls upon the Commission and Council to ensure
that emergency plans concerning abnormal incidents
at installations are prepared in advance, arranged and
possibly implemented with the panicipadon of the
Member Sates concerned, while remaining the
responsibiliry of the Scate to which the installacion
belongs;
- 
Amendment No 37:
Calls upon the Commission and Council to draw up
regulations permitting the selection of sites for the
location of nuclear power-stations within the
Community.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) The committee
did not discuss disaster prevention or emergency plans.
Amendment No 36 could be incorporated in the
motion in my opinion, bu[ not Amendment No 37
since the planning authority of the States would be
appreciably affected.
(Parliament adopted Anendment No 36 and rejected
Amendment No 37)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments seeking to
reword paragraph I 1:
- 
Amendment No 32/rev. by Mr Capanna and
others:
Points out that rhe above procedures must be supple-
mented by procedures for fully informing and involv-
ing the population in good time and at all stages
through elecrcd bodies and non-institutional citizens'
organizations for the protection of the environmentl
the final decision shall be raken by means of a binding
referendum on the consruction of the installation;
- 
Amendment No 1l by Mr Gendebien:
Poinm out that the above procedures must be supple-
mented at all stages by procedures for fully informing
and consuldng the regional and local authorities and
inhabitants; such consulution should be organized in
each local administration area on both sides of Smte
frontiers within a radius of 50 kilomeres from the
planned site of a power-sration,
- 
Amendment No 48 by Mrs Scrivener and others on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group:
Stresses the need to keep the public fully informed at
all stages of the procedure.
I have received from the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independent Groups
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and Members a requesr for a roll-call vore on the firsr
two amendmenm, Nos 32/rev. and 11.
'!flhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mrs von Alemann, rdpporteilr.. 
- 
(D) The commitree
rejects Amendments Nos 32/ rev., l1 and 48.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna.
Mr Capanna. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, I should like to ask
the rapponeur to explain why she cannot recommend
the adoption of Amendment No 32lrev. The fact is
that the first paragraph of the amendment stares what
has already been said in the motion . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Capanna, Mrs von Alemann replied
as she thought fit in her capacity as rapponeur. Ve
cannot stan a debate on the matter.
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
@ I requesr that the amendment be
voted on in separate pans, i.e. that we have a separare
vote on the two paragraphs.
President. 
- 
Mr Veronesi has requested a separa[e
vote. Are we going to have ro have a roll-call vore on
each part?
I call Mrs von Alemann.
Mrs von Alemann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr Capanna is
quite right, Mr President. The firsr pan is the same as
paragraph 11 of rhe morion. 'We have to consider the
second part therefore.
President. 
- 
Ir is therefore poinrless to have a sepa-
rate vote.
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Can I ask, Mr President, that we
vote only on the second parr?
(Laaghter and applause 
- 
Pailiament successiaely
rejected the second part of Amendment No 32/reo. by
roll-call oote, Amendment No 11', and Amendment
No 48 and adopted paragraph 1 I )
-
+ Mr Pannella withdrew his request for a roll-call vote.
President. 
- 
After paragraph 11, I have two amend-
ments seeking to add new paragraphs:
-Amendment No 29 by Mr Oehler on behalf of rhe
Socialist Group:
Calls upon the Member State auchorities to involve as
a matrcr of priority the local and regional aurhoriries
of the neighbouring Sate or States, through their
elected representatives, in the planning stage of the
siting of a power-scation near fronriers as well as in
any studies or public enquiries concerning the impact
of such a project;
- 
Amendment No 12 by Mr Gendebien:
Invircs the Commission ro arrange for studies to be
carried out on the impact of rhe consrruction of a
power-station in each of rhe frontier regions
concerned and for the resulm to be published.
'!/hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rapportear. 
- 
(D) After the way
we have just voted, Amendment No 29 would suit the
motion. Amendment No 12, on [he o[her hand, should
be rejected.
(Parliament adopted Amendnent No 29; Amendment
No 12 thereforefell)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 11, I have rwo amend-
ments seeking ro add new paragraphs:
- 
Amendment No 13 by Mr Gendebien:
Calls on the Commission and the Council to draw up
and implement joint plans for rhe evacuation and
protection of the inhabitanm of frontier regions where
a nuclear accident might occur;
- 
Amendment No 30 by Mr Oehler on behalf of the
Socialist Group:
Calls on the Commission ro recommend the Council
of Ministers ro uke account of Resolution No 116l
1980 of the Conference of local and regional aurhori-
ties in Europe on the aoivides of local and regional
authorities in respect of environmenral prorection wirh
an eye to the development of nuclear energy.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mrs von Alema.n, rapportear. 
- 
(D) !7ith regard to
Amendment No 13, Mr Davignon has already said
that the idea is good but that it is formulated in a
manner which is roo srront and subjective. I think it
could be acceptable if it were amended as follows:
Calls on the Commission and rhe Council to draw up
and implement joint plans for the evacuation and
protection of the inhabitants of frontier regions in the
event of disaster.
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President. 
- 
I do not think we should discuss the
wording during the plenary sittings. No one has the
text in front of him. One small alteration can be
accepted, but if a whole text has to be read out, I
imagine it could simply confuse matters. I should like
to ask you to comment on the amendment before us
and not to make any suggestions concerning altera-
tions. That should have happened in commitree.
(Applausefrom oarious qr4drters on tbe ight and centre)
Mrs von Alemann, rdpporteilr. 
- 
(D) If you do not
accept this alteration, Mr President, I am forced to
reject the amendment as it reads at the moment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebien. 
- 
(F) Mr President, Mr Davignon
agrees with the gist of my amendment. The rapporteur
simply wants to delete the last five words. I second her
suggestion. It strikes me that this amendment raises an
issue of common sense, and it would be to Parlia-
ment's credit if it were adopted.
President. 
- 
Mr Gendebien, w'e cannot, have changes
made to texts during sittings unless we have the
proposed changes on paper before us. It is impossible
unless we are dealing with isolated words.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 13 and tben
Amendment No 30)
On Paragraph 12, I have two amendmenm seeking to
reword the paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 28 by Mrs Lizin on behalf of the
Socialist Group:
Calls upon the Commission to submit an annual
report to Parliament concerning experience of the
application of Articles 37 and 41 of the Euratom
Trea:ry .. . (rest unchanged);
- 
Amendment No 49 by Mrs Scrivener and others on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group:
Calls upon the Commission to submit an annual
report to Parliament concerning experience of the
application of Article 37 of the Euratom Treaty (rest
deleted).
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mrs von Alemann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) In favour of
Amendment No 28. It was simply an oversight that
this was not mentioned. But against Amendment
No 49.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 28; Amendmenc
No 49 therefore fell; Parliament adopted paragraph 12
as amended and paragraph 13)
President. 
- 
Explanations of vote may now be given.
I call Mr Turcat.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F)Ladies and gendemen, I am afraid
that the motion for a resolution and several vorcs
expressed here are based on an error and two points of
confusion. It is an error to think that we are living
with the threat of an atom bomb inside nuclear power
stations. This is not true and it generates unjustified
fears and gives rise to the two points of confusion. The
first is that we should be reserving special reatment
for nuclear power stations compared with all industry,
which is often a much greater source of pollution. The
second point is that it is q/rong to imagine that the
Community procedures are going to provide a solu-
don for problems which in fact direcdy concern the
population and which have to be settled through bila-
teral agreements. !(i'e shall be voting against the
motion on account of this.
(Applause from the Group of European Progressioe
Demooats)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna.
Mr Capaoaa. 
- 
(I) I am forced by the majority in
the House, Mr President, to vote against this motion
- 
and I should to so with both hands if I could. Let
me explain. I said at one point during the debate on
the von Alemann motion that I considered it decisive
for democracy. I was referring to the opportunity of
giving the people concerned in frontier areas, where
nuclear power sations might be built, ample oppor-
tunity 
- 
and this means a referendum 
- 
to express
their views. If this is not the case, Mrs von Alemann, it
is senseless to say in paragraph 11 that the population
has to be involved, unless they are going to be given
the opponunity to express their views in a thorough,
direct and responsible manner.
I do not think I am being biased if I say that the
nuclear lobby which forms the majority here clearly
intends to build nuclear poy/er stations in frontier
areas as well, regardless of the yea or nay of the
people. This strikes the very meaning and principle of 
.
democracy. For this reason, especially, I am forced by'
the majoriry to vote against the motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Bonino.
146 [snino. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I shall be voting against the motion but for
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reasons diamerically opposed to those expressed by
Mr Turcat earlier. I feel there is a basic ambiguity in
this repon and in the motion. On the one hand, with
regard to rhe siting of nuclear power srarions, rhere is
recognition of the need for Community safety stan-
dards and special procedures. On the orher hand,
however, there is nothing specific about procedures
for informing the population involved, abour rhe rele-
vant consultation and, above all, about the Commu-
niry safety standards which in any case have still to be
esnblished. In actual fact, this repon allows people to
go on building nuclear power stations in frontier areas
while we are sdll waiting for Communiry safery sran-
dards.
I think we ought to reject this basic ambiguity wher-
eby we say we need special procedures while at the
same time we go on building nuclear power stations
regardless of these non-existent procedures. If we all
think that there have to be Communiry standards 
-and I think we do 
- 
we first have to draw up these
standards and then site the power stations, and not the
other way round.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Lizin.
Mrs Lizin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I just want to say that
we shall of course vote for Mrs von Alemann's motion
as amended.
I want to add that this presupposes that the Commis-
sion puts the final touches 
- 
and fairly quickly, I
hope 
- 
to its draft regulation along rhe lines called
for by our committee. However, since the regulation is
on the aBenda for the next Council meeting 
- 
and I
think we have to thank the Presidency for that 
- 
we
also have to hope that one of rhe Member Stares,
whose representatives here have unhappily made their
presence felt with negative votes, does not succeed in
again preventing the Council from reaching a decision
on this vital marrer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in spite of the
gross inadequacies of this morion, which I menrioned
during the debate, and the lamenrable fact rhat specific
amendmenm were rejected, I still inrend to vote in
favour of the morion since I feel thar rhe adoption of
some amendments indicates some progress. I do admit
that my amendmenr on paragraph 5, Amendment
No 24, perhaps wenr, inro roo much detail, but it was
nevertheless relevant. I shall table this amendment
again in the form of a morion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seligman.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
Mr President, afrer a great deal of
thought, I and most members of my group have
decided to vote in principle in favour of the von
Alemann resolution. Ve do nor do rhis lighdy. Ve real-
ize that there may be a delay ro pan of a Community
nuclear power programme caused by rhis repon, bur
because we are basically pro-nuclear we think the
public living near power-srations should be fully
informed and satisfied that all necessary precaurions
have been taken, whichever side of the fronrier they
live; otherwise, public opposition will grow.
The key paragraph is No 5. As we read it, this does
not give power [o the Commission to arbitrate in any
way. It calls on the Commission and Council to devise
a normal regulation, which will come ro Parliament
for debate in the normal way, to cover cases where
there is no agreemenr between Stares. On the Council,
any country will have the normal right to vero any
unacceptable regulation. For that reason, we saw no
reason to oppose paragraph 5.
Basically, we support von Alemann because we want
nuclear power to have the full confidence of all the
people and all nations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr President, I must say, firsr of all,
how much I regret my committee's failure to give an
opinion to the Committee on Energy and Research on
this panicular matter, because this is a report abour
public safery and about environmental safeguards. And
I must admit that I quail at the thought of the environ-
mental damage we have caused rcday by the destruction
of the number of rees needed to reproduce the
recorded vorcs.
(Applause)
This is about pollution and abour safety standards, and
I think these transcend national boundaries and
demand incernational acrion. !7e see rhe essence of the
problem whgn it is illustrated by those amendmenrs
which have sought ro contain and restrict the acrion
asked for by the rapporteur, and I wonder wherher the
European Community can ever realize its social ideals
if Member States continue ro be morivarcd by nation-
alistic considerations. Frankly, rhe real will for Euro-
pean cooperarion is cast in doubt by these
manoeuvres, and instead we have a collection of self-
centred, self-interesrcd narion-Srares influenced more
by their own vote-carching need in presidential elec-
tion years than by anything else.
The will for cooperation is sometimes just not there,
and this is yet another example of the kind of delaying
ractics we saw in the case of the Seveso directive.
Although I do not think this reporr is perfecr, I shall
vote for it, because I think that unless we are prepared
rc lo6k beyond these narrow, nationalistic considera-
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tions, the safery of the workers and the health of the
environment will continue to be in jeopardy. I hope
the Council will not only accept this but will also take
steps to unlock the Seveso directive as well.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gendebien.
Mr Gendebie rr. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall absmin. I
agree, the repon indicates a certain amount of
progress and I am glad of that. On the other hand,
however, the text which has been adopted still
harbours a fair number of ambiguities and it is not
going to stop rhe siring of nuclear power srarions in
frontier regions, with all the hazards this implies for
health and for the environment..
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \7eber.
Mrs Veber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, we have voted on a proposal which provides us
with an instrument for intervention in imponant cases.
But I do feel that the instrument is blunt. I should have
been happier if it had been a bit sharper, for example,
if we had managed to incorporate the possibiliry of a
ban in paragraph 5. I just hope that the Council 
- 
and
I am quite earnest in my plea 
- 
will at least make use
of this blunt instrument and not knock it out of our
hands again. I shall be voting in favour of the motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, although, like Mr
Gendebien, I believe that the report represents some
progress, I shall absmin from voting, because I feel
that by voting for or against I shall legitimize the
whole obscenity of nuclear power producdon at its
present level of development.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, at the meeting on
23 September only the two Communist representatives
on [he Committee on Energy abstained from voting on
the final text. !fle feel that the substance of the motion
is inadequate with regard to the guarantees which
have to be given rc the population and with regard to
the population's involvement in decision-making. ln
this area, in Italy, the Communists have been behind
effons to provide the general public with grearer guar-
antees.
There is no doubt that the motion has been improved,
but it could have been even better if other amend-
menm, which we voted for but which were rejected,
could have been incorporated in the overall text of the
motion. Be that as it may, we realize that progress has
been made and that there is now a greater degree of
willingness. Consequently, although it is with some
reluctance that. we shed the reservations we expressed
when voting in committee, we shall be voting in favour
of the motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Can I just say to Mr Veronesi that,
along with tlLe two Communist Members, I also
abstained when it came to the vote. I heard a lot of
talk from the hean, which is all very well, but some of
the French Members wanted the voice of reason to be
heard. !7e shall see how things turn out in a few yearsl
President. 
- 
[ have received a request for a roll-call
vote from the (lroup of European Progressive Demo-
crars and the (3roup for the Technical Coordination
and Defence ol'Independent Groups and Members.
(Parliament a/.6,pted the resolution by roll-call oote)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote rhe motionfor a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-59t?/80) by Mr Miiller-Hermann and others:
Community oil suppliesfrorn the Middle East.
The resolution rs adopted.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motionfor a resolu-
tion (Doc. 1-t99/80) by Mr Linkohr and otbers: Sapplies
of oil to the Conmunityfrom the Middle East.
The resolution is adopted.
***
President. 
- 
\/e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Scbrnid report (Doc. 1-521/
80): Multiannual Community progrdmme in biomolecu-
lar engineering.
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President
After Anicle 1, Mr Colla and Mr Notenboom have
tabled Amendment No 10 seeking to insen rhe follow-
ing new paragraph:
Article la
1. The Community shall assist the research projects
listed in Annex A which shall take rhe form of activi-
ties under contract on rhe basis of cost-sharing agree-
ments. Such contrac$ shall incorporate a clause
requiring pan of the assisrance granted for research to
be repaid where such research produces results which
are put to commercial use andlor leads to applicarions
for patenm and the grandng of licences.
2. Paniciparion shall not as a rule exceed 50 0/0. In deter-
mining the Communities' contriburion for a specific
project, accounr shall be taken of all assismnce akeady
granrcd, or likely to be granred, for other purposes.
'Where the 50 0/o rule is exceeded, this should be the
subject of an explicit, reasoned decision by the
Commission, which musr first be broughr to rhe atten-
rion of the budgetary authority.
3. The Commission shall negotiare, and conclude, the
requisite contracts. To this end ir shall draw up a sran-
dard form of contract setting out rhe rights and duries
of the panies and, where necessary, the conditions
:l;r.:."..0r..s 
for any repaymenr of research assist-
Vhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Schmid, rapportenr. 
- 
(D) The amendment
reflecm what the committee wanted. Allow me rc add
a word of explanation.
Originally, we tabled no amendmenm to the Council
Decision because we believed that the Commission
would be amending its proposal off its own bat, as it
had undenaken to do. Yesrerday, however, I heard
from the Commission that it did not intend ro make
any amendments. This makes me all the more
convinced that we musr adop[ this amendmenr which,
by the way, is essentially in rhe form agreed by rhe
Committee on Budgets, apart from the second sent-
ence in paragraph 2. I would rherefore ask you, Mr
President, to let us 
- 
for rhe sake of fairness 
- 
vore
separately on the second paragraph. All in all, though,
I agree with rhe text.
(Parliament adopted the three paragrapbs of Amendment
No 10 by successioe ootes)
President. 
- 
On Anicle 4, Mr Colla and Mr Noren-
boom have tabled Amendment No 5 seeking to
reword the anicle as follows:
During the third yiar an assessmenr shall be made of
the programme which may result in revision of the
programme in accordance wirh the appropriare proce-
dures after the Advisory Committee on Programme
Management has been consulted. The European
Parliament shall be informed of the assessment of the
proposals for review on which it shall deliver an
opinion.
\flhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
!k 9:H{, rdpportgyl 
.President, because this is rn
the Committee on Budge6.
(D) I am in favour, Mr
keeping with the view of
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 6)
President. 
- 
On Annex B, paragraph 1, Mr Colla
and Mr Notenboom have abled Amendmend No 7
seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:
The Commission shall be responsible for the execu-
tion of the proBrammes. In the context of its exclu-
sively advisory capacity and in order to contribute in
rhis way ro the optimal implementation of the research
and development programme in rhe field of biomole-
cular engineering, the Advisory Committee may
deliver an opinion on:
- 
the selection. . . (rest unchanged).
\flhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Schmid, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) In favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 7)
President. 
- 
On Annex B, paragraph 5, Mr Colla
has tabled Amendment No 9 seeking to expand the
paragraph by adding the following:
. . . , who shall be one. of the Commission represenra-
tives.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Schmid, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) In favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 9)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the morion for a
resolution.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph 1)
On paragraph 2, Mr Gautier has tabled Amendment
No 4 seeking to delere the paragraph.
'!(/hat is the rapporreur's position?
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Mr Schmid, raPPortear. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am
opposed to this amendment. I appreciate why Mr
Gautier tabled his amendment. The point is to delete
the sentence in the motion for a resolution referring to
the possibiliry of the genetic manipulation of human
beings. That does not form pan of the programme,
and in that respect Mr Gautier is quite right. On the
other hand, I do not believe that our formulation
could give rise to misunderstandings, and with a view
to consistency with the decision nken by the commit-
tee 
- 
and also because this happens to be rpy own
personal opinion 
- 
I must urge that the amendment
be rejected.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted
paragrapb 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3, Mr Gautier has tabled
Amendment No 5 seeking to reword the paragraph as
follows:
Considers a Comrr;unity research programme in the
fietd of biomolecular engineering to be useful because
. of:
- 
the contributiort to the development of research and
technology in Europe;
- 
the conribution of a research programme to the stai'-
dardization of safety guidelines for recombinant DNA
work;
- 
the social need for the medical application of biomole-
cular engineering.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Schmid, rdpPortet4r. 
- 
(D) I am in favour in prin-
ciple, Mr President, although the committee vas not
able to consider this point. I can make no recommen-
dation based on the committee's view.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted
paragraph 3 and then paragraph 4)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on Para-
graph 5:
- 
Amendment No 12 by Mr Sassano seeking to
reword paragraph 5 (a) as follows:
that no projects are selected which have already been
the subject of intensive work and the results of which
are known and available;
- 
Amendment No I by Mr Gautier seeking to delete
the second indent in paragraph 5 (b);
- 
Amendment No 15 by Mr Gautier seeking to
delete the sixth indent in paragraph 5 (b).
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
141 gshmid, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am in
favour of Mr Sassano's amendment. His formulation is
better than the original one. As regards the rwo
amendmenm tabled by Mr Gauder, once again I
appreciate his motives. His aim is to make the
piogr"... still more concentrarcd. In principle, that
is the view mken by the committee, but, on the other
hand, we must reach a compromise which has the
approval of the committee. \Tithout referring this
mamer back to the committee, I cannot recommend
that the amendment be adopted.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 12, rejected
Amendment No I and tben Amendment No 15 and
adopted paragrdpb t ds amended and then paragrapbs 6
and z)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on para-
graph 8:
- 
Amendment No 14 by Mr Sassano seeking to
reword the first indent of the paragraph as follows:
- 
publish invitadons to tender for the projects not only
in the Official Journal of the European Communicies
but also in those scientific journals which are widely
circulated in each of the Member States;
- 
Amendmen, No 3 by Mr Gautier seeking to
reword the last indent of the paragraph as follows:
- 
undenake a further initiative to harmonize the safety
guidelines for research and industrial applicadon.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Schmid, rrrPporteur. 
- 
(D) I am in favour of both
amendments, Mr President. They rePresent an
improvement.
(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No 14,
Amendment No j, paragraph 8 as amended and para-
grapb 9)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 10, Mr Gautier has
tabled Amendment. No 2 seeking to replace the words
tbree new A posts with the words a maximum of tbree
nean A posts.
\flhat is the rapporteur's posidon?
Mr Schmid, rapPorteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, this
was a contentious issue in the committee as well,
where no unanimous decision was reached. The
majority of the committee was in favour of three
posts; the minority 
- 
which included the rapponeur
- 
favoured rwo posts. On behalf of the committee,
therefore, I must recommend rejection of the amend-
ment.
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(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No 2,
paragrapb 10 as amended, paragraphs I 1 and 12 and tbe
notionfor a resolution as a utbole)
,**
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Moreau report (Doc. 1-550/
80): Decision on the adoption ofthe annual report on the
economic situation of the Community.
(Parliament adopted tbe preamble)
On paragraph 1, Mr Valter and Mr Vagner have
tabled Amendmenr No 25 seeking rc add the follow-
ing at the end of the paragraph
is concerned at the consequences of the policies
proposed by the Commission for 1981, which, while
designed to reduce the balance of paymenm deficit to
26.8 million ECUs and inflarion to around l0 0/0,
will, however, resulr in a very low increase of approxi-
, 
mately 0.8 % in the gross domestic product and in a
fresh rise in the rare of unemploymenr to 6.8 0/0, or 8
million people unemployed.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Morcau, rapporteilr. 
- 
(F) This rcxt was pan of
the original reporr, Mr Presidenr. The commitree
rejected it, bur speaking as rapporr,eur I am personally
in favour of it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 25 and adopted
paragraph 1)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 1, Mr Deleau and Mr
Nyborg on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrarc have tabled Amendmenr No 3 seeking
to add the following new paragraph:
Points our the need to stimulate growth in order as a
matter of priority ro combar inflation, to coordinare
rhe measures taken by the Member States to pur a stop
ro the dizzy spiralling of.interest rares, ro permit the
rnvestmenr necessary for the growth of exports and to
reorganize the economy mki-ng account of rhe need
for social harmony, energy savings and environmental
requlrements.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) To some exrenr rhis
text repears what has been said, but since it is in line
with what rhe committee was able to adopt, I am in
favour of it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
paragraphs 2 and 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4, Mr Valter and Mr
Vagner have tabled Amendment No 25 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Poinm out that the fighr against unemploymenr and the
creation of jobs musr be srated as fundamental objecrives
in any economic poliry; regrets that the Commission's
proposals do not contain such a satement of priority;
Dispuies the idea that a rise in unemployment is the price
to be paid for combating inflation, as a similar increase in
both is now being seen in several counrries;
Points our thar in most Member States rhe slowing-down
of increases in wages and social costs has not been
reflected in a fall in the rare of inflation, even if direcr or
indirect effects of the rise in oil prices are raken into
account; there are rherefore many varied causes of infla-
tion, and all these causes should be tackled, not simply
wage costs.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Since this was parr of
the original report, I am in favour, although the
committee rejected it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 26 and adopted
paragraph 4)
Prcsident. 
- 
I have two amendmenr on paragraph 5:
- 
Amendment No 16 by Mr De Clercq seeking ro
reword the third indent of paragraph 5 as follows:
- 
a strict poliry of rehabilitating the public finances of
most Member States;
- 
Amendment No 17 by Mr'l7alter and Mr Wagner
seeking to insert the following new paragraph after the
fourth indent of paragraph 5:
but considers thar any economic poliry, while main-
aining the competitiveness of rhe economy, must also
safeguard rhe purchasing power of the great mass of
workers and people wirh low incomes; such a policy
can only be fully effective if it is accompanied by
measures designed ro reduce inequalides.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) I am againsr Amend-
ment No 15. The Commission has already ackled this
problem in pan and the text of rhe rhird indenr was
adopted by the committee. As for Amendment No 17,
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it was pan of the original rext but was turned down by
the committee. I shall let the House decide what is to
be done.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15 and then
Amendment No 17 and adopted paragraph ))
President. 
- 
Ihavethreeamendmentsonparagraph6:
- 
Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Deleau and Mr
Nyborg on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats, seeking to delete the words operated
fairly axll during the year 1980, butin the paragraph;
- 
Amendment No I by Mr von Vogau seeking to
reword the paragraph as followst:
urges the Council to introduce the second phase of
implementation of the European Monetary System, in
whrch the European Monetary Fund is to be estab-
hshed
- 
Amendment No 13 by Mr Hopper and Mr Purvis
seeking to add the following at the end of the para-
graph:
. . . in this regard, sffesses the imponance of now
l";:Hffi ::1:lliiH:ffi :.[%:ril.H,:H:*
Doc.1-63l80).
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) I am against Amend-
ment No 4 because the committee felt that our opinion
on the operation of the European Monetary System
w'as rather favourable. As for Amendment No 13, I am
against it because the committee did not consider this
point in the fashion indicated by the author of the
amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted
successioely Amendment No 13, PdrdgrdPh 5 as amended
and paragraphs 7 to 9)
President. 
- 
Mr De Clercq has tabled two amend-
menrs on paragraph 10:
- 
Amendment No 19 seeking to reword the first
indent of the paragraph as follows:
it is becoming increasingly difficult to find employ-
ment for women and young people in the economy;
Amendment No 21 seeking to reword rhe founh
indent of the paragraph as follows:
- 
distonions of competition are being caused by rhe
growth of the 'black economy' and by official subsidi-
zation of sectors of the economy in various Member
Sntes.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position? '
Mr Moreau, fttpporteur. 
- 
(F) I am aigainst both
amendments.
(Parliament rejected Amendnent No 19 and then
Amendment No 21 and adopted paragraph 10 and then
pdrdgra?hs 11 dnd 12)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 12, Mr Deleau and Mr
Nyborg on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats have tabled Amendment No 5 seeking
to insen the following new paragraph:
Regrets that the Commission does not atuch more
importance to the dynamic of expons in the general
balance of economic growth.
'I7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Moreau, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) Ve did not approach
this matter in this fashion in committee, and I feel that
the way in which it was dealt with in the repon is such
that there is no reason for this amendment. I am there-
fore against it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted
paragraph 13)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 14, Mr Beumer and
others have abled Amendment No 7 seeking to delete
the word coflplementail7 in the third indent of the
paragraph.
'!7har is rhe rapponeur's position?
Mr Moreau, r.tPPorteilr. 
- 
(F) Against.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 7 and then para-
grapb 14 as amended)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 15, Mr De Clercq has
tabled Amendment No 22 seeking to add the follow-
ing to the end of the paragraph:
. . . and that a general policy should be pursued which
promo[es rather than discourages private investment.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?I Subsequently withdrawn by the author.
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Mr Moreau, rdpporter,,r. 
- 
(F) I am against rhe
amendment because it repeats what has already been
said in the report.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 22 and then para-
graph tS as amended)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 16, Mr De Clercq has
tabled Amendment No 24 seeking to insen the para-
graph immediately after paragraph 3 under rhe head-
ing s h o r t - te rm po li tical rneds ure s.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Moreau, rapporterlr. 
- 
(F) Paragraph 16 deals
with medium-term measures as well as shon-rcrm
measures. I am therefore against this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 24)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 16, Mr Beumer and
others have nbled Amendment No 9 seeking to
replace the word massioe by balanced in the first pan
of the.paragraph.
'!/hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) I should have been
happy with this amendment if the word massioe had
been left in, i.e. if it had been phrased balanced and
massioe inoestments.If we just have the word, balanced,
there is no indication of the size of rhe invesrmenrs,
and for this reason I am against the amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 9 and then para-
graph 16 as amended)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 15, Mr von Vogau has
tabled Amendment No 2 seeking to insen the follow-
ing new paragraph:
Urges the Council ro speed up the measures needed to
eliminate persisring bureaucratic and rcchnicaI barriers
to trade between rhe Member States and rc esrablish a
genuine common market.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Although rhe repon
did not go inro this matter as such, in view of the
discussion we had in commirree I am in favour of the
amendment.
(Parliarnent adopted Arnendment No 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 17, Mr von Bismarck
and others have tabled Amendment No 10 seeking to
reword the paragraph as follows:
Stresses that the Community, faced with a tragic level
of unemploymenr musr, working rogether with the
social panners, give prioriry to concened actions
towards increasing employment opponunities, in
panicular:
- 
the creation of new job opponunities, especially in
the newer high-technology secors,
- 
the easing of job mobility by encouraging training
and retraining and reducing or eliminating impedi-
ments ro the unemployed taking up occupations
for which they are qualified, wherever thar oppor-
tunity may be located,
- 
the reduction of working hours, including sysre-
matic ovenime, where this is linked with commen-
surare improvemenm in productivity, so that real ,
incomes can be maintained and European indus-
try's competitive position can be assured,
- 
the encouragemen[ of pan-time working, stag-
gered time-tables and flexible working hours.
Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Moreau, rdpporteur. 
- 
(F) I am against this
amendment because ir distons to some exrent [he
proposals adopted by the commirtee in paragraph 17
since it tries to bring closer rogerher the various
proposals which could have been made. For this
reason I am not in favour of the amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 10 by electronic
oote)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 18, Mr Beumer and
others have tabled Amendment No 11 seeking to
delete the paragraph.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 11 and then para-
grapb tl)
On paragraph 20, Mr De Clercq has tabled Amend-
ment No 23 seeking to add the following to the end of
the paragraph:
. . . at this difficult time policy-makers must above all
refrain from taking measures which serve solely ro
combat rhe effects of the crisis in rhe shon rerm and
thus lose sighr of rhe real long-term causes and
effects; painful sacrifices will have to be made
however the crisis is tackled \ut they will be more
numerous and much greater if it is not tackled in the
righr way.
\7'hat is the rapponeur's position?
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Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) I am against the
amendment as it repeam what has been said elsewhere.
(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No 23,
paragraph 20 as amended and paragrapb 21)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 22, Mr'l7alter and Mr
Vagner have abled Amendment No 18 seeking to
insert the following new indent before the first indent
of the paragraph:
- 
to establish a new inrcrnational economic order.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Moreau, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) This was pan of the
original report. It was rejected by the committee, but I
should like to say at this point that this is in fact an
imponant vote because this amendment refers [o our
contribution towards the establishment of a new inter-
national economic order. Ve sPent a long time
discussing thip in committee. I hope the House will
vote in favour of this amendment.
(Parliament adopted successioely Amendment No 18,
paragraph 22 as amended and paragraph 23)
President. 
- 
Explanations of vote may now be given.
I call Mr Coust6 to speak on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany (Christian-Democratic
Group).
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, there are positive
elements in Mr Moreau's report; we drew at[ention to
these during the general debate. Although the report
has not been greatly affected in plenary session by the
amendments 
- 
and I am sorry that the rapponeur did
not see fit to suppon Amendment No 5 tabled by Mr
Deleau nonetheless feel that it should be
approved.
'!7e shall therefore be voting for the report, albeit with
the reservations expressed by our spokesman, Mr
Deleau, to the effect that we should like rc see a stron-
ger grovth element. In other words, we believe in the
need for giving a boost to investment, giving effective
support to exports and better protection to our tradi-
tional industries such as steelmaking, building, ship-
building, textiles and the footwear and car industries.
Ve should also like to see a stop put to spiralling
interest rates, which are scaling new heights of lunacy.
To our mind, these are the first condition for restoring
economic balance. At the same time as balance is being
restored and assured, we want to see real steps taken
to combat unemployment 
- 
which is causing so much
suffering to so many people 
- 
and inflation. Ve shall
rherefore be voting for the report, and I think this
clear statement should be to this House's satisfaction
and will underline our group's thinking.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ruffolo to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Ruffolo. 
- 
(I) On behalf of the Socialist Group,
Mr President, Iet me say that we are forced to vote
against this motion, rc which we really wanted to give
our full backing, because of the exclusion in commit-
tee and the rejection here in the Chamber of two
points which we consider of prime imponance 
- 
I am
referring to Amendment No 26 to paragraph 4 and
Amendment No 17 to paragraph 5 
- 
and the adop-
tion of Amendment No 10 which replaces paragraph
17 by a text which in our view distons the whole prob-
lem of the distribution of working hours and the dura-
tion of work.
It is unthinkable in our view that, at such a perilous
moment in the economic circumstances of the
Community, we should not be confirming the basic
priority of the struggle against unemployment, the
error of the stubborn and unwarranted idea that
unemployment is the way to tackle inflation, and the
need to protect come what may the purchasing power
of the less well-off workers. In congratulating the
rapponeur, who once again has produced an excellent
piece of work, we must nevenheless with deep regret
vote against the motion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonaccini to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Bonaccini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, when he spoke yesterday, the Vice-President of
the Commission, Mr Onoli, told us that the approval
of the annual repon on lhe economic situation of the
Community was one of the major acts of this Parlia-
ment 
- 
those were his exact words 
- 
and that this
year we were considering the report in the expectation
that the situation in 198 I would be just as difficult.
I have tremendous liking and appreciation for Mr
Moreau's effons, which I do not think will be recog-
nized in the final outcome of this debate. I must say
that the gap between the general outline and the result
we are arriving at today is such a large gap in terms of
form and content that the decision of Parliament
becomes quite an easy one. The difficulty of reaching
a majority opinion rather than a panial one, which Mr
Moreau mentioned when presenting his report' seems
ar the end of the debate to be even greater and
more obvious. 'S7e have even failed to consider one
vital question; what is the Council going rc make of
our opinion? \7hat response will it give, or has it
already given, rc the Member States on this? This is a
matter of vital imponance to [his Parliament and for
the sake of giving real meaning to our work.
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Another thing Mr Onoli said yesrerday with grear
feeling was tha[ we had ro bear in mind the situation
of the less-favoured social caregories. If this were all
there was to it, simply bear it in mind, I do not think
this would be much of an initiative for Parliamenr to
be proud of. But there is more ro ir than that. Ve are
talking about terribly down-to-eanh matrers like
unemployment and the sacrifices which the circum-
stances call for and which need more rhan to be borne
in mind but which require suirable decisions on the
pan of the governmenrs and rhe Community institu-
tions.'$fle are not taking thar approach wirh this docu-
ment. Not only have we rejected the amendments
mentioned by Mr Ruffolo, but we have even had Mr
von Vogau's amendment withdrawn. \7e should have
been more than happy ro vote for rhis amendment call-
ing for the introduction of the second phase of imple-
mentation of the European Monerary System. For
these reasons and a number of others, we shall be
voting againsr the approval of rhis documenr.
(Parliament adopted tbe resolution by electronic ztote)
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolation (Doc. 1-500/80) by Mr Glinne and others:
Seat of the European Parliament.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph 1)
After paragraph 1, Mr De Goede has mbled Amend-
ment No 2 seeking to insen the following new para-
graph:
Believes that the seat of Parliament should be located
in the same place as that of the execurive (Commission
of the European Communities).
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2)
On paragraph 2, Mr Zagari on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee has tabled Amendment No I seek-
ing to replace the words afi,er consulting Parliament
with the words a,fier consuhations utitb Parliament.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1 and tben para-
graph 2 as amended)
On paragraph 3, Mr Coppieters has tabled Amend-
ment No 3 seeking to reword rhe paragraph as
follows:
Declares that, if the Governments of rhe Member
States have not reached a decision by the above date,
it would have no oprion but to choose a place of work
itself and to rake the necessary srcps rc implement this
decision as soon as possible.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
paragraph 4)
Explanations of vote may noq/ be given.
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, we should like to
make it quite clear that the problem of this House's
seat must remain srrictly within the province of the
nine Member Stares. '!7e do feel, however, that it is
absolutely essential ro remedy the current situarion.
'!7hat is at stake here is the living and working condi-
tions of our staff 
- 
ro whom we should like to take
this opponunity of paying tribure 
- 
and the efficient
functioning of rhis House as well as rhe effectiveness
of our own work.
Public opinion in our nine Member Srates already
finds it hard enough ro pur up with the disastrous
policy pursued by rhe European institutions and the
French governmenr., and is rightly disgusted at the
amount of money spenr by dint of our present work-
irg conditions. Formal commitmenrs have been
entered into, and rhese musr be respected by rhe
governments. As Mr Georges Marchais said when the
new Assembly firsr met, we reaffirm our wish ro have
Strasbourg chosen as rhe sear of the European Assem-
blv.
Ve shall be making vigorous represenrations ro our
government to this end.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Penders.
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am making rhis
explanation of vore on behalf of Mrs Maij-l7eggen
and Mr Notenboom as well as on my own account.
'We voted against Mr De Goede's amendment.
Although we agreed with the conrenr of his amend-
ment, we think it unfirring, dangerous and counrer-
productive to make that kind of statement in a proce-
dural resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Zagari.
Mr Z.ag*i. 
- 
(I) Mr President, my amendmenr was
tabled on behalf of rhe Political Affairs Committee,
which felt it was needed, and the basic purpose of the
amendment was nor so much to underline the feelings
shared by everyone in rhe House 
- 
and which are
borne out by the reception the morion has had 
- 
as ro
indicate a procedure, so rhar ure can avoid a poten-
dally hard and damaging struggle with rhe Council
and the governmenc. Ve felr with regard ro this issue
- 
affecting as it does legitimarc interests and subjec-
tive rights and involving vasr financial considerations
and where in the final analysis Parliament and its offi-
cials are those directly involved 
- 
that ir was neces-
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sary to adopt the formal consultation procedure which
in any case already exists and which is the best course
for saying what one wants to say when a motion like
this is nbled. I shall take a closer look at the problems
facing us when we get round to considering the report.
- 
which I hope will be as soon as possible.
(Parliament adopted tbe resolution as a utbole)
+
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Feni report (Doc. 1-505/
80): Right of residence of nationak of Member States in
the territory of another Menber State.
On behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, Mr Ferri
has tabled Amendment No 1 seeking to replace the
whole of the motion for a resolution by the following:
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard to the debatel on the proposal for a
directive on a right of residence for nationals of
Member States in the territory of another Member
Stare (Doc. l-324/79), in the course of which the
Commission representative stated, in absolutely
unequivocal terms, tha[ the Commission of the
European Communities had (with one exception)
accepted the amendments proposed by the Legal
Affairs Committee and adopted by Parliament,
- 
having regard to the written smtement2 in which
the Commission announced that it has 'acceprcd'
Parliament's amendments of its proposal for a
directive,
- 
noting that, despirc the foregoing, the Commis-
sion did not originally incorporates rwo imponant
amendments adopted by Parliament on the
proposal for a directive, viz. that concerning Ani-
cle I (on the definition of the concept of 'member
of the family'), and that concerning the addition to
the proposal for a directive of a proposal for a
Council recommendation on refugees and smteless
Persons,
- 
having regard, however, to the second, amended
proposala submitted by the Commission on
22 October 1980, following the repon (Doc.
1-506/80) adopted by the Legal Affairs Commit-
tee on 2 October 1980 and the discussion in
committee on 21 October 1980,
1. Notes with satisfaction that on 22 October 1980
the Commission submitted a second, amended
proposal incorporating Parliament's amendment
extending the concept of 'member of the family';
1 Debates of the European
1980, pp. lO5 et seq.
2 Debares of the European
1980, p. 29.
Parliament, No 1-255, April
Parliament, No l-255, May
I OJ C 188, 25 July 1980, p. 7.
4 OJ C 292, I 1 November 1980.
2. Formally requesm the Commission rigorously to
comply with its undenakings given before Parlia-
ment and therefore, when it states that it agrees to
amendments adopted by Parliament, to amend its
proposals accordingly;
3. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to
the Commission.
( Parliament adopted the resolation)
INTHE CHAIR: MRGONELIA
Vce-President
9. UrgentProcedure
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Pannella and
others a motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-516180), with
request for urgent debate Pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure, on the legal proceedings against
Le Monde.
The reasons supporting this request are contained in
the document itself.
Parliament will be consulted on this request for urgent
procedure at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
10. ACP-EEC Conoention
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on two
rePorts:
- 
report (Doc. l-559/80), drawn up by Mr Vawrzik
on behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation on
| 
- 
a recommendation from the Commission rc the
Council (Doc. l-97/80) for a regulation on the
conclusion of the second ACP-EEC Convention
of Lom6;
II 
- 
a proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-7OO/79) for a decision on the association
of the overseas countries and territories with the
European Economic Community;
- 
report (Doc. l-522/80), drawn up by Mr Sabl6 on
behalf of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, on the ourcome of the proceedings of
she ACP-EEC Joint Committee and Consultadve
Assembly.
I call Mr Cheysson.
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Mr Cheysson, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, please allow me first of all to rhank the rwo
main rapporteurs who were kind enough to permir me
to speak before them, which is conrrary to all the
rules, because I have ro catch a plane in half an hour's
time.
The negotiations which led to the Lom6 II Convention
were difficulr; the morion for a resolurion and the
repon by Mr Vawrzik make this clear from the
outset. The negotiations were difficult because they
covered complex problems, and brought [ogerher rwo
blocs of equal weighr because of the regional nature of
the approach adopred ro rhe problems involved.
Nonetheless, rhe negotiations succeeded. 'We now
have this Convenrion. Vhat we musr now do is ratify
it as soon as possible. In rhis respect, the latest infor-
mation I can give this House is encouraging. The
Dutch authorities will have finished their work in rime
to ratify the Convention and deposit rhe instrumenrs
before the end of the monrh. \7e hold our rhe same
hopes for the Belgian authoriries, and I,hope that our
Italian friends will, like Fausto Coppi rhe former
cycling champion, sprint past the Belgians a[ rhe lasr
minute. If this were rhe case, rhen the Lom6 II
Convention could come into force on I January 1981.
The results of the negoriations, Mr Presidenr, have
been remarkably well analysed by the various rappor-
teurs, Mr Maher, Sir Fred Catherwood, and particu-
larly Mr'lfawrzik, who carried our a very comprehen-
sive, I might even say exhaustive, analysis of the prob-
lem, covering all rhe aspects of the Convention, and
placing them against rheir general background as
indeed we musr. I will not take the liberty of plagiariz-
ing what he said in his repon, nor shall I pre-empt
what the various speakers will say in their sraremenrs.
In particular, we all expect very much of Mrs Focke
who was the rapporreur before the ACP-EEC
Consultative Assembly. I shall therefore merely make
some general remarks, Mr President.
This second convention of the same name, inspired by
the same principles as rhe firsr, lays down a policy, or
at least the nucleus of a policy, and rhe Commission is
very pleased ro nore thar this policy, as I think I can
say, meets with the general approval of this House,
and that the necessary criticism made of ir is construc-
tive, even if it comes from a group of Members whom
we are nor used to seeing adopt a constructive atritude
when speaking of Europe. This is a real policy 
- 
this
fact is acknowledged all over rhe world 
- 
and if proof
were needed of this fact, then it can be found in the
request to panicipate in rhis policy made by
Zimbabwe, immediarcly after rheir heroic struggle for
freedom. In this respect I am pleased to be ableinform
Parliament thar, on 4 November lasq Zimbabwe's acr
of accession ro the Lom6 II Convention was signed in
Luxembourg. This answers the points made by Mr
Sabl6 in his repon, the recommendations of the
Consultative Assembly and rhe points made in the
motion for a resolution.
This accession was obtained under what I musr admit
were difficult circumstances, but its [erms are sarisfac-
tory for our friends in Salisbury, as regards their
access [o Community marker in the meas secror and
the quantities of sugar which we have commirted
ourselves to buy from them according ro the rerms laid
down in the Sugar Protocol. This gives us an even
stronger position in southern Africa. In my opinion, ir
rs with good reason rhar all the motions for a resolu-
tion on this refer ro Southern Africa, denounce
apartheid, and pledge the support of Europe, which is
so necessary for maintaining rhe independence of
countries in this region, and also for supporting rhem
when they wish to cooperate at regional level. In a few
days time, I shall have the honour and privilege of
representing the Community, side by side with minis-
ters from the Member Slares, ar rhe Maputo Confer-
ence, which should bring rogether nine independent
southern African narions, who wish ro participate in
the cooperation, arrangements, and are counting on
the whole-heaned cooperation of rhe Community
against apartheid and the determinarion somerimes
manifested by South Africa ro dominare this whole
reSlon.
I am pleased to see, and I congrarulate rhe rapponeur
on this, that he siruares Lom6 cooperadon policy
against a broader background. Because we do not
have on the one side Lom6 and, on the orher, norhing.
Or, to be more precise, if all we had was Lom6, then
very soon there would be nothing any,where else. The
rapporteur situates Lom6 II wirhin the framework of
the policies you have recommended. Firstly, at world
level, within the framework of the North-South
Dialogue, progress musr be made. Any such progress
will be impossible if some Third-\7orld counrries
collapse, if, as may happen, rhe world economy
collapses for wanr of financial resources, in rhe atmos-
phere of growing resrricrions and austerity which is
now forced on us, an austerity which might well deal a
fatal blow, in the rrue sense of rhe rerm, ro the v/eaker
countries. This is the real meaning behind our discus-
sions, and the,progress that must be made in financing
on a world-wide scale: for example, full use musr be
made of the Brerron Voods insrruments, before any
structural alterations can be carried out; we musr use
methods for recycling capiral, including rhose which
the Community can initiare; we musr increase Bovern-
menI development aid, and provide additional facilitiesfor investmenr from the Community, from the
Member States, together with other counrries, in
panicular the Arab countries. !7e shall shonly be
having anorher meering in Kuwait wirh all rhe Arab
countries in order ro discuss a broadening of the
financial base, and above all funds made available bv
the countries themselves.
Ve must, therefore, face up rc the problems of world
trade, to those facrors which, because of worsening or
unstable terms of trade, presenr a basic threar to the
countries of rhe southern Hemisphere. This is why the
Communiry is so insistenr on rhe quesrion of raw
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materials agreements. Ve have taken on commitmenm
within the framework of UNCTAD, we have made
declarations of intent, and now we must honour thbm'
Mr President, I should like in this respect to do some-
thing which is somewhat unusual, I should like rc
inform the House of a useful and opportune steP
mken by the Community, even if this cannot ye[ be
termed a success. Just recently, the Community, in
order to facilitate the reopening of negotiations on the
cocoa agreement (I should like to remind you all that
this agreement which was in force for many years had
fallen into disuse and that the specialism were telling
us that if we only considered cocoa' then any reoPen-
ing of negotiations on the agreement 
-should be
,roid.d at all costs, because prices were following a
natural downward trend, and that we should go along
with this trend before worrying about future bullish
speculation on cocoa) adopted, and as I have just said
this is not very usual, a political stand on this matter.
'S7'e cannot differentiate between our attitude to the
cocoa problem and our concern at the whole raw
materials ques[ion. '!7e ourselves ate sufficiently
subject to ih. .*".ttive play of market forces with
other raw materials, such as oil for example. The
Community succeeded in maintaining its cohesion.
Might I quite simply add that if the Community. had
noiexisted, two Member States would definitely have
adopted different attitudes an this matter, the same
two countries which took a sePararc path from that of
the Community during the special session of the
Unircd Nations in New York. It is the very existence
of the Community which enabled the Nine to show a
united front. An agreemen[ on cocoa was signed on
Saturday in Geneva. UnfortunatelYr our American
allies did not feel able to countersign the agreement
and are not included in it. The Community as such is
signatory to the agreement, as are all nine Member
States. Significant progress has been made even if I am
forced to admit that this agreement is not in itself a
good one. Nonetheless, we have it, and it lays down
the line we must take. I owed Parliament this explana-
tion in particular because of what the two raPporteurs,
and above all Mr Sabl6, had to say on this problem.
For raw materials, then, we are bound by the commit-
ments made within the framework of UNCTAD. Ve
must continue to apply the Generalized System of
Preferences, and to use every means to assess the
impact of our market on Third \florld development.
The rapponeur does not, however, merely situate this
Lom6 policy against the background of the Nonh-
South Dialogue, but also in the context of assessments
made by individual Members, by Committees and by
the whole House, and I am here thinking panicularly
of the work done by Parliament during the major
debate on hunger in the world. The rapponeur quite
rightly stresses in his motion for a resolution, the
panicular need to develop rural areas. fls s/xng5 
-and is quite right to y/ant 
- 
Lom6 instruments,
whateveitheir nature, to be used first and foremost in
this way. He is aware that we are moving as quickly
and as ikillfully as we can in this direction. The fact is
rhat 42 o/o of development Lom6 II funds are sched-
uled to be used for the development of rural areas.
Non-governmental organizations, mini-schemes and
various types of agricultural cooperation 
- 
Mr Sabl6
rnade spiiial mention of this 
- 
will all be encouraged
along these lines.
On industrialization, the rapponeur makes'quite clear
the link between industrialization and our resources.
He insists that there should be real Community poli-
cies. Here again, he would like to see the measures we
take becoming pan of the policies we wish to support.
I think that I have some information on this topic
which might interest this House, a report of the meet-
ing of thJ Development Council which took place the
day before yesterday in Brussels. Parliament should
mke all the credit for this, because if it had not
adoprcd im resolution on hunger in the world, then the
Council, as has so often been the case in the past,
would have stubbornly refused to act. This time,
however, the Council agreed in principle to multi-
annual commitments on Community food aid.This
cannot exceed 50 % of overall food aid, but it will be
quirc sufficient for the moment. In this way, food aid
ian be linked to organized development schemes,
which is what you rightly wanrcd, and here the Coun-
cil has listened to your views. Ve have also been
empowered to act in future on setting up buffer stocks'
Here too there has been worthwhile progress.
Mr President, I have just gone over some of the main
points, which are made in much greater detail and in a
much more arresting manner in the various rePorts
before us rcday. As for ways of combining our poli-
cies, as Mr Sabl6 puts it, this is essential if we wish to
avoid continual, open conflicts, whether between our
policies on suBar, indusrialization or on agriculture'
This means 
- 
and the motion for a resolution puts it
very well 
- 
obtaining suPport from public opinion
'The objectives . . . can be attained only if they are
understood and actively supported by. . . (the
whole) . . . population, all the more so given the pros-
pect of a deteriorating international economic situa-
tion', the motion for a resolution states.
This is quite true. And on this topic, I shall refer to
three points made in the motion for a resolution'
Towaids the end of his text, the rapponeur draws our
attention to the need to observe cenain working stan-
dards laid down by the International Labour Organi-
zation. You are aware that when the Commission
made a general proposal on this matter, its concern
was to show its determination that the development
we are funhering should provide real benefits for the
population concerned. This is stated in the motion for
a iesolution, and also very clearly shown in'a draft
amendment on this question. I ask you, is it right that
with a subject of this imponance, our nine Sovern-
ments unanimously 
- 
this is a rare occurrence, but in
this case they are totally united 
- 
should have
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succeeded in totally avoiding rhis question in all our
exchanges in rhe dialogue with the Third !7orld coun-
tries ?
The motion for a resolution also goes in some length
into the quesrion of the observance of human righti. I
shall nor go back, before this House which has heard
it so often, over rhe story of how we managed to get
our 
. 
parrners in Lom6 II to agree that respect for
fundamental human rights should be included as one
of the objecrives and main guiding principles of odr
cooPeration.
I should like to remind you rhar we merely managed
- 
and rhis was no mean fea[, even if not fuily satisfac-
tory 
- 
ro ensure that the speeches which commit rhe
two conrracring parcies and were made when the
Lom6 II Convenrion was signed, should use [he same
[erms, agreed upon beforehand, to refer to such
observance. Concern for rhis matter was one of the
Commission's guiding principles, as you know, and I
thank the rapporreur for having mentioned rhar we
followed this principle. Ve were guided by our
concern to ensure that the measures taken by the
Community should never condemn rhe peoples of
counrries- subjected ro violations of human rights to
any reinforcemenr or prolongation of the denial of
fundamental righm. I have just quored 
- 
quire inad-
venanrly, of course 
- 
the exact words used in the
resolution adopted on rhis subjecr by rhe Council as
long ago as June 1977. You all have norcd that rhe
very principles stated above also appear in two of the
three preconditions proposed by Parliament's rappor-
teur.
However, my sratement does not contain rhe rhird
precondition proposed by the rapporr.eur, because I
freely admit that this causes us some embarrassmen[.
You ask that all conracr with rhe Governmenr of a
country where human rights are being violaced should
be broken off. This could, under cenain circum-
stances, place us in a very embarrassing situation: if a
con[rac[ exisrs, and by this I mean if the Sate
concerned is covered by the Lom6 II Convention, it
might even prevenr us from working and inrervening
effectively.
Mr PresidenL very recenrly, and some of you are
aware of rhis, the Commission itself adopred ihe atri-
1rlde you are now recommendin g, for a country ofVest Africa in which atrociries had just been commit-
ted. Ve aced without hesitarion. If cenain Govern-
ments hesitated in their supporr of our acrion, it was
not the ACP Governmenm. None of them were
surprised ro see us act as Parliament has recom-
mended, as Parliament had more or less urged us to
ac!. However, some European Governmeni, on the
con[rary, showed more circumspection and rather
more surprise rhar we should bring concern over
human rights into a Convention which they would like
to see as strictly commercial or ar mosr economic. The
encouragement we derive from your reporm and rhe
motion for a resolurion which you will adopt tomor-
row is extremely valuable. I thank you for it. Once
again when Nonh-South problems are involved,
where relations with the Third Vorld are involved,
relations on which rhe long-term existence and inter-
nal balance of the Communiry depend, parliament is
playing a fundamenral role. Ve see rhis in rhe joint
assemblies. How pleasant it is to see for the first dme
- 
thanks to Mr Sabl6 
- 
a repon submitted to this
House on work carried outjointly by Members of the
European Parliamenr and by parliamentary represen-
tatives from rhe ACP Srates. Bur rake care, as Mr
Sabl6 says, rhar there is no conradiction between the
attitudes you adopt here in this House and those you
adopr elsewhere! The mosr. important poinr, however,
is that the European Parliament, which can more read-
ily mke the long-term view than can narional parlia-
ments and to an even greater degree national govern-
ments, should help by its inrerest, criticism, proposals,
concrete suggestions and suppon [o ensure that the
long-term approach needed to Nonh-Sourh problems
is adopted. The Lom6 Convenrion is sdll inadequare as
an example of such an approach, but since it is the
only one of its kind in rhe world, ir is of inrerest
nonerheless.
President. 
- 
Icall Mr'!7awrzik.
Mr Vawrzik, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, ler me begin by rhanking Mr Cheysson
before he leaves so rhat he c4n take our thanks-wirh
him for whar he and his colleagues have done to give
the Lom6 II Convention the form which it now has.
(Applause)
This achievemenl can be put down nor least ro rhe facr
that he is highly regarded by our parrners and that
they place grear rrusr in him. Please accepr our hean-
felt thanks for this !
(Applause)
I am unfonunately forced ro proceqd in a somewhat
unusual manner. I shall not now tell you whar I had
every inrcntion of saying on rhe motion for a resolu-
tion. I consider it quire out of place, and this is true
not jusr for rhis subjecr, bur also for others which are
dealt with in this House 
- 
for the rapporreur to have
only five minutes speaking rime on suih ,.r imponant
matter. I should like what I have ro say to be consid-
ered as a proresr against the fact thai all topics are
dealt with here without distinction, by this I mian thar
no consideration is given to rheir significance. It is
impossible to deal wirh one of the main elements of
Community development policy in five minures. I
would have been able ro gain a few minutes more, by
obraining permission from my Group to use some of
their speaking rime or thar of orher colleagues who are
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interested in development policy. Bur this is a funda-
mental quesrion. No future rapporteur should have to
beg around for a few minutes more when imponanr
issues are being discussed, and for this reason I call
upon the Bureau of the President to rake rhe necessary
steps to ensure that in future such difficulties do not
recur.
(Applause)
Please allow me to add one funher remark. The Lom6
II Convention is a very imponant subject. It is 
- 
as I
have already said 
- 
the nucleus of Community devel-
opment policy. \7e have on many occasions in rhe past
discussed the Communiry's acrivities and projects in
the field of development policy. However, I feel rhat
this is not sufficient. I think we oughr, in the course of
the coming year, to deal with the whole range of views
on development policy to be found in the European
Parliament, and I myself shall, on behalf of my Group,
table a motion for a resolution along these lines ar rhe
next meeting of the Commirtee on Development and
Cooperation. I am sure that all the political groups will
endorse this.
(Applause)
I shall also put before the Commitree for discussion
the idea that the views of rhe Commitrees on rhe
length of time to be granted should in future be heard
when speaking rime is being allocated, because the
total time allowed for discussion is too lirtle. I do nor,
however, wish to stand in the way of the adoption of
this motion for a resolution. The quesrion musr be
settled during this pan-session, and I can but urge you
to vote in favour of the morion for a resolution. The
Lom6 II Convention deserves ro be approved, because
it is more than just anorher act of development policy.
'l7ithin the framework of the Nonh-South Dialogue,
it is an example which can applied beyond rhe fron-
tiers of the European Communiry, and which ought ro
be viewed as a rest case. This is why I should like to
ask this House to vore in favour of the morion for a
resolution, and to view my refusal to adopt a position
on the motion for a resolution and on rhe report as
what it is intended to be, rhat is to say as a proresr
against the facr that a problem of this importance
should not be accorded a sufficient and suitable
amount of time for discussion in rhis House.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
You are quite right Mr Vawrzik, when
you state that rhe rapporr.eur ought to have more
speaking time. You ought to remember, however, that
a large number of Members are down to speak during
this debate. This is a fao which we should nor forger.
I call Mr Sabl6.
Mr Sabl6, rdpportear. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like rc begin by adding my voice
to the muted but firm proresr made by Mr.l7awrzik a
few moments ago. It is quire unacceptable that for a
subject of this imponance . . .
Prgsident. 
- 
I am sorry ro inrerrupt, Mr Sabl6, bur I
should like to point our rhar the rapponeur did nor use
up the whole of the five minutes which were allorted
to him, since he finished his speech very quickly.
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) Nonetheless I join in Mr \flawrzik's
protest. The reason he did not use all his five minutes
is precisely because he wanted to make quirc clear his
protest against the very shon time alloted to him; I
myself was restricted to five minutes' speaking time,
and I am able to presenr my reporr properly roday
only because the Liberal and Democraric Group, ro
which I belong, was kind enough ro granr me a few
more minutes. Nonetheless, I wished ro make clear
that I am fully behind Mr Vawrzik.
Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, the repon which I
have the privilege of presenting ro you today bears
little reladon ro rhose which rhe House generally has
to discuss and adopt, since ir does not contain the
opinion of the European Parliament on a currenr
problem.
The aim of this report is to inform Parliament and its
Committees of the outcome of the work done by the
ACP/EEC Consultative Assembly, in which no less
than 118 Members of this House sir.. k is not, there-
fore, by chance that so many Members are down to
speak during this debate. This move was iniriated by
the Committee on Development and Cooperation,
which felt that the present siruation in which the Euro-
pean Parliament was not informed of rhe opinions of
the ACP/EEC Consultative Assembly and of its Joint
Committee, was both illogical and dangerous. This is
more or less what Mr Claude Cheysson said just now
in his speech, and I should like to add my tribure to
that which Mr l7awrzik just paid him. He is indeed
one of the founding fathgrs of the Lom6 Convention,
and I think this is common knowledge nor jusr in
Europe but in the whole world. This situation defin-
itely carries rhe risk 
- 
this has been demonstrated
several times in the past and even very recently 
- 
of
seeing wide gaps appear between the policies pursued
by the two institutions, that is the European Parlia-
ment on the one hand and the ACP/EEC Consulrative
Assembly and its Joint Committee on rhe other. To
obviate this risk, one of rhe preconditions is that rhe
European Parliament should be regularly informed of
the outcome of the work of the Consultative Assem-
bly. In addidon to the risk of following diverging
paths, there is also the problem of follow up ro rhe
work of the Consultative Assembly within the
Community, where the European Parliament has a
fundamental role to play as the stimulus for, and arbi-
ter of, action.
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The second objective of this report is, therefore, to
submit to the various Parliamentary Committees which
deal with these matters the whole range of requests
and orders addressed by the Consultative Assembly to
rhe Commission and the Council of the Communities.
After having examined them, the Parliamentary
Committee ought, as we see it, to decide to what
extent it is able to go along with the requests formu-
lated by the Consultative Assembly, and also to grant
them active support.
Having thus given the general background and the
main aims of my repon, I must now report to you on
the outcome of the work done during the last session
of the Consultative Assembly held from 24 to
26 September 1980. In the shon time allotted to me I
shall restrict my remarks to a few basic points.
On the subject of the resolution on the new institu-
rional provisions of Lom6 II adopted by the Consuln-
tive Assembly, and as a follow-up to the report submit-
ted by Mr Jaquet, two points should be made. First of
all, there is the fact that the Community must pursue a
policy of consultation with the various sides of trade
and industry on what measures should be adopted
within the framework of development aid policy.
Secondly, the Council of the European Communities
ought, within the ACP/EEC Council of Ministers, to
advocate the organization of such consultation with
the various sides of trade and industry in both the
Member States and the ACP countries. It would be
useful if the Committees concerned could give th-eir
views on this point.
!7hen it asked for a report on the problem of mi-
grant workers and students from the ACP States to
be drawn up and submitted to it, the Consultative
Assembly broke new ground. This was in fact the first
time thar any concern for social affairs had been
expressed within the framework of the Lom6 Conven-
don. This breakthrough succeeded, at least in pan,
since the negotiators of Lom6 II did manage to include
in an annex some provisions which, even if they are
watered down, do at least give form and subsmnce to
the social affairs in the Convention.
The motion tabled by Mr Michel, and adopted by the
Consultative Assembly in the form of a resolution,
asks that these measures be extended to provide guar-
anteed personal, social and trade union rights to
migrant workers and students, and an improvement in
their living conditions. This Parliament must now 
-via its competent committees, one of which is the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment 
-tackle this subject in order to support the recommen-
dations made by the Consultative Assembly and to
monitor the implementation of this policy.
However, the major part of the Consultative Assem-
bly's work was given over to an examination of the
quite remarkable repon drawn up by Mrs Focke. This
document contained a complete rundown of what was
achieved under Lom6 I, and an assessment of the
outlook for Lom€ II. Although Mrs Focke's weigh-
ing-up was very critical, it met with very wide approval
in the Joint Committee and in the Consultative Assem-
bly. I should like to add my personal congratulations,
ladies and Bentlemen.
The resolution adopted by the Consultative Assembly
deals in turn with the problems of trade, indusrial and
agricultural cooperation, as well as with the political
aspects of Lom6 II.
Once a number of points of view had been reconciled,
it was possible to protect the economic interests of the
French Overseas Departmenrs against the dangers of
unfair competition from panners in the ACP States, by
the combined application of Anicle 13, paragraph 3,
and of the second Annex to the Convention.
I should just like to pick out two points which are a
perfect example of the differences of opinion between
Parliament and the ACP/EEC Consultative Assembly,
this having been one of the main subjects covered by
Mr Cheysson in his speech just now.
I have analysed the first point at some length in my
report, namely Parliament's rejection of the Commis-
sion's proposals on modifying quotas for sugar produ-
cers within the European Economic Community.
The Joint Committee had in fact expressed a totally
opposite opinion at Arusha, that is before the vote on
this question was taken in Parliament. Conflicts of
opinion of this son are naturally very harmful both for
the Members of the European Parliament who sit in
the Consultative Assembly, whose credibility may one
day be brought into question, and for the European
Parliament itself, which is why I must reiterate the
need for regular exchanges of information so that
agreement may be reached on the stance to be taken.
I should also like to point out 
- 
again on the sugar
question 
- 
that when the Consultative Assembly took
note of Parliament's and the Council's rejection of the
Commission's proposals, it expressed the view that by
so doing the Community had only skined round a
problem which, come what may, will have to be recon-
sidered.
Another example of the differences which exist
between the two Assemblies can be found in the recent
vote taken by Parliament on the draft 1981 budgec, a
vore which was based on Mrs Focke's repon. The
Consultative Assembly had asked that the Commission
depanments be given sufficient staff to handle the
implementation of the Lom6 II Convention. Parlia-
ment, in its vote of 6 November 1980, rejected the
draft amendments tabled by the Committee on Devel-
opment and Cooperation which had requested, along
the same lines, that the establishment plan for DG VIII
of the Commission be increased. Here again there is a
contradiction between the commitmenm made in the
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Consultative Assembly and the decisions aken by
Parliament.
For lack of time, I shall merely remind you all that the
Consultative Assembly also adoprcd a resolution on
Zimbabwe, a resolution on southern Africa, another
on cocoa, and yet another on developing fisheries in
the ACP States, to which Mr Cheysson referred in his
speech just now.
I should simply like all my fellow Members, and in
particular the members of the Committees on Political
Affairs, on External Economic Relations and on Agri-
culture, to aquaint themselves with the contents of my
report, and with the above-mentioned resolutions.
I should like to conclude by saying that you have all,
no doubt, noticed the brevity of the motion for a reso-
lution, which was tabled by the Committee on Devel-
opment and Cooperation. If this resolution is adopted,
the competent Parliamentary Committees will be
required to take note of the resolutions adoprcd by the
Consultative Assembly, examine them thoroughly and
look into ways of supporting them by including them
in their own work.
Thus ladies and gentlemen our desired objective will
be reached. !7e shall set up a permanent system for the
exchange of information between the European
Parliament and the Consultative Assembly of the
Lom6 Convention, aqd, if possible, gain the active
support of this whole House for Community policies
on development and cooperation with rhe Third
Vorld.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture.
Mr Maher, drafisman of an opinion 
- 
Mr President,
I wish to stare at the ourcet that I too suppon the
comments of the chief rapporteur and I hope that at
the end of the debate he will have a funher opportun-
ity of making the points he felt he did not have time to
make adequately at the beginning.
Having said that, I had better make the best use of the
few minutes rhat I have. I would begin by saying that
in many of the countries with which the European
Community has this agreement food shonages are a
near constant fact of life brought about either by
natural disaster of climadc origin or by man himself.
For that reason I think that the whole question of
food, its procurement and developmeht, is paramount
for these peoples because unless they are adequately
fed, how can we expect them to develop at all? How
can we have industrial development, let alone cultural
development, if people are hungry? Food is the first
and greatest necessity of life.
Of course we are all very blas6 living in this pan of the
world because food is everywhere and we eat far too
much of it and, of course, as a result we have litde
regard for it. I ofrcn think it is a pity we do not see a
bit of sarvation from time to time and then perhaps
we might value the common agricultural policy more
realisdcally than we do.
Having said that, I make my comments on the prob-
lems in these countries not out of any arrogance but
with the greatest humility, I sometimes feel that in this
part of the world we tend to be a bit arrogant in the
way *'e give advice to people living in what we call rhe
underdeveloped countries as if we had all the answers.
I think we have a EreaL deal to learn from them too.
Having said that, we recognize in the part of the
document for which I am responsible that food aid
from this part of the world, or from parts of the world
where we are fonunate enough to have fairly consist-
ent climatic conditions and where we have the tech-
nology to produce extra food over and above what we
need ourselves, has to be a more or less permanent
feature.
Of course I fully accept that a great deal more can be
done in these countries to help them become more
self-sufficient, to produce more food for themselves,
which of course is the final answer. Buc we should not
make the mistake of ruling out food aid either in the
short term 
- 
certainly not in the shon term 
- 
or in
the medium term or even in the long term. There will
inevitably be a need to transfer food from the temper-
ate zones of the world to those parts of the world
where nature is such that it produces natural disasters
every now and then. Droughts and floods: this is
something man cannot control or contain so there will
always be shonages of food.
Now in relation to the first part, we are emphasizing
that we need to take a more positive attitude in this
pan of the world towards the surpluses that we have.
In other words, we should plan to produce surpluses
to meet the needs of people living in parts of the world
where, through no fault of their own, they very often
do not have enough to eat.
But instead of that, Mr President, we take a negative
attitude. Ve have food aid only because we happen to
have surpluses. 'We have food-aid programmes, just
because we have the problem of getdng rid of what we
do not want ourselves. That, in my view, is negative.
\7e need to be positive. Ve need to plan to produce
more food, and I hope that during the time that will be
spent in this Parliament by those 
- 
I think you
mentioned, Mr President, 80 speakers and I am
delighted to hear there is such an ac[ive interest in this
problem 
- 
v/e are not going to have ano[her mass of
contradictions with the same people being prepared to
stand up and do their damndest to eliminate every bit
of surplus we have, to cut it out because they say it is
too expensive, cynically declaring at the same time,
rhat we have to have food to meet the needs of those
poor people who are dving of hunger every day. It is
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time the European Parliament. came [o terms with
ircelf and ir is time that it was honest. Either it says,
right, eliminate the surpluses and rhen tells rhese
people, we have no food to give you and do not expect
it. Starve if you wish. Or we say, we plan to produce
extra food year by year and we will supply this food to
these people when they need ir. If, as a result of this
debate, Parliament did no more than come ro rerms
wirh itself ind began to face facts and tell the truch
and be honest with itself, rhen, I think, somerhing
worth while will have been achieved.
Mr President, might I make another point? I think it is
important 
- 
and I say this to the people in charge in
these recipient countries 
- 
somerimes rhe food aid
supplied does not reach rhe mouths rhat need it most.
Sometimes it is intercepted along the way. Sometimes
it is used in trade. Now I know the problems are diffi-
cult, bur I think ir is very imponant that those in
responsibility in those countries should rry ro ensure
that the people who are really in want are the people
who get this food and not those who merely wanr ro
exploit others, as sometimes happens. And again I
make that comment with humiliry.
Mr President, I think it is imponant roo rhat if, look-
ing towards the longer rerm, we wan[ to create trading
relations with the countries that we are now endea-
vouring to assist, then we must help them rhrough
every possible means to diversify their agricultural
production, so that as soon as they can produce
enough of the necessides of life to feed rhemselves and
their children, the products they produce will be sale-
able on the world market. And so that they can meet a
need rather than being put in [har very weak posirion
where they come as supplicants to [he European
Community or to other countries around the world
and ask them, for God's sake take some producr from
us, not because you want. it but because we have it to
get rid of.
In that context, Mr President, I would make the point,
very quickly, that we could have a conversion from
sugar to the production of protein. I make a funher
point, Mr Presidenr, again very quickly, that we
should help to establish cooperatives in those countries
so that the people themselves will do more ro become
self-sufficienr in future. No outside force is as porenr
as the people doing things for themselves. Mr Presi-
dent, I am sorry for exceeding my allotted dme.
Thank you very much for your understanding.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Focke to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mrs Focke. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like ro join my proresr. r.o [har made by
Mr Vawrzik against the pressure placed on us by rhe
short, amount of time we have to deal wirh such an
important topic. At rhe same time, however, I should
like rc try to make the best of the few minures' speak-
ing time I have.
On behalf of the Socialist Group, I approve this Treaty,
called Lom6 II, between the European Community
and 59, shortly [o become 50, African, Caribbean, and
Pacific States. I approve it because the fact that 59 or
60 such Srates have signed it makes quite clear rhat it
is in their best interests. Ve approve it, because the
fact that this Treaty, which is based on the Lom6 I
Convention, carries on a type of cooperarion which
has up to now had no parallel in Norrh-South rela-
tions is contested nowhere in the world 
- 
nor even in
the Third Vorld countries concerned. The form of
this agreemenI is particularly comprehensive and
incorporates the most varied instruments for coopera-
tion in the sphere of development policy.
I agree with this Convention during this debare, which
I personally 
- 
and I know many of my fellow
Members are behind me on this 
- 
see as a rarifying
debate, even though I am aware that our Governmenrc
do not place any such construcrion on it. All things
considered our 
.iudgement of this Treaty is exrraordi-
narily positive. However, I must also remind you rhar
difficult and tough negotiations preceded this result,
that many jusdfied requesu of the ACP States were
not met, and that the desires and claims of this House
and the views and expectations of my Group were nor
fulfilled either. I should just like briefly to go back to
what is one of the most imponant positive aspecm of
this Convention, [ha[ is that Lom6 II represenrs a new
departure which should improve trade relations, and
indeed a depanure from rhe idea rhat simply opening
up markets will lead to an improvemenr in rhose rela-
tions. This Convention tends rather towards crearing a
betrer relationship between trade, production and
boosting sales. Another positive aspect which I could
mention is the special emphasis laid upon rural and
agricultural developmenr, the development of mining
and potential energy sources as well as raking into
consideration the special needs of the leasr-developed
and poorest land-locked and island States. I draw your
attention to the fact that STABEX, which was one of
the particular innovations of Lom6 I, which acrs as a
safety device against loss of profim from raw marerials
exports, is extended, and, by including other products,
improved and, by introducing a new regulatory sysrem
fgr mining products, called Sysmin, is given an added
dimension.
I should like to refer in panicular to two of the nega-
tive aspects of the Convention. Firstly the fact that the
Fifth European Development Fund, which is the crock
of gold which is supposed to finance all these projects
in the future, is indeed increased, but only to an inade-
quate degree. \7hen I think that vre are talking about a
five year time span, about a lot of countries, and about
the fact that in the meantime prices will increase by
leaps and bounds, but in particular when I consider the
frighteningly increased weight of tasks and problems
which we have to carry on behalf of these countries,
then these 5.6 thousand million EUA represent less
than the 3.4 thousand million EUA which were allo-
cated in 1975 under Lom6 I.
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The second point which I deplore is that although
some general progress has been made towards liberal-
izingtrade, the Lom€ II Convention still smacks some-
what unpleasantly of protectionist. tendencies since our
markets are not sufficiently opened up to farm prod-
uce which might compete with our own, because the
protection clause is sdll a very real, if veiled, threat and
above all because European industrial policy has not
made sufficiently clear, nor given sufficient guarantees
that it will try rc keep in mind during its own develop-
ment the furthering of development in the ACP States.
This briefly sums up my criticisms.
In addition, we are of course also concerned here, as
with Lom6 I, with the particular problem of implemen-
tation of this Convention, which is in itself only a
declaration of intent. Together with our colleagues
from the ACP States in the Consultative Assembly we
established what we felt to be the shortcomings of
Lom6 I. 'We are now faced with similar problems and
tasks in the years to come for Lom6 II.
Mr Sabl6 tried in his report to acquainr the whole of
this House with the findings and experiences of Lom6 I.
He would like 
- 
and here he naturally has our
support 
- 
above all to ensure that should be more
cohesion, less contradiction, and more real results
from decisions taken in that Assembly and here in this
House. This is in fact a concern which is also very dear
to my own Group. Ve have tried along the same lines
to convert the decision on hunger in the world into
actual figures in the budget and thereby give it credi-
bility and make it logical. This was also our guiding
principle during the deliberations in Committee on the
motion for a resolution abled by Mr Vawrzik. \7ith
all due credit being given to the work which you, Mr
Vawrzik, performed and which was exceptionally
important and valuable, and also with due respect for
the cooperative atmosphere which reigned in Commit-
tee a few claims still need to be met. They mainly
concern the wording of the report, which unfonun-
ately has remained unchanged, and which it is not ourjob to deal with here and now and which we can
change nothing in, but it also concerns some of the
points in the motion for a resolution.
The Socialist Group has for this reason tabled four
draft amendmenm. In all four cases, it is exclusively a
question of choosing betwebn whether we wish to
make decisions we have already taken more compati-
ble with this decision, for example on the theme of
human rights and on the theme of 'social living condi-
tions in the ACP States' and to make more clear whar
is involved in this case, or whether we wish to accepr
what is perhaps a misleading and not entirely panner-
like wording and to take the absolute minimum stan-
dards laid down by the International Labour Organi-
zation as the focal point for our preoccupations.
Mr President, we are ratifying Lom6 II at a time when
the relations between North and South are worsehing
all over the world, when the economic situation is
constantly becoming more alarming and when many
developing countries, even those with which we are
dealing today, are faced with extremely pressing prob-
lems of survival, food supply, energ'y and balance of
Payments.
This is the very time which the indusrialized coun-
tries, which have their own economic and unemploy-
ment problems to tackle, have chosen to cut back on
their appropriations for development or feel obliged to
set up protectionist barriers. S7e should like to recom-
mend a quite different course of action.'!7e have been
aware for a sufficiently long time of the interdepend-
ence which exists between industrialized and develop-
ing countries to be able to lay heavy emphasis on the
fact that increased cooperation on development prob-
lems, increased finances for development and more
purchasing power in the developing countries means
higher growth and more jobs at home.
In this connection, we must view Lom6 II, we must
demand as a result of all I have said, that the European
Community should take action to ensure that the
interests of the Third Vorld are better defended and
that Nonh-South relations are improved. It is with this
aim in view that the Socialist Group approves Lom6 II.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bersani to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Chrisdan-
Democratic Group).
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on behalf of the Group of the European People's
Party, I should first of all like to warmly thank Mr
'Wawrzik, state my support for his protesr and
sincerely congratulate him on the outstanding effort
he made in preparing his repon which in my opinion is
rich and varied in content, containing both proposals
and critical comments. He has made a first-class
contribution to our deliberations on what has become
by far the most important policy of the Community.
This debate is taking place at a very imporranr rime.
First of all, we, as a Parliament, must, approve the
Lom6 II Convention, and I too hope 
- 
as Mr
\Tawrzik and Mrs Focke have akeady suggesred 
-that this will be the last time our task will be restricted
to approving the text, this merely being an adjunct to
the real ratification process, which up ro now has been
left to the nine Member States. For some time we have
been insisting that, this question be clarified once and
for all, since it is linked to other institutional problems
and budgetary questions of which we are all aware. I
shall therefore, merely stress this point without going
into it funher. I stress it because of the exceptional
political import it has both in itself and for our Institu-
tion.
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Secondly 
- 
as Mr Sabl6 stressed several times in his
excellent and comprehensive repon, for which we all
heartily congratulate him 
- 
this is the first time that
problems of external agreements and of the function-
ing of joint or common institutions has been raised in
this House. Let us hope that this will mark the begin-
ning of a new tradition, because not only must we
attempt to shed light 
- 
several other Members who
spoke before me have drawn attention to this 
- 
on
the negative aspects which we have noted many times,
and in panicular on the points which Mr Sabl6
brought up, but our main aim should be to seek to
build up a positive working relationship, with commit-
ments on borh sides, a reladonship which would be
much more constructive from Parliament's point of
view and from that of irs specialist Committees. 'We
have often had the feeling, and we have it again during
this debate 
- 
I am forced to be quite frank on this
matrer 
- 
that this'subject which, i rnrrt stress, is so
important and involves all the policies of the Commu-
nity, is regarded as the responsibility of a select few, of
a small group of specialists, while Parliament as such
shows no interest in the fundamental issues raised by
our work. \7ell, Parliament 
- 
through the delegations
it has created, via procedures which are unprecedented
in the history of Parliamentary proceedings, via these
joint structures 
- 
is directly involved, whether it likes
it or not, in the decisions which we all have to take
and I believe, therefore, that we will have to examine
these instirurional problems very shortly in a very
different way. In addition, it is the institutional aspect
of the Lom€ Convenrion which is by far its most
important element and also one of its most original. I
therefore feel it is right that this time we should tackle
the main lines of this problem, and thereby start
discussion on a question to which 
- 
as Mr Sabl6
suggested 
- 
we should regularly return.
I now come on to a few general remarks, and I should
like to say that I agree with the report and the motion
for a resolution submitted by Mr 'Wawrzik for the
reasons which I have just mentioned. Mrs Focke, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, gave us prior informa-
tion on a number of amendments. !7e shall examine
them with the greatest possible care and attention, as
has always been the case within the Committee on
Developmenr and Cooperation and in the organiza-
rions which deal with these very important problems.
\7e devoted a greal deal of thought 
- 
and in my
opinion we showed a great deal of integrity 
- 
to Mrs
Focke's report and we discussed it in the joint organi-
zations. '$7'e examined the progress made under
Lom6 I, what its results had been and what its signific-
ance was as a marked innovation in the history of the
European Community from the point of view of deve-
lopment cooperation policy. Today, we are faced with
a new Convention which contains a great deal of new
material: improvement of STABEX; the very impor-
rant innovarion, 
- 
at least we hope so 
- 
of
SYSMIN; the problem of safeguarding the righm of
migrant workers 
- 
this to be extended to include
students and the other categories already mentioned;
the problem of agricultural development; the problem
of reversals in trading policy which were extremely
negative in their effect 
- 
I venture to say that this is
the blackesr aspect of the experience gained under
Lom6 I; and finally the problem of indusrial policy
and of co-financing. These are all new items, new
basic structural factors in the Lom6 Convention, and
this shows that we are now in the presence of an
agreement which is continually and constructively
developing, and this is the very fact which in our
opinion is one of im most interesting aspects, namely
that Lom6 continually throws up new ideas, that it
never reflects self-satisfaction, that it shows a constant
awareness of how inadequate are the solutions we
have found, how slowly and how half-heartedly we
react [o world problems which are so tragic and
serious. In the face of this reaction 
- 
positive but
inadequate because of the totally insufficient funds
provided in relation to what the situation requires,
restricted, but interesting because it the range of
instruments which are available for implementing this
broad cooperation policy 
- 
there emerged, in my
opinion, a new aspect, namely the human and social
facets of Lom6. Vhen we discuss the problem of
human rights 
- 
we definirely ought ro be moving
towards further discussions on this matter 
- 
when we
talk about social policy, meetings between the cwo
sides of industry, protection of workers, problems of
immigration,.problems of cultural cooperation, and
rnnovalrons ln rnstrtutional cooperation policy, in
developing cooperation beween European non-
governmental organizations and those based in the
ACP States themselves, then we are touching on a
whole range of new problems which show up in a new
light the economic and financial structure of coopera-
tion, which figures so prominently in firsr the
Yaound€ Agreement and then rhe Lom6 Convention.
In my opinion, this is a new line which runs through-
out all the policies scheduled under Lom6 and other
agreements which extend the involvement of the Euro-
pean Community as regards cooperation to more than
80 developing coun[ries. This is a fundamental guide-
line because it takes account of new developmenm
which have led to a redefining of the notion of deve-
lopment and 'to the abandoning of a whole range of
purely technical and outdated terms, giving rise to a
different and radically altered view of development
and cooperation. I was recently reading a paper given
ru us a[ the FAO a few days ago, from which it would
appear that economics ircelf is also modifying our
potential for measuring, in terms of productivity, rhe
extent [o which education has developed and rhe
extent to which public opinion can be swayed. 'We can
thus see that this new philosophy, this new conception
of development, is a fundamental pan of Lom6 II, and
cenainly makes up, together with im democraric and
insritutional aspects, an interesting ingredient.
\7e must, therefore, do much more. Ve must rouse
public opinion, we should be aware thar what we are
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doing is derisory in financial terms 
- 
for example, the
cost of the Lom6 Convention for each Iralian is 10 lira
per day 
- 
we musr srir people's consciences in order
to obtain reacrions which are more appropriate to the
problems, and we musl conrinue along this path by
making better use of and improving rhe instruments
for technology, vade, industry and co-financing and
the independent development of agriculrure, of politi-
cal life and of cultural and local life. At the same time
we should be improving our cooperarion with rhe
institutions which represent the life forces of rhe socie-
ties we are dealing with, since this is rhe parh ro
follow if we wish our establishmenr of relations ro be
respectful of their aspirations rowards freedom, inde-
pendence and autonomy, and it is on this basis rhar we
can provide worthwhile joint cooperation.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President 
- 
I call Sir Frederick 'Warner to speak on-
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Sir Frederick !U7'arner. 
- 
Mr President, I was very
struck by the phrase used by Mrs Focke when she said
that we are here this afternoon to ratify the second
Lom6 Convention. That is precisely what we are here
for. The second Lom6 Convention is the most impor-
tant document signed by the Communiry during the
last three or four years. It is the most important inter-
national undenaking into which we have entered. So
may I ask what is going on in this Parliament?
Fellow sufferers who are sitting with me here on [hese
benches, the few of you who are here, look around
you; the place is absolurcly empty! \(/e would have
better attendance if we were discussing the harmoni-
zation of dog licences. \7e all know thar. You, Mr
Bersani, said that we have to shake up public opinion
on our countries. But we don't seem to be able to
shake our fellow Members. If we cannot do that, how
are we going to shake public opinion? I ask you, what
is wrong? Is it that we who deal with this subject are
known to make very boring speeches? I do not think
so.
The fact is that, although every Member of this Parlia-
men[ expresses a profound human interest in the fate
of the developing countries, they are no[ prepared to
make their contributions. I, for my part, feel deeply
ashamed of what I see around me here this afternoon.
I therefore absolurcly support what Mr'\Tawrzik said.
I think it most unfair that he should have been given
such a short time to produce one of the most impor-
rant reports we have seen in the history of this Parlia-
ment.
I would jusr like ro make a few remarks abour his
resolution. It is an admirable document and if you read
it along with the Ferrero resolution you find that in
the 18 months this Parliamenr has been sirring, we
have been able to draw up complere guidelines for
every sort of aid and assistance which we are giving [o
developing countries, whether ir be development aid,
rural developmenr, indusrrial development, food aid or
emergency aid. \fle have now, by means of compre-
hensive resolutions produced in the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, covered prerry well
thd whole field. I hope that the Commission does not
feel that this restricts ir or unduly interferes wirh im
freedom of operation. I hope that it feels, on rhe
contrary, that those of us who do take an inrerest in
this subject, have been rying ro study it in depth and
provide the Commission with real political backing for
what it is doing.
The first point which emerges from this resolution,
and on which I wan[ to commenr, is rhat ar last we
have some guidelines on [he quesrion of human righrs.
It is a question we all get asked ar home:why do you
give food to villains, why do you give assistance ro
rotten regimes? !7ell, we have never been able to ger
anything down abour rhis. Now, however, we have
very clear guidelines in this resolution, which are
based on the Commission's own praccice in recent
years and which I think are of great value.
Secondly, I would like to draw attention to the point
that nothing is said in this resolution about budgetiz-
ing EDF funds. This was somerhing which was a
major source of dissension between ourselves and the
Council last year in the budget. This year we seem to
have let it go. It is not mentioned in this resolution. I
therefore draw attention to it so that we may no[e
once again that it is of great importance for our
authority. Our control and our powers in this Parlia-
ment are largely exercised through our responsibility
for the budget and it is only if we are responsible for
the expenditure of these monies that we can
adequately comment on and control them.
My third point is that, when you have very long and
complex resolutions of this kind, they inevitably over-
lap with what has been said in other resolutions. The
work of the Committee on Development and Cooper-
ation) as embodied in a resolution of this sort, inevita-
bly overlaps with the work of the Committee on Agri-
culture, the Committee on External Economic Rela-
rions and other bodies, and therefore there is always a
great risk of contradiction. Ve ought to try and eradi-
cate that. I am not talking about a minute comparison
of rexts, I am not talking about editorial points. \flhat
I am saying is that we must be very careful not to say
one thing clearly and firmly to the third world and
then to turn round in another committee and say the
opposite, clearly and firmly, to our own people in
Europe. '!7e have got to get the two things in line. For
this reason I have introduced three amendments to the
resolution.
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The first deals with the problem of beef. There is a lot
of discussion about this at the moment in the Commit-
tee on Agriculture. '!7e have a structural surplus of
beef building up. \7e have almost four hundred thou-
sand tonnes in intervention: over a million carcases.
'We are prepared to help countries who desperately
need to export beef. For instance, in the case of
Zimbabwe, we insisted, as a Parliament, in trying to
get the Council to agree to a higher quota for
Zimbabwe. To deal with a specific case is not too diffi-
cult. Bur ro open the doors to an unrestricted import
of beef when we have not the faintest idea where to
put it, is not being honest or direct.
Secondly, Amendment No 12 deals with the import of
agricultural produce. My worry here was that we had
a very carefully phrased passage on this in the Ferrero
report which said that all obstacles to the impon of
agricultural goods should be gradually reduced. The
'\Tawrzik report asks for instant abolition. These are
two quire different concepts and I think that we
should stay with the original wording of the Ferrero
repon which was carefully worked out. The third
point concerns sugar. 'We have a text here in the reso-
lution which goes well beyond the position adopted in
rhe Committee on Agriculture. Vhat we wan! is to see
the Communiry joining the International Sugar Agree-
menr. That is what is imponant and that we must
srress very strongly, but I do not think it is for us,
dealing with the question of aid and development
overseas, to dictate the policy on our own sugar
quotas, and we certainly should not do so in conflict
with the Committee on Agriculture. So those are my
rhree resolurions and I ask you to look at them
sympathetically.
I would only add that it is very pleasant to listen to Mr
Sabl6. The Consulrative Council is beginning to
develop a really useful life of its own. It is not jusr the
talking shop which it used to be. Real contacts are
being made, and if this is so, it is due to the effons of
individuals: Mr Sabl6 himself, notably Mr Bersani,
who has always taken a leading pan and some of the
others of us who have been determined to turn the
Consultative Assembly from being merely an exchange
of unpolite remarks into a genuinely constructive
body.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli to
speak on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Carettotri Romagnoli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, since all the speakers who have
preceded me began their speeches with a protest or a
bitter observation, I should like to begin mine by rais-
ing a point which is of concern to ourselves.
Ladies and gentlemen, for the last year this House has
fully committed itself, in a wide range of seats of insti-
tutions, and in a large number of locations, from
Arusha to Luxembourg, in the ACP-EEC Committee,
in the Consultative Assembly and in its various
Committees, and has studied, and I stress this point,
extremely seriously all the aspects of this problem, has
dealr with the Lom6 II Convention and backed this
work up by holding a truly exemplary debate on the
problem of hunger in the world.
As a result, I wonder if the lack of interest 
- 
which
we must admit exists 
- 
is not the outcome of the fact
that we do, indeed, do a lot of work, that we do our
utmost. and carry out a great deal of research into the
problems, but that at [he same time we are basically
aware that our opinions are quite ofrcn disregarded
and that they definitely do not have much political
weight. As a result, I wonder if this is not the real
hean of the matter, that is the political weight which
the European Parliamenr can bring to bear by its deci-
sions, because the reasons for this'never depend on
human nastiness, but always on political factors.
Having made this point, I should like to say that it is
precisely by taking account of the powers of the Euro-
pean Parliament and, of the influence its work can
have, that the problems, which Mr Sabl6 grasped so
clearly in his report, can be made explicit and the need
for closer cooperation between the ACP Consultative
Assembly and the European Parliament highlighted.
This interrelation is absolutely necessary if we wish to
advance 
- 
I do mean advance and not reach our goal,
because this will require more time 
- 
towards control
by the Joint Parliamentary Assembly itself of Commu-
nity measures aimed at filling the gap left by the fact
that the Council has no obligation at all to entertain
relations with the various sides of industry in the ACP
countries. I should immediately like to say 
- 
and I
shall not return to this point again 
- 
that one of our
criticisms of the Lom6 Convention stems precisely
from the fact that, during the negotiations workers
and employers were not consulted. The Sabl6 report
- 
which I shall begin with before going on to say
something about the \7awrzik report. 
- 
refers to the
general agreement reached on Mrs Focke's report in
respect of the section criticizing Lom6 I, whose short-
comings foreshadow the inadequacies of Lom6 II. But
what did this general agreement and the agreement of
the ACP States on these criticisms really mean? As far
as we in the Communist and Allies Group are
concerned, I should like to state that, in my opinion,
this meant that we, whilst feeling that the Lom6
Convention gives us a cenain status as a Community
and as Europeans, are at the same time fully aware
that there are still far too many loopholes in it. In my
opinion 
- 
and I take the libeny of saying this to Mr
Vawrzik, whom I nonetheless thank for the great care
he rcok with his repon and the wholeheaned way he
committed himself to preparing it 
- 
it seems to me,
thus, that the new outline we need to give to Commu-
nity policies so that a real development policy may be
pursued, which is to some extent what emerged from
our debate during the ACP-EEC Consultative Assem-
bly, is not sufficiendy stressed in this repon, which as
a result, in my opinion, goes against that general
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trend, in particular because it fails to lay heavy empha-
sis on the modification which is needed in the
Common Agricultural Policy. I agree wirh rhose
Members who speak of a straight separation of rhe
Common Agricultural Policy and development policy,
in order to carry out the alterations needed in the
Community's protec[ionist attitudes 
- 
which Mrs
Focke talked about jusr now 
- 
and wirh reference to
its tie-up with the disarmament policy we would like
to see pursued.
These poinrs, which we have evolved at a r.ime of crisis
for the Community, reflect, in my opinion, a real
desire to achieve a redefinition of development policy,
both within the scope of the Lom6 Convention and
outside it. Parliament's rapporteur says 
- 
if we look
carefully 
- 
a number of important things, there is no
doubr about that. But, in my opinion, what is missing
from his report are the half-tones and subrle hues.
Vhat are missing are rhe priorities which would
permit us 
- 
as I have just said 
- 
to adopr the new
stance which has gradually been emerging from our
talks.
I hope the rapporteur will permit me to make anorher
remark, this time on my own behalf. He stresses, in
Chapter V of his report, on page 82 of the Italian rext,
the need to improve the functioning of the world
economic order. Even if I am willing to recognize, on
the one hand, that we are nor yer able to define whar
any new world economic order should be 
- 
this prob-
ably still has to be invented 
- 
I personally refuse 
-and I want to make this quite clear 
- 
to consider
what now exists as an order, since it is nothing more
than the historical outcome of a series of varied and
heterogeneous agreements which caused an order of
sorts, but which is unfair to be ser up. The Iralian
Members of the Communist and Allies Group were,
and remain, in favour of the Lom6 Convention,
because they work from the premise rhar posirive rela-
tions with developing countries 
- 
even in the presenr
state of world relarions, even in the socio-polidcal
situation to which the EEC belongs 
- 
are feasible.
And it is from this point of view, that is admitring the
feasibiliry of this type of relationship, that we express
our criticisms, which are admittedly strong and severe
ones.
For example, we insist that everyone be fully aware
that the Lom6 Convention 
- 
I have said rhis on other
occasions 
- 
is the Community's best visiting card,
even if the word 'best' should in this case be seen in
relation to the comple[e, or almost complete, absence
of measures taken by any of the other industrialized
countries, but I do not mean 'best' in any absolure
sense, because a lot could be said abour thar.
However, the facr rhat the contribution per inhabirant
under Lom€ II is scheduled to be less rhan what was
planned under Lom6 I, lighm up a far from rosy
picture. I should also like to add that we musr. nor
forget to mention the dissatisfaction expressed by
many ACP countries. And we must also take account,
especially in the various European Assemblies, of the
need, not only to progress, but 
- 
in my opinion 
-also to boost the quality of our relations.
Having said this, I should like from my seat here in
this House and on behalf of my fellow Members, to
welcome Zimbabwe which has now joined the Lom6
Conventron, and to greet its people warmly, by
applauding the hard struggle they had to obtain their
freedom.
Coming back to the main topic, we feel that the
various votes which took place in the ACP-EEC
Consultative Assembly 
- 
and here I am once more
referring to Mr Sabl6's report 
- 
ought to be very
closely studied. Perhaps we ought to devote a little of
our time to trying to discover the true meaning of
these vo[es, whilst naturally 
- 
and I am the first to
admit this 
- 
stripping this of all its value as polidcal
propaganda. Let us try to understand, therefore, rhe
true meaning behind the signing of the Convention by
these countries, both its posidve and negative content.
Let us try to understand what some of the policy state-
ments issued really meant.
In conclusion, I should like to say, thereby adding my
protest to that made by other Members, [hat a debare
such as this deserves more [ime, even if we have been
discussing the various arguments for the last year. This
is our conclusion on the Lom6 Convention and on this
reporr: if we wish to avoid finding ourselves in the
same situation at the end of Lom6 II as that in which
we were at the end of Lom6 I, then we must all unani-
mously admit that the results are disappointing, and
immediately devote as much attention as possible to
the means for implementing Lom6 II. This, naturally,
means that the Community must make a great effort
and that the ACP States must also make a grear effort,
and it also means tha[ Parliament 
- 
and I stress rhis
- 
must have a control function, the task almost of
'watch dog'with regard to development policy.
Mr Cheysson said a short while ago that in order to
make progress in the difficult Nonh-South Dialogue,
we must seize every possible opponunity. There is no
doubt that the implemenration of Lom6 II will offer us
many, many such opportunities. !7ith this aim in view,
and with our firm resolve, we look upon this Conven-
tion and the vote on this report not with a triumphant
attitude, however important we know it to be, and
cenainly not 
- 
I hope the rapporteur will excuse me
once more 
- 
with the over optimistic attitude which
emerges from his report, but rather with a cauriously
constructive approach.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Gucht to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr De Gucht. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would first of
all like to apologize for the absence of Mr Ponia-
towski, Chairman of the Committee on Development
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and co-operation who would have liked to speak in
this important debate, but has unfonunately been
deained elsewhere. This debate is taking place at a
time when relations between industrialized and devel-
oping countries are in a stalemate. The North-South
Dialogue is making litde progress, and the energy crisis
has hit the developing countries even harder than it
has the industrialized countries. There are still just as
many people dying from hunger throughout , the
world.
But while the EEC and its Member States inevitably
have only limited scope for solving these problems, the
same cannot be said of our relations with the African,
Caribbean and Pacific states. Cooperation between the
EEC and the ACP states involves reciprocal rights and
obligations, contained in a five-year contract. This
five-year period is of some imponance. It gives the
ACP States a betrer opportunity to plan their econom-
ies. The advantages of multi-annual food aid have
often been pointed out. Another essential point is that
the esmblishment of firm conditions for financial and
rcchnological cooperation over a period of several
years allows for medium-term planning.
The content of the Lom6 Convention is also signifi-
cant. It covers vinually the whole range of instruments
for cooperation and development. It contains, in pani-
cular, a section on trade and imponant chapters on
financial and technological cooperation and on indus-
trialization and agricultural cooperation, as well as
institutionaI provisions. These various instruments
have been improved in comparison with the first
convention.
I would, nevenheless, like to stress how much impon-
ance we attach to institutional cooperation. I am
thinking, in particular, of the ACP-EEC Council and
the Consultative Assembly. Vith 60 to 120 members
on the ACP side, and the same number from the Euro-
pean Parliament, these bodies have become somewhat
unwieldy, and we therefore need to find ways of
improving their efficiency. Despite its enormous diffi-
culties, however, rhis pattern of collaborarion is,
nevenheless, vinually unique in the world and should
enable us to develop, monitor and control our activi-
tles.
The Lom6 Convention also has certain little-known
advantages. It gives the ACP States a better under-
sranding of their own problems, and allows them to
improve their political cohesion. The difficult negotia-
tions which led to the second Lom6 Convention have
demonstrated how successful this can be, since the
ACP countries were remarkably united in their views.
At the same time, the Lomd Convention allows the
European Community to implement cenain instru-
ments of development cooperation which could later
be inrroduced worldwide. The experience which the
Community gains through its relations with what is a
sizeable section of the developing countries, will be
useful in derermining where it stands in, for example,
the Nord-South Dialogue.
The second Lom6 Convenrion is disdnguished by a
number of new ideas, as Mr'\Tawrzik points out in his
excellent report. The export earnings stabilization
system, STABEX, is far from perfect but it has to be
admitted that, in general, it works well. '!7hen ir is
improved it should help developing counrries to pull
through a difficult period withour too many exua
worrles.
Nevenheless, the system does little to diversify pro-
duction structures, and even obstrucrs their develop-
ment. So, to change raditional pa[terns of trade, and
improve the production of finished and semi-finished
goods, the European Communities should offer the
same system for these producr. It is wonh remember-
ing that the fact that the developing countries produce
raw materials and foodstuffs which are at a permanen[
disadvantage under the terms of trade wirh the indus-
trialized countries is one of the reasons for the perpe-
tuation of poveny in these countries.
The new Convention provides for a suppon system for
mineral producm, SYSMIN, based on the STABEX
system. This system should allow ACP countries to
maintain their mining capaciry on a profitable basis
and to increase their potential. The system also has
advantages for the EEC, which has a shortage of
certain mineral products and has every reason to
encourage investment in this sector in the ACP coun-
tries. However, the system is open to the same criri-
cisms as STABEX, which perpetuares single-crop
economies in developing countries. SYSMIN similarly
encourages single-product systems in these countries.
The energy crisis is making itself felr everywhere, but
the effects on the ACP countries are likely to be pani-
cularly disastrous.
The Convention refers to the possibility of improving
prospecting for and mining of energy resources. But,
this depends on the implementation of a policy in this
field. The same is true for the investment scheme
contained in the new Convention. It is too early at this
stage to make any judgement on these provisions.
However, it is absolutely essential that the parties to
the Convention are aware of the seriousness of our
energy problems, and of the problems of investment,
so that the provisions laid down in the Convention for
this sector do not remain a dead letter.
I would like, finally, to draw your attention to two
questions which I feel are imponant. I have the
impression that all too often we tend to think of the
Lom6 Convention as, above all, a means of promoting
trade between the ACP countries and the European
Community. This is undoubtedly one of rhe most
imponant aspec6, but I think that inter-regional coop-
eration between ACP countries should also be encour-
aged. The ACP countries are less handicapped than
the European Community by linguistic problems,
while their economic situation should give them more
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opportuniry to plan their economies, unlike the Euro-
pean Community, whose industrial infrastructure was
akeady well and ruly established when it was set up.
This is why I am very pleased to see thar the new
Convention contains several provisions for encourag-
ing closer cooperation between the ACP countries.
These are in particular the STABEX arrangemenm
under which the ACP Council of Ministers can extend
the benefits of STABEX, on a case-by-case basis, to
trade between ACP countries.
The funds provided for inter-regional cooperation
have also been considerably increased. Mr Vawrzik
and the Committee on Development rightly demand
that sales promotion should extend to all exports from
ACP countries, and that includes trade between ACP
countries.
The negotiations leading up to [he conclusion of the
second Lom6 Convention were difficult. They were
difficult for the Community above a[[ because of the
present economic climate. There is a tendency rc think
that the Community wen[ as far as it could; but I am
not too sure about that. I feel that the public, our
economic and social groups, and our political leaders
need to be better informed as to the various reasons
which led us to sign this Convention and that we
should insist on its advantages for the EEC. It would
be quite wrong to present this Convention as having
been concluded between two parties of which one was
making the demands and the other the concessions.
That is a completely false view. This agreement is
advantageous to both parties, and it is in our interests
ro explain this aspect of the situation to the public
who, because they are not.properly informed, some-
times tend to feel that development cooperation is
one-sided. For example, it is not generally recognized
that we have been able to save as many jobs thanks to
the increase in trade with developing countries as have
been lost through imports from these countries into
the Community.
This brings me to the excellent report from our
colleague, Victor Sabl6, on the results of the work
done by the Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC
Consultatiye Assembly. This is an own-initiative repon
from the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion who felt that Members of this House in particu-
lar, and the public in general, vere no[ sufficiently
well-informed about the institutional cooperation
between the ACP countries and the EEC. Mr Sabl6's
report will enable anyone interested to find out more
about what was decided at the various meetings of the
Joint Committee and of the Consultative Assembly
and to bear this in mind with relation to the European
Parliament's work.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it would be
wrong [o conclude rhar I rhink the Lom6 Convention
does not deserve any criticism. I am well aware that
this Convention is far from perfect and that, for
example 
- 
as Mr Vawrzik stressed in his motion for
a resolution 
- 
the expon sructures in the ACP coun-
tries have remained vinually unchanged. It is
nevenheless a Convention which bears witness to a
remarkable political will, both on the part of the ACP
countries and on the pan of the Community, and
which can be considered as thoroughly acceptable. '$7e
must continue to strive to remedy the various negative
aspects. Mr\7awrzik has highlighted in this report, we
must continue to strive for a better convention which
is closer to the legitimate aspirations of the ACP
States. This Convention is far from perfect, but it does
have the great advantage of being, for the present, the
only one in the world which provides a more or less
complete framework for cooperation between devel-
oping and industrialized countries.
President. 
- 
I call Mr IsraEl to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Isra6l. 
- 
(F) Mr President the future historian of
the European Communities will certainly see the Lom6
Conventions as a tremendous act of solidarity, wonhy
of this Parliament.
There is one problem, however, which the Lom6
Conventions have not really solved. That is the prob-
lem of the relations between the EEC and the ACP
countries from the point of view of human righr. !7e
have clearly been hesitant right from the start.
Obviously, it is not because we imagine that the Euro-
pean Community can, under any circumstances, pass
judgement on its allies on their respect for human
righr, by trying to blackmail them with economic aid.
This is out of the question. But my Group wonders
whether we could not envisage setting up a framework
for permanent consultation between the European
Community and rhe ACP countries to determine how
far human rights are respected, not only in the ACP
countries but in Europe as well. There could be an
exchange of information, an attempt to see how far
cenain problems can be rectified. This would be very
like the procedure envisaged for Helsinki. You will no
doubt say that this wasn't a great success. But there is
a distinct possibility that we have a better understand-
ing with our friends in Africa, the Caribbean and the
Pacific rhan with the Communist countries, which are
both our partners and our adversaries.
Therefore, Mr President, I maintain that we have
achieved a greal deal with the Lom6 Convention and
that we must try to give more thought, above all, to
the subject of human righm, because if we do not
move forward we can only go back.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella to speak on behalf of
the Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members.
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- 
(F) Mr President, I would like to
take the opponunity in rhe few minutes I have availa-
ble to say, first of all, rc Sir Fred '!7'arner, and orher
colleagues who were surprised to see rhar rhere were
so few of us here, that the way in which our colleagues
in the Parliament show their concern abour famine in
the world and the ACP countries, is to make sure rhar
it allows them ro travel rhe world. . . If we were ro
meet in Tanzania, everyone would be there, but as we
have to work here, no one can make it. It sounds cyni-
cal, hard even, but it's true all the same.
'!7'e, Mr President, are no[ sarisfied wirh this reporr,
not because there is little value in what it srates or
because it displays a lack of confidence in the furure,
but because it does not go beyond acknowledging an
agreement which, for the reasons which Mr Isradl hasjust pointed our, is nor up to dealing with rhe
economic, social and human tragedy which is going on
in these countries. First of all Mr Presidenr, I think we
must stop trying ro buy an easy conscience on easy
terms. I'm saying this for the benefit of the Commrs-
sion as well as Parliament. '!7hen two-thirds of the
overall volume of ACP trade is wirh just r.wo coun-
tries, Nigeria and the Ivory Coasr, we really should be
giving it some thought. The principle which inspired
STABEX might have been excellenr ar rhe outser, bur
when we see the agreements that have come out of the
system restricted largely to tropical products, it is clear
that the principle has losr a lot in pracrice. The general
approach is good, but the practical resulrs are not.
'S7hen we met at Luxembourg the representarive of a
country which could hardly be said ro be revolution-
ary, Senegal, took the libeny of pointing our 
- 
and
quite rightly 
- 
rhar the European Parliament was
trying to move in t'wo, or even three directions at
once. Cynical though rhar is, I can't help feeling thar
it's true.
As regards the problems of human righrs, a very
dangerous ideological neocolonialism prevents us all
from facing up to them. To say thar rhose people don't
deserve freedom, political democracy and so on, is one
of the most shameful and also the mosr dangerous
arguments, because this remark was also applied to
fascist Italy: rhe Latin peoples, ir seems, did not
deserve political democracy; today, ir is the African
States, and this, in reality, is what allows the successors
of Foccan to put people like Bokassa in power with
those who will follow.
Mr President, I have said all I wanr ro. '!7'e will vote
against, not because rhe report is in some way contrary
to the attitudes of our Parliament, but because it
respects them. This is rhe Ferrero philosophy: it is,
apparently, the Euro-Communisr philosophy. It is the
philosophy of good inrentions, of an easy conscience
on easy terms. I believe rhar in a few monrhs this will
become evident: out of the 60 counrries associated
under the Lom6 Convenrion, ar least 50 will see their
economies gradually being desrroyed. Our relations
will become worse and worse. Those who continue to
claim that these agreements are sufficient are lying to
themselves. Perhaps lying is nor the right word. They
are deluding themselves. A political insrrument is good
if it is a means of dealing wirh what happens and not
just what happened in the pasr. In my view, this repon
acknowledges not just the Lom6 agreemenrs, but quire
simply a failure which is getdng worse and vorse.
I think that we Iralian Radicals owe ir to ourselves ro
be just a little stricter with ourselves on rhis quesrion, I
think we must perform this acr of humility by saying,
perhaps withour knowing whar ro pur in irs place, rhar
you are deluding yourselves by adopting rhe position
you are going to adopr, and by accepting rhe reports
you. are going to accepr. This is why we will vote
agarnst.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lezzi.
Mr Lezzi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in making a few brief
remarks on cenain questions I count myself particu-
larly lucky to see here with us the disringuished
Commissioner Mr Vredeling, whom I had rhe pleasure
of meeting during rhe life of the previous Parliament,
in the course of the lengrhy examination of rhe prob-
lem of clandestine migration. I shall rerurn ro rhis
subject very briefly later. \7har I wish to say now is
that people of all political persuasions have acknow-
Iedged the indisputable political value of Annex XV ro
the second Lom6 Convention, conraining rhe declara-
tion on migrant workers from ACP countries legally
resident in the terrirory of a Member Stare, covering
working conditions, wages, and employment relared
social security payments to be extended ro members of
the family resident with the immigranr worker.
However, this declaration, alrhough ir constitutes a
significant step forward, musr be regarded 
- 
rs,
indeed, the ACP-EEC institutions regarded it 
- 
as
extremely modest, panicularly when seen in the
context of the conditions for workers and rheir fami-
lies, the proposals of rhe ACP-EEC institutions and
the Commission's action programme. The inadequacy
of the measures is also the resulr of the non-panicipa-
tion of the trade union organizarions 
- 
as Mrs Carer-
toni Romagnoli reminded us a shon while ago. \7e
must now closely supervise the implementarion of the
measures and demand 
- 
as the resolurion approved in
Luxembourg and before thar in Arusha states 
- 
rhat
the ACP-EEC Council of Minisrers should repon
annually on respect for, and implementation of, the
measures adopted and should revise the whole pack-
age for ACP migranr workers, as decided 
- 
I was
saying this a shon while ago 
- 
in Luxembourg by rhe
Consultative Assembly.
The Community and Member States must more deci-
sively promote effective consultation and harmoniza-
tion of narional policies relaring to rhe rights of ACP
migrants, and must also ratify the ILO conventions. Ir
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is also desirable thar the Council of Minisrers should at
last adopt the directive on clandestine immigrariop
approved by Parliament in 1978 on rhe basis of the
Pisoni report. Ve do not wish to lapse into facile
demagogy, but neither do we wish to be involved in
'perverse' mechanisms which either continue rhe
exploitation of clandestine migrants or claim to solve
the problem by expelling them.
Although many Member States of the Community
have measures to prevenr the access of ACP srudents
and trainees to universiries and higher education insri-
tutes in their countries, studenI emigration is still
expanding. This emigration must be controlled by
coordinating and harmonizing narional policies 
-while rejecting the repressive approaches typified by
Stoldru and Bonnet in France or Rognoni in Italy 
-not only with regard ro rhe right of residence, but also
by encouraging the participation of srudents and rrain-
ees in drawing up study programmes, so that their
training and specialization may correspond to the real
need for independenr development in rheir counrries
of origin, and in drawing up criteria for rhe revival of
study scholarships, which can no longer be lefr rc rhe
discretion of individuaI governmenrs.
This last subject was excellently dealt with in the
Michel Report, subsequently in the plenary sitting, in
the Sabl6 Report and in the overall approach of the
Vawrzik Report. In Arusha and Luxembourg, we
were not. in a position to reach conclusions on the
question of students and rrainees.
I wish to express the hope that our commirment 
- 
the
commitment of Parliamenr 
- 
may ensure rhat, when
the question of cultural cooperarion is rackled once
more, this aspect will be at the centre of our debares so
that we may be consistent with the approach 
- 
rightly
adoprcd 
- 
of defence of human righm. If we wish ro
gain credibility, we musr recognize nor only the right
to work, bur also rhe righr to srudy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Michel.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, I too would like ro thank and congratulare Mr
'\Tawrzik 
and Mr Sable both for rheir excellent reporrs
and for their series of motions for resolutions on rhe
second Lom6 Convention and rhe work of the Joint
Committee of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly.
I would, however, first like to draw rhe atrention of
this House very briefly ro the urgenr need ro pass rhe
instruments ratifying Lom6 II, which must in fact be
deposircd before I December if we want the Conven-
tion to come into force on 1 January. Now as far as I
can rell, the Convention needs to be ratified by two-
thirds of the ACP Stares, in orher words at leasr 40 out
of the 60. At the presenr rime 37 have done so, bur
ratifications are still coming in day by day, whilsr as
far as the Nine are concerned there are still three
Parliaments which have nor rarified, i.e. rhose of
Belgium, rhe Netherlands and Iraly. I gather, however
- 
I have been assured thar the firsr two, and certainly
Belgium, will ratify during the nexr few days. I hope
the same will apply to rhe others, bur I felt I should
draw your attention rc this point.
The second point I would like to make relares to a
question which concerns us in the lighr of our Septem-
ber part-session and the long debare we held on the
problems of hunger in the world. In this very Chamber
we adopted a resolurion proposing both immediate aid
- 
particularly food 
- 
and longer term aid using rhe
vehicle of developmenr programmes. During the days
which followed we were in Luxembourg for the plen-
ary session of the ACP-EEC Assembly. At rhat dme I
put forward a proposal in rwo pans, namely that we
should firsrly send our ACP panners the texr of the
resolution, the 'Ferrero resolurion', and secondly ask
them to let us know their views on all rhese problems,
and on what ought to be done ro ger developmenr
going; to this end we proposed ro creare and ad boc
committee to produce tangible proposals for the next
Joint Comminee meering.
!(e all know that we do not always have the facilities
to reach agreements of this kind but this time, during
the Luxembourg meeting the idea was passed to the
appropriate committee. It was rhen discussed in rhe
context of a report by the ambassador of Congo Braz-
zaville, Senegal ambassador, Mr Pannella and myself.
Thus amended, this proposal was approved unani-
mously. I would like ro ask whar has happened ro it.
And I would like to ask whether or not we are going
to get rhis commitree working, using its good offices,
as it were, to arrange an exchange of views, in a spirit
of cooperation, on what should be done to strike at
the roots of hunger and open the way to genuine
development.
I must also say that, knowing our friends and panners
from ACP States as I do, if we have still done nothing
by February when the Joint Commitrce meers again ir
will be very disheanening for those who wish'ro bring
about some change.
Indeed, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, if we
look at the shortages afflicting this hungry world and
continue to live in our ov/n society of abundance and
over-consump[ion, ignoring the famine and the
permanent distress of a thousand million men, worsen
and children, we have a great deal to answer for. \7e
know what the solutions are, but we musr ask
ourselves whether we do not need to change our atti-
tudes. Because if we go on living in a world where rhe
economy is founded joindy on war and profit, I
cannot see what we can offer to fire the enthusiasm of
the next generation.
'S7'e must replace the economy of profir and war wirh
an economy based on meeting needs 
- 
food needs, of
course, but also the need for clothing, healrh, educa-
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tion and training for young people throughout the
world. It is in the fight for justice and for solidarity 
-solidarity with the poorest of the poor 
- 
that there is
a chance of new hope not only for the youth of our
own countries but also for the youth of the developing
countries. 'S7e are looking for ways of giving new
spirit to our young people, and it seems to me that it is
in that kind of effon that the answer lies.
A third point I would like to make is to join the
rapporteur, Mr \(awrzik and Mr Cheysson in stress-
ing the poinm which remain 
- 
alas 
- 
not in abeyance
but inadequately settled. \7e have alked enough about
the question of human rights, I think. !7e must be
warchful on every front, just as much at home as in the
developing countries. I have often spoken about this,
but talking about human righrc is not enough; they
must become part of everyday life, pan of the normal
way of things. You heard what Mr Cheysson said, that
the Council is completely silent on this subject, espe-
cially as far as respecting social standards is concerned.
As you know, the social standards of the International
Labour Organization are supposed to be universally
accepted, but the reaction of the Council of Ministers
to the Commission's proposals on the subject has been
deafening silence. This is extremely serious, because
the sin is that of omission, and this really does inter-
fere with on the proper functioning of the institutions,
insofar as it affects everybody's right to the most
elementary justice.
I would finally like to refer to the question of cultural
cooperation and say that in stressing the whole prob-
lem of migrant workers, on which I was rapponeur
myself, we must also be concerned with students and
trainees and remember thar here we have responsibili-
ties as individual States. '\7e must shoulder rhese
responsibilities !
At the same time, when we are speaking of a new
international economic order I rhink it is up ro us ro
set the ball rolling and take up the challenges with
which we are presenred.
Finally, I would like m remind you that if Lom6 II was
possible during a period of crisis it was rhanks to the
dercrmination of Mr Cheysson and his team, who are
working for an ideal of which this Community can be
proud. There is never[heless still a great deal of argu-
ment about Lom6 and I think ir fair to say rhar rhough
the Convention may well be an achievement for Euro-
pean integration, the policy ircelf remains fragile and a
number of governments are still willing ro obstruct it
and block the finance and manpower needed for its
full implementation.
At the precise rime rhar the governments of the,Nine
together with Mr Thorn are about ro appoint rhe new
team of Commissioners, I would like a litrle arrention
to be turned to the question of who will be rhe driving
force in the future for Lomd and the necessary
follow-up to it. And it is my hope that the political
lottery of msk-sharing between nations will not entrust
this mission to someone who has no feeling for the
problems it involves.
The next four years will be decisive for the future of
the Lom6 Convention. Setting up the SYSMIN
system, cooperation on industry and energy, the prior-
ities given to rural development and setting up techni-
cal centres for agricultural and rural cooperation,
consultation with the two sides of industry, protec[ion
for migrant workers, trainees and students 
- 
all of
these imply an underlying determination to make it
work, and we must hope that this usk will be carried
on by the man who has guided it so far; we hope that
the Cheysson team will be able to continue and
complete the work it has staned so well. That, at least,
is my own personal wish.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Poirier.
Mrs Poirier. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, I took on the task
of drafting, on the behalf of the Committee on Exter-
nal Economic Relations, an opinion on the Lom6
Convention and the OCT association agreement.
because for us Frehch members of the Communist and
Allies Group it is a particularly important and serious
question.
So that I could prepare an opinion with a properly
documented analysis I therefore set about obtaining as
much information as possible. Figures and statistics
were supplied to me by the Commission in Brussels,
from Eurostat publications, from the ACP-EEC
Council of Ministers repon and from the replies of the
ACP states to a questionnaire which I had sent to
them.
The report I prepared on the agenda of three succes-
sive meetings of the Committee on External Economic
Relations and was finally rejected without there being
any debate on its content. I can assure the House that
this draft opinion will be widely disributed and will in
particular be sent to the ACP states for their informa-
tion.
Having said that, how can I explain the attitude shown
by the Committee of which I am a member? I think it
is very simple: a lucid and unflatrering analysis of the
relations between rhe EEC and the ACP Smrcs is
something which the overwhelming majority of this
House finds intolerable. The argumenm for and
against were not actually considered. My repon was
rejected for panisan reasons, withour discussion of its
con[ent, because the truth is embarrassing. One
member of the Committee even admitted that he had
only read the first page.
Exactly what were my colleagues refusing to discuss?
First, colonialism. How can we understand current
relations if we hide our eyes from the situarion rhe
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colonized countries were in at the moment when the
long years of bitter struggle finally brought them polit-
ical independence? Traditional structures and civiliza-
tions completely destroyed, utter destitution despite
rheir narive wealth and considerable potential 
- 
that
is what the European ruling classes left behind in the
ACP States. The relationships they set up were based
on the export of natural wealth from the colonies to
the European markem and the import of manufactured
goods, derisory labour costs, infrastructures restricted
to meeting the needs of the colonism and of the move-
ment of goods. Vhile certain things have changed as a
result of the independence of these former colonies
and of the power which they represent in the world
today, the fact remains that the basic structure of rela-
tionships has not been changed and that is quite simply
because the former colonial powers, our countries,
have continued in the same mould.
On the basis of the set patterns which resulted from
colonialism they were able to maintain their economic
domination and make the most of it. That is what
neocolonialism is, and it is far from dead. Indeed, I
have heard a number of honourable Members, of
every colour in the political spectrum save Communist,
saying that the words 'multinational' and 'colonialism'
were offensive and confused the issued. But who finds
them confusing and offensive? Or that there is a prob-
lem with corruption in a number of ACP Bovernmenm,
rhar the multinationals and private banks help in
making progress, have a positive role to play, and that
it is normal for them to be sensitive to market forces.
Those are things which nobody dares say in the pres-
ence of the ACP States but which are very revealing
with regard to certain intentious. These things distract
our attention from the struggle against hunger, from
human suffering, per capita incomes of f l0 a year, a
life expectancy of +0 years and hospinls without water
or electricity, with one doctor to every 400 000 inhabi-
tants. These are facts, and it is my great. regret. that my
colleagues on the Committee on External Economic
Relations do not have the courage to look them in the
face.
How then, are these facts reflected in the main
sections of the Lom6 Convention? First of all there has
been no change in trade patterns 
- 
no geographical
change, no change in the nature of impons and
exports, no change in the range of products. The
marketing networks are completely ourcide the control
of rhe ACP States. They can do nothing about the
contemptible prices they have to accept for their prod-
uce, neither can they do anything about the fluctuat-
ing rates forced upon them by foreign impon-expon
businesses. And at the same time imported fenilizers,
machinery and manufactured goods of all kinds
continue to rise in price.
As for industrial cooperation, it is universally acknow-
ledged that this has been a blatant, rcal failure. There
has been no industrialization in the ACP countries.
There has been very little investment and mineral
prospecting has even been reduced. There are
undoubrcdly political reasons for this but it is princi-
pally because capital from our countries is aimed, as in
the past, at shon term profit and there is simply not
enough money to be made except perhaps in one or
two labour-intensive industries. Multinationals prefer
to arrange imports to the ACP countries rather [han
help them create [heir own means of survival.
And then, although many ACP States have extraordi-
nary potential, because of their current destitute
condition enormous investment would be needed for
prospecting, improving infrastructures, increasing
literacy, technical and professional training and
improved health, and wages would have to be suffi-
cient for manual workers to be properly nourished, all
of which the profit motive prohibits.
'$(hat is more, all the EEC institutions in agreement in
defending the legitimacy of profit seeking by private
companies and private banks. Let us at least be honest
and say that, that conflicm toally with the interests of
the population.
If we now turn to agricultural cooperation, we find
that the situation in the ACP States has deteriorated.
The general trend in EEC-financed operations has
been to develop cash crops. That has been going on
for years at the expense of subsistence crops. Encour-
aging this trend has very serious repercussions because
the ACP States then have to meet contracts tying them
.ro export crops even if they ought to devote their
resources and their efforts to domestic subsistence
crops. Recent very, very modest developments in sub-
sistence crops have gone hand in hand with expanded
low price exports of food products. Some Sahel coun-
tries are exporting meat and fresh vegetables whilst
their populations are dying of hunger. They can do
nothing about it because they need the foreign
currency to buy goods manufactured abroad.
The only people who gain from this disgusting game
are the big private companies whose market penetra-
tion in the ACP States has been greatly assisted by the
Lom6 Convention.
After all, Lom6 is also a means of supplying public and
private money from the EEC countries through the
EDF and, above all, the EIB, and they do nothing to
counter the general trend I have just described. Quite
the contrary: it can be said that all in all the EDF is a
vehicle for private capitalism insofar as it finances
infrastructure and social projects which are necessary
to prepare the way for profitable schemes. This does
not at all mean that the population is any better fed or
any less poor, or that the recipient country actually
gains opponunities for real development. The EIB
simply follows market forces.
The Committee on External Economic Relations is
unanimous in finding that quite normal, but let us be
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honest and admit that ir would be pointless looking for
any spirit of generosity of disinterestedness. The EIB
thus plays a part in increasing rhe indebtedness of rhe
ACP States, rhe developing counrries, and this has
been condemned by the non-aligned States at the
Unircd Nations.
Mr President, others before me have, in their own
way, produced a short, admittedly incomplete analysis
such as this, and made these same poinrs. \fhen I was
preparing my report nobody in Brussels attempted ro
conceal from me that relarions berween the EEC and
the ACP States were, as far as rhe EEC was
concerned, an a[tempt to secure a return on invested
capital. Other honourable Members have, elsewhere,
been particularly critical of the Lom6 Convenrion but
what claimed to be damming indictmenrs were just
storms in so many tea-cups.
'$7'e were shown in Luxembourg, at the Consultative
Assembly, just how wide the rifr is berween declared
intentions and reality. The vote on rhe budger has
given us funher examples, and one by one the illusions
fostered by practically every political persuasion in rhis
Assembly are being shattered.
The conclusions to be drawn, Mr President, are
included, albeit quite incongrouply, in the document
which has been circulated and I shall rherefore nor go
into detail about them.
It is our view that the solution is to be found in a
determined attempt to serve the fundamental inreresm.
of the peoples of the ACP Srates and of our own
countries. There is no contradicrion in that. This
involves developing the whole human and material
potential in all counrries, with consisrenr, unselfish aid
to the developing countries, aid funded panly ar rhe
expense of milimry budgets and the machinery of
death; it means improving purchasing power, develop-
ing internal markets, sadsfying the needs of hundreds
of millions of human beings. Both in those counrries
and in our own ir means making political and
economic relations more democratic. It means a new
international economic order, which is rotally incom-
patible wirh rhe mulrinationals' domination so care-
fully cultivared by rhe EEC.
But even with the current state of affairs we made
concrete proposals at the time of the budget vote. At
the same time we are proposing amendments to
today's motion which will be moved tomorrow. It is in
such unequivocal and meaningful votes tha[ we could
express a true will to participate in developing those
countries which were plundered to enable capitalism in
Europe to flourish.
However, Mr President, in this as in other matters we
French Communists have much less faith in the good
will of the European Assembly than in rhe people's
determination.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, the Lom6
Convention is one of rhe biggest myths of the EEC. It
is said that 59, and in rhe near furure, 60 developing
countries will be members and that rhe Convenrion
benefim them greatly. Vhat is not said is that a large
proportion of these 60 countries are very small, and
that the Lom6 countries rogether do not represenr
even 10 0/o of the developing countries' population.
Thus more than 90 0/o of the world's poor are outside
the Lom€ Convenrion. Many live in extremely
poveny-stricken counrries such as India and Bangla-
desh but these are not allowed ro join rhe select club.
For special reasons it was decided in advance rhat only
countries in Africa, rhe Pacific and the Caribbean
could join. These countries can rhus enjoy certain
advantages many of which, however, are entirely
gratuitous for the EEC since they are accorded ar the
expense of the other developing counrries.
At the same time rhe Lom6 Convenrion has an
extremely damaging effect on rhe developing countries
as a whole. It divides them, whereas they need ro srand
together to defend their common interests. Thus, for
example, when the developing countries' artempr ro
obtain stable raw marerial prices miscarried so
dismally, this was a result of the Lom6 Convenrion.
Some developing counrries receive special advantages
from the EEC which they are afraid to lose. Dioide et
impera, divide and rule, as rhe Romans used ro say.
For people in rhe EEC this policy can perhaps still
fresent a short-term advantage, because in this way we
can push the developing countries' prices below what
is reasonable. But in the long term this is not an advan-
tage, not even for us. Ir creares hardship and poverry
in the developing countries and rhereby threarens their
smbility. I do not believe, either, that ordinary people
in the Community think rhis is a good policy, wherher
they live in Denmark, Holland or Germany. For this
reason I hope rhar rhe Communiry will come ro recog-
nize as soon as possible thar the Lom6 Convention
should be rescinded and replaced by internarional
arrangements under rhe aegis of the UN.
President. 
- 
Icall MrJalton.
Mr Jalton. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, the first thing I must do is to congratulare Mr
'S/awrzik and Mr Sabl6, whose reporrs on behalf of
the Committee on Development and Cooperation are
a complete and objective appraisal of the second Lom6
Convention and of the drafr decision on rhe associa-
tion of the overseas countries and territories ro the
Community and the ourcome of rhe Joint Commitree
of the ACP/EEC Consulrarive Assembly.
It is a matter for surprise that the Lom6 Conventions,
following on rhose of Yaound6 and Arusha, should
have had such little impact, panicularly wirhin the
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Nine, and that our colleagues here in rhe European
Parliament seem to show so lirtle interest.
These Conventions are nevertheless an artempr to
revolutionize the relations which have existed hirherto
between the rich, industrialized countries of Europe
and part of the developing Third Vorld. They repre-
sent a first step in recognizing the obvious facr that the
economic relations between the former colonial
powers in Europe and the overseas countries were a
constant source of conflicr, and that in the interests of
world peace other policies were possible.
This attempt, which is linked with the process of deco-
lonization since rhe Second'!7orld '$V'ar, now seems to
be irreversible. It is the srarting point for the North-
South Dialogue on which we are building so many
hopes.
The Second Lom6 Convention, which is inrended to
improve on its predecessor, is no more than a cata-
logue of proposals and requirements. The idea, it
would seem, is to ensure future cooperation on [he
basis of a legal framework of freely negotiated
contracts between equal partners. The general aim of
the Second Convention is to be a developmenr conrrac[
for the ACP States and the OCT. However, a contract
can only be effective if both parties sign it in good
faith and without ulterior motives.
\7e must not lose sight of the facr that for cenruries
the Third '!7orld countries were exploited as the
colonies of our present European partners and that
they have good reason to be at least prudent, if not
distrustful. Their reservations may indeed be at least
partly well founded when we think that European
industry is not particularly keen to invesr in rhe ACP
States, allegedly on account of their political insrabil-
ity, and prefers, for obvious reasons, to approve
investments in and transfers of technology towards,
for example, the OPEC countries.
There is also the question of whether the EEC has the
means to carry out its plans. To be more precise, the
real question is whether the necessary financial
resources will be applied in a climate of political deter-
minarion. And even if the answer is yes, we musr nor
think that all we have to do is ro bring in rhe financial
weight of the European Community to give guaran-
teed success to the Lome Convention. Ve shall have to
back up these purely economic reladonships with
cultural exchanges, the human element which can
crea[e the climate of confidence without which,
despirc the best will in the world, it will fail.
The present world economic order works in favour of
a production system which does nothing for the real
needs of the wealthy countries, and even less for rhe
basic human needs of the Third Vorld.
It is essential to ensure first of all that the profir from
the economic exchanges provided for in the Lom6
Convention goes to the broad masses of deprived
people in the ACP States, and is nor siphoned off or
misappropriated for the benefit of a privileged minor-
ity. In most underdeveloped ACP countries and OCTs
rhere are significant natural resources which, because
of their precarious economy and lack of technology,
they have not yet been able ro use. It should be possi-
ble for a new policy of aid and technical assistance ro
give such countries assured supplies of food and
energy.
As far as the effects of the second Lom6 Convention
on the French overseas departments is concerned, it is
our view that the outcome of the negotiations is unfor-
tunate, not to say catastrophic. It seems to have been
overlooked that the overseas depanments which are an
integral if peripheral part of the European Economic
Community, are also developing countries and that
their natural resources are the same as those of the
ACP States and the overseas oountries and territories,
which means rhat the economies of the overseas
departments are threatened by direct competition from
the ACP States. The EEC must therefore take accounr
of the particular needs of the overseas departments.
\7e Socialists suggesred to the French Government
that they should include amongsr the team negoriaring
the Convention elected representatives or people
involved in their day-to-day work with the problems
of the overseas departmenrs, so rhar they could put
their regions' case ro a Community which had tended
to ignore them for 20 years. The French Governmenr
took no notice of our suggesrion and instead gave rhejob of defending the inrerests of ihe overseas depart-
men[s to technocrats who were no doubr well qualified
but whose concern for the future of rhe overseas
departments was suspect to say the least.
'!7e 
might for example have expected that rhe French
negotiators would do their besr ro ensure rhar compan-
ies in the overseas departmenm would be eligible for
loans from the EIB.
In a word, because the French Government failed to
put forq/ard a coherenr development plan for rhe over-
seas departments to which the Community aurhoriries
could refer, the overseas departments have not been
able to benefit from rhe considerable resources of this
Community.
Ve Socialisr shall endeavour in rhe European Parlia-
ment to put right the problems caused by rhis culpable
Commission.'!7e would moreover like to see everything
possible being done to foster special relationshipi 
- 
in
view of their geographical position 
- 
between the
overseas depanments and rhe neighbouring ACP
States. 
.We 
would also ask Parliament ro insriture close
monitoring of aid granred ro the overseas depart-
ments, which is taken in hand by rhe French Govern-
ment without any guaranree being given thar it will
actually reach these underprivileged regions of the
Community.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Narducci.
Mr Narducci. 
- 
U) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I think it is useful to add my protest [o the many
which have been made, because the more of these are
recorded the greater, one hopes, will be the results, so
that the next debate on such an important subject as
this will receive the time and attention which it
deserves, all the more so since it has been said 
- 
but it
is useful to repeat it 
- 
that it is no small thing to
assess the Lom6 Convention together on the basis of
the first report to the European Parliament on the
results achieved by the Consultative Assembly and the
Joint Committee. These are matters of great moment,
about which Parliament seems to be ill informed 
-apart from those working on the subject 
- 
and which
have met with little response from public opinion.
Consideration of them is therefore far from pointless.
I would like to take the opponunity, not so much to
speak at length on what has akeady been said and is
contained in the reports by Mr'l7awrzik and Mr Sabl6
- 
who deserve the sincere rhanks of the enrire
Parliament 
- 
but to make a few observations on our
role as Members of Parliamenr, in the conrexr of rela-
tions with the African, Caribbean and Pacific coun-
tries.
The first observation, which was raised by the ACP
countries themselves, and which has been mentioned
here many times, concerns the need to coordinate our
efforts in order to avoid working a[ cross purposes.
It has already been rightly said here that we cannot go
on talking of sugar, rice or beef in one way in the
Committee on Agriculture or other relevant commit-
tees, and in a different way in Arusha, Luxembourg or
Sierra Leone, because our credibility is at stake, much
more than we suppose or believe. If some of the posi-
tions taken up by European members of the Joint
Commitree were perhaps hasty, we must have the
courage to say so, and not decide one thing in Arusha
and something else here. Anyone who took pan in the
discussions at Arusha and Luxembourg knows that he
adopted his attitude after careful consideration and in
full awareness of the difficulty of the problems. '$7'e
would like future action to be decided in full aware-
ness of the facts and in a context of greater coordina-
tion with all the'committees and with Parliamenr as a
whole, for the European members of the Consultative
Assembly and its Joint Commirree are not a body
separate from this Parliament, but the direct expres-
sion of this Parliament.
A second observation I would like to make 
- 
partly
because the next meeting in February is not far off 
-is that too often some Members of this Parliamenr
transfer to the forum of these meetings the political
disagreements which are, typical of this Parliament.
The Consultative Assembly and its Joint Committee
are regarded as a great stage on which rc play out the
controversies peculiar ro rhis Parliament. This is
another risk which we must. avoid, and we must try to
express in that forum our views and convictions rather
than our quarrels. It is dishonest [o our partners to use
them for our political ends. This is really ideological
imperialism 
- 
a form of ne6-colonialism.
Similarly, we cannot once more indulge, in Luxem-
bourg, Arusha or Sierra Leone, in the procedural
wrangles which already happen here on the pretext of
safeguarding minorities, and too often hold up the
work of this Parliament. In this case, too, there has
been an attempt to transfer our disputes to that forum,
and this is a real problem, because our relations with
the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries are there-
by compromised. I would like to confine my observa-
rion to this, precisely in order to conribute something
to self-criticism on our pan.
I would like to ask the Bureau of Parliament to regard
meetings of the Consultative Assembly and its Joint
Committee in the same way as a plenary sitting of
Parliament, for it is unacceptable that we should be
present in such small numbers because of the commit-
tee work and the work of other parliamentary bodies
taking place at the same time.
I think that, if the protests expressed here serve as a
stimulus to careful consideration, the next meeting
with the ACP representatives will be more fruitful than
earlier ones, and Parliament will really be able to
express the best of itself, all the more so 
- 
this is my
last point 
- 
because our relations with our African,
Caribbean and Pacific partners are moving towards a
field which has hitheno been largely unexplored 
- 
I
refer to social relations, especiafly the question of
students and trainees, and cultural relations which
must be the cornerstone of furure conventions in this
field, for clearly cultural cooperation can give a new
meaning and a new impetus to relations which cannot
go on being merely economic.
If rhe polidcal awareness of Parliament takes us to the
next meeting with the ACP panners in this new spirit
and with this new attitude, and if we can learn our
lesson, admitting the mistakes made up to now, I think
that the next meeting in Freetown will be a really
imponant one.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martin on a point of order.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as a member of the
Committee on Agriculture, I must protest strongly
against the undemocratic manoeuvring there has been
in connection wirh the Kirk repon which we are about
to examine.
I had better explain. At the committee meeting on
Monday 17 November this repon was rejected by the
Committee in perfectly regular fashion. A quorum was
present and the vote was properly taken: five votes in
favour, five against and three abstentions. Ve were
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surprised the following morning to learn that the fish-
eries working parly was meeting without all its
members having been informed. The members of the
Committee on Agriculture were then summoned at the
last minute for an 11 o'clock meetint. It was under
these iqregular conditions, aker a night of chicanery
and bargaining, tha[ a second vote took place. Vhen
my friend and colleague Emmanuel Maffre-Baug6
protested srongly, the chairman, Sir Henry Plumb,
replied that the Bureau had given its blessing to what
can only be called a coup.
I therefore wish to register my protest against these
undemocratic machinations and I should like to hear
the Bureau's explanation of the reasons which led it to
authorize such chicanery.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Tieczorek-Zeul on a point
of order.
Mrs V'ieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Ladies and Bentlemen, I
wish to make a point of order with reference to the
previous debate. I wish to do this because the chair-
man of the Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions, who at the same time is also rapponeur, was not
called upon to speak. Otherwise I would have depu-
tized for him and presented the committee's opinion.
On behalf of the Committee on External Economic
Relations, I would just like to clear up a point made by
Mrs Poirier during the debate. Mrs Poirier was
appointed rapponeur and her report was discussed on
numerous occasions by the committee. Eventually it
was unanimously 
- 
yes, unanimously 
- 
rejected, not
for the reasons which'she expounded here, but
because there were fundamental differences in the
assessment of the Lom6 Convention. I would therefore
like, if you will allow me, to point out that the opinion
adopted by the Committee on External Economic
Relations 
- 
and rhis is its position 
- 
approves the
conten[s of the two association agreements because it
feels that, because of their approach, their structure
and the technical instruments used in their implemen-
tation, they contribute to solving the problems which
must be overcome if we wish to create a new and just
world economic order.
This is the position of the Committee on External
Economic Relations, and we rejected Mrs Poirier's
report, because it disagreed with this assessment. I
would like, therefore, as Vice-Chairman of the
Committee on External Economic Relations, to refute
these criticisms, and in panicular I would like to stress
that although, according to Rule 42 of the Rules of
Procedure, we were not bound to do so, we annexed
to the opinion of the Chairman of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, Sir Fred Catherwood,
the points made by Mrs Poirier as a minority opinion.
This is a special concession and clearly shows that we
were willing to.present these views to Parliament.
I would like, therefore, to reject outright the criticisms
levelled by Mrs Poirier at the Committee on External
Economic Relations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gautier o., 
" 
,orn, of order.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(D) On behalf of the Socialist Group,
I would like to comment on [he criticisms made by the
representative of the French Communists about the
procedure adopted in drawing up Mr Kirk's report. It
is true that on Monday the Committee on Agriculture
rejected the draft report by Mr Kirk. However, since
this subject has become urgent as a result of the Coun-
cil's action, it must be dealt with in this part-session.
All those involved were expecting the Committee on
Agriculture ro meet officially once again in the course
of this part-session. There was no meeting of the
Committee on Agriculture's'!7'orking Pany on Fisher-
ies, bur a few people from all sorts of different groups
got [ogether before the meeting of the Committee on
Agriculture and put forward motions and attempted to
findout...
(Interruption)
. . . how a compromise might be reached between the
various stances. The decision was then taken during an
official session of the Committee on Agriculture, and
it seems to me perfectly normal that rhe representa-
tives of the groups should get together beforehand and
coordinate their approach.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk on a point of order.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) I would like to support what Mr
Gautier said as regards the procedure followed in
dealing wirh my report in the Committee on Agricul-
ture. I feel that the fact that on Monday when we dealt
with the report there were only 13 members present in
the Committee on Agriculture, while on Tuesday
morning, when we cast a final vote on the repon,
there were 26 members present, refutes the criticism
levelled by the French Communists. I do not feel that
there was much inrerest in discussing the matter on
Monday afternoon, whereas on Tuesday we
succeeded in spite of everything in having almost half
the Committee members present.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baillot on a point of order.
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(F)Mr President, I am amazed at what
Mrs \Tieczorek-Zeul said. At the end of the
ACP-EEC debate she has come out with some conclu-
sions which she should have voiced much earlier. This
was not a point of order, if you ask me, but inadmissi-
ble interference in the debate. I am surprised, Mr Pres-
ident, rhat you allowed the honourable Member to
carry on and make statements which no one can
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coun[er because the debare is over. Let me repeat rhar
it is quite inadmissible in my view.
President. 
- 
The complaint made by Mrs Poirier
should be referred to the Commirree on .Agriculture.
Parliamenr did nor take part in rhe committee's discus-
sions and cannot therefore comment on rhese propos-
als. As regards Mr Kirk's reporr, I should like the
procedure to be discussed when the repon comes up
on the agenda.
I call Mr Fanton on a poinr of order.
Mr Fanton. 
- 
(F) The reference is ro rhe Rules of
Procedure where they affecr the meering of the
Committee on Agriculture which was menrioned.
Mr Gautier gave reasons which are perhaps genuine
but it would be rather unfonunate 
- 
and I am
expressing my feelings on'the matter 
- 
if committee
meetings were to be convened as this one was. \7hen
we parted in the evening, no one kne* that there was
going to be a meeting of the committee the following
morning, and it was only when I left my office at half
past eleven and arrived here that I found a summons
to the meeting.
I do not know how far the committee bureau is to
blame in this matter, but I do not think it is proper,
once a decision has been taken by a committee 
- 
even
if we nor agree with it, and that can well happen 
- 
to
question matters. \7e could all have gor [ogether vrith
a few friends during the night to talk about New
Zealand butter 
- 
the repon on which had been
adopted by a narrow majority the evening before 
-and then tried to get some members of the committee
to take another look at the repon. 'W'hen the votes
have been counted, I do not think it is proper to go
over the matter again.
I do not deny that it is imponant to discuss the fisher-
ies problems today. However, Mr President, since we
were told by the Chair yesterday 
- 
or was ir rhe day
before yesterday? 
- 
that it was inadvisable to have
committee meetings while the House was sitting, I
should be happy if we could keep to this rule a litrle
more in future and not get involved in the kind of
thing that undermines the credibiliry of the repons
which are presented to lhe House. In closing, I wanr
to say that, on this occasion, I acknowledge that there
Eere some problems, but we do nor want the same sorr
of thing to happen again in furure. If ir does, we shall
have norhing to do with it.
President. 
- 
I can rell you thar meerings of the
Commitree on Agricuhure rhis week took place with
the permission of the Presidenr.
I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul on a point of order.
Mrs 'Vieczorek-Zeul. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenr, I jusr
want to say, for the sake of those who have been
complaining, that I was ready ro srand in for the
rapponeur, Sir Fred Carherwood, and outline rhe
opinion of the Commirree on Exrernal Economic
Relations, but the rapporteur was nor called and so I
had only one opporrunity to put forward our views.
Funhermore 
- 
and rhis has norhing to do with proce-
dure, my dear sir 
- 
I should like to make ir clear ro
you that, when the marrer in hand is being clarified, it
would be becer if we did not spend time on proce-
dure. It might have been better if you had lisrcned.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put,ro the vote ar the next voting
tlme.
ll. Fisheries policy
President. 
- 
The next irem is the joinr debare on
three repons and an oral question on fisheries:
- 
report (Doc. l-597/80), drawn up by Mr Kirk on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on rhe
I 
- 
a regulation amending Regulatron (EEC)75+/
80 of 26 March l98O concerning, for cenain fish
stocks occurring in the Community fishing zone,
the fixing for 1980 of the total allowable carches,
the share available for the Community and the
means of making the catches (Doc. 1-433/80),
together with a corrigendum and an amendment
II 
- 
a regulation concerning the distribution among
the Member States of the roml carch possibrlities
available to the Community in 1980 of stocks or
groups of stocks occurring in rhe Community fish-
ing zone (Doc. 1-350/80), as well as two amend-
ment's;
- 
report (Doc. l-550180), drawn up by Mr Clinton
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on rhe
common fisheries policy;
- 
report (Doc. l-537/ 80), drawn up by Mrs Cresson
on behalf of the Committee on Agriculrure, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
1-363/80) for a regularion laying down cenain measures
for the conservation and management of fishery resources
applicable to vessels flying rhe flag of cenain non-member
countries in rhe 200 nautical mile zone off the coast of rhe
French depanmenr of Guiana;
- 
oral question wirh debate (Doc. l-515/80), tabled
by Mr De Pasquale, Mr Papapietro, Mrs Barbarella,
Mr Vitale, Mr D'Angelosanre, Mr Cardia and Mr
Ceravolo to the Commission, on rhe problems of fish-
ing in the Mediterranean.
I call Mr Kirk.
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Mr Kirk, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I wish to
present my report on two proposals from the Commis-
sion. One proposal did not give rise to any important
problems. It concerns the increase in TACs for herring
in the Skagerak-Kattegat area and haddock and whit-
ing in the Nonh Sea. There were no great problems
about this in the Committee on Agriculture since 1980
is almost over, and no great interest has been shown in
the question of increasing these TACs. In addition to
the question of principle, there has now been a new
scientific investigarion which shows that the TACs
could be increased, that our biological basis for fixing
quotas if we start distributing catches in rhe first half
of the year is not sufficiently reliable. 'We have taken
note of this in the Commirtee on Agriculrure. The
other Commission proposal attracted far more arten-
tion in the Commirtee on Agriculrure. It is a proposal
on the distribution of carch quotas amongsr rhe
Member States in the Community fishing zone. Ler me
say at the outse[ that here in Parliamenr we have often
had occasion to debate the Common Agricultural
Policy and we have often expressed our strong wish to
see thq introduction of a common fisheries policy.
Each time our debate has resulted in our calling on the
Commission ro put forward a proposal. This is what is
happening today. \7ith this proposal from rhe
Commission we are aking a very big srep towards a
common policy. Unfortunately we musr inform Parlia-
ment that it was not possible to have the Commission's
proposal on structural measures within the fisheries
sector completed in time to allow us to discuss ir also
here this evening, but it will probably be possible to do
so at the nex[ part-session. Still there is nothing prev-
enting us, in my view, from looking at the Commis-
sion's proposal as a single unity, both the proposal
concerning the distribution of quotas, the problems
relating thereto, and the proposal on the structural
policy which is under consideration by rhe Commis-
sion since August.
I should like to say rhat it is with satisfaction rhar I
present my report as rapporteur of the Committee on
Agriculture. The distribution of the common resources
berween Member States is, as I said earlier, an impor-
tanr step in the right direcrion. I feel rhat it musr be the
task of both the Commission and Parliament, as [he
two institutions which fully represent the Community
and the interests of Community citizens, ro ensure [har
the Member States support them in the establishment
of this common fisheries policy.
To a large extent and in spite of the national interests
with which we were confronted, the report supporrs to
a large ex[ent [he Commission's proposal on rhe distri-
bution of quotas. I believe that in its proposal rhe
Commission has reached a fair balance between the
basic criteria which the Foreign Affairs ministers
agreed on 30 May this year should form the basis for
the common fisheries' policy, i.e. the uaditional fish-
ing pattern, priority for less-favoured regions as set
out in The Hague Declararion of 1976, and compen-
sarion for catch losses in third country warers.
It is clear that the Commission has arrived at a politi-
cal decision. It is also clear that some of the members
in the Committee on Agriculture want [o shift the
balance. But broadly speaking, I must say that rhere
was acceptance of my report as regards the fact that
we should uphold these criteria and the balance
arrived at between them. It is acknowledged that to
disturb the balance between the criteria could very
easily result in extensive damage to lhe Community's
traditional fishing pattern in all waters. It is clear that
both the Commission and Parliament have a heavy
responsibility to avoid disturbing the raditional basis
of fishing for all Community fishermen.
But in spite of what I said earlier about our being able
to support the Commission's proposal to a large
extent, there are a few questions which we raised in
the report and which we believe were not handled
correctly by the Commission in view of the develop-
ments which have taken place in the Community fish-
ing pattern in recent years.
One issue is that when making its calculation of the
rraditional fishing parrern the Commission took 1973
ro 1978 as the reference period. In selecting this period
it did not take adequate account of the restrictions
which were accepted by eight of the Member States
under the Berlin compromise in January 1978. I there-
fore ask the Commission to revise its proposal in the
light of this fact.
There is also another area to which we draw attention
in the report. This is the weakness in the manner in
which our quota system is drawn up. The Commission
in its proposal operated on the basis that some of the
small fisheries in some countries should be aggregated
with some of the bigger fisheries which the Member
States have-in different zones. That means therefore
that if a Member State is deprived of a small quota in a
certain zone, tha[ Member State does not have [he
right to move about and fish in that zone for the fish
species in question. But the fish do not follow some
imaginary line. They swim around freely in the sea. It
is clear that if one accepr the attitude adopted by the
Commission in its proposal it means suddenly preclud-
ing fishermen from being able to follow the fish into
zones bordering on those where they have their
biggest fisheries.
I rherefore ask the Commission, as we have also done
in the report, to bring the proposal into line with the
realities which Communiry fishermen have to work
under. Another area rc which we refer in the report is
the question of the valuation of the various fish
species. The Commission has made it clear that the
calculation to cod equivalent has not an objective basis
but is based on an agreement entered into with the
Faroes some time ago.
If instead the Commission had used the only objective
basis we have in the Community, namely the official
minimum prices as a basis for calculating cod equiva-
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lents, the value of the fish would have been fixed
closer to its market value. The Community's minimum
prices are fixed on the basis of data collected at repre-
sentative harbours over a three-year period. It must be
fairly clear that if the Community's fisheries policy is
to be able to form the basis for a real common policy
then it does not help if one introduces polidcs into the
calculation of cod equivalents. Thus one must follow
the objective method available and which cannot in
any way be regarded as politically motivated, but
rather motivated solely by the real market conditions,
the value of fish in the Community.
It must be clear that if we esmblish a fisheries policy in
the Community and ensure that this policy is on a
Community and not on a national basis, then in future
we will have to phase out quotas as the most imponant
conservation instrument in our conservation policy.
The point was made during the discussions and is
expressed in the repon that the quotas can be an
obstacle to the Communiry fishermen enjoying equal
opportunities for exercising their profession, for where
some of the most imponant fish species for consump-
tion are concerned we must realize that the Commu-
nity's technical conservation measures are not
adequate. The fact is that today in our fisheries for
consumpribn we have a net mesh size of 80 mm which
does not ensure the most appropriate exploitation of,
for example, cod and plaice stocks since this mesh size
is not only used for haddock and whidng, but is used
also in the cod and plaice fishing industry. In future
therefore we must have differentiated net mesh sizes in
the consumer fishing industry so that we can limit the
need for quotas as a conservation measure for these
fish stocks. I do not say that we should abolish quoras.
I say that we should limit their use as a conservation
measure. This would ease some of the problems we
face when v/e must repeatedly negotiate the distribu-
tion of quotas between the Member States.
Finaily, I recommend the repon to Parliament on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture. I genuinely
hope that ve can help to take our share of the respon-
sibiliry for esnblishing a common fisheries policy. I am
afraid that at the moment the situarion is such that
solidarity plays a very minor role. But as rapporteur
for this repon I should like to request thar we
members of Parliament at least show our solidariry.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bov/man on a point
of order.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, 
- 
Virh the greatest respecl,
you did mention a few minures ago that we would
have to break for dinner. Now you have just said that
you have 30 speakers on your list. !7e lost a very great
deal of time during the voting. Must we break for
dinner under these circumstances?
May I respectfully ask you anorher quesrion? Are we
likely rc reach rhe Pearce repon tonight, because if
not, although many of us would wish to wait for the
fishing debate, we do not want to have to wait for a
debate that may not mke place?
President. 
- 
If we keep to our speaking time, it
might be possible to discuss the Pdarce repon this
evenlng.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 9 p.m.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspended at 8 p.m. and resumed at
9 p.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR B. FRIEDRICH
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton, raPporteur. 
- 
Mr President, as one who
has been inyolved in one capacity or another for some
years in discussions, negotiations and efforts of
various kinds, rying to arrive a[ an agreement on
conditions for a Community policy on fisheries, may I
say that I am very pleased that we have now reached
the stage of being able to present to Parliament what I
feel is a comprehensive report dealing with all aspects
of the fishing indusry. I am pleased too to be in a
position to say at this stage that the Committee on
Agriculture has reached alarge measure of agreement
on the report before us.
Some amendments were made in the committee to my
original report. A number of these amendments I read-
ily acceprcd. But one or two others, I felt, seriously
impaired the report and, if not changed by Parliament,
would I believe make it much more difficult to get
agreemen! on a common fisheries policy.
I am thinking panicularly of the contentious matter of
fishing limits which for so long was mainly responsible
for holding up any progress towards a common policy.
Members will be aware that both the United Kingdom
and Ireland made a very strong stand on a 5O-mile
exclusive coastal band. And only very recently have
negotiations reached a point where these Member
States have been prepared to consider a 12-mile exclu-
sive limit. I sincerely hope that no Member of this
Parliament wants to see negotiations coming to a
standstill again on the issue of reducing these limits
sdll funher.
I know that common policies in other sectors have not
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easily been reached but I think it must be correct to
say that negotiations on fisheries are the longest in the
EEC's history. To my knowledge and regret rhese
negotiations have been going on for many years with
until recently very litde signs of early resolution. And
may I say straight away that I in no way place the
blame on Vice-President Gundelach or on the
members of his small staff because I know that Vice-
President Gundelach has been among rhe most
commirted people in Europe in regard to progress on a
common fisheries policy and I know that his staff rco
have been working hard on a very limited budget.
And I am sorry ro say that this also seems to be the
case for 1981, because the provision for fisheries
certainly does not give one the impression that we in
Europe are going to do something worthwhile for
fishermen, who have been in such a poor posirion for
rhe past year or two.
But so many lengthy sessions have been held in the
Council of Ministers on fishing that people outside the
indusry find it difficult to understand what it is all
about. But by those closer to the industry rhe many
difficulties and complexities with which negoriarors
have been faced are reasonably well understood.
Adjustment to the new 200-mile fishing limits brought
with it enormous problems, both inside and outside
the Community, in addition to the fact that the past
year has been a disastrous one for fishermen in the
Community generally, and panicularly so in regions
heavily dependent on fishing. All this emphasizes still
more the urgency of getting agreement on a common
fisheries policy in time to meet the deadline set, that is
January 1981.
It is indeed no tribute to the Community that there are
such serious problems in the industry and such wide-
spread loss of confidence among fishermen. There
seems to be little or no control over cheap impons
which have depressed the fishing industry within the
Community to a point where there is now a drastic
drop in incomes and a loss of faith in the ability of the
Community to solve anything. The facr that no
adequate steps have been taken to safeguard the future
livelihood of those engaged in fishing and the uncer-
tainty which prevails regarding the future shape of the
common fisheries policy makes it difficult, if not
impossible, for the industry to plan its future and to
make clear and correct investment decisions. All this
has got to be changed, and changed quickly. This is an
area which, if properly managed has, I believe, great
potential.
As I said already, the report before the House is a
comprehensive report, not only laying down the prin-
ciples on which a fisheries policy should be based, but
also specifying the objectives and indicating the
measures that must be taken if these objectives are to
be achieved.
The report is, I think, clear and concise and I feel it is
unnecessary to go into it in any great detail. It deals
with all the current pr6blems and disruption in the
market and the measures to be taken to regain sability
and confidence. It sets out the conservation measures
so vitally necessary for the whole future of the indus-
try and the control measures that will have to be
introduced if the farming of the resources of the seas is
to be effecdvely and efficiently carried out. It stresses
the necessity for top-class managemen[ of the fisheries
sector, including production, processing and market-
ing. It also deals comprehensively with the social and
structural aspects of the industry. It draws attention to
rhe imponant role of fish farming, aquaculture and the
need for on-going and thorough research into all
aspects of fishing and processing, together with educa-
tion and training programmes. Finally, it calls for a
far-reaching fisheries policy with developing countries.
This is a very brief outline of what is contained in the
rePort.
In the course of the work done 
- 
I might mention
this 
- 
by the Committee on Agriculture prior to
producing this report, a number of important papers
were produced on many aspects of the fishing industry
by members of the committee from all panies and a
variety of interests. \fle were fortunate to have among
our membership practising fishermen, members repre-
senting areas very dependent on fishing, those who are
very interested in the social aspects and, may I say,
even those who worked with the Commission trying to
cope with the problems of the industry. This has made
my job as rapponeur a very pleasant one and a very
easy one.
May I express the hope that colleagues who have
taken the trouble to study the report will be convinced
that, taken together with other reports and investiga-
tions that have been carried out, much valuable mater-
ial has now been provided on which the Commission,
the Council and Parliament can reach an early deci-
sion on a common fisheries policy. All that is now
needed is an appreciation of the urgency and the
necessary political will.
I would like to summarize now the measures that are
urgent and absolutely essential if the present problems
in the industry are to be overcome. Indeed, I am not
describing these problems in any comprehensive way, I
am just mentioning a few matters that need attention,
and need it quickly.
Producers' organizations must be given an important
role and all aid should be channelled through them.
Producers' organizations, cenainly in my country, feel
that they now spend most of their time legislating
against their own members. I think that this is an
unfonunate situation. I think about 85 0/o of them are
organized into producer organizations and those who
are outside the organization now find that they can go
and make more profitable deals on the side. I would
ask the Commission to look at this panicularly and
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ensure that this does not continue and that in future it
is going to be unprofitable to be outside these produ-
cer organizations.
There is now no effective prorection for European
fishermen from imporrs from third countries of fresh
and frozen produce, and I believe rhar Article 22 of
Regulation 176 needs a more effecrive rigger mechan-
ism. At present the damage is done before action is
taken, and this is very disturbing to fishermen who are
going through extremely hard times. I think ir arises
from the fact rhat, first of all, rheir own Member
Government is slow in accepting thar what they are
saying is correct, and by rhe time it gets ro rhe
Commission and by the rime they take acrion the
imports have destroyed individual areas.
Srcps should be taken to ensure that fuel costs are the
same in each Member State. At present there is a vast
difference. My own country, Ireland, pays the highest
price in the Community with the exception of Italy. It
is felt that na[ional subsidies are being paid in certain
Member States and not in others and this, of course,
Ieads to unfair competition and a lot of discontent
among fishermen. And EEC withdrawal price levels
bear no relation to required market prices.
Last but not least the unanimous view held in the
Commirtee on Agriculrure is that when a common
fisheries policy is being framed, priority consideration
must be given to the position of the small inshore fish-
ermen. I cannot, of course, speak for al[ the Member
States, but I do know that in Ireland prices have not
increased for the past three years and in some cases
have actually decreased and decreased substantially.
Conservation measures that we all know to be abso-
lutely necessary have hit the small fisherman more
than others 
- 
the man wirh rhe small boat who
cannot decide to fish funher out to sea and for differ-
ent species of fish that perhaps might keep his liveli-
hood going.
I mention these few aspects of the difficulties being
experienced by fishermen today just to bring people
down to earth and to the realities of the situation that
exisr chroughout Europe today for fishermen and to
stress once again how important it is for all of us to
cooperate and to try as hard as possible to get a
common policy for fisheries in Europe and to get an
attitude of mind that sees that rhis is an industry thar is
worth supporting and that Europe has not supported
up to the present time.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I should like to point out that rappor-
teurs may only speak for five minutes in Thursday
night sittings. I would appreciate it if this could be
adhered to.
I call Mrs Cresson.
Mrs Cresson, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the report which it is my privilege to
present. to you on behalf of the Committee on Agricul-
ture is concerned with a Commission proposal for a
regulation laying down certain measures for the
conservation and management of fishery resources
applicable to vessels flying the flag of certain
non-member countries in the 22 nautical mile zone off
the coast of the French department of Guiana.
This conservation and management policy was intro-
duced in 1977; rhe measures to be taken are laid down
each year. The Committee on Agriculture regrets that
the 1980 regulation was adopted by the Council
before the European Parliament was given the oppor-
tunity to draft im opinion. This constitutes a violation
of the Treary and harms relations between the institu-
tions.
Let us now, however, turn to the essence of the prob-
lem. Fishing is the mainstay of rhe economy of
Guiana, However, Guiana and rhe ACP counrries
make a very limited profit from the fish stocks which
live in their territorial waters as these stocks are largely
exploited by the developed countries and the fish is
exported to the developed countries often wirhout
being processed at local level. The Committee on
Agriculture approves the Commission's desire ro fix
the number of licences to be granted to third countries
and to control the number of vessels and days on
which fishing is allowed, and asks the Commission to
examine the possibility of encouraging the creation of
a fishery organization in the Vest Indies which
includes management and scientific research.
A fisheries policy must be established which is linked
to development policy, and there must initially be a
local processing industry which can deal with the
volume of fish and prawns caught. A number of obser-
vations can be made on the Commission's proposals.
Firstly, the Commission proposes an overall quota of
2 555 tonnes for rhe Community, but does nor srare
how the proposals for sharing our the quotas between
the Member States on the one hand and French
Guyana on the other are linked. At presenr, some
licences require their holders to land their catch in
French Guiana. Ir is recommended rhar this practice
should be extended; the prawn processing industry is
becoming increasingly important for the economy of
Guiana.
Let us consider the income which would resulc if rhe
total of 3 000 tonnes of prawns which the Commission
is proposing as rhe roral catch aurhorized in Guianese
waters were all processed on lhe spor. 3 000 tonnes
marketed at 47 290 per tonne gives us 141 870 000 F.
From this sum musr be subtracted the cosr of process-
ing, which is 3 400 F per tonne. By processing
3 000 tonnes of prawns, the net income for Guiana
would be 131 870 000 F, or more rhan 13 000 million
centimes. The imponance of the proposals approved
by the Commitree on Agriculrure for the French
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department of Guiana is clear.
But if the Commission righrly limits rhe number of
licences and encourages processing in Guiana, it is
particularly importanr thar ir should be informed of
the number of licensed vessels which do not land their
catch in Guiana. It is very forrunate that the process-
ing capacity in the country is developing. It is desirable
for the Community and the French authorities to
develop this capacity. It is also desirable that this
processing capacity should not be entrusted to one
single concern, which might then set up a monopoly
and thus limit rhe opponunities open ro Guiana as well
as the Community authorities' means of control over
licences.
The main countries concerned with prawn fishing in
Guianese v/aters are, obviously, the department
of Guiana itself, the United States, Korea, Japan
Surinam, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago. The quota
allowed to the United States was reduced in the
Commission proposals. It might be asked whether it is
necessary to maintain this quota in view of the fact
that it has not been possible to reach an agreement
guaranteeing Community fishermen access to Ameri-
can waters. The Committee on Agriculture welcomes
the increase in the quota allocated to Trinidad and
Tobago, and is concerned at the reduction in the
quotas of Barbados and Guiana. Also the Commis-
sion has decided tharBrazil will no longer have access
to Guianese warers; the Committee on Agriculture
wishes to know what kind of relations exist between
the Communiry and Brazil as far as fisheries are
concerned. It suggests that common measures on
prawn stocks should be established with Brazil, in the
lighr of the size of the catches made in the waters off
North Brazil for stocks in Guianese waters.
Ladies and gentlemen, the Committee on Agriculture
asks you to approve this repon, which approves the
Commission's proposals with a number of suggestions
and quesrions. Is it necessary to point out that the
overseas departments are part of the Community?
They have many specific problems which I spoke of
recently in a report on the agriculture of these depan-
ments: problems of poveny, inequality of income,
rents and various abuses.
As far as fisheries are concerned in the depanment of
Guiana, I think that the Commission's excellent
proposals will be followed by the development we
expect if three conditions are observed: effecdve
control by the Commission over the use of licences,
processing of catches on the spot but not as a mono-
poly concern a4d, finally, an overall fisheries policy
for the region linked to development policy through
the work of a number of Commission depanments.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Pasquale.
Mr De Pasquale. 
- 
(1) Mr President, 14 months
have passed since this Parliament, unanimously and on
an initiative from us, asked the Commission and the
Council to proceed to the rapid conclusion of a fishery
agreement. with Tunisia and to open negotiations vith
Libya and Malta.
After all this time, is it permitted to ask what notice
has been taken of that vote? Vhat have you done and
what conclusions have you reached? Or do you
perhaps share the opinion of Mr Vilain, the authorita-
tive Commission official, who declared at a press
conference in Tunis that the votes of the European
Parliament have no value?
The fact remains that the dossier has been shut away
in Mr Gundelach's drawer and that in the frequent
contacrs between the Commission and the countries
on the other side of the Mediterranean the problem of
fisheries has not been funher discussed.
The Commission which, it is said, is a collegiate and
autonomous organ, has never discussed the matter.
Vhile the Council and its organs have met with the
greatest speed during these last few weeks in an
atrcmpt to make up for the delays before the January
1981 deadline, they have dealt with everything except
the very difficult situation in the Mediterranean. It has
to be said that the Italian Government, for its part, has
been as dumb as a fish at all these meetings.
It is also known that at the Council meeting at the end
of October Mr Gundelach spoke to ministers about
negotiations on fisheries with non-member countries
and then spoke of the problems discussed with
Canada, Iceland, Mauritania, Spain and Finland but
made no mention of Tunisia, Libya and Malta. It
cannot be denied, Mr President, that the measures,
proposals and disputes which have occupied the minds
of Community Ministers and Commissioners in recent
years in connect.ion with a common fisheries policy
have been concerned exclusively with oceanic and
overseas fishing. The very different situation in a
closed sea like the Mediterranean has never been
examined.
Overpopulated Community and non-member coun-
uies are contained within a small area around this sea;
the varieties of fish are completely different from those
of the oceans; it is impossible rc apply the Community
system of carch quotasl there are serious difficulties to
applying the 200 mile rule to national craters. A poliry
aimed at the conservation, reproduction and radonal
exploitation of the fish resources of the Mediterranean
would require special rules based on cooperation with
non-member countries, on the fight against pollution,
on specific knowledge of the biology of this sea and
on a series of Communiry measures on structures and
marketing specifically intended to meet this situation.
Ve consider that the behaviour of the Council and
Commission deserves censure not so much because it
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affects specific Italian interests but because it reveals
ineptitude and lack of sensitivity in tackling the serious
problems of a new Communiry policy for the Mediter-
ranean. There are now tremendous tensions in the
Mediterranean area caused by the worsening of the
conflict in rhe Middle East, the failure to resolve rhe
problem of Palestine, the energy crisis and the uncer-
tainties confronting trade partners on the other side of
the Mediterranean in the face of the Community's
enlargement to 12 members.
It is, however, unacceptable that this critical situation
should be used as a pretext to postpone any partial
agreement. It is very clear that if we are to reopen and
renew economic and political cooperation in the
Mediterranean we should begin with those economic
sectors where mutual interests exist and therefore,
firstly, with the protection of the sea, which is a
common interest, and with an agreement for exploit-
ing its resources. But the Community has done and is
doing nothing to implement the Barcelona Convention
against pollution, which it signed with all the Mediter-
ranean countries, and is not attempting to reach multi-
lateral agreements for development in the economic
secrors indicated in the Convention as the first possible
areas for common action: fishing and tourism.
However, v/e are about to reach an expiry date which
will make it impossible to continue to evade our
responsibilities. The financial protocols relating to the
cooperation agreements with the ten countries of the
southern Mediterranean (Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco,
Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon, Israel, Malta and
Cyprus) expire in 1981: we shall therefore have to
renegoriare rhem.
Ve Italian Communists will strive in all councils to
ensure that ever wider cooperation agreements are
reached with the Mediterranean countries that
genuinely promote the independence and economic,
social, civic and cultural development of those coun-
tries. Ve are also aware that peace in the region
depends on this. But we insist that matters regarding
fisheries should be an integral pan of rhese agree-
ments.
The tendency of the EEC negotiators, more desired
than actually carried through, to remove the fisheries
sector from cooperation agreements, as recently
happened with Yugoslavia, is unaccepable.
And let it not be said that our partners do not wanr to
deal with fisheries along with the other matters, as rhis
is not true or, at least, is not completely true. The
countries on the other shore of the Mediterranean
have never had serious, deailed proposals based on
mutual advantage put to them. If this had been done,
the governments concerned would have had no reason
to reject them. No government is so blind that it fails
o realize that fish are a resource which should not be
squandered, in the interests of improving rhe quality of
food. This is so much the case that Tunisia, Libya,
Algeria and Egypt have declared their willingness to
set up 'joint ventures'. Tunisia has even presented a
series of proposals on the nature of joint ventures, the
showing of costs, the destination of the fish, and fish-
ing zones.
\(hat response has the Commission made to these
offers? None. The Commission has proposed rules for
aid to joint ventures. But they are totally inadequate.
For the Mediterranean fleets it is almost like a
dismissal. It seems to be saying: I'm giving you a bit of
money, now go away for good. It isn't a matter for the
Community. The joint venture is a private affair.'
'!7e 
need quite a different approach.
Joint ventures can start up, operate and discharge their
functions only if cooperation agreements have already
been concluded to support, assist and direct them
towards the establishment of a Mediterranean fishing
industry, technologically equipped for the task. This
would help non-member countries which have seas
with plenty of fish but are not able to exploit them by
themselves. But it is also in the interests of workers in
the Community since it would increase employment,
professional skills and the protection.of union rights.
In Sicily or elsewhere there may be some shipowners
with a nostalgia for the past. But Sicilian fishing, even
in international waters, has now become so uncertain
and chancy, not to say costly, that the owners canno[
but agree on the need for new agreements which give
security because they are based on mutual advantage.
So far ten fishing boats have been confiscated in Tuni-
sia, two in Libya, and two in Malta, and the fines to be
paid vary from 60 to l3Omillion lire per boat. '!fl'e
cannot continue like this.
Mr President, we are convinced that a serious commit-
ment by the Council, the new Commission and the
Bovernments concerned can resolve this problem to
the advantage of all. !fle need that wish and determi-
ffii:", 
which have unfonunately been lacking up to
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Josselin to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Josselin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, will the Council
finally respect the undenaking which it gave in May to
reach an agreement on fisheries before the end of this
year? There are some signs which point to rhis. I have
said too often that fisheries are a marter for priority in
Europe to refrain from welcoming this.
But there are more serious aspecrs. I think rhat the
social unrest which has occurred in many European
countries this year, and the severe struggle of French
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fishermen this summer demonstrate the urgent need to
find a satisfactory solution. In the face of one of the
most serious crises they have ever known, the
combined effect of the increasing shortage of fish, the
disminution of fishing rights and reduced stocks in
Community waters, an unprecedented increase in
production costs 
- 
both as regards increased fuel
prices and increased costs in shipbuilding 
- 
and,
finally, in the face of a market which has been
completely disorganized by the speculation of large
national or international groups, European fishermen,
and not just the French, have been thrown into great
confusion. There is no doubt that unless a solution is
found quickly, we run the risk of witnessing funher
confusion, more violence and more poveny.
It seems above all 
- 
and I welcome the fact that this
has been understood 
- 
that not only do we need an
overall fisheries policy, and not just management and
conservation of stocks by sharing out quotas, but we
also need to take account of the problem of supervi-
sion and inspection, the organization of the manage-
ment of markets and social problems.
On rhis matter, I hope that Mr Gundelach will perhaps
te[[ us more about the social measures which the
Commission proposes tu pu[ before the Council, and
which I understand have already been the subject of a
communication to the Council.
It would also be interesting to know this very evening
wha[ measures on market organization the Commis-
sion intends to have adopted. Today we are debating
only three reports, and the oral question of our
colleague Mr De Pasquale. !7e shall not this evening
discuss the report on reorganization, which raises
many questions, certainly proposes some answers, but
does give rise to some anxiety concerning rhe possible
consequences for employment. This is'regrettable, as
we should have debated the matter as a whole. Unfor-
tunately, the Committee on Agriculture did not envis-
age rhar we would get to the end of examining this
report, and we shall therefore discuss it on a future
occaslon.
I shall not dwe[[ on t.he problem of the overseas
depanments and the OCT. Mrs Cresson has just
spoken extremely well about them.
On the matter of the reports by Mr Clinton and Mr
Kirk, I shall merely point out that it is more difficult to
reach agreement when you have to share out a cake 
-
and I am referring to the allocation of quotas 
- 
espe-
cially if the cake is shrinking, than it is to agree on a
number of principles, which Mr Clinton set himself to
do.
I must admit that Mr Clinton's repon has a certain
number of positive aspects. It covers more or less all
the subjects, and if it is not possible to agree with all
the points he makes, we should at least recognize that
he has the important merit of dealing with the whole
fishing sector.
The first poinc which Mr Clinton wished to emphasize
was the market, and in this he was right as this is the
matter which raises the most immediate problems. \7e
must agree in denouncing the dumping which has
taken place. As for the desire for more realistic prices,
I consider that it is no doubt necessary to refer to the
market, but that reference to produttion costs seems
preferable to me in order, precisely, to guarantee the
incomes of fishermen. '!7e must also agree with him on
the protection he suggests through a modification of
the customs system for impons.
Another positive aspect is the desire to include produ-
cers. But 
- 
and in my view this is quite a fundamental
question 
- 
does the political will exist to combat
speculation? I am not sure that the prevailing liberal-
ism is compatible with this need.
Finally, as this is a question of conserving resources, I
am glad that emphasis has been placed first of all on
employment and that a certain caution has been
expressed about analysing the scientific data too
closely, since a lack of biological models and of know-
ledge about reactions between different species cause
us ro be cautious in our interpretation of this data.
The report indicates the efforts made to limit the
effecm of industrial fishing on stocks of the noble
species. I agree that efforts have been made. I think we
should do more than this, and I welcome the fact that
the Committee accepted the amendment I proposed
which asked that before I January 1983 a ban should
be placed on fishing for industrial purposes of all the
species fit for human consumption.
If the principle of licences seems necessary, to cover
inter alia the protection of fishermen, I should like to
point out some of the difficulties which arise when
applying it. There is a danger of excessive red rape,
and I think that it is cenainly preferable and necessary
to envisage progressive application, according to the
size, zone and type of fish, and possibly before apply-
ing this measure generally.
As regards social and cultural consideration the stress
placed on the regional dimension must please me as an
elected member for Brittany. It must indeed be possi-
ble for the regions to see the consequences, particu-
larly for employment, of the effort of adaptadon they
will be required to make.
The report was right in pointing out that supervision is
the joint responsibility of the Member States and the
Community. This collaboration is necessary. \7e
should encourage the mixing of staff in my opinion,
and I welcome the encouragement given to the mari-
rime control centre.
Moreover, while the repon does refer to the process-
ing industries, it might have done so in a little more
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detail, as the subject merited this. As regards the warn-
ing against a rerurn to purely narional structural poli-
cies in the absence of a Community policy, I wish to
emphasize my support for harmonizing structural poli-
cies but also my opposition to a levelling down espe-
cially of social measures, and to cenain specific prob-
Iems, such as a fuel aid, which is more necessary for
some fishermen [han for orhers.
It would also be impossible nor ro supporr Mr Clinton
when he recommends that a special research effon
should be made. In the same way, we must also
approve rhe establishment of a common fisheries
policy with the developing counrries. I think that this
is an excellent subject for Nonh-South collaborarion.
Yes, there are many positive aspecrs, but it does not
seem to me rhar rhe difficult matrer of fishing zones
has been resolved in this report. The solution proposed
i. e. access ro the rhree-mile zone and especially the
opponuniries allowed up ro 12 miles and the special
measures purely for coastal fishermen do not seem ro
me likely to win the full approval of fishermen in
regions like mine, who have long been accusromed
and forced to go elsewhere for the fish they no longer
find in their home warers. Here we have the whole
problem of historical rights, which for us is vital,
and if we do not turn our back in developmenr, we can
only accept it as long as guaranrees are offered. This is
not the case today. I awair whar happens ro rhe
amendmenr on this point before deciding how I shall
vote on the repon, and my French Socialist comrades
will do the same.
As regards Mr Kirk's reporr., we musr remember the
difficult context in which we find ourselves since only
the day before yesterday rhe Council of Ministers
failed to reach agreemenr on rhe Commission's
proposals. The situation is rarher unreal as rhe propos-
als we are discussing this evening are nor rhose which
the Council of Ministers irelf will be discussing.
Like Mr Kirk, I welcome the increase in authorized
catches. This clearly shows the caudon which musr be
shown in dealing with scientific daa. Accounr musr be
taken of rhe experience of fishermen, bu[ also of
economic and social considerarions, and I am rhinking
of employment in panicular.
I am not however sure that, as regards the allocation
of catches, the proposal made shows a real desire for
fairness- France's catches are reduced by almost 20 o/o
compared with 1979, and if the problem of compensa-
tion exists it has nor necessarily been raised correcrly
as the payment of rhis compensation does not seem to
have been divided fairly between all the orher coun-
trles.
If Mr Kirk's repon rightly sares rhar a conservarion
policy cannot be based purely on the quora sysrem,
since these quotas exist and are at present in use we
are obliged ro attach imponance ro rhem. This marrcr
has not been appraised with enough precision, 'and I
regret this, even if the Commission has acted fairly in
proposing to share out the consequences of reduced
catches, including the preferential zones.
The initial report has also been distinctly improved by
the introduction of the need to give priority to fish
which are consumed ar presenr. I rhink that there is a
great need to protesr against rhe present sysrem of
ancillary prices which are paid, in my view ro an
excessive de-gree, to those countries which use a very 
,
large pan of their carch of fish for indusrial purposes,
for the manufacture of fish meal.
On the matter of herrings, and in reply ro accusarions
often made that French fishermen fish for herring
without authorization, it must be said thar it is unreal-
istic to keep France aL zeto raring for catches of this
fish, and I hope that new proposals which will be made
will satisfy what I consider ro be the legitimare claims
of French fishermen, especially those from Boulogne.
To sum up, Europe musr make progress in the fisheries
sector, but this secror can also help Europe to make
progress. Ve await the social measures which have
been promised with impatience; rhe Socialisrc will be
panicularly vigilant on [his point, and be sure rhar the
fishermen will as well, just as they will be vigilant over
the controversial sector of reorganization. Ve shall
return to the consequences of the proposed measures
for employment.
'!7e 
shall also have ro discuss rhe relations between
fisheries, energy and the environment.
\7e shall soon discuss the Commission proposals,
already examined by our Assembly within the
Committee on Transpon and the Committee on rhe
Environment. These proposals concern the srruggle
against pollution and the prevention of polludon from
hydrocarbons. I hope rhar Parliamenr will give this
matrer all the arrenrion ir deserves, since if fish have ro
be protected in order ro pror.ecr fishermen, ro protecr
fish we musr firsr pro[ecr rhe seas and oceans.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman to speak on behalf of
the Group of rhe European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Tolman, European People's Party (CD Group).
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I think a word of thanks for the
address of Mme Cresson and to Messrs Kirk and Clin-
ton for the work they have done is in order, in deal-
ing wirh these far from simple marrers. Reading rhe
document makes one aware rhar one is dealing wirh an
extremely complex marr,er, and thar all the quesdons
posed are not going ro be answered within the scope
of this one repon. But even though it does not cover
the whole field, I srill find this a remarkable piece of
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work. It is obviously the result of a great deal of deep
thinking.
Mr President, time does not permit us to go into all
the problems in deail. I will therefore confine myself
to a few general remarks of especial importance to the
fishermen and also to the development of European
fishing regions. Our aim must be to protect the liveli-
hood of the fishermen, and this can be a starting point.
for us. Again, we must not lose sight of the employ-
ment aspects of this problem. The number of fisher-
men may not seem great to some people, but there are
still some 140-150 000 involved, and, what is more
important Mr President, is that this problem is a vital
one to those pans of the Communiry that are highly
dependent on fisheries.
I think I have to say that the fisheries policies carried
out in the Community have scarcely got off the
ground and have not been developed to the extent that
might have been expected. There was not enough will-
ingness to make concessions. However, I have had the
feeling in recent weeks, happily, rhat we were begin-
ning to see things starting to move. \7here there were
once eight countries there are now, fortunately, nine. I
believe that the UK has now come around to a more
posirive way of thinking. In the latest discussions, it is
evident that we are over the technical details, but that
rhe problems of overfishing and quotas have not yet
been solved.
Mr President, I would like to touch on a couple of
points on these matters, which time does not allow me
to go into in more detail, but I think that reorganiza-
tion of structural policy 
- 
which will have to have a
lot more attention in future 
- 
is a matter of central
importance. I feel that care is needed here. If we place
too much emphasis on the development of fisheries
and state that only limited increases will be required
for this, rhere is a danger rhat unrealistic expectations
will be aroused.
Now a brief word on overfishing, Mr President. I am
in agreement with those who find that fishery poliry
with regard to fish for human consumption should
have priority over industrial fisheries. The problem of
quotas is going to be the hot potato of the future. '$7e
should therefore be looking for controls in an a[mos-
phere of trust and good will.
I should like to make one more point, and that is the
question 
- 
on which Mr Clinton has already touched
- 
of herring fisheries, and in panicular of Nonh Sea
herring fisheries. Ve know that, in the past, there have
been alarming reports about this area being fished out.
Mr President, I rather doubt that, the repons of these
biologists were indeed based upon hard data. But it is
a fact that herring fisheries have virtually come to a
standstill, and I now read in the Belgian press that the
North Sea is overflowing with herring; this may well
be an exaggeration, but the truth must lie somewhere
between. I concede that a limit is necessary, but we
have now reached the time 
- 
and I would stress this
- 
that herring catches must once again be permitted.
For social and economic reasons, Mr President, a total
ban on herring fishing is unaccepable. There are
strong political pressures at work here, in my opinion.
'W'e can of course expect the repon of the biologists
in February/March of next year, but it is my opinion
that we must take some decisions now on this matter,
and I am thinking in panicular of countries like,
Belgium and the Netherlands, which are hit especially
hard by this ban on herring catches. There must be an
end to this uncenainty; the people have a right to it,
and the fish-stock situation will now permit it. There
must,be trust again 
- 
the fish are back, and, fonun-
ately, there are still fishermen to catch them.
Mr President, for the momen[ I shall not go funher
into the various amendments. !7e have our opinions,
and where we do not agree with the report, they will
show up on the voting tomorrow.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Battersby to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Battersby. 
- 
Mr President, today, for the first
time this year, fisheries have been given an almost
reasonable time and an almost respectable slot on the
agenda. .!7e have to keep trying, because fisheries are
too important to be pushed to the end of the day with
a very small House. This does not give it the impon-
ance it really deserves.
Secondly, may I thank Mr Gundelach for coming
along this evening? !(e do appreciate the effort. It is
not easy to come all the way to Strasbourg at such a
late hour to be with us: he does appreciate the impon-
ance of this matter, and we are very grateful to him for
coming along.
Fisheries is a very complex sector 
- 
perhaps the most
complex we have to deal with in this Community. It is
one which differs in almost every respect from agricul-
ture: [he working environment is completely unpred-
ictable and very dangerous; the sea does not permit
any mistakes; the financial risk in an industry which
harvests every day is extremely high; the industry is
beset by problems of sovereignty, history and so on; it
is an industry more sensitive and more vulnerable than
most to fluctuations in oil prices, which you will see
from these reports. No wonder that it has taken five
years for rhe Member States to come, as we hope,
close to agreement on a common fisheries policy that
shall be fair to the merchants, fair to the proces-
ser, and ar rhe same time a policy which will ensure a
permanent resource of good, fairly-priced protein for
our people. Greater progress towards an agreed solu-
tion has been made over the past year than over the
whole period of the last Parliament, and I think a lot
of that is due to Mr Gundelach. However, there are
still compromises to be made, there are still national
interests to be accommodated. There always will be in
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this Europe of ours, but I do call on the parties
concerned 
- 
that is, the Council, rhe Commission
and this Parliament 
- 
to reach an agreemenr by the
end of the year. The Council mus[ nor fail our fisher-
men at the last fence. !7e are nearly there: so please
keep going!
Mr Clinton has produced a mosr excellent and very
professional report, one which gives considered and
practical guidelines. Ir is a documenr which I recom-
mend to the Commission and rhe Council ro study
very carefully. A lot of work has gone into ir. I also
recommend that they study rhe appendices, which
have been prepared by other members of rhe Fisheries
\Torking Group.
Of course, with an extensive document of such
complexity, some paragraphs inevirably need fine
tuning if we are to avoid future complicarions. Certain
proposals go counter to the Treaties. In this insrance, I
am referring to paragraph 7 (c) of the repon, which I
consider must be amended as it stands. This paragraph
appears to be proposing a three-mile fisheries limit and
a free-for-all outside rhe rhree-mile limit. Now, this is
counter to Articles 100 (1), 100 (3) and 101 of the Act
of Accession, which gives France (especially Brittany),
Denmark, Greenland, Ireland and rhe United King-
dom a l2-mile limit in cerrain regions and lays down 6
miles as rhe minimum. This applies, of course, ro rhe
French Overseas Departments, to Guiana. Moreover,
if this paragraph were adopred, it would ser a prece-
dent for any Mediterranean policy: ir would set a
precedent for the Adriatic, for the Aegean. But this is
not what we are trying to say. I am sure of this. The
intention is to protect, wherever necessary, local
inshore fishermen and communities panicularly
dependent on fishing for rheir existence.
Now Amendmenl No 2, which I and my colleague Mr
Provan have tabled, aims ro underline rhis concern
whilst moving away from this three-mile idea. Vhar I
am saying there is rhat for ce(ain dependenr areas
protective measures may be adopred by the Commu-
nity for local fishermen. These safeguards should
include the designation of fishing zones exclusively
reserved for boats operaring from rhe local area, and
should also include limits on the sizes of boats allowed
to fish within cerrain areas. You see, we have ro
protect the Iivelihoods of small independenr fishermen,
who form the great majority of our 140 000 fishermen.
This figure will be over 180 000 full- and pan-time-
fishermen when Greece comes in.
The great majority of the 22 000 or so British fisher-
men, 23 000 French fishermen and 62 000 Italian fish-
ermen are all inshore people, and I srrongly recom-
mend this amendmenr ro you.
I would also like ro ask rhe Commission in regard to
inshore fishing what it inrcnds to do about beam
trawling within six or in certain cases rwelve miles. I
would just like to explain the problem here. This rype
of gear, by its very design, does not allow small fish ro
escape. And why does it not allow rhem ro escape?
Because it clogs with seaweed, so instead of having a
mesh you have a rasher solid bag in which you carch
everything. It is a destrucrive measure inshore and it
threatens the very existence of small fishing communi-
ties. It is a technical matter and I consider ir should be
banned in inshore waters where you have weed.
One funher poinr concerns paragraph 25. The last
paragraph says tha[ we should arrive at a ban on
industrial fishery, meaning the direcred fishing of
human-consumption species for fishmeal. This ban
already exists, and I personally welcome it. To make
this more explicit, Mr Kirk has proposed Amendment
No 1, which confirms supporr. for the existing ban
whilst recognizing the need to utilize cerrain small
non-edible fish for industrial purposes. These fish are
not eaten, they are not usable and they have ro be
used, otherwise you break rhe whole ecology of the
system. I strongly recommend Mr Kirk's amendmenr,
as I do Mr P.rovan's amendmenr, which is Amendmenr
No 10, to paragraph 5 of Mr Kirk's report.
There are certain other amendments which seek ro
clarify the text.. Mosr of rhem are eminently sensible,
and my Group will support them. However, rhere are
some, especially those from the French Communisr
Group, which are to be deplored, such as Amendment
No 32 to the repon. This amendmenr urges rejecrion
of the Community's plans ro enlarge the Communiry
to include Spain and Portugal. Ve are rrying to be
objective. \7e and the fishermen, I am sure, deplore
the use of these eminently pracrical, sensible and
unbiased reports as a platform for narrow party propa-
ganda.
I should now like to rurn to the Medirerranean. The
Mediterranean is part of Europe, and I welcome the
initiarive of our Italian colleagues in drawing arrenrion
to this. Fish are not only caught in rhe North Sea.
More than half our fishermen will be working rhere
when Greece enters. About 100 000 men, mainly small
operarors, with lirtle polidcal clour: they are too busy
fighdng to survive in a sea which, for all the glossy
travel brochures, can be very, very cruel and very
vicious. The Commission must, in the New Year, get
down to working out a supplemenrary policy relating
to the Mediterranean fisheries, which in many respecrc
differ considerably from those of Nonhern Europe.
Having said rhar, my Group, subjecr ro rhe acceprance
of the drafting amendmenrs I have menrioned,
supports Mr Clinton's reporr. I musr again congraru-
late him on the excellence and comprehensiveness of
his document, and also thank our limircd staff for the
very hard work they have put into ir.
Mr Kirk must also be congrarulated on his reporr. In
our opinion, it is vital thar the Commission and the
Council take it into accounr whilst they are coming to
a decision and not afterwards. There is a growing
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expertise in the Fisheries \Torking Group and a grow-
ing understanding between the Parliament and the
Commission and this report gives a fair picture of the
\Torking Group's overall view on the pattern
evolved for fixing toal available catches and disribut-
ing those catches. The methodology has still to be
improved; the interrelation of species must be studied
much more precisely, and more sophisticated measures
mus[ be used to supplement quotas. The criteria are all
laid down very clearly. You have to respect. the radi-
tional and existing fishing patterns; you have to
respect priority for dependent regions; you have to
respect the need to comPensate for losges in third
waters, and you have to respect two unspoken factors:
the fishermen and the resources. '!(i'hen one talks of
the need to compensate for losses in third waters, one
has to remember thar the great deep-sea fishing-fleets
of Europe, especially those of Hull and other places,
have been gravely reduced in numbers and in fishing
opportunities since the cod war. They have to be
compensated. Men put their money and their lives into
the business, and they have got to be properly-
compensated.
I should like finally to turn ro Mr Tolman's remarks
on the herring. I must emphasize that it is very unwise
to reopen a herring fishery in the North Sea. Ve have
only some inconclusive evidence and we are trying to
form a long-term herring fishery. \7e nearly killed it
once 
- 
the Norwegians killed their Scandia Atlantic
herring by over-fishing 
- 
and to open it up now on
evidence which is not backed by ICES would, in my
opinion, be suicidal. Ve therefore Propose the dele-
tion of any reference to a TAC for 1980, and I urge
you to support Mr Provan's amendment. (He cannot
be here tonight because he is with the Canadians talk-
ing about fish.) Quite honestly, this is not on, we must
no[ destroy this panicular stock.
Finally, Mr Gundelach, we have sdll not go[ the
marketing document. I know that Document 724 is
available, but we have not received it, and if we are to
do our job properly, would you please help us to have
ir so that next part-session we can debate the final
points in the fishing policy, which are the structure
and marketing.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Papapietro to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Papapietro. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in view of the
very shon time at my disposal, I shall make some very
.rpid obt.*rtions on the Clinton rePort. \7e shall
rrlpport this report, as it is the first document to tackle
al[ ihe problems of fisheries since the introduction of a
ne* iniernational law, increased fuel prices and the
reduction in the number of fish available posed
increasing difficulties for this sector. In this Chamber
we shall ihortly, the discussing also the proposals from
the Commission to the Council on revision of the
structural policy for fisheries'
I would now make the following observation: in our
opinion, Community policy on fisheries has been
based up to now essentially on the needs of a certain
kind of fishing, that is, fishing in the Atlantic, in the
ocean, in shon the type of fishing which so far has
most felt the effecti of the difficulties which have
arisen in this sector. Therefore the measures we should
adopt must be suitable 
- 
and from this point of view
we can already anticipate the judgment on structural
measures contained in'those proposals 
- 
remember-
ing that Community measures have sometimes harm
ed rhat other type of fishing, that is, fishing in the
Mediterranean. As one example of this, let us consider
Inlian fishing, where we find this paradox: there is a
high proponion of pelagic species 
- 
[una, anchovies,
sardines, etc. 
- 
the consumption of which is continu-
ing to fall, while the consumption of the more sought-
after fish, which we have to impon from abroad, is
rising. Ve are among the countries which eat less fish,
and the importing of fish from abroad is one of the
factors which upsets our balance of payments.
Community support measures make this problem
worse instead of solving it, since in order to Suarantee
a minimum income small producers ask for Commu-
nity aid, waste their fish and the situation Eets worse
as regards both consumption and resources, as well as
financially.
A big publiciry campaign is being launched in Ialy to
encoui*ge the consumption of other rypes of fish. \fle
therefore consider that paragraph 66 of the Clinton
report should be discussed here since 
- 
as Mr
Battersby, the chairman of the sub-committee, has
righdy said 
- 
when Greece enters the Community the
ratio between fish from the ocean and Mediterranean
fish will no longer be the same. Ve must therefore
make a serious attempt to tackle this problem, and I
think that we should keep four poinm in mind. First of
all, market equilibrium, which I mentioned earlier;
then aid for storage and for the conservation, distribu-
tion and marketing of these typical Mediterranean
species; conservation of resources 
- 
and we suPPort
what is said in the Clinton report about licences 
-
and finally limited authorization for a certain rype of
fishing, for a certain size and zone, and the prepara-
tion of the Community intervention mechanism; the
strengthening of producers' associations and, last of
all, the international relations mentioned by Mr De
Pasquale. That is all I want to say about all this.
It seems to me that we should examine the problems of
Mediterranean fishing along these lines. These prob-
lems will become increasingly urgent since we are
concerned not only with finding a new balance and
consolidating a sector but with the very possibility of
developmeni and therefore of making the most of this
very imponant resource.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Neilsen to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
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- 
(DK) Mr Presidenr, I would particularly like to
make a couple of remarks concerning the proposed
amendment. First of all, it is very imponanr to sr.ress
on this occasion rhat there is now a proposal from the
Commission for a common fisheries policy, and rhat
this must be followed up and agreed in Council. The
Commission musr srick ro that.
I have often had occasion ro speak here in the Assem-
bly on the fisheries quesrion and in favour of a
common fisheries policy, and of a coherenr fisheries
policy. Now we have before us a solid proposal, and
there is a great rempration to avoid going into a large
amount of detail, and pushing it through to Council as
quickly as possible. This I think is very importanr 
- 
ir
is indeed the rop and the bottom of what I have to say.
Nevertheless, I would like ro add a couple of remarks
concerning the two main considerarions and ro some
of the proposed amendments. I think rhar Mr Clin-
ton's contribution has been brillianr; his report is an
extremely comprehensive and solid piece of work.
There is only one poinr 
- 
point 25 in parr three 
-where I feel perhaps ir is a lirtle srrong, and rhis is its
recommendarion of a direcr ban on industrial fishing.
This is a rarher harsh formula. I do nor wanr anyone
to misundersrand me 
- 
fishing for human consump-
tion has to have absolute prioriry. This has to be so, if
we are to make rhe most of the scarce resources of the
ocean.
Clearly however there are different types of fish used
for industrial purposes and if we are to aim at
balanced fisheries, so rhar the species remain in
balance in the ocean, there will always be a place for
some sort of industrial fishery. I completely disagree
that it can be done to a formula, as declared in the
Communist amendment ro the Kirk reporr. Now I do
not know wherher it has been correcrly rendered in
Danish; according to proposed amendment No 7, it
was required thar fishmeal be produced from fish rhat
were washed up from the sea and that were nor
required for human consumprion. Mr President, I
doubt whether the translation can have been correct,
for I can see no way in which fish washed up from rhe
sea can be handled profimbly.
But to get back to more serious marters, I repeat that a
major prioriry musr be given to fishery intended for
human consumption. I could also mention one rhing in
this Communist amendmenr that has given me some
cause for amusement, and this is where they suggest
that quoras for flags of convenience should be
stopped. Now I have garhered rhe impression from
conversations with fishermen thar a lot of rhe flags of
convenience are rhose of communisr na[ions! This is an
impression I have obtained from conversarions wilh
fishermen. This proposal from rhe Communists, rhere-
fore could perhaps be very interesting and imporrant.
On the more serious problems involved in dealings
with third counrries, I would like to say rhar, in this
area as in orhers, we musr obviously 
- 
as rhe
Community in general does 
- 
show a reasonable
degree of liberal adjusrment to world trade. But, at rhe
same [ime, this should also accord with our internal
policies, with rhe price levels we esrablish, and wirh rhe
controls we se[ up to protecr our own indusrry. And I
would especially note that we should ar all rimes avoid
exchanging Community fishing rights in a way rhar
allows other counrries ro exporr fish rc us. This I have
to warn against.
To go on to another subject, I would like to say that
while it is right to apply scienrific procedures and to
fish on the basis of modern biological principles, ar
the same time there will obviously be a need to prod-
uce more demiled rules for conrrol. I have therefore
been pleased today to hear Mr Kirk explain these
details, and state that borh quotas and ner sizes should
be involved. There have been rimes when I have been
concerned to hear, during the course of debates,
declarations that we should enrirely go over to ner size
as a control mechanism. I do not think rhis would be
possible since there are many different sizes of fish,
and rherefore a need for different merhods of control.
There is anorher point concerning Mr Provan's
amendment on North Sea herring fisheries. I am one
of those who, like Mr Bartersby, are afraid to make
too early a stan. Alrhough we are at a time when,
according to some repons, rhere seems to be a certain
improvement in North Sea herring stocks, it could
well be thar if we stan fishing them roo early, we will
have cause to regret it later. I have, therefore, consi-
derable sympathy for the amendment proposed by Mr
Provan.
It is now therefore exrremely importanr that the
Commission maintains ir excellenr proposals, and thar
the Council will be able ro agree with them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davern to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I should like to start by
complimenting Mrs Cresson, Mr Clinton and Mr Kirk
on their excellent and detailed reporrs.
Fishing is somerhing that is viral nor only for each
individual consrituency concerned but also for the
continued exisrcnce and prosperiry of many small
communities. I do nor need ro remind Parliament of
the toully inadequate fishery policy currendy in exist-
ence in rhe EEC. This was adopted prior ro the entry
of Denmark, rhe United Kingdom and Ireland. It was
based on the needs of the original six Members, and
Luxembourg, of course, does not have too much inter-
est in this marrer. The l97O poliry contained two
elements: structural and marketing. The structural
element connined inter alia a provision that fishing
vessels from any Member State would have the right
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rc fish in rhe maritime varers of other Member Srares.
However, let me remind you that when the United
Kingdom and Ireland joined the Communiry, rhey
obtained a derogation, after much long hard bargain-
ing, from this right-of-access provision in respecr of a
large pan of our exclusive fishery limit of 12 miles.
This derogation was ro remain in effect unril 1982,
with a provision for a review of future arrangemenrs
before that date. This derogarion is essential for
British and Irish inshore fishermen, who have no other
choice of employment.
Some Member States are adamanrly opposed to rhe
idea of any coastal State having exclusive fishing
rights, but that depends on what righrs rhey have
rhemselves and what alternatives they have in regard
to employmenr of their fishermen. Ir has been rhe
policy of my country's government, and righdy so,
that an adequate coastal band reserved to fishermen is
essential for the cultivation of stocks, and our national
laws applying to rhose fishermen are far more srrict
rhan European laws and indeed far more stricr than
those of many countries rhat prores[ against our lack
of conservation measures. In the interests of Commu-
nity fishermen as a whole and also to ensure the
expansion of the fishing industry, particularly the
inshore fishing industry, the Community has repear-
edly accepted on social and economic grounds the
need for an expansion of rhe Irish fishing industry and
of British inshore fishing. Many deprived areas in
Ireland need this very badly, as does also, to rake only
one example in Britain, the port of Lossiemourh in
Scotland, which is deeply affecred by the regulations
being applied here.
It goes without saying therefore, from my point of
view, that the right-of-access provision is the most
important aspect of the common fisheries policy.
Indeed, I will be proposing amendments to Mr Clin-
ton's report which were included in Mr Clinton's
report originally. His vast experience as a former
Minister in Europe may prompt the conclusion that his
previous proposals were correct, and I hope chat this
House will support those amendments, if only in
recognition of his wisdom and experience.
Early conclusion of the present negotiations for a
common fisheries policy is essential to overcome [he
lack of confidence which is rife among Communiry
fishermen today. It has undermined the fishing indus-
try in general and stopped the investment so badly
needed by these people who do nor have large capital
available to them. It is difficult, however, ro forecast
when an agreement can be reached. This week again
we have seen no agreement in Brussels after months
and months, although rumours from that meeting give
grounds for hope that we are closer to agreement. It is
difficult to forecast anything in Europe, but I would
hope for a little more from the Ministers in regard to
fisheries within the next two weeks.
Some Member States are seriously concerned about
the agreements with non-member countries, such as
Norway and the Faroe Islands. I would object to
concluding agreements with them before we agree
between ourselves what we can or cannot do to each
other. '!7e must not stafl being generous, being grare-
ful, being magnanimous to other people until we agree
amongst ourselves. It is far too common a practice in
this Community not to discuss the internal matters bur
to discuss all the other matters that we have no say
over, because the former oblige you to make a deci-
sion. Unfonunately some decisions are unpopular and
we have so fall out with other people, but we must
come to grips with our problems and make our owh
decisions in their regard.
I hope that the requirements of Member States can be
met, and I think that if we suppon Mr Clinton's report
and Mr Kirk's repon. with the amendments we have
suggested, we will have the basis of a common fisher-
ies policy. Parliament will thus have shown the people
of Europe that we are concerned for their interests
and that we will lead the Council of Ministers and the
Commission forward to a more unified and more
determined Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(DK) I would first like to thank Mr Clinton very
much for his very complete and sensible report. In my
opinion, it is one of the best that have been written on
the common fisheries policy. Also, Mr Kirk must be
thanked for a very clear report on the difficult subject
of the allocation of resources between member coun-
tries, and Mme Cresson for her report on fishery
conditions in French Guyana. And of course rhere is
the contribution of Sr de Pasquale, which has given
me the opportunity to correct the fundamental misun-
derstanding that the Mediterranean region has been
the Cinderella in attempts to create a common fisher-
ies policy. There has been a more time and money
spent, Sr de Pasquale, on the problems of the Italian
fishing fleet than on those of some other Member
States. I shall come back to your criticisms, but they
are quite wide of the mark.
It is exactly four years since the basic principles of a
real common fisheries policy were laid down, to the
great surprise of the foreign ministers meetinB at The
Hague, where the now well-known Hague Declara-
tion was signed. This declaration established that the
Community should act as a community in dealings
with third countries in all matters concerning fish
catches and other fisheries-related subjects. It estab-
lished that cenain regions of the Community which
s/ere very dependent on fisheries, and where many
small fishermen were in precarious situation, should
enjoy special preference. And finally it was agreed to
have a joint fisheries policy.
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Over these four years, it has been possible to deal with
third countries on the basis of the Hague Declaration,
but all the time it has been on the basis of arrange-
ments made almost on a day-to-day basis, with result-
ing lack of security for the fisheries concerned. It has
been possible to place some limitation on the industrial
fishing of certain types of fish which are suitable for
human consumption. It has also been possible to set up
a series of long-term arrangements for Mediterranean
fisheries, especially on the basis of wide-ranging
economic common projects with Vest African coun-
tries, which have ensured continued fishing by Italian
and French vessels off !7est Africa under acceptable
conditions. This is the same form of agreement thar
has in general been tried with Tunisia, and which may
possibly be concluded with Tunisia, if only the Coun-
cil will provide the means at its disposal in terms of
structural policies which are necessary not only forjoint agreements between firms 
- 
which are also
included 
- 
but also for wider arrangements between
countries such as Tunisia. I must therefore agree with
Sr de Pasquale that the possibilities are there.'We have
created possibilities with our negotiations, but what we
lack and want from the budget authority 
- 
i. e. Parlia-
ment and the Council 
- 
is that the means at their
disposal are made available so that we can realise the
possibilities for the wide-ranging discussions on fisher-
ies we are now aiming for.
In this connection, I would like to point out that fish-
eries in Jugoslavian waters are not being impeded by
the Community's mking over competence for fisheries.
For reasons of im own, Yugoslavia has chosen not to
enter into talks with the Community on fisheries,
under the strongly political conditions that obmin in
Yugoslavia. Neither Council, Parliament, nor the
Commission has wanred to constrain the country in
^ny way, but we have nevertheless, 
with the Commis-
sion's intervention and the provision of finance by the
Community, managed to maintain Imlian fisheries in
Yugoslavian waters. It is against this background, Sr
de Pasquale, that I must assert that Mediterranean
fisheries have certainly not been given second place in
our artempts over these confuied four years to smooth
the path of a common fisheries policy. In practice, we
have had more breakthroughs in the direction of a
long-term policy for the Medircrranean than has been
possible up till now for the Nonh Atlantic region. I
fully agree that more needs to be done, but this
required the political will of Parliament and the Coun-
cil, and I see no sign of this. The Commission with its
limited resources has done what it can, but it needs to
be backed up by Parliament and Council in their capa-
city as budgetary authorities.
In these four years, which, as I have said, we have
more or less struggled through, there has naturally
been considerable uncenainty about the fishing indus-
try. Uncertainties about where new investment is
going to come from, which direction we should be
aiming for, how adjustments are to be made, and what
should be expected in the future. The picture has been
further confused by rising cos6, especially as a result
of increases in oil prices. And all this in an indusry
that has seen, in this confusion and uncenainty, a fall
in real incomes. The difficulry of maintaining a tradi-
tional fishing industry has increased. In the same
period, there have been steadily rising impons of fish
from third countries, which have increased their
catches by extension of fishing limits to 200 nautical
miles, an example which the Community has not
followed. In this respect, the Community has to follow
where others lead. These other regions have less
demand for fish, because they are ofrcn thinly popu-
lated countries with large areas of sea at their disposal.
These large new catches have to be disposed of to
ready markets, of which the Community is a prime
example; we have seen our fish impons rise, often with
a resultant fall in our own fish prices.
This situation is naturally unacceptable. It has always
been the Commission's understanding 
- 
and has
always been the position we have taken in debates in
Parliament and in Council 
- 
that this situation must
be srcpped by the creation of a fisheries policy which
is not only a policy of resources 
- 
that is, of rules
about the way in which.fish shall be caught, with what
son of equipment, at what times, in what quotas, and
what TAC's, but also a policy of structure 
- 
that is,
of how fleem and their catching capacities are to be
adapted to current. resources. How can the fishing
industry be helped to adapt to this new situation? This
affects the rules for national support policies. Vhat is
a common policy wonh if it can be undermined by a
completely different support policy of the particular
national region? Everyone admim that some Member
Stares have completely different financial possibilities
for helping their fishing industries and that ve cannot
have a common policy which does not include
common guidelines for national suppon policies.
This implies a change and an updadng of current
market policies, which were established at the begin-
ning of the seventies at a time when we did not have a
complete administration for the conditions of the
whole fishing indusrry, and 200-mile limits were
unheard of. Our fleets fished Icelandic and Canadian
waters, as well as the Nonh Atlantic. They fished to
the south near the coast of Africa, for preference, and
in just a few years large fleets from the UK, Germany,
France and Italy have mainly turned back to fish the
regions around our own coasts, to a large extent in
every case. The marketing organization exisred then in
an entirely different situation from today, not only in
these respects but also in the cost structure of the fish-
ing industry. It cannot be maintained completely, and
so must be updated. This must ensure reasonable
protection for the indusry under the current condi-
tioni. This is not to say tha[ we are going to crea[e a
Europe closed to the impon of fish. \7e need fish for
our secondary industry. '$7'e can use a considerable
amount of imponed material, but we have ro make
sure that Europe does not become a dumping ground,
a place where everyone wants to get rid of his
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new-found catching capacity in whatever amounts and
at whatever prices he likes. The result will be that,
whatever we do with regard to common financing or a
nationally-financed structural policy, whatever we
might do with regard to conservation of our fish
stocks, these measures will be undermined by massiv'e
exports from other countries which do not have the
same concern for conservation as we now have in the
policy that we are establishing on a European basis.
There was a time when I said in this assembly rhat we
in Europe were nor so ready ro protect our fish srccks
as some orher Nonh Atlantic srares. Today, I am in
the fortunate situarion 
- 
or perhaps in rhe relatively
more fonunate situation 
- 
of being able ro report
that we in the Community are more conservarion-
minded than seems to be the case in mosr orher Norrh
Atlantic states. The resulr is that our fish stocks are on
the way up again, and rhis brings me ro a ropic thar
was mentioned yesterday in debate and in the docu-
ments. It is true that we have had an improvement in
herring stocks. Just because there is such an improve-
ment, we should consider carefully before wer
campaign for a renewal of fishing thar we do nor go
back to where we started, and where we were for
three years, of having heated discussions 
- 
in this
Parliament, too 
- 
about wherher it was right to have
a ban on herring fishing in rhe Nonh Sea. Ve have
struggled hard on the Commission side to maintain
this ban, and we have been proved right since the
herring stocks are once again on the increase. Ve
must think very carefully, then, before rhrowing away
three years hard work. I 'musr ask for the greatest
possible care in this area.
In the new situation there is reason to suess that in the
greater part of the period after the first steps towards a
common fisheries policy were taken, especially this
year, there has been considerable movement towards a
common fisheries policy. At the beginning of the
currenr year, Council was able to agree TAC's for
1980, and make a provisionpl order for regular repor-
rage. On May 30 the Council of Ministers, in connec-
tion with a series of decisions on budgetary questions,
agricultural policy and other matters, agreed that a
decision on a common fisheries policy should be
reached by the year's end. The principles of this policy
were also laid down, namely that the so-called Hague
preferences, which I have already referred to, should
be respected, that traditional fishing patterns should be
taken as starting points for the calculation of quotas,
and that compensation should be made to certain
Member States for loss of fishing rights in third coun-
try waters. In June and July the Commission produced
new proposals on structural policy as well as proposals
for the allocation of quotas among Member States.
The last proposal was the subject of Mr Kirk's report.
I am sorry that structural policy is not part of the
debate today, for I am in fundamental agreement with
rhe main point of view of Mr Clinton's report.
As I have already indicated, there is a lot more to a
common fisheries policy than a few quotas and control
regulations. It has to include everfthing that bears on
the fishing industry. It will therefore include market-
ing possibilides, marketing policies, structural policies,
and what are referred to as access problems, and we
must agree to go all the way with this fishing policy.
And we have to agree this during the course of the
next week. But,-as I have said akeady, we are already
on the way to this because in September the Council
agreed for the first dme an imponant element in fish-
eries policy, namely orders for conservation measures
with immediate provisional effect. In the same month,
the Commission produced a report containing guide-
lines for an update of the marketing organizarion.
Then in October, the Council agreed on orders for
control arrangements to ensure that the conservation
measures would be carried out and remain in force.
Again, in the same month, the Commission produced
demiled proposals for changes in the marketing organ-
ization and a report on the social aspects of the fisher-
ies sector. Finally, the Council has just had a meeting
in which the most important problems of quotas and
access were the subjects of debate.
On the social problems raised by M. Josselin, I wouldjust like to say that they depend on arrangements to
ensure working conditions as well as retraining and
other social problems facing fishermen in connection
with the need for the fishing industry to readjust to
new conditions. The main elements of the structural
policy are already known and will be discussed later,
but they depend chiefly on the disposition of our fleets
relative to resources within our authority. It will cost
money to cut down fleets and to redistribute ships to
meet the conditions under which fishing takes place
today. New experimental fisheries mus[ be opened up
so that new fish resources can be discovered; there will
be possibilities for joint research programmes, and also
possibilities for negotiarions with third countries, not
least those in the Medircrranean region and in Africa,
but also in other places too. In connection with Mr
Kirk's repofl, we have also discussed questions
concerning rhe so-called industrial fisheries. I would like
to make it quite clear that the Communiry has already
made the necessary decisions for major reductions of
by-catches of types of fish that can be used for human
consumption, and for the banning of catches of rhese
rypes of fish for industrial purposes. There are other
types of fish, mentioned in one of Mr Kirk's amend-
ments, which under no circumstances can ever be suit-
able for human consumption as food, but which turn
up in large quantities in the fishing pons of the world
and can therefore be used for industrial purposes.
There is no problem here, But there is a problem with
the allocation of quotas. How will it be possible to
allocate the amounts of fish for human consumption
released for such use as a result of these new restric-
tions on the catching of edible fish for industrial
purposes? Should they be allotted to the nations
concerned in industrial fishing, or allocated among
others? This is one of the outstanding problems in the
Council's treatment of the quota proposals of the
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Commission. The other consists in ensuring rhat losses
to third countries are distributed equally and fairly
among Member States.
I must therefore poinr our ro M. Josselin rhat he is nor
correct when he says rhar the solurion to rhe oursrand-
ing problem of quotas will nor be found on the basis of
the Commission's proposals. They will be found on
the basis of the'Commission's proposals wirh funher
discussion of the two topics I have underlined. Once
these two problems have been solved, rhen in my
opinion it will be possible to obtain a reasonable
compromise within rhe Council, a reasonable
compromise that will be acceprable ro all interesred
Member Srares.
'Ve now come to rhe formerly very sensitive problem
of access. Here I have ro observe that I am not in
agreement with the point in rhe Clinron repon, nor I
believe is Mr Clinton himself. The Commission has for
several years produced a proposal based on the treaty
ofacceptance concerning the inrroducrion of an overall
twelve-mile limit in the Community as way round the
common access problems of the treaty, but it is an
exception clause that takes account of historic rights.
The discussions within the Council rfierefore are ro
determine these historic rights and the conditions
under which they apply. In my opinion, rhese discus-
sions will have a posirive resulr. !/e have suggested, as
Parliament will know, fishery projects, especially in
regions dependent on a single rype of fishing and
where there are sensitive conditions, or where particu-
lar groups of people are badly affected. But rhese
projects have ro be simple, and they must also be
non-discriminarory. It is my firm opinion, regarding
these two main principles, rhar a solution can be found
in Council, and I call upon Parliamenr in ir,s various
statemenrs to maintain the polidcal realism that has
characterized its own debates on rhis and earlier occa-
sions.
I will conclude by reminding Members rhat there is a
considerable degree of consensus in the Council of
Ministers on rhe main lines of the Commission's
proposals. In fact, the points on which agreemenr has
not yet been obtained, even though rhey are imponant
and now and again somewhar rechnical, are limited
and raise no doubrs abour rhe main lines of the
Commission's proposals. In view of rhe amount of
work that was necessary ro Be[ rhis degree of unity,
the existing proposals rt orti nor be ih.o*n ou..-
board, but used as a basis for discussion. A new politi-
cal initiative is more imponant that a new proposal, to
quote the Clinton report, page 76, point 8.
INTHE CHAIR:MRZAGARI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr. Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
U) Mr Presidenr, I am speaking
instead of Mr Buttafuoco who apologises for his
unavoidable absence this evening. He is the most qual-
ified of the members of rhe Iralian Right to speak on
this matter, in particular because he is Sicilian.
Having said this, Mr President, I should like to know
why Mr Gundelach spoke half way rhrough the
debate, so having the opponunity ro reply ro rhe
represenmtives of the political groups bur preventing
us, who are clearly not so importanr, from receiving a
reply. I protest about this merhod of proceeding,
which I consider discourteous not only for those of us
who are not attached to political groups but also for
colleagues in the polirical groups who have rhus dele-
garcd the right to speak solely to their spokesmen.
This does no[ seem a democratic and correct method
to me.
In view of the fact rhat in replying to Mr De
Pasquale's question 
- 
which has our full support 
-Mr Gundelach gave very unsatisfactory answers, I
wish to reply to thar specific pan of Mr Gundelach's
speech. First of all, the Commissioner gave no reply to
a precise statement, which was thar a high-ranking
official of the Commission apparenrly said openly in
Tunis that the European Parliament counrs ' for
nothing and that therefore Tunisia should nor worry
about objections from here.
(The speaker breahs ofi)
Mr Gundelach is unfonunately not following my
speech at the moment . . .
President. 
- 
Please carry on, Mr Almiranre, as rhe
time at our disposal is extremely limired and there are
still a lot of speakers on this subject.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
Q) To continue, I wish to say rhar
secondly the Commissioner said thar the Commission
has done 
^ 
great deal about the problems of Mediter-
ranean fishing. I should like to know exacrly what has
been done, since what Mr De Pasquale says is abso-
lutely correct, that is, rhat not only did we discuss the
matter 14 months ago but we took some unanimous
decisions: nothing has been done.
Thirdly, the Commissioner has tried ro rhrow on ro
Parliament the responsibiliries which belong ro rhe
Commission, the Council of Ministers and also, unfor-
tunately, the Italian Governmenr; he has saidthat rhe
political will is lacking in Parliamenr. Bur Parliament
demonstrated its political will in a resolution adopted
unanimously 14 months ago! The Commissioner has
also implied thar rhe political will of Parliamenr, the
Commission and the Council of Minisrers should be
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expressed sole!;, by increasing the budger appropria-
tions for rhis rrem. \7e are in agreemenr on rhe need to
increase the budget appropriarions, bur I do not think
that we can solve problems which have cost rhe lives,
the hides of many Sicilian fishermen in terms of
amounts and money. I think this is primarily a political
problem, and that the Commission and rhe Council of
Ministers should be reminded of the need ro respecr
human rights, and human life, which is in danger in
the Mediterranean.
I must conclude by saying very rapidly that the secrion
of Mr Gundelach's reporr on Yugoslavia was also
unsatisfacrory, as ir is the exact rruth tha[ the recent
agreements between the EEC and Yugoslavia leave
aside the problems of fishing in the Adriatic, while we
Italians know perfecrly well that rhose problems roo 
-which I wanr ro outline wirh the grearesr objectivity as
I wish to maintain good, indeed very good relarions
with Yugoslavia 
- 
cost swear, money and blood. Let
us not forget ir, and ler us rry to work honesrly and
seriously.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gaurier.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, although ir is getting rarher lare, I would still like
to make a few points concerning the repons of Mr
Kirk and Mr Clinron. First of all, I have some remarks
to make on rhe subject of access, which has already
been broached by Mr Gundelach. Access is ofren
equated with rhe question: how many exclusive
national zones are acrually ro be creared? Because this
- 
as has been nored in the discussions roday 
- 
is
clearly a great problem for Ireland, rhe UK and
certain other counrries. My Group colleagues have
kindly broughr along a repon from the House of
Lords of Augusr rhis year. lfith the Presidenr's
permission, I would like ro quote from rhis documenr.
After two pages dealing wirh rhe quesrion whether the
exclusive zones should be 50 or l2 nautical miles, the
conclusions of the House are as follows:
If inshore warers are open ro all vessels regisrered in
the Member States rhen larger fishing vessels can seek
alternative inshore fishing grounds when returns from
their usual warers are inadequate and rhe local shon
range fishing vessels have no remedy. Examples of this
happening were cited to rhe committee. The commit-
ree believes then thar the common fisheries policy
ought to include provision for exclusive access in
some areas and preferential access in others for local
fishing communities to those inshore warers on which
they so panicularly depend.
Here we have the rhoughts of rhe House of Lords on
the subject of access, and I have [o say rhar I find this
position extremely interesting, and rhe document itself
well wonh reading. I believe that in the Clinron repon
we also have the principle of free access [o Communiry
fishing grounds, bur would rhen make arrangements ro
protect those fishermen who are dependent on exclu-
sive zones or exclusive catching righrc. Such prorecrion
must of course extend ro all Community fishermen.
There can be no question but thar prorection musr be
available rc all dependenm in the Community, and not
only to rhose who, because of the size of their boats,
can travel to other pans of the coasr even rhough they
may have the same nadonaliry and in the end bring
about the same result. On this poinr, therefore, I can
say on my own behalf and on rhar of many of my
party colleagues who have supponed rhe amendment
to the Clinton report, that we are in agreement wirh
this part of rhe texr.
The second problem is the marketing organization. \7e
have not yec finished with the Commission's proposals
in Parliament, and I doubt that we will have done so
by the end of the year. Afrcr rhe decision on isoglu-
cose it is grearly to be hoped that rhis time rhe Council
will act more wisely and wait for the opinion of Parlia-
ment. 'Wirh regard to marker organization, I shouldjust like to make a few points. First of all, a market
organization musr ensure that fish rejected by rhe
market are not destroyed, but that arrangemenrs are
made for them to be further used for human consump-
tion. This is also mentioned in the Clinton reporr, and
we look forward to the clear expression of this point in
the Commission's proposals; I can only add that,
should such a scandal as we had in Germany over rhe
red perch recur, the Communiry would lose all credi-
bility.
Anorher point is that the prices and pricing strucrure
of a market organization must never be set up so as to
give the fishermen a guaranteed income. Any organi-
zation must be set up from considerations not only of
scarce resources, but much more importantly, so that
the resources may one day be replenished. Funher-
more, we also want [o prevent fish coming onto the
market at high prices and being difficult to dispose of.
Market organization must also ensure that the price is
not an emergency or reserve price, and that it does not
derive from the milk secror or in other marker organi-
zations for agricultural production.
A third point is that the structure of European fisheries
is cenainly very diverse, and this must also be raken
into account in market organizarion. In the case of my
own country, I can report that many of the people
employed in the fishing indusry are in fact involved in
fish processing, and that the Federal Republic, espe-
cially in the Nonh Sea ports, must impon over 50 0/o
of its fish for processing and marketing.
It is obviously unacceptable to have imponed fish ani-
ficially expensive when Community fishermen are nor
in a position to produce adequate amounrs of fish
themselves. This is another poinr rhar mus[ be raken
into account by any market organization. \7e have also
noted in Mr Clinton's report. [har all regional charac-
teristics must be considered. One would of course like
to see this come about, and these are crireria that I
personally would wish [o see the marketing organiza-
uon use.
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The fourth point is also mentioned in Mr Clinton's
report. I am speaking of the repon by Mr Kirk on
quotas, and on the question of indusrial fisheries. No
member of our committee would have anything
againsr rhe idea that fish should be caught for indus-
trial purposes when they have no other use. However,
it is always a matter for great care that excessive
quantities of fish that could have been used for human
consumption are not taken. It is for this reason that we
have Community controls. But we have rules about
auxiliary catches and also a poor control system in the
Community. 'We want to ensure that there is a gradual
reduction in the number of consumable fish taken for
industrial use. That is the object of the exercise in the
Clinton report.
On the subject of quotas Mr Gundelach has confined
himself to the problem of calculation, without refer-
ring to the allocation of extra quotas. Fish caught for
industrial use are taken as a reference quantity in the
calculation. Now the reference quantity 
- 
as you will
know as well as 
- 
is the most critical criterion in the
redistribution of fish. The Committee on Agriculture
takes the view 
- 
and Mr Kirk must also make this
quite clear 
- 
that these fish should not be incorpor-
ared into the calculation of the reference quantity. If
therefore quotas should in some form be free, it would
be possible to maintain the new distribution, and
hence a further set of criteria have been established by
the committee. The problem with all these criteria is
rhat we have to manage a shonage, but this is usuafly
simpler to manage than a surplus. The crisis in the
steel sector has shown us very clearly how difficult it
can be to manage a surplus. '\7hat we have to do in the
fisheries sector is to ensure that the effects of the shor-
tage are spread as fairly as possible. This will of course
be regarded rather differently by fishermen, depend-
ing on where they fished previously. If for example
they fished Canadian or Icelandic waters, they will
view the current situation in a different light from
those who normally fished within EEC waters in the
past. 'We have therefore, like the Committee on Agri-
culture, once again stressed three major criteria in the
knowledge that the Commission has not always
regarded them in the same way.
There is one more point for consideration. If the
Council still does not accep[ the proposals of the
Commission and rhe Commission is required to prod-
uce new proposals within the next three weeks or so,
rhen 
- 
and I have to say this 
- 
the fisheries policy
will again not be dealt with this year, and then we the
Parliament will have the right to determine whether all
criteria have been appropriately dealt with in the new
Commission proposals regarding the distribution of
quotas. Parliament will certainly not be able to
consider this before January, as the new proposals will
not be available before then. The same is also true as
regards marketing organization. So it is certain that
the Council will have to exercise considerable patience
before a coherent fisheries policy can finally come into
being.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giummarra.
Mr Giumma rre. 
- 
(I) Mr President, colleagris, I
should also like to make a point about the decision of
the presidency to allow Mr Gundelach to speak before
our colleagues had finished speaking. By this lapses,
the Commissioner has shown that he reserves his posi-
tion on the points made by other colleagues who will
speak in this evening's debate.
The positive reports of Mr Clinton, Mrs Cresson and
Mr Kirk have given colleagues an overall picture of
marters concerning fishing and the means which are
indispensable for supporting and developing this
sector. Indeed, the long series of negative factors
which have had an adverse effect on the process of
developing the fisheries sector, causing the income of
European fishermen to fall considerably, has become a
valid basis for encouraging the adoption of Commu-
nity resolutions on a European basis. The decrease in
reserves of fish because of excessive, disorganized and
occasionally uncivilized exploitation, the extension of
territorial waters to 200 miles by countries with a
coastline, the gradual and inevitable increase in the
price of oil, all of these factors 
- 
I was saying 
- 
with
the decision to exclude Community fishing vessels
from the radidonal fishing zones which are now
reserved for Ireland, for Canada and for Norway,
have made it urgent for the Communiry countries to
reach agreement on overall fisheries policy.
Only in this way is it possible to achieve the essential
aims of a reasonable and assured income for fishermen
and of an increase in jobs, while safeguarding
resources of fish through suimble controls and making
rhe most of the products by taking concrete steps to
reorganize the market in such a way as to meet the
onslaught of low-price imports from third countries
and finally by adopting a suitable structural policy able
to equate structure to the technological advances of
the most modern shipbuilders.
Certainly, this global Community fisheries policy is
running into a whole series of problems which have
been mentioned here also. These problems are
substantial, for example the allocation of catch quotas
and the definition of rules for access to Community
waters for the 2OO mile zone within the context of
safeguarding the legitimate interests of the countries
with coastal waters.
These problems which seem to affect or to obstruct all
the measures of the Commission and the Council have
been tackled afresh and with some determination since
the so-called 'hot summer' in France, which seems'
to have stimulated the Commission to delay no longer
in laying the foundations of a European policy for
fisheries.
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So, honourable members, we ask why the French 'hot
summer' was able to rouse the Community insritu-
tions, to the point of causing considerarion of inter-
vention measures in the sector ro be iniriared and of
bringing about the commitment to lay down 
- 
let us
hope 
- 
within the curren[ year all the norms of the
common fisheries policy.
I consider that there is only one reply. Not only rhe
blockade of the French pons and the use of rhe army
but also the vast coverage by the French and European
press of the events and the protests made the public
aware to such an extent of the imponance of rhe basic
problems of fisheries that it became a matr.er of
urgency for the Community institutions, and for the
Commission in particular, to decide on possible fields
for intervention in order to give concrete assurances
and to reply fairly to the pressure of the French fisher-
men and shipbuilders.
In my opinion, Mr President, the atritude of rhi
Community authorities and of Mr Gundelach towards
the problems of fishing in the Mediterranean has
unfonunately been very different. These problems
affecr,ltaly,and in particular the islands. It is cenainly
true, honourable members, that these problems are
special in some ways because of the failure to esrablish
an exclusive Community economic zone of 200 miles
in the Mediterranean, the special structure of the Ital-
ian fishing fleet and the limircd area within which the
Italian fleet can operate, which are the origin of
clashes of interest with Yugoslavia, Tunisia, Libya,
Malta, Albania, Algeria, Morocco and even Egypt.
It is, however, also rrue that rhe clashes, tensions,
disputes, struggles or outbreaks of real international
piracy which the Mediterranean has witnessed in
recent years while the Inlian fleet has been fishing,
have been relegated by the Commission to the rank of
the modest, even if recurrent, manifestatiqns of tire-
some guerrilla warfare between poor countries. It
would have been much fairer to consider these evenm
as symptomatic of'deep suffering which required suita-
ble therapy and urgent and decisive action. The failure
rc esrablish fishinS agreemenm with Yugoslavia 
- 
on
Mr Gundelach's reply to this is very disappointing 
- 
a
rnatter falling entirely within the terms of reference of
the Community, demonstrates an inertia which musr
be pointed out especially as these agreements were nor
at' the right time made part of the agreements which
define the Treaty between the EEC and Yugoslavia
and negotiations are still proceeding very slowly, even
though Yugoslavia has indirectly pu[ forward requesrs
on which discussions could easily be based.
\7hat cannot be accepted, however, Mr President and
honourable members, is the lack of attenrion 
- 
in
spite of the effons this evening by Mr Gundelach to
justify the inenia of the Commission and shown by the
Commissioner himself 
- 
given to fishing agreemenrs
with the Mediterranean countries. They have been
treated passively, distantly, almost bureaucratically,
with none of that enthusiasm and poliiical commit-
ment which sweep away caution and resignation and
the mere noting of difficulties and lead the panies
concerned to engage in conclusive and valid negotia-
tions resulting in an agreement..
This is what led to such a contradictory and entirely
blameworthy policy, shown by the fact that while the
need is proclaimed to widen our horizons and to
develop a wide-ranging policy in the fisheries sector,
with negotiations on fishing agreements with countries
like Senegal, Cape Verde, Guinea, Bissau, or even
with agreements which have already been sealed with
two of these countries, on the other hand undenak-
ings are neglected which would be easier to negotiate
even though they would have a wider social and
economic impact because they affect the lives, freedom
and incomes of Italian fishermen, who operate in
particular in the southern part of the Mediterranean
basin.
Apart from the palliative of the joint venture, no infor-
mation has yet reached Parliament about the offers
which the Community has made or intends making to
the countries of the Mediterranean basin, or abour rhe
advisabiliry of dealing with fishing in the disputed
areas in the context of cooperation agreements. The
news of confiscations of Italian fishing vessels follow-
ing the decisions of Parliament demonstrates the diffi-
cult position of the Italian fishing fleet and shows how
little the Commission is committed to resolving the
problems which confront fishing in the Mediterranean.
Honourable members, I should like to hope that there
will be signs of reform and indications of a new atr;-
tude following the unanimous wish of the Parliament
shown in the request contained rcday in Mr Clinton's
morion for a resolution, paragraph 56 of which deals
with the delicate matter of fishing in the Mediterra-
nean and the implications for the sector arising from
the enlargement of the Community to include Greece.
The difficulties of the fleet are unjustifiable and
serious and Sicilian fishermen should not be forced to
add to the difficulties and disadvantages of living in a
poor region and a difficulr area with bitterness ar the
lack of attention or, even worse, the mistaken attitude
which looks, as it should, at cooperation with coun-
tries outside the Community when drafting or imple-
menting a common European policy but which must
also ensure that rhe less fdvoured regions within the
Community receive at least that minimum of solidarity
which helps to reduce distances and to make up for
disadvantages.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would
like to add my rhanks ro rhose of rhe orher speakers
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for Mr Clinton's report, which I think is an outstand-
ing piece of work that will solve some of the problems
rhat face us. I would also like to say that I have put
forward four amendments, as I find there are some
points which do not occord with the factual situation.
I feel that when Parliament produces a report for the
Council and the Commission it musr be as factual as
possible, and also in line with current conditions prev-
alenc in the policy that we are at this momen! carrying
out. I shall not go funher into this.
I think that we are now at a critical time, cenainly for
Danish fisheries. \7e are in the position of having a
remarkable proposal from the Commission, which has
been attacked by many of the Member States, and we
have also heard many representatives here in Parlia-
ment atrack it on the grounds thar industrial fishing
quotas have not been worked out in the way that
quotas of edible fish used for industrial purposes were
worked out at one time, or in the base period of
197 3-7 8.
\7e have also heard Mr Gundelach say that one of the
outsranding problems is the allocation of quotas
released by the new restrictions which have been made
in the Communiry's fisheries, especially its indusrial
fisheries. But can it be right that we find ourselves in a
situation where some fishermen have adapted them-
selves to the new restrictions, with consequent self-
justificarion of their own fisheries, and that now, four
years later, they are being penalized for that, u'ith the
catches rhey have taken hitheno, and that they now
take for human consumption, should be denied them?
Isn't this the situation? I should like to ask the
Commission how people will react when the results of
these restrictions on fishing for human consumption,
mesh sizes of 80 mm, become generally accepted and
result in large catches for Member States. Vill they
also ask that the resulting i4creased catches in edible
fish be divided equally between all, or will they then
change their criteria?
I should also like to make another point, which is
perhaps a special problem for a small Member State
like Denmark. This is the question of the manner in
which the total catch is worked out for individual
countries. Denmark, for instance, consists of a very
large island, Greenland, up in the Nonh Adantic, plus
of course the southern pan of the country, which
borders on Germany. It is clear, then, that the way the
catch is calculated will include the catch from Green-
land waters. At the moment the situation is, fonun-
ately, that the catch of cod from Greenland waters is
increasing. Therefore rhe result should be that a large
quora would be allotted to Greenland. But the resulr is
that the total allocarcd to Denmark will increase in rhe
form of cod-equivalent. At the same rime, however,
this means that fishermen in Denmark itself have nor
got berter possibilides. [f therefore the total Danish
catch in Greenland v/aters increases by 25 000 tons
and we are then told that we can jusr go and reduce
our North Sea catch by the same amount, this will
obviously be of no benefit to the fishermen in the
Nonh Sea area, even though there are better possibili-
ties for Greenland.
I would like to call this to the attention of the
Commission. It is one thing to prepare a common fish-
eries policy that Member States feel rhey can be happy
with on paper, but it is quite another for fishermen
with fishing areas in different regions when they
cannot go from one region to another. Clearly, a
Nonh Sea fisherman cannot just go off to Greenland
to fish for his cod.
In conclusion, I would like to warn against the
proposal which we have heard from the Presidency of
the Council of Ministers. This would mean that
Danish North Sea fishermen would have to reduce
their acdvities to half of what they have been. It would
mean that only 700 Danish Nonh Sea trawlers will be
able to operate during three months of the year. I do
not believe that this Community can carry this burden.
I do not believe that the Community should take
responsibility for cutring out so many jobs in Danish
fisheries. Therefore I back the Commissions proposal,
and I suppon Commissioner Gundelach in taking the
line that the Council should try to view the whole
problem, nor from the point of view of Member Stares
but from that of the individual fishermen.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the decrsrons
which will be taken at the end of this debate will have
extremely serious consequences for the economic
future of many regions and for the life and work of
tens of thousands of sea fishermen and hundreds of
thousands of workers whose livelihood depends on
fishing.
In the various measures taken over the last ten years,
the EEC has already hastened the crisis in this sector
in France. The demands which the Commission is now
making in the name of protecting resources are exor-
bitant.
In our amendmenm to the resolutions of Mr Clinton
and Mr Kirk and in the motion for a resolution which
we have tabled we put forward proposals which will
genuinely protect fish, as the policy organized today
in fact leads to considerable wastage.
For it is said that priority must be given to fishing to
provide food for human consumption, whereas it is in
fact the catching of fish for fish meal which is encour-
aged and is being developed: an increase of 250/o in
6 years. A large pan of this fishing to provide fish meal
has no quota and is not supervised. So meshes finer
than 90 millimetres are banned in order ro prorecr [he
whiting and in the same place a 15 millimere mesh
can be used to catch young fish.
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Not only is the growth of young fish placed in
jeopardy but also a link in the food chain necessary for
the growth of rhe carnivorous species which we
ourselves eat is removed.
The carch allocared to French fishermen is limircd, still
in the name of protecting resources, and at the same
time, our of l0 tonnes of fish imported inro France 4
come from rhe Community, which allocated the equi-
valent quotas to our partners.
The practice of flags of convenience is widespread and
is encouraged by the allocation of large quotas. These
are Norwegian ships fishing under British, Canadian
and Irish flags and Spanish ships fishing under British
and Irish flags.
Finally, huge quantities of fish are rhrown back into
the sea or destroyed in the ports; noble species are
turned inrc fish meal, while ar rhe same time imports
from third countries are encouraged, in particular to
allow agri-foodstuffs trusrs, in Germany above all, to
use fish for processing at prices below the EEC wirh-
drawal prices.
And this is what is called a policy for protecring
resources, this is whar is used to justify the complerely
unfair allocation of quoras !
Up co 1970, France caught about 20 0/o of rhe Euro-
pean [onnage; since then, rhe quotas allocated to our
country have continued to fall: to abour 15 0/o from
1973 to 1978, and now rhe Council proposes to subsri-
rure rhe figure of ll.6 0/o for rhe 12.2 0/o proposed by
the Commission. This figure rakes no account either
of the needs of France, or of means of production or
of the productiviry of our fishing fleet. 
r
The Commission proposes to allocare six times fewer
fish per fisherman ro the French rhan to the German
Federal Republic. A fair esrimation would give us
300 000 tonnes. If you consider rhe quora in terms of
inhabitants, we are allocated 25 times less fish than
Denmark, and in this case a fair allocarion would be
260 000 r.onnes per year instead of tZO 000 tonnes.
This may explain Mr Kirk's haste for the vore on his
report, which supports these quoras in a completely
illegalway.
Therefore, whatever basis is used for rhe calculation,
the fair quota for our country should be 200/0.
Moreover, I repeat that this was [he quanrity fished by
France before rhe European policy devastared this
sector. This disasrrous policy has contributed to the
reduction in the number of our fishermen by one
third. In 1970 rhere were 36 000. Now rhere are nor
more than 24 000.
On behalf of the French coastal regions, and on behalf
of the workers concerned in rhis matter, I and my
French colleagues in the Communists and Allies
Group demand that the quotas be re-examined and
redistributed: 200/o and 200 000 ronnes of cod and
equivalents are the minimum figures acceprable [o our
country.
Other measures which tend to go againsr rhe inreresm
of French fishing must also be halted. Free access ro
fishing grounds is constantly being threatened. Hisror-
ical rights must be guaranteed. The advanmges given
to impons which compete with our products are enor-
mous. They must be abolished. The reference price for
fishery producm musr be fixed to keep pace with
increased production cosrs. In rhe short term, rhis
means an increase of ar least 30 %. This is whar prod-
ucers want.
The policy of reorganization, thar is of de-resricting
fishing vessels and subsidizing larger ships, and in
panicular the spread of the policy of advanced bases,
makes unemployment and working conditions worse,
and leads to the closing of many canneries in our
country. The aid envisaged has also been allocated
unfairly: 400/o ro Grear Brirain as opposed rc l0 0/o
for France between 1972 and 1977. And over the nexr
five years, the German Federal Republic will pocker
36 0/o of the funds, Great Britain 21 0/o and France
only 9 o/0.
Finally, we again wish to quesrion the plans to enlarge
the Common Market which will also make the posi-
tion of fishermen worse in both rhe EEC countries and
the countries seeking membership. \fle must not
decide on a few illusory so-called social measures ro
cover up the cracks but must refuse to enlarge the
Community.
Some people here propose to increase rhe role of rhe
EEC in the management of fisheries. Ve say that each
State must remin full sovereignty in rhis field. Each
must be able to negotiate agreemenrs between States
independently. Each must be able ro fix the amount of
fuel subsidy it grants. Each must have sole responsibil-
ity for organizing producers and, finally, each must
retain control over supervision of its maritime area.
The policy followed so far and the plans which have
been proposed are disastrous. If Europe interferes
further, this will worsen rhe crisis of the fishing indus-
try. This blue Europe which has been proposed is the
counterpart of the Europe which has been imposed on
the textile workers and the metalworkers; this array of
measures will scutde the French fishing industry to the
profit of the big shipowners and the mulrinarionals.
Together with the workers of the fishing industry, we
refuse to set up this Europe of sharks.
President. 
- 
I call Miss Quin on a point of order.
Miss Quin. 
- 
Mr President, I wonder if you would
make a ruling, or give some indication, as to wherher
the New Zealand report is going to be taken tonighr,
because some of us are waiting to participate in thar
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debate. If it is not to be taken tonight we should quite
like to get some sleep before having to come back here
first thing tomorrow morning.
(Cries of 'Hear, hear!')
President. 
- 
Miss Quin, the number of Members
scheduled to speak is so large that I think we shall only
have rime rhis evening to complete the fisheries debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would like to
say that a fisheries policy is clearly desirable; indeed, it
is not only desirable but absolutely necessary. It was
therefore a disappointment to learn that the last meet-
ing on fisheries did not end in agreement on a
common fisheries policy. The Commission has set the
scene and written the script for the Council.
Let me therefore join with previous speakers in stating
as strongly as possible that rhe Commission should
keep to ir sensible proposals and put it to the Council
that they had better do something about it and settle
on a common fisheries policy so that our fishermen
know whether they are going to be able to work.
'l7hether they can organize and invest. Because the
stop-go policies we have had up to now give them no
chance at all to settle down to work in a secure atmos-
phere.
For conservation, for the environment, and,for many
other reasons, we should esnblish a fisheries policy
not for individual Member States but as an EEC plan.
Fonunately, there is a good measure of agreement
here too, and has been ever since the meeting at The
Hague. For myself, I can both support and recom-
mend Mr Kirk's repon on catches and their distribu-
tion. I would like especially to call attention to point 5,
which is very positive, and I am in complete agreement
with Amendment No l0 proposed by Mr Provan. I
would also call attention to the fact that the principles
on which this is based have been developed by a
marine biologist, Dr Ursin, who has produced a
special model of the Nonh Sea whereby it will be
possible to extend fisheries considerably if only it is
properly applied.
Control arrangements for an EEC plan are therefore
needed. \7hat will also be necessary is that individual
Member States should not be allowed to evade the
regulations, as we have seen the UK do. It is far too
time-consuming to bring Member States to the Court
of Justice, and again it creates uncenainty for the fish-
ermen.
Again, I have to agree strongly with other speakers
who have pointed out the need for more research to
provide new fishing prospects: deep-sea fisheries,
long-line fisheries, and the various types of fish-farm-
ing. And as there have been many national voices
raised in the debate this evening, I will add mine by
pointing out to my dear colleagues in Parliament that
fisheries are probably more imponant to Denmark
than they are to any other EEC country. Seen in terms
of gross national product, or in terms of expons, there
is not another country in the Communiry where fish-
eries mean so much as they do in Denmark, the land I
come from, and which I represent in this Assembly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Voltjer.
Mr \floltjer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, by and large I
can be brief since my part colleagues Mr Gautier and
Mr Josselin have already described how the Socialist
Group will in general regard the reports of Mr Clinrcn
and Mr Kirk. I will therefore confine myself to just a
few remarks. First of all, I think it is of the utmost
imponance rhar we both, Parliament and Commission,
try !o ensure that a common fisheries policy comes
into being, and to avoid growing sdll further apart.
Before the summer recess I listened with interest to Mr
Gundelach when he set out his ideas in general terms
for a common fisheries policy, which at the time was
to come into exisrcnce before the end of the year.
\flhat struck me most forcefully was the extent of Mr
Gundelach's dercrmination to get this policy inro prac-
tice. I have the greatest respect for this in view of the
magnitude of the problems within the EEC in agricul-
ture and figheries at the present time.'!7hat is more, I
had the feeling also that Mr Gundelach was not ignor-
ing the problems of the Member States, but was also
trying just as hard rc find solutions to them too. I have
found the same spirit in our own committee, where we
have tried our very best to come to an agreement with
Mr Clinton and Mr Kirk on this point. But not an
agreement of the least common denominator; every
effort has been made to reach a genuine compromise.
This spirit has cheered me enormously, as we know
well enough in the Agriculture Committee how often
we have deep discussions and try to reach agreement,
knowing how the mission of Parliament is diminished
in this way. As a Parliamen[, we must try together with
the Commission to get a solution rc the problem. And
it is clear that the will now exists with regard rc fisher-
ies. I would also like to make another point. Mr
Gundelach has said very clearly in his speech that we
must. exercise great. care over Nonh Sea herring fish-
ing. In this I completely agree with him. It is most
imponanc that we do not go back to the methods of
fishing which were used in the past. The herring situa-
tion is improving, and we must use every, possible
means to ensure that overfishing does not occur again.
It is for this reason that I have paid panicular attention
in the fisheries working. group to reaching agreement
on quotas for herring in the Nonh Sea. This is in the
Kirk repon too. !7hy? To try once again to get large
quotas out of it? Not at all! I want to make it abso-
lutely clear that that is not my intention. I fully agree
that the Nonh Sea herring siruation musr improve still
\
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further. But I would like to see a quota, a small catch
allowed within the limits of present growth. The
herring stock must go on increasing, but it is possible
to introduce a quota slowly, while at the same time
allowing stocks to go on increasing.
There. is not a surplus of herring, but it is coming
about'slowly 
- 
and you will know that the biologists
are discussing this 
- 
to the point where it will again
be possible.
\flhy do I rake this position? Because we have to be
terribly careful in this area. And I have to make a
serious plea here for us all to remember that we are
dealing with the fate of a great number of people. It is
as many other speakers have remarked. It is about
fishermen, about people sitting and waiting. They have
lost theit raditional markets. And of course Mr
Gundelach knows very well how imponant the herring
is to the Netherlands, for consumers as well. There-
fore I maintain that we have to give the people
affected, slowly but surely and under controlled
conditions, another chance.
Another aspect of this is that the herring quota in the
Skagerrak is in the meantime being increased, as I
have recently discovered. And there is a clear biologi-
cal relationship between the herring stocks of the
Skagerrak and the Nonh Sea.
I would like to know whether Mr Gundelach is of this
opinion. It seems very unjust to those waiting for a
small Nonh Sea herring quota that a larger amount of
fish may be taken from the Skagerrak, and then to
find that not even a smalI quota may be taken from the
North Sea. Once again I am of the opinion that, given
all these factors, it is of the greatest importance to
exercise care 
- 
as you yourself have said 
- 
to check
whether a North Sea herring quota is possible. That is
the aim of the text of the Kirk Report under discus-
sion, no more no less. This is what I have pointed out
and what the majority of the Committee on Agricul-
rure have accepted. I hope that the suggestion will also
be interpreted in Parliament in the same way and will
reach the same level of acceptance. That is of very
grear importance to us. These were the points I
wanted to make.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Lipkowski.
Mr de Lipkowski. 
- 
(F) Mr Gundelach, you have
said that we are on the way to a Community fisheries
policy.
In the light of the Council's performance and your
proposals, one might doubt this. Moreover, the violent
demonstrations of the French fishermen show that the
people concerned have few illusions about the deve-
lopment of this blue Europe.'We expect the Council rc
prove at least that this really is a joint policy. And with
rhis in mind it seems inconceivable that we should
accept the fact that Great Britain might reserve its vast
coasul areas exclusively for British fishermen.
The Commission's proposals are astonishing to say the
least. If we naturally agree [hat there should be an
overall reduction in quotas in line with the need to
preserve stocks we cannot allow that the Commission
should penalize French fishermen as it has done. The
quotas allocated to us by this incredible Proposal are in
fact 30 o/o down on rhe 1978 decisions. No French
fisherman will accept such an imposidon.
You 'wrapped up' your reply by saying that a
compromise was possible, but there will be no
compromise on this score, and the French Govern-
ment stated this very clearly at its last. meeting. In rhe
same way, we cannot accept reductions in fishing for
human consumption while Brussels is at the same time
encouraging industrial fishing for the manufacture of
fish meal, which should, in fact be banned. In any
case, if we are moving towards a reduction in produc-
tive capacity in order to conserve resources, it must be
said that a reduction of this kind will only be tolerable
if the Council introduces a policy of structural aid.
This is why we are in favour of establishing plans for
fishing which allow better management of the seas in
accordance with the quotas allocated. These plans for
fishing must, of course, not be identical for all the
fishing enterprises in Europe, and the iroposals in Mr
Kirk's report risk giving preference to some enter-
prises which might seriously upset the fishing of
French fishing vessels.
At the commercial level, we must esmblish a common
organization of markets which is more effective than
the one which has been in existence since 1970. This is
why we are asking for a real up-dating, beginning with
guide prices. These no longer correspond to reality. It
is very strange that the Commission proposes to
up-date them on the basis of an average over three
years. The evidence shows that this would not help in
any way to catch up with market prices.
The price of most species must really be brought into
line with returns from ships. The same must be done
with withdrawal prices, which are not sufficiently high
to encourage fishermen to belong to producers' organ-
izations. They are, however, of primary importance
for the regulation of the market.
Finally, as for the system of reference prices as organ-
ized at present, this seems purely theoretical. It must
be raised substantially in, order to penalize impons
which come into the Community at low prices. These
impons represent. toally unfair competition for our
producers, and at the same time favour cenain proces-
sors in Northern Europe. The Commission has so far
had the option of closing the frontiers in certain cases.
It is very regretmble that it has rtot exercised this
option.
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Finally, we regrer rhat rhe Commission conrinues ro
refuse to adopt special measures rc help to reduce rhe
price of fuel for fishing. Fishermen, especially small
coastal fishermen, are suffering very badly from the
increase in energy costs. Mr Clinton's repon is quite
explicit about this, and shows thar fuel cosrs represenr
on average about 25-30 0/o of the running cos$ of a
fishing boar, and thar the price of fuel in France has
risen 570 0/o since 1974. This means thar rhe posirion
of the Commission in rhis respect is a dangerous one,
tolerating as it does disronions of compedrion by more
or less open subsidies from some Member States to
their fishermen. A direct Communiry fuel subsidy
would be berrcr. This is the subject of rhe amendmenr
which I and my group have proposed, a direct
Community aid, in accordance wirh the EEC rules and
in line with the desire for harmonization, in order ro
help small coastal fishermen ro meer rhe difficulties
they face. lfirhout this, rhey will disappear.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enrighr.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Might I assure you rhat. I have made
no press release beforehand and rherefore I will nor be
reading out a long dossier and will make my points as
telegraphically as possible.
Coming from a pany which is supposed to be insular,
which is supposed to be inward-looking, I have been
quite appalled by two speeches in panicular which
have been made this evening: one by Mr Giummarra,
who mlked abour Senegal and Guinea Bissau and the
needs of Iralian fishermen, which seemed to me ro be
the most insular speech of rhe lor and which also
showed a roral lack of knowledge of whar has been
done in the fishing industry in relarion to the Third
\(/orld, abour which I want rc talk briefly larer on. He
mlked about Senegal, he ulked about Guinea Bissau,
and he said that nothing had been done. This Parlia-
ment and the Commission have done a grear deal and
I congratulate for once Commissioner Gundelach on
what has been done in thar area. I think it has been
done efficienrly and well and I think we need to moni-
tor it in the furure.
And I am delighred ro see so many of the French
Communisrs in our midsr ronighr to listen ro what is
said about their remarks
'When Mrs Le Roux staned ulking about French fish
and how they go along, my goodness me I began to
think of rhe singing of rhe Marseillaise underseas by
the French fish as they swam and the lack of realiza-
tion as also happens in the United Kingdom on many
occasions, but cenainly on [he parr of rhat remarkably
insular lady rhat fish in facr are born in one place, do
actually swim ro anorher place and then may die in yet
another place and in between can be caughr all over
the place, was I rhoughr quite remarkable.
And the amendmenr rhat rhey have down ro say rhar
Spain and Porrugal should nor come into this Commu-
nity again really displays a narrow narionalism which
is not in keeping wirh this Parliament and which is
certainly nor in keeping with rhe repon rhar Mr Clin-
ton has produced. I think thar repon provides a very
good basis for an agreement on fishing and I am sure
that is why Commissioner Gundelach spoke about it in
such glowing rerms.
I would like rc add ro rhar rhat perhaps the Council of
Ministers might follow the example of this Parliamenr
on sensible compromises and conciliation and solu-
tions because we do manage ro ger over our sillier
people wirhin this Parliamenr in rhe end in terms of
reports like the Clinron reporr..
I will now make some very relegraphic points. First of
all I would like to back up those people who have
asked for a 12-mile limit and rhen in parricular to have
a preference area beyond. I think thar argument has
been well put and I will not repear ir as I had inrended
to originally.
I would like to ralk about the structural measures
which are necessary because the structural measures in
the repon talk abour technology principally and the
new technology in this area is extremely imponant, I
do not deny that, bur what is equally imponant 
- 
and
we have seen this in the steel industry, we have seen
this in rhe rextile industry 
- 
is that social measures
should be taken beforehand and sufficienr money
devoted ro thar. That is terribly imponant indeed and I
do beseech the Commission [o pur all rhe pressure they
can upon the Council ro agree ro those son of
measures.
I also welcome very much indeed the reference in rhe
lext to a fisheries research cenr.re, which is needed not
only for Europe bur also for the Third \7orld. I was
delighted to see, and this is principally why I am
speaking ronighr, rhe decision to pur in thar resolution
the relationships between ourselves and the developing
countries because it seems to me, having done two
fishing reporrs in this area, rhat rhat is a crucial area.
I would beseech the Commission again ro urge upon
the Council that rhey say rhar individual Bovernmenrs
should not be going out and producing bilateral agree-
ments with, or giving bilateral aid ro, the African,
Carribbean and Pacific Stares, because some of us
have seen rhe damage that rhat does. Ir should be done
at a Community level. It is only at a Community level
that it makes sense.
If you go to Tanzania and look at their fishing fleet at
Dar-es-Salaam you will see rhat they have-engines
from the Swedes, engines from rhe British and engines
from the French and, as a resulr, they have 750 differ-
ent types of gear level and an assonmenr of rcchnol-
ogy with which they cannor cope, whereas [he
comprehensive development which can and has been
achieved in rhe rural area, and could very well and
competently be achieved in the fishing area, would
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give the level of technology which is requeired, would
be 150 % more efficient and cenainly would not leave
fishing fleets out of commission up to as much as
75 0/o on occasions on the African coast. I think that is
very important indeed and I do urge it upon the
Commission.
Finally, I would like to say that we must not look upon
this as a matter srmply and solely for the Community.
The Community has agreements with Norway in
panicular and Norway is very keen to have even closer
links with the Community and to have links at a
higher level. This is not sufficiently known 
- 
cenainly
in the British press it is not stated; Norway is treated
as some kind of separate entity witH no links. I think it
is very important that Norway gets those closer links
and that we integrate them into that fishing agree-
ment. This is one of the crucial areas and I would say
very much the same about our Canadian friends, who
are here rcday. I have spoken as briefly as possible, Mr
President, and I thank you for your indulgence.
President. 
- 
I ca[[ Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
M"i I first, like the other speakers,
rhank all these rapporteurs and particularly Mr Clin-
ton, and echo the praise that they well deserve. May I
thank also all the people who have been engaged in
this painful process for many years, including the fish-
ermen who have taken months from thejr profession
to participate in negotiations. One of them from my
area died at the ralks in Brussels this week. I feel that
he is perhaps a casualty that is understandable when
you think how long this haul has been.
May I first make an appeal to put a stoP to the imports
which are swamping us. I will leave it at that. I do not
need to spell them out. It is a ridiculous situation and
it is harming everyone. All the Member States agree on
that. Could I make an appeal also, in the light of
Commissioner Gundelach's answer to me in May,
when we noticed that many Member States are giving
subsidies in one form or another, that we all are
treated the same. I am not against France giving a few
subsidies. I am in favour of the same being done for
everyone. But more serious than the fuel subsidy is the
interest rate differenrial which has sent many fisher-
men to sea when they should no[ be fishing and has
cost many lives. In my former constituency three boats
from the small number of fishing towns that I then
represented were lost.
The toll is high because of the uncertainty. Now we
are all desperate to end the uncertainty, and there is
always a moment of danger at the end of long negotia-
tions when you would settle for almost anything. That
is one of the things I would just like to warn rhe
Commissioner and any other Members who might
agree with me against. I think we cannot lose sight of
elementary justices.
I would like to see the EAGGF Brants rationalized. It
seems absurd, for instance, [ha[ Nonhern Ireland is
treated in a different way from Scotland. They are
both pans of the same Member State. But that is
happening. I feel we should insist on a tight conrol of
fishery inspection, which is something I have appealed
for often, as Commissioner Gundelach knows. This is
needed to end a lot of the suspicions that fishermen
very understandably have of one another, particularly
concerning herring being landed here and there when
it should not be, and so on. And I think if everyone
agreed m a tight fishing control system where there
would be mutual righm of inspection, this would at
least dissipate some of the suspicion.
On a very individual point could I ask Commissioner
Gundelach why it is that Scotland does not have the
same Hague preference ffeatment as Ireland, since it
seems in a very similar situation, where the develop-
ment of the fleet is concerned. Could I associate
myself wirh the remarks of Mr Battersby and Mr
Enright and rhus save a lot of time.
Bur I would like also to say something about the
speech of the French lady. She does not seem to
understand a very elemen:ary fact when she dishes out
phrases like 'multinationals'. The in-shore fishing
industry of Britain, which is crying out for justice, is
not a multinational industry. It is a share industry
where the fishermen have shares in the boats, and this
lady does not seem to grasp this, although I have told
this House that many many times already. Ve need to
have coastal state preferences because we lost half of
our rights. The UK share is 66 o/o and the Scottish
share is 66 0/o of. that. And having lost fishing grounds
in rhird countries we are in a difficult situation.
If anyone is crying out for justice it must be Scotland
in particular and the UK in general. Ve have given the
Community the great chunk of the waters about which
we are arguing. And we are the people who conserve
the fish in-those vaters. !flhether or not it is very
palatable for the other Member States to lisrcn, it is a
fact of life. The fishermen wanted to Pass on their
boats to their sons and grandsons. And it was for that
reason, not because they were any more saintly, that
they kept the fish in the sea. It is the fish in the British
sea that we are mainly talking about. Therefore, when
nlking about cutbacks, bear in mind thar 66 % of the
UK share is 35 %. So when people are squealing with
pain, you will forgive me if I squeal a bit too.
Ve have asked people to bring some reality into the
figures they are bandying around here. After all, our
warcrs were Blven away. I do not blame the other
Member States. I blame Britain for that. You cannot
blame the French, the Germans and the Danes for
taking what we Bave away. But nevefi,heless if the
Community is to wear the human face that Commis-
sioner Jenkins boasts about, it should be remembered
that you cannot wear a human face and a death mask
ar the same time.
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I have scores of islands totally dependenr on fishing.
This dependence is not merely economic. A way of life
is at stake! Ir is a dangerous way of life, bur it is the
only one that people in many parts of the Community
want. One has to be very careful and ensure that
whatever arrangemenrs are adopted you do not prod-
uce ghost towns and villages and desened islands.
That is the appeal I am going to make. Commissioner
Gundelach has heard me make it in so many speeches
I could nor name them, all saying the same thing. I
shall end by making that appeal again.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Fich. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the discussions rhis
evening have taken place against the very topical back-
ground of this week's proceedings in Council 
- 
a
background which is much more topical than we could
have hoped. \fle mighr have hoped thar there was
more time till the Council meering, and that we did
not find ourselves in this rather odd situation. I would
say that we should be rarher careful. '$7e are at a
standstill, even rhough I have heard Mr Gundelach
sound quite optimisric this evening. On rhe other
hand, I have also heard more pessimistic voices saying
that it is a question of where we srand on rhe whole
and of what, in the main, we have ahead of us as real-
istic topics and bases for discussion.
Although the repons we have been talking about are
quite remarkable documenrs, rhey nevertheless in my
opinion cannor form the basis of laws, withour further
amendment. Vhar I mean is that we have heard rhis
evening many fine words from all political groups
about how much good this is going rc do for fisheries.
Let me remind them rhar rcday is exacrly two weeks to
the budget. Let me remind them that we have a
proposal to earmark ren million units of accounr for a
structural policy for fisheries, and that this proposal
did not get 205 votes in rhis assembly. I rhink ir is very
significant that people do nor seem prepared to take
the consequences of their own fine words. Ve have
often seen excellent reports, long debares, but when
the budget comes along there is no money to back
them up. I feel we should ask for a lirtle more realism
so that our decisions are a logical result of the budget-
ary allocations thar s/e are prepared to make.
I do not wanr ro go inro rhe actual substance of the
fisheries debate. There has been a great deal of
wisdom spoken, so I shall confine myself to a polidcal
evaluation of what has been said. I would remind the
House thar the problems have existed for a long rime,
and this whole political process has come ro a conclu-
sion on 30 May rhis year. And I would particularly
remind the House that this solurion was a package. Ir
was a solution [har covered more than just fisheries.
Part of ir, for instance, contained agricultural
elemen[s, and while no[ arrempting to be conrrover-
si-al, I must also remind everyone rhar pan of ic was a
payment ro Brirain. So I would warn against undoing
this package. It is a package, a political package 
- 
call
it what you will 
- 
but is was definirely polidcal, and
unless it is taken as a package it falls apart completely.
Now one pan of this package is rhar a fisheries poliry
must be produced by January. !7e are very near rhe
first of January, but however rheorerical or difficult it
looks, it has been decided. You cannor take one pan
of the package and reject the other. It is polirically
impossible, and I cannot srress rhar enough. $7hen I
demand a solution, it is of course not a complere solu-
tion. Ve must bear in mind that whar we are after is
not a phasing our of fisheries. Ir cannot be the task of
the Community to phase out fisheries in panicular
regions. The only objective we can have is to develop
fisheries. It is not our job ro create unemployment, and
as Mr Enright has rightly pointed our, whar we have
to do is to take account of social conditions in certain
cases. This means rhar rhe greatest possible arrenrion
must be given to those who really are rhe fishermen at
the present time. 'S7ho, a[ rhe presenr rime, are really
concerned with fisheries and the fishing industry?
They must have ,first prioriry if we are nor r.o creare
unemployment. It is certainly unfair if for example
Danish fishermen and other fisheries employees have
to suffer because of the interference of orher counrries
in our traditional fishing rights.
Against this background I urge rhe Commission ro
stand fast with its proposals. I also urge the Council to
respect the interesm of all countries, and those of sma[
countries too. And finally I would remind everyone
yet again rhat the decision reached on 30 May was a
package.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris 
- 
Mr President, I have precisely rwo
minutes at my disposal, so I shall be both brief and
blunt. I wish to join in congratulating Mr Clinron on
his report. There is much in it which I found rotally
acceptable and much of it totally welcome. There
was, however, one paragraph in the motion for a reso-
lution which, I undersund, was nor of his own writ-
ing. I refer to the suggestion that there should be a
general three-mile limit outside which all Community
fishermen should have rhe same access ro fishing
grounds. I, for my pan, find rhat provision rotally and
utterly unacceptable.
I say that because I believe it is a sad facr of life that
following the cod war in Iceland the emphasis now, I
am afraid, has ro be nor on deepwarer fishing but on
in-shore and middlewater fishing, and that means
inevitably that there mus[ be reasonable pro[ection for
in-shore fishermen, for rhe reasons so eloquently given
by Mrs Ewing. Thar is also why I found tfe speech by
our Communist colleague so urterly unrealistic, and I
would condemn her approach. I do believe that this
protection must be given, and I therefore reject 
- 
and
I hope and I am sure rhat rhe House itself will rejecr
- 
that provision of the repon, which, as I say, I do
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not believe was of Mr Clinton's writing. I think it was
the result of an amendmerit.
I now turn in the short time available to one particular
aspect of the repon, an aspect not touched on much in
this debate rcnight 
- 
the regional aspect. Again I have
in mind in-shore fishermen, and forgive me, Mr Presi-
dent, if I refer to my own pan of the world, Cornwall.
On page 22,the report draws attention to the fact that
there has been a lot of fishing for mackerel off the
coast of Cornwall and Devon, and it points out quite
rightly that very little on-shore employment has been
created as a result of that major fishery. I regret thau I
find it abhorrent, quite honestly, that even now
Communist factory-ships are off Falmouth processing
the fish which are caught by Scodsh fishermen, East
Coast fishermen and my own fishermen. I long for the
day, when we can have onshore fish-processing plants;
but, of course, as Mr Clinton says, we shall no[ get
those plants until processers and the fishing industry
generally can have confidence in the future. And they
will not have confidence in the future until we have a
sensible common fisheries policy which is fair to our
fishermen and which is based mainly on conservation.
That is why I hope with all my heart that the talks now
going on in Brussels do come to a satisfactory conclu-
sion and that we can put an end to the fighting which
has gone on in this Chamber 
- 
happily not tonight 
-
so that we do indeed have a common fisheries policy
which will give the assurance which, I think, is what all
our fishermen want.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Remilly.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(F) Mr President, our Group of
European Progressive Democrats has long pointed out
the serious problems resulting from the lack of a
common fisheries policy. This is why we asked the
Commission to take rapid steps to establish the Europe
of fisheries and to impose respect for Community
regulations, especially as regards limiting fishing zones
in order to respect historical rights.
Today by our votes we are calling for a quotas policy
which takes account of the available stocks and which
allows all fishermen to paflicipate fairly in reconstitut-
ing them. I shall not now go into the measures
contained in Mr Clinton's and Mr Kirk's reports in
detail, as Mr de Lipowski and other members of my
group have already given excellent accounts of our
positions on the delicate problems raised.
Nevenheless, my colleagues must not hold against me
the fact that I return to one matter in drawing Parlia-
ment's attention to the vital imponance of the deci-
sions which will be taken for some regions which
depend largely on fishing for their livelihood, and
which as far as other industries are concerned have
witnessed worrying changes which have raised their
level of unemployment to an unenviable degree. This
is the case in Brittany. 45 0/o of. the maritime popula-
tion engaged in fishing live in this region, 44 0/o of the
fish are landed and 48 % of initial sales value is made.
Finally, 48 000 people are directly or indirectly
employed in fishing, that is, about 10 % of jobs in
coastal areas, and for some communities it is the main
activity. In the light of these figures, how can we avoid
realising that it is absolutely essential to recognize the
serious plight of Brittany and to grant it the means of
saving what can still be saved. Any measures taken
rcday which do not take account of the situation I
have described would very quickly have catastrophic
results. Therefore, in order to preserve the livelihood
of the working population, we propose that Brittany
should be included on rhe European list of regions
which are dependent on fishing to a high degree. This
list was begun in 1976 at the time of the Hague agree-
ment, and was extended recently by the inclusion of
two British regions, the Isle of Man and the East
coast of England, and at present includes Ireland,
Nonhern Ireland, \flestern Scotland, Greenland,
Southern Italy, the French overseas depanments, the
Isle of Man and the East coast of England' I am
confident that Parliament and the Commission will
want to repair an omission which imposes severe
penalities on a region by asking for Brittany to take its
rightful place on the list of regions which are depend-
ent on fishing to a high degree.
I should like finally to draw the Community's atten-
tion to the importance of the measures aimed at
encouraging fishing, whose contribution is essential to
the economy and employment prospects of a region.
In conclusion, allow me [o say that I very much regret
the extension of emergency solutions, which results
from the failure of negotiations on fisheries by the
Council of Ministers on 18 November, and I deplore
the lack of solidarity of cenain members. In order for
Europe to maintain credibiliry, we hope that whatever
the circumstances, and with all possible speed, before
the next session of Parliament the measures will be
taken which we all await, especially the Breton deep-
sea fishermen who pay a tribute to the sea which earns
them the respect and consideration of our Assembly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Newton Dunn.
Mr Newton f)una. 
- 
Mr President, in view of the
rime, five minutes past. twelve, I am going to confine
my remarks to a single point for the Commissioner.
Mr Gundelach, I am going to echo Mrs Ewing and
some of my other colleagues. '!fle have alked about
the need to protect the livelihoods of in-shore fisher-
men. I represent the fishing pon of Grimsby, which
has had many knocks in recent years but has survived
and held on. Male unemployment is now at 12o/o and
rising fast, well above the Community's average'
'\7ould you please reconsider the geographical definit-
tion of the Hague preference region, which is known
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as the norrhern parrs of the United Kingdom, and
please include the pon of Grimsby?
President. 
- 
I call Miss Brookes.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
Mr President, I have two minures,
so I will mlk very quickly indeed. May. I first thank Mr
Gundelach for remaining ro listen ro rhis debate, and
the rapporteurs for this reporr? I would like to thank
the staff for remaining and also the inrerpreters, who
do a very difficulr job. Thank you all for staying so
late, ladies and genrlemen: we are grateful ro you.
I welcome, Mr Presidenr and Mr Gundelach, all the
decisions thar rake place in the Commission and in the
European Parliamenr rhar concern the common fish-
ing policy. And any progress that in rhe final analysis
will bring abour a solurion to the problems [har vre
face here in this House.
On 5 November rhis year, a high-level fisheries group
met. in Brussels ro regulate several basic issues, but
despite these proposed aims of the new fishing policy
there are still likely to be fairly serious problems for
the fishermen of my area, which is Nonh'!7ales, and
indeed fishermen for the whole of \flales. In connec-
tion with my pafi of the world, rhe weak position of
fishing communiries in peripheral areas musr be
pointed out. '!7ales comes inro the category of unfa-
voured areas, and yer rhere is no special provision for
our Velsh fishermen. There has been an inequitable
application of quota preference for rhe areas, so
dependent on rheir fishing indusry. I regret this, and
special allowance musr be made for such fishing
communiries as Nonh !7ales. The !flelsh fishing
industry is still fighting againsr the intrusion of fish-
ing-vessels from other Member Srates into our Celtic
Sea, and these fishing vessels are beam-trawling. This
was mentioned by Mr Battersby. They are rrawling for
the exclusive sole fish, which is an expensive fish and is
very profitable in orher pans of Europe. The beam-
trawling is harming the marine life of rhe Celtic Sea
and the seabed. It is quite right, Mr President and Mr
Gundelach, that the quora sysr,em should be imposed;
but again I ask that the Celtic Sea shall be policed effi-
ciendy and the quora sysrem enforced and accepted by
all. My remarks are brief, but I ask you, Mr Gunde-
lach, if you will kindly note those remarks I have
m-ade, which mean a grear deal ro us in the Principality
of !7ales.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr Commissioner, I wish you well in
the last month or rwo rhar I hope you have to go
before reaching a conclusion, bur I have few illusions
that fishermen around my home in the Easr Neuk of
Fife are going to be wholly sarisfied with the ourcome.
I do not suppose any orher fishermen in Europe are
going to be completely satisfied, bur they will welcome
the stability such an agreemenr may well represenr,
and the stability they need mosr of all in common with
all of Europe's fishermen is a srability in fish prices and
a reasonable price. I suggesr rherefore to rhe Commis-
sion and the Council, as rhey come towards the end,
that they will find agreemenr much more readily
reached and more easily explained ro our fishing
constituenrs if they include in the final package irems
specifically menrioned and promored in the Clinton
report; firstly, a strong marker-supporr element, with
effective and sufficient withdrawal prices and refer-
ence prices for impons; secondly, a substanrial fund 
-yes, Mr Fich menrioned the budgenry side; bur if you
get the Council's commitment and it is a condition of
final agreemenr, I am, sure Parliament will come to
support it 
- 
a substantial fund for investmenr in
infrastrucrures 
- 
in harbours, in ransport and in
markem and marketing sysrems, including the promo-
tion of fish, adding value to fish, research inrc
processing techniques, supporr., both legal and finan-
cia[, for producer's organizarions and supporr for
downstream processing and marketing activiries. It is
going to be a selling job, wharever rhe conclusion, and
the pill needs a sugared coaring if it is to be swallowed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
- 
Mr President, I regrer very much having ro delay
the debate and keep rhe interpreters and the sraff at
their posr after midnight. I shall be as brief as I possi-
bly can.
I want first, Mr Presidenr, to rhank all the Members,
even those who are no longer with us for rheir
speeches in this debarc, and ro assure everybody that,
irrespective of the manner in which I wear my head-
phones, I have listened ro every staremenr which was
made wirh very grear anenrion.
Mr Presidenr, the debate has occasionally rurned
somewhat nationalistic and then towards rhe end,
which was I understand somewhar betrer, towards
regional concerns. Thar I undersund a good deal
better. There is no doubt thar there are in Europe a
number of fishing populations in regions which have
v.ery few alternarive economic activities other than
fishing. They musr be taken inro account in the esra-
blishment of the common fisheries poliry.
Three major areas were'singled ou[ in rhe decision at
The Hague four years ago, rhe Republic of Ireland,
Nonhern Ireland and the norrhern part of the United
Kingdom. Therefore, Mrs Ewing, the principle of a
Hague preference has already been established for
Scotland. It was argued rhat ir should include Green-
land as well. It was finally said thar rhis list was nor
complere. Orhers could be added. Bur while respecring
the needs of the regions, one musr realize rhir there
are other ways of complying with these concerns than
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quota preferences. If yov carry the quota preferences
beyond a certain point you become counterproductive.
Ve have already had difficulties in working out the
relarionship between Scottish preferences, Irish prefer-
ences and Northern Ireland preferences in the Celtic
Sea.
It is to take into account the legidmate interests of the
regions rhat the Commission, in the spirit of Anicle 39
of the Treaty, proposed the 12 mile zone and fishing
plans to prevent big boam from operating in certain
waters close to the coast. Ve consider tha[ to be
important for the protection of local fishermen. Ve
are sure that a solution on this basis can be found in
the Council which will meet the legigimate interests of
the regions. '!7e are not just. speaking about regions in
the Unircd Kingdom or in Ireland, Greenland,
Denmark, or Italy. S7'e are also concerned with some
outstanding interesm in France. Brittany has been
mentioned and it is an obvious example. There have
been strong statemenrc made by certain French
Members tonight. I would disregard the remarks made
by the French Communists who obviously are of the '
view that there should be no common fisheries policy,
there should be a nationalistic policy where France
should be catching what it would like to catch and
selling it where it wanted to sell it without having to
impon anything. This is so much nonsense that it is
not worthwhile spending any more time on it.
But there is a French problem in regard to the quota
disribution. That was clearly starcd by the Commis-
sion and repeated by the Presidency at the last Council
session where reference was made, amongst other
things, to the problems existing in a region like Brit-
tany. The final sertlement must include a solution to
these French problems, because one cannot, as I said
in my earlier statement, come to a conclusion which
does not take into account the vital interests of all
countries sitting around the table. But having said that
I musr also add that one has ro face realiry. Here I
have two concluding remarks. The reality is that, for
the time being, our resources have become fewer due
to the loss of fishing possibilities in other waters. That
has been a bigger loss for the nonhern fleets than for
the Mediterranean fleets, on which I shall say no more
because Mr Enright has answered the honourable
Members of Italian origin for me.
Agreements have been concluded for the benefit of the
Mediterranean fleet, but we have yet rc work on the
losses sustained through leaving Icelandic or nonh
Norwegian waters, diminishing fishing in Nonh
American waters, etc. By pursuing a sound conserva-
tion policy we are building up our own resources, and
the Nonh Sea will become the richest fishing ground
in the world in a few years time if we continue this
policy. Therefore we do have light at the end of the
tunnel if we have the steadfastness to continue this
conservation policy until it gives resulm.
In the meantime on has to realise that the aggregate
quota cannot. be as big this year as it was in 1975,
1976, 1977 or 1978. One has to face realities. If every-
body wants to come back with more than they had
before, there is not going to be an agreement. There
cannot be an agreement if there is no realism. But
secondly, because there has to be realism and because
there has m be discipline, both in conservation and in
equal sharing of losses for the time being undl we get
the fish back, there also has to be proper and equitable
policing, and there I entirely agree with Mrs Ewing
and others. There have to be control measures which
are not just in the hands of national authorities, but
where there is a Community presence. The Commis-
sion will, now that we have got the Council's support)
make proposals for the necessary control measures
and the necessary personnel, for the physical presence
of Community control on ships, at harbours, and
wherever necessary on the basis of rotation of inspec-
tion, etc. If there is not a conviction throughout the
fishing world rhat the rules are being enforced in the
same manner everywhere, the rules will not be
respected, and that is the case today. Over-fishing still
toes on, and we will not stop tha[ until we have a
proper Community policy.
The third point 
- 
and I am glad it has been taken up
by other honourable Members 
- 
is that it is not
enough to say nice words and pass nice resolutions in
favour of Mediterranean policy or in favour of this,
that and the other. The means have to be made availa-
ble, and as one of the honourable Members made it
clear in the budget debate in this House a few weeks
ago, there is a lack of willingness to make the mini-
mum effon required to go on forging the structural
policy which is necessary for adapting our fleet, solv-
ing certain social problems and solving the problems of
cooperation with third countries, in particular the
developing countries, in a manner which permits them
to build up their fishing. And that I must say to my
Imlian frieds, Tunisia or Yugoslavia, or whoever have
a right to develop their own fishing industry. But if we
collaborate with them, we can arrive at a situation
where they have a fishing industry and we still retain
the possibility of having some presence in their walers;
but in a friendly'and copperative fashion. 'We cannot
force anybody, we can only negotiate and we can only
negotiate if we have got something to negotiate with.
There the budgetary authority must be consistent,
when it speaks about fishing and when it speaks about
the budget.
There is no alternative to a common fisheries policy.
Ve know from experience that to ry and sol.re'prob-
lems on a national basis can only lead to strife, bitter-
ness, and to collapse of fishing in the Nonh Sea and
elsewhere. It is also right that a fishing poliry should
be part of a package agreed on 30 May. If that poliry
is not finalized by the end of the year the validity of
that package will be called into question. That is the
second reason why a fisheries policy must be adopted
by the end of the year. In my view, that goal can be
atmined if there is sufficient will to share the burden,
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to make the means available, not to push national
interests to the extreme, to show readiness for political
compromise and understanding of each other's prob-
lems.
'!(/e are, in fact, nearly there. There remain two or
three deep and difficult splim to be overcome. It is now
up to Parliament, as it has done before, to create a
political climate not of nationalistic strife, but of unity,
and the will to compromise sensibly in order to bring
about this policy which is so badly needed for Europe.
President. 
- 
I have received the following two
motions for resolutions with request for an early vote,
pursuant to Rule 47 (5), to wind up the debate on the
oral question on the problem of fishing in the Medi-
terranean (Doc 1-515/80) :
- 
by Mr De Pasquale, Mr Lima, Mr Cardia, Mr
Giummarra, Mr Gatto, Mr Papapietro and Mr
Ceravolo; (Doc I -61 4/80)
- 
by Mrs Le Roux, Mr Damette, Mrs- Poirier, Mrs
De March, Mr Ansart, Mr Maffre Baug6 and Mr
Manin (Doc l-617 /80).
I shall consult Parliament on these requests at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting, Friday 2l November
r 980.
The debate is closed.
The motions for resolutions will be put to the vore ar
the next voting time.
12. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place at 9 a.m.
tomorrow, Friday 21 November 1980 with the follow-
ing agenda:
- 
Procedure without repon
- 
Decision on requests for an early vote
- 
Decision on urgency of two motions for resolu-
tions
- 
Motion for a resolution on the death penalry
- 
Motion for a resolution on Uganda
- 
Motion for a resolution on Soviet activists
- 
Motion for a resolution on the referendum in
Uruguay
- 
Motion for a resolution on sales of butter to the
Soviet Union
- 
Quin report on imports of butter from New
Zealand
- 
Colleselli report on the system of agricultural surv-
eys in Italy
- 
Rabbethge report on food aid
- 
Ghergo report on application of social security
schemes to employed persons
- 
Van der Gun report. on assistance from the Euro-
pean Social Fund to workers in the shipbuilding
industry
- 
Pearce report. on gene.alirei tariff preferences
- 
Moreland report on Community quotas for the
carriage of goods
- 
Oral question to the Commission on expon
refunds
- 
K.y report on the safery of containers in the
Community
Votes:
9 a.m.: Vote on requests for urgent debate and
requests for an early vote
10.30 a.m.: Vote on motions for resolutions on which
the debate has closed
Afier 10.30 a.2..'Motions for resolutions will be put to
the vote at the end of each debate.
The sitting is closed.
(The sittings uas closed at 0.25 a.m.)
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IN THE CHAIR: SIR BASIL DE FERRANTI
Vice-President
(The sitting opened at 9.05 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approztal of the ninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received one petition' the details
of which you will find in the minutes of this sitting.
3. Documents receizted
President. 
- 
Details of the documents I have
received may be found in the minutes of this sitting.
4. Veification of credentiak
President. 
- 
At its meering of 20 November 1980,
the Bureau verified the credentials of Mr Geronimi
Under Rule 3 (1) of the Rules of Procedure, the
Bureau established that this appointment complies
with the provisions of the Treaties. It therefore
proposes that Parliament ratify the appointment.
Are there any objections?
The appointment is ratified.
5. Procedure a)ithout rePort
President. 
- 
I announced on Monday the titles of
rhese Commission proposals rc which it was proposed
to apply the procedure without repon laid down in
Rule 27 A of the Rules of Procedure.
Since no Member has asked leave to speak and no
amendments have been tabled rc them, I declare these
proposals approved by the European Parliament.
6. Decision on requests for an early oote andfor urgent
procedure
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on
requests for an early vote and for urgent procedure.
First, I have requests for an early vote on two motions
for resolutions to wind up the debate on problems of
fishing in the Mediterranean:
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mr De Pasquale and
others (Ddc. 1-614/80); and
- 
the motion for a resolution by Mrs Le Roux and
others (Doc. l-617 / 80).
I suggest that, with your approval, we hold a single
vote on these two motions.
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Socialist Group
will be voting in favour of an early vote. I say so in
order to underline the fact that our attitude is the
complete opposite 
- 
in the good sense 
- 
of that
taken by Members in other groups yesterday when
they refused the same positive procedure with regard
to the motions for resolutions about Turkey.
President. 
- 
I put the request to the vote.
The request is approved. The vote will therefore take
place at the next voting time.
President. 
- 
!7e now come to the requesrc for
urgent procedure.
!fle begin with the motion for a resolution by Mr
Enright and others, on the places of meeting for plen-
ary sessions (Doc. 1-612/80).
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I can only say that
this proposal is logically incompatible with the
commitment made by various political Broups towards
rhe staff serving Parliament. \7hat is more, having
adopted a resolution yesterday on where Parliament is
to sit, we cannot take a decision to upset the agreed
schedule twenty-four hours later.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Mr President, this is certainly not
based on agreements with the various groups, because,
as you will see from my resolution, I have specifically
not gone through the groups. This is a motion signed
by a number of back-benchers vrho are fed up to the
back teeth with having decisions handed down to them
from on high, just as Moses handed down the tablers
of stone.
(Applause from th.e Earopean Democratic Group)
It is not an attack upon Luxembourg. It is not even a
plea for Strasbourg, beautiful rhough Srasbourg be. Ir
is a plea for some degree of consultation with back-
bench Members, instead of rhe Mafia cocooned in
anonymity that we have in the enlarged Bureau, with
agreements being forged berween the political groups.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
In practice, Mr President, it may be quire impossible
to do what I ask, but I urge this House to votc for rhe
motion; for then, even if we are told that in pracrice ir
may not happen, ar leas[ we shall have raken some
control over our own affairs.
(Applause from the European Democratic Group)
President. 
- 
I think thar, as Presidenr, I should take
your reference ro rhe Mafia with a pinch of salr before
it is included in rhe Repon of Proceedings.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemantr 
- 
(D) MrPresident, I really could
not conceive that this would be given as a ground for
adopting urgent procedure. I read the text and
accepted, as it says here, that if the motion for a reso-
lution was to be dealt with at all, then its urgenry was
self-evident. If, however, the grounds for urgent
procedure are that the back-benchers listed here have
had no opponunity in their respective groups of
getting in touch with their group leaders in order to
discuss these matters, I feel, Mr President, that this
request for urgent procedure is more a matter for the
groups whose members have signed this motion, and
not for the House as a whole. It is not the Assembly's
function to make up for any lack of coordination in
the groups whose members have signed this paper. A
matter can be urgent for the full Assembly only if the
Assembly imelf or the Bureau has failed in some way.
If there has been a failure on the group leaders' pan
- 
although that, as Mr Arndt has just confirmed to
me, is not the case 
- 
then the members of those
groups should ensure that they are run democrarically
instead of bothering rhe Assembly with this matter.
That, after all, is rhe problem. !fle cannor rrear as
urgent in the Assembly a matter which may not really
have been intended as an attack on Luxembourg but
which cannot avoid being inrerprered in that way. 'We
have initiated a sensible procedure to improve the
arrangements about places of meeting. If we go on in
the way suggested, then we shall give the impression
that Parliament does not treat its own decision
seriously, even though it was voted through yesterday
by a large majority and with the agreemenr of all rhe
groups, and jumps this way and rhat like a child,
unable to tackle seriously one of [he mosr imponant
problems of 
.its own organizarion. For this reason, mygroup is against urgent procedure.
I would like to add, Mr Presidenr, rhar when I say
something in the Bureau it is always afrer ascenaining
whether the majority in my Group endorses ir. If not,
rhen I take steps ro find rhar majority.
(Laugbter. Applause from the Liberal and Democratic
Group)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I, roo, am. againsr rhe urgent
procedure, for three reasons. Firstly, I must rell Mr
Enright that rhis is nor rhe place ro discuss the inter-
nal affairs of rhe Socialist Group. Mr Enright said thar
the group leaders are engaged in shady dealings with
other . . .
(Interruptions)
President, 
- 
You must address your remarks to the
Chair.
(Cries of 'Hear, hear!'. Laughter)
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
. . .I would first like to say, Mr Presi-
dent, that I find it intolerable 
- 
and rhis was already
happening yesterday during the debarc on urgent
procedure 
- 
for members of differen[ groups rc hold
discussions in this Assembly that they ought to have
had in their own group meetings. To my mind, that is
improper in this House.
Everybody here knows how the places of meeting
are allocated for part-sessions. Every Member has
received a communication, which was also rhe basis of
an agreement with our staff. Since, rherefore, we are
dealing with a decision mken by the Parliamentary
body made responsible for the matter 
- 
and one that
was not mken yesterday but has been in effect for
some considerable time 
- 
I find it difficult to under-
stand how this motion, even though it may be admissi-
ble in the formal sense, has been allowed. In my view,
it is completely irresponsible ro ask rhe Assembly to
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adopt a resolution when the proposers of the motion
already know that, if it were passed, it could not be
put into effect. This way of promoting parliamentary
decisions 
- 
at least in my opinion 
- 
really does not
befit this House.
I shall now conclude. It is my understanding that'the
Member making the explanatory statement wished rc
express his indignation and that of some other
members of his Group at the decisions taken by the
appropriate bodies of the House. In my Group, thank
the Lord, that is not necessary. I am always in the
fortunate position of being able to speak on the basis
of decisions taken by my Group.
( Laughter. Interruptions)
Look, Mr President, if Mrs Focke, who pointed out to
us forcefully yesterday, during a vote, that the whole
House would lose face if the motion for a resolution
were adopted, although not even a third of her Group
voted with her, is looking for applause, too, then I am
somewhat surprised.
complain if they then become the real controllers of
the Rules of Procedure and parliamentary rights!
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I am a little
surprised to find this motion on the order-paper this
morning. Unless my memory plays me false, the deci-
sion to meet in Luxembourg in December was
announced to this House in June of this year. That
seems quite a long time ago, and if the honourable
Member feels so strongly about it, I am surprised that
he has not brought the matter before this House
before now. He has had something like 5 months to
do so, and has failed to do so.
Of course, Mr President, as you know full well, when
this decision was announced to the House there was a
certain amount of dissatisfaction, and I will not
conceal it from the House that there was a great deal
of dissatisfaction in my ownGroup; but that was the
decision which was taken and the reasons for it were
explained to the House. They did not like it, but they
accepted it as such. I find it pretty extraordinary that
the honourable Member should come forward with
this particular motion at this very late hour, knowing
full well, as he does, that it is almost impracticable,
even if it were passed, and that in point of fact there
has been no time to go into the details of it. So I
would say to him that he has had his amusement; he
has made his point about the Bureau, with a great deal
of dissatisfaction in my own Group; but that was the
he has done that I would ask him, and the other
honourable Members, to follow the wisest course,
which is to withdraw this motion now, because it
really .is not appropriate. The decision was made 6
months ago, and absolurcly nothing was done until the
59th minute of the 11th hour.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Mr President, the reason why I asked to
speak against the motion is not that I am pro-Luxem-
bourg. In fact we probably have less facilities there
than anywhere else. I hope that we shall soon stop
meeting in Luxembourg. But this decision was taken
some time ago, and the one grouP that has not been
mentioned this morning is the staff. Now I think that
the suff of this Parliament put up with a tremendous
burden because of the way in which circumstances
force us to change our meeting-places and to move
around. Many of the staff of this institution have
known for some months and have been able rc rcll
their families that the December meeting would be in
Luxembourg. Planning has gone on around that
concept, and it really is capricious of this House at this
time to change that the decision, thereby affecting the
lives and the abilides of quirc a large number of our
suff. As many of us must know from our own circum-
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am obviously
bound 
- 
and with conviction 
- 
by the resolution we
passed yesterday and which, for my part, I supponed
because I think 
- 
and I would like to say this to Mr
Enright 
- 
that yesterday the governing bodies of this
Parliament finally took a step forward in the sense
that, at last, we had won for ourselves a "ledge"
beyond which we should not go. Perhaps we were
graduating from the law of the jungle to the lex
talionis 
- 
which is still not very civilized 
- 
but
yesterday we undoubtedly made a step forward, and
this is why I shall defend that position.
Therefore, Mr President, whilst I smte firmly that I
shall be voting against Mr Enright's motion, I must
also say that I perfectly understand 
- 
because for a
year-and-a-half I have been warning the majority of
our colleagues along these }ines 
- 
the creeping state
of mind that is increasingly tending to express itself in
polemical terms. Ve saw this during the budgetary
part-session in Luxembourg, Mr President, with the
appointment of cenain officials. Ve have to Put an
end to a certain way of running things which is both
bureaucratic and authoritarian.
But this is a problem of the Rules of Procedure, ladies
and gentlemen, because 
- 
to take an example 
- 
the
conrinual desultory use of Rule 28 does not harm the
minority groups that we are as much as it harms all
Members of Parliament as such, who find that they are
no longer entitled to ask the President of Parliament
for the floor but have to ask the chairmen of their
groups. So if Members accept this, Mr Enright, do not
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stances, one has to take a very careful note of family
circumstances and family demands. This is, as Mr
Scott-Hopkins says, a proposal which could have been
made many monrhs ago. Ir has nor even just come as a
request for urgenr procedure this part-session; it has
arrived as urgenr business on the last morning of the
part-session, the morning when probably there are
fewer people here rhan usual.
The final poinr I would like to make is this: Mr
Enright has said rhar even if we pass this motion it may
not be possible to implemenr it. I remind the House
that the motion srares rha[ we resolve to hold the
December part-session in Srrasbourg. If that morion is
passed it binds rhe House. If we show rhat we are
prepared to approve a course of acrion which we know
cannot take place, we shall be weakening this House
even ois-i-ois its own Bureau. I think it would be fool-
ish of this House to pass resolurions which might put it
in that position. For rhose reasons, although, as I say, I
cenainly do not-want us r.o meet in Luxembourg any
more often than we have to, I hope, both for rhe sake
of the staff and for the sake of this House, thar we will
reject this motion.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent debate ro
the vote.
The request is rejected.
I should point out that under rhe Rules of Procedure if
a request for urgent debate is rejected, the motion for
a resolution is referred ro rhe appropriare commitree.
I call Mr Enrighr.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Out of consideration for rhe House, I
withdraw the motion for a resolution provided rhose
who signed it wirh me agree.
President. 
- 
Ve now come [o [he requesr on the
motion for a resolution by Mr Pannella and orhers, on
the legal proceedings against Le Monde (Doc. l-616/
80).
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, this morion for a
resolution with request for urgenr debate, which I
have abled together wirh Members ranging from Mr
Michel, of the EPP, to Mrs Baduel Glorioso, of rhe
Italian Communisr Party, and including Mr Maninet,
Mr Dankert, Mr Gendebien, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr
Arfe, Mr Lange, Mr Capanna, Mr Ruffolo, Mr Ripa
di Meana, Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul, Mrs Feuillet, Mr
Jalton, Mr Zagari, Mrs Castellina and others, is
'couched 
- 
in my view 
- 
in exrremely moderate
terms. I would like every Member to think about rhis
honestly. All we say, in facr, is that we are upser by rhe
taking of legal proceedings againsr Le Monde and we
refer to the high sranding it enjoys in our eyes. '!7'e
very often read it. Thar does nor, I would srress, mean
that we are voicing any political judgemenr on rhe
matter; we are simply moved at rhe fact that this
should have happened. And we insrrucr our President
to express those feelings and also the wish thar,
throughout Europe and the world, rhe freedom of the
press should be not only legally protected bur politi-
cally supported and understood as an essenrial consrir-
uent of democracy.
I therefore feel, Mr President, rhar we have a dury to
register our sensitiviry ro an evenr that has caught the
attention of world public opinion. I do nor think there
is any country in rhe world where what has been
happening in France is not reponed in the press and
on television. \fle believe that, somerimes, rhere is a
duty to interfere, but that we are nor doing in this
particular case; we feel we have simply recorded the
feelings 
- 
varied and contradicrory rhough rhey may
be 
- 
of the whole House. On rhis subject, Otto
Habsburg, if you will allow me ro say so, reacts in a
different way, bur the evenr has cenainly moved him.
It seems importanr to him; we have talked about it and
we were both moved, each in his own way. I believe
that we ought to record those feelings and thar we can
ask our President to voice them. I believe we can say,
Mr President, thar, in this specific case, we are all
agreed in wishing thar rhe freedom of rhe press should
be regarded at all times and by the whole world as a
constit.uenI of democracy.
I would add, begging Members' indulgence, thar the
reason for urgent procedure is not that given. There is
a misunderstanding here, due ro our services. The
reason is obviously thar which I have jusr given. If feel-
ings are aroused, their expression is a matter of
urgency. 'W'e cannot express an emotion beyond the
time when we feel it. Our feelings should be expressed
immediately, rhere is nothing to be said abour past
emotion. /
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nord.
Mr Nord. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I would like to
speak against urgent debarc, because, in our view, this
is clearly a matter of a misuse of the urgent procedure
itself. In a constitutional state, no one is above the law,
not even a newspaper, whatever its excellence and
repute. Legal proceedings for conrempr have been
taken out against this newspaper, and thar has nothing
to do wirh the freedom of the press or rhe freedom of
expression. It is inappropriate, at a time when legal
proceedings have been instituted, for this Parliamenr
or anyone else to want to interfere in something thar is
not its business by means of urgenr procedure. For that
reason we shall vote against.
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Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr Nord, have you read the text
in question?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Socialist Group
is most certainly one of the staunch defenders of the
freedom of the press wherever it is threatened and we
agree, with many others, that the French newspaper
involved here is one of the few great providers of fair
and democratic information. Ve have already said this
in a press-release issued afrcr a meeting held by our
Group, and the terms we used were particularly strong
and well-argued.
But we also agreed that ir was high time ro take steps
to reduce the flow of motions tabled under Rule 14,
and this is why, though convinced about the subsrance
of the matter and having made our opinions public, we
shall abstain from voting on this request for urgent
debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coust6.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, we are against
urgent debate. Ve understand Mr Pannella's feelings
and we understand that he has held himself back in the
very reasons he has referred to. He wants to register
an emotional reaction, but to my mind that is impro-
per when a constitutional state, in a country like
France, by its very nature provides every safeguard
both to journalists and to governmenm, since the
French constitu[ion provides for the total separation of
legal, executive and legislative powers. For that
reason, I consider that these feelings are ill-advised.
I would add that we, Mr Pannella, are just as much
attached to the freedom of the press as you are. Ve
hope that it will be safeguarded effecdvely. It is not
threatened in France, believe me, and no one here
thinks it is. I would add that the human rights you
referred to apply not only to the people we represent
here 
- 
ordinary citizens 
- 
but to 
.iournalists as well
of course and it is not to France, with its traditions
going back w 1789, that any sanction or reprimand
from this Parliament is due.
(Applausefron certain bencbes on the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schwartzenberg.
Mr Schwartzenberg. 
- 
(F) The proceedings insti-
tured against Le Monde at the request ,rf the French
Minister of Justice cause us profound concern,
because they might be seen as an attack on the inde-
pendence and freedom of the press, which this news-
paper, in France, symbolizes.
It seems hardly admissible to us 
- 
and even not
admissible at all 
- 
that attempts should be made by
trickery, because that is what it is, to reduce a newspa-
per and its journalists to silence. In our democracies,
the press performs an indispensable r6le as a power in
opposition, a legitimate and necessary function of
discussion and criticism, without which there is no real
democracy. Vhen a country's leaders' only wish is
that all should bow before them, when they believe
they are infallible and untouchable, when they no
longer even tolerate the voicing of criticism, when
they are reduced to attacking journalists who are just
doing their job, then I feel there is cause for grave
concern about the future of democracy.
So it is perfectly necessary for this Parliament, as guar-
dian of our democratic values, to express its deep-felt
solidarity with the directors and journalists of Ze
Monde, who have been so unjustly accused. That is
why Parliament. must vote for this motion nbled by
Mr Pannella and several others, worded as it is in very
moderate language.
(Applause from certain benches on the lef)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I express my
Group's firm support of this motion for a resolution,
and I would like to tell those of my colleagues who
have defended the spirit of freedom for which France
has been famous since 1789 and the great French
democratic tradition that it is precisely because of our
respect for these principles that we have tabled this
motion for a resolution today, which demonstrates
how we share the feelings that surely are also felt by
them.
It is the first time 
- 
I repeat, the first time 
- 
in the
history of France that a newspaper has been harrassed
in this way. There were numerous cases in the past
during the Vichy occupation period, but we know of
no others.
\fith regard to the newspaper, I would say that all of
us, in a sense, are writers in Le Monde, because we all
read it, we all, free men and women, have often drawn
courage and inspiration from it, embodying as it does
the essential principle of the absolute independence of
the press, to which so many of us are attached. I recall
the great Anglo-Saxon tradition and that of so many
European countries, and I fail to see how some people
are unable to feel, like us, that all this is an act or
gesture signifying that we are for the freedom of the
press and against any form of fear, servility or coward-
ice in a jounalist. I was a journalist for many years and
found myself in some terrible situations involving
grave responsibility, and every dme I had only one
option, that of sincerity, truth and occasionally cour-
age. In the same situation, Le Monde cannot fail to
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have our sympathy and our fellow-feeling at rhis
moment.
This is all that is asked of rhe House, and ro me,
frankly, it does not seem so outrageous as to vex our
French colleagues and friends.
President. 
- 
I put the request for urgent procedure
to the vote.
The request is rejected. The motion for a resolution is
referred to the appropriate committee.
7. Abolition of the death penalty in the European
Community
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution ubled by Mrs Roudy and others, on the aboli-
tion of the death penalty in the European Communiry
(Doc. 1-589/80).
I call Mrs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I do not have much
to add on this motion for a resolution, to which I have
already had an occasion to speak. I would simply say
that the reason why I, and a number of other
Members, have tabled it is that, with reference to the
discussion now taking place in committee, where a
report is being prepared, a new fact has arisen: people
have been sentenced to death in France. Our request is
that,'in the meantime, lhese sentences be susplnded,
which is perfectly legitimate because of rhe risk of
their being carried out. I feel that it would be wholly
to the honour of this House to make such a requesr.
President. 
- 
Before I call the next speaker, I wish ro
say a word about today's proceedings. Frankly, I rhink
.it is impossible to get through the work today, and
anything that is not completed will be taken at our
next part-session in Luxembourg. To limit speaking-
time further is not within my power, bur I would
suggest, in view of the feeling in the House that we
really must get on with our business, thar nobody
speaks for more than 3 minutes. Mosr speakers could
make their point in 10,20 or 30 seconds, and rhis
would help us to Bet through the day's proceedings ro
the satisfaction of the House.
(App lau se from oario us q uarte rs )
I call Mr Schwanzenberg to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Schwartzenberg. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mrs Roudy's motion for a resolution refers
to my own which will be considered by the Legal
Affairs Commitree on 4 December nexr. So larcr there
will be a general debate.
But, as Mrs Roudy has very well said, urgency has
arisen with the presence in French prisons of three
people condemned to dearh. They have appealed,.but
their appeal will perhaps be rejecred, and then their
only hope will be a reprieve.
Now you probably know rhat the President of the
Republic does not readily exercise his right ro reprieve
criminals who have been sentenced to death. In fact,
since the beginning of rhe Fifrh Republic there have
been 17 execurions for offences againsr common law
and, during Mr Giscard d'Estaing's period of office
alone, three of the seven persons definitively senrenced
to death have been executed.
Naturally, the authoriries and public opinion in our
respective countries are quite righdy atrenrive to what
is thought and decided in this House. No one here
wants to encroach on rhe field of responsibility of the
national authorities and we all know that the decision
rests exclusively with them, but it does seem ro us
necessary and legitimare rc help ro aid this decision
and those that have to rake ir.
If it is adopred, therefore, the resolution will have
unique value as a guide. Ir will clearly express rhe
common opinion of the representatives of the nine
nations of Europe.
It is panicularly useful that the European Parliament
should make its opinion known in rhat the French
Parliament, for its part, has been prevented for years
from voting on this capital punishment issue by the
government, which controls rhe agenda and obstin-
ately refuses to have rhis subject included.
It is my belief that Europe is not only a common
marker bur also a common civilizarion, based on
common values and above all on rhe respecr for
human life and dignity even in rhose who themselves
have taken life. Six of the nine countries have formally
abolished the death penalry; two, Belgium and Ireland,
have stopped applying it; only one sdll does so. I feel
that this state of affairs musr stop and that my country
must no longer be the lasr in Europe, panicularly
when we hear so much abour advanced liberalism.
My second poinr is thar, if the death penalty is applied
it may make misu'kes in the couns irreversible. Here I
am thinking of the problem that still remains about rhe
execution in July 1976 of the 22-year-old Chrisrian
Ranucci, whom many people rcday think nor ro have
been guilry.
Lastly I would add that, like all of you here, I am
horrified by crimes of bloodshed, which I regard as
abominable, and disturbed at rhe growrh of violence,
but I feel that,, as has been shown in or,her counlries,
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the death penalty and its application can be replaced
by long-term prison sentences which may well prove
to be as strong a dererrent. Numerous stat.istics show
that criminality does not increase when capiral punish-
ment is abolished. All we have, rherefore,, is a cruel
penalty, inherited from anorher age rhar shocks our
consciences. All crime is abhorrent and shocks us for
that reason, bur I do nor believe that our response to
an abhorrent crime should be an equally abhorrent
punishment. If a man ceases [o behave as a man, [he
reaction of the communiry should nor be ro follow his
example. Ladies and gentlemen, ir is indeed my belief
that our society can be proud of itself for nor respond-
ing to violence with violence or to bloodshed with
bloodshed.
Lastly, I would like ro tell you somerhing, alrhough I
wondered whether I should, but I rhink it useful in rhis
discussion.
A few days ago, knowing that I had rabled this morion
for a resolution and that Yvette Roudy had also done
so, rhe mother of a lad of 24 who had been sentenced
to death telephoned me. I shall never forget her voice,
her dignity, her distress and the hopes she pur in this
House and in the help it might provide in having her
son, her child, . . . (cries of 'And the mothers of tbe
oictims?' frorn some of the Liberal and Demouatic
Group bencbes)
. . . I think about the mothers of the victims too, bur
try to react at another level, try to make civilizadon go
forward, not backward, genrlemen of rhe right!
I shall never forget that voice because this mother is
still hoping you will prevent her son from being guillo-
tined and sent to his death one dark winter's night.
\7omen and mothers give life. Theirs is the deepest
and most sincere voice, that of humaniry, compassion
and piry. Le[ us, like them, gentlemen, do somerhing
for life. Europe can take a step towards the forces of
life and the principles of humaniry. Let us rake this
step together and let us make this autumn day one
which will go down in the history of man!
(Applause from the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr d'Ormession to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(CD Group).
Mr d'Ormesson. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the authors of
this motion for a resolution demand 'that all execu-
tions be suspended, pending a debate on the death
penalty', a punishment that raises feelings of disgust,
rcrror and abhorrence in the mind of anyone and first
and foremost that of the President of the Republic of
France.
If only, ladies and gentlemen, a murderer, before
assaulting and killing a teen-age girl or old and
defenceless people or a father of children simply
because he is in the police, were ro listen to you, how
easy it would be to respond tq your heanfelt desiresl
But we live in a period of violence when crimes are
aggravated by many different factors and when it is
difficult to contend with the prevalence of crime.
The day after the despicable crime in the Rue
Copernic, a noisy crowd, 
, 
including friends of the
authors of this motion, protested violently at what
they called the inadequacy of the police action taken
by the Ministry of the Interior and my government. A
few days later, they turned on the Minister of Justice,
who happened to be asking Parliament to pass a bill
designed to increase the safery of the public. You
know, if you try to make people believe [oo many
contradictory things in too shon a space of time, they
will end up by not believing you at all.
'\7hat kind of procedure is this today? Just suppose for
a moment rhat this motion for a resolution and its
explanatory statement, drafted in the form of a direc-
rive, were laid on the desk of the Head of State just
when he was receiving the legal representative of a
condemned man petitioning for a reprieve. Might not
your action possibly have the reverse effect to that
desired, since the very subject of this motion does not
fall within the responsibilities of our institutions?
I therefore appeal to the wisdom of the majoriry of
this House not to suppon the authors of this motion
but to vote instead for the amendment mbled by Mr
Forth.
(Applause from certain benches on tbe right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fonh.
Mr Forth. 
- 
The problem, Mr President, as we can
all see, is that we are liable, if we are not careful, to
get involved in a debate on the substance of the ques-
dion of the death penalry. My whole case 
- 
and this is
why I wish formally now to move the amendment that
I have tabled rc this resolution 
- 
is that I do nor
believe this House is yet competent or ready to start
involving itself in such substantive discussions. This is
why I hope that my amendment will receive support.
from this House this morning. It is a most serious and
dangerous precedent, Mr President, that we make if
we start to assume that the Community, through this
Parliament, can interfere in the domestic criminal law
of Member States. That is a very serious step to take,
and I am not sure that the movers of this resolution
have thought through the implications of what they
are doing in the resolution.
Now I do nor, of course, doubt in any way rheir
sincerity of their wish to get involved in this case. But
what I would ask them to think about is this: are there
not many other areas where other Members may have
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an interest or a strongly-held view abour almost any
element of the criminal law within Member States?
Are they saying, the people wlro have suggested this
resolution to the House, rhar this House can judge on
any item of the criminal law wirhin any Member State
at any [ime? If I do not like something rhat goes on in
any other country may I simply move a resolution
here, and if I can get a majoriry in this House, then
what happens?
You see the implications of doing what we are trying
to do in this resolution today are quite rcrrifying. That
is not to say that at some time in the future the
Community may not want to move towards that. Let
us not prejudge that issue but let us please, Mr Presi-
dent, be most careful in what we do through the kind
of resolution that is in front of the House today.
I would commend to colleagues here my own amend-
ment to this resolution, which acknowledges the work
that Mr Schwartzenberg is doing, but which says rhar
for the time being this Parliamenr should nor be
involving itself in such a matter in the way in which
the resolution suggests. I believe, Mr President, rhat if
people will consider the wording of my amendment
carefully they could suppon ir for rhe reasons rhar I
have suggested to them, and I hope that they do.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I have listened to
Mr Fonh's speech with great interest and I think he
gave a lot of thought to what he said. I am not,
however, convinced, and that does not make me any
the happier, because I feel that there are some subjects
on which it is unfonunate for Parliament to be
divided: clearly, if a certain Parliament lacks a mini-
mum of unity on cenain occasions, then it will rarely
be sufficiently strong to get its arguments, even on
institutional marters, accepted.
I am forced to acknowledBe thar, as srated in the
motion for a resolution, we are living ourcide the law
in many of our countries. If we accepr the Universal
Declararion of Human Rights and if we look closely at
the very philosophies and legal doctrines of our coun-
lries, we are compelled to admit that our countries, or
some of rhem, continue 
- 
for readily understandable
reasons rooted in the past 
- 
to ignore in pracrice rhe
undenakings given by our governments at a given
moment of our history.
These declarations are legal and mus[ become pan of
the law in our counrries. Otherwise, Mr Fonh, we
must find the courage to say in our narional parlia-
ments that we no longer respect rhe undenakings
given at a certain momenr in the hisrcry of Europe and
of the world.
The positive law that has been taken over by our legis-
lation is very clear. In the UK itself, I rhink that legally
the positive law is contradictory: there is the prevail-
ing, old-estabtished law, but there is also, with the
validiry of positive law, the act accomplished by your
government and your Parliament when it ratified
certain declarations and commitments.
You are laughing, Mr d'Ormesson, and I am pleased,
because, to quote an old Latin tag, laughter comes
easily to certain people; bur I do not think the subjecr
is a matter for smiling or laughing: here we are rrying
to understand, not to kill arguments rhe betrer ro
execute people.
Mr President, whereas Mr Schwanzenberg believes
that, to some extent, the sternness of the penalry may
act as a de[errent, I am convinced rhar rhis is not rrue,
and I think modern legal thought has sufficiently
established this point. It is no longer a marrer of
imposing a sentence as a punishment but of maintain-
ing.it for as long as the criminal remains a danger to
socre[y.
It is on the basis of that approach 
- 
which is cenainly
not yours, I know you like South Africa, Mr d'Ormes-
son, which is a different civilization, I agree, but ir is
different and you are here more as a spokesman for
South Africa than for France 
- 
that I am convinced
that the death penalty serves no purpose. On rhe
convary, it encourages people ro rake rhe faml road
and promotes the murderer's desire for self-destruc-
tion. Because of that and because law, whether British,
French or of any other nationality, is nor whar ir is
said to be, and also in view of the Declaration on
Human Rights and other international legal instru-
ments, I shail vote in favour of this motion. Even Mr
Glinne, in spite of his obligation to Mr Scort-Hopkins
and Mr Klepsch, supports it! You can therefore vore
for. it, ladies and gentlemen, whatever bench you are
srttlng on.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Isradl.
Mr IsraEl. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I do not know whether Mrs Roudy was right ro rable
this motion for a resolution. I do nor know whether
Mr Schryanzenberg was righr to attack rhose on rhe
Right. I do not know whether Mr d'Ormesson was
right in his blind confidence in the instirutions of the
French Republic and its Presidenr. I do not know
whether Mr Pannella, in his extremely likeable roman-
ticism, was right rc fire a broadside ar all rhe social
forces.
\flhat I do know, Mr President and ladies and gentle-
men, is that the dearh penalty is a barbarous acr dis-
honouring the society that carries ir out. I know rhar in
this situation, the issue is not one of procedure, intel-
lectual skill or political balance. Corporal punishments
were abolished centuries ago, and yet roday we still
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have this penalty, which really is absolurcly unwonhy,
degrades our society and is a challenge rhar we should
meet whenever it confronm us.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(1) Mr President, I would like, as
it were, to dedicate to Mr d'Ormesson the writings of
Victor Hugo on capital punishment which have
recently been republished in France and from which I
shall just quote two sentences he wrote in 1848: 'The
abolition of the death penalry is now certain in the
civilized countries. The inviolability of human life is
the basis of all principles and will be to our honour
and to thar of this 19th century'. Of course he was nor
thinking about the 20th century, he thought that he
had given this philosophical ruth a social reality and
that he had wiped this bloodstain from civilization's
august brov/. I say this because you have spoken of
principles and because you made much of your faith in
the clearmindedness with which the authorities in
France will be considering these questions.
I should like to say to Mr Fonh that, in my opinion,
he was guilty in his speech of a serious contradiction. I
have read his amendment, which refers to the discus-
sions we shall be having in Rome, on 4 and 5 Decem-
ber, in the Legal Affairs Committee, which is to
discuss a report by Mr Vayssade on the death penalty
in the hope of seeing it abolished in all the Community
countries. So this subject, which is being raised again
in rhe normal run of business by the Legal Affairs
Committee, is one which we have every right to
discuss. If, therefore, we accepr that the Legal Affairs
Committee can study the matrer, if we accept that this
committee is entitled to declare itself in favour so that
this subject then comes back rc Parliament, I do not
see why we cannot adopt a resolution today which
merely asks, not that the whole problem be investi-
gated, but that the three executions announced in
France be postponed.
Vhen Mr Schwanzenberg was nlking about his rcle-
phone conveisation with the mother of Philippe
Moris, I was thinking about the time I met her and the
long ulk I had with her; and whilst my sympathy,
certainly, goes out to the mothers of the victims, I
mus[ say that this woman too taught me something
that I did not know and made me understand the
tragedy of a family abandoned by the father, who left
his wife to take care of two children, one 7 and the
other 8. And who was [hat father? He was a police-
man. I understood the tragedy of this mother, whose
young son used to say: 'Mummy, Daddy's gone, he
had a pistol in the drawer and he took it with him'. I
understood the ragedy of this mother who now says:
'I was the wife of a policeman, I know the risks he
faces during the night and I know the ragedy that has
befallen those killed by my son and their families. You
have to be a mother to know the danger a youngster
runs who sets himself against the police. The case of
my son is the reflection of a family ragedy 
- 
that of
children abandoned by their father, that of a firsrborn
son who fell into petty theft. in order to survive and
that of a mother who, once the wife of a policeman,
now goes visiting the prisons in Paris to rake things to
her imprisoned son'.
So how can we fa'i to realize that the key to this
uagedy we all find so moving, the key to this tragedy
in the life of a French family and the key to this
Philippe is divorce? I am in favour of divorce, but I
understand the terrible wounds it inflicts. I understand
the ragedy of a family living at the subsistence level,
with not enough to eat, and I can easily understand
how this lad, the day he grew into an adult and found
a pistol in his hand, should have been impelled to do
exactly the opposite of what his father had done. I can
understand how, in a sense, this boy was trying to kill
his father. !7e are faced with a cruel riddle, and we
cannot simply judge with the severity of a coun that
decides, under the French system, that another head
should fall into the basket.
I would also like to tell you that Mrs Jaqueline Prevost
has brought me [he letters she received from her
neighbours who had watched her bring up her sons on
her own. There are dozens of these letters. One of her
woman neighbours wrote: 'I am desperately sorry
about your misfonune and I would like you to know
that we are thinking about you and your poor little
son with sadness and with all our sympa[hy, because
we well remember the storm that convulsed and upset
your lives when the father left. The uagedy in your
family began when you were left on your own with
your two little boys'.
That is why we cannot accept that Philippe too should
be killed a few days from now. 'We are ready to
discuss the matter coolly and calmly in the Legal
Affairs Committee, but we claim today that it is
perfectly possible for this Parliament to express the
wish that the executions in France be postponed.
(Exclarnations)
President. 
- 
I think Parliament should remember
that it voted to put this on rhe agenda and rhar there-
fore we must allow time for people to speak. I have no
powers on your behalf to limit the speaking-rime;
nevertheless, in our own interests, as a Parliament,
could we try and speak as briefly as possible?
I call Mr Moller.
Mr Msller. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, all the time I was
a Member of the Danish Parliament, I was against rhe
death penalry. I have always opposed the assumprion
that the law of the land had the right to take a person's
life. But this Parliament is not the legal authority for
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the whole of Europe: we are not competent to ser
penalties for France: that is for the National Assembly
of France to decide. Ve can obviously suggesr ro
France what she should do regarding penalries. \(/e
can also go into a concre[e appraisal of the court. Bur
which of us can say that a French court in this connec-
tion has gone against French law? Can a couft do
otherwise than to work within the law of rhe country
in which it finds itself? Has a French court no right to
interpret French law? If it has, then surely the remedy
lies in the French appeal procedure. !7har we are
doing at the momenr is getting mixed up in the details
of a case.
This toothless Parliament, which cannor even regulare
its own affairs, is certainly in no position to set itself
up as an au[hority on the laws and penalties of other
countries. The administrarion of jusdce is a national
matter, and it is therefore the French Parliament and
not this one that should be concerned. For myself, I
shall abstain from voting. Although I am against the
death penalty, I shall abstain because I am also against
this Parliament interfering in the inrernal affairs of
Member States and their administration of justice.
(Applausefrom oarious bencbes on the right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F)Mr President, ladies 
"nd g..,rt.-men, we are not going to settle the problem of the
death penalty in half an hour in this Parliament, and I
ask myself 
- 
and with good reason 
- 
what authority
our Parliament has in this question. Something quite
abnormal is going on here, because this European
Parliamenr cannot state its views in advance of the
Chamber of Deputies and the French Senate, as one of
our Members has just pointed out. This is a decision
for the narional authorities, Madam. That is what I
wanted ro say and I think that when this Parliament is
talking about its field of competence it would do well
to think about this problem as well.
President. 
- 
I call Mr d'Ormesson.
Mr d'Ormessoni 
- 
(F) Mr President, excuse me a
moment, but I have been personally ati,acked by Mr
Pannella. I only heard the end of that artack and thar
was because, to be frank, I was not following his
speech for the simple reason that he talks so often
without having anything to say rhar I felt I did nor
need to listen to him.
To Mrs Macciocchi, I would reply . . .
President. .- Mr d'Ormesson, y6u cannot address
your remarks to Mr Pannella any more than Mr
Pannella can address his remarks to you. You all must
address your remarks to the President.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella.- (F) Mr President, addressing my
remarks to you in accordance with the Rules, I want
to say that it is perfectly possible that I may talk often
or always without having anything to say, bur there
are other people, Mr President, who are far better at it
than me. Some I know not only talk but even write a
lot without having anything to say. Don't you agree,
Mr d'Ormesson?
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next vot.ing-time.
8. Uganda
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the morion for a reso-
lution by Mr Alber and orhers, on Uganda (Doc.
1 -s93 / 80).
I call Mr Penders.
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I would like rc
introduce this motion for a resolution with jusr one
word. '!7hat ir in fact urges is thar a ream of interna-
tional observers should be present ar rhe elections of
10 December in Uganda. I believe some explanation is
needed here because such a srep could well be
regarded as interference in rhe internal affairs of
Uganda. !7ell, rhat is not ar all rhe intention of the
Members mbling this morion for a resolution. In the
climate rhar followed the expulsion of Amin and in
view of the new siruarion in Uganda and the help that
the EEC gave, immediately after rhe fall of the Ugan-
dan dictatorship, ro areas in rhe far norrh of the coun-
try that were so hard hit by famine, we h-ave taken our
cue from the very positive example of Zimbabwe,
where, in the presence of international observers, the
elections proceeded in excellent condirions and a new
democratic r€gime was established.
It was in this spirit that we felt we had to submir this
motion for a resolution. Once again, any impression
that there can be any quesrion of interference in the
internal affairs of Uganda mus[ be avoided. Our inren-
tion, in a spirit of international cooperation and soli-
darity, is to help Uganda ser up a democratic r6gime
on the basis of the elections of 10 December nexr.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
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The motion for a resolurion will be put to rhe vote at
the next voting-rime.
9. Feminist actiuists in the USSR
President. 
- 
The nexr ir.em is rhe morion for a reso-
lution, by Mrs Lizin and others, on [he [rearment by
the Soviet authorities of a number of activists seeking
rc abolish discrimination between men and women in
the USSR (Doc. 1-602l80).
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, yesterday I
gave my personal supporr to rhe requesr for urgenr
procedure on the trearmenr of feminisr milimnts by the
Soviet authorities but the support I gave yesterday was
intended in a highly critical sense for rhis reason, thar
the same groups voted for an urgenr debate on this
motion for a resolution as rejected urgent procedure
both for the debare on rhe death penalty and for rhe
debate on the right ro strike in Greece 
- 
which unfor-
tunarcly does not validate Mrs Lizin's morion for a
resolution but neither does ir give it any presrige.
Moreover, the same groups that have voted for urgen[
procedure in rhe case of this morion also refused to
speak on the military dictarorship in Turkey.
To my mind, these geographical distincrions add
nothing ro Parliament's reputation, because there are
no geographical disrinctions or barriers when ir comes
[o human rights. I have noticed a new code of conducr
in this Parliament which is betrer suited rc public
schoolboys of the lgrh cenrury than to mature politi-
cians, whichever their sex, of the 1980s. Here we say
that we musr nor interfere in internal affairs, rhat the
national Parliamenm musr debare first and that it is
wrong to put our finger on cerrain evils in counrries
that are very close. And once again arises the contra-
diction of this geography of human righrc, the pamern
of which is highly confused. !flas it the feminisr spirir,
with which cenain groups in rhis Parliament of ours
are imbued, that impelled them yesterday to vote for
the Lizin motion almost unanimously? I would nor say
so, because throughour Mrs Lizin's speech we heard
sneers, comments and remarks punctuaring her
description of real facts. To put it briefly, I had the
feeling that certain groups still pictured women as
shrews or as what Sartre described as 'respectueuses'.
To my mind, a subject concerning women has once
again been used for o[her purposes. The rights of
women are being used as ammunitiotr for continuing
the conflict between political blocs, in which the sirua-
don of women has only one fare and thar is to be
crushed. The way I see it, when the condirion of
women is made part of this struggle, ir will come to
the same end as an earrhenware vessel in the middle of
iron pots.
Because of all the contradications that have emerged
around this question, though right and just in imelf, I
have to say that, though yesrcrday I voted in favour of
urgent debate, today I cannot vote for the substance of
the motion 
- 
in view, for another ghing, of certain
ambiguities regarding, for example, the 'fear' of the
imminent arrest of three feminist activists, a wording
which seems to me very ambiguous. \fle certainly
cannot table motions for resolutions purely out of
'fear' that something will happen. Although, therefore,
I voted in favour of urgent debate, rcday I shall
abstain from voting on the substance of this motion for
a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(1,) Mr President, I find the state-
ment of Mrs Squarcialupi, who has told us rhat afrer
giving her support she is now withdrawing it,
extremely strange 
- 
although strange only up to a
certain point because, knowing full well the attitude of
the Members sitting alongside Mrs Squarcialupi in this
European Parliament, I know they try to avoid any
kind of condemnation of what happens about human
and women's rights in the Soviet Union. I therefore
appreciate the impulse that made her sign, but I cannot
approve the fact that she has withdrawn. I say this to
Mrs Squarcialupi as a human being free, as we all are,
to behave as she wishes, although, in my opinion, this
freedom has its constrainm.
The problem is serious, because it has already
happened more than once, in similar cases where safe-
guarding ditente seems to have meant saying nothing
about Afghanistan or Cambodia 
- 
behaving, that is,
like the people in the parable of the good Samaritan.
'lUflell, a refusal of this kind cannot be justified by
anything.
This motion for a resolution also carries my signature.
I do not think I can be accused by Mrs Squarcialupi of
having acted differently in the defence of human righm
according to the regions or r6gimes where they were
violated.
Vhat does the detention of these feminists 
- 
for
whom we demand immediate release 
- 
threaten? It
threatens another idea, which we have been fed on for
years, which is that Marxism and feminism could form
a whole and constitute the synthesis of a dialecdcal
process. But this is not so. A rype of Marxism, which is
not Marxism in fact, is establishing a new form of
feminine oppression. The case in front of us implies a
situation that is widespread, socially, economically and
politically, in which women are inferior at all levels of
a given society.
I would like to add that this inferiority of women is
now confirmed, Mrs Squarcialupi, in dozens of books
where Soviet women are referred to. You only have to
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read "Essere donne all' Est" or other recently published
anicles on women and the evidence vouched for by
Mr Pelikan regarding the situation of women in
Czechoslovakia.
If we could trace the curve of women's repression, we
should see the misogyny that was unleashed by those
who called themselves the champions, in the October
revolution, of the liberation not only of the proletariat
but of all women.
'!7ell, ladies and gentlemen, in this atmosphere of
disarmament and resignation that has something to do
with world events, we intend, in an imponant case of
rhis nature, ro vote in fellow-feeling for the feminists
who have been hounded and to demand that they be
set free.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall suppon this
motion for a resolution, which we have mbled at the
request of the League of Human Rights. !7hat bothers
me a litde is that everybody is going to support it, but
for differing reasons, and in the support from the right
I recognize cenain reflex action of which, of course, I
do not approve.
For my part, I would just make one point and that is
that, in this repression, there is political recognition of
the feminist movement. So feminism is a political
movement because it is being repressed and it is clear
to me that this is indeed a matter on which we must
take up a stand, because it is a political case. Methods
of repression vary with r6gime: in those that go to
extremes and where there is no freedom, the methods
include putting people in prison; in our countries, the
methods used are more kid-gloved but they are still
there.
I shall fight repression wherever and in whatever form
it shows itself. I shall therefore fight this repression
specifically directed at women; I shall fight it in my
counrry, I occasionally have rc fight it in my own
Group; I shall fight it wherever I am, and of course I
cannot approve of it any more over there than here.
Given, therefore, the different forms it ukes in differ-
ent r6gimes and the fact that it must be fought against
everywhere, I approve this motion for a resolution
while fully aware that many of these gentlemen on the
right will also support it, though, of course, for
reasons that have nothing to do with the defence of
feminism.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-!7eggen.
Mrs Maij-W'eggen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I can
explain why my Group is supponing this motion. In the
Soviet Union, it is always claimed that women there
are completely emancipated. That is a half-truth, and
that is what the feminists in the Soviet Union are
protesting against. \(omen there are wholly involved
in the work process, but nothing is done in the Soviet
Union to make their work any easier. That means that,
there, women have an exceptionally heary work-load
ahd are in fact exploited. Although women in the
Soviet Union, and in the other East-bloc coun[ries,
may often have an equally good or even better educa-
tion than men, this overloading often has the result
that, in working life, the women remain at the lower
levels. I do not want to repeat clich6s, but we know
only too well that the streets in Moscow are cleaned
by women, whereas hardly any women are to be seen
in the Soviet Union's so-called parliament. Mr Presi-
dent, it is that sort of thing that the feminisr are
protesting against. They want to be really emanci-
pated, and they want rights and duties in the family to
be fairly divided. This we endorse, and therefore we
are supponing this motion for a resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I asked rc
speak purely on a personal point. I think my signature
was put on the motion by mismke because I had said
that I should like to take part in the debate, but I did
not actually append my signature to any paper. I
regret that a document should be in circulation carry-
ing my name without my having signed it.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
10. Referendun in Uruguay
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
ludon mbled by Mr Glinne and others on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Rumor and Mr Penders on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (CD
Group), Mr Fergusson on behalf of the European
Democratic Group, Mr Bangemann and Mr Berkhou-
wer on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group,
Mr IsraEl on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, Mr Carossino and Mr
Capanna, on the referendum in Uruguay (Doc. l-607 /
80).
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, if we
are to discuss Uruguay we should, after all, look a
little inro the history of the country. In contrast to
many other Latin American countries, Uruguay had a
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relatively peaceful political history uP to the 50s. It
was one of the few Ladn American countries that had
been able ro hang on to democracy for a long period.
The present constitution of Uruguay gives the elected
congress a controlling function with regard to civil
rights and gives anyone who is arrested, for example,
the right to go for trial within 24 hours.
Unfortunately, as we all know, this constitution has
not been applied in its entirety for several years. Early
in 1972, a national security act was passed in Uruguay
which is in complete conflict with the existing consti-
turion. Under this national security act, the rights of
individual citizens are suspended or limircd and
matters relating to national security are turned over to
the military courts. The draft constitution on which a
referendum is to be held on 30 November next' is
designed to adjust the constitution to cover the prac-
tices of oppression that have been current in Uruguay
for years. According to this draft, the head of state
and the armed forces will be empowered to curtail
fundamental rights by declaring a state of emergency.
The draft specifies three different forms of this state of
emergency, and only in one of these cases does parlia-
ment have to be asked for ratificadon by a two-thirds
majority and at that only 50 days after the state of
emergency has came into force.
In organizing a referendum on this draft constitution,
the 
-ilitary r6gime o{-Uruguay is lining itself up with
the other Latin American r6gimes that are seeking for
a pseudo-legitimation of their Practices of oppression.
By having the draft passed by universal suffrage and
by the refirence in it to an elected parliament, the idea
is to polish up the country's democratic image in the
eyes of rhe outside world. Vhat they forget to say is
,hr,, on top of the absurdities already mentioned, the
new constitution specifies that there can be only one
candidate for the presidency, who, what is more' has
to be approved by the senior military command, and
that only two political parties will, be allowed. The
Social-Democratic, Socialist, Communist and Chris-
tian-Democratic parties are outlawed. If we add to this
the fact that all those opposed to this draft constitution
have been arrested even when leaders of the officially
accepted parties, then it is clear what the real worth of
this so-called democracy is.
The European Parliament, which has already demon-
srrated its solidarity with the Uruguayan people on
several occasions and is shortly to hold a debate on the
situation in Uruguay on the basis of a rePort by the
Political Affairs Committee, cannot be silent in the
face of this referendum. The Present motion for a
resolution, for which there seems rc be wide suPPort
in this Parliament, makes no bones about our views on
this and on the regime that is trying to legalize oPpres-
sion under the flag of democracy. As Members of this
Parliament, we must. insist that the Minisrcrs of
Foreign Affairs, meeting in political cooPeration, and
the Commission and the Council should be equally
clear and do everything possible to imProve the situa-
tion of the people of Uruguay.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Penders to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, a brief word in
support of this motion on behalf of my Group. Ve are
not in favour of a new request for urgent debate every
time a question of human rights comes up, but here we
are faced with the problem that the referendum will
take place on 30 November nexd whereas it will be
some time before the major repon on human rights in
Uruguay can be discussed in Parliament'
As the motion clearly states the referendum has two
aims. One thing it does not do is to offer any real
choice to the people of Uruguay. It does do something
else 
- 
it makes an attempt to institutionalize the
dicmtorship. \7ith this referendum and the new consti-
tution, the r6gime clearly has three objectives in mind:
firstly, to give constitutional force, with retrospective
effect, to decrees and acts brought in since 1973 whose
object is to impose silence on groups holding different
views from those of the r6gime; secondly, to abolish
formally provisions of the good. constitution of tgOl
guaranteeing citizens certain rights and freedoms and
istabtishing the appropriate legal machinery, which is
also ro be abolished; thirdly, and here I am naturally
very much reminded of the referendum held in Chili
on 11 September, to try to put uP some kind of demo-
cratic image.
If rhis all succeeds, then this is going to be a sinister
programme in Uruguay: first we shall have presiden-
iirl ilections, for which there will be only one candi-
date and he must have the approval of the military;
then we shall have parliamentary elecrions, in which
only two parties, the traditional Colorados and the
Blancos, can take pafi but not the other parties,
including the Christian-Democratic Pany of Uruguay.
And even in che two parties that are permitted, several
leaders who had objected to the referendum have been
arrested and stripped of -a number of their democratic
rights.
I have to rcll you that the \7orld Union of Christian
Democrats, the European Union of Christian Demo-
crats, the European People's Pany and rhe Christian
Democrats of Uruguay itself have urged us as strongly
as they can to make a Protest against this referendum'
For t(is reason I am in a position to say on behalf of
my Group, that we shall fully suPPort this motion for a
resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carossino.
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Mr Carossino. 
- 
U) Mr President, I wish ro offer the
suppon of the Iralian Communisrs for this morion for
a resolurion without wishing ro anriciparc the political
debare on the siruation in rhat counrry which is ro take
place in one of Parliament's forthcoming pan-sessions.
Ve condemn today the fraudulenr narure of rhis refer-
endum held by the military. Ir is a farce they wanr ro
put on as a way of masking their real faces and to
cover up the shameful deeds of a cruel police state
where persecution, torrure and abuse p..u.il.
\fle therefore associare ourselves with the reques[
addressed ro rhe Ministers of Foreign Affairs meiring
in polirical cooperarion, asking them to reconside-r
their relations wirh Uruguay. Indeed, we rake rhe view
that it is necessary ro break off diplomaric relations
with this counrry. Ar the same rime, we wish to express
to the people, parties and democraric forces of U.u-
Buay our solidarity wirh them and our determination
to support them in their fighr to regain their freedom.
President. 
- 
Icall MrLezzi.
Mr Lezzi. 
- 
(I) Ladies and gentlemen, I would like
to draw your artenrion to [he facr that rhe most impor-
tant political ingredient of rhe Uruguayan siruation,
with the referendum now imminenr, is rhar all rhe
polirical groups 
- 
including rhe Blanco parry, rhe
Colorado party, rhe Christian-Democrats, rhe Social-
ist party and the Radical Civic Union 
- 
all inrend to
vote against the draft constitution.
\7hen, early in November, I had occasion to be in
Monrevideo with a small delegation from the Italian
Parliament, the country was waiting ro hear rhe
opinions of Pacheco Arreco, leader of she Colorado
party, and \7'ilson Ferreira Aldunate, leader of the
Blanco party. These wo parries had collected 80 % of
the vores in rhe 1971 election. But none of the politi-
cians rhat I met was nursing any illusions. Indeed,
there is awareness of the ragic situation that will arise
after the referendum, parricularly in view of rhe fact
- 
be it nored 
- 
that the 'hawks' in the military are
said not to have wanted the referendum and io be
working for a pronunciamiento against the draft
consrirurion, which will imply rhar the majoriry of rhe
Uruguayan people is in favour of the military r6gime.
So the situation is critical.
'We have heard that the Polirical Affairs Commitree
will be completing im work on Mrs Van den Heuvel,s
report in December and thar the problem will rhen
come before the full Parliament. !7e hope that parlia-
ment will be able to give an immediate response, ro
take. immediare sreps and to induce rhe gorrernmenr
of the Member Srares to introduce real Leasures of
solidariry rowards this lonely little country in the
depths of Sourh America so as to bring about a real
change in the life of rhis country, secure the release of
political prisoners such as Seregni, Massera, Liliana
Celiberchi, Caniboni and Teti of Italian nationaliry, all
undergoing long prison sentences,- and pur an end or
at leasr a limit ro the proscriprion lists and the return
of the exiles, in order that Uruguay may rerurn ro rhe
old values of what once was the noble Uruguayan
democraric tradition.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be pur to the vote at
the next voting-rime.
INTHE CHAIR:MR ROGERS
Vice-President
ll. Votes
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is rhe vore on motions
for resolutions on which the debare has been closed.
\7e begin wirh rhe Vautrzih report (Doc. 1-559/80):
ACP-EEC Conoention.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 3)
After paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 5, mbled by
Mr Denis and others and seeking rc insen a new para-
graph to read as follows:
3a. Condemns any use of the food weapon against any
country whatever for any reason whatever.
'\Vhat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Vawrzik, rapportear. 
- 
(D) The amendmenr has
no relarion to rhe subjecr dealr with in rhe repon. It
has more rc do wirh the Ferrero repon. I am against.
(Parliame.nt rejected Amepdment No 5 and adopted
paragraph 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No
6, by Mr Denis and orhers, seeking to replace this
paragraph by a new text:
5. Views wirh alarm the failure of the Nonh-South
negotiations in New York at which the imponant
proposals of the'77' on the democrarization oi irrre.-
narional financial bodies such as the IMF and IBRD
were once again rejected by the Unired Srates and the
counries of the Community;
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Hopes that the General Assembly of the United
Nations will overcome the difficulcies which threaren
to prevent the opening of the negotiations at the time
appointed; invites the Member States of the Commu-
nity to adopt an open attitude to proposals from
developing countries in order to ensure that the nego-
tiations will develop rapidly and have a positive
outcome.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr \flawrzik, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) The content of this
proposed amendment was not discussed in committee.
I therefore take the view that we should keep to the
committee's wording.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 6 and adopted
paragrapbs 5, 6 to 1 1, 121 and 13 to 15)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 17, I have Amendment
No 11, by Sir Fred 'S7arner and others, seeking to
replace the words, 'but considers these concessions
inadequate'with the phrase 'and expresses the hope
that future concessions will be made as soon as the
market allows'.
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr V'awrzik, raPPorteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the
amendment as proposed would mean that no one
could introduce any further improvemen$ at any time.
I am therefore against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 11 and adopted
paragraph 17)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 18, I have Amendment
No 3, by Mrs Poirier and others, seeking to replace
this paragraph by a new text:
18. Points out the concern of many ACP countries at the
announcement of a possible enlargement of the EEC
to three new countries and expresses irs surprise that
this possible enlargement should be presented to the
ACP counries as a fait accompli in circumstances
resembling a diktat.
\7hat is the rapponeur's Position?
Mr'W'awrzik, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) Against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted in
succession paragraPhs 18 and 19)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 20, I have Amendment
No 12, by Sir Fred Varner and others, seeking to
replace this paragraph with the following text:
I A separate vote on this paragraph was requested by Mrs
Kellett-Bowman.
- 
to reduce graduatly all existing tariff and non-mriff
administrative measures which adversely affect the
agricultural expons of the developing countries.
'\7har is the rapporteur's position?
MrVawrzik, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I accept.
(Parliament adopted, in succession, Amendment No 12,1
pdrdgraph 20, thus amende4 and paragrapb 21)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 22, I have Amendment
No 13, by Sir Fred 'l7arner and others, seeking to
replace this paragraph with a new text:
22. Notes that the Commission's original proposals
concerning revised quotas for EEC sugar producers
were not adopted; funher, notes that revised propos-
als from the Commission are now being studied, and
ca[[s for measures in the Community sugar sector
whrch will prevent surpluses generated- within the
EEC from damaging the development of sugar-cane
production.
'What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr r$(awrzik, raPporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in my
view the whole conflict on the sugar problem is almost
wholly academic at the present time, but I agree.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 13
pdragraphs 23 to 27,282 and 29 to 30)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 30, I have Amendment
No 1, by Mr Denis and others, seeking to add the
following new heading and new paragraph:
Agricultural cooperation
30 a. Considers that one of the primary human righm is the
right to food; in the European Community, millions
of families are going without food while in the coun-
tries of the Third Vorld tens of millions of adults and
children are suffering or dying from hunger; this is
panicularly true in many countries linked to the EEC
by the Lom6 Convention. This situation demands a
halt to:
. the destruction of food products by spraying with
oil or dumping in the sea,
. policies for reducing food production pursued by
the Commission in Brussels and the Council of
.. Ministers,
o and demands instead the development of food
production to satisfy all needs while strictly
respecring Community comPetences ;
Proposes therefore by way of initial measures the
imme'drate creation of two funds:
By means of the electronic voting-system.
A separate vote on this paragraph was requested by Mrs
Kellett-Bowman.
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one permitttng the allocation of agricultural trod-
ucts destroyed or denatured by the EEC to devel-
oping countries in need of them,
the orher permrtting the negotiation of long'1srrn
agreements with a view to ensuring regular
supplies to developing counrries.
'!7hat is the rapporreur's posirion?
Mr 'Vawrzik, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) The proposed
amendment is, in principle, right, but it has no connec-
tion with the subject. I am against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 31, I have Amendrhenr
No 7, tabled by Mr Cohen and Mrs Focke on behalf
of the Socialisr Group and seeking ro replace rhis
paragraph by a new texr:
31. Calls on the Community to examine without delay, in
agreemenr with rhe ACP States and in accordance
wrth their previous requesrs, the ways in which ir can
contribute to safeguarding the nurrition of the devel-
oping countries by making rhe appropriate resources
available in rhe conrext of rhe common agricullural
policy.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Vawrzik, rupporteur. 
- 
(D) The amendmenr. was
rejected in committee. I am against.
(Parliament rejected Anendment No 7 and adopted
pdragraph 31)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 31, I have amendnient
No 4, by Mr Vergis and orhers, seeking ro insert a
new ParagraPh:
31 a.Points out the link between disarmament and ddve-
lopment.
'\7hat is rhe rapporreur's position?
Mr Vawrzik, rapportear. 
- 
(D) The proposed
amendment has nothing ro do with rhe subject
concerned. I am against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted in
succession paragraph 321 and pardgraphs 33 and 34)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 35, I have Amendmdnt
No 9 by Mr Cohen and Mrs Focke on behalf of the
Socialist Group and seeking ro replace this paragrdph
by a new text:
35.'Welcomes the fact that experience so far with Stabex
has been largely posirive for the ACP.
I A separare vore on this paragraph was requesrcd by Mr
Kellett-Bowman.
'!7hat is rhe rapponeur's posirion?
Mr \flawrzik, rapporter,tr. 
- 
(D) A similar amendment
has already been rejected in committee. I am againsr.
(Parliarnent rejected Amendment No 9 and adopted in
succession paragraphs 3t and 36 to 39)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 39, I have Amendment
No 2, by Mr Vergds and others, seeking to inserr a
new paragraph:
39 a.Demands urgently, in order tg deal with rhe very
onerous effects of the weight of external debt on the
economies of developing countries, che adoption of
, measures for immediate aid of the reduction or
cancellation of the debts of developing countries
undergoiirg pafticular difficuldes as a result, as is rhe
case with most ACP countries.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's posiriqn?
Mr'!/awrzik, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) I am in favour.
(Parliament adopted Anendment No 2 and pardgraphs
40 to 72)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 73, I have Amendment
No 8 tabled by Mr Cohen and Mrs Focke on behalf of
the Socialist Group and seeking to delere rhe rhird
indent of this paragraph.
'!flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr'Wawrzik, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Amendmenm Nos 8
and 10 were also discussed and rejected by the
committee.
I am against.
(Parliament rejected Anendment No 8 and adopted in
succession Paragrdphs 73 and Zl1
President. 
- 
On paragraphs 75 and 76, I have
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mr Cohen and Mrs
Focke on behalf of the Socialist Group and seeking to
replace these two paragraphs by a new rexr:
75. Believes that the aid provided under rhe ACP-EEC
Convention should be used primarily ro improve
social and living conditions in rhe ACP Srates; recalls
in this context the proposals of rhe Commission
concerning the minimum conditions laid down by rhe
Internarional Labour Office, which relate to all the
developing countries and are sti[[ being considered by
the Council, and urges the Commission to follow up
these proposals.
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(Parliament rejected Amendment No 10 and adopted
paragrapbs 75, 76 and 77 to 82)
I have had several requests from the floor to give an
explanation of vote.
I call Mr Cl6ment.
Mr Cl6ment. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Group of European Progressive Democrats
feels that, if there is one field where Europe can go all
out without ruffling national susceptibilities, it is that
of development and cooperation. A good example is
the fact that, in a period of economic crisis and politi-
cal disturbance affecring all the Member States, the
Community has been able 
- 
oia rhe Lom6 II agree-
menrs 
- 
to maintain the preferential aspect of its rela-
rions with the ACP countries.
These agreements consolidate the technical and
commercial cooperation instituted by the Lom6 I
agreement, but their object is also to foster the deve-
lopment of reciprocal relations based on respect for
differences and human dignity; and during the discus-
sions that have taken place not only during this pan-
session but also during the budgemry part-session and
in the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, the humani-
tarian and economic aspects of these agreements have
been analysed at length.
The Lom6 II Convention, after Lom6 I, may therefore
be said, in spite o{ the imperfections that mark any
human achievement, to constitute a precedent of an
original kind. \flhere the United Nations failed,
Europe has succeeded: it has institutionalized the
dialogue with the developing countries.
By continuing and improving this dialogue, the Euro-
pean Community can, without being false to itself,
serve the cause of peace in the world, a world ready to
listen to any moral authority capable of acting as
peacemaker 
- 
but not interfering 
- 
in the clashes of
interest that cause unrest.
This is where the rdle of Parliament lies. It is up to
Parliament and Parliament alone to acquire this moral
authority, which carries more weight than any kind of
budgetary power. Europe has to take a cenain conceP-
tion of the world as the baseline for its action and not
see its r6le in terms of what it thinks are its resources.
For the men and vomen of my generation, this is a
transcending goal. The motion for a resolution in Mr
'$Tawrzik's report poinm in that direction, and that is
why my Group will vote for it unhesitatingly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
(Protests from some quarters)
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I am sorry, but I have a duty here
not only to my electors but also to you, ladies and
gentlemen, to say the 
- 
stupid or intelligent 
- 
things
I think. 'Ihat is my job, even if yours is apparently to
keep quiet.
Mr President, I profoundly hope, as I did last year
when we voted on world hunger, tha[ we are wrong
again and you right. I hope that, as the weeks and
months go by, the Ferrero repon will prove to be a
good report. Pracdcally all of you voted for it, but I
rhink it is bad. I rhink that the Lom6 Convention, if
judged as Mr Cheysson and others have judged it on
the basis of Lom6 I, may be regarded as good; but
judged by the yardstick of the world situation, the
situation of the ACP countries, their economic, social
and even geographical situation, for me Lom6 II is
bad. !7e must, unfortunately, have the courage to say
so if that is what we think.
You, who always vote in favour, ladies and gentlemen,
you whose good consciences cost so little and for
whom numbers are always comforting and proof of
right judgement, unhappily I think there are some
bruml disappointments in store for you.
The FAO, the \7orld Food Council and the !7orld
Bank all predict that monality rates will go up during
the next few months in the Lom6 countries as they will
elsewhere. In the Lom€ II framework, only 60 0/o of
trade and development plans are of any real value;
two-thirds of them relate to only two countries, the
Ivory Coasr and Nigeria. The effects of Stabex are
increasing confined to tropical products. I think you
are deceiving yourselves 
- 
and us.
\7e shall be voting against this motion and at the same
time hoping we are wrong. Unfonunately, when you
adoprcd the resolution last year you attacked us for
voting against it, and yet a few months later you
admitted yourselves that it was inadequate and bad.
You voted, ladies and Bentlemen, in the ACP-EEC
Consuhative Assembly in Luxembourg, and then you
changed your minds; you went back on your word.
\flell, we shall have voted against on both occasions,
including Mr Vawrzik's report, because I feel that the
majority in this Parliament is putting up a poor show
as regards attentiveness, courage and clearheadedness
and instead displays a serenity of mind which, as I say,
is totally unwarranted.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(,F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the French members of the
Communist and Allies Group, I wish to say that we
shall be voting against the Vawrzik repon.
The reason is that it is a step back from the Focke
resolution passed by the ACP-EEC Consultative
Assembly. My friends have already described the inad-
equacies of that resolution, improved though it was by
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our amendments. Mosr of these amendments have just
been rejected by Parliament, which has refuscd to
condemn the use of food as a weapon; and yet the
same amendmen[s were passed in the presence of the
ACP countries.
IIt looks as though Members have discovered what
they really wanr to say in the absence of rhe reprpsen-
tatives of rhe countries concerned. Two months ago,
in Luxembourg, they supponed our proposal rhat agri-
cultural produce that would orherwise be desroyed
should be transferred to rhe people who are suffbring
from hunger. Today, Parliamenr rejects that proposal
and so shows, once again, whar ir really thinks. This
explains the arrirude of the Committee on Exrbrnal
Relations, which refused to discuss rhe reporr prod'
uced by my friend Mrs Poirier, as she explained
yesterday. '!7e reject this attitude, and we shall vote
against the Vawrzik reporr.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, I used to Le a
member of the ACP delegation and I am very mudh in
favour of much of the work that is done therein, but I
have some very srrong reservations, on behalf of rhe
region which I serve, namely, the Nonh-Vest of
England, on some of the provisions in this panicular
document. I refer in panicular rc paragraphs 12 and
28 and it was for this reason thar I asked for a sepapate
vote on those panicular paragraphs, because they
make no distinction berween the imponation of pr,od-
ucts which the European Community can absorb wirh-
our doing irreparable damage ro i[s own indusrries hnd
those which it cannot. I very much regrer, Mr Prpsi-
dent, that owing to the fact that many of our
colleagues oversrep the mark in their speaking-ritne,
we shall be unable to discuss rhe general system of
preferences today before the minisrerial meeting to
decide on rhat policy on November 24 and,25, because
the list of producrs ro be imponed freely can do very
grave damage indeed ro rhe rcxrile, footwear dnd
chemical industries of the Communiry and paniculErly
of the area I serve. These are also covered by rhis
particular document before us today.
I shall be voring for rhis document because I believi in
the ideals behind ir, but I do nor rhink we have giyen
sufficienr thought to rhose whose jobs, livelihoods,
homes and futures are to be sacrificed in the Member
States.
President. 
- 
I pur rhe motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopred.t
President. 
- 
I put to rhe vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in rhe Sablt report (Doc. 1-522/80):
Outcome of tbe proceedings of tbe ACP-EEC Joint
Committee and Consultatiae Assembly.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
Ve come now ro the Kirk report
( Doc. 1 - 597/80) : Fisb-stochs.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph t)
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 9, by Mr
Provan, seeking to delete rhis paragraph.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Kirk, rdpporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 9, paragrapb 2 thus
amended and paragraph 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 2, by Mrs Le Roux and orhers, seeking to replace
this paragraph by a new text:
4. Considers rhat there is a need for collecrive manate-
ment of fish-srccks based on fair and equimble quoras
worked out on scientific criteria, taking account of the
mutual interesrs, requiremenrs and historical tradirions
of the Member States.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Kirk, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) As rapporteur, I musl
oppose the amendmenr, Mr Presidenr.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted
paragraph 4)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 3, by Mrs Le Roux and orhers, seeking to insen a
new paragraph:
+ a. Calls for the abolirion of quotas exploited by flags of
convenience.
\7hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) As rapponeur, I musr
Mr President.
Mr Kirk,
resist this,
;i
I 980., OJ C 127 of 15.12. , oJ c 327 of 15.12.1980.
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(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 10, by Mr Provan, seeking to modify this para-
graph as follows:
5. Believes that if fish-stocks are to be exploited respon-
sibly, conservation and resource policies must be
based on the multi-species approach, so that the inter-
relations and interdependence of the various species
of fish are also taken into account in determining fish-
ing activities;
- 
Notes that total allowable catches are determined
exclusively on the basis of a fish biology repon;
- 
Hopes that sufficient account urill also be caken of
technical economic considerations;
- 
Hopes, in other words, that sufficient account will be
taken of the wishes of the fishing industry and of
market requiremenm;
\Zhen fixing the toul carch, the TAC's for all impor-
tant species shall be taken into account. The principle
of priority for fishing for human consumption,
accepted by the Commission, shall be adhered rc.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Kirk, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I think Mr Provan's
amendment makes paragraph 5 very much clearer. I
can therefore accept. it, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gautier to speak on a point of
order.
Mr Gautier. 
- 
(D) Ve have already had this prob-
lem today. I should like to ask the rapponeur whether
he is speaking on behalf of the committee or is
expressing his personal opinion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk, rdpportear. 
- 
(DK) That is, of course, Mr
President, my own assessment of this amendment.
During the discussion of this'report, I could see that
paragraph 5 was very unclear and not panicularly easy
to read, and that Mr Provan's Amendment No l0 was
designed to remedy this. But that is my personal
opinion.
(Parliament rejectedl Amendment No 10 and adopted
paragraph 5)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 4, by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to insert a
new paragraph:
5 a. Calls also for the period prior to implementation of
Council Regulation (EEC) No l0l/76 ro be taken
into aqcount.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Kirk, rdPporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr Pres-
ident.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted
paragraph 5)
Piesident. 
- 
After paragraph 6, I have Amendment
No 5, by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to insen a
new paragraph:
5 a. Challenges the Commission's rcchnocratic methods
of calculation, which openly favour certain Member
States, and in panicular calls for the size of the
extra-quou catch to be taken into account.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Kirk, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr Pres-
ident.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted
parlgrdphs 7 and 8)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 8, I have Amendment
No 1, by Mrs Ewing, seeking to insert a new Para-
graph:
8 a. Considers, funhermore, that the loss of access to
fishing grounds due to the encroachment of the oil
industry should be equated with the loss of access to
third-country waters when quotas are allocated.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Kirk, rdpporter'tr. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr Pres-
ident.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted
PdrdgraPh 9)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 9, I have two amend-
ments by Mrs Le Roux and others, each seeking to
insert a new paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 6:
9 a. Denounces the pointless wasre caused by the catch-
ing of immature fish, and calls for it to be prohibited;
- 
Amendment No 7:
9 b. Calls for fish-meal to be produced only from fish
otherwise thrown back and fish not inrcnded for
human consumption.I By sitting and standing
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'!7hat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Kirk, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am againsr, Mr Presi-
dent.
(In successioe ztotes Parliament rejected Amendtnents Nos
e and z)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 10, I have Amendmenr
No 8, by Mrs Le Roux and orhers, seeking ro replace
this paragraph wirh a new rexr:
10. Rejects the Commission's quora proposals and asks it
to amend them in the spirit of the commencs made in
this resolution.
\Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Kirk, rapporteur. 
- 
(DK) I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No I and adopted
pardgraphs t0 to 13)
President. 
- 
I can now give rhe floor for explana-
tions of vote.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
I am very disappointed rhat Amend-
ment No 10 was rejecred by rhe House, because, when
fish-stocks are very scarce, it seems ridiculous that we
should allow a situation to develop in which we might
be taking fish for industrial purposes when we should
be stressing that human consumprion should be rhe
predominant concern in rhe Community fishing
policy. The House does not appear ro have accepred
that this morning, and I find this ridiculous. However,
I do think Mr Kirk's reporr has many positive aspecrs
and I look forward ro supporring ir.
President. 
- 
I pur to [he vorc the morion for a reso-
lution as a whole, thus amended.
The resolution is adopred.l
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the morion for a
resolution contained in the Clinton report (Doc. 1-560/
80) : Common fisberies policy.
(Parliament adopted preamble and paragrdphs 1 to 6)
On paragraph 7,1have three amendmenm, seeking to
amend or replace subparagraph (c) as follows:
- 
Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Davern:
(c) rhe need for a l2-mile exclusive coastal band with
provision for rhe phasing out of historic fishing nghts
through suitable arrangemenrs;
- 
Amendment No 10, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and
others:
(c) recognition of the basic principle of equa[ access ro
Community resources, takrng account of traditional
rights in the 6-12-mrle zones;
- 
Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Batrersby and Mr
Provan:
(c) for cenain panicularly dependent areas, protective
measures may be adopted by the Community for local
fishermen; these safeguards should include the desig-
nation of fishing zones exclusively reserved for boats
operating from the local area, and should also include
limits on the sizes of boats allowed to fish wirhin
certain areas.
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
No 4 I can personally
accept. If it were before the Committee on Agricul-
ture, I do not think it would be accepred.
(Loud laugbter)
I am against Amendment No 10 and in favour of
Amendment No 2.
(Parliament rejected in succession Amendments Nos 4t
and 10 and adopted Amendment No 2 and paragraph 7,
tbus amended, up to and including subparagrapb (l))
President. 
- 
Stilt on paragraph 7,1have Amendment
No 11, mbled by Mrs Le Roux and orhers, seeking to
expand subparagraph (g) as follows:
based on the signature of long-term bilareral agreemen$.
'!flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
I am againsr this amend-
ment.
(Parliatnent rejected Amendrnent No 11 and adopted
subparagraphs (g) and (b) ofparagraph 7)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 12 tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
to insert a new paragraph:
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7 (a) Consrders it necessary that resources should be
managed collectively on the basis of fair and
balanced quotas calculated according to screntific
criteria taking account of the mutual interests, the
needs and historical traditions of the Member
States.
!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
I do not accept it.
(Parliament rejected AmenCment No 12 and adopted
paragrdphs 8 and 9)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 10, I have Amendmenr
No 13, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
to replace this paragraph with a new rext:
10. Urges that the reference price be determined on
the t,asrs of the trend of production costs; in the
shon term the guarantee price should be rarsed by
at least 30 o/0.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 13 and adopted
paragraph 10)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 10, I have rwo amend-
ments:
- 
Amendme'nt No 5, tabled by Mr Kirk on behalf of
the European Democratic Group and seeking to
insert the following new paragraph:
10 a. Demands that impons inro the Communiry of
fish from third countries respect the minimum
prices observed by the Community's own fisher-
m€ n,
- 
Amendm,:nt No 14, tabled by Mrs Le Roux.and
others and seeking to insert the following new
paragrapJr:
l0 a Urges that there should be an automatic guaran-
te,: for each species as soon as prices fall below
the fixed level.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
I accept Amendment No 5
and am againstAmendment No 14.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 5 and rejected
Amendrnent No 14)
President. -- On paragraph 11, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mr Seeler and amending this para-
graph as follows:
11. Hopes, however, that imports from third countries
for processing in the fishing industry will not be
made more expensive by duties where supphes of
. 
EEC catches cannot be guaranteed.
'!flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, it sounds
reasonable, but I think it is dangerous and I am against
it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
paragraph 11)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 1 1, I have Amendment
No 15, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
to insert the following new paragraph:
I 1 (a) Urges thar customs concessions granted to
cerlain non-member countries be abolished.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 12, I have Amendment
No 15, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
to replace this paragraph with the following text:
12. Considers that the responsibilities of the produ-
cers's organizations are suictly a matter for the
Member States.
'!flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am against
this amendment. \7e must have a Community
approach if we are going to have a Community policy.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15 and adopted,
first paragraph 12, then paragraphs 13 and 14)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 15, I have Amendment
No 17, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
to delete this paragraph.
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteilr. 
- 
I am against this amend-
ment, Mr President.
(Parliarnent relected Amendment No 17 and adopted
paragrapb 1 5)
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President. 
- 
On paragraph 16, I have Amendmenr
No 18, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and seeking to delete
this paragraph.
'$7'hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Againsr.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 18 and adopted
paragraph 15)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 17, I have Amendmenr
No 19, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
to replace this paragraph with the following text:
17. Believes that subsidized fuel for fishing-vessels is
not contrary to the Treaues; bearing in mind fuel
pnce differences, considers that it is up ro each
country to fix the level of subsidized fuel-prrces
for fishing-vessels, which should not be lower than
0.6 EUA per litre.
'!7hat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Amendrnent No 19 and adopted
paragraph 17)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 17, I have Amendment
No 9, mbled by Mr de Lipkowski and orhers, on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
cra6, and seeking to add the following nes/ para-
graph:
17 (a) Considers it necessary to provrde direct
Communrty fuel subsidies pursuanr ro the EEC
rules, and in the interests of harmonization, in
order to cope with the problems of small-scale
rnshore fishing.
Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Personally, I am in favour,
Mr Presidenr. I do nor know whar rhe committce
would say if it were before them. \7e have nor had an
opportunity to consider these amendments.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 9 and tben para-
grapbs 18 to 20)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 21, I have rwo amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 20, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and
others and seeking to delete this paragraph; and
- 
Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr Kirk on behalf of
the European Democratic Group and seeking to
amend this paragraph as follows:
21. Emphasizes that quotas are not a sufficient basis
for conservation policies (rest deleted).
'Vhat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am against both amend-
ments.
(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 20 and I and
adopted" first pdrdgrdph 2 1,t tben paragraphs 22 to 24)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 25, I have Amendmenr
No 1, ubled by Mr Kirk and seeking to amend the
third subparagraph to read as follows:
Points out that industrial frshrng is rhe only way to realize
the value of cenain small species of fish; notes that exisr-
ing Communrty rules already provide for a ban on rhe
fishing of human consumption species for rndusrrial
purposes, and expresses support for this ban; believes thar
' these currenr by-catch rules represent a reasonable
balance between the need to fish for indusrial purposes
and the need to conserve species for humanconsumption.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
I could accept it, but I
have a feeling that the Committee on Agriculture
might not.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1 and para-
graph 25, thus arnended)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 25, I have Amendment
No 21, mbled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
to add the following new paragraph:
25 a. Requests that effectrve measures be taken against
ships flying flags of convenience, including imme-
diate withdrawal of their quotas.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliarnent adopted Amendment No 21 and para-
graph 26)
President. 
- 
Afrer paragraph 26, I have Amendment
No 22, by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to add the
following new paragraph :
26 a. Requests a ban on the catching of undersized fish
and the processing at sea by factory ships of all
the fish which should be returned ro the sea.
I By sirting and standrng
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'!flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Againsc.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 22t and adopted
paragrapbs ,17 to 34)
President. -- On paragraph 35, I have Amendment
No 7, table,J by Mr Kirk on behalf of the European
Democratic Group and seeking to delete the words:
'limiting access to fishing-grounds'.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteilr. 
- 
Mr President, rhe feeling
in the Committee on Agriculture was that the licensing
system should not be restricted and that it should be
more a form of registration.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 7, paragrapb 35
thus amended and paragraph 35)
President. 
-- 
On paragraph 37, I have Amendmenr
No 23, tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others and seeking
co replace thrs paragraph by the following new text:
37. Believes that responsrbiliry for monrtonng should
rest with the Member Srates.
\7hat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
Againsr.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 23 and adopted
paragraph 37)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 38, I have two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 24, by Mrs Le Roux and orhers,
seeking to delete the paragraph; and
- 
Amendmer-rt No 5, by Mr Davern, seeking to
amend the paragraph as follows:
38. Believes that Communlty lnspectors should be
cons dered as agents of the Community and,
havrng recerved prior agreement from the natronal
go.rernment of a Member State, should therefore
be able ro move and acr fully rn and between all
Community zones;
Believes there should be instituted an appeals
proccdure for frshermen sanctioned in national
courts for alleged contravenrions of Community
provisions, and consrders that potential conflicts
can be minrmized rf national rnspectron vessels
carry an inspector from another Member State.
!flhat is the rapporteur's posir,ion?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
\(zith regard'to Amend-
ment No 5, this paragraph was changed by the
Committee on Agriculture to its present form, and
therefore I do nor want the paragraph changed.
I arn against Amendment No 24.
(Parliament rejected Anendinents Nos 24 and 5t and
adopted paragraphs 38 and 39 to 45)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 47, I have Amendmenr
No 25, by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to delete
this paragraph.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Arnendtnent No 25 and adopted
paragraph 47)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 48, I have Amendmenr
No 26, by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to delete
this paragraph.
\What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 25 and adopted
paragraph 48)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 49, I have Amendment
No 27, by Mrs Le Roux and, others, seeking to delete
this paragraph.
\7hat is rhe rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 27 and adopted
ParagraPhs a9 and 50)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 51, I have Amendment
No 28, by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to delete
this paragraph.
'\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rapporteilr. 
- 
Against.
I By sitting and standing. I By sittrng and standrng.
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(Parliament rejected Amendment No 28 and adopted Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
I am againsr.
paragraph 5 I ) (Parliarnent rejected Amendment No 31 and adopted
President. 
- 
Afrer paragraph 51, I have Amendment 
paragraph 6))
No 29, by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to add the
followingnewparagraph: President. 
- 
On paragraph 66, I have amendment
51 a. Urges, in the interests of fishermen, rhe effective Y,l1: tabled by Mrs Le Roux and others' seeking to
applicarion of Article 117, which p.oria., ti.',t. replace this paragraph with the following text:
upward harmonization of social securitysystems. 66. Urges.total rejecrion of the plans to enlarge the
Community ro include Spain and Ponugal, as this
vhat is the rapporteur's position? 
;:':11-i:l]il','ff,:l'r::Hil1t::ff;,** ''
Mr Clinton, rapporteur. 
- 
I could accept this amend- \flhar is rhe rapporteur's posirion?
ment.
(Parliament adopted Arnendment No 29 and para- Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am against.
graphs 52 to 59)
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 32 and adopted
president. 
- 
I callMrBoyes on apointoforder. 
paragraphs 56 to 58)
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
Mr Boyes. 
- 
This is going on all morning. It is whole, thus amended, to the vore.
taking far too long when we have got three buttons
here. All we have to do is to press the button we want The resolution is adopted.r
and then go on to the next vote straight away. As it is,
we have been at it nearly 132 hours, and we have whar @pplause)
is supposed to be the most sophisticated voting system
in'!7'estern Europe. It is nonsense.
President. 
- 
I quite agree with you, Mr Boyes. '!7e 
:t
ought perhaps to have a better system, but unfortun-
ately the electronic system takes longer than the show
of hands if people do it properly.
On paragraph 60, I have Amendment No 30, tabled by
Mrs Le Roux and o[hers, seeking to replace this para-
, , , . ,, ".-:::"^'" President. 
- 
I put to rhe vote the motion for a reso-grapn wrth tne lollowrng text: lurion contained in the Cresson report (Doc. l-537/80):
60. Hopes rhar a far-reaching fisheries policy can be Rshing off tbe coast of Guyana.
worked out with the developing countries on the
basis of long-term brlateral agreements. The resolution is adopred.l
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Clinton, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 30 and adoptedfirst
paragraph 60, tben paragraphs 61 to 64)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 64, I have A-..,i-.r,,
No 31, ubled by Mrs Le Roux and others, seeking to
add the following new paragraph:
6a @) Urges that bilateral agreemen$ be negouated
with non-member countries.
'S7'hat is the rapporteur's position? , OJ C 327 of 15.12. 1980
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President. 
- 
I cut ro rhe vore the motionfor a resolu-
tion by Mr De Pasquale and others (Doc. 1-614/80):
Fishing in the Mediterranean.
The resolrttion is adopted.t
President. 
- 
I now pur ro rhe vore rhe motion for a
resolution by Mrs Le Roux and otbers (Doc. 1-617/80):
Fishing in tbe Mediterranedn.
The resolution is rejected.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution by Mrs Roudy and others (Doc. 1-589/80):
Abolition of tbe death penahy in tbe European Commu-
nity.
I have received a request from the Socialist Group for
a roll-call vote, so the vote will be raken electronically.
Mr Glinne, does this requesr apply rc rhe motion for a
resolution as a whole or do you want it on the amend-
ment as well?
Mr Glinne. 
- 
On all the votes dealing with the same
issue.
President. 
- 
!7e shall therefore vote by roll-call on
all the votes dealing with this issue.
I have Amendment No 1, by Mr Fonh, seeking to
replace the entire motion for a resolution by the
following nec/ text:
The Europe an Parliament,
- 
having regard to the historic and actual differences in
basis, principles and operation of the legal systems of
the Member States of the European Community.
- 
bearing in mind that the motion for a resolution PE
64 047 of 14 March 1980 by Mr Schwanzenberg and
the Socialist Group will make it possible for Parlia-
ment to hold a debate in the near future on the basis
' of a repon now being prepared in the Legal Affairs
Committee.
1. Believes rherefore thar it cannot for the time being
usefully express any view on the provisions of domes-
tic national law in any one respect in any Member
State.
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Panella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I apologize, but
some other Members and myself have not understood
what we are voting on. I should like to know.
(Protests)
President. 
- 
Mr Panella, it would be helpful if
Members stayed in the Chamber. That way they could
follow the voting from beginning to end.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1)t
I put the motion for a resolution to [he vote.
The resoludon is adoprcd.2
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a resolu-
tion by Mr Alber and others (Doc. 1-593/80): Uganda.
The resoludon is adopted.2
President. 
- 
I put to the vore the motionfor a resolu-
tion by Mrs Lizin and others (Doc. 1-602/80): Feminist
actioists in the USSR.
The resolution is adoprcd.2
\
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a resola-
tion by Mr Glinne and otbers (Doc. 1-607/80): Referen-
dum in Uruguay.
The resolution is adopted.2
I For details of the roll-call votes, see the minurcs of this
sitting.
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12. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce'. 
- 
Could you plcase advise us of your
intentions for the rest of this sitting, because my report
oir the GSP sysrcm is still some way down the agenda?
The matter is on the agenda of the Council of Minis-
ters for next Monday and the scheme it refers to is due
to come into force on I January. It is therefore essen-
dal, Mr President, that this House pronounce on it
today.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Pearce, my intentions are to hand
over the Chair to Mr de Ferranti, who has so very
willingly agreed to preside. I think the decision will
rest with him. Perhaps you could put your point to
him.
I call Mr Vernimmen.
Mr Vernimmen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I insist rhat
the agenda be obserrred and that the social problems
which are on today's agenda and which concern the
ordinary citizen in Europe should also be dealt with.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Baogemann, 
- 
(D) Mr President, would you be
kind enough to draw Members' attention to the fact
that the agenda has already been decided and that we
cannot, therefore, agree on any further preferences.
Obviously, everyone would like his own point to be
dealt with first, but that cannos be done, because the
agenda is already fixed.
President. 
- 
I cenainly accept all rh.r. poin,., bu, 
",Mr de Ferranti will be presiding from now on I am
going to let him mke the decision.
IN THE CFIAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Vice-Presidcnt
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I would first of all
point out to the previous speaker that, failing proof to
the contrary, Parliament is sovereign and can even
change its agenda if it thinks fit. 
,,i\
Secondly, I would point out that Mr Gundelach
appears to be present. Ve had him come for the
consideration of Item 254, about which, to put it very
simply, there is a slight breath of scandal. It was not I
who had this item included, but members of the EEP.
If we want a ransparent Communiry, at this time when
the press is asking questions, then Parliament needs to
respond immediarcly. I therefore ask all groups and all
Members to consider this item, given the suspicion of
very serious political scandal, and make their views
known.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, I will repeat the request
I made to Mr Rogers. My, repon on the generalized
system of preferences is far down on'the agenda. The
subject matter with which it is concerned is on the
agenda of the Council of Ministers on Monday next
and the system is due to come into force on I January.
In answer to the colleague opposirc, it is not a ques-
tion of wanting my report to receive prioriry; the topic
it deals with is something on which the Council has
asked for our opinion. It is ridiculous to c/aste time as
we do here talking about this, that and the other when
we should be doing what we are asked rc do 
-namely, delivering our opinion on draft legislation.
May I therefore urge.you very strongly to ensure that
somehow or other this matter of GSP is put to the vote
before we leave Strasbourg today? If we do not do
rhat it will be a dereliction of Parliament's duty, which
I shall pur down to incompetent manaBement of our
work by the Bureau. I
President. 
- 
The House, of. course, is sovereign. It
made its original decision on the order in which the
debates should be held, and if the House wishes to
change it we can do so by vote.
Somebody has to move the proposal before we can
vote on it.
I cali Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangema... 
- 
(D) Mr Fresident, forgive me but
I cannot agree. Once the agenda has been decided,
once all Members have made their arrangements
accordingly and are in the House for specific itemq
and at specific times, it seems to me not possible to
change the agenda by taking a vote. Of course, the
House is sovereign but only insofar as it has not
committed itself. In the case of the agenda, it has
already committed itself. I apologize again, but I must
disagree with you.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
There is perhaps a solution to
this problem, It{r President, by not changing the
agenda at all, but asking the rapponeur whether he is
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willing to put this forward rc the House as a morion
without debate. If the House atrees to its being taken
without debate, then we can vote on it at the end of
business today before we rise.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, I am prepared to accepr
that as a compromise measure, but I think it demon-
strates the pretty poor way the business of this House
.is run when a matter as important as this has to be
treated in that way. However, in order to get some-
thing through, I would accept the compromise
suggested by Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Presidens 
- 
I call Mr Oehler.
Mr Oehler. 
- 
@ Mr President, I would all the same
like to point out that a few days ago, before coming
here, we received an agenda which included at least
two vital quesdons on social matters which had been
discussed in committee and which were scheduled to
be dealt with rcday. Vill this House one day decide rc
treat agendas distributed in advance with respect? If
motions for resolutions are tabled at the la$ minute,
then let them be held over! [.et us at least deal with the
agerida, because the workers have no time to wait!
President. 
- 
It is the House that has amended its
agenda. Buq of course, your point will be noted.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kcllctt-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, what is thp
status of the amendments on, for example, the Pearce
repon if in fact they have nor been formally moved at
any stage? \Zill they be able to be voted on?
President. 
- 
\7e shall take them in due dme.
I call Mr Cohen.
Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I cannot accept
your last staremenr. If we discuss the Pearce repon
without,having an opportuniry to debarc the amend-
men6, then no vote can be taken on them. All we can
do is to vote on the Pearce reporr, if rhat is what we
really want, in the form in which we have ir before us,
without the amendments.
President. 
- 
The proposal was made by Mr Scott-
Hopkins that we should cunail the debate and make it
so brief as rc be non-existent and then proceed to vote
upon it. That, I think, was accepted by the House, and
I think we must proceed on that basis.
., 
li
I call Mrs Rabbethge.
Mrs' Rabbeth1e. 
- 
(D) Mr President, for the same
reasons As those given by Mr Pearce, I request that the
same procedure be applied to my report (Doc. 1-551/
80) as that proposed for the Pearce report.
President. 
- 
\7e shall do our best.
I
13. Sales of buuer tb tbe USSR
President. 
- 
The next idbm is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr De Clercq and others, on sales of
butter to Russia (Doc. l-609/80).
I call Mr De Gucht.
Mr De Gucht. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, this motion for
a resolution which Mr De Clercq and I have tableii
personally, relates to a controversial siuation about
which our agricultural experts will no doubt-have a
number of comments to make, some of them not
entirely without foundation. It is indeed a fact that
there are agricultural surpluses in our Communiry and
that we have to get rid of them in one way or another.
It is also a f.act thatit is cheaper to get rid of them on
the international market with expon refunds than to
store them. It is funher true that the Christmas butter
system that we had in the past disorganizes the
market, although that should not be overestimated and
undoubtedly is gravely exaggerated by the agricultural
expefis themselves.
Nor do I want to tag 6nrc this motion for a resolution
a debate on agricultural policy as such. Agricultural
policy is too important a matter for the House to
discuss in a short debate on Friday afternoon. This
policy will, in the next few months, be the subject of a
full and far-reaching debarc between all ther groups.
Today the issue is the big exports that are about to go
(or perhaps we should now say, were about to go) to
Russia, at the cost of unacceptably high exporp
refunds.
At the beginning of this year the expon refund was set
at 150 ECU, then it was reduced to 100 in view of the
market situation and now it has suddenly been set
again, as from I January 1981, at 150 ECU per
100 kg. Immediately, there was an enormous demand
of 90 000 ronnes, whereas throughout the whole of
1980 the demand had been only t 70 000 tonnes.
This enormous demand prompts some questions.
Vhere do the exports go, and to what extent is this
very high export refund necessary? !/hat, in other
words, are the consequences of these exports for the
European budget? As a matter of fact, there was an
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immediate reaction. Among other things, suspension
of the expon refund was recommended, on the initia-
tive of Mr Enl, the German Minister of Agriculture,
and, as I see it, the Commission has to a cenain extent
acknowledged its mistake in this matter.
The question that we put in this motion for a resolu-
tion, whether the Commission is not guilty of an error
of judgement, is therefore to my mind entirely peni-
nent.
The Commission asserts that it does not know where
these expons go to. The Commission is in a position
to find out. That possibility is built into the system.
Vhy, therefore, does the Commission not do so? That
is why we no[e that immediately after the suspension
decision, 30 000 tonnes v/ere cancelled. That, surely,
prompts certain questions.
I believe that mday we have to put two fundamental
quesdons. On top of that is the fact that the situation
is aggravated by the background information dug out
by cenain people who would follow any remotely reli-
able source to squeeze what they can out of it. In this
way, the Commission is pur in a bad light which I feel,
is dangerpus for the European institutions as such and
for the Commission in panicular. The obscurer aspects
of this matter require that the situation be clarified and
that the Commission should take an uneluivocal
stand.
Lastly, alongside these technical problems, a political
problem erqerges. The people of Europe cannor accepr
that dubiods ransacrions take place, cosring the Euro-
pean budget a Ereat deal of money, transactions with
Russia, whilst on the other hand a 'nyet' is rhe answer
with regard to the Christmas burrer. I know very well
that these two rhings, technically and economically,
have very little to do with each other and that this'is
what will no doubt be said against me, bur this Parlia-
ment also has a dury to adopt a political standpoint. Its
principal task is ro creare confidence in this House
among the people of Europe. That is why, to my
mind, this debate is vitally imponant and why the
European Parliament must proclaim rhis clear stand-
point that is needed by adopting the motion for a reso-
lution that we have put before you today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vernimmen ro speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Vernimmen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, wirh this
motion for a resolution we are indeed confronted with
a4 awkward situation. The severest criticism to which
this Parliament is exposed is undoubtedly thar
concerning agricultural expenditure. Vell, it is just as
clear that these enormous paymen$ are primarily the
result of surpluses, and mainly surpluses in the dairy-
produce sector. So the issue here is agricultural policy.
If we think this thing through logically, then we have
to vote against this motion, and I would stress that the
question whether these expons are for Russia or some
other country is of minor imponance. The fact is that
we have to sell our butter-mountain somewhere. Here
I would emphasize that I am not one of thqse who
want ro misuse food aid or food sales as a political
weapon against certain countries. However, if I think
politically, then it is clear to me that these sales will
reduce the authoriry of Europe even more and, Mr De
Gucht, that observation is cenainly not without its
imponance.
Here arises a series of other questions, to which no
doubt we cannot give an answer today, but I should
very much like to know what the Commission is doing
to encourage European consumers to use more butter.
Presumably we lack the courage to condemn cenain
big multinationals who misuse cenain imponed raw
materials and then mount an unhealthy advenising
campaign costing millions rc persuade consumers that
margarine is far better for them than natural butter.
Surely it is obvious that, through cenain agreemen$ in
the framework of the GATT, r/e are going to become
totally dependent on this poliry as regards our
consumption and also our *,ay of life. Henci it is clear
that if we really want to find a pracdcal solution to the
problems now facing us we have to decide on a
completely different course and, pending the time
when we shall have the courage to introduce cenain
measures, at the same dme not forgetting the political
consequences, I shall abstain from voting on this
motion. I do not, however, agree with those who, I am
convinced, will ry to use this motion in the future as a
cheap and 
- 
allow me to say so 
- 
demagogic argu-
ment in favour of a cenain poliry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher on a point of order.
Mr Maher. 
- 
\7e have very limircd time today and a
heavy agenda still to get through. There is confusion
about this subject-matter; enough information is not
available to us. I think it would be a good idea if, with
your permission, Mr Gundelach, since he is here,
would at this moment explain what the position is in
relation to the sales or non-sales of butter to Russia.
Perhaps, as a result of these explanations, we could
save time. Some of us may not even need to intervene
in the debate. ,
President. 
- 
I think it is a very helpful suggestion, if
Mr Gundelach would agree.
I call Mr Aigner first.
Mr Aigner, Cbairman of the Committee on Budgetdry
Control. 
- 
(D) Mn President, surely it is necessary
for Mr Gundelach m hear the opinion of Parliament
before he ansvrers. Therefore kindly allow me, as
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Chairman of the Committee on Budgetary Control, to
say a few words on this motion for a resolurion.
I am panicularly grateful ro you, Mr Gundelach, for
saying that you are ready to be at the disposal of my
committee on Thursday for a full discussion. I have
already given you a wrirten indication of the panicular
points that we wish to discuss with you in detail.
Mr President, this Parliamenr has for years been tell-
ing the Commission that it does nor keep a close
enough watch on the administrarion of the agriculrural
markets and that 
- 
I am putring rhis very carefully 
-the suspicion exists thar facmri outside the decision-
making process play an imponant pan. That is ro say
that the panies concerned may manipulate the infor-
mation they supply; since this cannor be correctly
analysed, it gives rise to wrong decisions by rhe
Commission.
I also feel thar, above all, the Commission is support-
ing an expon poliry that is quite definitely in conflicr
with the express will of this Parliamenr. Ve have often
stated that we consider the policy of heavily-subsi-
dized sales to srate-trading countries 
- 
I am not
naming any panicular counlry 
- 
as basically wrong
because the machinery is unsuitable. \7e have often
enough asked the Commission to develop different
machinery for trade wirh state-trading countries. Lasr
week in Luxembourg, Mr Gundelach, during the first
reading of the budget, we requesred that there should
be no licence or pre-fixed contrac[ arrangementi at all
with state-trading countries and a direct tendering
procedure used instead. It is simply inadmissible, and
European raxpayers cannot be asked to accept, that we
should send thousands of tonnes of heavily-subsidized
butter to Soviet Russia, which that country can rhen
sell at three or four times the price to its own popula-
tion. That is not the purpose of subsidies.
The motion for a resolution has my full supporr on
very topical grounds. It is impossible m understand
how the Commission, against the advice of the dealers
- 
though cenainly not against thar of the Soviet
purchasing compahy 
- 
and just at a time when the
market for the first time was craving for deliveries of
our surplus dairy products, should have increased the
refund rate from 100 to 150 ECUs per 100 kg and
then, because of shocked public reaction, reduced it by
l0 points to 150 . . .
(Intemrption by Mr Gundelacb)
Naturally, Mr Gundelach, the rate then suddenly went
down from 160 to 150. But it is still difficult to under-
sand why the figure vent from 100 to 150.'!7e do not
undersnnd why. I can only imagine that this poliry
was in fact intended to cover up manipulated
contracts. Since the refund rares are paid in two
stages, perhaps the agreement is for 85 0/o on signing
the contract, it being possible to waive the remaining
15 0/o when the identity of the country of desdrtation is
established, because in fact the goods are delivered to
quite different destinations from those specified in the
contracts originally signed. Parliament suspecm rhar
this was the reason for the incredible increase in the
rate of refund and is of the opinion thar its political
will is therefore not being respected.
These are g;rave criticisms, Mr Gundelach, and I hope
that, in the dialogue between us, it will be possible to
achieve cornplete ransparency with regard ro rhese
facts and el'ents.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
Mr President, I do not rhink that it is only a
matter for discussion in Mr Aigner's committee, even
if I am most happy to appear before that commirree.'
\flhen publig criticism is being voiced by this Parlia-
ment against the action and management of the
Commission and it seems as if Members of Parliamenr
are abou[ to pass judgement even before having heard
the accusecl, it would appear to me to be a most
extraordinary procedure.
The draft resolution in front of you is based upon
rumours from the press. It unfonunately does not take
into account the full explanation in regard ro rhese
matrcrs which I previously gave ro the plenary sining
and to committees of Parliament, including Mr
Aigner's, and our ongoing policy 
.has not been
changed. It was given rc the Committee on Agricul-
ture on Monday of this week, and was seemingly to
the satisfacdon of the commirtee ar rhar stage; but
there is not one reference here to any of the inlorma-
tion or poinm of view which the Commission had put
on the table; one continues down the road on the basis
of press reports which are quite demonsrrably wrong.
There is, Mr Aigner, norhing incomprehensible abour
all this, and I shall proceed to explain the main
elemenrs once again.
But first I want to make one point quirc clear. You
speak, Mr Aigner, about srate-trading countries. I im
speaking abrcut Russia, because that is what this drafr
resolution is about. There has nor been agreed one
kilogramme of pre-fixed butrer ro Russia. Not one
kilogramme. It has nor even been considered, and to
Mr De Gucht I must say it was nor due to any inter-
vention on Mr Ertl's pan. He got, like the other
Ministers, the same explanation as you are getting
now and wars fully satisfied. It was ongoing Commis-
sion policy in accordance with the promises I have
given to this House. !fle have allowed not a single kilo
of butter to be contracted for with Russia or with any
destination which might lead to Russia. Another
correction here. Ve do consider the desdnation, and
when I see for instance pre-fixed butter for Cuba I am
not so stupid that I cannot see thar that means Russia.
Of course there is a very, very limited consumption of
l'"
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butter in Cuba; and if this rype of butter appears all of
a sudden, then that gets stoppcd as well.
The power of the Commission to see rc it that this is
the situation, and remains the situation for as long as
necessary, lies in the fact that, as I have explained to
this House before, we have introduced very strict rules
on requesr which might lead to sales to Russia. In
panicular, all intervention agencies have to report
daily on what has been pre-fixed and for what destina-
tions, and the Commission has the right, within five
days, to reject any pre-fixed butter which is requested,
wherever it might be, and for whatever destination.
'!7e made use of that power immediately when we were
confronted with requesm for pre-fixed butter from
Russia or, for instance, Cuba or any other destination
which might lead rc sales to Russia.
All this talk of huge sales of butter rc Russia is simply
a newspaper story, and it is beneath the digniry of this
House to carry on a solemn debate on the basis of
'pure rumours which have been denied again and again
by the Commission over the last two or three weeks,
where the Commission's policy was clearly esnblished
monrhs ago that we were not going to tolerate it and
were going to use weapons which we had clawed to us
from the Council in order [o pursue this policy.
Concerning the level of refunds on lOJune: these
stood, quite in accordance with world market prices,
at 150. Our prices were then as they have been
throughout, at the upper limit of world market prices.
In other words, our export refunds were the smallest
they could be to move the amount of butter which had
to be moved out in order to prevent butter from piling
up, ro the detriment of the budget, in our intervention
stocks.
But by 1.0 June there was a considerable quantiry of
pre-fixed butter: nothing to do with Russia 
- 
ordi-
nary trade. There have been sales to Russia, but only
the quantiry worked out in the position taken by the
Council and discussed in the European Parliament 
-some 70 000 tonnes. No mord.
So, on 10 June there were quite a number of requests
for pre-fixed butter for other destinations. Ve found
that this was due to the fact that traders hoped that
pre-fixing would affect the milk price and lead to a
retroactive increase in other export refunds on milk
products. \7e refused that, and on l0 June we reduced
the export refund to 100. Ve might just as well have
said zero, because it was an unoperadonal level. 100
was not an expression of what the refunds should be in
order to sell butter, it was a level chosen at random but
low enough [o ensure that no britter was sold. Later I
learned that this causes confusion. In future it will not
be set at 100; since if it is unoperational, it will be set'
atzero, since everybody can see that a zero is azerol
In October we had to start planning for normal sales
in the first quarr,er of 1981, because traders have to
improve their contacts with Switzerland or Morocco
or wherever it may be. Ve therefore considered
reopening refunds at an operative level and we even-
tually did so in the beginning of November at the level
of too. That was too high, not through an error of
judgement on the part of the Commission, it was the
price that day. There was an American election which
put the dollar up. Immediately we recognized that the
price was due to the change in the dollar overnight
from 4 to 5, we cancelled all pre-fixed bumer to all
destinations not only Russia, bui everywhere. Nothing
was sold at 160. And we set it at 150. At'that stage
there were no requesti for pre-fixed butter from
Russia.
That came at the beginning of this week. Ve cancelled
the whole thing again, and the price will be fixed in
one or two weels' time when the market has settled
inrc a calmer pattern. I am not speaking about Russia
but about the rest of the world. Nothing was sold at
160. Practically nothing at 150. Nothing to Russia at
all. I therefore cannot accept, either in regard to tran-
sactions with Russia or other smte-trading countries or
in regard to the management of prices, any criticism.
I must add that we are still selling a-considerable
amount of butter and other dairy products on the
internal markets with subsidies, which of course are
much more of a burden to the budget than export
refunds.
Ve have no, 
"g...i this year, nor have ve anycommitment to do so, to pay money for the so-called
Christmas butter, which, of course, is very popular,
but it does not change the amount of butter sold in the
longer term, because less is bought before or less after.
If we had decided on sales of Christmas butter this
year,l should have been forcid rc come to the House,
which I cannot, and ask for a supplementary budget
for budgetary reasons that have therefore to be left
out. That is not so that money can be used for huge
sales of butter to Russia. That is simply not true. As far
as the future in 1981 is concerned, we shall proceed on
the basis of the same poliry I have described here
today, with full recognition of the Council's decisions
of January and February of this year, as discussed also
in this Parliament.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman on a point of order.
Mr Tolnan. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we are now
running badly shon of time. After Mr Gundelach's
starcment, which has given us the facts, we can do one
of swo things: either the Members who tabled the
motion for a resolution withdraw it, or else we can go
straight to the vote without funher debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hord on a point of order.
t\ \
,. 
l
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Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, I think it might be more
pertinent to give those people who have asked to
speak an opponunity of speaking or at least of reply-
ing to cenain points made by Mr Gundelach, so rhar
we can have something to voti on.
Fresident. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal to close
the debate.
'I he motron rs carned.
I call Mr Aigner on a point of order.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, it is true that we
cannot fully discuss these urgent quesrions under the
prevailing pressure of time. I should therefore be
grateful to you, to prevent the matter being swepr
under the table 
- 
for that would cost European
taxpayers too much money 
- 
if we could refer this
question to the Committee ori Budgets, the Commitree
on Budgetary Control and the Committee on Agricul-
ture, bo that the necessary debate can be held free of
rhe consraint of time.
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner has asked for the maner ro
be referred to committee.
I call Mr Clinton on a point of order.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, before the vore was
aken I was asking for the floor on a point of order,
but nobody happened to see me. I think it is totally
vrong that one Member should be selected in the
House to give a point of view on exports of butter to
Russia or anywhere else and that the other people who
had their names down should be complercly ignored
and excluded. I think it is very poor procedure.
President. 
- 
!flell, it is perfectly possible for any
Member to move the closure of a debate. \7e have
voted upon it and the House has made its decision.
You may have your own view on it, of course, but
now another formal proposal has been made by Mr
Aigner that the matter be referred to committee. This
is also in order and we shall now proceed to vote on ir.
The proposal is adopted.
14. Reguktio, 
=,:,;ffii:,r" 
of Neut Zeaknd
President. 
- 
tt. next item is the repon by Miss
Quin (Doc. l-594/80), on behalf of the Commitree on
Agriculture, on
the proposal from the Commiision to the Council (Doc.
l-336180) for a regulation relating rc the imionadon of
New .Zealand butter into the Communiry on special
terms.
1 6all fv[is5 {Quin.
Miss Quin, fttpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I shall be as
brief ai possible in presenting this report. The repon,
which was adopted by-the Committee on Agriculture,
supports the Commission's proposal for a permanent
arrantement governing impons of New Zealand
butter. My report is also backed up by favourable
opinions from the Committee on External Economic
Relations and, I understand, the Committee on Budg-
ets. The Commission's proposal on which the repon is
based is, I believe, aimed at promoting proper cooper-
adon between New Zealand and the EEC as the rwo
major butter-expotting countries on the world market.
Vhile a cenain amount of cooperation does take place
between these rwo trading-units, I believe thar the
proposal provides a fair and lasting basis for this.
The Commission's proposal envisages an orderly
reduction c,f New Zealand impons to the EEC ro
90 000 tonnes by 1984 and also a simplification of the
levy and price arrangements.
The repon recognizes the heavy economic depend-
ence of Nerv Zealand on exports of dairy products as
well as the links, not only economic but also historical
and political, between New Zealand and the EEC as a
whole. Obviously, the links between New Zealand and
the UK are close, but New Zealandis a country with a
European and not just a British tradition. The majority
in the Committee on Agriculture did support the
report, although cenain criticisms were expressed
about having imports from New Zealand. Very briefly
I will say one or two things about this.
Although it may seem odd for the Communiry to
impon butter when the Communiry itself has a surplus
of this product and this does constituce a certain budg-
etary burden, I think there are various ways in which
such a criticism of the present arrangement can be
refurcd. If no New Zedland butter came into the EEC,
the EEC would sdll have a subsaptial surplus and the
problems of EEC dairy producers would still exist.
New Zealand is not responsible for those aspects of
the agricultuLral poliry which have tended to promote
such a dramatic increase in production and therefore
should 4ot be penalized for this.
New Zealand's dairy production has remained stable
for the last 6 or 7 years, whereas that of the Commu-
niry has inc:reased dramatically. In the last 2t/z to 3
years, it has increased its milk production by more
than the mtal milk production of New Zealand.
Consequently, the Community has been increasingly
competing with New Zealand on the world market.
,il
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Having exponed only 24 000 tonnes in 1975, the
Community is likply rc ex$on this year something in
the region of 400 000 r.onnes. New Zealand has sought
to diversify her products and has been successful, but
my report points out that, since these opportunities
remain strictly limircd, there is a limit to the diversifi-
cation which can take place.
Ir is true that Japan and the United States adopt fairly
protectionist attitudes as far as dairy products are
concernedl but I think it is an odd contradiction for
those in the EEC to criticize Japan and the United
Smtes on the one hand and at the same time argue for
complete protection of the Community market on the
other.
In conclusion, in presenting this repon, I would like to
say that for me our response to New Zealand ig a test
of our general attitude towards trading relations and
the extent to which, despite our own agricultural diffi-
culties, we are prepared to be outward-looking. I
believe the report and the Commission's proposals are
in the interesrc of world dairy cooperation and consti-
tute an enlightened response to a friendly third coun-
try and to a valuable rading partner.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cresson.
Mrs Cresson. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, the French Socialism consider that the Commis-
sion's proposals to continue the imponation of New
Zealand butter into the Communiry indefinitely are
inacceptable.
Once again !r'e are going back on signed and sealed
agreemenm. Protocol 18, annexed to the United King-
dom's treaty of accession, specified special conditions
for these imports up to 1977. The extension of this
provision was agreed by the Councilin 1975 and 1976:
impons of New Zealand butter were to be reduced
from 120 000 tonnes in 1978 to 115 000 in 1980. In
April 1979, the Commission suggested the extension
of the agreement rc 1983, but under different arrange-
ments, with annual imports of 92 500 tonnes at 75 0/o
of the intervention price. The Commission now envis-
ages that these imports should continue afrcr 1984,
and with no time-limit, with the vague promise to take
ano[her look at the way the scheme is operating.
Every day we hear complaints from all sides, but pani-
cularly from the UK, about ihe cost of agricultural
spending and in panicular the spending on milk. Now
production in the UK, encouraged by exchange-rates,
v/ent up from 48 000 tonnes in 1975 to 161 000 in
1979. Over the same period, consumption in the UK
fell from 462000 tonnes in 1975 to 389.000 in 1979.
The Unircd Kingdom therefore reduced its butter
impons from the other Community countries by 29 0/0.
In 1980, the United Kingdom, whose butter exports
have continually increased 
- 
from 16 000 tonnes in
1976 to 95 OOO in 1980 
- 
became a net butter
exporter. The familiar circuit of lamb and ACP sugar
thus now also applies in the case of butter.
I wonder what the Commission has in mind in making
European farmers 
- 
and French farmers in panicular
- 
pay a steeply rising co-responsibility levy whilst
guaranteeing them, for only one year, an income that
has again fallen for the seventh year in succession,
whereas New Zealand sees its future as a milk produ-
cer guaranteed indefinitely with no lery to pay. \7hat
is more, the annual increase in income per tonne of
butter for the New Zealand producer, as proposed by
the Commission, is very considerable, since the inten-
tion is to pay 75 o/o of the interuention price instead of
53 o/0.
There is, of course, no question of doing without this
necessary help overnight. That is what a transitional
period is for, but this one has not been used as it
ought. Vhat is worse, European farm-ers are paying
foithis failure. Is a generous poliry of this kind any
help rc European industry? Of course not' Japan and
tho United St"tts 
".. 
still importing New Zealand
agricultural produce as grudgingly as they did ten
yiars ago, and in the meantime they have become
major suppliers in other products. Community exPorts
on the other hand, not including the United Kingdom,
went up from 8 to only 9 0/o of total New Zealand
impons between 1970 and 1978.'lt is true that the
situation in British exports is even worse, because they
fell from 30 ro 17 0/o of New Zealand impons over the
same period. Nevertheless, the New Zealand trade
balance with the Communiry is negative and
consantly so because of the continuous increase in
invisible exports to New Zealand, which, of course,
mainly benefit the United Kingdom.
The French Socialists have mbled amendments and we
shall vote for them and for others, but the ruth is that
the Commission's proposals, which disregard the prin-
ciple of Community preference, make transitional
arrangements permanent and turn exceptions into
rules, are wholly inacceptable. The French Socialists
do not therefore accept them and do not see who in
France, or among those to whom the common agricul-
tural policy is imponant, could accept them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Courcy Ling on a point of
order.
Mr de Courcy Liog. 
- 
Mr President, I beg ro move
the closure of the debate. In so doing, I should like m
say that the House has heard with interest two
eloquent speeches, both by members of the Socialist
Group. The first, I thought, pur an exrremely per-
suasive case and I am bound ro say rhar rhe second
misled the House on certain imponant poinr of detail
- 
namely, on certain historical points. I beg to move
the cloiure of the debate, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martin on that point of ordcr.
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Mr Marth. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my name is,down to
speak in this debate. To me ir is a democratic principle
that all those whose names are down to speak should
be allowed to do so. It would be insufferable to close
the debate now.
President. 
- 
Under Rule 32 anybody may stand up
and move the closure of the debate . It is for you ro use
your eloquence in the brief intervention you have just
made to persuade people to vorc in favour of conrinu-
ing the debate. It is there that the democracy lies.
(Parliament rejected I the motion to close the debate)
I call Mr Tolman.
Mr Tolman. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall meet your
wishes and use telegraphic breviry for the few
commenr I wish to make on the problems regarding
New Zealand that have arisen since the accession of
the United Kingdom. The regulation has to be revised
and possibly renewed, and it is a good thing that we
should use this occasion to take stock. That is what I
intend to do by referring to one or two points.
Vhy did the regulation come into being? Because
there .are historical and political ties beween the
United Kingdom and New Zealand, because New
Zealand has a very one-sided agricultural sector and
because an abrupt interruption of butter exports in
1973 would have caused it great problems.
'!7e knov that, in Parliament, exceptionally fierce crit-
icism is levelled at the agricultural policy. The criticism
is exaggerated, but sometimes it is justified with regard
to poliry in the dairy-produce secor. Pressure comes
from all sides to put it right. For that reason, continu-
.ing to import 90 000 tonnes of butter is a very illogical
proposal. Because dairy produce has so ofrcn been a
problem, unpleasant measures have had to be taken.
lrt me list them: a price-freeze on surplus produce
lasting three years, co-responsibility lwies and the
prospect of an extra levy next year on any expansion
in production. 
- 
And New Zeirland can just go on as
before, as Mrs Cressori has just said.
'$7e must also, because there is a special relationship
between New Zealand and the United Kingdom, take
note of the fact that butter consumption has fallen
slightly in the Unircd Kingdom and buner production
has gone upby70o/0.
I have the impression that we are sometimes a linle
careless in the way we add to our agricultural prob-
lems. Ve impon surplus products 
- 
bumer from New
Zealand 
- 
and unlimited quandties from America,
and when you look at the trade balance you can see
that we have a deficit of $s.8billion. The United
States operarc a powerful protectiopist policy with
regard to dairy produce. Finally, we have consistently
failed to bring in a regulation on oils and fats.
In eight years, New Zealand has had time to change
its poliry. The present situation in the Community
does not allow us to continue with these imports.
Producers cannot understand it, and what must consu-
mers say when they are always being told about
surpluses and dairy-produce mountains? Now if we
decide to impon another 350 million pacls of buner
or, in other words, to add 25 0/o ta our butrcr srccks,
then no one will undersand it at all. On top of that,
this matter comes up just at the right time. New
Zealand can probably do business just as well with
another country. I don'r need rc say which. The
proposal to go on with these impons therefore
deserves very clearly to be rejected.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Curry.
Mr Curry. 
- 
Mr President, this is an issue on which
it is very easy rc get worked up. There are many
Members of this Parliament who are passionately
committed to the defence of the common agricultural
policy, and New Zeiland impons are seen by them as
pan of a seditious British plot against the very founda-
tions of the Community. Mrs Cresson was passionate
on this score, insofar as anybody reading her speech as
quickly as she read it could be passionate about
anything.
In Britain, where many people have got sons, daugh-
ters and relatives in New Zealand and where rhe
memories of ties forged in war and peace are very
strong, the fate of this patch of eanh on the other side
of the globe is equally a subject of very powerful
emotion.
I wish to steer clear of the emotional presentation
today. I am not even going to mention the imponancc
of the issue as a symbol of the Communiq/s intendons
to be pan of an open-rading Community. I urish rc
sugtest quite clearly that the continued access for
New Zealand butter, which is one of the few things
she has got to export, is by any standard of plain
common sense in the intcrests of the whole European
Communiry.
I am not going to pretend that these i-poru do not
create problems. Of course they do. Ve have about
360 OOO'tonnes of our own buucr 
- 
about 15 0/o of
production 
- 
urhich has got to be got rid of at a
subsidy of about f I 000 a tonne to whoever will buy
it. To impon 90 000 tonnes a yeer, which is vhat is
being proposed, of course crill make our problem
more difficult. Bur rrhat is the practical alternative?
Keep it outi 
- 
A nice, simple soludon! And vhat
happens then? Vhar happens is that that Nev Zealand
buner goes onto the world market, where it competes
with the butter the Communiry will still have to sell
there. The result is ruinous competition vhich rdllI By sitting and standing.
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force up the cost of exponing in the Communiry and
give to the countries of Eastern Europe, vinually the
only people who want to buy butter on the world
marker, a blissful opportuniry to play off the European
taxpayer against the New Zealand Dairy Board, with
the entire profit gained ty their own political r6gimes,
which have nothing in common with the political
sysrcm in either this Communiry or New Zealand.
Any idea that the New Zealand surplus would disap-
pear like snow in summer by a policy of trying to put
up a'No entrance' sign is pure illusion. Even if every
pat of New Zealand butter sold in this Community
were replaced with a pat of Community butter 
- 
no
doubt in these disagreeable 12 and 14 gramme packs
which are the only manifestation of butter you can tet
in Strasbourg 
- 
there would still be a butter surplus
of 10 0/o in the Communiry. The amount it is being
proposed to admit each year is somewhat below the
historical level of annual increase of butter in the
Community. So that is the first reason for accepting it.
\7e both supply the world market. If we are not both
going to be exploircd by commercial blackmail we
have no choice but to sit,down and discuss together
how we approach the world market so as to make the
most of our joint position as monopoly suppliers.
Nothing could be more ludicrous than a policy of
permanent and embittered competition.
The second reason why self-interest should indicate
our willingness to accept New Zealand access is the
need to develop our own exports to New Zealand.
The Community is New Zealand's biggest trading
partner: she supplies more than a quarter of New
Zealand's impons, and allowing for invisible rade, the
New Zealand deficit is about $ 150 million. It would
be perfectly absurd m think that the Communiry can
exclude the only commodiry New Zealand'has got to
sell and at the same time continue to supply her with
telecommunications equipment 
- 
of which a large
part is French 
- 
cars and machiire tools. To cut off
sales of New Zealand butter to the Communiry would
not creare one single job in Europe. To destroy the
Communiry's rade with New Zealand would mean
the loss of thousands of jobs inside this Community.
(Appkuse)
The third reason why Communiry self-interest should
dictarc our need to impon is the strategic r6le of New
Zealand and the Pacific. It is all very well for Mr
Tolman to say that we should Eo away and find new
marker. The Community has been trying rc find new
markets for years. '$7e are in the throes of a recession.
Tell me how easy it is for a nation of three million
people almost wholly dependent on trade in dairy
produce to diversify with the simpliciry and ease with
which Mr Tolman seems to think it can be done. Just
look at the facts of the case! Haven't our own
car-makers who have just come back empry-handed
from Japan got evidence enough of how difficult it is
to multiply trade when the whole of the world is in
economic recession?
New Zealand's sales are falling. Before Britain enrcred
the Community, New Zealand was selling 175 000
.ronnes of butter and70 000 tonnes of cheese eyeer to
rhe United Kingdom. Last year its entitlement was
only 125 000 tonnes of butter, and not even a single
mouserap morsel of cheese was sold. During a time
when costs have risen in New Zealand by 180 0/0, her
dairy farmers have had an increase in real returns of
only about one-quarter of that So the proposals to
stabilize sales at about 90 000 rcnnes eyeur, Mr Presi-
denL with a fixed ax-rate and adequate arrangements
ro review the position in the light of market develop-
ments, are surely reasonable, equitable and designed
to achieve a responsible balance berween the Commu-
nity's obligations towards her own farming community
and 
.towards her international trading panners. The,
proposals are merely common sense in pursuit of a
common interest and deserve the s'uppon of this
House.
(Apphuse)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Martin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the eminently official Commission des comptes
de l'Agriculture has just made known the trend in
French farmers' incomes in 1980. Overall, the fall in
gross income exceeds 6 o/o,but net income, which is a
better measure of purchasint-power, will go down by
over 10 9/0. Stock farmers, and milk producers in
particular, are the hardest hit. This decrease is largely
due to decisions by the Commission and the Council
approved by the majority in this House: pressure on
prices and taxes and super-hxes on producers, but
immunity for imports of New Zealand vegetable fats
and butter.
About the serious situation of milk producers and thc
dercrioradon of their living and working conditions,
Miss Quin is uncohcerned. 'That is not her business'.
There is not a word about it in her motion for a reso-
lution, which could just as well have been signed by a
New Zealand minister or, better, the managing direc-
rcr of the New Zealand Dairy Board, which has the
monopoly of New Zealand buner expons. On behalf
of rhe overriding inrcrests of New Zealand, she
approves the Commission and its proposal not only to
renew once again the preferential arrantements for
New Zealand butrcr impons into Great Britain but
also to extend it to all EEC ciruntries and to reduce
the levy. This proposal, which will affect the EEC
agricultural budget and have serious implicadons for
milk producers, ii a purely political gesture. That is
clear from the Commission's explanatory starcmenq
which says: 'New Zealand must continue to provide a
I
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pole of stability in the Pacific.' Maybe, but farmers
should not have to pay the bill!
At the ou6et, the only purppse of this exemption
granted to the United Kingdom was ro allow it ro
adjust itself to Community mechanisms. It has arbi-
trarily and unfairly been continued since the 1975
Dublin agreement. This temporary exemption, now
becoming permanent, is a serious breach of Commu-
nity preference on top of the long list of other exemp-
tions,relating to oils and fats, soja, substirute products,
etc.'$7e have reached a poinr where the main Commu-
nity rule is the exception. In the inrcrests of producers
in our regions this cannot go on. This eiemption is all
the less warranted in that the United Kingdom is
'exponing increasing quancities of butter rc the EEC
whilst at the same time obstructing impons of dairy
produce from other EEC countries.
Moreover, we refuse to have the EEC compensating
for the closure of the American and Japanese markets
to New Zealand butter. The continuance of these imt
ports, denounced by the non-governmenal organiza-
tions in the EEC, is all the more intolerable that the
Commission is still refusing to give refunds at rhe level
that would permit access to the world marker. All
these exemptions are the more scandalous in that they
are supported or demanded by the fiercest enemies of
the CAP, the very people who accuse producers of
creatint surpluses and costing us too much and who
are conducting an offensive on all fronts to destroy the
CAP and throw it open 'to the fresh wind of free
trade'. It is these same people who ask that these
exemptions, which cost the EEC budget so much, be
maintained. Messieurs les Anglais, you have adopted
the habit, in this House, of being the, firsr tO fire, at the
CAP. In return, please play fair: 'Messieurs les
Anglais, you pay first.'
New Zealand is adding its own voice ro the chorus of
CAP critics. The September 1980 issue of the official
'New Zealand' magazine dwells at length on 'the
absurd nature of the CAP' and asks that it be revised.
Has not New Zealand, via the United Kingdom,
become a partner of the EEC from which it has found
a way of pxtracdng rhe benefim without suffering the
drawbacks?
For us, the French Communist and Allies, the interests
of the milk producers come before those of the New
Zealand Dairy Board or those of Unilever. This is why
we ask you to reject Miss Quin's morion for a resolu-
don and to throw out the Commission's proposals. Ve
ask for the immediate repeal of rhe preferential
arrangemenm under which the United Kingdom
impons New Zealand butter. If you followed our
proposal you would prove your resolve to uphold the
Community preference principle and protect our
producers. At the same dme you would be taking a
first step towards the formulation of a true policy on
oils and fats 
- 
which we are continually demanding 
-with limitations and mxes on vegeable fat impons.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Manin,
Mrs Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, without wishing to deny that New Zealand has
very close links with the Communiry and panicularly
the Unircd Kingdom, which Prorocol 18 and the 1975
Dublin summit, moreover, both recognize, I am
opposed rc this new sysrem proposed to us by the
Commission for the future.
During the discussion on rhe budget, ,rny M..b.r,
sressed the need to keep Community milk surpluses
within limits. Strangely enough, I note that it is often
the same Members who today defend just as passion-
ately this new preferential system which is a grave vio-
ladon of the principle of Community preference.
Please, let us be logical. Commiming ourselves for four
years or even longer is clearly out of the quesrion ar a
time when the Communiry has to conrend with finan-
cial difficulties that can be solved only on an annual
basis in the framework of rhe budget. It is illogical to
separate the Community's internal financial problergrs
from its relations with third countriis. Public opinion
would be at a loss and the agricultural sector would in
the end wonder why it is necessary to reduce butter
production when rhe Community budget is being used
to finAnce the absorprion of surpluses from other
countries.
There is no reason to make permanent, by repeated
ex[ensions, a sysr,em designed to be transitional. 'Ir
must remain so, panicularly since the idea, here,
would nor be to renew a sysrem that has already been
renewed once but to extend to the whole of the
Ccimmunity special arrantemenrs so far applied only
to butter impons inro the United Kingdom,,a tradi-
tional market for New Zealand. No time-limit is setfor this new arrangement which provides New
Zealand producers with long-term guarantees whereas
the income tuarantees to European producers never
go beyond one year. Is it right ro perperuarc such a
system at a time when the Community has financial
difficulties and when the reform of the common agri-
cultural poliry is in the air? And supposing *e *ere, in
spite of everything, forced to move in the direction of
such an exrension, we could nor accepr ir for more
than one year. Ve also want the budgetary cost of
these impons, arising out of political considerations,
to cease being imputed to agriculrure.
\7hat is more, this House has declared itself several
times, including a very recenl occasion, in favour of
the reclassification of all budgetary spending required
by policie's other than thC common agricultural
policy. The problem of New Zealand butter impons,
beyond this fresh exrension, should be considered at
the same time as the definition of an overall policy for
oils and fam which we have already been demanding
for a very long time 
- 
roo long in fact.
'r
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This is why, with Mr Delacte and other Members, we
have nbled an amendment along those lines. I refer to
Amendment No 1. In this way we do not challenge the
EEC's political responsibiliry tovards New Zealand 
-which has been stressed by our rapponeur 
- 
but we
ask that the solution rc be found to this question
should not be separated from our study of the changes
to be made to the common agriculural policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Remilly.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(F) Mr Presideqq we too would like
an overall policy on oils and fats. Ve are being asked
to perpetuarc what was only provisional in 1974 and
remained so in 1977, that is to say the sale of butter to
the EEC by New Zealand. Everytling we hear in this
House tells us, time and dme again, that Community
production is already heavily in surplus.
Vhy the retention of this privilege? How can public
opinion and the agricultural sector underctand the
declared need to reduce buner production in the
Community if, in practice, the same Communiry
budget is used to finance the absorption of surplus
New Zealand dairy producc? The only answer is: New
Zealand has to be given extra time to find a solution to
its problems. \flhy should we accept that New Zealand
should, so to speak, be a member of the common
agricultural ."rk.t by prory and enjoy its advantiges
wirhout bearing any of the cost? The inadmissible
nature of this prercxt put forward to justify this fresh
bending of the Community preference rule 
- 
that is
to say, the strength of the relations berween New
Zealand, and the European counuies 
- 
is clear rc all.
But even if we accept this argr.rment, Ewo questions
have to be asked. Vhat does Europe get from New
Zealand, in political and economic terrns, in return for
this privileged treatment? Does it buy cars, srcel prod-
ucts or comput€rs from European industry, does it buy
European aircraft? Unfonunatcly the answer is no.
The denils for those who need them, are given in Mrs
Quin's report. In 1965, 43 olo of. New Zealand's
impons came from the EEC. In 1978, 27 0/o of New
Zealtnd's impons came from the EEC. Over tfie same
period Japan doubled ir share of New Zealand'
imports and srcpped buying its buuer.
These are the reasons why we cennot acc€pt the
Commission's proposal or, therefore, approve tle
motion for a resoludon ve are considering.
Over and above these considcrations, however, [here
is another lesson to be learned from what we mighr
call the Nes, Zealand butter affair. The lesson is clear.
It is that there are opponunities for ogorting agricul-
tural products all over the world erren in the case of
dairy producc. New Zealaod proves rhe poinu Here
are a few revealing figures. Every year, New Zealand
exports 175 000 lonnes of butter, over 200 000 tonnes
of powdered milk and 66 000 tonnes of cheese.
An expon policy is therefore possible and even neces-
sary for EEC agricultural producr. It is possible
because the markets exist and it is necessary because it
is a way of achieving the prosperiry of European farm-
ers, food independence for the population and an
increase in food aid to the developing countries. It
uiould, in addition, contribute to political poy/er as the
evenr of ercry day and the use made of it by other
counries show. If the New Zealand butter affair had
the effect of convincing our Communiry of the need
for this agricultural exports poliry, the common agri-
cultural policy, so criticized in many cases, would
show not only its utility to European farmers and
consumers, but also its political necessiry for Vestern
European counries.
Presidcnt 
- 
I call Mr Cotrell on a point of order.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Mr President, in the inrcrests of effi-
ciency and in order to make sure that this report will
reach the Council of Agriculure Ministers meeting on
Monday, I beg to move the closure of the debate
under Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
Under Rule 12, once Parliament has
decided on its procedure with regard to the debates, it
may not be amended.
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, a few centu-
ries ago, Neur Zealand was an empty country and, to
use [he words of a well-known book, a land flowing
with milk and honey. Later it was inhabited by the
Maoris, the first people to live there, and then it was
colonized. Vho colonized it? People who came
primarily from Western Europe. Thas means thaq in
fact, New Zealand is a distant member of our family
and with the family you maintain good relations. But
apart from being a distant member of the family, New
Z,caland is also a good friend and acquaintance. New
Zeiland has always maintained good relations with
our countries and, when the European Community
qras set up, with that Communiry. It has become a firm
friend.
This Nerr Zeeland demonstrated again in 1940-45
when it smod shoulder to shoulder vith us in rhe fight
against fascism. You do no[ let family and friends
down when they are in trouble. New Zealand has
sho*n itself to be a very good friend in the case of
agricultural surpluses because it has tried with might
and main rc divenify its market and it gave its agree-
ment to reducing the quotas originally fixed.
In short, Neq, Zealand has done rrhat a good friend
and member of the family should do. On top of these
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two virtues, the countqy possesses that of being our
trading partner. And the fact is that, in internadonal
trade, there is a question of give and take. '!7hen one
counry in a rade pannership is an economic giant
like the European Communiry and the other small
chen there are certain standards of ethics that apply.
And if I add rhe fact that, in the present case, it is to
the advantage of the giant, namely the European
Community, to maintain good economic reladons
with New Zealand, then there is no reason at all not to
approve the Commission's proposal and the proposals
spelled out in Mrs Quin's repon.
I find it embarassing when conflict develops in the
House between France and the United Kingdom
about whether one or the other is entitled co impon a
few more tonnes of butter or a few less, when we
know we are talking about a relationship that has
grown up over many years and a country that has
done its utmost to find a solution. It is embarassing to
hear Members say that this kind of thing simply has to
be swept off the map. I cannot understand it.
In my view, the European Communiry has assumed
the rights and duties of both France and the Unircd
Kingdom. '!7e must take steps to see that New
Zealand receives that to which it has a right as a
disant member of the family and a trading panner, in
other words what the Commission has proposed.
President- 
- 
I call Mr'lZelsh to speak on behalf of
the Committee on External Economic Relations.
Mr Velsh, drafisman of an opinion 
- 
Mr President,
it is my duty to move the opinion of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, which, of course, fully
endorses Miss Quin's report. I do nos propose to say
very much more than that, because I notice that the
people who have spoken against this repon have
delivered their carefully prepared speeches and, with
the distinguished and honourable excepdon of Mrs
Martin, have probably flounced out of the Chamber. I
think that is fairly rypical of the general atdude of the
lobbyists in this case. They are prepar.ed to listen to no
one. I am not therefore going to debate with them.
I would merely like rc put it on the record that the
Committee on External Economic Relations, which
has the interests oi the whole of the Communiry at
hean, endorsed its opinion by 13 votes to 0 and that
every single nationaliry from every Member State was
represented in that decision.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Mahcr. 
- 
Mr President, I am someone who may
nor agree with Mr Velsh, but I can tell you that I vrill
stay in this House. I think I 
.have been here a lot
longer than Mr \[elsh, if the times were added up.
However, that is not the point I want to make.
I have a great deal of sympathy for New Zealand. I
know the country reasonably well. I know its farmers
very well. I do not want to speak against them. I am
nor for a moment suggesting that we should try to
damage them or harm them-
That is not where the real problem lies, however. The
real problem is in this House and in this Communiry.
'!7e are not prepared rc pay for the luxury of having
New Zealand butter come inm this Communiry. That
is the problem. S/hat most people are saying is, let the
farmers of the Community pay. Every dme the prob-
lem arises about increasing farmers' incomes, which
are unavoidably depressed because of problems on the
agricultural expon market caused by impons, people
say it cannot be done, it is too expensive. !7e have
seen an unholy alliance between the British Socialists
and the Bridsh Conservatives every time an anempt is
made to establish reasonable price increases for farrn
products. They say, we cannot do it; we have
surpluses; surpluses are costing roo muchl we have got
to peg down farm incomes. That is the question #e
have got to come [o terms with. Are we prepared rc
pay?
I have the greatest admiration for Mr Curry; he is a
very inrclligenl man, and I believe he spoke with great
sinceriry; but I do not understand his logic. Vhat he
was saying todap if you carry his argument m the
logical conclusion, was that the more butter we
impon, the better off we are going to be. That is the
logic of it. \7hat he said was, by importing New
Zealand butter we have more jobs and it costs us less.
Surely this means that if we increase the impon of
butteh, we shall have more jobs and more money and it
will cost us less. I do not understand the logic of that.
It is completely lost on me. Mr Cvrry, I think you
have to think again.
Miss Quin, if you would listen for a moment please, I
do not understand your logic either. Not long ago I
heard you proposing that there be a limitadon on
impons of fish, because, you said, the incomes of the
fishermen in your constituency were being adversely
affecrcd by the imports of fish. Yes you did, and you
supponed that very srongly. But you do not give a
damn about the incomes of dairy farmers. In my coun-
try, \hey have fallen by 45o/o in real rcrms in rwo
years. You then expect them to acoept that we should
have impons of buucr, which are in fact the cause of
the problem. They are told they cannot have increases
in milk prices but, indeed, have to pay levies in order
to dispose of surpluses.
I think rhis Parliament has got to get rid of this
Jekyll-and-Hyde attitude. Of course let us have Nev
Zealand buner in, but let us not complain if it is going
to increase the cost of the budgel kt us be prepared
rc pay for it. At least we shall then begin to see
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whether we can have a logical CAP or nor. Bur do not
ask just the farmers in the Communiry 
- 
panicularly
the small ones and most dairy farmers are very small
- 
to pay for this luxury. If you want it, be prepared to
pay for it!.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr De Keersmaeker. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, this problem of imponing. butrer from
New,Zealand without,special precautions is far more
than just a technical question. The European Commu-
nity rcok a political, economic and social opdon in
defining its agricultural policy. If we wish ro uphold
these fundamental oprions then we must respect and
maintain the various pillars on which that poliry is
built. That is the subsnnce of the matrer.
One of these pillars is Community preference, to
which, at that time for hisrorical reasons rhat Mr
Tolman has very clearly explainedi an exceprion was
made. That exceprion is now being consolidated and
in that way we are weakening the srength of one of
the pillars. This whole quesrion has nothing rc do with
the criticism rightly or wrongly levelled at the agricul-
tural poliry or points about imbalance between big and
limle traders and bew'een the differenr regions 
- 
the
reasons why, again rightly or v'rongly, people wanr to
make changes ro rhar agricultural policy. Ir does, and
what Mr Maher said about rhis is very true, have rc do
with the budgenry imbalance or more specifically the
fact that the sector concerned is already overloaded,
already sruggling with surpluses and now to be
funher overloaded because of the loss of income ro
the European Comrnuniry,
Mr Muntingh says rhat New Zealand, is a wonhy
friend of the European Communiry. That is, of course,
abundantly clear. But that is not the point. The point is
who is to pay the bill. Are the costs of this operation
going to be met exclusively by the farmers, yes or no?
That is the question.
The farmers are told that the till is empry and that, if
they are looking for an extremely necessary and legiti-
mate price adjustment which is still insufficienr then
they must pay for it rhemselves and, what is more,
they alone. They have to pay an extra rax 
- 
what we
call inleoeren 
- 
in this difficult time of crisis. Vhen
the government in my counrry proposed to deducr
2 0/o f.rom the fonhcoming increase in civil service
salaries, a general prorest wenr up. Farmers have been
paying these levies for two years now, and if it is now
proposed to open rhe door even wider by making this
exception to'Community preference permanenr, then
for us this will be too much of a bad thing. This
concern is expressed in the amendments nbled by Mr
Tolman, which we fully suppon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Newron Dunn to speak on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Nevton Dunn, drafisman of an opinion.
- 
Despite the cry of 'oh no!' from in front of me, Mr
President, I am dury bound to give my opinion as
draftsman for the Committee on Budgets. I shall do so
in 30 seconds.
Specifically, regarding the proposal to exrend rhe
arrangemenr for the impon of butr6r_ into the Unircd
Kingdom, the Committee on Budgets vgted ro
approve the proposal. However, it regretted the atti-
tude of the Council, which had amended the existing
rules without consulting the Parliament in good dme.
The committee was of the opinion,that the Council's
awitude was reprehensible from the point of viecr of
relations berween rhe Communiry institutions, and
that it undermined the validiry of the consultation
procedure itself. The committee believed thaq if this
should ever happen again, the European Parliament
should refrain frorn delivering an opinion and reveal
the facs to the'public.
I
On the second proposal, ,regarding imponadon into
the Community on special rcrms, rhe commirtee voted
to accept the proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
|just want to make it absolutely clear thar rhe Commis-
sion stands by its proposal. It can be limited in time ro
three or four years.
'!7hat is at stake here, Mr President, as people seem [o
forget, is our good name as a patmer in international
cooperation. \7e discussed only half-an-hour ago the
extent to which we have become major exponers of
agricultural commodities. How do you think the
world is going to reafi to that if we are not willing to
take care of a friend and an ally like New Zealand.
If you say no, you will never live it down.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
The debarc is cloied.
'!7e 
shall now consider the motion for a resolution.
(Parliament adopted thefirst threte indena)
After the third indent, I have Amendment No 18, by
Mr Pranchdre, seeking to replace the motion by a new
text:
- 
having regard to the deteriorarion in the'situation of
dairy producers,
.1. Points out thar the exemption arrangements for New
Zealand butter impons were only granrcd on a provi-
sional basis;
2. Is concerned at the increase in the cost of supponing
the dairy markct as a result of continuation of such
impons, which gravely penalize EEC dairy produccrs;
,J
t,
-l
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3. Considers it necessary to bear in mind that since it
joined the Common Market the United Kingdom has
increased its production of butter and reduced its
consumption;
4. Notes that the United Kingdom is exponing increas-
ing quantities of bucer to the EEC whilst obstructing
impons of dairy prolucts frorh other EEC countries;
5. Rejects the idea that the Community should make up
for the closure of the United States and Japanese
inarkem to New Zealand butter;
6. Regards the continuation of New Zealand butter
impons as pafticularly unacceptable to the EuroPean
. dairy industry when the Commission continues lo
refuse to grant refunds at a level permitting access to
rhe world market;
7. Asks the Commission and Council to put in hand a
genuine oils-and-fats policy restricting, and imposing
duty on, imports;
8. Considers that the interests of EEC milk producers
take precedence over the commercial interests of the
New Zealand Dairy Board, the sole imponer and
exporter of New Zealand butter;
9. Confirms its fundamental opposition to extension of
the preferential arrangemcnts for impons of butter
originating in New Zealand, which constiturc a trave
breach of the principle of Community preference;
10. Calls for thc immediate repeal of these preferential
arrangements;
I l. Rejects the Commission's proposals.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Miss Quin, fttpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am against
this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 18 and adopted the
foar"th andfifib indenu)
Prcsident. 
- 
On paragraph 1, I have two amend-
ments, both seeking to replace the paragraph with a
new text:
- 
Amendment No 5, tabled by Mr Davern and Mr
Fanton on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
1. Deplores the fact that massive impors of Nev
Zetland butter by the United Kingdom at preferential
rates at a time when the EEC dairy industry is being
seriously hit, are a major contributing factor to the
present situation;
- 
Amendment No 3, by Mrs Cresson and others:
1. Stresses that New Zealand and the Communiry are
together the major dairy exponers on the world
market; but points out that the exemption arrange-
ments for imporu of Ncw Zeilend butrcr wcre
tranted on a provisional basis and were intended to be
terminated in 1977, and that their purpose was to
facilitarc the United Kingdom's adjustment to the
Community systems, not to subsidize New Zealand
butter expons.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Miss Quin,rapporter4r. 
- 
I am 'against both amend-
ments, Mr President.
(Parliament rejected Amendments No 5 and No 3 and
adoptedparagrdph 1)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 2, I have ro'o 
"rn.nd-'ments each seeking to replace the paragraph with a
new text:
- 
Amendment No 6, tabled by Mr Davern and Mr
Fanton on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrau:
2. Emphasizes the urgent need to resolve equitably the
surplus situadon within the EEC, while at.the same
time respecting the principle of Communiry prefer-
ence;
- 
Amendment No 4, tabled by Mrs Cresson and
others:
2. Emphasizes the imponance of appropriate, reciprocal
cooperation agreements on imports and expons
between New Zealand and the EEC on world markets
to ensure stable market and price coirditions.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Miss Quin, rdPporteur.- I arn ,g"in* borh.
(Parliament rejected Amendments No 6 and No 4 and
adopted paragrdph 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3, I have three amend-
ments, all seeking to replace this paragraph with a new
text:
- 
Amendment No 7, tabled by Mr Davern and Mr
Fanton on b6half of the Group of European
Progressive Dcmocrats :
3. Refutes any Communiry nodon of value judgcment
on New Zealand's successes or failures in the
commercial ficld 
- 
in the same way as it u'ould be
contrary to basic principles for any individual or
group of Member States to pass value judgements on
inoth.t Member State 
- 
used as a means of influenc-
ing Community decisions on current negotiations;
- 
Amendment No 13, by MrTolman:
3. Recognizes the degrec of economic depcndence of
New Zealand on dairy products; notes at the same
time that this places a heavy and continuing burden on
, Commtnity igriculture through the imponation of
,.\,
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President
totally superlluous products which arc already in
surplus.
- 
Amendment No 2, by Mrs Cresson and others:
3. Deplores the fact rhat the principle of Communiry
preference has been clearly divorced from its original
objectives and has now come to mean the payment of
a co-responsibiliry levy by European dairy producers,
while q.e subsidize imports of tlie very sami producrs
from third countries;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mi.r Q"irr, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against all three.
(Pailiament rejected Amendments Nos 7, 13 and 2 and
adopted paragraph 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4, I have turo amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 8, abled by Mr Davern and Mr
Fanton on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrars and seeking.to replace the
paragraph with rhe following new rext:
4. Underlines
(a) the Commission's conclusion that 'a reduction of
protecdonism in other developed countries in rhe
dairy sector would bc a highly desirable develop-
mcnr in the intcrests of both the Community and
New Zealand'; and
(b) Anicle 4 of Protocol No 18, which states that 'the
Communiry shall continue its effons ro promote
the conclusion of an international agreement on
milk products so that, as soon as possible, condi-
tions on the world market may be improved';
- 
Amendment No 14, tabled by Mr Tolman and
seeking to amend rhis paragraph as follows:
4. Conscious of rhe attempts of Ncw Zealand to diver-
sify her dairy exports and find ncw markets, anempr
which have been succcssful but have obvious limits
imposed upon them, rcgrets that in New Zealand, in
conkast with the situation obtaining for European
milk producers, therc are no provisions restricting
milk production and no co-responsibiliry levy to be
paid.
Vhat is the rapponeur's posiiion?
Miss Quin; rd,pportertr. 
- 
I am against both.
(Parliament rejected Amendmmts Nos I and 14 and
adopted paragrdph 4)
Presidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No
9, abled by Mr Davern and Mr Fanton on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats and
seeking to replace rhis paragraph n'ith a nexr text:
5. Rejects any funher increase in the Nev Zealand
butrcr quoa over the 1980 figurc of 90 000 tonnes,
and indeed recommends that measures be taken rc
implement funher reductions in the import quota, in
view of the present serious siruation in rhe Commu-
niry. '
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Miss Quin, rdpporterlr. 
- 
I am against.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 9 and adopted
Pdr^graPh t)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 5, I have *o 
"-rrrd-men6, both seeking to add a new paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 16, by Mr Tolman:
5 a. Considers it righr, in view of New Zealand's special
reladonship with the United Kingdom, to take into
consideration that since the acccssion of the UK
- 
butter consumption in the UK has fallen, and
- 
butter production in the UK has risen;
- 
Amendment No 17, nbled by MrTolman:
5 b. Considers it wrong that New Zceland has to pay a
lower levy, as a result of which the cost to the EEC
_ 
will increase by around 60 million EUA, and consi-
ders the world market price to be the only valid refer-
ence point.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Miss Quinn, rdpporteur. 
- 
Against both.
( Parliament rejected both amendments)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 10, tabled by Mr Davern and Mr Fanton on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats and
seeking to replace this paragraph with a new rexr:
6. Deplores the responsibiliry of the Commission and the
Council in their failure to propose and to implement a
genuine Communiry policy for oils and fats, including
a limitation o4 impons and the introduction of impon
levies, which would gready illeviate thc present situa-
tion in the dairy sector within the Communiry, while
at the same time allowing a more flexible Community
attitude towards the United Kingdom's impons of
butter from New Zcaland.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
M* Qui", rlpporteilr. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Amend.ment No 10 and adoped
paragraph 6)
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President. 
- 
On paragraph 7, I have four amend-
ments, all seeking to replace the paragraph with a new
text:
- 
Amendment No 11, mbled by Mr Davern and Mr
Fanton on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats ;
7. Regrem rhat in the present economic circumstances
the Commission's proposals are totally unacceptable
and rherefore rejects them;
- 
Amendment No l, tabled by Mr Delatte and
others:
7. Cannot, however, approve the Commission's proposal
until an overall policy for oils and fats in the Commu-
niry has been defined;
- 
Amendment No 15, tabled by MrTolman:
7. Rejects the Commission's proposal;
- 
Amendment No 12, tabled by Mr Davern and Mr
Fanton on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
7. Invites, therefore, the Commission to withdraw their
proposal.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Miss Quin, rdpporter4r. 
- 
I am against all of them.
(In saccessioe ootes Parliameat rejected Amendments
Nos 11, 1, 1) and 12 andadoptedparagrapb 7)
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
15. Decision on restructuring tbefatm suntqr system in
haly
President. 
- 
!7e now proceed rc the reports that we
agreed to deal with without debate. If a Member
crishes ro debate a subject when we get to it, then we
shall just have to put it off undl December.
The next item is the report by Mr Colleselli, on behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture (Doc. l-524/ 80), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-425/80) for a dccision on restructuring the system of
agricultural surveys in ltaly.
Ve shall first consider the proposed decision.
On paragraph I of Ardcle 5, I have Amendment No 1,
tabled by Mr Notenboom on behalf of the Commimee
on Budgets and seeking to replace this paragraph by
the following text:
1. The Community's annual financial contribution to thc
programme referred to in Anicle I shall be fixed from
year to year on the fixing of the Communities' gencral
budget for the following year. Thc estimate of thc
appropriations required shall take account of the
annual programme submitted by the Italian Republic
under Anicle 4 of this decision.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1)
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Notenboom on behalf of the Committee on Budg-
er and seekirtg m delete this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2)
On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Notenboom on behalf of the Commimee on Budg-
ets and seeking to delete this paragraph.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3)
I put the motion for a resolution to the vorc.
The resolution is adopted.r
I call Mr Pannella to speak on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Vhen the rapportcur is not here
and the Commission has not asked for the floor,
would it not be normal ro hold the vote over? The
rapponeur should at least be present.
President. 
- 
The Rules Procedure say we can do
without the rapponeur.
rc. Aegukt;on on the sapply offood aid
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mrs
Rabbethge, on behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation (Doc. 1-551/80), on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-361/80) for a regulation lrying down gencral rules for
the supply as food aid of products othcr than cercals,
skimmed-milk powder or butter-oil to cenain developing
countrics and specialized bodies.
I call Mr Cohen to speak on a point of order.
Mr Cohcn 
- 
(NL) Yes, Mr President, I would like
to speak on this report. I would therefore ask you to
give me the floor bcfore you take rhe votc.t oJ c 327 oI ts.12. 1980.
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Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The decision of the House qras to take
it without debate.
I call Mr Vernimmen.
Mr Vernimmen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, at least three
quarrcrs of an hour ago I urged that all aspects of
social problems should be discussed in a serious
manner in this Parliament and that we should not
occupy ourselves the whole day long exclusively with
all kirids of theoredcal mattcrs. I therefore ask that
you postpone the discussion of important social docu-
ments like the reports by Mr Ghergo and Mr Van der
Gun to a later part-session . . .
President. 
- 
I am sorry, you are speaking to the
wrong itcm on the agenda. Perhaps you could contain
yourself until *e reach the right point!
Mr Vcrnimmcn. 
- 
(NL) Mt Presidcnt, I am not
misusing the time of this Parliament, but others are!
This is a special request.
(Parlianent adopted the preambh)
President. 
- 
Before paragraph 1, I have Amendment
No 1, by Mr Denis and others, seeking to insert the
following paragraph:
Condemns any use of thc food vcapon, as did the
ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly meeting in Luxem-
bourg from 22 to 26 September 1980, and therefore calls
for the immcdiatc re-establishment of food aid for Vict-
nam, Kampuchca and Afghanistan.
(In saccessioe aotes Parliamenrt rejected Amendment
No l andadoptedparagraphs I to 15)
I put the motion'for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
. Agerrfu
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I beg to move that items 195,
244, 254 and 255 
- 
th"y refer to reporr by Mr
Ghergo, Mr Van der Gun, Mrs Cassanmagnago
Cerretti and Mr Key respectively 
- 
be held over until
our next pan-session in Luxembourg.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cohen.
Mr Cohcn. 
- 
Mr President, we already had rhe same
point of order about rwo hours ago. This House
decided then that we could not make any changes in
the agenda. As a consequence Mr Scott-Hopkins or
someone else from his group asked to have several
reports dealt wirh without debate, and this was
decided. Ve cannot begin changing the agenda again,
must continue vith the agenda ag it is before us; there
is no other possibility.
Presidcnt- 
- 
Ve need some commonsense at this
sage. If we just proceed as we vere doing, I think we
shall complete everything.
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muatingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, you are fully
entitled m adjourn the session. It is turo o'clock and
we are at the end of the road. You can simply decide
rc close the sining.
Prcsident. 
- 
Yes, but it is entirely my decision and I
am not going rc do so.
18. Tbe Community\ gewralized uif preferences
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the report by Mt
Pearce, on behalf of the Commimce on Development
and Cooperation (Doc. 1-545/80), on
the proposals from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-429/80) for regulations fixing the Community's
five-year scheme of generalizcd ariff preferences for thc
period l98l-85 and the opcning of the scheme appliceblc
in 1981.
(Parliame* dopted tbe preamble and paragrapbs 1 to 4)
After paragraph 4, I have rvro amendments by Mt
Notenboom sceking to insert a new paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 3:
4a. Fears, however, that the absencc of any information in the
Commission proposals as to thc loss of Communiry
revenue which would result from the application of this
rystem renders the Communiry policy of gcnerdizcd
prcferenccs void, sincc the scope for financid autonomy
is almost totally used up;
*Amendment No 4:
4b. Urges the Commission to statc the foreseeable financial
consequenccs of the generalized preferenccs systcm rc
that the budgetary authority c.n cnsure, having rcgard to
thc currcnt limiu on the Communiq/s of,rn resouroes, $
,i,r,
' 
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Presidcnt
that the proposals for regulations to achieve this policy
are applicd in the budgetary sphere.
(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 3 and 4 and
ad,opted paragrdpb 4)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vouel.
Mr Vogels Member of tbe Commission 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I have to state that the Commission cannot
support any one of the four amendments presented.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I callMr Collins on a point of order.
Mr Collins. 
- 
I do think we ought to request that
the existence of a quorum be established. At this point,
Mr President, it is fairly clear that there is not a
quorum Present.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The request must be supponed by l0
Members.
(Ten Memberc rose to theirfeet)
As a quorum is not present, the vote is adiourned until
the next part-session.
19. Reguhtion on tbe carriage of goods by road betarcen
Member States
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next it€m is the repon (Doc.
1-555/80) by Mr Moreland, on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Transporq on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-356/80) for a regulation amending Regulation
(EEC) No 3164/76 on the Communiry quota for the
. 
caria,ge of goods by road between Member Statcs.
I call Mr Vouel.
,Mr Voucl, Member of the Commissiott 
- 
The
Commission does not support Amendments Nos 3,4
and 5.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce on a point of order.
Mr Pearcc. 
- 
Mr Presidenq I wonder if your ruling
on the quorum was in fact a valid one, because, as I
understand it, the voting had already been commenced
at the dme when Mr Collins raised a point of order
and I do not think you had the right to accept a point
of order once the vodng had staned.
President. 
- 
That is'not true, Mr Pearce. Anybody
can challenge the guorum.
(Parliament adopud tbe preamble ard paragraphs t
and 2)
On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 2, by Miss
Roberts, seeking to replace 'harmonize' utith 'rc make
progress in harmonizing'.
(Parliament adopnd Amendment No 2, paragraph 3 as
amended and parugraph 4)
After paragraph 4, I have Amendment No t, by il,
Albers, seeking to insert the following paragraph:
4a. Cdls upon the Commission to clarify the situation in
1981 as regards tle reduction of the bilateral quoa
visi-oisthe incrcase in dhe Community quota.
(Parliament ahptedAmetdment No 1)
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 3, by Miss
Roberts, seeking to add the following phrase at the
end of this paragraph:
and recommends a doubliirg of the quota for 1981.
(Parliament dopted Amendment No 3 and paragraphs 5
and e)
After paragraph 6, I have Amendment No 4, by Miss
Roberts, seeking to insert the following neqr para-
graph:
6a. Rccommends that consideration be given to a funher
allocation for Greccc.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4 and paragraphs 7
and 8)
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment No 5, by Miss
Roben, seeking to delete the phrase 'consequendy. . .
understanding' and to substitute 'and demands'.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 5 and paragraph 9
as amendgd)
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
YOte.
The resolution is adopted.l
20. Agetfu
Prcei&nt. 
- 
As its authors are not Present, the oral
question, with debatc, by Mrs Cassanmagnago Ceretti
and others (Doc. l-586180) s'ill be held over until the
next pan-session.
I call Mr Pannella.
,"t,
:
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Mr Pannclla. 
- 
(F) I am sorry, Mr President,
because this is a very imponanr question. The inrerna-
tional press has looked at the Communiq/s activities in .
this field and rightly or wrongly has wriuen some'
serious and even insulting,things. Our Parliament has
no legislative powers but it does have a dury to investi-
gat€. The Commissioner has been kind enough rc
attend and the press will continue to monitor and
investigate. Let us at least gile this Commission an
opportunity to reply. It will take only a few minutes
and perhaps some discrediting doubts will be removed
straight away or else we shall know what is what. I
therefore propose that we conrinue for a few
moments, or long enough at least to hear Mr Gunde-
lach on the subject.
Presidcnt. 
- 
As you know, the President must
always give way to the Commission if the Commis-
sioner wishes to speak. There has been no such
request.
Mr Prnnella. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr,I feel this is highly
imponant. I understand rhat the Commission has not
given up its right to speak and if rhat is the case ir
should say so. Indeed, I thought that Mr Gundelach
wanrcd to speak.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelrch" Vce-kesident of the Commission 
-Mr President, Mr Pannella is saying that the Commis-
sion has asked for this debate. It has not. A demand
was made rc the Commission to have rhis debatc even
if cenain time-limits had not been respected. The
Commission is eager, as it has already done in the
press, to put this whole thing right, because it is on a
very dubious basis, as Mr Pannella says himself. And
we have done so to the press. Therefore we acceptrd
to have the debare even if the dme-limir had not been
respected, just to set the record right. Ve are eater ro
have rhis debate whenever it is convenient; but I have
heard you, Mr Presidenr, saying that we can keep the
inrcrpreters only a few minutes beyond 2 o'clock. It is
now 12 minutes past 2 o'clock, but I do not want my
failure to speak to be construed as suggesting that the
Commission feels ir is on slippery ground here and
would rather have the debare postponed. I am not on
slippery ground, because all the press versions were
unfounded, as I have already told the press. I am glad
to have the debate whenever it is desired, bur the
moment does not seem to be now.
(Apphase)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ve quite underctand. I am sorry, I am
trying as President to meer what I think are the wishes
of the whole House in trying to ger through our
agenda, because we shall be faced with great difficul-
des if we do not.
21. Directh)e on the safety of conuiners
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-555180), withorit debate, by Mr Key, on behalf of
the Committee on Transpoft, on
thc proposal from the Commission to thc Council (Doc.
1-353/80) for a directive on the harmonized application
of the Intcrnational Convention for Safe Containers
(CSC) in thc European Economic Community.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resoludon is adopted.t
22. Veification of oedeatiak
Presidcnt. 
- 
At its meeting yestcrday, the Bureau
verified the credendals of Mr Rieger, whose appoint-
ment had already been announced. Purcuant m Rule
3 (1) of the Rules of Procedure, rhe Bureau has made
sure that this appointment complies with thc provi-
sions of the Treaties.
It therefore asks the House to ratify_rhis appointment.
fue there any objections?
This appointmenr is radfied.
23. Dates of th ncxt part-session
President. 
- 
There are no orher items on the agenda.
I thank the representatives of both Council and
Commission for their contribudons to our work.
I call Mr Pearcc on a point of order.
Mr Peerce. 
- 
Mr President, presumably it will be
your job rc report to the Council of Ministers on those
of rheir requests which have not yet been met, on
which our consultations have not yet taken placc. May
I suggest that you do this fully, and that in doing so
you point out that it is those people over there, the
so-called champions of dwelopmcnt policy, some of
whom suppon this resolution . . .
Presidcnt. 
- 
Mr Pearcc, will you please give way? I
have the inrcrests of rhe interpret€rs to considei as
well as those of the House, and I do not rhink ir is
right for you ro conrinu'e drc debarc in that way.
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' President
(Apphuse) Are rhere any comments?
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings be The minutcs of proceedings are approved.
held from 15 to 19 December 1980 in Luxembourg.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
25. Adjounment oftbe session
24' Approoaloftheminutes presi&nt. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of. the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliamen[, for its approval, The sitting is closed.
the minutes of proceedings of the sitting which were
written during the debates. (Tlte sitting uas closed at 2.15 p.m.)
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